
From: Care2 on behalf of Quancidine Gribble
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 3:53:29 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Quancidine Gribble
6129 Louise St
Fayetteville, NC 28314-2720
quancidineforpresident@gmail.com

V-7451 A-7541

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Susan Wingate
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 3:55:21 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Susan Wingate
100 Cold Water Spgs
Murphy, NC 28906-4761
susan.wingate@gmail.com

V-7452 A-7542

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: joyce robinson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 3:55:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

joyce robinson

8010 covington ave
glen burnie, MD 21061

4109699057

V-7453 A-7543

mailto:orcawolf@cablespeed.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: sarah cross
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 3:55:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

sarah cross

314 w queen st
hillsborough, NC 27278

V-7454 A-7544

mailto:sarahhcross@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Val Greer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 3:55:53 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Val Greer
54 Bright St
Waynesville, NC 28786-7715
greervalerie@rocketmail.com

V-7455 A-7545

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joan Matthews
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 3:57:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joan Matthews

1901 GLENWOOD Ave
Raleigh, NC 27608

V-7456 A-7546

mailto:Cmatthews8@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leesa Brieger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 3:57:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leesa Brieger

205 Adams Way
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-7457 A-7547

mailto:leesa.brieger@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beth Meadows
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:01:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Meadows

9 Blue Bottle Lane
Durham, NC 27705

V-7458 A-7548

mailto:Bethmeadows@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Valerie Lecoeur
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:02:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Valerie Lecoeur

455 Carolina Circle
Winston-Salem, NC 27104

3366245115

V-7459 A-7549

mailto:valerie@zoeborganic.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pam Pellegrino
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:04:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pam Pellegrino

272 Dogwood Rd
West Jefferson, NC 28694

V-7460 A-7550

mailto:pammypell@yahoo.co
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: hilary hardy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:06:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Also, do not support any bills for offshore drilling of any kind in nc. Our beautiful coastline should not be spoiled
 further.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

hilary hardy

1626 BROOK FERN WAY
RALEIGH, NC 27609

2522301101

V-7461 A-7551

mailto:cruizinn@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: adrienne ferriss
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:06:35 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

adrienne ferriss
27 pheasant dr
asheville, NC 28803

V-7462 A-7552

mailto:asferriss@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Mirinda Kossoff
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:07:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mirinda Kossoff

1394 Fearrington Post
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-7463 A-7553

mailto:mkossoff@frontier.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jess Howard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:07:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jess Howard

67 Montana Avenue
Asheville, NC 28807

V-7464 A-7554

mailto:jessie.howard179@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott Walker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:07:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Scott Walker

1433 Cole Mill Rd
Durhan, NC 27705

V-7465 A-7555

mailto:wottscalker@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Geraci
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:07:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.  God is watching.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Geraci

13116 Kensworth Court
Charlotte, NC 28277

V-7466 A-7556

mailto:mgcnc@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Shirley Dye
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:07:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shirley Dye

797  John Horton Rd
Apex, NC 27523

V-7467 A-7557

mailto:sc.dye@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Allen Stewart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:10:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Allen Stewart

6916 saxby ct
Raleigh, NC 27613

9196732567

V-7468 A-7558

mailto:allend.stewart61@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brandon Taylor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:13:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brandon Taylor

135 1/2 Virginia Ave
Asheville, NC 28806

V-7469 A-7559

mailto:bft590@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia Mastro
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:13:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail," the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment, and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Mastro

101 Hunters Trail West
Elizabeth City, NC 27909

V-7470 A-7560

mailto:utvol61@inteliport.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Birge
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:13:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Birge

1406 Redcoat Dr
Charlotte, NC 28211

704 364-1416

V-7471 A-7561

mailto:bbirge@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Catherine Mahoney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:16:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine Mahoney

31 Kirby Road
Asheville, NC 28806

V-7472 A-7562

mailto:cmahoney9468@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrew Silver
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:16:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Silver

17308 Grand Central Way
Cornelius, NC 28031

(704) 375-1124

V-7473 A-7563

mailto:andy@resolutionexperts.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Arminda Chavez
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:17:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Arminda Chavez

106 S Audubon ave
Goldsboro, NC 27530

V-7474 A-7564

mailto:Mil.chavez.volz1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bianca Sobral
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:19:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bianca Sobral

5710 Arringdon Park Dr
Morrisville, NC 27560

V-7475 A-7565

mailto:bsobral07@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cary Paynter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:19:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

The Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power
 Plan (CPP), are long overdue. This is an opportunity to adapt to the realities of polluted air, needlessly dirty
 industry, and a dependence on energy sources that are outdated and unsustainable.  NC cannot continue to try to
 turn back time and pursue that time-honored but never successful method of burying our head in the sand.

Your administration needs to come up with a serious plan to address climate change now.
Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please act responsibly and in
 the public interest.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cary Paynter

6242 Head Rd
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-7476 A-7566

mailto:dmpaynter@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Mikszta
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:19:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Mikszta

3205 Lochinvar Drive
Durham, NC 27705

V-7477 A-7567

mailto:jmikszta@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Catherine Cloud
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:20:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine Cloud

210 Dallas Dr
Wilmington, NC 28405

V-7478 A-7568

mailto:cathcloud@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Walsh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:21:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Walsh

P. O. Box 246
Morganton, NC 28680

V-7479 A-7569

mailto:jaywalsh@thistle-cottage.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Penelope Gardner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:22:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). What are your reasons for not working towards reducing our carbon emissions?

It concerns me deeply that North Carolina is highlighted as a state opposed to the CPP. Some say NC is
 championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail' while denying the opportunity to create a plan that works best for
 North Carolina.

What are the specifics in the CPP with which you disagree or have determined are more harmful to North
 Carolinians that not having clean air?

Please advise.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Penelope Gardner

9004 Winged Thistle Court
Raleigh, NC 27617

9192373499

V-7480 A-7570

mailto:penelopekg@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Simeon Reich
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:24:18 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Simeon Reich
103 Batchelor Dr
Greensboro, NC 27410-6036
johnsimreich@gmail.com

V-7481 A-7571

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Cottle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:25:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Cottle

209  Hutchins Dr
Garner, NC 27529

919-3018472

V-7482 A-7572

mailto:muey1c@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David J Goode
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:25:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David J Goode

964 Avon Road
WINSTON SALEM, NC 27104

V-7483 A-7573

mailto:dgoode@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: cindy smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:25:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

cindy smith

2 eagle crest dr
black mtn, NC 28711

(828) 686-4564

V-7484 A-7574

mailto:cin28711@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tyler Haske
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:25:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tyler Haske

800 Golden Horseshoe Circle Apt H
Morrisville, NC 27560

2699786583

V-7485 A-7575

mailto:tyler.haske@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eileen Dineen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:25:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eileen Dineen

po box 1754
Wake Forest, NC 27588

V-7486 A-7576

mailto:edineen@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leslie Dressler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:25:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leslie Dressler

Moser Sedge Ct
Biltmore Lake, NC 28715

V-7487 A-7577

mailto:lesliecdressler@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nicole Klett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:25:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nicole Klett

201 Woodleaf Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-7488 A-7578

mailto:nicole.klett@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Antoinette Foster
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:25:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Antoinette Foster

518 e whitaker mill rd
Raleigh, NC 27608

V-7489 A-7579

mailto:antoifoster@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stacey Harbaugh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:29:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stacey Harbaugh

505 Hawk Haven Cv
Waynesville, NC 28786

V-7490 A-7580

mailto:sdhester2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Fredrick Milano
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:31:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Fredrick Milano

4000 Ashwood Drive
Leland, NC 28451

V-7491 A-7581

mailto:milanofa@appstate.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amber Moodie-Dyer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:31:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amber Moodie-Dyer

5508 Welkin Ct
Durham, NC 27713

V-7492 A-7582

mailto:moodiedyer@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Bueno
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:32:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Bueno

751 Davenbury Way
Cary, NC 27531

V-7493 A-7583

mailto:Liveandlearnllc@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: K Bernart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:33:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

K Bernart

5027 Charmapeg Ave
Charlotte, NC 28211

V-7494 A-7584

mailto:ktbernart@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Yvonne Neal
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:34:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Neal

1403 Lucille Avenue
Monroe, NC 28112

V-7495 A-7585

mailto:sycaudle@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diane Ripollone
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:35:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Ripollone

108 Sailboat Ct
Garner, NC 27529

9194149861

V-7496 A-7586

mailto:rippie77@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Helena Day
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:37:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Our lives depend on clean air!

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helena Day

1118 Old Hwy.74
Marshville, NC 28103

V-7497 A-7587

mailto:helenaday@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeffrey Secrest
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:40:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Secrest

30 Green Hill Ave
Asheville, NC 28806

8284061135

V-7498 A-7588

mailto:JS65983@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Virginia Emigh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:40:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Virginia Emigh

2823 OBerry St
Raleigh, NC 27607

V-7499 A-7589

mailto:Emighhome@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Dorton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:43:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

The citizens of this country have become very sensitive to this subject.  Clean air is good for our families, our
 environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Dorton

4424 Lancaster Hwy
Monroe, NC 28112

V-7500 A-7590

mailto:canope6@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Albino
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:43:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Albino

7304-3 Stonecliff Dr., Raleigh
Raleigh, NC 27615

9197479748

V-7501 A-7591

mailto:nalbino@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Moody
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:43:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debra Moody

1214 Main Ave.N.w
Hickory, NC 28601

8283109467

V-7502 A-7592

mailto:moodswing55@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: A C Metcalf
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:43:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

A C Metcalf

1902 Dickens Ave
Charlotte, NC 28208

V-7503 A-7593

mailto:ametcalf@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cathy Jamed
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:43:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cathy Jamed

332 Iotla Street
Franklin, NC 28734

V-7504 A-7594

mailto:catjames@morrisbb.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tracey Gay
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:43:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. After all, NC is a premier
 vacation destination from the Blue Ridge Mountains, to the Outer Banks! Please do the right thing and protect our
 clean air.

Where are our windmills? We know the world of tomorrow is a world of sustainable energy. Why aren't we leading
 the country?

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tracey Gay

198 Ewbank Dr
Hendersonville, NC 28791

8286973693

V-7505 A-7595

mailto:traceyl.gay@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Yale Giffin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:46:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Yale Giffin

903 Turmeric Lane
Durham, NC 27713

V-7506 A-7596

mailto:yale.giffin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Clemen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:46:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Clemen

3805 Westcrest St
NC, NC 27707

9198050141

V-7507 A-7597

mailto:margaretclemen@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Getty
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:48:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Getty

169 wildwood river ridge road
Newport, NC 28570

V-7508 A-7598

mailto:pfgetty@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Samuel Speciale
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:48:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Samuel Speciale

14 Trevor's Trail
ASHEVILLE, NC 28806

V-7509 A-7599

mailto:sgspeciale@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Connie Wells
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:48:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Connie Wells

599 Garner Chapel Rd
Mount Olive, NC 28365

V-7510 A-7600

mailto:CWWGTL@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Kerr
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:49:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Kerr

1938 Faculty Drive
Winston Salem, NC 27106

V-7511 A-7601

mailto:wckerr308@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: betsy yopp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:49:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

betsy yopp

175 sioux lane
Apt/Suite
clayton, NC 27520

V-7512 A-7602

mailto:twoyellowdogs@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: stuart neal
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:49:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

stuart neal

1403 lucille ave
monroe, NC 28112

V-7513 A-7603

mailto:nealrealestate@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Paffrath
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:49:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Paffrath

328 Fearrington Post
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-7514 A-7604

mailto:nanpaff56@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amy Cox
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:50:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Cox

509 Huron Rd
Raleigh, NC 27610

9195235622

V-7515 A-7605

mailto:therealamycox@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wes Leiphart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:50:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wes Leiphart

3975 Busbee Rd
Seagrove, NC 27341

V-7516 A-7606

mailto:leiphart@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Darlene Bingham
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:54:35 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Darlene Bingham
PO Box 164
Stanley, NC 28164-0164
drbingham1959@yahoo.com

V-7517 A-7607

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bonnie Harvell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:55:41 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Harvell

553 Oak Hammock Drive
Harkers Island, NC 28531

V-7518 A-7608

mailto:Lharvell@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charity Stricker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:56:15 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Charity Stricker
70 Willowbrook Cir
Clayton, NC 27527-9727
charity.stricker@gmail.com

V-7519 A-7609

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David B Cameron
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:56:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As all asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate
 change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David B Cameron

150 Private Dr
Union Mills, NC 28167

8282877931

V-7520 A-7610

mailto:dcam@kidsenses.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: JaneAnn Hughes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:57:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

JaneAnn Hughes

7760 Netherlands Dr
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-7521 A-7611

mailto:janeannhughes@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Serenity Lucas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:57:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Serenity Lucas

2920 Auburn dr. apt # 103
Burlington, NC 27215

V-7522 A-7612

mailto:edenchocolate2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mike Spruell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 4:58:15 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mike Spruell

105 Kilborne Rd
Mooresville, NC 28117

7049077907

V-7523 A-7613

mailto:mspruell@mi-connection.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: zach oneal
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:03:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

zach oneal

1279 cloister dr
winston salem, NC 27127

V-7524 A-7614

mailto:zacharyoneil29@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Heidi Rivera
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:03:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heidi Rivera

2848 Chillingworth Drive
Fayetteville, NC 28306

V-7525 A-7615

mailto:herivera27@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Greenwald
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:03:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the EPA y proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP).

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
 requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of Environmental
 Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North Carolina, our
 community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
 Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Greenwald

610 Madam Moores Lane
New Bern, NC 28562

V-7526 A-7616

mailto:degreenwald@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: ANA LUISA GUTIERREZ-LOZANO
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:04:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

ANA LUISA GUTIERREZ-LOZANO

201 TRESTLEWOOD LN
CLAYTON, NC 27520

V-7527 A-7617

mailto:algutie63@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kate Hanline
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:05:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kate Hanline

16211 hollingbourne rs
28078, NC 28078

V-7528 A-7618

mailto:Katehanline@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephen Welgos
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:09:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Welgos

1081 Woodland Church Rd
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-7529 A-7619

mailto:welgoson@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dixie Noble
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:11:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dixie Noble

8713 Emerald Plantation Rd
Emerald Isle, NC 28594

V-7530 A-7620

mailto:Tomanddix@comcast.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: HAZEL ROGERS
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:11:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

HAZEL ROGERS

P O BOX 99
PO BOX 99  13515 NC HWY 210
ROCKY POINT, NC 28457

9106758001

V-7531 A-7621

mailto:hzlrogers3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ronald Leuchs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:13:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ronald Leuchs

1813 South Moorings Drive
Wilmington, NC 28405

V-7532 A-7622

mailto:ronald.leuchs@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Cresswell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:13:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Cresswell

18 Sassafrass Loop
Minnesott Beach, NC 28510

2522490148

V-7533 A-7623

mailto:Cressbill@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lucille Yancey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:13:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lucille Yancey

Box 711
Clinton, NC 28329

V-7534 A-7624

mailto:tiel@intrstar.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: MARGARET LEWIS
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:13:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

MARGARET LEWIS

2637 CHEROKEE LANE
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27103

V-7535 A-7625

mailto:WPLEWIS@AOL.COM
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynn Chapin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:13:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynn Chapin

944 Brandy Gap
Bakersville, NC 28705

V-7536 A-7626

mailto:designolynn@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Berry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:13:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates in NC rise and the effects and threat of climate change keep
 increasing, we should surely be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposely setting North Carolina up to fail with
 the federal requirements under the CPP. Nothing about your approach and that of DEQ makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ann Berry

501 E. Whitaker Mill Rd
Apt. 203A
Raleigh, NC 27608

V-7537 A-7627

mailto:eatberry1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: susan vaughan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:19:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

susan vaughan

314 W Hayman Blvd
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948

2524413010

V-7538 A-7628

mailto:wellsvaughan@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Shari Leaven
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:19:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shari Leaven

326 Stratford Rd
Asheville, NC 28804

8286912029

V-7539 A-7629

mailto:sharileaven@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: charles robbins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:19:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

charles robbins

1317 middle sound lp. rd
Wilmington, NC 28411

V-7540 A-7630

mailto:charlesvrobbins@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Justin Hull
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:23:34 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Justin Hull
441 Meadows Edge Ct
Clemmons, NC 27012-8985
jtcharger01@yahoo.com

V-7541 A-7631

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Virginia Ho
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:23:42 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Virginia Ho
814 Clearbrook Rd
Matthews, NC 28105-9610
vlho_nsg@yahoo.com

V-7542 A-7632

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: supatra campbell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:25:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

supatra campbell

115 edmister lane
chapel hill, NC 27516

V-7543 A-7633

mailto:supatra99@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elaine Hayes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:26:00 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Elaine Hayes
157 Watts Farm Ln
Mooresville, NC 28115-8240
ebluesky01@aol.com

V-7544 A-7634

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kelsea Anderson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:26:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kelsea Anderson

12327 Honeychurch Street
Raleigh, NC 27614

9193680305

V-7545 A-7635

mailto:kelsand19@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathryn Hardin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:31:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air. NC is my home state, where I was born & grew up. I hope to one day move back to NC, so I
 am very concerned
for the environment there.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Hardin

10 Washington Pl
Troy, NY 12180

V-7546 A-7636

mailto:kathryn.hardin2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Dickinson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:31:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Dickinson

907 Demerius Street
Durham, NC 27701

(919) 682-3140

V-7547 A-7637

mailto:bhdic@duke.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nadine Reinhold
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:31:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nadine Reinhold

108 Edgewater Lane
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-7548 A-7638

mailto:Nadine_r@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: chris Knigge
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:34:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

chris Knigge

1014 Sheffield Dr
wilmington, NC 28411

V-7549 A-7639

mailto:kchrisknigge@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sophie Rupp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:35:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sophie Rupp

1750 Robinhood Rd
Winston-Salem, NC 27104

3366615130

V-7550 A-7640

mailto:sirupp256@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rachel Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:39:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rachel Brown

PO Nox 1268
Leland, NC 28451

V-7551 A-7641

mailto:RLB4@cornell.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joanne Denaeyer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:40:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joanne Denaeyer

P.O. Box 2162
Southern Pines, NC 28388

V-7552 A-7642

mailto:joanne@denaeyer.nl
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Keri Marino
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:45:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Keri Marino

105 Cameron Ct
Cary, NC 27511

V-7553 A-7643

mailto:KeriR0202@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Wagner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:47:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Wagner

210 Jessamine Lane
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-7554 A-7644

mailto:john_wagner@sarbo.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathy Haigh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:49:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Haigh

713 N 4th St
Wilmington, NC 28401

V-7555 A-7645

mailto:khaigh04@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Clarence Matthews
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:50:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Clarence Matthews

3150 riggs ln
Greenville, NC 27834

V-7556 A-7646

mailto:Dripless82@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lucia Welborne
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:51:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor McCrory,

Everyone knows of your long term relationship with DUKE energy.  Step up, show the people of the state of North
 Carolina that you are NOT a politician bought and paid for by DUKE energy money!  Convince us!

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lucia Welborne

9119 Bent Tree Lane
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-7557 A-7647

mailto:talliemac@mcalesterhome.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dori Bowman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:51:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dori Bowman

2732 Burnt Mill Rd
Charlotte, NC 28210

7045560491

V-7558 A-7648

mailto:dnbowman@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: P Burgess
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:51:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

P Burgess

8805 New Oak Lane
Huntersville, NC 28078

V-7559 A-7649

mailto:bjpamburg14@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: JOSEPH JOHNSTON
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:51:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

JOSEPH JOHNSTON

1515 EDGESIDE CT
Raleigh, NC 27609

9198764645

V-7560 A-7650

mailto:joej@pobox.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julie Miller Clark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:51:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julie Miller Clark

600 West Cornwall Rd
Cary, NC 27511

V-7561 A-7651

mailto:juju600@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Adams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:55:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steve Adams

268 Cedar Springs Road
Lexington, NC 27292

V-7562 A-7652

mailto:adamite@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Partridge
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:55:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Partridge

736 Linda Court
Cary, NC 27513

V-7563 A-7653

mailto:Margpart@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: sheina kalinchak
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:55:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

sheina kalinchak

1950 Gastonia Road
Southport, NC 28461

7738095369

V-7564 A-7654

mailto:marsanderson@Hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kyra Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:55:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

The Department of Defence States that Climate Change is the greatest threat to national security --even more so than
 terrorism!!! I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known
 as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and
 threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kyra Moore

1309 Hillbrow Ln
#204
Raleigh, NC 27615

9199160586

V-7565 A-7655

mailto:Kyra.Moore.NC@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Estelle Spike
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:55:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Estelle Spike

2330 Shade Valley Road Apt. D
Charlotte, NC 28205

V-7566 A-7656

mailto:etspike@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Blanton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:57:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Besides, I have a grandson
 with asthma. I do not support anyone who supports those who profit from trespassing on his air.  Please do the right
 thing and protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Blanton

2228 Russell Dr
Granite Falls, NC 28630

V-7567 A-7657

mailto:tebmtn@excite.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Heide Catherina Coppotelli
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 5:57:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heide Catherina Coppotelli

383 Seldon-Emerson Rd
Cedar Mountain, NC 28718

8288844673

V-7568 A-7658

mailto:goodshepherd@citcom.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melissa Yslas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:01:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melissa Yslas

1020 W. Peace St
A4
Raleigh, NC 27605

5037565878

V-7569 A-7659

mailto:melissayslas@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Crystal Torrie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:01:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Crystal Torrie

1222 NC Highway 68N
Oak Ridge,  27310

V-7570 A-7660

mailto:alexanderjuliantaylor@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janice Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:02:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janice Williams

1056 Hunters Run Dr
Fort Mill, SC 29708

V-7571 A-7661

mailto:williamsj15@winthrop.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Barnwell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:02:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Barnwell

8601 Carriage Tour Ln
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-7572 A-7662

mailto:john.g.barnwell@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Claudine Dusablon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:03:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Claudine Dusablon

8200 Shadow Stone Court
Raleigh, NC 27613

9193810097

V-7573 A-7663

mailto:claudine.dusablon@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jamie Mcmenamy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:04:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thanks

Sincerely,

Jamie Mcmenamy

11 Murphy school rd
Durham,  27705

V-7574 A-7664

mailto:Jcmcmenamy@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: ANNALISA BURKE
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:04:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

ANNALISA BURKE

7599 JAC A ROE DRIVE
SUMMERFIELD, NC 27358

V-7575 A-7665

mailto:akburke@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kuranda Kasatka
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:07:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kuranda Kasatka

Duke box: 95958
Durham, NC 27708

V-7576 A-7666

mailto:Krh22@duke.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: JANICE MOKUS
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:08:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

JANICE MOKUS

330 WiNDY CREEK CIRCLE
TIMBERLAKE, NC 27583

3363640613

V-7577 A-7667

mailto:n1netoes@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Shannon Ryan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:10:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, your families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the
 right thing and protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shannon Ryan

132 lutomma circle
charlotte, NC 28270

V-7578 A-7668

mailto:sryan5@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Parish
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:10:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Parish

2324 41 St Apt 332
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-7579 A-7669

mailto:randallparish@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Gaddy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:13:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Gaddy

16062 big lick rd oakboro, nc
OAKBORO, NC 28129

V-7580 A-7670

mailto:lndgaddy49@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Named Weeks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:13:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Named Weeks

3748 dusty lane
Raleigh, NC 27604

V-7581 A-7671

mailto:followmex10@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Walls
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:19:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Walls

po box 21
Jamestown, NC 27282

V-7582 A-7672

mailto:wtw1326@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ebba Karlsson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:19:16 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ebba Karlsson

8712 Chewton Glen Drive
Waxhaw, NC 28173

V-7583 A-7673

mailto:ebbapkarlsson@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Koval
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:19:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Koval

POBox 515
Wingate, NC 28174

V-7584 A-7674

mailto:monisick@windstream.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret ANNE Mackie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:19:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret ANNE Mackie

210 Trappers Run Drive
Cary, NC 27513

V-7585 A-7675

mailto:awmackie@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Pope
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:19:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Pope

5001 Putter Lane
Kitty Hawk, NC 27949

V-7586 A-7676

mailto:Susanmpope@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maricruz Robledo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:19:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maricruz Robledo

5523 nc hwy 55
Durham, NC 27713

V-7587 A-7677

mailto:cruz_2008@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Kemp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111 (d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:22:18 PM

Testing this address which appears to be wrong on the DEQ website

Sent from my iPhone

V-7588 A-7678

mailto:kkemp711@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Joel De Alba
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:23:36 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Joel De Alba
28 Woodstone Dr
Weaverville, NC 28787-9474
sightlinepcs@gmail.com

V-7589 A-7679

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeffrey Snow
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:24:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Snow

3108 Hunters Bluff Dr
raleigh, NC 27606

V-7590 A-7680

mailto:jlsnow@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Brooks Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:25:20 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Brooks Johnson
1926 Bunnlevel Erwin Rd
Bunnlevel, NC 28323-8914
arezopolisharabias@yahoo.om

V-7591 A-7681

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Ackerman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:25:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Ackerman

1025 Dacian Avenue
Durham, NC 27701

V-7592 A-7682

mailto:sandrajackerman@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Currier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:27:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Currier

1811 Crossroads Vista Dr
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-7593 A-7683

mailto:bcurrier@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ed Mathis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:27:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ed Mathis

9 Hawthorne Lane
Youngsville, NC 27596

V-7594 A-7684

mailto:emathis2015@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Casey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:29:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Casey

2529 Miller Park Circle
Apt D
WINSTON SALEM, NC 27103

9105994211

V-7595 A-7685

mailto:caseyd@uncw.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Heller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:31:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working toward reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 the federal requirements under the CPP.  By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, and our energy mix.  Instead it allows bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment, and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air by increasing clean power sources.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ann Heller

1125 Edgebrook Dr
Winston-Salem, NC 27106

V-7596 A-7686

mailto:heller.ann.m@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: marshall waters
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:32:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

marshall waters

1703 pennyroyal rd
New Bern, NC 28562

V-7597 A-7687

mailto:ncman424@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Gyurica
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:33:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Gyurica

4609 Briargrove Ct
Greensboro, NC 27410

V-7598 A-7688

mailto:mgyurica@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tina McAdams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:35:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tina McAdams

1024 Peninsula Dr
Belmont, NC 28012

V-7599 A-7689

mailto:mcadams10182@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bruce Hilpert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:37:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bruce Hilpert

1621 Princess Ann Rd
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948

V-7600 A-7690

mailto:dedhedaz@comcast.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: mae basye
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:37:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

mae basye

501 quest ridge drive
xxx
fuquay varina, NC 27526

V-7601 A-7691

mailto:madmaeb@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathy Wright
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:39:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Wright

620 Lighthorse Circle
Aberdeen, NC 28315

V-7602 A-7692

mailto:katw@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tricia Trinite
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:40:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tricia Trinite

26 Hillcreek Dr
Asheville, NC 28804

8284848025

V-7603 A-7693

mailto:ttrinite@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Teri Varillas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:41:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Teri Varillas

191 Rain Lily Trl
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

9199339660

V-7604 A-7694

mailto:tsuezee@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Juan Varillas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:43:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Juan Varillas

191 Rain Lily Trl
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

9194281500

V-7605 A-7695

mailto:mrjtv1980@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anu Bala
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:52:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anu Bala

NCSU
Raleigh,  27695

V-7606 A-7696

mailto:anubala16@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Retha Taylor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:54:30 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Retha Taylor
106 Bethel Dr
Canton, NC 28716-8311
dreamkeeper1@hotmail.com

V-7607 A-7697

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Krista DeSimoni
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:55:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Krista DeSimoni

20 Shelburne Drive
Asheville, NC 28806

4404652877

V-7608 A-7698

mailto:desimonika@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Giacomelli
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:55:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Giacomelli

743 Grand Banks Drive
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-7609 A-7699

mailto:Robgiacomelli@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Jacobson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:55:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Jacobson

508 Metcalf St
New Bern, NC 28560

252-633-1033

V-7610 A-7700

mailto:jjjacobson@washjeff.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eleanor McNair
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:58:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eleanor McNair

4307 Somerdale Lane
Charlotte, NC 28205

(704) 568-4574

V-7611 A-7701

mailto:temcnair@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: mae basye
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:01:28 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

mae basye
501 quest ridge drive
fuquay varina, NC 27526

V-7612 A-7702

mailto:madmaeb@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Rachel Wendel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:03:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rachel Wendel

920 Open Field Dr
Garner, NC 27529

V-7613 A-7703

mailto:jrmmwendel@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Claiborne Clark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:07:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Claiborne Clark

4200 Livingstone Place
Durham, NC 27707

V-7614 A-7704

mailto:claiborne.clark@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Pestinger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:12:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Pestinger

23 grizzly dr
Leicester, NC 28748

V-7615 A-7705

mailto:myscotties3@Gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Anthony
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:13:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Anthony

5413 Fieldstone Dr
Raleigh, NC 27609

V-7616 A-7706

mailto:Seanthony13@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ed Stavish
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:13:40 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ed Stavish

1285 Duckett Top Tower Road
Hot Springs, NC 28743

828 6223682

V-7617 A-7707

mailto:bigtanager@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Baker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:14:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debra Baker

114 Wildlife Rd
Belmont, NC 28012

704-825-5877

V-7618 A-7708

mailto:debrabaker6@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: M K
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:16:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

M K

1 University Heights
Asheville, NC 28804

V-7619 A-7709

mailto:mklovesyou612@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patrick Stroud
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:19:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patrick Stroud

4394 Privet Dr
Kernersville, NC 27284

V-7620 A-7710

mailto:plstroud@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: June Richardson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:19:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

June Richardson

3 Irish lane
Winterville, NC 28590

V-7621 A-7711

mailto:Richardsonj@suddenlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: JANIE NEELY
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:22:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP).

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change continue to
 increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

JANIE NEELY

406 Macbeth St
WEAVERVILLE, NC 28787

828-989-0626

V-7622 A-7712

mailto:janie.neely@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Cha-Tara Carson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:23:45 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Cha-Tara Carson
1409 Longdale Dr
Statesville, NC 28677-7907
capresiaj@gmail.com

V-7623 A-7713

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wanda Boyd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:25:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wanda Boyd

1031 Spruce Street
Charlotte, NC 28203

V-7624 A-7714

mailto:wandajb05@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Valerie Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:25:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Valerie Johnson

650 Cedar Point Blvd B27
PO Box 955
Swansboro, NC 28584

V-7625 A-7715

mailto:gocoastalgirl@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: GS Sikes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:25:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

GS Sikes

Church street
rose hill, NC 28458

V-7626 A-7716

mailto:gsikes62@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Myron Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:26:04 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Myron Miller
302 W Raleigh Ave
Statesville, NC 28677-6646
mdmiller04@yahoo.com

V-7627 A-7717

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Arch Worsham
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:28:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Arch Worsham

600 Tom Absher Rd
Scottville, NC 28672

V-7628 A-7718

mailto:dlworsham@skybest.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beth Livingston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:28:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am HORRIFIED that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with
 the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Livingston

1105 Trails End Road
Durham, NC 27712

919-620-7525

V-7629 A-7719

mailto:zenrose@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joyce Frohn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:31:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joyce Frohn

425 Cngress
Oshkosh, WI 54901

V-7630 A-7720

mailto:AHengst1@new.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jacquelyn Hough
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:31:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the EPA's recently proposed Clean Power Plan (CPP).

I find it disgraceful that you and your 'environmental' agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail the
 federal requirements under the CPP. The Department of Environmental Quality -- an oxymoron if there ever was
 one -- is denying North Carolinians the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North Carolina. Instead,
 Washington will determine what is best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jacquelyn Hough

305 Andrews Road
Red Springs, NC 28377

V-7631 A-7721

mailto:jhawkstar@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Willard Seehorn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:32:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Willard Seehorn

110 Muir Woods Dr
Cary, NC 27513

919-466-0827

V-7632 A-7722

mailto:wseehorn@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Stubbs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:34:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Stubbs

3705 Brown Bark Drive
Greensboro, NC 27410

V-7633 A-7723

mailto:davidstubbs57@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cheryl Swofford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:37:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Swofford

Rutherford Rd
Marion, NC 28752

4043132554

V-7634 A-7724

mailto:cherylswofford@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wali Waheed
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:43:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wali Waheed

8323 Belstead Brook Ct
charlotte, NC 28216

7049100246

V-7635 A-7725

mailto:waliwahbdi@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Marmaud
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:43:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph Marmaud

1027 Plantation Drive
Cary, NC 27511

V-7636 A-7726

mailto:joeymarmaud@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dorene Stone-Ward
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:45:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dorene Stone-Ward

7573 Bluff Point Lane
Denver, NC 28037

V-7637 A-7727

mailto:dorene.tim06@yahoo.comi
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donald West
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:47:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donald West

215 Brandenburg DR
Statesville, NC 28677

V-7638 A-7728

mailto:flyingturkey47@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Celeste Winterberger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:47:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Celeste Winterberger

3901 Rim Court
Raleigh, NC 27616

V-7639 A-7729

mailto:cwinterberger@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Stallings
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:49:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steve Stallings

317 King George Loop
Cary, NC 27511

V-7640 A-7730

mailto:steve.stallings3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Lyons--Bakalyan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:49:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Lyons--Bakalyan

109 Stokesay Court
Cary, NC 27513

V-7641 A-7731

mailto:lyonsong@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eric Everett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:50:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eric Everett

14 Forest Ridge Drive
Arden, NC 28704

V-7642 A-7732

mailto:Nyla10580@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Felisa Meier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:51:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that the state of North Carolina is being set up to fail with the federal requirements under the
 CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
 Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and
 instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Felisa Meier

6328 Monterrey Creek Dr
Durham, NC 27713

6614350799

V-7643 A-7733

mailto:felisa.meier@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Zeggert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:52:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Zeggert

1480 Saint Johns Church Road
Concord, NC 28025

V-7644 A-7734

mailto:jpz@ctc.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Shana Hamilton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:53:36 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Shana Hamilton
1027 Old Plank Rd
Salisbury, NC 28144-5257
ShanaHamilton87@gmail.com

V-7645 A-7735

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: GENEVIEVE MATTIE
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:55:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

GENEVIEVE MATTIE

9921 ELM WALK LANE
ZEBULON, NC 27597

V-7646 A-7736

mailto:GEN.MATTIE@YAHOO.COM
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sharon Gerew
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 7:57:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear Governor McCrory:
I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Gerew
5405 Hounds Ear Pl
Raleigh

Sincerely,

Sharon Gerew

5405 Hounds Ear Pl
Raleigh,  27606

V-7647 A-7737

mailto:sherryg27606@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nadine Strickland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:01:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nadine Strickland

1702 rosewood dr
Greenville,  27858

V-7648 A-7738

mailto:Nadinecstrickland@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cindy Hartzell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:04:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cindy Hartzell

5009 Cottage Bluff Lane
KNIGHTDALE, NC 27545

9196653033

V-7649 A-7739

mailto:cindyhartzell@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: tex teixeira
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:10:16 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

tex teixeira

252 Will Green Road
marshall, NC 28753

V-7650 A-7740

mailto:texbuysrealestate@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: sarahjane dooley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:14:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

sarahjane dooley

14 Ballard Road
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-7651 A-7741

mailto:rikiritter@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve McLeod
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:15:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steve McLeod

924 W Chatham
Cary, NC 27511

9194276332

V-7652 A-7742

mailto:iesincnc@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jason Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:16:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jason Williams

2101 Westinghouse blvd
Ste 104
Raleigh, NC 27604

V-7653 A-7743

mailto:Jason.williams@gexpro.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alice Garfield
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:17:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alice Garfield

117 Mossbark Lane
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-7654 A-7744

mailto:acgarfield@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: H Juanita Clemmons
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:19:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

H Juanita Clemmons

111 kelly rd
Wilmington, NC 28409

9106207328

V-7655 A-7745

mailto:hjclemmons1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Rees
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:19:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Rees

750 Weaver Dairy Rd #170
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-7656 A-7746

mailto:uncmsr@live.unc.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica Hoshko
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:21:41 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Hoshko

4717 Ashridge Drive
Charlotte, NC 28226

7043369378

V-7657 A-7747

mailto:jthoshko@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Terrece Adams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:23:09 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Terrece Adams
1234 Suncrest Ave
Statesville, NC 28677-6958
Coachtadams7@yahoo.com

V-7658 A-7748

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Kadisha Harris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:23:47 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kadisha Harris
1407 Rolling Ln
Statesville, NC 28677-6921
kadisha82.harris@gmail.com

V-7659 A-7749

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of shakeeta turner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:24:13 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. shakeeta turner
1936 Gay St
Statesville, NC 28625-6234
shakeeta0429@gmail.com

V-7660 A-7750

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Aaron Lanzen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:24:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Aaron Lanzen

12021 pembridge ln
Raleigh, NC 27613

(919) 649-4333

V-7661 A-7751

mailto:alanzen@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Quentin Adams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:24:34 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Quentin Adams
224 east sharpe st
Statesville, NC 28677
Quentinad10@yahoo.com

V-7662 A-7752

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of adi s
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:24:53 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. adi s
328 Macedonia Rd
Asheville, NC 28804-9646
aa28aa@hotmail.com

V-7663 A-7753

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Tiffany Faulkner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:25:04 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Tiffany Faulkner
5 blessings trail
THOMASVILLE, NC 27361
tiffanynoel47@gmail.com

V-7664 A-7754

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Suzanne Semmes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:25:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Semmes

201 Holly Ridge
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-7665 A-7755

mailto:smsemmes@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Hazelton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:25:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Hazelton

1617 us rt 7
Bennington, vt 05201

V-7666 A-7756

mailto:pheralicious@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Emma Singleton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:32:15 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emma Singleton

142 Junius Dr
Newport, NC 28570

V-7667 A-7757

mailto:Esingleton@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: DEE REED
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:36:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

DEE REED

170 GALULADI TR
MaGGIE VALLEY, NC 28751

V-7668 A-7758

mailto:thomasreed53@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Haacker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:37:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP).

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Haacker

4805 Woodbrook Drive
New Bern, NC 28562

2522291764

V-7669 A-7759

mailto:bhaacker@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: marcia bailey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:39:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

marcia bailey

1270 cabbage patch rd
Burnsville, NC 28714

V-7670 A-7760

mailto:marciabcelo@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Keith Koger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:39:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Keith Koger

116 Sturbridge Drive
Charlotte, NC 28214

V-7671 A-7761

mailto:keithkoger@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:43:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Moore

4906 Lake Laurel Court
Greensboro, NC 27455

3363370305

V-7672 A-7762

mailto:Babettegboro@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Effie Atwell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:43:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Effie Atwell

941 Koontz Rd
Lexington, NC 27295

V-7673 A-7763

mailto:sockcrazy@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brad Pearce
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:47:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brad Pearce

4303 Tranquillity Dr
Charlotte, NC 28216

V-7674 A-7764

mailto:Surfing_vol@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: sarah amoroso
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:49:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

sarah amoroso

5501 broadleaf rd
summerfield nc
summerfield, NC 27358

3366446886

V-7675 A-7765

mailto:pollyamoroso@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:49:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Smith

175 Perrytown Rd
New Bern
New Bern, NC 28562

2526361534

V-7676 A-7766

mailto:basaqua1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith helms
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:50:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith helms

252 jetton street
Davidson, NC 28036

V-7677 A-7767

mailto:Jahelms99@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sam Rhodes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 8:55:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sam Rhodes

804 Creekside Drive
Clayton, NC 27520

V-7678 A-7768

mailto:srhodes4@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: donald shirley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 9:01:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

donald shirley

227 legrand street
rockingham, NC 28379

(910) 997-5548

V-7679 A-7769

mailto:don.shirley@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Mcdowelle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 9:11:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Mcdowelle

2329 beaver creek road
Greenville, NC 27834

V-7680 A-7770

mailto:Jamesmcdowelle@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: TERRY story-webb
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 9:13:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

TERRY story-webb

4332 hesperides
NAGS HEAD, NC 27959

2524898260

V-7681 A-7771

mailto:obxrdh@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Miriam Youngquist-Thurow
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 9:17:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Miriam Youngquist-Thurow

6209 Thurlow Ct
Holly Springs, NC 27540

V-7682 A-7772

mailto:myoungquistthurow@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carmela Cosh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 9:27:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carmela Cosh

8204 White Horse Ln
Charlotte, NC 28270

9148506275

V-7683 A-7773

mailto:cac1129@twc.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Darlene Poe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 9:29:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Darlene Poe

569 gaither Poe rd
Laurel springs, NC 28644

V-7684 A-7774

mailto:Darpoe@skybest.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anthony Pierce
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 9:30:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anthony Pierce

290 Holly Place Crt
Winston Salem, NC 27101

V-7685 A-7775

mailto:aapierce@bwllsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Claire Wall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 9:39:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Claire Wall

2038 Queens Road East
Charlotte, NC 28207

V-7686 A-7776

mailto:maryclairewall@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tonya Ballard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 9:43:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tonya Ballard

101stone cir
Tryon, NC 28782

V-7687 A-7777

mailto:Ballard2012@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia Winslow
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 9:43:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Winslow
P. O. Box 303
Boomer, NC   28606

Sincerely,

Cynthia Winslow

P. O. Box 303
Boomer, NC 28606

V-7688 A-7778

mailto:cindylouwinslow@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lucian Aravapalli
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 9:46:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lucian Aravapalli

315 Arlington Ave
Charlotte, NC 28203

V-7689 A-7779

mailto:lucian.daniels@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carrie Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 9:49:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carrie Moore

120 Winterberry Ridge Dr
Durham, NC 27713

V-7690 A-7780

mailto:Cm@carriemooreid.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Denia Price
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 9:49:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Denia Price

103 Suburban Park Drive
Manlius, NY 13104

9175549073

V-7691 A-7781

mailto:deniaprice@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Patricia Buchanan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 9:53:29 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Patricia Buchanan
1610 Woodland Ave
Sanford, NC 27330-5654
abuchanan941@yahoo.com

V-7692 A-7782

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Catherine Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 9:53:49 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Catherine Jones
3798 Lynn Oaks Dr
Trinity, NC 27370-9445
catherine.jones6789@gmail.com

V-7693 A-7783

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 9:55:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Jones

1266 St Marks Church Road
Burlington,  27215

336/214-4680

V-7694 A-7784

mailto:lindaj@richardjonesrealestate.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica Pearlman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 9:56:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Pearlman

105 Huse Street
chapel hill, NC 27707

V-7695 A-7785

mailto:pearlman@live.unc.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Doug Morris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:01:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Doug Morris

P.O. Box 1556
Kitty Hawk, NC 27949

V-7696 A-7786

mailto:dfreshmorris@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:03:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Wilson

33 Pruitt Street
Asheville, NC 28806

V-7697 A-7787

mailto:czwilson08@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter Millsaps
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:05:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Millsaps

4726 rembert dr
Raleigh, NC 27612

V-7698 A-7788

mailto:Petermillsaps@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sharon Kite
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:07:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Kite

9336 Timothy Court
Charlotte, NC 28277

7047800410

V-7699 A-7789

mailto:stckite2@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cody Sellers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:07:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air. If we do not start now, there will be dire consequences in the future(look to China for an
 example) clean air and good climate is essential if we are to continue living on this planet.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cody Sellers

803 North Main Street
Lowell, NC

Sincerely,

Cody Sellers

803 North Main Street
Lowell, NC 28098

704-813-7989

V-7700 A-7790

mailto:codyshanesellers@Gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Malik Griffin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:07:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Malik Griffin

2201 Ballston Place
knightdale, NC 27545

V-7701 A-7791

mailto:malikgriffin64@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Howard & Christine Tepper
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:13:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Howard & Christine Tepper

104 Lakeview Drive
Greenville, NC 27858

V-7702 A-7792

mailto:howytepper@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rosanne Milligan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:21:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rosanne Milligan

4820 Quail Canyon Dr
Charlotte, NC 28226

7047526116

V-7703 A-7793

mailto:RosanneSTM@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bonnie Scanlan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:22:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Scanlan

214 S. 17th St
Apt. A
Wilmington, NC 28401

V-7704 A-7794

mailto:blh.cg65@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter Cook
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:23:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Cook

PO Box 1567
385 Junaluska Rd
Andrews, NC 28901

V-7705 A-7795

mailto:ppcook@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Doris Cowger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:27:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Doris Cowger

11121balata court
Charlotte, NC 28269

V-7706 A-7796

mailto:Dcowger@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Fiona Purcell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:31:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor McCrory, Dear Joelle Burleson,
There is NOTHING as important to the welfare of our children and grandchildren as addressing the problems being
 brought about by climate change.  Behaving like ostriches with our head in the sand does not make this problem go
 away, it makes it grow even more urgent.  It seems strange to live in a world where people care so little about the
 future that they assume if they pay no attention to it as a problem it will go away.  Because the future WILL go
 away, quite literally, if we ignore it.

Sincerely,

Fiona Purcell

151O Graham Road
Marshall, NC 28753

V-7707 A-7797

mailto:fiona@mfcomputing.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Sanderson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:31:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daniel Sanderson

1282 Pony Farm Road
Jacksonville, NC 28540

9103303724

V-7708 A-7798

mailto:thedanrule@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Stefansson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:36:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Stefansson

120 Saint Albans Drive Apt 403
Raleigh, NC 27609

8083826656

V-7709 A-7799

mailto:stefansson.david@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Mitchell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:37:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Mitchell

2124 ROZZELLES FERRY RD
Charlotte, NC 28208

V-7710 A-7800

mailto:pixel_grrl@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paige Donnelly
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:43:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paige Donnelly

7904 Hasentree Lake Dr
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-7711 A-7801

mailto:paigeldonnelly@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Monica Rowe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:44:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Monica Rowe

4847 walnut grove st
Harrisburg, NC 28075

V-7712 A-7802

mailto:Mwrowe05@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joaquin Molina U.
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:44:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely.

JOAQUIN MOLINA U.
Jacksonville, NC

Sincerely,

Joaquin Molina U.

113 Tiffany Pl
Jacksonville, NC 28546

V-7713 A-7803

mailto:ajoachinbw1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephanie Scaramelli
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:45:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Scaramelli

383 Bellwood Drive
Henderson, NC 27536

V-7714 A-7804

mailto:stevies@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gabrielle White
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:45:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

North Carolina needs to be an example for all other states to follow regarding limits on Carbon Pollution, I am
 severly dissapointed in our lack of proving we are the change we want to see to move towards clean energy/no
 pollution/environmental stewardship.

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gabrielle White

322 Riverview Dr
Asheville, NC 28806

828 335 6923

V-7715 A-7805

mailto:gabriellejwhite@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Albert Hetzell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:45:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Albert Hetzell

735 Piney Ridge Road
Murphy, NC 28906

V-7716 A-7806

mailto:al.hetzell@frontier.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Nesbit
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:49:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jim Nesbit

716 Mason Knoll Drive
Wilmington, NC 28409

9107961430

V-7717 A-7807

mailto:jnesbit@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Angela McKinney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:51:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Angela McKinney

3817 E Lee St
Greensboro, NC 27406

V-7718 A-7808

mailto:goodwitch1945@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of JoAnn Watson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:53:01 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. JoAnn Watson
5683 Quailwood Dr
Hickory, NC 28601-7045
joannfwatson@outlook.com

V-7719 A-7809

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of April Mills
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:53:11 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. April Mills
349 Wiggins Rd
Candler, NC 28715-8804
indiegirl@earthlink.net

V-7720 A-7810

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Loretta Pritchard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:55:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Loretta Pritchard

4119 Firethorne Rd
Charlotte, NC 28205

V-7721 A-7811

mailto:Ettalea@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joanna Hollingsworth
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 10:59:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I live in Charlotte, NC, and I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon
 pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and
 the effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon
 emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joanna Hollingsworth

5512 Great Wagon Rd
Charlotte, NC 28215

V-7722 A-7812

mailto:anthroqueen@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Clarissa Schaf
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 11:01:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Clarissa Schaf

400 spartacus ct
Cary93rd, NC 27518

V-7723 A-7813

mailto:Thanksgivingdog@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nicholas D"Avanzo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 11:01:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nicholas D'Avanzo

8512 Bell Grove Way
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-7724 A-7814

mailto:ndavanzomd@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elworth Cheek
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 11:07:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elworth Cheek

6017 Ferguson Rd
Ramseur, NC 27316

V-7725 A-7815

mailto:echeek3@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeanne Guilbault
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 11:08:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Guilbault

114 pine St
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526

V-7726 A-7816

mailto:jmlmg2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Graf
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 11:13:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Graf

1404 Helmsdale Dr
Cary, NC 27511

V-7727 A-7817

mailto:pgraf@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tatiana Torres
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 11:17:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tatiana Torres

3714 Glendon Ave
L.A., CA 90034

V-7728 A-7818

mailto:tatianatorres@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Elaine Cheedle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 11:23:09 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Elaine Cheedle
2431 Winterbrooke Dr
Matthews, NC 28105-8858
echeedle@gmail.com

V-7729 A-7819

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Sandy cutler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 11:24:35 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sandy cutler
1207 Gum Springs Church Rd
Moncure, NC 27559-9714
sandymontoya@hotmail.com

V-7730 A-7820

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Amberlee Odenheimer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 11:25:18 PM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Amberlee Odenheimer
6463 King Wilkinson Rd
Denver, NC 28037-6713
amberodenheimer@yahoo.com

V-7731 A-7821

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Halfpenny
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 11:25:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Halfpenny

3445 St James Drive
Southport, NC 28461

910-253-9624

V-7732 A-7822

mailto:halfdill@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jane Digh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 11:25:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jane Digh

PO Box 737
Graham, NC 27253

V-7733 A-7823

mailto:janiedigh@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Emma Sullivan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 11:28:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emma Sullivan

2852 Wesleyan Lane
Winston-Salem, NC 27106

V-7734 A-7824

mailto:emmasulli@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Suresh Subbarao
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 11:43:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Suresh Subbarao

3324 kudrow ln
morrisville, NC 27560

9196555585

V-7735 A-7825

mailto:snsraox@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elen Andershock
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 11:45:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elen Andershock

7682 Sedgewick Ridge Rd
Lewisville, NC 27023

3369450692

V-7736 A-7826

mailto:eandershock@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Fiddle witch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 11:46:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Fiddle witch

28tt
Swannanoa, NC 28778

V-7737 A-7827

mailto:fiddlewitch@spamarrest.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Derek Patterson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 11:47:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Derek Patterson

161 Russell Street
North Wilkesboro, NC 28659

3368189552

V-7738 A-7828

mailto:DSP5618@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gayle Swayne
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 11:58:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gayle Swayne

615 Irving St
WINSTON SALEM, NC 27103

V-7739 A-7829

mailto:gayleswayne@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pat Dabbs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2015 11:58:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pat Dabbs

405 Chowning Place
raleigh, NC 27614

V-7740 A-7830

mailto:dabbspat@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: joey harrington
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:07:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

joey harrington

32 lookout dr
asheville, NC 28804

V-7741 A-7831

mailto:joey_h@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: jimmy garlich
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:13:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

jimmy garlich

1100 Medlin Dr
Cary,  27511

919 467-9376

V-7742 A-7832

mailto:jdgarlich@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gene Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:15:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gene Moore

4704 Cedarfield Drive
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-7743 A-7833

mailto:genewmoore@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: betty daniels
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:19:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

betty daniels

1824 alyssum
Winston Salem, NC 27127

V-7744 A-7834

mailto:bdaniels1824@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chuck Denson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:29:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chuck Denson

4616-A Filmore Dr
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-7745 A-7835

mailto:chuck.denson@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:31:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Miller

107 Cougar Ct
Cary, NC 27513

V-7746 A-7836

mailto:miller107@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ruxandra Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:34:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ruxandra Davis

405 Deacon Ridge St
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-7747 A-7837

mailto:ruxdavis@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: alice cope
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:47:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

alice cope

po box 2274
681 garren creek road
fairview, NC 28730

8286284486

V-7748 A-7838

mailto:alice-cope@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Haughton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:49:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steve Haughton

312 Alexander Ave
Durham, NC 27705

V-7749 A-7839

mailto:shaughton@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Matthew Sexton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:49:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Matthew Sexton

104 sw 7th street
oak island, NC 28465

V-7750 A-7840

mailto:greenfield0723@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Rebecca byrd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:53:51 AM

Dec 17, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Rebecca byrd
422 Rolling Green Dr
Winston Salem, NC 27107-8647
jbyrd008@triad.rr.com

V-7751 A-7841

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Garbutt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 1:01:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Garbutt

595 Pokeberry Lane
Pittsboro, NC 27312

9195423896

V-7752 A-7842

mailto:jcgarbutt@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Meredith Dinga
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 1:03:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Meredith Dinga

251 bent creek drive
Rutherfordton, NC 28139

V-7753 A-7843

mailto:Meredinga36@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Blair Pollock
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 1:19:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions. In addition
 other sources of electric power such as solar, wind and biomass energy will bring more local jobs, be less disruptive
 and more well matched to the slow growth in demand than giant coal or even natural gas or nuclear plants that
 might be slated to replace the coal plants.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Blair Pollock

6421 Heartwood Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-7754 A-7844

mailto:blairlpollock@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Gayle Crosetti
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 1:23:16 AM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Gayle Crosetti
7314 Lakeside Dr
Charlotte, NC 28215-4091
gcrosetti@gmail.com

V-7755 A-7845

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brenda Peppers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 1:25:57 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brenda Peppers

648 Saulston RD
Goldsboro, NC 27534

V-7756 A-7846

mailto:bpeppers1@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: CHERYL STUCKEY
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 1:27:42 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

CHERYL STUCKEY

91 Lakeview Dr
Whispering Pines, NC 28327

9109493842

V-7757 A-7847

mailto:artmama50@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amanda Hunter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 2:02:15 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amanda Hunter

632 Shadywood Ln
Raleigh,  27603

V-7758 A-7848

mailto:Distorted_sun@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: josh pelleg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 3:15:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

josh pelleg

5 marganit
Omer, none

V-7759 A-7849

mailto:pelleg@bgu.ac.il
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Daniel Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 3:24:58 AM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Daniel Miller
PO Box 245
Hamptonville, NC 27020-0245
fdm4448@hotmail.com

V-7760 A-7850

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Abner Toribio
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 3:53:55 AM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Abner Toribio
316 Phelps Rd
Franklinton, NC 27525-7241
abnertoribio@live.com

V-7761 A-7851

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Howard Byrum
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 4:10:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Howard Byrum

1836 Flatrock St
Winston-Salem, NC 27107

3363997098

V-7762 A-7852

mailto:mbyrum517@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James & Thelma Sharon Garbutt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 5:03:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James & Thelma Sharon Garbutt

595 Pokeberry Lane
Pittsboro, NC 27312

9195423896

V-7763 A-7853

mailto:jcgarbutt@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeanie AlFuhaid
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 5:19:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeanie AlFuhaid

5506 Cottonrose Lane
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-7764 A-7854

mailto:jalfuhaid@juno.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kenneth Leary
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 5:22:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Leary

airport road
pinehurst, NC 28374

V-7765 A-7855

mailto:kenleary@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Roberts
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 5:25:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steve Roberts

202 s 3rd st apt 10
Wilmington, NC 28401

V-7766 A-7856

mailto:Poetsroberts@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sharon Stroh-Cock
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 5:31:18 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Stroh-Cock

312 S Pearl St
Rocky Mount, NC 27804

V-7767 A-7857

mailto:Cvillestroh9@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pierre-Alexis Hollenbeck
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 5:37:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pierre-Alexis Hollenbeck

828 rufin street
wilmington, NC 28412

V-7768 A-7858

mailto:pierrehollenbeck@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Horn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 6:15:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Horn

173 Shadowood Court SE
Bolivia, NC 28422

910-754-3034

V-7769 A-7859

mailto:jthorn5656@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Virginia Wright
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 6:23:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Virginia Wright

8919 Park Rd, DC3
Charlotte, NC 28210

V-7770 A-7860

mailto:Ginnywphd@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Jennifer Wilkerson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 6:23:52 AM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jennifer Wilkerson
204 Bull Run St Apt A
Fayetteville, NC 28304-4002
Tattooedsweety92@yahoo.com

V-7771 A-7861

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Stamey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 6:38:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Stamey

3140 Hodden Pond Drive #202
Raleigh, NC 27613

919-827-3849

V-7772 A-7862

mailto:stameysusan@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Gordana Kosutic
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 6:54:09 AM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Gordana Kosutic
9111 White Eagle Ct
Raleigh, NC 27617-7439
gkosutic@aol.com

V-7773 A-7863

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dana Price
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 6:55:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dana Price

2101 South Shore Drive
Surf City, NC 28445

V-7774 A-7864

mailto:Danap@alumni.calpoly.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: b ben
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 7:11:34 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

b ben
786 crocker
b r, NC 28605

V-7775 A-7865

mailto:dying_flames@hotmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Farmer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 7:14:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Farmer

354 Brevard Road
Asheville, NC 28806

V-7776 A-7866

mailto:zipsnork@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rosemary Stark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 7:31:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Stark

66 Shoreline Drive
New Bern, NC 28562

252-637-3698

V-7777 A-7867

mailto:rmstark@suddenlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Camp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 7:31:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bill Camp

5034-A Edwards Mill Rd
Raleigh, NC 27612

V-7778 A-7868

mailto:wjcamp320@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Roger Warren
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 7:33:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Roger Warren

6200 Woodmark Trail
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-7779 A-7869

mailto:rwarren003@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Suzanne Deslauriers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 7:38:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Deslauriers

24 Lady Slipper Ln
Brasstown, SC 28902

828 837-4009

V-7780 A-7870

mailto:suzydeslauriers@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tim Sealey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 7:47:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tim Sealey

PO Box 333
knightdale, NC 27545

V-7781 A-7871

mailto:tsealey29@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andra Eich
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 7:49:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andra Eich

121 Ashley Ln
King, NC 27021

3369837875

V-7782 A-7872

mailto:andraeich@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jack Lausch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 7:49:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jack Lausch

PO Box 7896
Wilmington, NC 28406

9103955557

V-7783 A-7873

mailto:jackfreight3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter Brisbane
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 7:52:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Brisbane

332 Briarpatch lane
Boone,  28607

V-7784 A-7874

mailto:pbbrisbane@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elsie bell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 7:57:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elsie bell

17 milpond ln
Greensboro, NC 27455

V-7785 A-7875

mailto:bellbianca@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: JoAnn Costakis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 7:57:57 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

JoAnn Costakis

964 Waites Hollifield Rd
Marion,  28752

V-7786 A-7876

mailto:jonanc49@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peggy Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:02:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peggy Wilson

640 Hogan Farm Rd
Apex, NC 27523

V-7787 A-7877

mailto:pwilson640@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Quincey Hyatt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:02:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Quincey Hyatt

100 Pine Needle Dr
Angier, NC 27501

V-7788 A-7878

mailto:qhyatt@wcpss.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Burns
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:07:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Burns

PO Box 324
Marshallberg, NC 28553

V-7789 A-7879

mailto:bburnsprin@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: margaret ellis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:07:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

margaret ellis

po box 748
ocracoke, NC 27960

V-7790 A-7880

mailto:riggsiee@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: F. G
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:10:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

F. G

Draughn st
Mt Airy, NC 27030

3367864844

V-7791 A-7881

mailto:mfbggwyn@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken Ashe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:10:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ken Ashe

904 Morgan Branch Rd
Marshall, NC 28753

V-7792 A-7882

mailto:tville33@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Hines
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:16:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bill Hines

P.O. Box 592
Oriental, NC 28571

V-7793 A-7883

mailto:bill.hines@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julie Arnold
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:26:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julie Arnold

3009 Bannock Ln
Greensboro, NC 27410

V-7794 A-7884

mailto:Juls_rn@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: DEBORAH LEINER FIELDS
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:29:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). 

After years of being a leader in clean energy, why is North Carolina pursuing the regressive action of suing the EPA
 over a policy designed to move us forward to cleaner air and carbon caps? What happened to the state that put
 together a diverse coalition of stakeholders, who recognized we are all in this together, to pass the Clean
 Smokestacks Act? What happened to the state that put forth a renewable energy portfolio standard that will not only
 lead us to a clean energy future but has already created new jobs and brought millions of dollars of revenue into our
 state?
As a pediatrician who treats children with asthma and as a grandmother of a child who suffers from asthma, I
 strongly endorse the Clean Power Plan. It should be celebrated as another step towards better health. That the state
 of North Carolina would use my taxpayer dollars to SUE a federal agency for a policy that can only benefit our
 health and our economy is beyond belief.
Please drop this lawsuit and support the EPA's Clean Power Plan.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

DEBORAH LEINER FIELDS

902 CAROLINA STREET
Greensboro, NC 27401

V-7795 A-7885

mailto:dlf0706@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Bitler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:31:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Bitler

212 13th St NW
Hickory, NC 28601

8288550044

V-7796 A-7886

mailto:lmb2862@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dianne Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:34:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dianne Miller

910 Woodbrook Pl
Concord, NC 28025

V-7797 A-7887

mailto:diannetmiller@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kristen Daly
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:41:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kristen Daly

387 J Bell Lane (Ocean)
Newport, NC 28570

V-7798 A-7888

mailto:k.daly1731@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: gerard remery
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:43:16 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

gerard remery

168 white oak cr
franklin, NC 28734

V-7799 A-7889

mailto:gere112555@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Samuelson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:43:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Samuelson

4884 Woody Mill Rd
Greensboro, NC 27406

V-7800 A-7890

mailto:ssamuelson33@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: punnag chatterjee
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:43:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

punnag chatterjee

2501 Avent Ferry Rd
Apt K
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-7801 A-7891

mailto:subhopunnag@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sally Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:49:18 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP).  We should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed in your environmental agency.  It is clear you are purposefully setting North Carolina up to
 fail with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department
 of Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for all of North
 Carolina and the country.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air. 

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sally Williams

221 Ogden Dr
Baton Rouge, LA 70806

V-7802 A-7892

mailto:Williamsdesign1@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Mitchell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:49:38 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Mitchell

107 Artesian Dr
Garner, NC 27529

V-7803 A-7893

mailto:annemitchell@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Casey Danahy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:49:44 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Casey Danahy

214 Crabtree Dr
214 Crabtree Dr
Marshall, NC 28753

828-206-3785

V-7804 A-7894

mailto:valncasey73170@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Carolyn Greer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:54:38 AM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Carolyn Greer
210 Fernwood Dr
Hendersonville, NC 28791-1660
carolyngreer175@gmail.com

V-7805 A-7895

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Melissa Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:55:47 AM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Melissa Johnson
243 Pond Rd
Shawboro, NC 27973-9630
mel.n.johnson@msn.com

V-7806 A-7896

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marilyn Rowe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:56:15 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Rowe

133 Tortoise Lane
Winston Salem, NC 27127

V-7807 A-7897

mailto:Kooliekove@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chelsea Barnes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 9:01:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chelsea Barnes

2505 TRYON PINES DR
RALEIGH, NC 27603

6142056424

V-7808 A-7898

mailto:chelsearuth@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dawn Dowd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 9:05:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dawn Dowd

Midkiff Ct
Jamestown, NC 27282

V-7809 A-7899

mailto:frisco904@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Bach
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 9:11:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Bach

504 Frances McQueen Road
VILAS, NC 28692

V-7810 A-7900

mailto:stonemtn.lb@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Randy Mckinnish
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 9:19:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Randy Mckinnish

1017 Buckingham Ave
Gastonia, NC 28054

V-7811 A-7901

mailto:rm28054@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: CLAUDIA KOONZ
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 9:21:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy -- AND CRUCIAL FOR
 OUR REPUTATION.  Please do the right thing and protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

CLAUDIA KOONZ

4700 OAK HILL ROAD
CH, NC 27514

V-7812 A-7902

mailto:CAK789@GMAIL.COM
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Page
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 9:21:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Page

3870 potts creek rd
lincolnton, NC 28092

9192717121

V-7813 A-7903

mailto:cptilly@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sangeeta Swamy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 9:25:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sangeeta Swamy

105 Mary biddle
Durham, NC 27708

V-7814 A-7904

mailto:Sangeeta.swamy@duke.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Logan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 9:27:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Logan

31b Oakley dogwood dr
Asheville, NC 28803

V-7815 A-7905

mailto:Rmlogan2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debbie Baucom
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 9:31:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debbie Baucom

2615 Austin Chaney Rd
Wingate, NC 28174

V-7816 A-7906

mailto:imillcreekbapt@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christine Heady
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 9:40:13 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine Heady

2938 Morrow Farm Lane
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-7817 A-7907

mailto:ncfarmmom@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amy Collins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 9:43:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Collins

B
Clemmons,  27012

V-7818 A-7908

mailto:acollinsnc@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kelly Garvy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 9:43:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kelly Garvy

1501 Hollywood street
Durham, NC 27701

V-7819 A-7909

mailto:Kellygarvy@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dick Christensen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 9:49:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dick Christensen

1234 Springhouse Lane
Raleigh, NC 27617

V-7820 A-7910

mailto:Christnr@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wendy Outland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 9:49:44 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wendy Outland

PO Box 1382
Asheville, NC 28802

V-7821 A-7911

mailto:whoknowsart@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Duncan Heron
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 9:55:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Duncan Heron

4425 Kerley rd
Durham, NC 27705

V-7822 A-7912

mailto:duncan_heron@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bree Kalb
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 9:58:13 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bree Kalb

161 viburnum Way
Carrboro, NC 27510

V-7823 A-7913

mailto:Bree@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Bonney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 10:08:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Bonney

101 Lilley Rd
Washington, NC 27889

V-7824 A-7914

mailto:jennbonney@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jack Webster
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 10:13:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jack Webster

4328 Myers Park Dr
Durham, NC 27705

V-7825 A-7915

mailto:caldur51@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jane Kriegsman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 10:19:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jane Kriegsman

502 E Cornwallis Drive
Suite M
Greensboro, NC 27405

V-7826 A-7916

mailto:jane@kriegsman.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken House
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 10:25:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). Please support a plan for North Carolina that meets or exceeds federal standards. We need to
 value our beautiful state and lead the nation in environmental protection. People and businesses come to this state
 because of our climate and environment. We all need to do our best to reduce carbon emissions. We cannot deny
 the need for carbon controls! Please also do not forget that you represent the people of this state, not the
 corporations. Put North Carolinians ahead of Wall Street's faceless investors!!

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ken House

9100 Tealby Place
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-7827 A-7917

mailto:ken.house@sas.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lana Jordan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 10:25:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

As someone with asma and as someone who loves the state of North Carolina and wants it to be healthy and happy
 for years to come, I urge you to protect NC's air quality.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lana Jordan

763 Shady Hanes Road
Lexington, NC 27295

336-437-3574

V-7828 A-7918

mailto:lljordan@live.unc.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Renee Wright
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 10:28:09 AM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Renee Wright
1932 Sandhurst Dr
Charlotte, NC 28205-3317
restaurantexaminer@gmail.com

V-7829 A-7919

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jan Ferguson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 10:31:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jan Ferguson

2679 Bloomsberry Ridge Drive
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526

V-7830 A-7920

mailto:ladytkt@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Megan Reilly Buser
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 10:32:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Megan Reilly Buser

451 Beaucatcher Rd
Asheville, NC 28805

V-7831 A-7921

mailto:meganreillybuser@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jaimie McGirt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 10:33:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jaimie McGirt

PO Box 42
Todd, NC 28684

910-231-6760

V-7832 A-7922

mailto:mcgirtje@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amy Annino
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 10:43:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Annino

283 Kenilworth Rd
Asheville, NC 28803

8282316976

V-7833 A-7923

mailto:annino.amy@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: L Heintz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 10:49:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

L Heintz

81 Locust St
Blk Mt, NC 28711

V-7834 A-7924

mailto:petite.one@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Whisnant
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 10:53:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Whisnant

9115 Laurel Springs Dr
Chapel Hil, NC 27516

V-7835 A-7925

mailto:dewhisnant@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Elise Lynn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 10:54:19 AM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Elise Lynn
1009 Lakehill Rd
Charlotte, NC 28214-8006
lulufaerie@yahoo.com

V-7836 A-7926

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Kayla Garrett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 10:54:40 AM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kayla Garrett
1046 Traci Dr
Elizabeth City, NC 27909-9365
kayla.garrett20@yahoo.com

V-7837 A-7927

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bettina Gordon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 10:55:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bettina Gordon

113  Abbey View Way
Cary, NC 27519

V-7838 A-7928

mailto:bettina.gordon113@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Frank Werner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 10:58:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Frank Werner

26 Kollinova Dr
Clayton, NC 27527

9195538960

V-7839 A-7929

mailto:fwerner2@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: valerie austin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 11:01:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

valerie austin

516 Prince Street
Laurinburg, NC 28352

508-246-6662

V-7840 A-7930

mailto:austiva@sa.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alice Ann Williamson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 11:09:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alice Ann Williamson

209 Robert E. Lee Drive
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-7841 A-7931

mailto:aliceann@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: peter birckhead
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 11:10:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

peter birckhead

213 wild oak ln
carrboro, NC 27510

V-7842 A-7932

mailto:pbirckhead@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Claire friedenberg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 11:13:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Claire friedenberg

1861 Meadowbrook Dr
Winston Salem, NC 27104

V-7843 A-7933

mailto:erialc7@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gabriele Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 11:13:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gabriele Smith

2654 Dwight place
Raleigh, NC 27610

V-7844 A-7934

mailto:g_smith37@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Phil Noblitt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 11:19:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Phil Noblitt

14 Greenbriar Road
Black Mountain, NC 28711

V-7845 A-7935

mailto:bkm0802@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leonard Pardue
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 11:23:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail.'
 The Department of Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works
 best for North Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead is allowing bureaucrats in Washington to
 determine what is best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leonard Pardue

21 Wesley Drive
Apt. D
Asheville, NC 28803

V-7846 A-7936

mailto:eljeep129@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Kath Decorte
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 11:25:47 AM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kath Decorte
1061 Salem Village Ln
Clemmons, NC 27012-8972
skdecorte@yahoo.com

V-7847 A-7937

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Val Vickers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 11:34:12 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Val Vickers

1146 Great Ridge Plwy
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-7848 A-7938

mailto:Vickersvalerie@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jerry Batten
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 11:40:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jerry Batten

Po Box 160
Atlantic Beach, NC 28512

2528087080

V-7849 A-7939

mailto:jbatten307@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly McKoy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 11:43:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly McKoy

4224 Crowfield Drive
Raleigh, NC 27610

9197800857

V-7850 A-7940

mailto:saveoursonsus@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jean GORDON
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 11:53:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jean GORDON

Jean Gordon
Greensboro, NC 27410

336 315-8750

V-7851 A-7941

mailto:gordon_jean@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Gina Serrao
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 11:54:36 AM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Gina Serrao
400 Wilcrest Dr
Matthews, NC 28105-5798
ginaserrao@gmail.com

V-7852 A-7942

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Brewin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:01:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Brewin

1267 Moody Bridge Road
Cullowhee, NC 28723

V-7853 A-7943

mailto:dwbrewin@frontier.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: clark groseth
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:07:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

clark groseth

50 live oak ln
pinehurst, NC 28374

V-7854 A-7944

mailto:clarkgroseth@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Humaira Sayeed
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:08:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Humaira Sayeed

1101 Torrence Circle
Davidson, NC 28036

V-7855 A-7945

mailto:humairasayeed@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: howard vernon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:08:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

howard vernon

605 tall tree rd
clemmons, NC 27012

V-7856 A-7946

mailto:howard_eli@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Schumann
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:19:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Schumann

8213 Kennebec Rd
Willow Spring, NC 27592

V-7857 A-7947

mailto:sschumann1@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Hudspeth
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:22:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Hudspeth

11130 JOHNSON DAVIS RD
HUNTERSVILLE, NC 28078

7048758700

V-7858 A-7948

mailto:skiphudspeth@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nathan Holder
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:22:16 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nathan Holder

919 Shellbrook Ct Apt 8
Raleigh, NC 27609

V-7859 A-7949

mailto:nathan.t.holder@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Orban
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:22:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Orban

115 Spooks Branch Rd
Asheville, NC 28804

V-7860 A-7950

mailto:njorban@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Schwall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:24:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Schwall

3209 Timberlake Rd
Raleigh, NC 27604

V-7861 A-7951

mailto:kikisch@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynne Troy
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: comment on CO 2 emissions proposal
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:35:44 PM

After reading John Murawski's article in the N&O and Debra Leiner and Karl Field"s article, I
 would like to offer my comment:

The DEQ must not exempt 1200 poluting facilities from air permitting, monitoring and
 reporting requirements.

DEQ's proposed plan to spare all power plants from cutting CO2 to the lowest level is
 disgraceful.

Let NC strive to adhere to the Environmental Protection Agency's recommendations.

Let us become the cleanest state. We all will pay a little more; but what is more important for
 us and our children?

Lynne Troy
8708 W. Lake Ct. 
Raleigh, NC 27613

V-7862 A-7952

mailto:lynnetroy@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Piplani
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:37:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Piplani

1502 Halifax Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

919-929-6553

V-7863 A-7953

mailto:karen.piplani@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Harish Gihwala
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:43:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Harish Gihwala

4716 New Bern Avenue
Raleigh, NC 27610

919-2312727

V-7864 A-7954

mailto:gihwala@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kendra Hoots
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:43:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kendra Hoots

328 smomeywood lane
Wilkesboro, NC 28697

V-7865 A-7955

mailto:Kmhoots369@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patrick Gray
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:44:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patrick Gray

P. O. Box 425
Kitty Hawk, NC 27949

2522562183

V-7866 A-7956

mailto:pgrayobx@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Martin Hazeltine
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:45:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Martin Hazeltine

7614 Dunbar Dr SW
Sunset Beach, NC 28468

910-575-2546

V-7867 A-7957

mailto:mhazeltine@atmc.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jane Burgess
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:49:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jane Burgess

106 Landing Trail
Kitty Hawk, NC 27949

V-7868 A-7958

mailto:jcb.skb@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynn Taylor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:51:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynn Taylor

136 WILDFLOWER COVE DR
SWANNANOA, NC 28778

8287758181

V-7869 A-7959

mailto:deely@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steven Sievert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:55:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steven Sievert

102 Tranquil Cir
Oxford, NC 27565

919-603-1874

V-7870 A-7960

mailto:sgsievert@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gena Burrows
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 1:05:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gena Burrows

130 Dump Horton Rd
none
Bunn, NC 27508

9196652527

V-7871 A-7961

mailto:genaburrows@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Campbell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 1:12:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Campbell

4053c nc hwy 56
Franklinton, NC 27525

V-7872 A-7962

mailto:mikenare@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margie Zalesak
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 1:25:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margie Zalesak

205 McCleary Ct
Raleigh, NC 27607

9198580677

V-7873 A-7963

mailto:mezalesak@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alice Loyd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 1:49:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alice Loyd

800 Northclift Drive
kc01052195
Raleigh, NC 27609

9196073081

V-7874 A-7964

mailto:aliceloyd@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Susan Young
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 1:56:30 PM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Susan Young
102 N Hadden St
La Grange, NC 28551-1653
susanjunie@yahoo.com

V-7875 A-7965

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of john and alice rowley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 2:26:00 PM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. john and alice rowley
3878 Olive Hill Rd
Franklin, NC 28734-6341
gatechrowley@yahoo.com

V-7876 A-7966

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynn Walker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 2:27:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynn Walker

15901 Corsica Ave
Cleveland, OH 44110

V-7877 A-7967

mailto:mooncrone@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Micah Spencer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 2:37:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Micah Spencer

6315 Nesting Way
Oak Ridge, NC 27310

V-7878 A-7968

mailto:micah.spencer@rocketmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Blair Justice
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 2:40:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Blair Justice

PO Box 8
Naples, NC 28760

V-7879 A-7969

mailto:blairjustice@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of brian kelly
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 2:56:31 PM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. brian kelly
8411 Chaceview Ct
Charlotte, NC 28269-1003
offdabooks2003@yahoo.com

V-7880 A-7970

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Caprice Lejeune
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 3:05:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Caprice Lejeune

132 Magnolia Gardens Drive
Jacksonville, NC 28540

2818322942

V-7881 A-7971

mailto:legendcr@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 3:09:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Brown

7006 Pine Hill Road
Durham, NC 27707

V-7882 A-7972

mailto:nsbc@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Crotty
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 3:22:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Crotty

8708 Murray Hill Dr
Raleigh, NC 27615

(919) 846-7251

V-7883 A-7973

mailto:tjcrotty@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dawn Crotty
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 3:23:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dawn Crotty

8708 Murray Hill Dr
Raleigh, NC 27615

(919) 846-7251

V-7884 A-7974

mailto:drcrotty@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Christa Seelye
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 3:25:04 PM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Christa Seelye
292 Archie Rd
West End, NC 27376-9023
ginger.2015.cs@gmail.com

V-7885 A-7975

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sheila Lutjens
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 3:29:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sheila Lutjens

624 vista view drive
Asheville, NC 28803

V-7886 A-7976

mailto:Slutjens48@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nate Broadhurst
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 3:29:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nate Broadhurst

117 Hillcrest Dr
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-7887 A-7977

mailto:natebroadhurst@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dewey Jordan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 3:40:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dewey Jordan

2775 Cashlin Dr
Raleigh, NC 27616

9193730409

V-7888 A-7978

mailto:deweyjrph@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherri Pendley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 3:41:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sherri Pendley

4025 South Park Drive
Morganton, NC 28655

V-7889 A-7979

mailto:sherripendley71@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sharon Bottesch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 3:41:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Bottesch

4005 Olde Coach Rd
Durham, NC 27707

V-7890 A-7980

mailto:sbottesch@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Michele Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 3:56:15 PM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Michele Moore
120 Stillwood Ct
New Bern, NC 28560-8040
mijomoore@ec.rr.com

V-7891 A-7981

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Karen Polomik
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 3:57:00 PM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Karen Polomik
412 Trappers Run Dr
Cary, NC 27513-4833
kepait@yahoo.com

V-7892 A-7982

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephanie Fouts
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 4:13:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Fouts

27375 West Crestmont
Warren, MI 48066

V-7893 A-7983

mailto:safouts93@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Lisa Creasman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 4:25:10 PM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Lisa Creasman
137 Broadway St
Black Mountain, NC 28711-3422
Ldm39@bellsouth.net

V-7894 A-7984

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia Bernath
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 4:33:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Bernath

1717 Mackerel Lane
Kure Beach, NC 28449

V-7895 A-7985

mailto:cindybernath1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jean Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 4:34:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jean Wilson

11625 Harrowfield Rd
Charlotte, NC 28226

V-7896 A-7986

mailto:jpwils@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nathan Bigger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 4:55:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nathan Bigger

1310 Castalia Drive
Cary, NC 27513

V-7897 A-7987

mailto:volmannc@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 5:04:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Wilson

11625 Harrowfield Road
Charlotte, NC 28226

V-7898 A-7988

mailto:giantsfan1947@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Hannah Hasan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 5:25:11 PM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Hannah Hasan
11305 Quarterhorse Ct
Charlotte, NC 28215-9042
hannahhasan@yahoo.com

V-7899 A-7989

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Robin Blackburn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 5:25:42 PM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Robin Blackburn
1548 Twin Oaks Dr
King, NC 27021-9792
Robin127@aol.com

V-7900 A-7990

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: P Black
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 5:31:40 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

P Black

p.o. box 1815
Raleigh, NC 27602

V-7901 A-7991

mailto:effieb388@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Colleen Mashburn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 5:34:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Colleen Mashburn

205 church view dr
Greensboro, NC 27455

V-7902 A-7992

mailto:Colmash19@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: john mooney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 5:37:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

john mooney

2512 veranda lane
greensboro, NC 27455

V-7903 A-7993

mailto:mooneyjohnl@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mebane Sherard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 6:11:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mebane Sherard

5315 Masonboro Loop Road
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-7904 A-7994

mailto:mbsherard@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Jenna Rose
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 6:26:57 PM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jenna Rose
514 Lennox Dr
Fayetteville, NC 28303-5136
jennaroserps@gmail.com

V-7905 A-7995

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amy Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 6:28:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I resent your plan to purposely fail EPA standards. I work very hard for the money I earn, and don't want it wasted
 in these sorts if idiotic charades.  We know we need to reduce co2.  The pentagon believes it.   How can you sleep?

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Johnson

9 applecross rd
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-7906 A-7996

mailto:Amy.johnson008@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Allison Edwards
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 6:55:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Allison Edwards

15395 Buffalo Rd
clayton, NC 27527

V-7907 A-7997

mailto:alw0911@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Brandi Mull
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 6:56:43 PM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Brandi Mull
407 E Concord St
Morganton, NC 28655-3411
bsmull@bellsouth.net

V-7908 A-7998

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly Hart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 7:22:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Hart

123 Robin Dr
Advance, NC 27006

V-7909 A-7999

mailto:kimberlyrhart1@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katie Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 7:43:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katie Williams

1000 smith level rd
Carrboro, NC 27510

V-7910 A-8000

mailto:Klwill182@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gwyn Campbell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 7:43:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gwyn Campbell

770 Helen Blevins Rd
West Jefferson
West Jefferson, NC 29694

V-7911 A-8001

mailto:gwcampbell@skybest.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Madeline Scheer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 7:55:15 PM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Madeline Scheer
160 Barnard Ave
Asheville, NC 28804-3239
mscheer@unca.edu

V-7912 A-8002

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: steven tulevech
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:08:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

steven tulevech

200 Oak Dr
Morehead City, NC 28557

V-7913 A-8003

mailto:stulevech@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Farrah Ferguson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:09:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Farrah Ferguson

510a Spartanburg ave
Carolina beach, NC 28428

V-7914 A-8004

mailto:Faraferguson@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Ann Witt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:11:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Ann Witt

2600 Croasdaile Farm Pkwy
Durham, NC 27705

V-7915 A-8005

mailto:maryannfrese@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Lenehan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:13:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Lenehan

119 Albemarle Drive
Clayton, NC 27527

2523731317

V-7916 A-8006

mailto:lenehant@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joe Romano
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:15:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joe Romano

316 Milton dr
Henrico,  27842

V-7917 A-8007

mailto:j2romano@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Duffy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:25:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Duffy

4051 Sheffield Dr
Charlotte, NC 28205

V-7918 A-8008

mailto:laduffy@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melody Wood
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:37:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melody Wood

3404 Old Barn Road
Greensboro, NC 27410

V-7919 A-8009

mailto:mwood126@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Kemp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Re: 111 (d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:39:21 PM

Thanks Steve . I was temporarily confused by daq vs DEQ but get it now.

Sent from my iPhone

> On Dec 18, 2015, at 1:22 PM, SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments <DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov> wrote:
>
> This is the email address for public comment submittals for North Carolina Division of Air Quality rules.
>
> Steve Schliesser, QEP, Environmental Engineer
> Planning Section, Rule Development Branch
> NC DENR, Division of Air Quality
> Green Square Office Complex
> 1641 Mail Service Center
> Raleigh, NC 27699-1641
> 217 West Jones Street 
> Raleigh, NC 27603
> Phone/Fax: 919-707-8701
> www.ncair.org
> Steve.Schliesser@ncdenr.gov
>
> Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law
> and may be disclosed to third parties unless the content is exempt by statute or other regulation.
> * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Karen Kemp [mailto:kkemp711@gmail.com]
> Sent: Thursday, December 17, 2015 6:22 PM
> To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments <DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov>
> Subject: 111 (d)
>
> Testing this address which appears to be wrong on the DEQ website
>
> Sent from my iPhone

V-7920 A-8010

mailto:kkemp711@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
mailto:kkemp711@gmail.com


From: Stanley Corbin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:40:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stanley Corbin

4501 Pleasant Garden Road
Greensboro, NC 27406

V-7921 A-8011

mailto:pgvh@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Shekinah Jett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:41:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shekinah Jett

619 wakefield dr
Apt G
fayetteville, NC 28303

V-7922 A-8012

mailto:shekinahboyd@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Petteway
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:43:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Petteway

465 Collingswood Dr
Winston-Salem, NC 27127
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From: Liz Ridgway-Hanna
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:50:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Liz Ridgway-Hanna

1429 Guffy Drive
Raleigh, NC 27603

9196022714
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From: Edward Cridlebaugh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 8:53:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edward Cridlebaugh

1314 Westminster Dr
High Point, NC 27260
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From: Evelyn Craig
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 9:15:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Evelyn Craig

101 Hwy 54 Apt. L - 5
Carrboro, NC 27510
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From: Butch Karlick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 9:32:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Butch Karlick

5378 Northwest school rd
Greensboro, NC 27409
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From: Debby Bruck
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Comment 111(d) Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 9:41:31 PM

Attention: Joelle Burlson
Division of Air Quality
1641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1641

From: Debby Bruck
1301 Larkhall Court
Cary, NC 27511

Hello, my name is Debby Bruck. I participated in the NCDENR Raleigh, NC
 NCEMC Hearing on December 17, 2015. I thanked the commission for
 providing this opportunity to speak and also to the approximately 200+
 people who came out on that rainy evening to voice their opinions. I
 represented myself as a citizen, calling NC my home since 1979. Many
 others provided supportive data establishing the rational behind beneficial
 legislation for the use of sustainable, renewal energy. It was most
 heartening to see so many young teenagers and college students. Their
 advocacy to help save their generation with sound concern using scientific
 information and social justice brought the house down with applause. 

The array of issues touched upon environmental management from the
 coasts to the mountains with concern for ever present critical conditions
 such as: hurricanes, tornadoes, floods, heat waves, droughts,
 earthquakes, etc. bringing disease-born insects with expectation of
 malaria, yellow fever, dengue fever, West Nile Virus from mosquitoes,
 lyme from ticks, mites, ant colonies, cockroaches, and termites bringing
 destruction to homes, etc. Mild winters and El Niño moisture and warm
 temperatures will change seasonal conditions for bees and hibernating
 insects and animals. Go for a walk and you will see rose bushes and
 azaleas in bloom mid-December. What does this portend for the NC fruit
 crops that require a cold dormant period over winter and harboring of
 mold and soil pests in farming areas?

With sea level quickly rising, we could lose much of our coast line and
 Outer Banks to the tides - losing homes, docks, bridges, fishing and
 recreational facilities. Can NC cover disaster emergency costs and
 personel requirements for rebuilding, disease proliferation, temporary
 housing, injury and more? Insurance will not protect all these people.
 Investing in sustainable living does not cost extra.

Representatives of the solar and wind industry demonstrated that
 investment will produce more jobs with a cleaner environment. A
 construction representative explained how improved EFFICIENCY could
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 easily reduce energy costs and improve life for home owners of all income
 strata, but especially low income earners. A young African American
 passionately spoke about social injustice when legislation effects the poor
 rural areas of NC. 

Each person had a personal story to tell and a desire to make life better
 for their families, communities, the state of NC, the country and even the
 world. Mention of the recent Paris Climate Change initiatives were
 frequent and telling. While America plays politics and denies scientific
 evidence of climate change, 200 countries of the world's proactive
 legislation shows we lag behind. We have the potential to lead, only if we
 act now. 

Physicians spoke on the increase in medical care for children and the
 elderly. Mothers had grave concerns about the increase in asthma rates,
 which leads to potential death and loss of school days and increase in
 medical care costs. Our historic tobacco state has been able to innovate
 to new business and industry because we learned about the link between
 smoking, emphysema, heart disease, hypertension, low birth weights and
 cancer rates. Air pollution contributes to chronic disease causing millions
 of deaths per year. What boggles my mind the most are the political
 decisions that ignore these health effects, even for the politicians and
 their family members who will be affected and future generations.

Again, it makes economic good sense to bring innovation, technology, and
 sustainable energy to North Carolina, while protecting the citizens of this
 state from weather disasters, job loss and medical crisis.

On Thursday evening I spoke about ideas above these physical matters,
 reaching on a higher spiritual plane. A biblical scholar named Rashi lived
 from 1040-1105 AD. Born in Troyes, France, he was the famed author of
 the commentaries on the Talmud and Bible. His focus on the simple
 understanding of the biblical text was considered fundamental of all
 commentary preceding and following. He said, “The original intention (of
 God) was to create the world with the attribute of Din - the Hebrew word
 for severity. Being that the world would not survive, God placed the
 attribute of Rachamim - the Hebrew word for compassion first and paired
 it with Din. 

Rachamim refers to the revelation of Godliness through the acts of
 righteous people, and miracles and wonders as recorded in the Old
 Testament. Today, miracles and wonders are in OUR hands. God no
 longer interferes with the Laws of Nature. We must correct our mistakes
 through forgiveness of self and others. It is time now to change course,
 recognize that for decades we took from the earth without concern for
 replenishing what nature so bountifully provided to our sustenance. We
 must act in God's image, with compassion toward our neighbors and
 strictness in our laws to protect humanity and the environment. 
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While the earth has limits and boundaries, which we must respect; our
 spirits can unite for unlimited good. The greatest miracle would be
 recognition of our connectedness. We must commit to reversing a trend in
 environmental political decision-making that scientists have shown means
 the end of life as we know it. For to continue exploiting our natural
 resources and rationalizing our activities that contaminate the earth with
 toxic pollution by passing lenient policies creates darkness. We can no
 longer look the other way. God has been gracious. He has given many
 chances over the past decades to make amends. 

We have heard the warnings and now we MUST take drastic actions. Only
 through stringent policies of Din can we save our world. Those in power
 must heed our call and cry. We MUST find a way to awaken from denial
 and slumber. For, even if climate change were not true, the RIGHTEOUS
 direction of policy makers and humans on the planet, for the sake of
 future generations, require PROTECTING the atmosphere, water and soil
 from continued degradation. I ask the NC Environment Management
 Commission to take heed of this warning and to encourage our senators
 and representative to legislate policies to save the environment. The
 Clean Power Plan is a tiny step in the right direction. Deep revisions with
 expectations to reduce carbon emissions within this decade immediately
 may give us a chance to clean our air; a God given right of breath for
 every citizen. Thank you for this opportunity to speak as a citizen of North
 Carolina. 
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From: Margaret Costigan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 9:57:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Costigan

600 Carolina Village Rd
Apt 225
Hendersonville, NC 28792
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From: Susan Barry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 11:09:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Barry

4281 Kennedy Road
Thomasville, NC 27360
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From: John Frazier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 11:19:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

P. S. Governor McCory You are a great disappointment as a leader.  You have shown yourself to be just another
 puppet for big business. Your Friday night signing of the "polluter protection" bill is a sign of a true coward.

Sincerely,

John Frazier

1751 Land Harbor
29 Pine Ridge Loop
Newland, NC 28657

7044777954
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From: Care2 on behalf of Tom Phillipp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 11:26:19 PM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Tom Phillipp
7323 Winery Ln
Charlotte, NC 28227-8148
monktomprime@ahoo.com
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From: Joan Dinerman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 11:45:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joan Dinerman

11 Athena Ave
Weaverville, NC 28787
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From: Diane Clark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 12:05:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Clark

4115 Castleford Dr
Colfax, NC 27235
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From: Jinnie hostetler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 12:21:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jinnie hostetler

129 belle Boyd dr
Raeford, NC 28376

540-908-7411
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From: Christine Cinpinski
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 12:46:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine Cinpinski

5100 Panhandle Circle
Matthews, NC 28104
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From: Care2 on behalf of Kristie Pless
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 12:56:03 AM

Dec 18, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kristie Pless
102 Turnbury Ct
Hampstead, NC 28443-8458
kpcustomtouch@aol.com
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From: Mary Stascak
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 1:03:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Stop the madness and protect the health of North Carolinians.  You may have the means to move away from
 dangerously polluted areas. Not everyone has that advantage.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Stascak

7412 Heartland Dr
Wake Forest, NC 27587
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From: Becky Suzik
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 1:47:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions. I have a
 remarkable amount of children in my life who have developed asthma and it's important we do things that support
 their health.

How can it be that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the
 federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Becky Suzik

3441 Scotch Dr
Raleigh, NC 27616
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From: Cynthia Gross
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 1:57:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Gross

221 Rockford Road
Kernersville, NC 27284
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From: Nick Hardesty
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 3:04:15 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nick Hardesty

11649 Stockdale Court
Pineville, NC 28134
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From: Judy harrelson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 7:07:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judy harrelson

812 E Third
Siler City, NC 27344
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From: EVa Weinmann
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 8:03:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

EVa Weinmann

67 Wanoca ave
Asheville, NC 28803
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From: Richard Moreland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 8:04:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Moreland

3231 Mays Chapel Rd
Sanford, NC 27330

V-7946 A-8036

mailto:rscottmoreland@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of heather mallette
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 8:28:10 AM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. heather mallette
22 Dawn Forest Cir
Candler, NC 28715-8536
heather_mallette@yahoo.com

V-7947 A-8037

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherry Nealis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 8:29:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sherry Nealis

300 Cascade Falls Ln. Apt 302
Durham, NC 27713

9193280934

V-7948 A-8038

mailto:sherrynealis@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Renee Hayes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 8:56:13 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Renee Hayes

6903 Fairview Church Rd
Trinity, NC 27370

V-7949 A-8039

mailto:Renee.hayes1956@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: julieta perez
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 9:30:17 AM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. julieta perez
2000 Paisley Dr
Haw River, NC 27258-8801
jewelcarrillo030@gmail.com

V-7950 A-8040

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eleanor Herr
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 9:46:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Herr

1196 Marthas Chapel Rd
Apex, NC 27523

V-7951 A-8041

mailto:herre@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lance Moncada
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 9:55:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lance Moncada

1404 Ann street
Wilmington, NC 28401

V-7952 A-8042

mailto:Lmoncada@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Martha Owen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 9:58:11 AM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Martha Owen
PO Box 1306
Brevard, NC 28712-1306
marthadowen@yahoo.com

V-7953 A-8043

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Judy Neale
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 9:59:06 AM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Judy Neale
2499 Carrington Ct
Wilmington, NC 28409-8510
judineale@msn.com

V-7954 A-8044

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Walter Lewallen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 10:35:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Walter Lewallen

505 N Vance St
Red Springs, NC 28377

V-7955 A-8045

mailto:wlewallen@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Max Thomas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 10:37:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Max Thomas

1529 16th Avenue Circle NW
Hickory, NC 28601

V-7956 A-8046

mailto:max3878@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Helen Hawley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 10:43:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helen Hawley

2134 Crossing Way Ct  Apt D
High Point, NC 27262

V-7957 A-8047

mailto:grandmahawley@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Helen Hawley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 10:43:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helen Hawley

2134 Crossing Way Ct  Apt D
High Point, NC 27262

V-7958 A-8048

mailto:grandmahawley@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christopher Selph
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 10:45:42 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christopher Selph

1115 W. McGee St
Greensboro, NC 27403

V-7959 A-8049

mailto:Jettachris22@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Wolfe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 10:55:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Wolfe

rt 1
Youngsville, NC 27596

V-7960 A-8050

mailto:jwolfe731@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Dawn Selby
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 10:57:16 AM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Dawn Selby
5219 Eagles Landing Dr
Raleigh, NC 27616-6173
joshua32901@yahoo.com

V-7961 A-8051

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Carmelita Mangubat
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 10:59:08 AM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Carmelita Mangubat
807 Southridge Dr
Monroe, NC 28112-7772
mely1947@yahoo.com

V-7962 A-8052

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nikki McGinnis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 11:02:02 AM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Nikki McGinnis
1918 Ballard Dr
Gastonia, NC 28054-2741
nikkimcginnis426@gmail.com

V-7963 A-8053

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Carrie Street
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 11:02:30 AM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Carrie Street
4505 Tesla Park Dr
Wilmington, NC 28412-6964
carriestreet84@gmail.com

V-7964 A-8054

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 11:02:36 AM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. James Jones
PO Box 954
Pisgah Forest, NC 28768-0954
jcjonesrm@gmail.com

V-7965 A-8055

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Harold Bankirer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 11:43:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment, for North Carolina's economy, and most importantly, for our
 progeny. Please do the right thing and protect our clean air now!.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Harold Bankirer

17206 Linksview Lane
Huntersville, NC 28078

V-7966 A-8056

mailto:hbankirer@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of patt snow
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 11:57:10 AM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. patt snow
1584 brokestone road
winabow, NC 28479
ladypj@gmail.com

V-7967 A-8057

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kasey Wright
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 12:01:56 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kasey Wright
1st street
Forestcity, NC 28043
1227457@student.rcsnc.org

V-7968 A-8058

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Billie Schultz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 12:02:12 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Billie Schultz
188 King Estates Rd
Jacksonville, NC 28540-8439
ilovemypittbulls2015@gmail.com

V-7969 A-8059

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: saad adnan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 12:02:34 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. saad adnan
8503 Newton Ln
Charlotte, NC 28277-1891
saadnan@hotmail.com

V-7970 A-8060

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: daniel krautheim
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 12:10:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

daniel krautheim

105 live oak st
beaufort, NC 28516

2527285148

V-7971 A-8061

mailto:dan.krautheim@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Art Stockman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 12:34:25 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Art Stockman
6700 William Harry Ct
Charlotte, NC 28211-5646
aass9@bellsouth.net

V-7972 A-8062

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rachel Wesley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 1:03:26 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Rachel Wesley
16437 Honeycomb Cir
Charlotte, NC 28277-1915
rawesley101@gmail.com

V-7973 A-8063

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Meg Lewis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 1:29:28 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Meg Lewis
1005 Tanglewood Dr
Cary, NC 27511-4643
inspiravista@gmail.com

V-7974 A-8064

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Lembo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 1:31:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Lembo

3941 Arborway
Charlotte, NC 28211

V-7975 A-8065

mailto:barbara.lembo3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debbie Allen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 1:54:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debbie Allen

222 Rockin Horse Lane
Thomasville, NC 27360

336-392-4023

V-7976 A-8066

mailto:Rockinhorseranch@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Brittany Shedrick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 1:57:56 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Brittany Shedrick
131 Bayridge Dr
Willow Spring, NC 27592-8808
brittanyshedrick@gmail.com

V-7977 A-8067

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Teresa Steelman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 2:00:02 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Teresa Steelman
206 Belnette Dr
Lewisville, NC 27023-9476
tseeyore206@aol.com

V-7978 A-8068

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Madison Haskell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 2:00:52 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Madison Haskell
129 Sequoia Dr
Boone, NC 28607-9607
madisonhaskell1@gmail.com

V-7979 A-8069

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy Treece
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 2:01:37 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Judy Treece
707 Jefferson St
Hamlet, NC 28345-2433
judysflea@yahoo.com

V-7980 A-8070

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Graham Buffkin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 2:29:36 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Graham Buffkin
527 Old Bailey Ct
Wake Forest, NC 27587-2947
shadowlanternnc@aol.com

V-7981 A-8071

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Audrey Klein
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 2:29:48 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Audrey Klein
2908 Jarrett Ct
Matthews, NC 28105-2871
audreykklein@gmail.com

V-7982 A-8072

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Sydney McGee
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 2:32:36 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sydney McGee
1225 Styers St
Germanton, NC 27019-9102
bodyandearth18@gmail.com

V-7983 A-8073

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandy Acheron
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 2:33:52 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sandy Acheron
200 S Lake St
Cary, NC 27511-6939
viviandinh818@gmail.com

V-7984 A-8074

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Ringel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 2:57:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Ringel

4514 Minnis Dr
Hillsborough, NC 27278

V-7985 A-8075

mailto:Twovws@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: lenore arnow
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 3:04:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of air pollution continue to
 increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions
Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

lenore arnow

26 bradley st
asheville, NC 28806

8282534976

V-7986 A-8076

mailto:starlightlyrics@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Annalise Romahn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 4:31:33 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Annalise Romahn
4005 Kronos Pl
Charlotte, NC 28210-1311
agromahn@ncsu.edu

V-7987 A-8077

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of emanuela gemin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 5:28:02 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. emanuela gemin
1131 Pine Knoll Dr Apt 203
Spring Lake, NC 28390-5069
emagem@aol.com

V-7988 A-8078

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jacqueline Muth
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 5:49:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Muth

9295 White Oak Rd
Waynesville, NC 28785

8285501573

V-7989 A-8079

mailto:hypatia1920@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ernie Howard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 6:01:46 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Ernie Howard
500 Rockhold Dr
Asheville, NC 28804-2940
artlifspirit75@gmail.com

V-7990 A-8080

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patrick McCarthy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 6:17:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patrick McCarthy

709 hunting ridge rd
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-7991 A-8081

mailto:Mccarthydpt@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephanie Anderson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 6:25:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Anderson

1919 Turnersburg Hwy
Statesville, NC 28625

V-7992 A-8082

mailto:stephventure@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Hughes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 6:32:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Hughes

34 Pleasant Street
Apt. 5A
Woodstock, VT 05091

V-7993 A-8083

mailto:jdh8941@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Malakia M. Sullivan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 7:07:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Malakia M. Sullivan

1000 Baxter Street
Apt 1004
Charlotte, NC 28204

(864)451-0085

V-7994 A-8084

mailto:keepooh1988@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Parks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 7:32:06 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Daniel Parks
304 Springvalley Rd
Carrboro, NC 27510-1241
datanrisk@gmail.com

V-7995 A-8085

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marilyn Bollinger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 9:25:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Bollinger

28 Forestdale Drive
Asheville, NC 28803

V-7996 A-8086

mailto:marilynb68@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Eva Frangipane
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 9:28:34 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Eva Frangipane
5133 Gable Ridge Ln
Holly Springs, NC 27540-9305
evefrangipane@yahoo.com

V-7997 A-8087

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Phillips
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 9:59:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you. Robert Phillips

Sincerely,

Robert Phillips

6712 pauline dr
chapel hill, NC 27514

V-7998 A-8088

mailto:rophillips@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Toni Hall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 10:22:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Toni Hall

4029 B Hewitt St
Greensboro, NC 27407

V-7999 A-8089

mailto:gwyntoni@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Zoe Zander
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 10:29:58 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Zoe Zander
245 Memorial Dr
Cullowhee, NC 28723-8911
zoe753@gmail.com

V-8000 A-8090

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert du Rivage
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 10:37:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert du Rivage

38 hurst dr
candler, NC 28715

8286332683

V-8001 A-8091

mailto:bobdurivage@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathy Nance
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 10:48:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Nance

990 Piney Knob Rd
Rutherfordton, NC 28139

V-8002 A-8092

mailto:loftynotions1@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Laura Landsiedel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2015 11:31:41 PM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Laura Landsiedel
3124 Umstead View Dr
Raleigh, NC 27607-6378
laura@handsonhealthnc.com

V-8003 A-8093

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Joshua Waters
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 12:00:09 AM

Dec 19, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Joshua Waters
2110 Avent Ferry Rd
Raleigh, NC 27606-2136
jawater4@gmail.com

V-8004 A-8094

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Jessica Gioia
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 1:01:36 AM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jessica Gioia
105 Bayberry Dr
Elizabeth City, NC 27909-3396
jessica_gioia@yahoo.com

V-8005 A-8095

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Ben Anderson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 1:29:51 AM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Ben Anderson
176 Harris Ave
Elkin, NC 28621-3203
benanderson24.ba@gmail.com

V-8006 A-8096

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: rachel leslie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 3:31:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

rachel leslie

217 Kem Lane
Mount Holly, NC 28120

V-8007 A-8097

mailto:Elainesgranola@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: VANESSA BLALOCK
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 6:32:29 AM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. VANESSA BLALOCK
6744 Old Plank Rd
Stanley, NC 28164-7764
vanessablalock15@gmail.com

V-8008 A-8098

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margret Kuehni
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 7:13:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margret Kuehni

4112 Blaydes Ct
Charlotte, NC 28226

V-8009 A-8099

mailto:mkart@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Pearce
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 7:37:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Pearce

40 Laynes View Drive
Murphy, NC 28906

V-8010 A-8100

mailto:epearce201@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Hugenschmidt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 7:43:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Hugenschmidt

437 Beaverdam Road
Asheville
Asheville, NC 28804

V-8011 A-8101

mailto:jhugenschmidt@phhlawfirm.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Constance Engle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 8:32:11 AM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Constance Engle
244 Englewood Dr
Hendersonville, NC 28739-7429
connie_englle@alumni.Brown.edu

V-8012 A-8102

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Justin St.Germain
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 8:32:45 AM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Justin St.Germain
1110 Poplar Dr
Fayetteville, NC 28304-4174
deguerre00@gmail.com

V-8013 A-8103

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deborah Dawson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 9:20:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Dawson

4816 Water Oak Rd
Charlotte, NC 28211

V-8014 A-8104

mailto:d.dawson3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of dorothy foote
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 9:34:20 AM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. dorothy foote
109 Rememberance Ln
Mount Airy, NC 27030-5698
dogshappen@embarqmail.com

V-8015 A-8105

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Cogsdale
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 9:39:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Cogsdale

845 Cherokee Pl
Lenoir, NC 28645

V-8016 A-8106

mailto:ecogsdale@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: judy pierce
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 9:45:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

judy pierce

572 mountain top drive
brevard, NC 28712

V-8017 A-8107

mailto:squirrellady1@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Aklea Althoff
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 9:59:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Aklea Althoff

420 Golf View Condo Lane; 3-A
Hendersonville, NC 28739

8282903948

V-8018 A-8108

mailto:msaklea@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deonica Humphrey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 10:06:20 AM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Deonica Humphrey
106 N Hill Ct
Jacksonville, NC 28540-6916
ddshumphrey@gmail.com

V-8019 A-8109

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Naddell
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 10:52:23 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Naddell
12241 Danielle Christina Ct
Charlotte, NC 28216

V-8020 A-8110

mailto:jnaddell@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Tanya McKoy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 11:59:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tanya McKoy

6529 Lancaster Store Rd
Spring Hope, NC 27882

V-8021 A-8111

mailto:mckoy_2133211@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Olley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 12:21:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Olley

104 Kings Mountain Ct
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

9193605255

V-8022 A-8112

mailto:loirelee@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Candice Dotson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 1:03:54 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Candice Dotson
126 Beech Brook Ln
Statesville, NC 28625-8745
panpandaisy2012@gmail.com

V-8023 A-8113

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Signe Dillon Albertson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 1:50:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Signe Dillon Albertson

3800 Waterside Drive, Apartment 104
Elizabeth City, NC 27909

V-8024 A-8114

mailto:SigneDillonsings@GMail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Sara D
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 2:30:57 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sara D
1249 Snowy Egret Dr
Fayetteville, NC 28306-3224
sjdustman@hotmail.com

V-8025 A-8115

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Kelly Long
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 2:32:01 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kelly Long
3417 Colossae Ct
Raleigh, NC 27610-6427
Kpjlong@gmail.com

V-8026 A-8116

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: kurt johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 2:52:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

kurt johnson

11 s berrymeadow lane
durham, NC 27703

V-8027 A-8117

mailto:wombatgk@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kerstin Sindemark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 3:08:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kerstin Sindemark

304 Hickory View Lane
Apex, NC 27502

V-8028 A-8118

mailto:Knsindemark@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephen Knowlton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 3:39:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Knowlton

1045 Flat Rock Road
Reidsville,  27320

V-8029 A-8119

mailto:stephendknowltonmd@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Jennifer Wade
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 4:00:34 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jennifer Wade
602 Fosse Way
Jacksonville, NC 28546-8693
jenwade3@yahoo.com

V-8030 A-8120

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Theresa Savery
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 4:07:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Theresa Savery

5401 Olivia Court
Marshville, NC 28103

3038592795

V-8031 A-8121

mailto:pscswampie@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Dana Stanley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 4:32:51 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Dana Stanley
5481 Devils Racetrack Rd
Four Oaks, NC 27524-9729
tiayanieraye@hotmail.com

V-8032 A-8122

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: macala caraway
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 5:04:00 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. macala caraway
5050 Goose Creek Ln
Lenoir, NC 28645-9299
macalacaraway@yahoo.com

V-8033 A-8123

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sydney Stark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 5:19:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sydney Stark

334 buckhorn ridge rd
Mebane, NC 27302

V-8034 A-8124

mailto:Sydney.k.stark@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: patricia ludy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 5:34:10 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. patricia ludy
743 Staples Mill Rd
Jacksonville, NC 28540-4342
ludypat@yahoo.com

V-8035 A-8125

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Hannah Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 6:31:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Hannah Smith

561 Henry Street
Eden, NC 27288

3363124220

V-8036 A-8126

mailto:hrsmith24@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Parkinson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 6:55:41 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

My family supports the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as
 the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat
 of climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Parkinson

10106 Raven Tree Dr
Raleigh, NC 27617

V-8037 A-8127

mailto:candlpark@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of david taylor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 7:01:16 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. david taylor
229 Beachwood Dr NW
Calabash, NC 28467-1810
davtay51@gmail.com

V-8038 A-8128

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joy Metelits
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 7:01:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joy Metelits

411 Cedar Club Circle
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-8039 A-8129

mailto:jmetelits@cochill.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of amanda laplante
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 7:02:33 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. amanda laplante
208 Windgate Dr
Clayton, NC 27527-3317
aklaplante@hotmail.com

V-8040 A-8130

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ron Talley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 7:04:01 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Ron Talley
716 Schaffer Rd
Boone, NC 28607-8081
ronslp@hotmail.com

V-8041 A-8131

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Devin Clark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 7:25:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Devin Clark

515 Westhampton Court
Burlington, NC 27215

V-8042 A-8132

mailto:dmc10550@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of pam cox plummer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 7:31:19 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. pam cox plummer
2919 Colony Rd
Charlotte, NC 28211-2635
pamcoxplummer@gmail.com

V-8043 A-8133

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kelli Carmody
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 7:39:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kelli Carmody

4605 Worthington Lane
Raleigh, NC 27604

V-8044 A-8134

mailto:Kkirk78@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bonnie Clark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 7:49:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment, our future existence, and for North Carolina's economy. Please
 do the right thing and protect our clean air.

I am also adamently opposed to any FRACKING in North Carolina- it is very dangerous and you are supposed to
 protect the state that elected you as Governor.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Clark

1313 Oak Grove Road
Winston-Salem, NC 27103

13362872075

V-8045 A-8135

mailto:bonzoni.inc@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Kim Liggins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 8:33:48 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kim Liggins
706 Roundtree Dr
Fayetteville, NC 28303-2008
msklig1@gmail.com

V-8046 A-8136

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Pat Higgins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 9:02:34 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Pat Higgins
6818 Oldecastle Ct
Charlotte, NC 28277-8404
patnews1@gmail.com

V-8047 A-8137

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Anthony Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 9:02:45 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Anthony Williams
1103 Freedom Dr
Statesville, NC 28625-6408
mauricewilliams1103@gmail.com

V-8048 A-8138

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Kerry Leach
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 9:03:22 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kerry Leach
456 Reynolda Dr
Statesville, NC 28677-5900
budkerryleach@yahoo.com

V-8049 A-8139

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kendrick Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 9:04:03 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kendrick Williams
511 Valley St
Statesville, NC 28677-7940
Kendrick.Williams@att.net

V-8050 A-8140

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: jane white
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 9:25:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

jane white

16 Salisbury Drive Apt. 7109
asheville,, NC 28803

V-8051 A-8141

mailto:jwcantare1@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of missy white
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 9:31:07 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. missy white
724 N Mulberry St
Statesville, NC 28677-3233
missywhite02@yahoo.com

V-8052 A-8142

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Kimberly Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 9:31:21 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kimberly Miller
1520 Brennady Dr
Cornelius, NC 28031-8317
millerkimberly97@yahoo.com

V-8053 A-8143

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Bryan Bridges
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 9:32:55 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Bryan Bridges
137 Downing St
Troutman, NC 28166-9642
bkbridges907@gmail.com

V-8054 A-8144

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of marian jenkins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 9:33:08 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. marian jenkins
2737 Daffodil Dr
Charlotte, NC 28269-5702
mary.jenkins@carolinashealthcare.org

V-8055 A-8145

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of yolanda murdock
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 9:33:11 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. yolanda murdock
134 Mills Valley Dr
Mooresville, NC 28117-5400
ymurdock287@gmail.com

V-8056 A-8146

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Livi Carlyle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 10:03:09 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Livi Carlyle
7810 Woodway Oak Cir Apt 932
Matthews, NC 28105-8380
livicarlyle.815@gmail.com

V-8057 A-8147

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Tammy Steinert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 11:01:22 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Tammy Steinert
5332 Coble Church Rd
Julian, NC 27283-8900
steinerttammy@yahoo.com

V-8058 A-8148

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Raymond Teachey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 11:04:08 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Raymond Teachey
7453 Horse Branch Rd
Willard, NC 28478-9473
hemisuperbird@icloud.com

V-8059 A-8149

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: patricia west-bailey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2015 11:05:03 PM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. patricia west-bailey
1693 Rock Corner Rd
Forest City, NC 28043-7648
halandpat@yahoo.com

V-8060 A-8150

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of brooke kirsten w as lz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 12:03:29 AM

Dec 20, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. brooke kirsten w as lz
139 Forest Hill Dr
Asheville, NC 28803-2417
kirstenwalw@yahoo.com

V-8061 A-8151

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Hearn-von Foerster
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 12:23:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Hearn-von Foerster

2101 DELLWOOD DR
Greensboro, NC 27408

V-8062 A-8152

mailto:sarahhvf@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Emily Fultz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 1:02:16 AM

Dec 21, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Emily Fultz
10 Piney Knob Est
Marshall, NC 28753-9007
emmysemail@yahoo.com

V-8063 A-8153

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: christina moss
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 2:37:38 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

christina moss

406 Richmond Road
ROCKINGHAM, NC 28379

V-8064 A-8154

mailto:berrychan2015@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rita HINES
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 5:13:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rita HINES

209 Frazier Dr
Sanford, NC 27332

V-8065 A-8155

mailto:hinesriley3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Brenda Sidney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 5:32:45 AM

Dec 21, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Brenda Sidney
115 Clarksburg Ct
Clemmons, NC 27012-8290
redhatgrammy@att.net

V-8066 A-8156

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Zane Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 7:45:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Zane Smith

102 Manor Ct
Greensboro, NC 27403

V-8067 A-8157

mailto:Zenzane@Earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Terry Gouhin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 7:55:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Terry Gouhin

1436 N Pea Ridge Road
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-8068 A-8158

mailto:tgouhin@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Amy Suttles
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 8:02:28 AM

Dec 21, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Amy Suttles
274 Charles St
Clyde, NC 28721-7458
firefeedsearth@yahoo.com

V-8069 A-8159

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
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From: Richard Meeks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 8:25:41 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Meeks

4812 Comelia Drive
Raleigh, NC 27603

V-8070 A-8160

mailto:richardtmeeks2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Tammy Daniels
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 8:32:14 AM

Dec 21, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Tammy Daniels
529 S Sabiston Dr
Swansboro, NC 28584-9595
tammydabiels1@outlook.com

V-8071 A-8161

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carolyn Turner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 9:35:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I strongly support the EPA's proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
 childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change continue to
 increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am appalled that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the
 federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. It's time for you to get on
 board for what is best for NC.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Turner

7307 Huddlestone Rd
Bailey, NC 27807

V-8072 A-8162

mailto:caroturner@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Herron
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 10:30:04 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

John Herron
PO Box 34201
Charlotte, NC 28234

V-8073 A-8163

mailto:jmherron@webtv.net
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Bruce D. Hunn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111 (d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 11:04:46 AM

I am writing to comment on North Carolina’s proposed NC Power Plan rule.
First of all, I believe the US EPA has provided wide latitude to the states to develop their own custom
 plans to meet a significant reduction in carbon emissions from power generation. The federal power
 plan rule offers a balanced approach that should be taken seriously by all the states, especially
 North Carolina. Namely that approach includes 1) more efficient production of electric power from
 existing plants, 2) increased use of renewable energy sources, and 3) expansion of energy efficiency
 programs and opportunities. NC has unique opportunities in all three areas.
Unfortunately the proposed NC Power Plan rule falls fall short of meeting the goals needed to
 reduce carbon emissions that are clearly harming our planet. While, I commend the plans for
 improvement of efficiency in current power plants, the plan does not address the two most
 important elements: renewable energy and demand-side energy efficiency. As a member of ASHRAE
 I have studied the potential for expanded efficiency and renewable energy programs and can assure
 you that that we are not close to realizing their full potential. In the buildings and industrial sectors
 we can cost effectively achieve at least a 20-30% reduction in electricity use through well-known but
 not fully utilized efficiency measures. The North Carolina plan should address the types of energy
 efficiency programs allowed under the Clean Energy Incentive Program (CEIP), which grants some
 emissions allowances or credits for early action to reduce energy use in low-income communities. I
 recommend the NASEO-ACEEE State Clean Power Plan Resource Hub for tools that can help North
 Carolina include energy efficiency in their compliance plans.
However, the greatest potential is in expanded solar applications, both supply-side and demand-
side. North Carolina has taken great strides in the growth of solar applications, especially at the
 utility level, as costs continue to decline. The NC plan should capitalize on promoting this growing
 industry, with its many job creating opportunities. We are wasting a great resource – we should
 make use of the expertise provided by the North Carolina Sustainable Energy Association (NCSEA).
North Carolina in its current draft plan is missing a great opportunity to reduce carbon emissions
 while stimulating new industry and job growth. The current plan is totally inadequate and short
 sighted.
Bruce D. Hunn
hunnbuildingenergy@gmail.com
3324 Harden Rd.
Raleigh, NC 27607

V-8074 A-8164

mailto:hunnbuildingenergy@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
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From: Jason Cashwell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 11:13:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jason Cashwell

314 fairfield ln
cary, NC 27511

V-8075 A-8165

mailto:cashwell@alumni.ncsu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: gail powell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 12:43:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

gail powell

6516 deer view dr
raleigh, NC 27606

V-8076 A-8166

mailto:gspowell299@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alexander Hornaday
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 12:58:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alexander Hornaday

1006 Newington Way
Apex, NC 27502

V-8077 A-8167

mailto:a.hornaday@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Plowden
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 2:13:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ann Plowden

4480 old belews creek road
Winston Salem, NC 27101

V-8078 A-8168

mailto:annplowden@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christine Hendren
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 3:55:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine Hendren

5107 Stardust Drive
Durham, NC 27712

919-908-9808

V-8079 A-8169

mailto:Christineohendren@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: "Steve Jurovics"
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111d
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 4:49:27 PM

Remarks of Stephen Jurovics, a resident of Raleigh, at the North Carolina Clean
 Power Plan Hearing on December 17, 2015 in Raleigh

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Thank you for giving us this opportunity to comment on the plan. I am going to cut to
 the chase on the plan, as I see it.

Politics is not a zero sum game. That is, if the Democrats propose an initiative and it
 passes, then we see it as a win for the Democrats and a loss for the Republicans.
 Alternatively, if the Republicans propose a measure and it passes, we see it as a win
 for the Republicans and a loss for the Democrats. That’s an incorrect perception, a
 false premise.

It’s not a zero sum game because the interests of Americans are not included in that
 assessment. Is politics just about wins and losses for Democrats and Republicans or
 do the needs of the American people enter the picture? They must enter the picture.
 If one party proposes a measure and it passes, then both parties can take credit for
 they both made it happen.

I believe, I don’t know but believe, that in the dark of night, each member of the EMC
 acknowledges that climate change is real, unprecedented, and a bit scary. I believe
 you also know that it’s largely caused by emissions from the burning of fossil fuels
 and that coal-fired power plants constitute the largest single source of carbon
 emissions. So a plan to cut those emissions by about 30% by 2030 makes good
 sense. Any increase in cost to meet the EPA requirement will be far smaller than the
 cost for delaying emission reductions. In North Carolina we’re well on the way to that
 goal and our utilities are not saying they can’t achieve those reductions.

You also know that this plan does not meet the EPA requirement. North Carolina is
 particularly vulnerable to the effects of climate change because of our agricultural
 industry and our long coastline: our tourism and fishing industries and hundreds of
 thousands of people living within a few miles of the Atlantic.

Please do not withhold or delay a real CPP because the initiative came from a
 Democratic administration— reject the zero sum game politics that’s practiced in
 Washington—let’s be smarter than those folks. Do what’s right for North Carolina and

V-8080 A-8170

mailto:saj18@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


 for America and reject this plan.

Thank you.

V-8081 A-8171



From: Kenneth Bennett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 5:29:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Bennett

1410 East Gaston St
Lincolnton, NC 28092

7043084755

V-8082 A-8172

mailto:bennettkenneth537@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jonathan Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 5:33:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.  Our
 neighboring state of VA has the courage to seize this opportunity, yet NC continues to move backwards despite the
 recent coal ash spill, avoiding sensible regulation, and seeking to do more damage through offshore drilling along
 the outer banks.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Brown

7218 Chaddsley Dr
Huntersville, NC 28078

V-8083 A-8173

mailto:jonbmw_@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 21, 2015 6:05:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Wilson

148 NE 5 St
Oak Island, NC 28465

V-8084 A-8174

mailto:Lincarol148@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 22, 2015 12:07:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Brown

410 Angel's Way
Mars HIll, NC 28754

V-8085 A-8175

mailto:suznmars1@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julie Cooper
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 22, 2015 9:31:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am contacting you once again to express my outrage for the environmental record of your administration. 
 Although it probably doesn't matter to you, I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
 limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP).

I am appalled that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the
 federal requirements under the CPP and the overall environmental record of your administration. By championing a
 plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity
 to create a plan that works best for North Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
 bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air and water is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right
 thing and protect our clean air. We can protect our environment and still be pro business.   These aren't mutually
 exclusive.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julie Cooper

509 buffalo tom drive
Greensboro, NC 27455

V-8086 A-8176

mailto:jeeksllc@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kevan Minick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 22, 2015 9:33:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kevan Minick

7708 prospector place
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-8087 A-8177

mailto:ptkevlar@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Neal Sigmon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Comments on state Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, December 22, 2015 12:47:11 PM

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules do not come close to achieving the
 carbon dioxide reductions required by the EPA. I respectfully request that the Division of Air Quality consider my comments
 on the draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act (Clean Power Plan):

North Carolina is well positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar and wind
 energy successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in DEQ’s proposal. Renewable energy and energy efficiency should be
 a core part of the state’s Clean Power Plan.

The Department of Environmental Quality has failed to engage stakeholders as required by the Clean Power Plan. The state
 plan must include documentation that the agency has conducted community outreach and community involvement, including
 engagement with vulnerable communities. The draft rules do not include this documentation.

The EPA Clean Energy Incentive Program offers states incentives, such as double credits, to develop clean energy and energy
 efficiency projects for low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA Program. The
 draft rules do not take advantage of this program.

Neal Sigmon
333 W. Trade St. #2204
Charlotte, NC 28202

V-8088 A-8178

mailto:nsigmon@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: SJ Jablinske
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 22, 2015 1:29:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As -childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am horrendously disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up
 to fail with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the
 Department of Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for
 North Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what
 is best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

SJ Jablinske

95 Curtis ParkerRd
Alexander, NC 28701

V-8089 A-8179

mailto:kittibabies@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: IrvingMFreedman@aol.com
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments; Burleson, Joelle
Subject: EPA clean power plan
Date: Tuesday, December 22, 2015 2:48:06 PM

It is essential that we, in North Carolina, cut our power plant emissions now. We are beginning to feel the
 negative effects of climate change now.
While The D.E.Q. plan does little to nothing to stave off climate change.
The crisis is now. Please do not oppose the EPA clean power plan.
The D.E.Q. counter plan is weak and barely addressed the crises at hand.
~Daryl & Irving Freedman

V-8090 A-8180

mailto:IrvingMFreedman@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: IrvingMFreedman@aol.com
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments; Burleson, Joelle
Subject: EPA clean power plan
Date: Tuesday, December 22, 2015 2:48:07 PM

It is essential that we, in North Carolina, cut our power plant emissions now. We are beginning to feel the
 negative effects of climate change now.
While The D.E.Q. plan does little to nothing to stave off climate change.
The crisis is now. Please do not oppose the EPA clean power plan.
The D.E.Q. counter plan is weak and barely addressed the crises at hand.
~Daryl & Irving Freedman

V-8091 A-8181

mailto:IrvingMFreedman@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Mimi Vollum
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Our air
Date: Tuesday, December 22, 2015 5:02:09 PM

Since I have lung issues, I am extremely interested in having clean air in our state
 and therefore am strongly in favor of the Clean Power Plan that has been proposed.
 The required carbon dioxide reductions set by the EPA make sense, I believe, and
 because NC has had good success with our solar and wind projects, I strongly
 believe that this should be an essential part of the state's Clean Power Plan.

The draft rules do not include required documentation that the Dept. of Environmental
 Quality has conducted community outreach and involvement and this is critical. Why
 aren't we planning to take advantage of the related incentive programs that are
 available for low income communities?

I respectfully request that my comments be taken into consideration. This is such an
 important decision that affects all of us. Thank you. 
Muriel Vollum, Ed.D

V-8092 A-8182

mailto:mimivollum@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeffrey Turner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 22, 2015 6:59:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Turner

2410 Elizabeth Ave
Winston Salem, NC 27103

V-8093 A-8183

mailto:jeffreysturner@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cornelia cornils
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 22, 2015 7:12:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cornelia cornils

218 seminole ave
concord, NC 28025

V-8094 A-8184

mailto:kuhleeah@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marian Hopkins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 22, 2015 11:31:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marian Hopkins

625 Tinkerbell Road
Chapel hill, NC 27517

9199678017

V-8095 A-8185

mailto:mthopkin@email.unc.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joani Robson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2015 8:10:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joani Robson

50 Whistlewood Lane
Hendersonville, NC 28739

V-8096 A-8186

mailto:joanirobson@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christine Ganis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2015 9:01:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine Ganis

749 Burlwood Drive
Southern Pines, NC 28387

V-8097 A-8187

mailto:Chrisganis@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carolyn Pratt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2015 11:31:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Pratt

4716 Wildwood Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28203

V-8098 A-8188

mailto:claphands@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amos Elvis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Cc: Amos Elvis
Subject: N.C. Commission on Carbon Emmissions
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2015 1:17:34 PM

Dear Commission,
This is in response to the hearings on the Plan for North Carolina to come up with it’s on plan for
 Carbon Emissions. The Federal Government has over stepped it’s grounds or power to make sure
 that power bills will basically Sky Rocket to levels that Senior Citizens can’t afford. I am one of such
 Citizens and I have done my homework on Carbon Emissions. Wind and Solar power will not supply
 our needs. Fact!
For one thing, Carbon Emissions is a total Scam and you and I know that it is orchestrated by the
 present (OBAMA) Administration. By what authority does our Federal Government have over what
 North Carolina or it’s Citizens do and plan on this weak minded hoax. I have already attended two of
 these meetings and found that most of the ones speaking do not have their facts in order. They
 even go as far as calling themselves “Tree Huggers”.
I am proud of our Governor for taking the stand and fighting back. He knows what a Carbon Credit
 Plan will do to our industries in this state. Coal is the least expensive way to generate electricity. I
 should know I am an electrical engineer and have been for over 40 years in the business.
Please record me as against any Carbon Tax or Credit plan in North Carolina and We the People have
 a voice and I pray in God’s name that you use some common sense when ruling on this important
 matter. Thank you for your time and ear to listen to someone that this Federal EPA Plan will effect,
 and Climate Change is not real, it’s only the weather and seasons.
Amos Elvis

V-8099 A-8189

mailto:amos.elvis@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
mailto:amos.elvis@hotmail.com


From: Amos Elvis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2015 1:25:03 PM

111(d) for the record
Amos Elvis

From: Amos Elvis
Sent: Wednesday, December 23, 2015 1:17 PM
To: daq.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
Cc: Amos Elvis
Subject: N.C. Commission on Carbon Emmissions
Dear Commission,
This is in response to the hearings on the Plan for North Carolina to come up with it’s on plan for
 Carbon Emissions. The Federal Government has over stepped it’s grounds or power to make sure
 that power bills will basically Sky Rocket to levels that Senior Citizens can’t afford. I am one of such
 Citizens and I have done my homework on Carbon Emissions. Wind and Solar power will not supply
 our needs. Fact!
For one thing, Carbon Emissions is a total Scam and you and I know that it is orchestrated by the
 present (OBAMA) Administration. By what authority does our Federal Government have over what
 North Carolina or it’s Citizens do and plan on this weak minded hoax. I have already attended two of
 these meetings and found that most of the ones speaking do not have their facts in order. They
 even go as far as calling themselves “Tree Huggers”.
I am proud of our Governor for taking the stand and fighting back. He knows what a Carbon Credit
 Plan will do to our industries in this state. Coal is the least expensive way to generate electricity. I
 should know I am an electrical engineer and have been for over 40 years in the business.
Please record me as against any Carbon Tax or Credit plan in North Carolina and We the People have
 a voice and I pray in God’s name that you use some common sense when ruling on this important
 matter. Thank you for your time and ear to listen to someone that this Federal EPA Plan will effect,
 and Climate Change is not real, it’s only the weather and seasons.
Amos Elvis

V-8100 A-8190

mailto:amos.elvis@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
mailto:amos.elvis@hotmail.com
mailto:daq.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
mailto:amos.elvis@hotmail.com


From: Briana Strickland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 24, 2015 5:38:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Briana Strickland

323 French St
Charlotte, NC 28216

V-8101 A-8191

mailto:Strickland.n.briana@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 24, 2015 8:09:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Moore

4618 Waterbell Ln
Waxhaw, NC 28175

V-8102 A-8192

mailto:mdm7015@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeffrey Collins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 25, 2015 6:09:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Collins

5909 Hathaway Lane
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-8103 A-8193

mailto:jcollins@pappasventures.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jasper Cobb
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 25, 2015 2:33:28 PM

To Secretary van der Vaart

December 17, 2016

My name is Jasper Cobb. I’m a freshman at Chapel
 Hill High School and plan to study marine
 science.

Ocean acidification has been called ‘the evil
 twin of global warming’. Ocean acidification
 means that seawater is becoming more acidic.
 This is happening because the ocean absorbs
 about a third of the CO2 in the atmosphere, so
 it is now 30 percent more acidic than it was
 during the Industrial Revolution.

The acid is eroding calcium carbonate shells of
 animals like oysters and coral, and killing
 them off. When shelled organisms are at risk,
 the entire marine food web is at risk.

Many jobs in North Carolina come from fishing,
 and seafood provides an important part of our
 diet.

Scientists say that, if we continue emitting so
 much carbon, the oceans could become more than
 100 percent more acidic than they are now. We
 need to change our energy system so that we
 don’t create any harmful emissions, now or in
 the future.

I’m willing to sacrifice to save the ocean and I
 hope you are too.

Jasper Cobb

V-8104 A-8194

mailto:josomerainbow@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


1015 Tallyho Trail

Chapel Hill, NC 27516

-- 
~~~~glorious lump of treasure~~~~
♂♥♂ Gender 
♀♥♀ Doesn't 
♀♥♂ Matter 
"Don't call her she, because shes not a girl."

V-8105 A-8195



From: Katie Head
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 25, 2015 7:13:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katie Head

858 Calton Rd
Bostic, NC 28018

V-8106 A-8196

mailto:k.marie_11@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephen Sample
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 25, 2015 8:32:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Sample

2005 Ruffin St
Durham, NC 27704

V-8107 A-8197

mailto:stephen.sample@frontier.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Noelyne Langston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, December 25, 2015 11:16:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Noelyne Langston

1225 Bostian Drive
Fayetteville, NC 28304

V-8108 A-8198

mailto:Noelyneltd@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ethan Sikora
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 26, 2015 2:19:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ethan Sikora

1489 b Ephesus Church Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-8109 A-8199

mailto:Ethansikora@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paula Keenum
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, December 26, 2015 11:39:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paula Keenum

602 Parkway Blvd
WILMINGTON, NC 28412

9108066245

V-8110 A-8200

mailto:prcsc3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pam Robbins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, December 27, 2015 12:49:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pam Robbins

3613 Willow Bluff Dr
Raleigh, NC 27604

V-8111 A-8201

mailto:pam.j.robbins@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amos Elvis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments; Kyle Hall
Subject: 111(d) Climate Change is a HOAX!
Date: Sunday, December 27, 2015 1:18:57 PM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nq4Bc2WCsdE
Amos Elvis

V-8112 A-8202

mailto:amos.elvis@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
mailto:Kyle.Hall@mail.house.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Angie Kilburn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 11:54:05 AM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Angie Kilburn
5550 Carolina Beach Rd
Wilmington, NC 28412-2600
lionluva77@gmail.com

V-8113 A-8203

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
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mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Heather Urps
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 12:05:34 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Heather Urps
7740 Rolling Meadows Ln
Huntersville, NC 28078-3344
heathrrurps@gmail.com

V-8114 A-8204

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of elliott baldwin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 12:22:04 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. elliott baldwin
5505 Townsend Warbler Ct
Wake Forest, NC 27587-4804
Elliott.baldwin08@gmail.com

V-8115 A-8205

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
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mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maggie Banko
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 12:25:19 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Maggie Banko
10413 Summerton Dr
Raleigh, NC 27614-8789
mhbanko@gmail.com

V-8116 A-8206

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Zay Sevier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 12:28:43 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Zay Sevier
1605 W Cone Blvd
Greensboro, NC 27408-3623
zaysevier@bellsouth.net

V-8117 A-8207

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Baylee Roy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 12:28:55 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Baylee Roy
10341 River Bank Dr
Raleigh, NC 27614-8931
bmroy11@gmail.com

V-8118 A-8208

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Randy Hobbs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 12:57:00 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Randy Hobbs
306 Pete Jones Dr
Richlands, NC 28574-8180
randyhobbs@yahoo.com

V-8119 A-8209

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Cheri Bennett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 12:59:13 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Cheri Bennett
5802 Harvest Hill Rd
Greensboro, NC 27405-9408
iowaslady@gmail.com

V-8120 A-8210

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: PAULA DAVIS
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 1:31:19 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. PAULA DAVIS
171 Scaffs Ln
Aydlett, NC 27916-9740
BLAZINNPD@GMAIL.COM

V-8121 A-8211

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pam marion
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 1:56:40 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Pam marion
8039 Deverow Ct
Lewisville, NC 27023-9708
prpm9@yahoo.com

V-8122 A-8212

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Jillian Gatewood
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 2:22:09 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jillian Gatewood
185 W Knoll Brook Dr
Mocksville, NC 27028-4317
flyingcheetah7@yahoo.com

V-8123 A-8213

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dana Kennedy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 2:28:26 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Dana Kennedy
105 Sparta Way
New Bern, NC 28562-2261
danalkennedync@gmail.com

V-8124 A-8214

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Billy Norman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 2:55:37 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Billy Norman
394 Big Cove Rd
Waynesville, NC 28786-5418
billy_normanjr@bellsouth.net

V-8125 A-8215

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Hargett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 3:26:05 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Michelle Hargett
6506 Deermont Ct
Charlotte, NC 28211-6202
mhargett31061@gmail.com

V-8126 A-8216

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Ritchie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 3:27:27 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Mark Ritchie
110 Roswell Dr
Kernersville, NC 27284-8277
m_chris_ritchie@hotmail.com

V-8127 A-8217

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katharine Kollins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d) comments
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 3:41:56 PM

Hello,

I would like to submit he following written comments, which were also given in person during
 the Raleigh hearing on December 16th.

Like many of the other commenters here today, I do not believe DEQ’s current compliance
 proposal is best for the state of North Carolina in terms of future electricity prices, economic
 development, nor the environment.

Forcing North Carolina into accepting the EPA’s Federal plan will greatly limit our state’s
 ability to adjust and utilize electricity generating plants in a manner that is tailored to our
 state’s natural energy resources, our local skilled workforce, and lowest cost compliance
 options. Creating a robust stakeholder process for our state allows North Carolina to propose
 a plan that will capitalize on the incredible energy resources our state can employ.

North Carolina has diverse and abundant naturally occurring resources that allow our state the
 option to generate our own clean and reliable electricity. As others can more adequately speak
 to solar, biomass, and ag waste resources, I would like to highlight the utilization of wind
 power as a compliance option within the CPP.

Although the adoption of wind power in North Carolina is in the very early stages, it is an
 important and untapped resource that benefits all North Carolinians. This source of renewable
 energy is an economic boon to the counties that have wind resources and work to capitalize
 on those resources. A small county can see their tax base increase by 50% or even double
 overnight. Family farmers can harvest the wind, a steady income stream not dependent on
 weather, precipitation, or timing, right along side traditional farming operations. New
 permanent, high-paid, technical jobs are created in primarily rural counties, offering excellent
 career opportunities for local residents. For every 15MW of installed turbine capacity,
 approximately one $60 - $80K salaried position is added to the county.

It is only by including wind and other renewables in a thorough analysis of clean power plan
 compliance options that our state will be able to realize all of the benefits that come from
 wind power, including the economic benefits. These are the kinds of energy resource we must
 ensure are on the table in our efforts to meet the Clean Power Plan guidelines, which can only
 be accomplished if our state plays an active role in creating a plan tailored to our specific
 resources and strengths.

Thank you.

Katharine

-- 
Katharine Kollins
President, Southeastern Wind Coalition
303-564-9687

V-8128 A-8218
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From: Care2 on behalf of Theresa Steimle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 3:51:53 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Theresa Steimle
3062 Candlelight Dr
Fayetteville, NC 28311-2055
steimle3@yahoo.com

V-8129 A-8219
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From: Care2 on behalf of Oleta Lee
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 4:51:14 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Oleta Lee
337 Faith Rd
Mooresville, NC 28115-8584
ocarolinelee@gmail.com

V-8130 A-8220
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mailto:info@care2.com
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From: Care2 on behalf of Wendy Greeson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 4:53:05 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Wendy Greeson
2554 Brucewood Rd
Graham, NC 27253-9004
wengrees@aol.com

V-8131 A-8221
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From: Care2 on behalf of Lois Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 6:23:07 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Lois Miller
4717 Johnson Pond Rd
Apex, NC 27539-8685
laoisme65@gmail.com

V-8132 A-8222
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From: Care2 on behalf of Jennifer Marks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 7:22:20 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jennifer Marks
5922 San Marcos Way
Raleigh, NC 27616-8356
funnycatlady@gmail.com

V-8133 A-8223
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From: alyce salvo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 7:43:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

alyce salvo

4216 whispering oaks dr
charlotte, NC 28213

V-8134 A-8224
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From: Care2 on behalf of Jackie Colborn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 7:55:30 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jackie Colborn
636 Secrest Ave
Belmont, NC 28012-4020
jacklyn.colborn@gmail.com

V-8135 A-8225

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Charlotte Jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 9:24:38 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Charlotte Jackson
908 Starkland Way
Holly Springs, NC 27540-8727
Cbjackson150@gmail.com

V-8136 A-8226

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Nicole Walker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 9:56:20 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Nicole Walker
813 S White St
Wake Forest, NC 27587-2962
nicolew101@gmail.com

V-8137 A-8227

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of John Turmelle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 10:22:15 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. John Turmelle
443 Aycock Residence Hall
Greenville, NC 27858
turmellej13@students.ecu.edu

V-8138 A-8228

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Kay BURKS
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 10:27:00 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kay BURKS
693 Nc Highway 16 S
Jefferson, NC 28640-9251
kburks56@aol.com

V-8139 A-8229

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Chrystal Wooten
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 10:54:29 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Chrystal Wooten
1212 E 35th St
Charlotte, NC 28205-1617
chrystal@modrydesign.com

V-8140 A-8230

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Linda McBride
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 10:55:43 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Linda McBride
87 Fountain View Ln
Durham, NC 27705-9309
lindamcbride@twc.com

V-8141 A-8231

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Angelia McPhillips
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 10:55:55 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Angelia McPhillips
1719 Eastcrest Dr
Charlotte, NC 28205-5407
angeliamc832@yahoo.com

V-8142 A-8232

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of MAK MAK
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 11:24:58 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. MAK MAK
59 Charlie Street Rd
Bakersville, NC 28705-6402
warriormani.war38@gmail.com

V-8143 A-8233

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: aaron ratcliffe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, December 28, 2015 11:55:39 PM

Dec 28, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. aaron ratcliffe
153 Chancery Ln
Waynesville, NC 28786-6113
aaronjratcliffe@gmail.com

V-8144 A-8234

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


New signatures

From: mail@changemail.org
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 100 more people signed “Gov. McCrory: Stop protecting polluters and start protecting clean air”
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 5:51:03 AM

Joelle Burleson – This petition addressed to you on Change.org has new
 activity. See progress and respond to the campaign's supporters.

Gov. McCrory: Stop protecting polluters and start
 protecting clean air
Petition by NORTH CAROLINA CONSERVATION NETWORK ·
 100 supporters

100 more people signed

View petition activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Rebecca Carl
Clayton, NC ·  Dec 29, 2015

Kathleen Dough
Manteo, NC ·  Dec 29, 2015

Pia Reed
Monroe, NC ·  Dec 29, 2015

Steve Pittman
Fayetteville, NC ·  Dec 28, 2015

V-8145 A-8235

http://email.changemail.org/mpss/c/9QA/390KAA/t.1td/3JSk2UijQTuV3dTWzaf9EQ/h1/W9oZwjoGX5ulRlet7FB-2BvDH9d3EBVfLwL-2BI7DKL-2BEOQLrdMduYJIK435C9YCfCzhuyv-2BbGZkPCj287zkwnkZAOr5JysaRFFy5ajqMWjlzmFR7afhgQt8qiqxEsfwwGOIj2r49ADFZCDgBbebAFHp-2BEpcI-2Bs1TKYD6n00EJbfQXCMjR77RvYkPYt7Wmjkha9i35WqG8wTtJ0-2FXs0i53NWLHJORydXxns32cC9EN38di4-3D
http://email.changemail.org/mpss/c/9QA/390KAA/t.1td/3JSk2UijQTuV3dTWzaf9EQ/h0/PI4QvBL3l-2BOH9SHmwuDwC3pIPhGMqPrc16-2B8O81vTP0-3D
mailto:mail@changemail.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
http://email.changemail.org/mpss/c/9QA/390KAA/t.1td/3JSk2UijQTuV3dTWzaf9EQ/h1/W9oZwjoGX5ulRlet7FB-2BvDH9d3EBVfLwL-2BI7DKL-2BEOQLrdMduYJIK435C9YCfCzhuyv-2BbGZkPCj287zkwnkZAOr5JysaRFFy5ajqMWjlzmFR7afhgQt8qiqxEsfwwGOIj2r49ADFZCDgBbebAFHp-2BEpcI-2Bs1TKYD6n00EJbfQXCMjR77RvYkPYt7Wmjkha9i35WqG8wTtJ0-2FXs0i53NWLHJORydXxns32cC9EN38di4-3D


Daniel Perlmutter
Cullowhee, NC ·  Dec 28, 2015

View all 100 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly with people
 around the world to resolve issues. Respond to let the people petitioning
 you know you're listening, say whether you agree with their call to action,
 or ask them for more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to daq.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov, the address listed as
 the decision maker contact by the petition starter. If this is incorrect, please post a
 response to let the petition starter know.

Change.org ·  548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 94104-5401, USA

V-8146 A-8236

http://email.changemail.org/mpss/c/9QA/390KAA/t.1td/3JSk2UijQTuV3dTWzaf9EQ/h2/W9oZwjoGX5ulRlet7FB-2BvDH9d3EBVfLwL-2BI7DKL-2BEOQLrdMduYJIK435C9YCfCzhuyv-2BbGZkPCj287zkwnkZAOr5JysaRFFy5ajqMWjlzmFR7afhgQt8qiqxEsfwwGOIj2r49ADFZCDgBbebAFHp-2BEpcI-2Bs1TKYD6n00EJbfQXCMjR77RvYkPYt7Wmjkha9i35WqG8wTtJ0-2FXs0i53NWLHJORydXxns32cC9EN38di4-3D
http://email.changemail.org/mpss/c/9QA/390KAA/t.1td/3JSk2UijQTuV3dTWzaf9EQ/h3/W9oZwjoGX5ulRlet7FB-2BvDX0-2BGtvfuKANZy6q-2Fgt-2FRi5S8HT6eRej1Fy9iCZx0V-2BVzRWZAbix3xCTUIMuQilsnUG-2BmrFp44SvAYb0jKaOh642JeZo60zJhWr3K6PbjcWmD-2FbPL39f5DLDW-2FG72-2FdQA-3D-3D
mailto:daq.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
http://email.changemail.org/mpss/c/9QA/390KAA/t.1td/3JSk2UijQTuV3dTWzaf9EQ/h4/W9oZwjoGX5ulRlet7FB-2BvDH9d3EBVfLwL-2BI7DKL-2BEOQLrdMduYJIK435C9YCfCzhuyv-2BbGZkPCj287zkwnkZAOr5JysaRFFy5ajqMWjlzmFOGU9yK-2F-2F5vy4GB62Fz0-2FhI0uZVl7a8-2FyaejWiJOVLMDIjTXb0EnFNPO3BS0FdCg4-3D
http://email.changemail.org/mpss/c/9QA/390KAA/t.1td/3JSk2UijQTuV3dTWzaf9EQ/h4/W9oZwjoGX5ulRlet7FB-2BvDH9d3EBVfLwL-2BI7DKL-2BEOQLrdMduYJIK435C9YCfCzhuyv-2BbGZkPCj287zkwnkZAOr5JysaRFFy5ajqMWjlzmFOGU9yK-2F-2F5vy4GB62Fz0-2FhI0uZVl7a8-2FyaejWiJOVLMDIjTXb0EnFNPO3BS0FdCg4-3D


From: Care2 on behalf of Rachelle Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 7:23:19 AM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Rachelle Williams
119 Vail Rd
Pikeville, NC 27863-9204
raeray1234@yahoo.com

V-8147 A-8237

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Clarence Ray Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 9:54:15 AM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Clarence Ray Jones
2613 E Weaver St
Durham, NC 27707-3055
cjones2328@nc.rr.com

V-8148 A-8238

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Randy Reardin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 9:55:57 AM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Randy Reardin
1320 Ashcraft Ln
Charlotte, NC 28209-2423
rrreardin@gmail.com

V-8149 A-8239

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Phillip Britt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 9:59:27 AM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Phillip Britt
277 Hugh Shelton Loop
Fayetteville, NC 28301-3488
pkb.britt@gmail.com

V-8150 A-8240

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Cassandra Weston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 10:28:59 AM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Cassandra Weston
No mail
Greensboro, NC 27405
casswasherenc@gmail.com

V-8151 A-8241

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Brenda Harper
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 10:52:40 AM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Brenda Harper
374 Boundary St
Haw River, NC 27258-9569
bbharper@gmail.com

V-8152 A-8242

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Jan Stubbs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 10:58:08 AM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jan Stubbs
1210 Birch St
Salisbury, NC 28146-8804
scout6679@yahoo.com

V-8153 A-8243

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: john ward
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 11:58:40 AM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. john ward
13704 Cathedral Way
Charlotte, NC 28278-7300
johnt21404@gmail.com

V-8154 A-8244

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeremy Sagaribay
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 12:00:00 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jeremy Sagaribay
265 Old Haw Creek Rd
Asheville, NC 28805-1948
kingjjompanies@gmail.com

V-8155 A-8245

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Tammy Bowes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 3:01:39 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Tammy Bowes
404 Saplin Branch Rd
Timberlake, NC 27583-9025
tammyneathery@rocketmail.com

V-8156 A-8246

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Chiquita Crotts
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 3:23:56 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Chiquita Crotts
168 Wood Duck Loop
Mooresville, NC 28117-8137
crottsnc@roadrunner.com

V-8157 A-8247

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alicia Fernandez
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 3:24:52 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Alicia Fernandez
1501 Grassy Hills Ln
Holly Springs, NC 27540-7285
alicia8221964@aol.com

V-8158 A-8248

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Delane Sellers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 3:52:53 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Delane Sellers
100 Hunt Rd
Whiteville, NC 28472-8815
delanes@atmc.net

V-8159 A-8249

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Erikah Weaver
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 4:32:13 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Erikah Weaver
5114 Katsulis Ct
Tarawa Terrace, NC 28543-1243
erikah.weaver@aol.com

V-8160 A-8250

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Liz Dalfonso
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 4:43:12 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Liz Dalfonso
6127 Amos Smith Rd
Charlotte, NC 28214-8954
iammegorillaz@hotmail.com

V-8161 A-8251

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Bobbie Womeldorff
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 4:52:56 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Bobbie Womeldorff
514 N Waters Edge Dr
Durham, NC 27703-6708
pheonixtigerfly@yahoo.com

V-8162 A-8252

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paige Morning
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 5:01:57 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Paige Morning
1870 Becton Farm Rd
Kinston, NC 28501-7370
mrnintym@yahoo.com

V-8163 A-8253

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katie Sanders
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 5:07:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katie Sanders

72003 Wilkinson
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

2017889860

V-8164 A-8254

mailto:sanders.katie@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Massey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 5:09:23 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Karen Massey
9102 Big Pine Rd
Marshall, NC 28753-6443
dkangelklynn@yahoo.com

V-8165 A-8255

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandy Stewart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 5:12:26 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sandy Stewart
1381 Walter Reed Rd
Fayetteville, NC 28304-4415
rstewart@valueplace.com

V-8166 A-8256

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Allyson McDonough
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 5:22:13 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Allyson McDonough
219 Wakefield Dr
Charlotte, NC 28209-3200
agmcd24@yahoo.com

V-8167 A-8257

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gigi Ochs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 5:51:56 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Gigi Ochs
9803 Rockwood Rd
Charlotte, NC 28215-8568
goscorpio79@hotmail.com

V-8168 A-8258

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Angel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 6:23:08 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Ann Angel
111 Lynn Ct
Jacksonville, NC 28540-7205
annandyj@yahoo.com

V-8169 A-8259

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pamela Britt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 6:53:33 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Pamela Britt
13301 Nc Highway 72 E
Lumberton, NC 28358-6342
pamewame01@yahoo.com

V-8170 A-8260

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Randall Jenkins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 7:29:41 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Randall Jenkins
81 Mount Harmony Church Rd
Timberlake, NC 27583-9170
randyljenkins@gmail.com

V-8171 A-8261

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherrod Brady
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 7:41:02 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sherrod Brady
127 Maney Branch Rd
Weaverville, NC 28787-9715
sherrodbrady@gmail.com

V-8172 A-8262

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diane Forsha
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 7:47:10 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Diane Forsha
100 River Park Ln
Mill Spring, NC 28756-6858
deforsha@gmail.com

V-8173 A-8263

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marcia Pines
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 8:00:37 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Marcia Pines
124 Havisham Ct
Wake Forest, NC 27587-6401
mcpines63@hotmail.com

V-8174 A-8264

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laurie Dercole
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 9:01:10 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Laurie Dercole
Redfox trail
Newport, NC 28570
grandmalaurie_618@yahoo.com

V-8175 A-8265

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jane Henshaw
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 9:27:33 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jane Henshaw
3017 Buckingham Way
Apex, NC 27502-9341
youbet78@aol.com

V-8176 A-8266

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: stephanie caruthers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 10:04:22 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. stephanie caruthers
1583 Clan Campbell Dr
Raeford, NC 28376-8472
stephanie.affonso@gmail.com

V-8177 A-8267

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Kielas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 10:27:26 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sarah Kielas
6997 Good Hope Dr
Greensboro, NC 27406-9113
sakielas@gmail.com

V-8178 A-8268

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: julia pardue
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 10:27:28 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. julia pardue
1736 Shacktown Rd
Yadkinville, NC 27055-8109
babyjewels71@aol.com

V-8179 A-8269

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Venny Robinson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 10:35:28 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Venny Robinson
1403 Fisher St
Morehead City, NC 28557-3766
vennyd52@gmail.com

V-8180 A-8270

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Heather edwards
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 10:59:13 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Heather edwards
4197 Medford Dr NW
Concord, NC 28027-4517
heather.edwards18@yahoo.com

V-8181 A-8271

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brandon Foreman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 11:04:29 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Brandon Foreman
5936 Terrington Ln
Raleigh, NC 27606-4562
bforemanvt@yahoo.com

V-8182 A-8272

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cheryl Cooke
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 11:06:17 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Cheryl Cooke
5420 Summit Manor Ln
Raleigh, NC 27613-7346
cec603@gmail.com

V-8183 A-8273

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Kloiber
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 11:10:38 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. John Kloiber
215 Austin Field Ct
Mount Holly, NC 28120-7708
capefearfury20@yahoo.com

V-8184 A-8274

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kitty Carpenter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 11:13:04 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kitty Carpenter
78 Paul Revere Ln
Cameron, NC 28326-7771
goobydoobydoobydo2@windstream.net

V-8185 A-8275

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leona Whichard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 11:19:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leona Whichard

84402 Winslow
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-8186 A-8276

mailto:lpwhichard@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joanne Fontana
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 11:21:54 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Joanne Fontana
4513 Whistling Way
Raleigh, NC 27616-7203
jfontana709@aol.com

V-8187 A-8277

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mac Arookie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 11:37:04 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Mac Arookie
723 Singleton Rd
Mocksville, NC 27028-6840
nunnoffurbiznis@gmail.com

V-8188 A-8278

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jaime smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 11:42:12 PM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jaime smith
2401 Grant Ave
Raleigh, NC 27608-2007
jaipsmit@hotmail.com

V-8189 A-8279

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Helen Moose
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 11:49:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helen Moose

282 Walnut Grove Lane
Wilkesboro, NC 28697

V-8190 A-8280

mailto:mooseh26@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Clare Martin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 12:17:52 AM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Clare Martin
280 S Ashe St
Southern Pines, NC 28387-6104
clarebearno1@aol.com

V-8191 A-8281

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gina Baugher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 12:45:04 AM

Dec 29, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Gina Baugher
2879 Parkers Lndg
Tarboro, NC 27886-9488
mamab3@yahoo.com

V-8192 A-8282

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Reanna Gentry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 2:36:57 AM

Dec 30, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Reanna Gentry
20 Westwood Dr
Clyde, NC 28721-8022
dbolareina27@gmail.com

V-8193 A-8283

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sophie Lau
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 5:40:37 AM

Dec 30, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sophie Lau
815 Frye St
Wake Forest, NC 27587-2155
slau3728@gmail.com

V-8194 A-8284

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Sheridan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 6:09:31 AM

Dec 30, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Michael Sheridan
1048 Shirley Dr
Jacksonville, NC 28540-0901
michael.a.sheridan@usmc.mil

V-8195 A-8285

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debbie Chiovitti
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 7:37:46 AM

Dec 30, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Debbie Chiovitti
189 Sonora Dr
Lillington, NC 27546-6335
dmello482010@gmail.com

V-8196 A-8286

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Justin Baum
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 9:16:07 AM

Dec 30, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Justin Baum
204 Pennsylvania Ave
Winston Salem, NC 27104-3034
justinbaum34@gmail.com

V-8197 A-8287

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nan Clarke
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 9:38:13 AM

Dec 30, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Nan Clarke
116 Lakeshore Dr
Durham, NC 27713-9381
barefooteditorialservices@gmail.com

V-8198 A-8288

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa DiRusso
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 10:11:15 AM

Dec 30, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Lisa DiRusso
5508 Faith Dr
Fayetteville, NC 28314-1624
lisadirusso@gmail.com

V-8199 A-8289

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Reta Jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 10:45:38 AM

Dec 30, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Reta Jackson
433 Hodges and Miller Rd
Blowing Rock, NC 28605-9025
rjackson@mclaurinparking.com

V-8200 A-8290

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynda Wynn-Nolet
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 10:47:02 AM

Dec 30, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Lynda Wynn-Nolet
11 Hanlith Ct
Clayton, NC 27527-3772
peachtree127@yahoo.com

V-8201 A-8291

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Linda Jacob
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 10:50:18 AM

Dec 30, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Linda Jacob
3010 Blueberry Ln
Chapel Hill, NC 27516-5710
Ljacob3010@aol.com

V-8202 A-8292

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of christina coffield
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 11:22:15 AM

Dec 30, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. christina coffield
10620 US Highway 17
Williamston, NC 27892-8528
chrissycoffield1986@gmail.com

V-8203 A-8293

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Runge
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 11:44:01 AM

Dec 30, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sarah Runge
2237 Summit Ridge Loop
Morrisville, NC 27560-5905
sarahrrunge@gmail.com

V-8204 A-8294

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Georgia Clark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 12:08:29 PM

Dec 30, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Georgia Clark
409 N Lakeside Dr
Hendersonville, NC 28739-5695
chynaczar@yahoo.com

V-8205 A-8295

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Bridget Woodard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 1:03:17 PM

Dec 30, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Bridget Woodard
705 Sparta Dr Apt E
Greensboro, NC 27406-2777
bridgetdiary2004@yahoo.com

V-8206 A-8296

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tanya Jisa
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 1:05:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, the Clean Power Plan
 (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change
 continue to increase, we must work towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with
 the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state.

Clean air is good for people, our environment and for our economy. Please act responsibly and protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tanya Jisa

173 Viburnum Way
Carrboro, NC 27510

9194337457

V-8207 A-8297

mailto:tejisa@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of EILEEN STEIN
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 1:29:46 PM

Dec 30, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. EILEEN STEIN
7604 Garnkirk Dr
Huntersville, NC 28078-0614
chyluv01@yahoo.com

V-8208 A-8298

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: m g
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 1:48:29 PM

Dec 30, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. m g
123 main street
huntersville, NC 28117
785719@student.iss.k12.nc.us

V-8209 A-8299

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Mary Shadbolt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 2:07:08 PM

Dec 30, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Mary Shadbolt
215 Swiss Lake Dr
Cary, NC 27513-4793
marytshad@gmail.com

V-8210 A-8300

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Abby Rademacher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 2:33:00 PM

Dec 30, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Abby Rademacher
1739 Chadwick Shores Dr
Sneads Ferry, NC 28460-9283
abbynumber9@gmail.com

V-8211 A-8301

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Jay Headrick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 2:33:41 PM

Dec 30, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jay Headrick
106 Leslie Ln
Wilmington, NC 28411-6642
Elitefitnesstrainer@yahoo.com

V-8212 A-8302

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gwendolyn Baker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, December 30, 2015 2:34:54 PM

Dec 30, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Gwendolyn Baker
5616 Bradford Lake Ln
Charlotte, NC 28269-1368
gbake1955@yahoo.com

V-8213 A-8303

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Camille Guerry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 31, 2015 8:47:42 AM

Dec 31, 2015

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Camille Guerry
578 Hutch Mountain Rd
Fletcher, NC 28732-8717
camibrooks4@yahoo.com

V-8214 A-8304

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Grant
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, December 31, 2015 12:19:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Grant

25 Baird st
asheville, NC 28801

803-354-3485

V-8215 A-8305

mailto:tigre2236@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Greene
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Comments on proposed rules
Date: Thursday, December 31, 2015 3:07:18 PM

Dear Joelie Burleson

NCDENR

This is very frustrating because we are split. You are acting as though there is no
 global warming and I am very concerned about the future we are leaving for our
 children. The CO2 concentration in the atmosphere is greater than 400 ppm and
 science (remember science?) calculates an increase in the temperature of the earth.

Do you recognize science? This is where we split. I recognize science and lawyers do
 not. Exxon executives do not. Duke Energy Executives do not.

Any farmer in NC can lease her least productive field to a solar power company and
 produce electric power for 5 cents per kwh. What is Duke to do? The concept of a
 monopoly electric power utility company is void. Please adjust the state laws to
 comply with this fact. And please do not prohibit it.

Duke will be a grid and storage company. We need six more pump storage units like
 Oconee.

Exxon will build a billion solar panels and be an energy supplier.

Please tell me where I am wrong.

Respectfully

Richard Greene
1217 Braeburn Rd
Charlotte NC 28211
rkgreene66@gmail.com
704 367 1895

PS The cost of proper coal ash disposition should have been included in the price of
 power from coal all along.

V-8216 A-8306

mailto:rkgreene66@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
mailto:rkgreene66@gmail.com


From: Mary Jamieson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 9:02:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Jamieson

12 Sugar Cove Road
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-8217 A-8307

mailto:marytjamieson@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jacob Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 9:25:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jacob Johnson

815 Old Welcome Rd
Lithia, FL 33547

V-8218 A-8308

mailto:jacob51johnson@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Martin Hazeltine
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 9:37:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Martin Hazeltine

7614 Dunbar Dr SW
Sunset Beach, NC 28468

V-8219 A-8309

mailto:mhazeltine@atmc.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Adams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 9:44:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Adams

283 Inman Branch Rd
Waynesville, NC 28786

3368701515

V-8220 A-8310

mailto:padams1256@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kelli Sakoman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 9:46:12 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kelli Sakoman

9593 mornimgside circle
Harrisburg, NC 28075

V-8221 A-8311

mailto:Kelli.sakoman@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia Cabell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 10:03:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Cabell

1400 Lockwood Road
Kinston, NC 28501

2525600580

V-8222 A-8312

mailto:katyopal@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patrick Carney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 10:07:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patrick Carney

6014 Beech Cove Ln
Charlotte, NC 28269

V-8223 A-8313

mailto:Patcarney1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter Cook
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 10:33:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Cook

PO Box 1567
385 Junaluska Rd
Andrews, NC 28901

V-8224 A-8314

mailto:ppcook@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 10:55:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am VERY disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Williams

16 Vance Circle
Lexington, NC 27292

3362486530

V-8225 A-8315

mailto:judithjw@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Hughes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 11:03:44 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Hughes

34 Pleasant Street
Apt. 5A
Woodstock, VT 05091

V-8226 A-8316

mailto:jdh8941@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mara Wooten
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 11:41:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mara Wooten

901 savin landing
knightdale, NC 27545

V-8227 A-8317

mailto:mew0373@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amanda Skinner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 11:49:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amanda Skinner

115 Eastcliff Dr SE
Concord, NC 28025

V-8228 A-8318

mailto:aeskinner14@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Owens
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 12:27:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Owens

309 St. Germain Ave
Valdese, NC 28690

V-8229 A-8319

mailto:sarahxowens@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Heckel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 2:07:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Heckel

115 Sir Patrick's Ct
Clemmons, NC 27012

V-8230 A-8320

mailto:jch52969@outlook.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Wolfe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 3:33:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Wolfe

rt 1
Youngsville, NC 27596

V-8231 A-8321

mailto:jwolfe731@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Maness
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 4:31:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Maness

111 Walnut Creek Dr
Goldsboro, NC 27534

9197789859

V-8232 A-8322

mailto:mitzi671@suddenlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jason Kasson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 4:51:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jason Kasson

320 Logan Ct
King, NC 27021

4074849212

V-8233 A-8323

mailto:jaskass4@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: kendra rocap
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 4:53:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

kendra rocap

1602 glendale ave
Durham, NC 27701

V-8234 A-8324

mailto:kendrarocap@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Randy Propst
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 4:55:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Randy Propst

109 Liverette Trail
Mooresboro, NC 28114

8286571786

V-8235 A-8325

mailto:rp6580@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marie Löwgren
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 5:19:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marie Löwgren

2300 E Lake Rd
Decatur, GA 30030

V-8236 A-8326

mailto:melowgren@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: DOROTHY MCGEE
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 6:31:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

If you are for business (other than Duke Power) you will do what is best for solar, and keep companies like Google
 and Apple in NC.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

DOROTHY MCGEE

1113 WALTER CLARK DRIVE
HILLSBOROUGH, NC 27278

V-8237 A-8327

mailto:dvmcgee@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margi Erickson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 6:55:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margi Erickson

412 S 3rd St
Wilmington, NC 28401

V-8238 A-8328

mailto:margi@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kerry Rini
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 9:01:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kerry Rini

1320 Chestnut St
WILMINGTON, NC 28401

V-8239 A-8329

mailto:kerry.rini@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherry Washam
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 9:43:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sherry Washam

14330 Beatties Ford Road
Huntersville, NC 28078

V-8240 A-8330

mailto:Sherry.hawley.washam@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leigh Anne Keener
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2016 11:38:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions and methane
 emissions as well.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leigh Anne Keener

McCartney Ave
Morgantown, WV 26505

3042911317

V-8241 A-8331

mailto:lakeener@frontier.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patty Babb
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:37:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patty Babb

907 Ardsley Road
Charlotte, NC 28207

V-8242 A-8332

mailto:pattybabb@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eric Forslin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 9:22:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eric Forslin

506 N Mangum St
Durham, NC 27701

V-8243 A-8333

mailto:Eforslin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: austin deo Garlock
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:07:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

austin deo Garlock

4009 dutch harbor court
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-8244 A-8334

mailto:deo.garlock@mindlinc.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrew Small
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:07:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Small

209 Friendly Circle
Asheville, NC 28806

V-8245 A-8335

mailto:theplagueasaform@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Victoria Atkins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:07:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Victoria Atkins

311 Elam Ave
Ramseur, NC 27316

V-8246 A-8336

mailto:victoriadatkins@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Clayton Denman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:07:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Clayton Denman

7829 TIMBER GLOW TRL
KNOXVILLE, TN 37938

8659221683

V-8247 A-8337

mailto:claydenman@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: john ventre
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:08:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

john ventre

700 shumont rd
bl mt, NC 28711

V-8248 A-8338

mailto:jv3free@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: S. Teel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:08:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

S. Teel

2204 Commonwealth Ave
Charlotte, NC 28205

V-8249 A-8339

mailto:shannonteel.7@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: boone guyton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:08:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

boone guyton

85 LAUGHING CROW
ALEXANDER, NC 28701

8286833688

V-8250 A-8340

mailto:boone.guyton@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Schulman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:08:18 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Schulman

PO Box 18
Penland, NC 28765

8287770630

V-8251 A-8341

mailto:moxadox@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jill Ford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:08:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jill Ford

83 Lakeview Dr
Whispering Pines, NC 28327

V-8252 A-8342

mailto:fordjill@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Madeleine Pabis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:08:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Madeleine Pabis

100 E. Ellerbee Street
Durham, NC 27704

V-8253 A-8343

mailto:mpabis3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna McManus
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:09:44 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donna McManus

3503-A N Church St
Greensboro, NC 27405

V-8254 A-8344

mailto:mcmanusd56@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeff Schweickert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:09:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeff Schweickert

1125 Stoneferry Lane
raleigh, NC 27606

4193040034

V-8255 A-8345

mailto:jeffschweickert@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: linda harris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:09:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

linda harris

301 farmland road
mocksville, NC 27028

V-8256 A-8346

mailto:harrislley@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stacey Curtis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:09:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stacey Curtis

97 woods mill bend dr
Siler city, NC 27344

V-8257 A-8347

mailto:Staceycurtis@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Pachas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:09:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Pachas

229 Soundview Dr
Kill Devil Hills,  27948

V-8258 A-8348

mailto:appaloosairish@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sheila Harrell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:09:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sheila Harrell

1829 Front Street D5
Durham,  27705

V-8259 A-8349

mailto:sheilaharrell92@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Meagan Harvell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:09:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Meagan Harvell

400 Bulldog dr. apt.304
Asheville, NC 28801

V-8260 A-8350

mailto:mharvell@unca.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beth Med
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:09:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Med

33 Shakedown street
ASHEVILLE, NC 28801

V-8261 A-8351

mailto:bmed43@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anja Sheppard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:09:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anja Sheppard

101 Autumn Lane
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-8262 A-8352

mailto:amstrudy@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: WENDY0. Costa
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:09:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

WENDY0. Costa

500 UMSTEAD DR. APT. 202 A
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27516

V-8263 A-8353

mailto:elfinia23@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ben Thomas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:09:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ben Thomas

601 Jones Ferry Rd Apt N9
Carrboro, NC 27510

V-8264 A-8354

mailto:bithomas2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian French
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:09:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brian French

6047 Gold Wagon Lane
Mint Hill, NC 28227

V-8265 A-8355

mailto:bcfrench85@gmai.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Rand
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:10:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Rand

1205 Old Coats Rd
Lillington, NC 27546

V-8266 A-8356

mailto:mbridgers7@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ray Falk
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:10:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ray Falk

212 Andrews Lane
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

9196369396

V-8267 A-8357

mailto:RymndFlk@gMail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: JeVerna Haynes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:10:13 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

JeVerna Haynes

914 Northside Dr
Fredericksburg, VA 22405

V-8268 A-8358

mailto:lynnhaynesaccess@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Heather Berdanier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:10:16 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heather Berdanier

Scenic Brook Ln
Raleigh, NC 27616

V-8269 A-8359

mailto:hlmountz@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alicia Tucker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:10:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alicia Tucker

1101 K Street
North Wilkesboro, NC 28659

V-8270 A-8360

mailto:tharmony1234@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandi Gay
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:10:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandi Gay

905 Hidden Jewel Lane
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-8271 A-8361

mailto:sandi.l.gay@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carrie Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:10:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carrie Wilson

P.O. Box 19512
Raleigh, NC 27619

V-8272 A-8362

mailto:Carrie.wilson93@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vanessa hall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:11:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.  I myself suffer
 from asthma and after having moved here from Chicago, continually suffer sinus infections.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vanessa hall

4912-H Sardis Rd
Charlotte, NC 28270

V-8273 A-8363

mailto:hall.vanessa@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: linda harris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:11:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

linda harris

301 farmland road
mocksville, NC 27028

V-8274 A-8364

mailto:harrislley@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Savannah Patinka
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:11:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Savannah Patinka

18028 Delmas dr
Cornelius, NC 28031

V-8275 A-8365

mailto:Savannahpatinka@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: teresa leigh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:11:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

teresa leigh

2901 Optimist Farm Road
apex, NC 27539

9197739272

V-8276 A-8366

mailto:teresa@teresaleigh.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dortch Mann
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:11:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dortch Mann

2622 Beechwood Street
Greensboro, NC 27403

V-8277 A-8367

mailto:dortchmann@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna DeWan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:11:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donna DeWan

1398 Macedonia Road
Saluda, NC 28773

V-8278 A-8368

mailto:ddgb1858@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Leak
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:11:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donna Leak

107 Caddell Dr
Maxton, NC 28364

V-8279 A-8369

mailto:donaanjon@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:11:43 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Jones

301 Bayberry Dr
Salisbury, NC 28147

V-8280 A-8370

mailto:archangel318@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Nichols
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:11:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Nichols

2127 Sunset Ave
Durham, NC 27705

V-8281 A-8371

mailto:eprescue@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kat Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:11:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kat Wilson

P.O. Box 4724
Chapel Hill, NC 27515

V-8282 A-8372

mailto:kwils331@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julie Befford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:11:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julie Befford

9798 Covered Bridge Rd
Zebulon, NC 27597

V-8283 A-8373

mailto:Jandghomestead@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Corron
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:11:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Corron

6462 Wilson Avenue
Fayetteville, MD 28314

V-8284 A-8374

mailto:linda.corron@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Regina Chester
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:12:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Regina Chester

P.O.Box 32
Germanton, NC 27019

V-8285 A-8375

mailto:reiachester@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cathy Applewhite
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:13:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cathy Applewhite

1113 Tennwood Dr
Wilmington, NC 28411

7049953273

V-8286 A-8376

mailto:cathy.applewhite@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy LaPlaca
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:13:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

For heaven's sake - and your own children and grandchildren, please wake up about climate change! 

I hope that you noticed that the Eastern U.S. broke over 5,000 temperature records in December 2015.  And of
 course, epic floods not just in the U.S. Midwest, but in the UK and South America.

Good heavens, we have real work to do to de-carbonize our electricity and transportation.  Please stop holding up
 progress so we can get to work.

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy LaPlaca

2012 Sprunt Ave
#11
Durham, NC 27705

4803598442

V-8287 A-8377

mailto:laplaca.nancy@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Catherine Benante
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:13:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine Benante

907 Pineborough Road
Charlotte, NC 28212

V-8288 A-8378

mailto:catherine@springmixmedia.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julie Befford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:13:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julie Befford

9798 Covered Bridge Rd
Zebulon, NC 27597

V-8289 A-8379

mailto:Jandghomestead@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Watson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:13:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Watson

314 Danbury Ct
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-8290 A-8380

mailto:clwatso2@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melvin Mclaughlin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:13:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melvin Mclaughlin

605 gray head lane
Knightdale, NC 27545

V-8291 A-8381

mailto:Scopio26@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ashley Quilty
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:13:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ashley Quilty

3927 Winfield Dr
Charlotte, NC 28205

V-8292 A-8382

mailto:ashleyelizabeth3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret McKean
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:13:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Governor McCrory, you must stop listening to Duke Power (you represent citizens, not corporations) and instead
 you must TELL Duke power that it needs to cut carbon emissions and clean up its act. 

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret McKean

3711 Stoneycreek Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-8293 A-8383

mailto:mamckean@duke.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sharyn Wood
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:13:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharyn Wood

15 High Meadow Dr
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-8294 A-8384

mailto:wood.sharyn@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Konzelman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:13:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daniel Konzelman

34 Tappan Street
Spruce Pine, NC 28777

8287654174

V-8295 A-8385

mailto:konzeld@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Courtney Nolley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:13:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Courtney Nolley

3117 fairbrook drive
Charlotte, NC 28216

7044301060

V-8296 A-8386

mailto:Nolley22.cn@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: kurt gundersen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:13:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

kurt gundersen

10 bethany lane
youngsville, NC 27596

V-8297 A-8387

mailto:gundersen.kurt@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Grajek
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:13:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Grajek

3434 Edwards Mill Rd,  # 112-359
Raleigh, NC 27612

3303481275

V-8298 A-8388

mailto:grajekma@hiram.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: beverly gundersen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:13:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

beverly gundersen

10 bethany lane
youngsville, NC 27596

V-8299 A-8389

mailto:breadlady10@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: mojo collins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:13:40 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

mojo collins

po box 626
nags head, NC 27959

252-441-6107

V-8300 A-8390

mailto:mojocollins@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:13:42 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Moore

2750 Campus Walk Ave
Durham, NC 27705

V-8301 A-8391

mailto:sam121@duke.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ben Coleman Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:13:43 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ben Coleman Jr

1870 Highway 268 W
Pilot Mountain, NC 27041

V-8302 A-8392

mailto:Hutchben@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mona Rust
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:13:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mona Rust

1225 Fairview CLub Drive
wake Forest, NC 27587

9194497209

V-8303 A-8393

mailto:horton.mona@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Larry Petrovick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:13:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Larry Petrovick

1657 Village Glen Dr
Raleigh, NC 27622

V-8304 A-8394

mailto:Larryp006@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Emily Honeycutt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:14:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emily Honeycutt

8116 Gabriels Bend Dr
Raleigh, NC 27612

9197864227

V-8305 A-8395

mailto:emily.honeycutt@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Harvey Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:14:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Harvey Smith

125 Greencrest Drive
Linden, NC 28356

9108901018

V-8306 A-8396

mailto:redstarlean@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: shelley jaffe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:14:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

shelley jaffe

102 Balzac court
cary, NC 27511

9196248875

V-8307 A-8397

mailto:sjaffe@outlook.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ralph Underwood
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:14:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ralph Underwood

1070 Ellis Road
Madison, NC 27025

V-8308 A-8398

mailto:Rusboat@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Combs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:14:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Combs

1500 Alemany St
Morrisville, NC 27560

V-8309 A-8399

mailto:mursentn@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Lawson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:14:17 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Lawson

306 Wallington Rd
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-8310 A-8400

mailto:salaw42410@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cheri Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:15:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cheri Johnson

749 Rawls Drive
Raleigh, NC 27610

9195234749

V-8311 A-8401

mailto:irehc46@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Armstrong Pillow
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:15:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Armstrong Pillow

229   Potluck Farm Road
Rougemont, NC 27572

3363643004

V-8312 A-8402

mailto:hart.pillow@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Watson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:15:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Climate change is the most important issue we face in North Carolina and the world. Please support the
 Environmental Protection Agency's Clean Power Plan (CPP). Climate change is already costing us jobs and lives.

It's shameful that North Carolina leadership is setting us up to fail the CPP federal requirements. By championing a
 plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity
 to create a plan that works best for North Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
 bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Watson

1421 Dellwood Drive
Raleigh, NC 27607

V-8313 A-8403

mailto:linda.watson@cookforgood.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Sabo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:15:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Sabo

325 Woodland Springs Lane
Boone, NC 28607

V-8314 A-8404

mailto:karen.a.sabo@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephen Howard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:15:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Howard

128 Lighthouse Rd
Mt. Holly, NC 28120

V-8315 A-8405

mailto:Spazhoward@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Teresa West
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:15:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

My family made a commitment to clean energy in October 2014 when we paid $18,000  to install twenty solar
 panels on the roof of our home in central North Carolina.  Please use your children, grandchildren and future
 generations around the world as a guide when you ask yourself. "What is the moral choice for the future of the
 planet regarding fossil fuels vs. clean technology?"

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Teresa West

1409 Buckner Clark Rd
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-8316 A-8406

mailto:teresa.j.west@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: April Fischer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:15:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

April Fischer

3965 Regents Street
Lumberton, NC 28360

V-8317 A-8407

mailto:Aprilecu97@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alden Hanson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:15:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

I care about the environment in NC - and I VOTE!!!!

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alden Hanson

7412 Rocky Ridge Rd
Wake Forest, NC 27587

919 302-0781

V-8318 A-8408

mailto:aldenhanson@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Richardson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:15:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Richardson

747 marlboro place
ROCKY MOUNT, NC 27801

2529774594

V-8319 A-8409

mailto:blessbygod1937@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Aglaia OQuinn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:16:18 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Aglaia OQuinn

5106 Murphy School Rd
Durham, NC 27705

V-8320 A-8410

mailto:leadoyle@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: autumn cobeland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:16:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

autumn cobeland

302 W. Aycock St
raleigh, NC 27608

V-8321 A-8411

mailto:autumn.cobeland@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janet Martell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:17:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Martell

703 Cleveland St
Durham, NC 27701

V-8322 A-8412

mailto:ninth.st@frontier.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tom Warren
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:17:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tom Warren

PO Box 64
Rodanthe, NC 27968

2522168099

V-8323 A-8413

mailto:twarren3598@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Larry Thornton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:17:42 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Larry Thornton

624 School Road E
Asheville, NC 28803

8282734948

V-8324 A-8414

mailto:74Sooner@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Renee Kramer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:18:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Renee Kramer

148 Dogwood Acres Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

9194285211

V-8325 A-8415

mailto:rkramer@udel.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Keith Boswell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:18:15 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Keith Boswell

504 S. Sixth St
Carolina Beach, NC 28428

V-8326 A-8416

mailto:kboswell13@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly Hurtt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:18:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Hurtt

2712 Quail Point Drive
Raleigh, NC 27603

9197632596

V-8327 A-8417

mailto:kimmer760@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dorothy Butler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:19:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Butler

2600 Croasdaile Farm Pkwy
Durham, NC 27705

V-8328 A-8418

mailto:DButler14@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Olga Kogan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:19:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Olga Kogan

2519 Costmary Lane
Unit 9
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-8329 A-8419

mailto:lvov1927@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ashley Dillon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:19:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ashley Dillon

6 Green Valley Ct
Asheville, NC 28806

V-8330 A-8420

mailto:Adillon81@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tracy Deibert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:19:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tracy Deibert

3209 Skylark Haven Dr
Pfafftown, NC 27040

V-8331 A-8421

mailto:t.deibert0303@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janet Black
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:19:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Black

PO Box 1031
Candler, NC 28715

V-8332 A-8422

mailto:ecochristian@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken Wolfe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:19:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

For the future of this state you need to act on behalf of the health and well being of the citizens of NC and their
 future children and NOT Duke Energy!

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ken Wolfe

10 Raventree lane
Candler,  28715

V-8333 A-8423

mailto:Wolfeks@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Shannon Milligan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:19:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shannon Milligan

5805 Sand Pebble Place
Raleigh,  27613

V-8334 A-8424

mailto:Smilligan117@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Cline
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:19:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Cline

115 Westside Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-8335 A-8425

mailto:sarahcline22@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marsha Earp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:19:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marsha Earp

6498 river road
Vanceboro,  28586

V-8336 A-8426

mailto:Marshaearp@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Carveth
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:19:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Carveth

1114 Hickory Dr
Hillsboorough, NC 27278

V-8337 A-8427

mailto:mcarveth@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karin Hess
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:19:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karin Hess

304 Milburnie Rd
Knightdale, NC 27545

V-8338 A-8428

mailto:karinhess@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles wilson Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:19:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles wilson  Jr

2037 fanning CT
Leland, NC 28451

V-8339 A-8429

mailto:Luckymurff@AOL.COM
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kevin Dietzel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:20:11 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kevin Dietzel

1085 W. New Hampshire Ave
Southern Pines, NC 28387

V-8340 A-8430

mailto:Dietzel.kevin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Manelopoulos
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:21:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Manelopoulos

3901 best trail
Haw river, NC 27258

V-8341 A-8431

mailto:Aussiecman@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Cummings
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:21:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Cummings

415-B Hensley Drive
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-8342 A-8432

mailto:michaelcummings7@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Schaeffer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:21:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Schaeffer

222 Glenwood Ave
Raleigh, NC 27603

V-8343 A-8433

mailto:Mschaeffer@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Steinbaugh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:21:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debra Steinbaugh

122Woodcliff Loop
Newland, NC 28657

V-8344 A-8434

mailto:Dgsteinbaugh@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vinod Kettay
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:21:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vinod Kettay

4028 Strendal Drive
Cary, NC 27519

V-8345 A-8435

mailto:VKETTAY1@YAHOO.COM
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bev Ohler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:21:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bev Ohler

210 north fork road
black mountain, NC 28711

V-8346 A-8436

mailto:theschlag@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jane Meadows
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:21:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jane Meadows

63 Collins Creek Ct
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-8347 A-8437

mailto:meadows.maryjane@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: barbara miller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:21:57 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

barbara miller

4 lancaster lane
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-8348 A-8438

mailto:alemeda50@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deborah Boyles
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:21:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Boyles

8377 Fairfield Forest Rd
Denver, NC 28037

17049079261

V-8349 A-8439

mailto:dboyles17@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:21:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ken Wilson

2801 Bells Fork Rd
Greenville, NC 27858

V-8350 A-8440

mailto:Kwilson81@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Cowley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:22:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debra Cowley

19 deacons pond ct
Mooresville, NC 28117

V-8351 A-8441

mailto:Dacowley@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Susan Reid-Daniels
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:23:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Susan Reid-Daniels

PO Box 1243
Flat Rock, NC 28731

(828) 699-2211

V-8352 A-8442

mailto:carolinawrensnest@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dena Christine
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:23:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I have read this and I agree. I also am very disappointed that you along with too many in our state capital are putting
 our state and all of it's inhabitants in harm's way. Our state has always been a wonderful place to live yet we are
 now on a course to have our air, water and soil ruined. This affects every living thing and once the damage is done
 it is too late. By promoting fracking and trying to take away our rights to oppose it you are not listening to the
 people nor are you caring about us or future generations. By not taking into consideration how fracking is ruining
 other places in our country I have to wonder if you only care about and listen to oil and gas companies at our
 expense,
By promoting the proposed pipeline, drilling off of our coastline and all else that damages and potentially damages
 our state you are showing us all that you do not care about anyone except the gas and oil companies.

When anyone is elected, places their hand on a Bible and takes the oath to represent the people well and responsibly,
 that ought to be exactly what they do sir.
I can hope you will choose to change and represent the people of our state well. And if not, then I can hope and pray
 that you will not be elected again.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dena Christine

1404 Camp Dogwood Road
Pinnacle, NC 27043

V-8353 A-8443

mailto:DCUghlucky@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nilesh Jariwala
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:23:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nilesh Jariwala

105 ruby walk dr
Morrisville, NC 27519

V-8354 A-8444

mailto:Nilesh.jariwala@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Vest
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:23:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Vest

205 S. Cameron St
Hillsborough, NC 27278

V-8355 A-8445

mailto:nancy_m_vest@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jean Ingram
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:24:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jean Ingram

826 Jonathan Dr
Lowgap, NC 27024

V-8356 A-8446

mailto:Jeannepingram@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Shirley Jensen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:24:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shirley Jensen

2072 Sullivan Park Circle
Burlington, NC 27215

V-8357 A-8447

mailto:skj421@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Denise Mathews
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:25:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Denise Mathews

2314 Putters Way
Raleigh, NC 27614

V-8358 A-8448

mailto:dandj104@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary-Ellen Marx
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:25:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary-Ellen Marx

68 Deep Valley Lane
Hendersonville, NC 28791

V-8359 A-8449

mailto:maremarx@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bea Hair
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:25:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bea Hair

333 Crowell lane
Salisbury,  28146

V-8360 A-8450

mailto:Bhair@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Evaline Morris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:25:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Evaline Morris

207 Tedpace Street
Princeton, NC 27569

9199358385

V-8361 A-8451

mailto:evalinemorris@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nicholas Stark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:25:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Stark

3029 old house circle
matthews, NC 28105

V-8362 A-8452

mailto:nickstark@comcast.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael P. Ferguson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:25:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael P. Ferguson

528 Everett Lane
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

(919) 967-9458

V-8363 A-8453

mailto:iamearthangel@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Doug Nitkiewicz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:25:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Doug Nitkiewicz

11048 Wiltshire Lane
Charlotte, NC 28262

V-8364 A-8454

mailto:Dugn34@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alan Burns
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:25:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alan Burns

6914 Rocky Falls Rd
Charlotte, NC 28211

7044087088

V-8365 A-8455

mailto:alanburns9@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynne Murphy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:25:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynne Murphy

504 S Bickett St
Burgaw, NC 28425

V-8366 A-8456

mailto:murphk9s@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dale Mettam
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:25:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dale Mettam

1187 Ridgeland Drive
Raleigh, NC 27522

V-8367 A-8457

mailto:d_mettam@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pamela Maloy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:25:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pamela Maloy

183 King Fisher ln
SYLVA, NC 28779

V-8368 A-8458

mailto:luvsnmbr88@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alexa Macek
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:26:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alexa Macek

49 Orchard Park Drive
apt 86
greenville, SC 29615

V-8369 A-8459

mailto:alexamacek19@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynn Navarre
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:26:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynn Navarre

POB 952
Summerfield, NC 27358

V-8370 A-8460

mailto:innerscapes1@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Emily McIntosh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:26:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emily McIntosh

135 Cumberland Ave
Asheville, NC 28801

V-8371 A-8461

mailto:emilyfmcintosh@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Bartels
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:26:12 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Bartels

121 Columbus avenue
Archdale, NC 27263

9102976881

V-8372 A-8462

mailto:bottles78@rocketmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lori Dean
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:26:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lori Dean

247 VFW Dr
Boone, NC 28607

V-8373 A-8463

mailto:jiordan1@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: julia c burr
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:27:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

julia c burr

71 fortune street
black mountain, NC 28711

V-8374 A-8464

mailto:burgurl@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jarrett Whelan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:27:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jarrett Whelan

4008 Colony Woods Dr
Greenville, NC 27834

V-8375 A-8465

mailto:Whelanj@ecu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda OConnor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:27:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda OConnor

108 Bishop Dr
Winterville, NC 28590

V-8376 A-8466

mailto:loc@suddenlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eloise Grathwohl
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:27:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eloise Grathwohl

307 Granville Road
Chapel Hill,  27514

9196122868

V-8377 A-8467

mailto:grathwohle@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Curtis Schacher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:27:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Curtis Schacher

515 john barry dr
wilmington, NC 28412

V-8378 A-8468

mailto:curtis.schacher@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: cici cary
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:27:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

cici cary

37 howard street
asheville, NC 28806

V-8379 A-8469

mailto:jakrabbitt@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jerod Kratzer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:27:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jerod Kratzer

131 Shirley Drive
Cary, NC 27511

V-8380 A-8470

mailto:jerod.kratzer@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Parisa Jabbarzadegan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:27:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Parisa Jabbarzadegan

9307 alcazar walk
Raleigh, NC 27617

V-8381 A-8471

mailto:Pj_volley@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jazmyn Edwards
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:27:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jazmyn Edwards

3307 White Blossom Dr
Winterville, NC 28590

V-8382 A-8472

mailto:edwardsj1323@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Slee Arnold
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:28:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Slee Arnold

6008 Wild Orchid Trail
Raleigh,  27613

V-8383 A-8473

mailto:Slee@sleearnold.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Denny Addis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:28:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Denny Addis

122 Haven Lane
Murphy, NC 28906

V-8384 A-8474

mailto:d_addis@frontier.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Matthews
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:28:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Matthews

10148 buggy horse road
Charlotte, NC 28277

V-8385 A-8475

mailto:Lmatthews5@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Reem Hakeem
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:28:12 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Reem Hakeem

3100 Tottenham Ct
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-8386 A-8476

mailto:hakeemreem1029@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly Jefferies
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:29:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Jefferies

4323 Old Lincolnton Road
crouse, NC 28033

7048132101

V-8387 A-8477

mailto:kjefferies1968@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Stover
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:29:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Stover

628 Tina Dr
Shelby, NC 28152

V-8388 A-8478

mailto:Tstover62454@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sally Robertson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:31:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is designed to fail, the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

North Carolina could be a leader. Instead, you are determined to make it a laggard.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sally Robertson

113 Circadian Way
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-8389 A-8479

mailto:sally@earthsupportservices.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Penny Wallace
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:31:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I remember the sights, sounds and smells of our polluting past. I don't want to return to the filth and loss of health it
 caused.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Penny Wallace

932 Little Mtn. Rd
Waynesville, NC 28786

8284006768

V-8390 A-8480

mailto:Penrus932@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Earle Hand
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:31:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Earle Hand

511 Paul Kennedy Rd
Thomasville, NC 27360

V-8391 A-8481

mailto:ehand@libertyhardware.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: L Heintz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:31:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

L Heintz

81 Locust St
Black Mt, NC 28711

V-8392 A-8482

mailto:petite.one@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ellye Walsh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:31:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ellye Walsh

11409 Horseman's Trail
Raleigh, NC 27613

V-8393 A-8483

mailto:ellyewalsh@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lara Marshall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:31:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lara Marshall

1368 Stoneybrook Lane
Boone, NC 28607

V-8394 A-8484

mailto:laramars515@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bruce Brofman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:31:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bruce Brofman

113 White Ash Drive East
Asheville, NC 28803

9145886842

V-8395 A-8485

mailto:bbrofman7@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sadie Sondgerath
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:31:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sadie Sondgerath

33 Baird St
Asheville, NC 28801

828-280-0124

V-8396 A-8486

mailto:sadie.cool@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: linda Stender
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:31:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

linda Stender

2009 Passaic Way
Apex, NC 27523

9193627075

V-8397 A-8487

mailto:seeyabye70@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter Millsaps
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:31:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Millsaps

4726 Rembert Drive
Raleigh, NC 27612

V-8398 A-8488

mailto:Petermillsaps@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Norma Burns
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:31:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Norma Burns

421 Clarence Phillips Rd
Bennett, NC 27208

V-8399 A-8489

mailto:countrymouse@rtmc.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Logan Paul
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:31:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Logan Paul

4449 Murphy school road
Durham, NC 27705

V-8400 A-8490

mailto:Logan.paul787@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: lavanda parks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:31:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

lavanda parks

25 Floyd Dr lot 17
Asheville, NC 28803

8283352198

V-8401 A-8491

mailto:lavandap42@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pat Taylor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:31:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pat Taylor

465 Northridge Drive
Boone, NC 28607

8287731635

V-8402 A-8492

mailto:PATTAYLOR@BLOWINGROCKREALTY.COM
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Aidan Nolan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:32:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Aidan Nolan

5008 Olde Stone Lane
Matthews, NC 28104

V-8403 A-8493

mailto:him@aidannolan.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Shiva Nunna
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:33:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shiva Nunna

306 Mint Hill Dr
Cary, NC 27519

V-8404 A-8494

mailto:Nunnashiv@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ricka McKeithan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:33:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ricka McKeithan

Glenn Ridge
Raleigh,  27604

V-8405 A-8495

mailto:xswake@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: sandra rogers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:33:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

sandra rogers

5104 Wickham Road
Raleigh, NC 27606

9192331967

V-8406 A-8496

mailto:srogers020@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lindsay Carter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:33:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Carter

5624 Clarks Fork Drive
Raleigh, NC 27616

V-8407 A-8497

mailto:Lindsaycarter00@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gwynne Nicholaides
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:34:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gwynne Nicholaides

1305 Park Knoll Court
Winston-Salem, NC 27106

V-8408 A-8498

mailto:gwynnemn@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Gyurica
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:34:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

I vote Republican. However, when it comes to your re-election, actions like this, on your part, as well as other
 environmental issues, have me voting otherwise.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Gyurica

4609 Briargrove Ct
Greensboro, NC 27410

V-8409 A-8499

mailto:mgyurica@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rosario Gravino
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:34:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rosario Gravino

4300 Ellinwood Dr
Apex, NC 27539

V-8410 A-8500

mailto:Rosgravino@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Felicia Hayes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:34:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Felicia Hayes

2204 meadowlark rd
Nashville, NC 27856

V-8411 A-8501

mailto:feliciah61@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Keziah
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:35:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donna Keziah

3516 Keithcastle Ct
Charlotte, NC 28210

V-8412 A-8502

mailto:Donna.Keziah@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Burgess
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:35:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Burgess

3740 U.S. Highway 321 South
Blowing Rock, NC 28605

V-8413 A-8503

mailto:mastburgess@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Heather Quinn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:35:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heather Quinn

1808 Saddlewood Lane
Sanford, NC 27330

V-8414 A-8504

mailto:One7short@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Mapes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:37:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Mapes

213 Nicholas Dr
Asheville, NC 28806

8283800814

V-8415 A-8505

mailto:goinmobile99@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Etsuyo Choi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:37:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Etsuyo Choi

1714 Michaux Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-8416 A-8506

mailto:etsuyo@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dale Truett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:37:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dale Truett

2338 Milton Ave
Gastonia, NC 28052

V-8417 A-8507

mailto:dtruett3@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stefon Lira
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:37:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stefon Lira

303 West Council St
Salisbury, NC 28144

704.234-7476

V-8418 A-8508

mailto:Portostefono@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Avery
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:37:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Avery

401 Oberlin Road Apt 375
Raleigh, NC 27605

V-8419 A-8509

mailto:Greensboro@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Beaty
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:37:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ann Beaty

5637 Roundhouse Ln
Charlotte, NC 28226

V-8420 A-8510

mailto:adbeaty48@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: pradeep swain
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:37:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

pradeep swain

3004 kilarney ridge loop
cary, NC 27511

V-8421 A-8511

mailto:swainp_2001@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cheryl McGraw
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:38:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cheryl McGraw

1004 Braxton Ct
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-8422 A-8512

mailto:chrrlgrrl@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amy Rhoades
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:39:42 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Rhoades

4070 Landover Lane
Raleigh, NC 27616

V-8423 A-8513

mailto:Arhoades1980@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maja Kricker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:39:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP).

At a time when increasing numbers of children are having their health destroyed by asthma and climate change is
 jeopardizing our safety and security, we need you to step up and stand with the people of this state rather than with
 Duke Power by reducing the use of fossil fuels and promoting clean, renewable energy resources such as solar,
 wind and geothermal.

I am currently living on a road where sections are under 5 feet of water.  It is the only way in or out of our
 neighborhood.   We can only get in or out by boat and emergency vehicles cannot get to us. A number of us are
 seniors and some disabled.   We have not experienced flooding like this since Hurricane Fran in 1996 and I am
 convinced that we are experiencing more extreme weather events due to climate change. This is NOT homeland
 security.

 I am asking you to create a viable plan that will reduce carbon emissions to levels at or below the goals of the Clean
 Power Plan so that the environmental problems will hopefully not reach catastrophic proportions.

We do not pay taxes so that government officials will protect the profits of large energy corporations like Duke
 Power.
I am asking that you do the jobs we pay you to do:  keep us safe and secure by protecting our environment. 

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maja Kricker

438 Jeremiah Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-8424 A-8514

mailto:majakricker@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rhonda Chrisawn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:40:16 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rhonda Chrisawn

PO Box 1346
Bakersville, NC 28705

V-8425 A-8515

mailto:r_chrisawn@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Audra Karp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:40:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Audra Karp

3912 Borough Rd
Currie, NC 28435

9105234678

V-8426 A-8516

mailto:audra.aspire@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Roxann Schager
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:41:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Roxann Schager

155 Tanager Lane
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

9192609132

V-8427 A-8517

mailto:rlvondrake@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leah Nelson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:41:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leah Nelson

4232 Marion Kent Pl
granite falls, NC 28630

V-8428 A-8518

mailto:rucarenee2008@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathy Bowley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:41:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Bowley

34 Penley Park Drive
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-8429 A-8519

mailto:Kathybowley@sbcglobal.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Duane Usa
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:41:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Duane Usa

111 Bimini Ct
Havelock, NC 28532

V-8430 A-8520

mailto:usa.duane@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cory Riback
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:43:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cory Riback

1206 Waybridge Way
Weddington, NC 28104

V-8431 A-8521

mailto:Cory@corlinproductions.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Howard Peckman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:43:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Howard Peckman

2723 Vinca Lane
Mebane, NC 27302

V-8432 A-8522

mailto:hjpeckman@aim.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: H. Alan Helsing
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:43:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

H. Alan Helsing

2500 E. Indiana Ave
Southern Pines, NC 28387

V-8433 A-8523

mailto:hahelsing@windstream.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: bernie Kaminsky
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:43:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

bernie Kaminsky

2425 Mullis Ln
Matthews, NC 28105

V-8434 A-8524

mailto:bkaminsky@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Victoria Hallock
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:43:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Victoria Hallock

2017 quail Forest
Raleigh, NC 27609

V-8435 A-8525

mailto:hallockj@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carolyn Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:43:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Davis

72 Old Oak Hill RD
Candler, NC 28715

V-8436 A-8526

mailto:cdaviscandler@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ethan Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:43:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ethan Miller

1340 Campus Dr
Durham, NC 27708

V-8437 A-8527

mailto:ethanmiller187@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tim Childress
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:45:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tim Childress

1705 Sheree Lane
Greensboro, NC 27406

V-8438 A-8528

mailto:tacwolf2@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cindy Doe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:45:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cindy Doe

3003 Camelot dr
Kinston, NC 28504

V-8439 A-8529

mailto:Cindyldoe@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Yvonne Rollins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:45:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Rollins

4017 Iverson Street
Raleigh, NC 27604

V-8440 A-8530

mailto:yrollins@ncsu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Caitlin Willis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:45:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Caitlin Willis

2605 Chapel Hill Rd
Durham, NC 27707

2054701434

V-8441 A-8531

mailto:caitlinnwillis@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sharon Zucker-McMannes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:45:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Zucker-McMannes

3245 Puncheon Fork Rd
Mars Hill, NC 28754

V-8442 A-8532

mailto:sharynzucker@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katerina Kokolis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:45:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katerina Kokolis

207 Charter House rd
Columbia, SC 29212

V-8443 A-8533

mailto:karenkokolis@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynne Kane
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:45:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynne Kane

11 Lark Circle
Chapel Hill, NC 27515

V-8444 A-8534

mailto:batya.etel@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sheila Kellogg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:45:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sheila Kellogg

2025 Ford Gates Dr
Garner, NC 27529

V-8445 A-8535

mailto:smkellog@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Levy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:46:17 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Levy

7058 Burlwood Rd
Charlotte, NC 28211

V-8446 A-8536

mailto:levyollie@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Garten
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:47:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Garten

50 Cumberland Avenue
Asheville, NC 28801

V-8447 A-8537

mailto:mgarten@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tyler Hasspacher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:49:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tyler Hasspacher

8122 lariat dr
Summerfield, NC 27358

V-8448 A-8538

mailto:Tjh5866@uncw.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ben Metzler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:49:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ben Metzler

1104 Haughton Green Ct
Apex, NC 27502

V-8449 A-8539

mailto:benitor6@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Parks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:49:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Parks

6949 Rothchild Dr
Charlotte, NC 28270

V-8450 A-8540

mailto:dparkslmbt@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Crutchfield
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:49:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Crutchfield

205 Dances Bay Road
Elizabeth City, NC 27909

V-8451 A-8541

mailto:maryart@net-change.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Solomon Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:49:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Solomon Williams

1559 New Garden Rd
Greensboro
NC,  27410

V-8452 A-8542

mailto:solwilliams3@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David O"Connor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:49:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David O'Connor

2826 Casona Way
Raleigh, NC 27616

9192954232

V-8453 A-8543

mailto:doconnor5@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Kelemen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:49:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Kelemen

90 Quartz Hill Road
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-8454 A-8544

mailto:susanandjim@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Matt Kuntz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:49:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Matt Kuntz

8242 Marshall Brae dr
Raleigh, NC 27616

V-8455 A-8545

mailto:Smokeyburnout@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brett Morachnick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:49:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brett Morachnick

306 Belles Landing Ct
Cary, NC 27519

V-8456 A-8546

mailto:brett_morachnick@caryacademy.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joan Kennedy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:49:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joan Kennedy

119 Spruce St
119 spruce
Clyde, NC 28721

8285077920

V-8457 A-8547

mailto:joan.kennedy10@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: christopher Sabiston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:51:43 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

christopher Sabiston

705 tuttles grove rd
Beaufort, NC 28516

V-8458 A-8548

mailto:csabiston705@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lauren Biehl
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:51:44 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lauren Biehl

100 West St
Asheville, NC 28801

V-8459 A-8549

mailto:laurenbiehl@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: samantha resendez
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:51:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

samantha resendez

2723 Thelma st
Durham, NC 27704

9193964383

V-8460 A-8550

mailto:samantharesendez89@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: SANTOS LUYANDA
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:51:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

SANTOS LUYANDA

87 foggy hollow way
piney creek, NC 28663

V-8461 A-8551

mailto:soyborinqueno5@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Sullivan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:51:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Sullivan

807 Atlanta ave
Carolina Beach, NC 28428

V-8462 A-8552

mailto:sully926@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Martin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:51:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Martin

1960 River Bend Rd
Franklin, NC 28734

V-8463 A-8553

mailto:kwmartin2@catamount.wcu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janice Stratton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:51:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janice Stratton

5411 Cole Mill Rd
Durham, NC 27705

919-383-5371

V-8464 A-8554

mailto:jdssjsals@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Matilda Phillips
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:52:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.
Setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal requirements under the CPP is ugly politics.
Six members of my immediate family suffer from asthma and related respiratory illnesses.  Help us breathe, please.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Matilda Phillips

185 Driftwood Lane
Winston Salem, NC 27104

V-8465 A-8555

mailto:matphil25@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lily Lee
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:52:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lily Lee

101 Divot Lane
Cary, NC 27513

V-8466 A-8556

mailto:Lfl1844@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wade Barber
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:52:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wade Barber

PO Box 1755
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-8467 A-8557

mailto:wadebarber2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: MARGARET METZGER
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:52:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

MARGARET METZGER

706 E JONES ST
RALEIGH, NC 27601

9194138884

V-8468 A-8558

mailto:margoknight@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Landis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:53:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Landis

6627 Martins Creek Rd
Murphy, NC 28906

V-8469 A-8559

mailto:rflandis@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Adrienne Sheitman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:55:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Adrienne Sheitman

119 Monument View Lane
Cary, NC 27519

V-8470 A-8560

mailto:Ajsheitman@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Therese Pennell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:55:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Therese Pennell

2706 Brookhaven Drive
kinston,  28504

V-8471 A-8561

mailto:penntess@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: latarsha mosely
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:55:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

latarsha mosely

34 JENEE LN
Durham, NC 27703

V-8472 A-8562

mailto:tarsham98@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Neville Handel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:55:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Neville Handel

499 East Rd
Pittsboro, NC 27312

9195426865

V-8473 A-8563

mailto:nevillehandel@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sally Cook
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:55:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sally Cook

523 Oak Hill Ct
Hendersonville, NC 28739

V-8474 A-8564

mailto:Scook1128@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Fodor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:55:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Fodor

20 Traylee drive
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-8475 A-8565

mailto:Afodor@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Walters
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:55:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Walters

619 E Kingston Ave
Charlotte, NC 28203

V-8476 A-8566

mailto:Drwalter@uncc.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nidia Flores
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:57:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nidia Flores

107 Blakely Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-8477 A-8567

mailto:nidiaflores@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janice Ellen Presnell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:57:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janice Ellen Presnell

33 Brucemont Circle
Asheville, NC 28806

V-8478 A-8568

mailto:ellen.presnell@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynn Cross
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:57:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynn Cross

605 Latta St
Raleigh, NC 27607

V-8479 A-8569

mailto:Lynn.eakes@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Murphy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:57:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Think Paris...think big.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Murphy

257 Florence Street
NEW BERN, NC 28560

252-229-1998

V-8480 A-8570

mailto:wmurphy21@centurylink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thompson Teagle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:58:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thompson Teagle

1302 Mason Farm Road
Raleigh, NC 27514

V-8481 A-8571

mailto:trteagle@ncsu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jonathan Kelman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:00:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.  If NC is going to be competitive in a global economy, it makes
 sense for us to get on board with the future.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Kelman

11 west end way
Asheville, NC 28806

9498384630

V-8482 A-8572

mailto:jhckelman@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wanda Schrader
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:01:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wanda Schrader

116 Skylark Way
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-8483 A-8573

mailto:wandawebschrader@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wanda Schrader
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:01:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wanda Schrader

116 Skylark Way
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-8484 A-8574

mailto:wandawebschrader@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ronald McIrvin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:01:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ronald McIrvin

605 West Market Street
Unit 210
Greensboro, NC 27401

V-8485 A-8575

mailto:rmcirvin@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: josephine hughes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:01:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

josephine hughes

206n.tilleryst
rocky mount, NC 27804

V-8486 A-8576

mailto:hjosephine51@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary jo Bacorn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:01:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary jo Bacorn

2028 verde creek rd
Charlotte
Charlotte, NC 28214

7576526715

V-8487 A-8577

mailto:mjtatam@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jasmine Tai
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:01:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jasmine Tai

110 Poplar branch ln
Cary, NC 27519

V-8488 A-8578

mailto:Mooorara@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Zircher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:02:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Zircher

330 Carolina Meadows Villa
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-8489 A-8579

mailto:zircher@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Monroe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:02:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Monroe

3424 Mackinac Island Ln
Raleigh, NC 27610

V-8490 A-8580

mailto:michaelamonroeii@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bob Cole
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:02:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bob Cole

179 Woodsong Way
Brevard, NC 28712

8285535620

V-8491 A-8581

mailto:colerl@mtnisp.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Cao
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:03:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Cao

510 Trolley Car Way
Morrisville,  27560

919 371 2790

V-8492 A-8582

mailto:Caothanh62@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Kucinski-Gilbert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:04:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Kucinski-Gilbert

1150 Sea Bourne Way
Sunset Beach, NC 28468

V-8493 A-8583

mailto:babettekg@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Collin Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:04:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Collin Jones

415 Chunns Cove Road
Apt. 100-D
Asheville, NC 28805

V-8494 A-8584

mailto:jonesco09@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Pearaon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:05:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brian Pearaon

175 Hibriten Mtn Rd
Lenoir, NC 28645

V-8495 A-8585

mailto:jbpearson@outlook.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alana Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:05:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alana Smith

219 s Hillsborough ave
Hillsborough, NC 27278

V-8496 A-8586

mailto:alanawyn@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eddie Ledesma
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:05:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eddie Ledesma

500 checkmate cir
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-8497 A-8587

mailto:Elledesm@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Ellen Adams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:05:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Ellen Adams

112 Catnip Point
Bath, NC 27808

V-8498 A-8588

mailto:maryellensadams@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Renee Lane
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:06:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Renee Lane

1258 High St. S.W
Shallotte, NC 28470

9105243167

V-8499 A-8589

mailto:iamnit4luv36@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Willard Messer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:07:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Willard Messer

702 Timberlake Road
Franklin, NC 27525

V-8500 A-8590

mailto:wjohnmesser@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: john papandrea
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:07:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

john papandrea

110 west 90 street
2F
new york, NY 10024

2122121212

V-8501 A-8591

mailto:jpap100@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Darlene Ball
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:07:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Darlene Ball

420 Skysail Road
Salisbury, NC 28146

V-8502 A-8592

mailto:Darleneball@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy Burris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:09:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judy Burris

3840 Cliffdale Rd
Salisbury, NC 28146

V-8503 A-8593

mailto:judyburris68@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Myra Emerson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:09:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Myra Emerson

844 Shady Lawn Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-8504 A-8594

mailto:myra@emereed.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: J. Kent Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:09:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

J. Kent Williams

704 Freemason's Dr
Greensboro, NC 27407

V-8505 A-8595

mailto:kwilliams1@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Cardine
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:09:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I'm not going to send youth same boilerplate letter as everyone else.  I don't care about your politics.  I just think that
 clean air and water are important.  To set up an example, the reason that re-entering the atmosphere in a Shuttle is
 fiery and difficult is because there is an 'invisible' layer that provides us with a closed environment.  As an analogy,
 if you light enough matches in a closed room, the air is going to get foul.  Please be reasonable, not political.  We
 would like decisions made for us that will provide cleaner air and water.  If you're going to respond, please do me
 the same courtesy i've shown and don't respond with a boilerplate response.

Sincerely,

William Cardine

204 Cook Cove Road
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-8506 A-8596

mailto:indidog@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vicky Weber
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:10:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vicky Weber

22 ascot point circle, apt. 101
Asheville, NC 28803

V-8507 A-8597

mailto:weber.vky@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joe Biron
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:10:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joe Biron

3900 N. Sharon Amity
Charlotte, NC 28205

V-8508 A-8598

mailto:joebiron@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Lynch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:10:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Lynch

12301 Staunton Ct
Raleigh, NC 27613

V-8509 A-8599

mailto:jhlynch@ix.netcom.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Hughes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:11:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Hughes

131 Ski Haven Place
Mooresville, NC 28117

V-8510 A-8600

mailto:nhughes200@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karin Piergallini
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:13:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karin Piergallini

25 Surry Circle North
Pinehurst, NC 28374

V-8511 A-8601

mailto:Karin@PinehurstRealty.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Carter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:13:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steve Carter

1045 tillotson rd
pinnacle,  27043

3366555541

V-8512 A-8602

mailto:saurafarm@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne & Herman Rozycki
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:15:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne & Herman Rozycki

935 Saltwood Lane
Wilmington, NC 28411

V-8513 A-8603

mailto:arozycki@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: June Spence
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:15:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

June Spence

1712 Center Rd
Raleigh, NC 27608

V-8514 A-8604

mailto:junecspence@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jonathan Parkinson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:16:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Parkinson

134 Lonesome Dove Ln
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-8515 A-8605

mailto:jmpvotes@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Lou Joyce
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:16:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Lou Joyce

P.O.Box 562
18
Leicester, NC 28748

8285150225

V-8516 A-8606

mailto:maryloujoyce57@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Terry Wiley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:17:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Terry Wiley

2709 winding ridge Dr
Wilson, NC 27893

V-8517 A-8607

mailto:selwyn121468@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Otto Lindsey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:17:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Otto Lindsey

515 south KERR ave
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-8518 A-8608

mailto:ottolindsey@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Yves Orvoen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:19:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Yves Orvoen

2411 west club boulevard
Durham, NC 27705

V-8519 A-8609

mailto:yves.orvoen@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kyle Dalton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:19:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kyle Dalton

Po box 154
Danbury, NC 27016

V-8520 A-8610

mailto:Kyledalton123@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gale Ketteler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:19:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gale Ketteler

2406 Cypress Ct
High Point, NC 27265

V-8521 A-8611

mailto:galeketteler@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gail Marsh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:19:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

You should support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution--the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP).

Typical of the right-wing Republicans, you and your environmental agency have purposefully set up North Carolina
 to fail the federal requirements under the CPP.  Proposing a plan ‘'designed to fail,' denies North Carolina citizens
 the benefits of creating a plan that would work for North Carolina. Now we will have to wait for Washington to
 determine what is best for our state and then write a plan. This is obviously stupid--except it does keep the faithful
 watchers of Fox News voting for you and for the right-wing folks in the legislature.

How about dialing back the politics a bit and giving the good folks of North Carolina some clean air and a better
 environment--design a good plan that works.

Sincerely,

Gail Marsh

2713 McDowell Road
Durham, NC 27705

V-8522 A-8612

mailto:gail.marsh3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Timothy Corcoran
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:19:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Timothy Corcoran

2816 Deer Crossing Dr
Raleigh, NC 27616

V-8523 A-8613

mailto:tim.corcoran99@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Pettit
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:20:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Pettit

210 Clearwater Ct
Clayton, NC 27520

5134760625

V-8524 A-8614

mailto:maggie.e.pettit@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janet Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:20:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Wilson

2904 DelawareDrive
Fayetteville, NC 28304

V-8525 A-8615

mailto:Janpoo@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Colby Hall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:22:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Colby Hall

3731 Yorktown Place
Raleigh, NC 27609

919-782-2250

V-8526 A-8616

mailto:challnc@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Roberts
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:22:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Roberts

1648 Gilliam Mtn. Rd
Hendersonville, NC 28792

V-8527 A-8617

mailto:poppynlulu@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Edwards
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:23:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Edwards

3212 Caldwell Drive
Raleigh, NC 27607

(919) 787-7355

V-8528 A-8618

mailto:lindaoedwards@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mickie Price
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:24:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mickie Price

11 Locust Road
Newland, MT 28657

828-733-1779

V-8529 A-8619

mailto:mickbillprice@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pat & Paul Kelly
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:24:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pat & Paul Kelly

12000 Raspberry Ln
Raleigh, NC 27614

919-413-8833

V-8530 A-8620

mailto:mpmkelly@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tomasue Clark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:24:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tomasue Clark

5120 Angelia Drive
Winston-Salem, NC 27106

V-8531 A-8621

mailto:Tomasue123@AOL.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Edna Monett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:25:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edna Monett

1032 Appamattox court
Fayetteville, NC 28305

V-8532 A-8622

mailto:monettchic@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katie Kelly
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:25:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katie Kelly

460 Sheldon road
Southern pines, NC 28387

V-8533 A-8623

mailto:Ktkelly5050@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wm Carothers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:25:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.  All power
 plants need to have the same set of rules.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wm Carothers

40 inverrary rd
40 inverrary rd
Pinehurst,  28374

9102952162

V-8534 A-8624

mailto:jaycarothers@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Olga Turkevich
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:25:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP).  We should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air, water and health.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Olga Turkevich

2520 Bonnie Brae Rd
Durham, NC 27703

V-8535 A-8625

mailto:contact@olgatech.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: della mol
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:25:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

della mol

503 charleston place
faye, NC 28303

(910) 486-8803

V-8536 A-8626

mailto:dellapie@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Terry Vance PhD
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:25:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Terry Vance PhD

1419 Gray Bluff Trail
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-8537 A-8627

mailto:terryvance@bigfoot.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: JoAnn Hicks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:25:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

JoAnn Hicks

12627 NC Highway 50
Holly Ridge, NC 28445

V-8538 A-8628

mailto:joann013@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Russell Rossi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:25:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Russell Rossi

4221 Wedgewood Dr
Raleigh, NC 27604

V-8539 A-8629

mailto:russ_rossi@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amanda Alaimi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:26:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amanda Alaimi

8738 Pinnacle Cross Drive Apt 4G
Huntersville, NC 28078

7046040296

V-8540 A-8630

mailto:aliandsoraya@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Derouin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:27:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Derouin

8100 Winstone ct
Raligh, NC 27615

V-8541 A-8631

mailto:Anneder@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brandon Hudson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:28:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brandon Hudson

1310 Englewood Ave
Durham, NC 27705

V-8542 A-8632

mailto:brandonjhudson@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cathy Holt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:30:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cathy Holt

386 Kenilworth Rd
Asheville, NC 28805

V-8543 A-8633

mailto:cathyfholt@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vicki Genfan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:30:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vicki Genfan

1471 Pratt Rd
Ararat, NC 27007

V-8544 A-8634

mailto:genfanbooking@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elsa Desrochers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:30:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elsa Desrochers

599 Blackbeard's View
Bath, NC 27808

V-8545 A-8635

mailto:Daveandelsa@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Pelosi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:31:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Pelosi

1255 South Main Street
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-8546 A-8636

mailto:cwpelosi@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marsha Cochran
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:31:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marsha Cochran

113 Derby Drive
King, NC 17021

V-8547 A-8637

mailto:mcc136@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Fiddle witch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:31:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Fiddle witch

28tt
Swannanoa, NC 28778

V-8548 A-8638

mailto:fiddlewitch@spamarrest.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chas Rich
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:31:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chas Rich

138 Sound View Dr
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-8549 A-8639

mailto:rhythmrych@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Erwin Davidson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:37:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Listen, this is not a political issue, this is a planetary issue.  We all share the same sky.  Just follow, or do better
 than, the plan but don't discount or ignore it!

Don't set up North Carolina to fail the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed
 to fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that
 works best for North Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to
 determine what is best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Erwin Davidson

276 Leigh Farm Rd
#106
Durham, NC 27707

V-8550 A-8640

mailto:Eriskay.slp@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lawrence Cruz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:37:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Cruz

102 jefferson road
Newport, NC 28570

V-8551 A-8641

mailto:lawrencecruz77@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elissa Schroeder
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:37:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elissa Schroeder

2910 Briarcliffe Road
Winston-Salem, NC 27106

V-8552 A-8642

mailto:elissamei@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bernadette Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:37:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bernadette Johnson

11124 Meadow Bank Lane
Charlotte,  28262

V-8553 A-8643

mailto:Bsadiek@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Edward Reiss
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:37:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edward Reiss

9 Ray Rd
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-8554 A-8644

mailto:sauteesalot@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: BettyAnne Chandler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:39:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

BettyAnne Chandler

7708 Summerfield Road
Summerfield, NC 27358

V-8555 A-8645

mailto:binnc02@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joan Novak
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:39:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joan Novak

4820 Biscayne Road
Durham, NC 27707

V-8556 A-8646

mailto:JoanNovak@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marquez Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:39:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marquez Williams

8207 holly tree ln
Charlotte, NC 28216

V-8557 A-8647

mailto:Williams.quez6@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bianca Pender
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:39:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bianca Pender

2317 Wickham Road
Kernersville, NC 27284

V-8558 A-8648

mailto:biancabeanybaby@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joan Colburn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:39:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joan Colburn

P.O. Box 8
Naples, NC 28760

V-8559 A-8649

mailto:joancolburn@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Herb Goodman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:41:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Herb Goodman

1885 Sells Road
Salisbury, NC 28144

V-8560 A-8650

mailto:herbgoodman@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deanne Modaff
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:43:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deanne Modaff

5 Stancliff Dr
Asheville, NC 28803

V-8561 A-8651

mailto:Dmodaff@live.unc.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jill Slee
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:43:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 support renewable clean energy and protect our clean air and not contribute to global warming and climate change.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jill Slee

14535 Harmonious St
Charlotte, NC 28278

V-8562 A-8652

mailto:jillslee@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Neal Oldham
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:43:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Neal Oldham

513 Kellyridge Dr
Apex, NC 27502

9193879414

V-8563 A-8653

mailto:Oldham.neal@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Marshall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:43:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Marshall

3570 Birchfield Ct
Apt #304
Fayetteville, NC 28306

7033044289

V-8564 A-8654

mailto:xrobertcmx@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Parker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:45:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Parker

621 Transylvania Ave
Raleigh, NC 27609

V-8565 A-8655

mailto:johndempseyparker@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Virginia Healey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:46:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Virginia Healey

11700 ARNOLD PALMER DR
APT 103
RALEIGH, NC 27617

9193816243

V-8566 A-8656

mailto:virginia.mollie01@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jerry Perlmutter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:46:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jerry Perlmutter

16 Fosythia Ct
Durham, NC 27705

V-8567 A-8657

mailto:copejp100@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: munsey wheby
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:47:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

munsey wheby

423 valley road
sanford, NC 27330

9197702742

V-8568 A-8658

mailto:munsey007@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lauran Sites
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:47:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lauran Sites

4107 Silvermere Way
Charlotte, NC 28269

V-8569 A-8659

mailto:lcsites1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debbie Heuser
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:47:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debbie Heuser

500 Laurel Springs Dr #505
durham, NC 27713

9543042164

V-8570 A-8660

mailto:debbie.heuser@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Frances Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:49:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the
 Clean Power Plan (CPP). Reducing our carbon emissions is a good thing for NC to do.

Instead, apparently, you are playing games, purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail and preventing North
 Carolina from creating a plan that works best for our state, our community, and our energy mix. 

Please do the right thing and protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Frances Jones

PO Box 1438
Flat Rock, NC 28731

828-696-2730

V-8571 A-8661

mailto:fthorjon@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mike Claxton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:49:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mike Claxton

1089 Meadowlands Trail
Calabash, NC 28467

V-8572 A-8662

mailto:mikeclaxton50@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Kennedy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:49:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Kennedy

230 Sunnyside Rd
Hiawassee, GA 30546

V-8573 A-8663

mailto:lindaloo170@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amy DeWinter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:50:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy DeWinter

5304 Willow Cry Ln
Raleigh, NC 27613

V-8574 A-8664

mailto:amydewinter@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amanda Stipe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:51:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, which you may know
 as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As outdoor breathing warnings continue and childhood asthma rates rise in North
 Carolina you should be working for a comprehensive plan.  Effects and threat of climate change continue; we
 should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disheartened that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP.  Championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amanda Stipe

9607 Greenfield Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-8575 A-8665

mailto:houndess@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly West
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:51:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly West

1912 Washington St
Wilmington, NC 28401

V-8576 A-8666

mailto:kimberly.west@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Killebrew
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:51:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Killebrew

411 Wesser Creek Rd
Bryson City, NC 28713

V-8577 A-8667

mailto:jgkillebrew@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susie Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:51:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susie Wilson

329 14th st sw
Hickory, NC 28602

V-8578 A-8668

mailto:susiewilson39@gmsil.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Evan Bost
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:52:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Evan Bost

412 Pinecroft Drive
Raleigh, NC 27609

V-8579 A-8669

mailto:evan.j.bost@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Fairchild
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:55:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Fairchild

109 Long Shadow Place
Durham, NC 27713

V-8580 A-8670

mailto:mefair@generalmail.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bob Suber
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:55:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bob Suber

821 Manco Dairy Road
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-8581 A-8671

mailto:Bsuber44@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Multer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:55:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Multer

1022 Bramblewood Ct
Lenoir, NC 28645

V-8582 A-8672

mailto:kamuler@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathy Dick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:55:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Dick

507 Brier Crossings loop
Durham, NC 27703

9196963361

V-8583 A-8673

mailto:rvtdiver1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrew Ross
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:55:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Ross

1289 N Fordham Blvd
# 408
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

9196196178

V-8584 A-8674

mailto:aross8687@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Krista Harder
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:56:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Krista Harder

205 Raleigh Street
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-8585 A-8675

mailto:kmharder@live.unc.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katherine Campbell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:57:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine Campbell

5507 Centennial Drive
Durham, NC 27712

V-8586 A-8676

mailto:Caseycat@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: mike champion
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:58:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

mike champion

86 Quacker Dr
Hendersonville, NC 28792

V-8587 A-8677

mailto:mchampion.champion7@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Reid
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 12:59:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Reid

3903 Obriant Place
greensboro, NC 27410

V-8588 A-8678

mailto:nancycr99@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tom O"Neal
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:00:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tom O'Neal

113 Pinecrest Rd
Durham, NC 27705

V-8589 A-8679

mailto:doneal16@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Biesack
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:01:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Biesack

3325 Bentwillow Dr
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526

9198809301

V-8590 A-8680

mailto:davidbiesack@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kenneth Hoopes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:01:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Hoopes

403 Tree Ct
Holly Ridge, NC 28445

9108032001

V-8591 A-8681

mailto:khoopes01@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Myra Mcswain
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:01:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Myra Mcswain

1301 Solo Drive
Siler City, NC 27344

V-8592 A-8682

mailto:mamcswain@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: DonnaMarie Woodson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:01:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

DonnaMarie Woodson

6230 Hackberry Creek Trl
Charlotte, NC 28269

V-8593 A-8683

mailto:donnamarie93@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken Bridle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:01:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ken Bridle

1160 Ralph Tuttle Road
Walnut Cove, NC 27052

V-8594 A-8684

mailto:kbridle@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: ILKI KIM
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:01:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

ILKI KIM

1718 Country Lane
Durham, NC 27713

V-8595 A-8685

mailto:hannibal.ikim@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Theresa Nash
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:02:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Theresa Nash

4500 Forest Glen Road
Greensboro, NC 27410

V-8596 A-8686

mailto:tracynash@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patti Chisholm
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:02:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patti Chisholm

123olde point rd
Hampstead, NC 28443

V-8597 A-8687

mailto:Pattchis1113@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter McLean
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:04:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter McLean

1805 Misty Hollow Lane
Apex, NC 27502

9196087806

V-8598 A-8688

mailto:rpvmclean@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Shelhart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:04:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Shelhart

1229 Martin Luther King Jr Rd
Walnut Cove,  27052

V-8599 A-8689

mailto:chazbears@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mallary Byrd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:05:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mallary Byrd

47 English Dr
Candler, NC 28715

V-8600 A-8690

mailto:Mbyrd75@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pat Shane
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:05:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pat Shane

1289 N. Fordham Blvd
#266
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-8601 A-8691

mailto:pshane@unc.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jolene Hollowell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:05:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jolene Hollowell

904 E 14th St
Greenville, NC 27858

V-8602 A-8692

mailto:jolene_hollowell@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Herbert House
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:05:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Herbert House

1921 W Front
burlington, NC 27215

V-8603 A-8693

mailto:bioherb@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marion Edrington
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:08:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marion Edrington

P. O. Box 223
Scotland Neck,  27874

252 826-5295

V-8604 A-8694

mailto:ledring@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Tautphaeus
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:08:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Tautphaeus

3337 Stoney Creek Dr
Clayton, NC 27520

V-8605 A-8695

mailto:wdtaut68@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katherine Norris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:08:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine Norris

1323 Wellington Ave
wilmigton, NC 28401

V-8606 A-8696

mailto:adelenorris87@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lori Snow
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:09:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lori Snow

905 Blair ST
Thomasville, NC 27360

V-8607 A-8697

mailto:lksnow583@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Strickland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:09:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.  Having
 asthma, this is an important issue to my health and well being.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Strickland

202 Chiselhurst way
Cary, NC 27513

V-8608 A-8698

mailto:Nightskygazer2@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Aney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:09:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Aney

1401 Cantrell Ct
Fayetteville, NC 28314

V-8609 A-8699

mailto:aneywc@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Mikkelsen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:10:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Why do we choose to ban words around climate change instead of pursuing facts and making investments in a future
 for our children?  Why choose a path of ignorance? Why live in a state of denial?

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brian Mikkelsen

1808 french dr
raleigh, NC 27612

V-8610 A-8700

mailto:mikk74@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: sharon sturdivant
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:11:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

sharon sturdivant

1302 hunter oaks lane
charlotte, NC 28213

V-8611 A-8701

mailto:sturdisharon@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christine Kraft-Gray
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:13:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine Kraft-Gray

806 tanlaw court
Wilmimgton, NC 28412

V-8612 A-8702

mailto:2cusome@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kerry Bullock-Ozkan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:13:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kerry Bullock-Ozkan

104 Pine Hill Dr
Carrboro, NC 27510

V-8613 A-8703

mailto:bullockozkan@twc.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Strickland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:13:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Strickland

202 Chiselhurst way
Cary, NC 27513

V-8614 A-8704

mailto:strickland_mark@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Geer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:13:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Geer

501 Eddie Perry Rd
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-8615 A-8705

mailto:Annegeer@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Vance
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:13:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Vance

1419 Gray Bluff Trail
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-8616 A-8706

mailto:rodavan@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Ceraldi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:13:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ann Ceraldi

21 Chatham road
Asheville, NC 28804

V-8617 A-8707

mailto:Annceraldi@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leposava Modie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:13:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leposava Modie

2807 Winghaven Lane
Charlotte, NC 28210

V-8618 A-8708

mailto:lepamodie@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jean Charlton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:15:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jean Charlton

116 RED MAPLE CT
Lynchburg, VA 24501

4343841997

V-8619 A-8709

mailto:jeancharlton2003@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Clarissa Schaf
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:15:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Clarissa Schaf

400 spartacus ct
Cary, NC 27518

V-8620 A-8710

mailto:Thanksgivingdog@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James A. Piver, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:16:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James A. Piver, Jr.

144 Howland Pkwy
Beaufort, NC 28516

V-8621 A-8711

mailto:jpiver95@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: sarah getchell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:16:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

sarah getchell

211 n 23rd st
wilmington, NC 28405

V-8622 A-8712

mailto:serpti@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Lloyd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:17:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Lloyd

140 Fox Farm Road
Hiddenite, NC 28636

V-8623 A-8713

mailto:michelle_lloyd828@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Erin Philbrook
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:17:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Erin Philbrook

3025 Farrior road
Raleigh, NC 27607

V-8624 A-8714

mailto:Philbrookerin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carolyne Whiting
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:17:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyne Whiting

5544 Old Still Road
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-8625 A-8715

mailto:cwhiting@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Lev
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:19:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jim Lev

shotokanlev@gmail.com
shotokanlev@gmail.com
Chapel hill, NC 27516

V-8626 A-8716

mailto:shotokanlev@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Stenross
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:19:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Stenross

120 Carol St
carrboro, NC 27510

V-8627 A-8717

mailto:stenross@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Krooswyk
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:19:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Krooswyk

436 Whitt Ave
Burlington, NC 27215

V-8628 A-8718

mailto:skrooswyk@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lucian Stone
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:19:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lucian Stone

2901 Bertland Avenue
Durham, NC 27705

V-8629 A-8719

mailto:lucianstone@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Meredith Carson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:20:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Meredith Carson

6193 Moores Creek Drive
Summerfield, NC 27358

V-8630 A-8720

mailto:Cardsmeredith@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol McCroskey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:20:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air. This would be a start to keep us from being a total laughing stock in this country.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol McCroskey

PO Box 118
Micaville, NC 28755

V-8631 A-8721

mailto:ravenrock1mama@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth McWhorter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:21:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth McWhorter

2312 Darby Lane
Hillsborough, NC 27278

9192458532

V-8632 A-8722

mailto:june.mcwhorter@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Kelsoe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:21:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Kelsoe

148 Frank Smith MHP Drive
Taylorsville, NC 28681

8283030342

V-8633 A-8723

mailto:charleskelsoe@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charlene Minor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:21:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charlene Minor

624 Ashby Drive
Davidson, NC 28036

V-8634 A-8724

mailto:Greendavidson@outlook.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Phyllis Swank
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:21:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Swank

750 Weaver Dairy Rd
# 1212
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-8635 A-8725

mailto:pswank38@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Carson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:22:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Carson

225 Central Oaks Rd
Clemmons, NC 27012

V-8636 A-8726

mailto:rlcarson68@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Flora Pino García
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:25:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Flora Pino García

calle romero 12
Alameda del Valle,, Madrid, España, Europa

V-8637 A-8727

mailto:florapino@bme.es
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kristiana Van Eyk
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:25:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kristiana Van Eyk

632 mountain road
Asheboro, NC 27205

V-8638 A-8728

mailto:ksvaneyk@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: joel gamble
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:26:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

joel gamble

3384 hwy 150
reidsville, NC 27320

V-8639 A-8729

mailto:jericgamble@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ruben Allen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:27:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ruben Allen

53 Brown Ln
Taylorsville, NC 28681

V-8640 A-8730

mailto:rnallen998@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: vivecia barnett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:27:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

vivecia barnett

P.O. Box 2592
Hickory, NC 28603

8283961958

V-8641 A-8731

mailto:viveciav@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Flowers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:29:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Flowers

623 Apple St
Gibsonville, NC 28249

V-8642 A-8732

mailto:Captcapella@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paula Plarre
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:31:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paula Plarre

9025 saint stephens place
wilmington, NC 28412

910-794-4450

V-8643 A-8733

mailto:printsinthesand327@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katarzyna Malec
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:32:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katarzyna Malec

506 north 21st st
Wilmington, NC 28405

V-8644 A-8734

mailto:Zynaami@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gaylon Green
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:33:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gaylon Green

3740 Lynn Oaks Drive
Trinity,  27370

V-8645 A-8735

mailto:Gaylon.green@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary E. SAYLER
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:33:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary E. SAYLER

7306 CONNAN LN
CHARLOTTE, NC 28226

9802268503

V-8646 A-8736

mailto:deewhy1939@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Aoyama
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:37:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Aoyama

2801 Steeplechase Ct
Raleigh, NC 27613

V-8647 A-8737

mailto:sushifarmer8@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Meredith Parker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:37:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Meredith Parker

411 E Cornwall Rd
Cary, NC 27511

V-8648 A-8738

mailto:Meredith.tuttle@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrew Stuart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:37:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Stuart

1507 Hammersmith Dr
Wintervillw, NC 28590

V-8649 A-8739

mailto:Stuarta@ecu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Sowers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:37:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Sowers

394 W. Lucerne Dr
Lafayette, CO 80026

970-620-0464

V-8650 A-8740

mailto:chrissowers8@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia Baer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:37:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I don't understand why we would want to do less than our utmost to protect our environment and save our state and
 our planet.  I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known
 as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and
 threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Baer

306 Lakemont trl
Mount Airy, NC 27030

3367869500

V-8651 A-8741

mailto:cindytbaer@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Monika Lesch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:38:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Monika Lesch

108 Morehead St
Morganton, NC 28655

V-8652 A-8742

mailto:monikall2468@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Walt Dietrich
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:39:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Walt Dietrich

429 Summerlea
Fayetteville, NC 28311

V-8653 A-8743

mailto:727fr8dog@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: david Vohwinkel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:39:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

david Vohwinkel

212 Allie Bell Ln
Rolesville, NC 27571

V-8654 A-8744

mailto:dvohwinkel@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rebecca Steintrager
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:39:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Steintrager

1040 new moon rd
Germanton
Germanton, NC 27019

V-8655 A-8745

mailto:rsteintrager@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Lehman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:40:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposely setting North Carolina up to fail with
 the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air. There's no point in being a contrarian.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Lehman

Orange County
Chapel Hill,  27514

V-8656 A-8746

mailto:talehman@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephen Graf
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:41:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Graf

9101 Art Road
Cedar Grove, NC 27231

V-8657 A-8747

mailto:stephengraf1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Devon Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:46:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Devon Miller

2317 Wickham rd
Kernersville, NC 27284

V-8658 A-8748

mailto:devon2005@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beverly Barnes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:47:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beverly Barnes

148 Chatham Rd
Asheville, NC 28804

V-8659 A-8749

mailto:bevgb73@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Sachter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:47:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Sachter

580 Panther Branch Road
Alexander, NC 28701

V-8660 A-8750

mailto:dhsachter@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: M Bell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:49:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

M Bell

Po box 3144
Durham, NC 27715

V-8661 A-8751

mailto:springninetyone@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tamm Brock
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:51:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tamm Brock

3024 N Davidson St
Charlotte, NC 28205

980-613-8033

V-8662 A-8752

mailto:Tammy@sterlingsoftwaresys.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken Evans
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:51:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ken Evans

2925 Emerald Meadow Ln
Charlotte, NC 28273

7042877181

V-8663 A-8753

mailto:kevans@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrew Kinney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:51:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Kinney

672 Spindlewood
Pittsboro, NC 27312

9194753544

V-8664 A-8754

mailto:kinney.aj@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Daye
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:51:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Daye

3100 north elm street
APT 38-K
Greensboro, NC 27408

V-8665 A-8755

mailto:daye.william@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brandon Whitesell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:51:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

I fear your personal business interests and political gaming are putting our health at risk.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brandon Whitesell

408 Culpepper LN
Raleigh, NC 27610

V-8666 A-8756

mailto:branjo@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gary Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:52:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gary Brown

614 Arnette Avenue
Apartment B
Durham, NC 27701

V-8667 A-8757

mailto:mysteryson2@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rachel Roper
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:53:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rachel Roper

754 Gatewood Dr
Winterville, NC 28590

V-8668 A-8758

mailto:drrachelroper@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Valeri Angles
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:54:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Valeri Angles

615 school st
Mooresville, NC 28115

V-8669 A-8759

mailto:Valerira123@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Donk
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:55:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Donk

151Rook Rd
Goldsboro, NC 27530

9197313185

V-8670 A-8760

mailto:jdonk@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Lambert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:55:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Lambert

725 Ennis Rd
Waxhaw, NC 28173

V-8671 A-8761

mailto:pattilamb@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Maynard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:57:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Maynard

16 Skyview Ct
Asheville, NC 28803

(814) 440-5722

V-8672 A-8762

mailto:cmbarber@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Rowlett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:57:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Rowlett

2435 Smithwick Rd
Kernersville, NC 27284

3362590286

V-8673 A-8763

mailto:rowlettsusan@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carolyn McDonald
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 1:59:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyn McDonald

250 Cox rd
RAEFORD, NC 28376

9107760007

V-8674 A-8764

mailto:carolyngoogwin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sara Chenlo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:01:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sara Chenlo

3514 glenraven dr
Rakeigh, NC 27604

V-8675 A-8765

mailto:Sarapache1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bruce Clarke
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:02:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We just had the warmest december on record. What are you going to tell the next generation about what you did to
 respond to this crisis? I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon
 pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and
 the effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon
 emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bruce Clarke

416 Canonero Dr
Fairview, NC 28730

V-8676 A-8766

mailto:b707737@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Baron
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:02:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Baron

312 Island Cove Ct
Winnabow, NC 28479

19103996157

V-8677 A-8767

mailto:robert@rbaron.us
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Buckel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:03:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Buckel

7735 Claiborne Woods Rd
Charlotte, NC 28216

V-8678 A-8768

mailto:Just4lindylou@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gaye Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:05:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gaye Williams

1107 Maubrey Court
Apex, NC 27502

9198126342

V-8679 A-8769

mailto:fgayewilliams@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Clare Leary
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:05:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Clare Leary

9092 Devaun Park Blvd
Calabash, NC 28467

9105797560

V-8680 A-8770

mailto:clare.leary@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Winifred Gleason
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:07:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Winifred Gleason

213 Soundside Dr
Atlantic Beach, NC 28512

646-322-8100

V-8681 A-8771

mailto:Gleasonw@optonline.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maureen dostert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:07:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maureen dostert

2 landover court
durham, NC 27713

9194908405

V-8682 A-8772

mailto:mdostert2002@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beverly Hussein
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:10:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beverly Hussein

210 Westbrook Court
Archdale, NC 27263

3366870445

V-8683 A-8773

mailto:beverly.couch@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: kay and J.D. Fish
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:11:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is the life blood for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. The pressure is on
 you, the leader of our great state, to do the right thing and protect our clean air for generations to come.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

kay and J.D. Fish

4916
Theys Road
raleigh, NC 27606

V-8684 A-8774

mailto:jandkfish@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Yvonne Calloway
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:13:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Calloway

1300 Betsy Drive
Charlotte, NC 28211

7048903671

V-8685 A-8775

mailto:yvonne.calloway@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kristina Carlet
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:13:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kristina Carlet

2221 Commonwealth Ave
Charlotte, NC 28205

V-8686 A-8776

mailto:klhcarlet@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Eubanks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:13:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Eubanks

109 Elmwood Terrace
Greensboro,  27408

V-8687 A-8777

mailto:mcceubanks@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kerry Hazen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:13:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kerry Hazen

1512 Greenwood St
Raleigh, NC 27608

V-8688 A-8778

mailto:khazen@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: dabney ruffin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:13:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

dabney ruffin

523 summit street
winston salem, NC 27101

V-8689 A-8779

mailto:dabney.ruffin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jack Balsinger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:14:16 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jack Balsinger

1312 Taswell Court
Leland, NC 28451

V-8690 A-8780

mailto:jbalsinger@outlook.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deborah Kite
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:15:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Kite

388 Dogwood Lane
Blowing Rock, NC 28605

V-8691 A-8781

mailto:maccallumdk12@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lizz Shields
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:15:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lizz Shields

410 Elm Street
Aberdeen, NC 28315

7706330047

V-8692 A-8782

mailto:auntlizz099@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Theresa Alvarado
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:16:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Theresa Alvarado

226 Reedy Creek Ct
Lexington, NC 27295

V-8693 A-8783

mailto:tesaalvarado79@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pat & Dave Smiley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:18:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pat & Dave Smiley

239 Pinnacle Shores Drive
mooresville, NC 28117

7043609357

V-8694 A-8784

mailto:Rivahrun@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julie Barefoot
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:19:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julie Barefoot

4412 Embleton Drive
Raleigh, NC 27612

V-8695 A-8785

mailto:Barefootjulie@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Taylor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:19:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Taylor

622 Joyner Street
Greensboro, NC 27403

V-8696 A-8786

mailto:dtaylor654@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: martin feinstein
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:19:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

martin feinstein

400 coolidge street
chapel hill, NC 27516

V-8697 A-8787

mailto:martin_feinstein@unc.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dianne Griffin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:19:41 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dianne Griffin

483 Winfield Huffman Rd
Wilkesboro,  28697

V-8698 A-8788

mailto:d_griffin@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: barbara carothers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:21:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

barbara carothers

3 meadow wood trail
fletcher, NC 28732

V-8699 A-8789

mailto:bcarothers541@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Hood
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:25:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donna Hood

2830 Park Place
Greensboro, NC 27410

V-8700 A-8790

mailto:dnnrthhd@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anita Moloney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:25:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anita Moloney

304 Eden Drive
Hillsborough, NC 27278

9192969164

V-8701 A-8791

mailto:neesathrives@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lexie Danner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:25:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lexie Danner

188AA Bernard Bledsoe Lane
Todd, NC 28684

8289645627

V-8702 A-8792

mailto:lexie.danner@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Max Mattison
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:25:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Max Mattison

234 Alta Vista Dr
Candler, NC 28715

8286332058

V-8703 A-8793

mailto:max.mattison@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Vaughn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:27:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Vaughn

2732 University Dr
Durham, NC 27707

19198240132

V-8704 A-8794

mailto:p8yton@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kiesa Kay
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:31:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kiesa Kay

PO Box 94
Micaville, NC 29755

V-8705 A-8795

mailto:kiesakay@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elisha Shelton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:31:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elisha Shelton

59 shady acres trailer park
Belhaven, NC 27819

2529441476

V-8706 A-8796

mailto:elishashelton17@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katelyn Foust
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:31:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katelyn Foust

825 Moss Road
Zebulon, NC 27597

V-8707 A-8797

mailto:k.foust22@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gayle Graziano
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:33:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gayle Graziano

455 River Oaks Dr
Hayesville, NC 28904

V-8708 A-8798

mailto:gaylegraziano@windstream.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Florence Babb
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:37:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Florence Babb

305 E Poplar Ave
Carrboro, NC 27510

V-8709 A-8799

mailto:fbabb@unc.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephanie Hellert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:37:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Hellert

24 Ormond Ave
Asheville, NC 28806

V-8710 A-8800

mailto:stephanie.hellert@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donald Courtney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:37:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donald Courtney

201 Edna John Court
Dunn, NC 28334

V-8711 A-8801

mailto:irma2oc@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Allen Keil
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:37:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

This isn't about you! It is about your children and grandchildren and mine. It's time to do the right thing.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Allen Keil

180 Britten Cove Rd
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-8712 A-8802

mailto:akeile@buncombe.main.nc.us
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: shannon simpson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:39:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

shannon simpson

87 maple dr
asheville, NC 28805

V-8713 A-8803

mailto:thirteenmoons13@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Betty Rash
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:39:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Betty Rash

610 N. Pine Street
Charlotte, NC 28202

V-8714 A-8804

mailto:bettychafinrash@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bonnie Westbrook
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:40:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I STRONGLY support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known
 as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and
 threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.  Oh yes, while we're at it, please protect clean water too!  And our oceans/coast from drilling
 and seismic tests!

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Westbrook

3795 Ridge Crest Drive
Southport, NC 28461

910 2694357

V-8715 A-8805

mailto:jimbonw@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Lackey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:40:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Lackey

203 Carol St
Carrboro, NC 27510

V-8716 A-8806

mailto:suzzzz66@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ashley T Sutton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:43:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ashley T Sutton

3810 Derbyshire Rd
WINSTON SALEM, NC 27104

3369956217

V-8717 A-8807

mailto:ashley.sutton@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Padma Dyvine
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:43:40 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Padma Dyvine

PO Box 204
Bat Cave, NC 28710

V-8718 A-8808

mailto:padmadyvine@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marian Anders
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:47:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marian Anders

221 Crawford Rd
Hillsborough, NC 27278

V-8719 A-8809

mailto:marian.anders@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alonzo Clark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:49:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alonzo Clark

2740 Woodie Drive
Wendell, NC 27591

V-8720 A-8810

mailto:alc2014@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherryl Kleinman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:49:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sherryl Kleinman

605 Long Leaf Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-8721 A-8811

mailto:skleinman1@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sue Barnett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:53:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sue Barnett

8627 Carileph Ct
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-8722 A-8812

mailto:sueandkeith@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Grant
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:53:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Grant

21 Fearrington Post
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-8723 A-8813

mailto:robertgrant@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathleen Caldwell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:53:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Caldwell

2319 White Cross Rd
chapel hill, NC 27516

9194145571

V-8724 A-8814

mailto:kathleencaldwell@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ron Sigrist
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:55:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ron Sigrist

4383 Creekridge Lane
Kernersville, NC 27284

V-8725 A-8815

mailto:ronaldsigrist@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sally Thomas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:56:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Please do the right thing and protect our clean air.

Although there has never been a known case of asthma in our family, our young granddaughter has it after living all
 her nine years in Charlotte.  It breaks my heart.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sally Thomas

720 Brockbank Rd
Charlotte, NC 28209

704-496-4140

V-8726 A-8816

mailto:sallymthomas@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rebecca Powers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:57:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Powers

52 Cameo Court
Clayton, NC 27527

V-8727 A-8817

mailto:bekpoq@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Llewellyn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:57:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Llewellyn

114 Marsh St
Beaufort, NC 28516

V-8728 A-8818

mailto:charles.llewellyn@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Phillip Bowditch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:57:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Phillip Bowditch

405 Deaverview Road
Asheville, NC 28806

828-258-1431

V-8729 A-8819

mailto:pjbowditch@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sharon Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:57:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Johnson

48 Fox Lair Lane
Hendersonville, NC 28791

828-702-3324

V-8730 A-8820

mailto:sharonjohnsondvm@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Don Waldo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 2:58:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Don Waldo

229 Cabot Drive
Winton-Salem, NC 27103

8282895448

V-8731 A-8821

mailto:daydreamersink@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Darren Straughan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:01:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I understand the issues with pollution when it comes to fossil fuels but what are we gonna do about jobs is states like
 west Virginia that depends on these coal mine jobs to support their families, if we are gonna do away with these
 jobs we need to have a replacement job for the thousands of people that are gonna lose there jobs ,if we are gonna
 stop using fossil fuels and take the jobs away from them we need to be sure they have another way to support their
 families. States like wv are very poor states we surely don't need to make it worse, I will agree to stop using fossil
 fuels when we agree to take care of our fellow Americans, we let immigrants come to the US and we put them to
 work and help them but when it comes to our fellow Americans that have lived in this country all their lives we
 want to take there jobs, if we are gonna go to clean energy we need it in states like west Virginia and be sure every
 single person that is losing their job is put to work in the clean e
 nergy
work force.

Sincerely,

Darren Straughan

2270 Carolina rd
Burlington, NC 27217

13365165333

V-8732 A-8822

mailto:darren740.ds@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joyce King
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:01:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joyce King

126 Rand Drive
Raleigh, NC 27608

9195108260

V-8733 A-8823

mailto:jwkingart@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cama Merritt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:01:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cama Merritt

1244 Arbor Rd #224
Winston-Salem,  27104

(336) 724-4563

V-8734 A-8824

mailto:merritt.cama@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cornelia Cornils
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:01:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cornelia Cornils

218 seminole ave se
Concord, NC 28025

V-8735 A-8825

mailto:Kuhleeah@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mahendra Singh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:01:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mahendra Singh

526 Front Ridge Dr
Cary, NC 27519

V-8736 A-8826

mailto:kunwarmahen@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gail Prelovsky
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:03:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gail Prelovsky

123 Tuckahoe Drive West
Duck, NC 27949

V-8737 A-8827

mailto:gmprelovsky@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Duke Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:03:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Duke Williams

4409 Kerley Rd
Durham, NC 27705

V-8738 A-8828

mailto:Williduke@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alex Cardinell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:04:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alex Cardinell

3721 Baugh Street
Raleigh, NC 27604

V-8739 A-8829

mailto:cardinea@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julia rush
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:04:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julia rush

118 Lady Slipper Trail
Swannanoa, NC 28778

V-8740 A-8830

mailto:juliarush216a@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Taylor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:05:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brian Taylor

727 Ridge Point Drive
Corolla, NC 27927

V-8741 A-8831

mailto:mathbrain1@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Metzler-Fiorino
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:05:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Metzler-Fiorino

216 Barbee Blvd
Oak Island, NC 28465

9106855441

V-8742 A-8832

mailto:metzler.19@osu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ralph Breckle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:07:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ralph Breckle

2817 Parkway Av
Charlotte, NC 28208

V-8743 A-8833

mailto:breckle1@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Farmer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:07:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Farmer

146 Mallard Lane
Boone, NC 28607

V-8744 A-8834

mailto:farmermd@appstate.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Betsy Ross
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:09:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please do not allow off-shore drilling for North Carolina! I have lived in California on the coast where off-shore
 drilling is allowed. It pollutes the air making it so difficult to breathe that you can taste oil in your mouth! It is
 disgusting! It leaves tar all over the beach! NC will lose tourism $ from pollution!
I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Betsy Ross

3328 Rolling Hill Road
Durham, NC 27705

V-8745 A-8835

mailto:betsyrwb@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diane Evia-Lanevi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:10:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As someone with adult-onset asthma, pollution is a personal for me.  We should all want to
 ensure clean air and lower carbon emissions.

We need to create a plan that work well for both our state and our country.  I would like to see movement toward
 improving pollution, not worsening it.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Evia-Lanevi

200 Constance Spry Way
Durham, NC 27713

V-8746 A-8836

mailto:dlanevi@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vivian Carol
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:10:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vivian Carol

6404 Montvale Ct
Charlotte, NC 28226

704-366-3777

V-8747 A-8837

mailto:viviancarol@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leslie Sewell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:12:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leslie Sewell

10515 Buffalo Creek Rd
Bahama,  27503

V-8748 A-8838

mailto:lcsewell37@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Annu Dahiya
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:13:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Annu Dahiya

1210 clarendon st
unit b
durham, NC 27705

V-8749 A-8839

mailto:dahiya.annu@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: JOE AMOROSO
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:13:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

JOE AMOROSO

1029-DUNCAN RD
WALNUT COVE, NC 27052

V-8750 A-8840

mailto:amo32joe@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wendy Davey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:13:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wendy Davey

77 Norway Manor Loop
WAYNESVILLE, NC 28786

8283161255

V-8751 A-8841

mailto:wendydavey.wd@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Iery
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:17:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I favor a thoughtful review of the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution,
 known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects
 and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.
Please review our NC environmental agency requirements for compatibility with the federal requirements under the
 CPP. A thoughtful and mutual review could foster a plan that works best for North Carolina, our community, our
 energy mix, and not let the bureaucrats in Washington determine what is best for our state. 

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Iery

608 SHort Spoon Cir
Rocky Mount, NC 27804

V-8752 A-8842

mailto:daveiery@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Schafer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:19:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Schafer

BrooksmLake Road
Rutherfordton, NC 28139

V-8753 A-8843

mailto:Whirlwindhorses@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: mary luckhaus
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:20:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

mary luckhaus

1514 fox hollow rd
greensboro, NC 27410

3366814941

V-8754 A-8844

mailto:mary.luckhaus@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeff Thomas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:21:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeff Thomas

3633 Prestwick Pl
Greenville, NC 27834

V-8755 A-8845

mailto:If.thomas@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rana Jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:25:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rana Jackson

131 Coates Street
Saluda, NC 28773

V-8756 A-8846

mailto:ranajackson@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sonya Allen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:25:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sonya Allen

2509 N. Patterson Ave
Winston Salem, NC 27105

V-8757 A-8847

mailto:revalation2359@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Bundgaard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:26:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Bundgaard

1702 Natchez Trace
Greensboro, NC 27455

336-286-0864

V-8758 A-8848

mailto:shbundgaard@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nia Baker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:27:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nia Baker

348 park square place
Matthews, NC 28105

V-8759 A-8849

mailto:njbsinger@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Gearhart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:28:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We must do the right thing for future generations.  We need your positive support to protect the health of our
 beautiful state and the our beautiful planet.

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Gearhart

5622 Balsom Rd
Pfafftown, NC 27040

(336) 922-5854

V-8760 A-8850

mailto:gearhace@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jamie Abeln
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:29:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jamie Abeln

313 Ivywood lane
Raeford, NC 28376

V-8761 A-8851

mailto:Jabeln83@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vanessa Chalk
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:31:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vanessa Chalk

2726 E Shoreham St
Durham, NC 27707

V-8762 A-8852

mailto:vbchalk@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marilyn Grubbs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:31:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Grubbs

5212 Summit Ridge Drive
Durham, NC 27712

V-8763 A-8853

mailto:marilyngrubbs@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Pate
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:31:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Pate

1391 Hwy 24
Newport, NC 28570

2522409265

V-8764 A-8854

mailto:Patpate@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: helen mcallister
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:33:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

helen mcallister

16635 round hill ct
hidden valley lake, CA 95467

7073502492

V-8765 A-8855

mailto:hkmcallister@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Martha and Chip Whitfield
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:37:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Martha and Chip Whitfield

221 Altondale Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28207

704 560 8978

V-8766 A-8856

mailto:whitfieldmartha@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Jacobson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:38:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Jacobson

508 Metcalf St
New Bern, NC 28560

252-633-1033

V-8767 A-8857

mailto:jjjacobson@washjeff.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: jane white
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:41:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

jane white

16 Salisbury Drive Apt. 7109
asdheville, NC 28803

V-8768 A-8858

mailto:jwcantare1@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paula Crawford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:41:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paula Crawford

10004 NC 80
Bakersville, NC 28705

V-8769 A-8859

mailto:pc1949@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrew Walker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:45:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Walker

615 Tommie Wooten road
Chadbourn, NC 28431

V-8770 A-8860

mailto:Anw6494@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Corinne Yip
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:45:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Corinne Yip

5128 Nicholas Crk
Wilmington, NC 28409

(910) 792-9836

V-8771 A-8861

mailto:chyme@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Landert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:47:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Landert

3444 Chimney Rock Rd
Hendersonville, NC 28792

V-8772 A-8862

mailto:kalander@unca.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ruth Stambaugh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:49:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Western NC is an area of high air pollution.  Please read the following form letter and let it speak for me.  Thank
 you.  Ruth Stambaugh

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ruth Stambaugh

93 Bird Creek Estate Rd
Black Mountain, NC 28711

V-8773 A-8863

mailto:deemare@juno.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Clark Olsen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:50:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Clark Olsen

19A Foxglove Ct
Asheville, NC 28805

V-8774 A-8864

mailto:clarkolsen@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cathy Boland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:51:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cathy Boland

168 White Oak Circle
Franklin, NC 28734

404-272-0802

V-8775 A-8865

mailto:cathy@bolandconsulting.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wayne Stiles
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:51:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wayne Stiles

18710 Nc 209 Highway
Hot Springs, NC 28743

V-8776 A-8866

mailto:wfspi@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Rister
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:51:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Rister

323 Winding Woods Way
Beaufort, NC 28516

V-8777 A-8867

mailto:mistydawn@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Kramer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:52:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Kramer

106 Fairgrove Way
Cary, NC 27511

V-8778 A-8868

mailto:Remarkr@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Betty Beaver
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:56:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Betty Beaver

548 White Oaks Dr., Apt. 124
Salisbury, NC 28147

V-8779 A-8869

mailto:kattzs5@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Ocasio
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:57:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Ocasio

1731 Hudson Graham Ln
Charlotte, NC 28216

V-8780 A-8870

mailto:mlocasio68@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ginny Wright-Frierson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:58:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ginny Wright-Frierson

1619 princess st
Wilmington, NC 28401

V-8781 A-8871

mailto:Vmwf@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: MK Austin, PA, MPH
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:58:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

MK Austin, PA, MPH

PO Box 118
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-8782 A-8872

mailto:tabularasa.0206@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: cynthia moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:59:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

cynthia moore

2113 holly drive
wilmington, NC 28401

V-8783 A-8873

mailto:plecosprout@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marily Floyd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:59:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marily Floyd

188 Summer Morning Court
Lake Lure, NC 28746

V-8784 A-8874

mailto:mountain.floyd@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Justin Owens
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 3:59:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Justin Owens

5915 Parkstone Dr
Matthews, NC 28104

V-8785 A-8875

mailto:jowens1972@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Riley Maness
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:01:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Riley Maness

111 Walnut Creek Dr
Goldsboro, NC 27534

V-8786 A-8876

mailto:75c2fdc7@opayq.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken Carson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:02:16 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ken Carson

171 Foxtail Drive
Mooresville, NC 28117

V-8787 A-8877

mailto:kcarson@roadrunner.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melanie Bellflower
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:03:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melanie Bellflower

200 Penchant Ct
Cary, NC 27513

V-8788 A-8878

mailto:melaniebellflower@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Kellogg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:04:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Kellogg

2216 Deepwood Drive
Wilmington, NC 28405

V-8789 A-8879

mailto:Attackasthma@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Adrienn Uzsak
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:07:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Adrienn Uzsak

3911 Greenleaf Street
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-8790 A-8880

mailto:uzsakada@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Spencer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:10:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Spencer

781 Cobia Ct
Bolivia, NC 28422

V-8791 A-8881

mailto:charlie_spencer@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Abigail Stephens
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:10:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Abigail Stephens

394 Vanderbilt Rd
Asheville, NC 28803

V-8792 A-8882

mailto:abi.k.stephens@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sean Morrison
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:10:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sean Morrison

760 HWY 24 Lot #20
Newport, NC 28570

9199222178

V-8793 A-8883

mailto:seanmorr38@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Young
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:10:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Wake UP! Climate change is real.  Read the real science and stop listening to propaganda from those big business
 electric, oil & gas and coal CEOs who stand to gain monetarily from denying the truth.  Most North Carolina
 citizens and I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known
 as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and
 threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington and Raleigh to
 determine what is best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Young

99 OLD POSSUM WAY
MURPHY, NC 28906

8285162180

V-8794 A-8884

mailto:slyoung28906@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Council
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:13:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Council

1430 Whilden Place
Greensboro, NC 27408

V-8795 A-8885

mailto:bscouncil@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: george ziegler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:13:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

george ziegler

99ma
oldfort, NC 28762

V-8796 A-8886

mailto:ziegler.george@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Malinda Coleman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:19:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Malinda Coleman

6901 Ridge Haven Road
Greensboro, NC 27410

V-8797 A-8887

mailto:Colemanmalinda@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Greg Ledford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:19:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Greg Ledford

28 cottage ridge rd
Fletcher, NC 29732

8282304148

V-8798 A-8888

mailto:Ledhole67@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rakel Rocha
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:19:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rakel Rocha

Po box 242144
Charlotte, NC 28224

V-8799 A-8889

mailto:Ncpronto@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sylvia Robin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:25:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Robin

56 Rosewood Ave
Asheville, NC 28801

V-8800 A-8890

mailto:Sgrobin@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beverly Pope
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:25:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beverly Pope

1504 Garfield Rd
Burlington, NC 27215

V-8801 A-8891

mailto:beverly-pope@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cindy Howell Parrish
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:26:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I remember all the pollution of the water, the ground, the air. They were all in it for the money and PROGRESS, oh
 and how cancer, disease, and sickness has increased all over the world. Our air, water, and land (that our food
 grows in, to be put right on your table) has been contaminated and polluted.

This reminds me of how I realized years ago that DRY CLEANING chemicals were and are dangerous and toxic,
 which are released in the air and water. Over a span of many many years we (people) have had items dry cleaned
 and when we wear or sleep on them we breath in all of those volatile chemicals.  I really believe more people
 should be made aware if this. Let me broaden your mind with the impact....almost all military, and uniformed
 people have used dry cleaning over many years, and these are clothes that they live in, exposure to lungs and the
 skin is absorbing the entire time.  I also recall the recent polluted wells off capital blvd. around Starmount
 Subdivision, which was supposedly investigated and traced back to a dry cleaning company years ago, and the
 chemicals released polluted wells apparently through creeks and the wells providing water source. I know how
 companies, and other agency hide information, deny it, or did not or do not care, Agent Orange, Washington, and
Monsanto is an example or the denying and coverups. In my mind I see the biggest picture with pollution and
 chemical poisoning starting from the small source and expanding outward. I hope you find this informative and
 worth looking into or passing it on to someone that will.

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.
Cynthia Howell Parrish
131 W Silver Belle DR
Zebulon NC 27597

3400 Scott Dr
Raleigh NC 27604
(Starmount Subdivsion)

Sincerely,

Cindy Howell Parrish

131 W Silver Belle Dr
Zebulon, NC 27597

V-8802 A-8892

mailto:cindymichelle@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


V-8803 A-8893



From: Patricia Jenkins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:27:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Jenkins

80 Estelle Ln
Hendersonville, NC 28792

V-8804 A-8894

mailto:Vanna1000@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: kay Doost
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:27:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

kay Doost

1618 Marion Street
Greensboro, NC 27403

V-8805 A-8895

mailto:fkdoost@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cindy Grimes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:31:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cindy Grimes

PO Box 196
Websterville, VT 05678

V-8806 A-8896

mailto:NCKittenbird@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sylvia Kaneko
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:32:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

As a former North Carolinian from the hills west of Asheville I do hope you will do your best to keep our Blue
 Ridge clean and inviting to all who love the Parkway and its environs. 

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Kaneko

16 Heldun St
W Roxbury, MA 02132

617 620-2257

V-8807 A-8897

mailto:sykjp@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Morgan Feltz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:33:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Morgan Feltz

115 Pembroke Pointe Ln
Apt 2L
Pembroke, NC 28372

3139388664

V-8808 A-8898

mailto:morganbutler29@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thearesa Simpson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:35:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thearesa Simpson

132 Clusters Cir
Mooresville, NC 28117

V-8809 A-8899

mailto:thearesa_s@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sally Migliore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:35:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sally Migliore

4613 Grenadine Court
Raleigh, NC 27612

V-8810 A-8900

mailto:samigliore@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherry Huffer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:35:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sherry Huffer

2113 Camrose Street
R
Raleigh, NC 27608

V-8811 A-8901

mailto:Sherryhuffer@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dr. Walt de Vries
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:37:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dr. Walt de Vries

6006 Inland Greens Drive
wilmington, NC 28405

9107694070

V-8812 A-8902

mailto:waltdv@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beth Richards
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:38:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Richards

6404 Old Fort Road
Wilmington, NC 28411

V-8813 A-8903

mailto:rgang@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Harris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:39:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Harris

1615Eagle Lodge Ln
Durham, NC 27703

V-8814 A-8904

mailto:Rharris171@aol.c
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Pope
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:39:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Pope

2609 Coulter Place
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-8815 A-8905

mailto:thurstonpope@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: sarah amoroso
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:42:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

sarah amoroso

5501 broadleaf rd
summerfield nc
summerfield, NC 27358

3366446886

V-8816 A-8906

mailto:pollyamoroso@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Fernando Bonilla
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:42:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Fernando Bonilla

3113 Queensdale Dr
Monroe, NC 28110

V-8817 A-8907

mailto:Fernando.jose.bonilla@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Robustelli
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:43:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph Robustelli

111 Breckenridge Ct
Hendersonville, NC 28739

V-8818 A-8908

mailto:robustja@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charity Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:46:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charity Moore

135 Earl Joyce Lane
Mount Airy, NC 27030

V-8819 A-8909

mailto:charitynbryson2100@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deanna Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:49:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deanna Wilson

19914 Wooden Tee Dr
Davidson, NC 28036

V-8820 A-8910

mailto:Deanna.wilson83@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christine Day
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:49:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support legislation that will not only protect our evironment, but also enhance our children's future!
I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine Day

4917 Sadies Place
Wingate, NC 28174

V-8821 A-8911

mailto:unicornsong@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nathan Bean
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:51:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nathan Bean

368 Florence Dr
Clayton, NC 27527

V-8822 A-8912

mailto:Nbean333@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Joyce
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:53:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). We really should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Joyce

336 Racquet Club Road
Asheville, NC 28803

V-8823 A-8913

mailto:nancyhjoyce@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beth Hansen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:53:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Hansen

3722 Amber Dr
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-8824 A-8914

mailto:hansenforest@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: George and Katherine Horwitz-Armacost
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:56:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

This is an opportunity for you to distinguish yourself for once.

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

So what else is new?  I am disappointed but not at all surprised that you and your environmental agency are
 purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan
 that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to
 create a plan that works best for North Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats
 in Washington to determine what is best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.  (Fat chance, right?)

Thank you.

Sincerely,

George and Katherine Horwitz-Armacost

10 Bynum Beach Road
Bynum, NC,  27228

V-8825 A-8915

mailto:gdh38@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amy Nammack-Weiss
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 4:57:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Nammack-Weiss

600 Hollow Court
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

19199518277

V-8826 A-8916

mailto:amynammack@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Hebert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:01:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Hebert

940 w 1st street
Charlotte, NC 28202

V-8827 A-8917

mailto:Gouldylocs@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Frank Hazard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:01:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Frank Hazard

236 Toms Knob
Sparta,  28675

V-8828 A-8918

mailto:oldiesbutgoodies@skybest.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Hazard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:02:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ann Hazard

236 Toms Knob
Sparta, NC 28675

V-8829 A-8919

mailto:oldiesbutgoodies@skybest.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter Krones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:04:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Krones

5409 Baywood Drive
Waxhaw, NC 28173

7048439665

V-8830 A-8920

mailto:pdkrones@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Tyler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:07:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steve Tyler

4200 Columbus Club Drive
Raleigh, NC 27604

V-8831 A-8921

mailto:rsteventyler@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joan Byrd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:07:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joan Byrd

947 Bo Cove Road
Cullowhee, NC 28723

V-8832 A-8922

mailto:jbyrd@email.wcu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Walter Correa
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:09:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Walter Correa

11120 Slider Drive
Raleigh, NC 27614

V-8833 A-8923

mailto:Waltermets@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Clover Colonel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:13:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Clover Colonel

1040 s church st
Burlington, NC 27215

V-8834 A-8924

mailto:Cloversmed@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nicole Velarde
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:13:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nicole Velarde

2328 malos st
Garner, NC 27529

V-8835 A-8925

mailto:Nvelarde1061@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maryann Smale
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:15:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maryann Smale

37 Dyers Bay Rd
Steuben, ME 04680

207-629-8242

V-8836 A-8926

mailto:maryann_62@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alice Wieting
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:16:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alice Wieting

2949 Deepwoods Dr
Burlington, NC 27215

V-8837 A-8927

mailto:awieting1@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deedra Durocher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:17:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deedra Durocher

1704 High Street
New Bern, NC 28560

2526311509

V-8838 A-8928

mailto:deedra110@verizon.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Rees
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:17:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Rees

750 Weaver Dairy Rd  #170
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-8839 A-8929

mailto:peg-rees@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Briggs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:17:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Briggs

1834 Frankie Avenue
Fayetteville
NC, NC 28304

V-8840 A-8930

mailto:Nbriggs629@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephanie Kenny
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:19:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Kenny

10010 Silver Lake Ct
Charlotte, NC 28277

7048497033

V-8841 A-8931

mailto:thekennys@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nagalingam Sivayogan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:21:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nagalingam Sivayogan

2709 Tryon Pines Dr
Apt. 202
Raleigh, NC 27603

9195614624

V-8842 A-8932

mailto:nsivayogan@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: amy hill
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:25:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

amy hill

7663 harlow road
archdale, NC 27263

V-8843 A-8933

mailto:fuzziheddd@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathryn Henry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:25:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Henry

507 Valley Dr
Durham, NC 27704

9199869598

V-8844 A-8934

mailto:kh_nc@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Larry Taylor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:25:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Larry Taylor

110 Nancy Dr
Elizabeth City, NC 27909

2522641749

V-8845 A-8935

mailto:sisickpuppy@roadrunner.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tracey King
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:27:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tracey King

287 Simon Rd
Middlesex, NC 27557

9196108381

V-8846 A-8936

mailto:sdkhillie@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Roseann LaRoque
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:29:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Roseann LaRoque

217 Knox Dr
Morehead City, NC 28557

V-8847 A-8937

mailto:Mandrlaroque@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ginny Grace
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:31:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ginny Grace

6027 Bluebird Hill Lane
Matthews, NC 28104

7047084585

V-8848 A-8938

mailto:ginnygrace@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christopher Nicchitta
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:31:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christopher Nicchitta

115 Pinecrest Road
Durham, NC 27705

V-8849 A-8939

mailto:christopher.nicchitta@duke.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Root
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:31:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Root

7631 Watercrest Rd
Charlotte, NC 28210

V-8850 A-8940

mailto:paul_birg@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: mf solomon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:33:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We support strongly the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution-- the
 Clean Power Plan (CPP).

 As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change continue
 to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

It is not lost on many of us that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to
 fail with the federal requirements under the CPP.  WHY???

Nothing about this makes sense, save greed and corruption.

STOP this.  Do the right thing and protect our clean air.

Sincerely,

mf solomon

2 stillwater
Durham, NC 27707

V-8851 A-8941

mailto:mfsolomon@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kenneth Leary
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:35:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Leary

airport road
pinehurst, NC 28374

V-8852 A-8942

mailto:kenleary@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mar-Lee Cook
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:39:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mar-Lee Cook

1023 Litchfield place
Concord
Concord, NC

V-8853 A-8943

mailto:marleebeal@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amy Hill
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:43:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Hill

7663 Harlow Rd
Archdale, NC 27263

V-8854 A-8944

mailto:fuzziheddd@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: A Jasper
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:51:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

A Jasper

115 Ballatore Court
Cary, NC 27519

V-8855 A-8945

mailto:a1jasper@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cassidy Maxwell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:53:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cassidy Maxwell

1915 Perry Ave
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-8856 A-8946

mailto:cassidyhmaxwell@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mike Spruell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:56:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mike Spruell

105 Kilborne Rd
Mooresville, NC 28117

7049077907

V-8857 A-8947

mailto:mspruell@mi-connection.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jordan Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:57:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jordan Johnson

101 Walter Taylor avenue
Morganton, NC 28655

V-8858 A-8948

mailto:Johnsonjordan26@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve A
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 5:59:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steve A

102 CCC Rd
Gastonia, NC 28052

V-8859 A-8949

mailto:saa.action@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bridget Herring
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:04:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bridget Herring

35 Erskine Ave
Asheville, NC 28801

V-8860 A-8950

mailto:bridgetherring@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Verno Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:07:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Verno Moore

302 Euray Moore Rd
Warsaw, NC 28398

9109909292

V-8861 A-8951

mailto:vernonmoore951@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Christman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:10:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Christman

4100 Spruce Drive
Raleigh, NC 27612

V-8862 A-8952

mailto:spcjab@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Candace Oakes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:10:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Candace Oakes

140 S Alta Vista Dr
Saluda, NC 28773

V-8863 A-8953

mailto:dolce_1@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dwight Marable
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:13:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dwight Marable

723 edinborough dr
Durham, NC 27703

V-8864 A-8954

mailto:Djmarable@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ashish Nagar
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:13:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ashish Nagar

800 Aaron Cir, Apt# 822
Durham,  27713

V-8865 A-8955

mailto:ashish.anagar@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Zachary Pate
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:14:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Zachary Pate

1594 Ole London Road
Greenville, NC 27834

V-8866 A-8956

mailto:patez00@students.ecu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vivek Somasundaram
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:16:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vivek Somasundaram

285 Fairhaven Road
Lewisville, NC 27023

V-8867 A-8957

mailto:viveksoma456@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elaine Herring
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:17:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elaine Herring

60 Byrum Road
60 Byrum Road
Gates, NC 27937

V-8868 A-8958

mailto:fisheywishy@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rose Bevington
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:19:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rose Bevington

274 Stubbs rd
ellenboro, NC 28040

V-8869 A-8959

mailto:rosefrank77@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jay Morrison
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:19:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jay Morrison

1700 Careington Park Circle
#305
Morrisville, NC 27560

V-8870 A-8960

mailto:jcm0823@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:25:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Johnson

6012 Windham Dr
Cary, NC 27609

V-8871 A-8961

mailto:mmcolors@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alyssa Bossi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:25:41 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alyssa Bossi

116 Anita way
Cary, NC 27513

V-8872 A-8962

mailto:Alyssas_bossi@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Terrie Bain
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:25:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Terrie Bain

5520 Allis
Allison Lane
Charlotte, NC 28277

9195233301

V-8873 A-8963

mailto:tlbain54@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julia Daniel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:29:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julia Daniel

110 Sir Richard East
Kill devil hills, NC 27948

V-8874 A-8964

mailto:a_whispering_dove317@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pamela Alexander
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:31:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pamela Alexander

4 Mill Creek Court
Greensboro, NC 27407

V-8875 A-8965

mailto:repsalex@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: R. Ross Holloway
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:33:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

R. Ross Holloway

711 West Main St
Carrboro, NC 27510

V-8876 A-8966

mailto:r_holloway@brown.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: R. Ross Holloway
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:33:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

R. Ross Holloway

711 West Main St
Carrboro, NC 27510

V-8877 A-8967

mailto:r_holloway@brown.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherry Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:35:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sherry Jones

2290 Dawson Cabin Rd #2
Jacksonville, NC 28540

V-8878 A-8968

mailto:vanillasugar0131@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lori Wacker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:37:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lori Wacker

600 S Elm Street
Greenville, NC 27858

V-8879 A-8969

mailto:Ljwacker@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Teresa Untiedt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:40:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Teresa Untiedt

528 W. Horah Street
Salisbury, NC 28144

V-8880 A-8970

mailto:Babcockteresa@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Hardison
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:41:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Hardison

11 creek side dr
Arapahoe, NC 28510

V-8881 A-8971

mailto:Garyhardison@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maria Goldstein
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:43:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maria Goldstein

731 9th Street NW
Hickory, NC 28601

V-8882 A-8972

mailto:healthylivingmg@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amanda Hyler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:43:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amanda Hyler

2 Springmill Dr
Asheville, NC 28806

V-8883 A-8973

mailto:wildelavender@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leigh Ann Vanschaick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:43:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leigh Ann Vanschaick

3512 Gibbs lane
Hillsborough, NC 27278

V-8884 A-8974

mailto:Vsnschaick12@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maxwell Mandler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:44:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maxwell Mandler

Warren Wilson College, PO Box 9000
Asheville, NC 28815

9083031090

V-8885 A-8975

mailto:maxinator46@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Roseana Matthews
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:45:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Roseana Matthews

1105 Chalmers St
Durham, NC 27707

V-8886 A-8976

mailto:charmedoreoroses@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leslie Wiles
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:45:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.
It's time North Carolina get with the 21st centrury and be a leader!

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leslie Wiles

4028 Tarkle Ridge Dr
kitty hawk, NC 27949

V-8887 A-8977

mailto:wilesleslie@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sharen Oxman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:45:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharen Oxman

66 Merrill Lane
Pisgah Forrest, NC 28768

2514247925

V-8888 A-8978

mailto:shack694@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: jami haigler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:47:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

jami haigler

5220 eno cemetery road
cedar grove, NC 27231

V-8889 A-8979

mailto:jamihaigler@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cathy Harless
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:47:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cathy Harless

2907 Ingleside Dr
High Point, NC 27265

336-869-8037

V-8890 A-8980

mailto:catmax@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: P Read
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:47:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

P Read

1171 Smith Creek Way
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-8891 A-8981

mailto:pread6955@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lorelei Dean
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:49:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lorelei Dean

17220 Hurley Drive
Laurinburg, NC 28352

9103183615

V-8892 A-8982

mailto:lwalkerdean@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elisabeth Forshey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:51:02 PM

Jan 3, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Elisabeth Forshey
5401 Effieham St
Oak Ridge, NC 27310-9202
theimpossiblegirl2013@gmail.com

V-8893 A-8983

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Young
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:55:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Your planned actions are shameful. Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's
 economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Young

2190 Cypress Creek Road
Maple Hill, NC 28454

V-8894 A-8984

mailto:jimyoung0691@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Max Drake
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:55:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). We should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Max Drake

1050 Beaver Dam Rd
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27517

V-8895 A-8985

mailto:maxdrake@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Rago
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:56:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Rago

6421 Pleasant Creek Ct
Raleigh, NC 27613

V-8896 A-8986

mailto:patrago@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Louisa Dang
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:57:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Louisa Dang

1236 Jamestowne Drive
Elon, NC 27244

V-8897 A-8987

mailto:louisajdang@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Martha Ellington
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:57:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Martha Ellington

2020 White Oak Rd
Raleigh, NC 27608

9198899023

V-8898 A-8988

mailto:mhellington@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Darryl Wally
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 6:58:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air. It should be obvious that protecting human health is reliant on protecting the environment, and
 thus doing so is a no-brainer.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Darryl Wally

240 Silene
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-8899 A-8989

mailto:dwally@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Hardvall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:01:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Hardvall

Crowfields drive
Asheville,  28803

V-8900 A-8990

mailto:Mhardvall@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Adalberto Taguchi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:01:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Adalberto Taguchi

209 Moravia Lane
Cary, NC 27513

V-8901 A-8991

mailto:a.taguchi@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joan Dulberg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:03:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joan Dulberg

555 Pine Ridge Place
Raleigh, NC 27609

V-8902 A-8992

mailto:PurpleJoan@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: joan Naylor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:03:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

joan Naylor

12 Spruce St
Barnardsville
NC, NC 28709

V-8903 A-8993

mailto:joannaylor@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jill Randolph
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:03:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jill Randolph

13706 Dealtry Lane
Pineville, NC 28134

V-8904 A-8994

mailto:jrandolph1111@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Mattiacci
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:06:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Mattiacci

5619 Doncaster Drive
Charlotte, NC 28211

V-8905 A-8995

mailto:mmattiacci@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mike Przykucki
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:07:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mike Przykucki

10351 Kirkmont Dr
Charlotte, NC 28269

V-8906 A-8996

mailto:Aprzykucki@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Caroline Carr-Starr
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:07:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Caroline Carr-Starr

990 Heartwood WY
wHITTIER, NC 28789

V-8907 A-8997

mailto:ccarrstarr@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:07:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Brown

364 hey 70 west
Suite 5
Marion,  28752

V-8908 A-8998

mailto:Thecomputerclinic@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia DiMattia
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:11:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia DiMattia

2805 Bardwell Rd
Greensboro, NC 27410

V-8909 A-8999

mailto:cdimattia@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Bunnell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:13:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Bunnell

2917 B Jessica Dr
Winterville, NC 28590

V-8910 A-9000

mailto:anne_bunnell@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Zietlow
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:13:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

With everything that is going on in our unstable global system of energy, we need to become more self sufficient. 
 That said, we need to create a business of clean energy that can sustain ourselves and our children.  Since moving to
 beautiful North Carolina in 2006 both of my children have had asthma issues that they never had before in
 Montana.
I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Zietlow

2 pottery terrace trail
Flat rock, NC 28731

V-8911 A-9001

mailto:loonie6@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Bryant
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:17:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Bryant

103 Timber Dr
Asheville,  28804

V-8912 A-9002

mailto:Rbryant1122@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Wulff
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:19:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Wulff

627 Ray Ave
Hendersonville, NC 28792

V-8913 A-9003

mailto:mister_jrwulff@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: EDWARD RAAP
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:21:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

EDWARD RAAP

4010 S NC HIGHWAY 49
BURLINGTON, NC 27215

V-8914 A-9004

mailto:ERAAP13@YAHOO.COM
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wayne Giese
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:21:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wayne Giese

103 Jackson's Run
Morganton,  28655

V-8915 A-9005

mailto:WaynesterG@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Paris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:25:40 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Paris

4567 union st
Concord, NC 28025

V-8916 A-9006

mailto:Ntp.456@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Dupree
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:26:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donna Dupree

PO Box 581
Balsam, NC 28707

8282461186

V-8917 A-9007

mailto:donnadupree44@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Whisnant MD
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:27:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph Whisnant MD

5915 Leon Court
Nashville, NC 27856

252-443-0146

V-8918 A-9008

mailto:joseph.whisnant@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Blanton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:29:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Blanton

2228 Russell Dr
Granite Falls, NC 28630

V-8919 A-9009

mailto:tebmtn@excite.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ronald KLEIN
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:29:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ronald KLEIN

140 RED OAK CT
RAEFORD, NC 28376

V-8920 A-9010

mailto:lifeteam03@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Edward Kenestrick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:29:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edward Kenestrick

W Maynard Ave
Durham, NC 27704

V-8921 A-9011

mailto:ekenestrick@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: April Burkacki
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:32:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

April Burkacki

2018 Hearthwood ct
Greensboro, NC 27407

V-8922 A-9012

mailto:Aburkacki@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lucy Parker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:33:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lucy Parker

430 S 23rd St
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-8923 A-9013

mailto:Truffles57@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sinéad Abbott-McCloud
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:36:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sinéad Abbott-McCloud

10506 Worsley Lane
Charlotte, NC 28269

V-8924 A-9014

mailto:Thenewdivisioncure@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elisa Roels
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:37:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elisa Roels

8200 River Road
Wilmington, NC 28412

9193498599

V-8925 A-9015

mailto:captainelisa@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elaine Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:41:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elaine Jones

6015 Charing Pl
Charlotte, NC 28211

V-8926 A-9016

mailto:Elaine1961jones@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maryann Pitman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:41:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maryann Pitman

179 US Hwy 158 Bus E
Gatesville, NC 27938

2523570783

V-8927 A-9017

mailto:berts-girl@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joey Timmons
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:41:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joey Timmons

113 Midnight Trail
Mount Airy, NC 27030

3374794254

V-8928 A-9018

mailto:jtimmons1964@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrea Reif
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:43:15 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrea Reif

5212 Deer Haven Drive Apt. B
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-8929 A-9019

mailto:andreakreif@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Valerie Edmonds
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:46:40 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Valerie Edmonds

5307 Creedmoor Road
apt 101
Raleigh, NC 27512

9196150997

V-8930 A-9020

mailto:edmondsvb@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ariana Figueroa
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:47:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ariana Figueroa

25 Dale Street
Asheville, NC 28806

6086306104

V-8931 A-9021

mailto:ariana.figueroa@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Erica Witsell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:49:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Erica Witsell

16 Smoke Tree Rd
Candler, NC 28715

8283350652

V-8932 A-9022

mailto:ericawitsell@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Heather Stewart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:49:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heather Stewart

562 Darby Glen Lane
Durham, NC 27713

V-8933 A-9023

mailto:Heatherp84@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Catherine Cope
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:50:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I strongly support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as
 the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat
 of climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that your political policy and NC's environmental agency are purposefully setting North
 Carolina up to fail with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,'
 the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best
 for North Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine
 what is best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine Cope

10 Mayfield Road
Asheville, NC 28804

8285453120

V-8934 A-9024

mailto:cmcopious@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dedra C. Routh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:55:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dedra C. Routh

3694 Routh Rd
Franklinville, NC 27248

V-8935 A-9025

mailto:cranford.farm@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Wheeler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:58:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donna Wheeler

43 Olmsted Lane
Flat Rock, NC 28731

V-8936 A-9026

mailto:dgwheeler@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lois Nixon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 7:58:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lois Nixon

107 Overview Lane
Cary, NC 27511

V-8937 A-9027

mailto:doukab@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ada McKerrel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 8:07:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ada McKerrel

8737 Springhouse Lane
Raleigh, NC 27617

919-601-8448

V-8938 A-9028

mailto:amckerrell@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Al Davidson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 8:09:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Al Davidson

202 Brookshire Lane
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-8939 A-9029

mailto:plcdoc@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thelbert Ray Ivey, Sr. M=vgc3
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 8:11:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thelbert Ray Ivey, Sr. M=vgc3

388 Kestrel Drive SW
Shallotte, NC 28470

V-8940 A-9030

mailto:oibray3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Lucas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 8:14:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Lucas

371 River Road
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-8941 A-9031

mailto:mdlucas@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jen Streicker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 8:19:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jen Streicker

934 Logan Circle
Cary, NC 27511

9196065520

V-8942 A-9032

mailto:Jenstreicker@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cathy Pescevich Kreplin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 8:23:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cathy Pescevich Kreplin

608 Harbour View Drive
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948

V-8943 A-9033

mailto:cpkreplin@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brenda Scott
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 8:25:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brenda Scott

3102 Camelot Ct
Durham,  27705

V-8944 A-9034

mailto:fencingcellist@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Taft
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 8:25:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Taft

309 Flanagan Building
Greenville, NC 27834

V-8945 A-9035

mailto:dostere@ecu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica Janecki
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 8:25:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Janecki

920 Exum St
Durham, NC 27701

919-824-5673

V-8946 A-9036

mailto:alliumsativa@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: SCOTT DRAKE
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 8:28:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

SCOTT DRAKE

2530 CREEK RIDGE LANE
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27514

V-8947 A-9037

mailto:FAKE@NC.RR.COM
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Maine
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 8:33:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Maine

4000 Walnut Hills Drive
Winston-Salem, NC 27106

V-8948 A-9038

mailto:sandalley@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Vanlanot
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 8:34:15 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Vanlanot

1247 Highland Games Rd
Red Springs, NC 28377

910-359-0257

V-8949 A-9039

mailto:vanlanotwilliam@gmaul.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marcia Lyons
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 8:35:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marcia Lyons

PO Box 698
Buxton, NC 27920

V-8950 A-9040

mailto:marcialyons0@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nora Norred
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 8:37:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nora Norred

517 LakeRidge Trail
Denton, NC 27239

V-8951 A-9041

mailto:njnorred@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Olley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 8:37:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Olley

104 Kings Mountain Ct
chapel hill, NC 27516

9193605255

V-8952 A-9042

mailto:loirelee@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gary Marshall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 8:41:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gary Marshall

16825 knoxwood dr
Huntersville, NC 28078

704-895-8214

V-8953 A-9043

mailto:G_marsha@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrei Paraschiv
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 8:44:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrei Paraschiv

1519 Pebble Creek Xing
Durham, NC 27713

9192607428

V-8954 A-9044

mailto:Ncandrei@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Geigh Jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 8:56:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Geigh Jackson

4710 Topsail Lane Apt 205
Winston Salem, NC 27107

V-8955 A-9045

mailto:geighjackson@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Samuel Guillen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 8:57:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Samuel Guillen

3205 Revelation Street
None
Raleigh, NC 27610

9195855134

V-8956 A-9046

mailto:samguillen1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Kepplinger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 9:03:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Kepplinger

2844 Wycliff Road
Raleigh, NC 27607

9196495608

V-8957 A-9047

mailto:anne.kepplinger@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tucker Fogg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 9:06:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tucker Fogg

580 Park Street
Apt 203
Columbus,  43215

7046412606

V-8958 A-9048

mailto:Foggtl@miamioh.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cheryl Stallings
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 9:07:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Stallings

2009 Abby Knoll Dr
Apex, NC 27502

V-8959 A-9049

mailto:cfsphd@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jack Le Sueur
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 9:10:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jack Le Sueur

504 Watts Street
Durham, NC 27701

V-8960 A-9050

mailto:jack.lesueur@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Glove
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 9:10:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Glove

519 Andover Road
Durham, NC 27712

V-8961 A-9051

mailto:sueglover@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pamela Boehme
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 9:28:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

The Supreme Court already ruled against the case where the air in Arden, NC was declared by the EPA (on the same
 day as the Supreme Court ruling) to be unfit to breathe, insisted that families move, and had to change the school
 bus routes to protect children and families from breathing dangerously polluted air.  Can we not be more
 progressive than our Supreme Court in protecting our children?

I have already undergone cancer treatment, am fighting a lung condition (and no, I never smoked cigarettes) which
 both were more than likely due to environmental pollutants.  You should just hope none of you or your loved ones
 suffer diseases due to the unclean environment.  Perhaps if they do, you might get a taste of what your decisions
 may cost.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pamela Boehme

2560 Aaron Lane
Winsston-Salem, NC 27106

V-8962 A-9052

mailto:bubblegump@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Colin Osborne, III
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 9:32:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Colin Osborne, III

PO Box 569
Lumberton, NC 28359

V-8963 A-9053

mailto:cosborneiii@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janet Wright
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 9:33:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Wright

3 Holland Mountain View
Asheville, NC 28804

V-8964 A-9054

mailto:janetiwrightemail@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steven Winchester
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 9:34:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steven Winchester

PO Box 856
Waynesville
waynesville, NC 28786

V-8965 A-9055

mailto:winchesters@saic.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jonathon Nowiski
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 9:40:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jonathon Nowiski

109 Coates Rd
Linden, NC 28356

9109221338

V-8966 A-9056

mailto:jonnowiski@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephanie Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 9:41:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Smith

2752 W. Arlington Blvd
Greenville, NC 27834

V-8967 A-9057

mailto:Scslds89@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rolf Sorensen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 9:43:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rolf Sorensen

19 WEBB STREET
GLEN IRIS,, VIC 03146

V-8968 A-9058

mailto:RKS@vicbar.com.au
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Matt Parris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 9:43:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Matt Parris

34 Candler School Rd
Candler, NC 28715

V-8969 A-9059

mailto:jamesmatthewparris@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Cassell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 9:44:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Cassell

1201 Claxton Ridge Drive
Kernersville, NC 27284

4344896848

V-8970 A-9060

mailto:jnnfrcassell@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nathalie Worthington
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 9:46:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nathalie Worthington

6822 22nd ave n ste 222
st petesburg, FL 33710

V-8971 A-9061

mailto:nathalington@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lauren Vordenberg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 9:55:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lauren Vordenberg

6000 Grand Summit Blvd Apt 6328
Concord, NC 28027

9804752271

V-8972 A-9062

mailto:Laurenashley227@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janet Rodrick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 9:57:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Rodrick

8718 Mollys Court
Wilmington, NC 28411

V-8973 A-9063

mailto:Jan.rodrick@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brittany Bates
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 10:09:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brittany Bates

504 Tucker Rd
Grimesland, NC 27837

V-8974 A-9064

mailto:bi.bates@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rachel Jordan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 10:16:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense. Is yours common sense or your typical big greedy dollars? Be
 conservative about the environment that gives us the very air to breathe!

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rachel Jordan

111 Kingsgate Road
Asheville, NC 28805

V-8975 A-9065

mailto:redrivka@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Shaw
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 10:18:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Shaw

49 millers run
Murphy, NC 28906

V-8976 A-9066

mailto:Lms247pms@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: R. Schlagal
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 10:20:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As an asthmatic and a long term resident of North Carolina I support the Environmental Protection Agency's
 recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates
 continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
 working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

R. Schlagal

18723 Hwy 88
Creston, NC 28615

V-8977 A-9067

mailto:chanssujin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kaye Tucker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 10:23:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kaye Tucker

3620 Bethany Trace
Greensboro, NC 27406

V-8978 A-9068

mailto:Kayeh.tucker@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Pahle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 10:23:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Pahle

208 bebington drive
Cary, NC 27513

V-8979 A-9069

mailto:Whooshtodt@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: joanne bernatitus`
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 10:25:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

joanne bernatitus`

2824 Easy St
NEWPORT, NC 28570

V-8980 A-9070

mailto:joannebernatitus@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Derek Davidson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 10:28:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Derek Davidson

325 Woodland Springs Lane
Boone, NC 28607

V-8981 A-9071

mailto:davidson.derek34@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Zier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 10:29:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Zier

131 Hawthorne Rd
Raleigh, NC 27605

V-8982 A-9072

mailto:ljzier@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cindy Raley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 10:33:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity
 to create a plan that works best for North Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
 bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cindy Raley

20160 BAYRIDGE DR
Laurinburg, NC 28352

V-8983 A-9073

mailto:cindyraley@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amanda Chafin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 10:35:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amanda Chafin

516 Dogwood Street
Hudson, NC 28638

828-216-5823

V-8984 A-9074

mailto:arenaiec123@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bonnie Shwery
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 10:36:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Shwery

4801 Leithcroft Place
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526

V-8985 A-9075

mailto:well-being@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: lauren sumner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 10:37:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

lauren sumner

4912 Lady of the Lake Dr
Raleigh, NC 27612

V-8986 A-9076

mailto:lauren.sumner@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: nan Howell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 10:41:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

nan Howell

2412, Malotte Lane
Gastonia, NC 28054

V-8987 A-9077

mailto:Nchowell1969@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Duane Bryant
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 10:51:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Duane Bryant

627 Morgan Summers Road
Gibsonville, NC 27249

(336) 314-2154

V-8988 A-9078

mailto:bduane@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Geri Solomon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 10:51:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Geri Solomon

96 Spooks Branch Rd
Asheville, NC 28804

V-8989 A-9079

mailto:ValueAllCultures@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Christner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 10:55:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debra Christner

3123 Seven Lakes West
West End, NC 27376

V-8990 A-9080

mailto:Debbiebchristner@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: M K
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:03:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

M K

1 University Heights
Asheville, NC 28804

V-8991 A-9081

mailto:mklovesyou612@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dr. L. Kyle Horton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:03:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dr. L. Kyle Horton

403-B Alabama Avenue
Carolina Beach, NC 28428

V-8992 A-9082

mailto:lkylehorton@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kallan Reeves
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:06:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kallan Reeves

45 Coyote Ridge
Green Mountain, NC 28714

8282843990

V-8993 A-9083

mailto:Kallandawn@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gary Dent
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:06:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, North Carolina leaders should be working towards reducing our carbon
 emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gary Dent

398 Grace Dr
Wilkesboro, NC 28697

336-921-2608

V-8994 A-9084

mailto:gcdent@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: ashesh mamidi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:09:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

ashesh mamidi

Tartan Circle
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-8995 A-9085

mailto:ashesh_mamidi@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mindy Robinson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:14:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mindy Robinson

249 Community Drive
Goldsboro, NC 27530

9195840167

V-8996 A-9086

mailto:merobinson927@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Ellen VanMarter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:21:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Ellen VanMarter

1836 Century Dr
Greenville, NC 27834

252-378-1474

V-8997 A-9087

mailto:mevanmarter@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lee Crawford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:22:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy.  Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lee Crawford

11712 Man O War Trail
Raleigh, NC 27613

9196062446

V-8998 A-9088

mailto:leescrawford@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robin Hall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 03, 2016 11:49:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robin Hall

6610 Loblolly Circle
Waxhaw, NC 28173

V-8999 A-9089

mailto:rocnrobn37@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rebecca Mills
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 12:07:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Mills

1606 W. Academy St
Winston-Salem, NC 27103

336-499-2093

V-9000 A-9090

mailto:millsrebecca@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robin Carey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 12:30:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robin Carey

107 South Hughes Street
Apex, NC 27502

V-9001 A-9091

mailto:Rkcarey7@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rosanne Martino
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 12:31:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rosanne Martino

4103 Wood Duck Way
Hendersonville, NC 28792

V-9002 A-9092

mailto:rosanne7056@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathleen Gagnon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 12:34:16 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Gagnon

604 E Markham Ave
Durham, NC 27701

9196889269

V-9003 A-9093

mailto:katdaze54@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephanie Yavorchak
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 12:49:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Yavorchak

208 Northgate Lane
Bessemer City, NC 28016

7046486322

V-9004 A-9094

mailto:stephaniey58@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beverly Monroe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 12:49:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beverly Monroe

60 Caledonia Road
Apt 318
Asheville, NC 28803

V-9005 A-9095

mailto:Bevmonroe48@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth D KIrk
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 1:04:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth D KIrk

824 North Fork Road
Black Mountain, NC 28711

8286693984

V-9006 A-9096

mailto:Edka@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carolyn Ryals
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 1:13:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Ryals

104 Cannery Row
Morehead City, NC 28557

V-9007 A-9097

mailto:cryals@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Ankerson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 1:17:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Ankerson

5209 Sedgefield Dr
Raleigh, NC 27609

V-9008 A-9098

mailto:jankerson@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: lisa montague
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 1:27:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

lisa montague

4161 evans rd
Franklinton, NC 27525

V-9009 A-9099

mailto:lisa.mills34@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Miles Kelley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 1:32:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Miles Kelley

271 State Street
Asheville, NC 28806

V-9010 A-9100

mailto:mkelley1@unca.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Triulzi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 1:38:14 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I urge you to ask the legislature to reinstate the tax credit for solar power and electric vehicles and put NC at the
 forefront of the nation in clean sources of energy. I support wind farms, ocean wave power generation, and solar
 electric and hot water. Together these can have a marked effect on lowering electricity from fossil fuels.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Triulzi

PO BOX 13644
Durham, NC 27709

9193212664

V-9011 A-9101

mailto:paul.triulzi@duke.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beth Carson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 2:01:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Carson

151 Archer Rd
Saluda, NC 28773

V-9012 A-9102

mailto:Bethcarson151@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Shelby Patrick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 2:37:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shelby Patrick

149 Bronco lane
Jacksonville, NC 28540

V-9013 A-9103

mailto:Uniqueflgirly@Gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: paul gobush
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 4:15:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

paul gobush

31355 clubhouse rd
albemarle, NC 28001

V-9014 A-9104

mailto:gobushpaul@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tripper Scism
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 4:28:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tripper Scism

312 N. Cansler St
Kings Mtn., NC 28086

V-9015 A-9105

mailto:Rockstardemonz@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lane Whitley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 4:45:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lane Whitley

3713 Story Ln
Monroe, NC 28112

7042892869

V-9016 A-9106

mailto:LWHITLEY46@GMAIL.COM
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Singletary
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 4:49:43 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donna Singletary

4481 Calico Street
Hope Mills,  28348

V-9017 A-9107

mailto:D.grantland53@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Dunn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 4:57:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Dunn

1304 Valleymede Road
Greensboro, NC 27410

3362079163

V-9018 A-9108

mailto:dunn.michaelr@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melody Wilkes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 5:00:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melody Wilkes

3450 Hahn Blvd
Concord, NC 28025

V-9019 A-9109

mailto:woodswalk@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Galligan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 5:03:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Galligan

4278 Aviemore  Run
Burlington, NC 27215

V-9020 A-9110

mailto:Zebcake@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beth Messersmith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 5:07:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Messersmith

7 Beech Slope Way
Durham, NC 27713

V-9021 A-9111

mailto:Beth_messersmith@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherry Wilkins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 5:31:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sherry Wilkins

3600 Tremont Drive
Apartment E8
Durham, NC 27705

V-9022 A-9112

mailto:wilkins.sherry@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Arthur Krueger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 5:33:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Arthur Krueger

1216 Chronicle Dr
Durham, NC 27703

984-219-1993

V-9023 A-9113

mailto:afkrueger@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Doug Scott
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 5:59:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Doug Scott

806 Bright Rd
Apt 810
Findlay, OH 45840

V-9024 A-9114

mailto:dougscott10@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robyn Neaville
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 6:07:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robyn Neaville

504 Briardale Ave
Cary, NC 27519

V-9025 A-9115

mailto:Rneaville@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julia Martinelli
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 6:16:11 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julia Martinelli

8918 Landing Drive, SW
Sunset Beach, NC 28468

V-9026 A-9116

mailto:jdmartinelli222@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Indira Ycaza
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 6:21:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Indira Ycaza

133 Woodpecker Ln
Apt 14
Boone, NC 28607

V-9027 A-9117

mailto:indiray123@aim.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Hoppins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 6:43:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Hoppins

5703 Oak Tree Road
Greensboro, NC 27455

3363920831

V-9028 A-9118

mailto:Jennyhoppins@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pat Seibert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 7:07:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pat Seibert

1260 Beaver Creek Rd
Mayodan, NC 27027

V-9029 A-9119

mailto:seibert.pat@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diane Spahr
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 7:07:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Spahr

4910 Pompano Ct
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-9030 A-9120

mailto:dmcourtspahr1@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Todd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 7:11:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donna Todd

11312 Costigan Ln
Charlotte, NC 28277

V-9031 A-9121

mailto:Donna73@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: paula mcwhirter-buck
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 7:19:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are PURPOSEFULLY setting North Carolina up to
 fail with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department
 of Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing (for
 once) and protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

paula mcwhirter-buck

5801 bald mountain rd
burnsville, NC 28714

V-9032 A-9122

mailto:pkmcbuck@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pam Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 7:25:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pam Davis

6529 Valinda Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-9033 A-9123

mailto:pdavisappraiser@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cheryl Vecellio
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 7:31:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Vecellio

305 Meadow Pathway Drive
Fletcher, NC 28732

V-9034 A-9124

mailto:cvecellio1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Kennady
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 7:43:57 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Kennady

8801 Live Oak Drive
Charlotte, NC 28227

704-573-3378

V-9035 A-9125

mailto:kkennady@ci.charlotte.nc.us
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Clarice Reber
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 7:49:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Clarice Reber

7919 Blue Heron Dr. W, Apt. 305
Wilmington, NC 28411

V-9036 A-9126

mailto:claricereber@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: nathan holder
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 7:54:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

nathan holder

919 Shellbrook Ct Apt 8
Raleigh, NC 27609

V-9037 A-9127

mailto:nathan.t.holder@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Slade
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 7:55:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph Slade

3369A Cox Road
W. Jefferson, NC 28694

V-9038 A-9128

mailto:sladejoe@skybest.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Skinner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 7:55:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Skinner

636 McGinnis Lane
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-9039 A-9129

mailto:skinee71@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Benoit
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 7:59:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Benoit

37 Oak Hill Drive
Asheville, NC 28806

V-9040 A-9130

mailto:sarahdeborahbenoit@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Rundle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:03:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steve Rundle

4331 Eagle Lake Drive
Charlotte, NC 28217

V-9041 A-9131

mailto:steve.rundle@inartdesigns.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Josh Hart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:03:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Josh Hart

712 Noconia Place
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526

V-9042 A-9132

mailto:Harts.fv@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nicole McPhail
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:07:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nicole McPhail

20 Nandina Dr
Greensboro, NC 27455

V-9043 A-9133

mailto:nicolemcphail@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christine Nichols
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:07:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine Nichols

622 Worthville St
Randleman, NC 27317

V-9044 A-9134

mailto:christine@northstate.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathy Bevans
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:07:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Bevans

15928 Youngblood Rd
Charlotte, NC 28278

V-9045 A-9135

mailto:Kpisinger@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rod Mann
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:13:41 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rod Mann

220 Woodleigh Road
Knotts Island, NC 27950

2524293009

V-9046 A-9136

mailto:rodmann@cox.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cathy Brunick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:13:42 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cathy Brunick

14133 Walkers Crossing Dr
Charlotte, NC 28273

V-9047 A-9137

mailto:cbrunick@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gloria Rogers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:19:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gloria Rogers

3806 Griffis Glen Drive
Raleigh, NC 27610

V-9048 A-9138

mailto:lady_bug0163@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol moldoveanu
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:21:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol moldoveanu

650 woodbriar ct
Winston Salem, NC 27106

V-9049 A-9139

mailto:carolm@worldshare.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kate Murray
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:26:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kate Murray

310 W Villa Dunes DR
Nags Haead, NC 27959

V-9050 A-9140

mailto:kateajones100@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alison Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:32:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alison Jones

3028 Beringer Dr
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 28306

V-9051 A-9141

mailto:alison.jones98@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diane Engles
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:34:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Engles

10628 TREDWOOD DR
RALEIGH,  27614

V-9052 A-9142

mailto:dfe51@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Boudreau
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:37:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Boudreau

148 Jade Rd
Sylva, NC 28779

V-9053 A-9143

mailto:jkyleboudreau@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kirby Maram
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:37:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kirby Maram

330 Wolf Ridge Trl
Boone, NC 28607

V-9054 A-9144

mailto:kirbymaram@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kirby Maram
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:39:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kirby Maram

330 Wolf Ridge Trl
Boone, NC 28607

V-9055 A-9145

mailto:kirbymaram@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jane Forbes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:40:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jane Forbes

635 Bear Tree Creek
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

919-533-6632

V-9056 A-9146

mailto:Jforbes988@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cierra Tabony
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:47:42 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cierra Tabony

106 Antioch Plantation Rd
Matthews, NC 28104

V-9057 A-9147

mailto:ctabony@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Darci Gold
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:49:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Darci Gold

420 Fisher Park Circle
Greensboro, NC 27401

V-9058 A-9148

mailto:Dgold420@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kelly Picarsic
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:01:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kelly Picarsic

6715 Reddman Road
Charlotte, NC 28212

V-9059 A-9149

mailto:kelly@cleanaircarolina.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nel Hornaday
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:02:15 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nel Hornaday

1006 Newington Way
Apex                       NC                               27502
Apex, NC 27502

V-9060 A-9150

mailto:Nel.horn03@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alice Ann Williamson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:04:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alice Ann Williamson

209 Robert E. Lee Drive
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-9061 A-9151

mailto:aliceann@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Logan Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:07:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Logan Davis

25 Danbury Ct
Pittsboro, NC 27312

919-801-2886

V-9062 A-9152

mailto:loganhamiltondavis@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Justin Rienerth
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:10:15 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Justin Rienerth

123 Wrightsville Blvd
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948

V-9063 A-9153

mailto:justin@rienerth.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: pamela christian
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:13:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

pamela christian

2675 Cottage Place
Greensboro, NC 27455

V-9064 A-9154

mailto:pamela.christian@lfg.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leon Morton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:13:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leon Morton

5721 Church Rd
Graham, NC 27253

336 525 2018

V-9065 A-9155

mailto:sabaki47@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tracy OBrien
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:13:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tracy OBrien

3381 Rebecca Drive
Summerfield, NC 27358

V-9066 A-9156

mailto:safehavin@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pam Isacks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:17:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the EPA's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As the
 effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon
 emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and NCDEQ are purposefully setting NC up to fail with the federal requirements
 under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the NCDEQ is denying NC  a plan that works best
 for our state, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing  Washington to determine what is best for our
 state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for our economy. Please do the right thing and protect our
 clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pam Isacks

9029 JM Keynes Dr  #62
Charlotte, NC 28262

7042361853

V-9067 A-9157

mailto:pisacks@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert McIver
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:17:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert McIver

1108 West Friendly Ave
Apartment 3
Greensboro, NC 27401

3369083628

V-9068 A-9158

mailto:rmciver4@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Halll
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:17:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Halll

572 Tracy circle
Boone, NC 28607

V-9069 A-9159

mailto:Mypassionrx@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christine Collette
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:20:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine Collette

6191 Timberlane Terr
Hickory, NC 28601

V-9070 A-9160

mailto:christine.collette79@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Myra Scott
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:21:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Myra Scott

128 Shelton st
Waynesville, NC 28786

V-9071 A-9161

mailto:Myraascott@hotmail.con
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Dunn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:21:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Dunn

622 Waynick Blvd unit 102
Wrightsville Beach, NC 28480

V-9072 A-9162

mailto:khdnc1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eric Everett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:23:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eric Everett

14 Forest Ridge Drive
ARDEN, NC 28704

V-9073 A-9163

mailto:nyla10580@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Holcomb
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:23:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debra Holcomb

12621 Woodwinds Circle
Laurinburg, NC 28353

V-9074 A-9164

mailto:Registerscotland@roadrunner.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lindsey Dimond
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:23:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lindsey Dimond

charlotte
Charlotte, NC 28277

V-9075 A-9165

mailto:lindsey.dimond@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Niegelsky
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:29:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Niegelsky

140 W Franklin St #427
Chapel Hill NC,  27516

V-9076 A-9166

mailto:leeniegelsky@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amber Hartgrove
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:30:11 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amber Hartgrove

3041  Tom SAVAGE Drive
Harrisburg, NC 28075

17044017996

V-9077 A-9167

mailto:ambercmaxwell@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wayne Hale
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:33:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wayne Hale

3601 Fieldgate Rd
Greensboro, NC 27406

(336) 674-3326

V-9078 A-9168

mailto:wahale@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Baran
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:35:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Baran

2424 Holloway Terrace
Raleigh, NC 27608

9193327998

V-9079 A-9169

mailto:sandybeeeee@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carson Harkrader
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:35:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carson Harkrader

122 S Bellvue Ave
Hillsborough, NC 27278

V-9080 A-9170

mailto:carsonharkrader@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Larry Baldwin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:40:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Larry Baldwin

411 Church Road
New Bern, NC 28560

2526701413

V-9081 A-9171

mailto:larry.baldwin56@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Allen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:40:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Allen

1017 Vestavia Woods Drive
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-9082 A-9172

mailto:carol1017@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: April Gunning
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:43:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

April Gunning

2521 Breuster Dr
Charlote, NC 28210

V-9083 A-9173

mailto:april@homefashionstailoring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: daniel bossut
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:43:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

daniel bossut

109 W 13th st
Greenville, NC 27834

V-9084 A-9174

mailto:danielbossut@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ella Rae
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:43:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By campaigning a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ella Rae

65 Lookout Rd c2
Asheville, NC 28804

V-9085 A-9175

mailto:p.rae@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gayle Thompson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:45:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gayle Thompson

6357 North NC Hwy. 62
Burlington, NC 27217

V-9086 A-9176

mailto:gfoylesthom@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Stiles
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:49:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jim Stiles

603 Oakgrove Drive
Graham, NC 27253

336-229-7955

V-9087 A-9177

mailto:jstiles05@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Suzanne Herrington
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:49:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Herrington

345 McCaskill Road
Carthage, NC 28327

V-9088 A-9178

mailto:mbscbelle@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Denise Lemieux
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:53:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Denise Lemieux

1841 ALEXANDER HIGHLANDS DR., APT 307
Charlotte, NC 28262

V-9089 A-9179

mailto:DeniseSLemieux@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cathy Menendian
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:53:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cathy Menendian

109 anchor point
West End, NC 27376

V-9090 A-9180

mailto:cathymenendian@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Howell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:59:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Howell

113 Arbor Dr
Greenville, NC 27858

V-9091 A-9181

mailto:susanhowell2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Faith McNamara
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:03:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Faith McNamara

50065 Live Oak Lane
Frisco, NC 27936

V-9092 A-9182

mailto:Faithmc0@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:10:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Smith

100 Main Street
Charlotte, NC 28227

V-9093 A-9183

mailto:jennifer151825@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Leaf
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:14:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Leaf

722 Patriots Pointe Dr
Hillsborough, NC 27278

V-9094 A-9184

mailto:jenleaf138@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John divers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:16:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John divers

2525 Springmoor Cir
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-9095 A-9185

mailto:juandivers@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deborah Pelick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:16:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Pelick

2186 w paradise harbor dr
connelly Springs, NC 28612

V-9096 A-9186

mailto:dpelick2186@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Angelica Lewis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:19:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Angelica Lewis

11544 Briddle Hall Ct
Charlotte, NC 28214

V-9097 A-9187

mailto:Angellwilliams@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beth Cleaveland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:19:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Cleaveland

418 Hamlet Ave
Carolina Beach, NC 28428

V-9098 A-9188

mailto:meddersb@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Monforte
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:22:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Monforte

744 Riding Crop Court
Indian Trail, NC 28079

V-9099 A-9189

mailto:tjmonforte@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ryan Ford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:25:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ryan Ford

2025 spring valley dr
Clayton, NC 27520

V-9100 A-9190

mailto:Ryanford12@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Hinnant
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:26:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Hinnant

503 mt. Vernon dr. NW
Wilson, NC 27893

V-9101 A-9191

mailto:Sciolymp@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: penny johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:28:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

penny johnson

1437 miller street
winston salem, NC 27103

V-9102 A-9192

mailto:johnsonelectronics@prodigy.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephanie Hein
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:33:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Hein

27 locust cove
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-9103 A-9193

mailto:Snhein3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alexis Marti
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:35:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alexis Marti

102 Friendly Ln
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-9104 A-9194

mailto:smartimarti202@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Bulla
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:37:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Bulla

202 MacGregor Dr
Beaufort, NC 28516

V-9105 A-9195

mailto:Sbulla111@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Samuel Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:47:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Samuel Miller

529 Hillwood Ct
Greensboro, NC 27410

3362024712

V-9106 A-9196

mailto:sdmille2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Coulson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:49:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Ideology should never trump common sense, and the Clean Power Plan is the ultimate in a sensible solution to what
 we already know is a serious problem, and one that could do us in if we don't address it now. I support the
 Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan
 (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change
 continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Coulson

1001 Reems Cove Rd
Marshall, NC 28753

V-9107 A-9197

mailto:dixiespal@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: tim mckeithan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:49:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

tim mckeithan

140 mallard court
duck, NC 27949

252-261-8805

V-9108 A-9198

mailto:saorse7@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeff Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:58:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeff Smith

5547 Hamstead Crossing
Raleigh, NC 27612

919-787-8334

V-9109 A-9199

mailto:supersmitty99@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Hughes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:58:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Hughes

34 Pleasant Street
Apt. 5A
Woodstock, VT 05091

V-9110 A-9200

mailto:jdh8941@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Dunn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:01:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Dunn

905 Runaway Bay
New Bern, NC 28562

V-9111 A-9201

mailto:asdunn@ymail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maureen Linneman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:04:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maureen Linneman

131 Arlington st
Asheville, NC 28801

8282549115

V-9112 A-9202

mailto:reenielin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Keyana Bourne
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:05:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Keyana Bourne

2525 booker creek rd
Chapel hill, NC 27515

V-9113 A-9203

mailto:keyanabourne@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Violet Goodson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:15:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Violet Goodson

1283 Old Smith Chapel Road
Mount Olive, NC 28365

V-9114 A-9204

mailto:vsgoodson@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ashley Chambliss
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:22:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ashley Chambliss

26 Francis St
Waynesville, NC 28786

V-9115 A-9205

mailto:bigocean@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Tyler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:25:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Tyler

10411 Rosegate Ct
Raleigh, NC 27617

V-9116 A-9206

mailto:tylerbobby21@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Helgaleena Healingline
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:25:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helgaleena Healingline

box 6121
Monona, WI 53716

V-9117 A-9207

mailto:helgaleenas@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Greenberg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:29:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Greenberg

2000 Hillock Place
DURHAM, NC 27712

V-9118 A-9208

mailto:birdbabe@frontier.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Glenn Bradley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:31:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Glenn Bradley

12504 garden tree  ln
raleigh, NC 27614

V-9119 A-9209

mailto:gbradley63@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Weintraub
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:35:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

When historians look upon this age we live in, will they see leaders who took the long view that protected the health
 and safety of future generations or will they see short-sighted pundits who cared only for their own political
 futures? 

I'm hoping that you are among the foresighted people who like me support the Environmental Protection Agency's
 recently proposed limits on carbon pollution. As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
 effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon
 emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Weintraub

PO Box 1066
Flat Rock, NC 28731

V-9120 A-9210

mailto:greenmentch@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Monica Embrey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:36:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Monica Embrey

501 Mercury St
Charlotte, NC 28205

7734190963

V-9121 A-9211

mailto:Monica.Embrey@greenpeace.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ranga Narasimhan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:36:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ranga Narasimhan

1100 fulbright dr
Building
Morrisville, NC 27560

6092356140

V-9122 A-9212

mailto:n_rangaa@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Denise Shungu
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:37:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I consider dealing with global warming The Most Important Issue facing our country.  I truly want a livable world
 for my grandchildren who are just being born now.  I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently
 proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to
 rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, it is imperative that we
 reduce our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Denise Shungu

408 Berlin Way
Morrisville, NC 27560

9194630044

V-9123 A-9213

mailto:shungu.denise@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maria Montes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:38:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maria Montes

POB 42134
Fayetteville, NC 28309

V-9124 A-9214

mailto:dotdinero@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:43:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Davis

117 Donegal Drive
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27517

V-9125 A-9215

mailto:nancyworth.davis@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrew Wu
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:52:13 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Wu

8729 Valentine Ct
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-9126 A-9216

mailto:awwwww@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: JOHN CARTER
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:53:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Is Duke Power paying you to poison you voters?

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP. Why are you trying to kill the future children and sicken you constituents.?

Your personal and state agency energy and emissions plans are a farce. I think you should subject yourself to the
 contaminants in a closed area and see if you still like your structure. Look at your education plan - a failure.
 Companies will not come to a polluted state
.
Your personal and state agency energy and emissions plans are a farce. I think you should subject yourself to the
 contaminants in a closed area and see if you still like your structure. Look at your education plan - a failure.
 Companies will not come to a polluted state.

Do Something right. Why did I vote for you?

Sincerely,

JOHN CARTER

6 Pickerel Place
THOMASVILLE,  27455

336-286-8108

V-9127 A-9217

mailto:SAYJOHNFIRST@HOTMAIL.COM
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amy Cox
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 12:10:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Cox

509 Huron Rd
Raleigh, NC 27610

9195235622

V-9128 A-9218

mailto:therealamycox@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Zandra Blankenship
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 12:22:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Zandra Blankenship

2717 Brigadoon Drive
Apr 1
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-9129 A-9219

mailto:zblank718@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kiley Rosier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 12:31:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kiley Rosier

4809 College Acres Drive
Wilmington, NC 28403

6038097521

V-9130 A-9220

mailto:kileyrosier@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lucy Parker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 12:54:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lucy Parker

430 S 23rd St
Wilmington, NC 28304

V-9131 A-9221

mailto:Truffles57@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Gray
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 1:01:40 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Gray

187 Fox Springs Dr
Hayesville, NC 28904

V-9132 A-9222

mailto:steve1948@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Capone
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 1:10:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Capone

112 Now Boys Loop
Surf city, NC 28445

V-9133 A-9223

mailto:Mcbythesea@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Madonna
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 1:25:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donna Madonna

2005 Northstar place
Wilmington, NC 28405

V-9134 A-9224

mailto:donna10708@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cristina Yen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 1:25:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cristina Yen

301 Green Pasture Rd
Mebane, NC 27302

V-9135 A-9225

mailto:mcrisyen@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jan Carroll
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 1:40:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jan Carroll

6833 George Hildebran Sch. Rd
Hickory, NC 28602

8283972661

V-9136 A-9226

mailto:jan_c28602@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: helga loose
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 1:43:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

helga loose

644timber dr
wendell, NC 27591

V-9137 A-9227

mailto:helga1619@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Aaron Snipes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 1:51:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Aaron Snipes

308 S Blount St
Raleigh, NC 78751

V-9138 A-9228

mailto:atsnipes@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: THEODORE ZIOLKOWSKI
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 1:54:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

THEODORE ZIOLKOWSKI

4421 OLD WOOD COURT
KERNERSVILLE, NC 27284

V-9139 A-9229

mailto:tziolkowski@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Juliana Baxley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 1:55:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Juliana Baxley

415 pecan dr
Selma, NC 27576

V-9140 A-9230

mailto:Ana.baxley@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christen Harden
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 2:01:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

In light of the similar current contoversy in Flint, MI, my home state, I support the Environmental Protection
 Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma
 rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should
 be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christen Harden

3425 cross winds rd
Charlotte, NC 28227

V-9141 A-9231

mailto:christenpaulharden@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Scoggin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 2:07:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Scoggin

Lake View Drive
Pinehurst, NC 28374

V-9142 A-9232

mailto:mcscoggin@centurylink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cheryl Swofford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 2:07:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Swofford

Rutherford Rd
Marion, NC 28752

4043132554

V-9143 A-9233

mailto:cherylswofford@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Wolfe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 2:14:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Wolfe

rt 1
Youngsville, NC 27596

V-9144 A-9234

mailto:jwolfe731@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Erica Rice
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 2:16:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Erica Rice

1276 south goose Creek rd
Grantsboro, NC 28529

V-9145 A-9235

mailto:Holymolycowgirl@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Caitlin Breen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 2:21:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Caitlin Breen

314  S. Aycock St
Greensboro, NC 27403

V-9146 A-9236

mailto:Catbreen92@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephanie Schmitz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 2:25:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Schmitz

5038 Scaleybark Ct
Indian Trail, NC 28079

V-9147 A-9237

mailto:stephanieandtimschmitz@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maryanne R. Rackoff
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 2:31:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP).

It is my understanding that you proposal will be in purposeful violation of the laws of the United States. You take an
 oath to uphold those laws, need I remind you?

Please rethink your present plan.

Sincerely,

Maryanne R. Rackoff

45 Tree Top Dr
Arden, NC 28704

V-9148 A-9238

mailto:maryannerackoff@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deborah Schillo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 2:34:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP).

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Why would you not want to be a leader in this movement to get control of greenhouse gases?  Clean air is good for
 our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and keep our air from
 getting any worse!

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Schillo

6 Brook Terrace
Asheville, NC 28805

V-9149 A-9239

mailto:library@craftguild.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eva Rogers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 2:43:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and the environmental agency are setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
 requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of Environmental
 Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North Carolina, our
 community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eva Rogers

300 W. Woodcroft Pkwy, #20D
Durham, NC 27713

V-9150 A-9240

mailto:ebrog43@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Abigail Canela
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 2:55:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Abigail Canela

179 Wiggins Rd
Fairmont, NC 28340

V-9151 A-9241

mailto:Acanela04.ac@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter Brezny
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 3:03:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

NC should have a clean power plan that does better than the one proposed by the president.

Our state has vast renewable resources, from wind on the coast and in the mountains, to solar everywhere, yet our
 state's renewable energy plan is an embarrassment to the world.  We have all the technology and natural resources
 needed to capture the triple bottom line benefits of implementing a renewable energy infrastructure, yet, our state
 pushes for fracking?... Yeah that's a good idea. 

We don't really need clean air, clean water, a terror-proofed energy grid, a more reliable and affordable energy
 system that provides good, long term jobs while eliminating the huge costs of the public health burden caused by
 fossil fuel use...Nah, let's just pollute our state with the status quo, drilling and burning.  Good choice!

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Brezny

40 Highland St
ASHEVILLE, NC 28801

8283601234

V-9152 A-9242

mailto:pb@purplecat.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Joyce
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 3:04:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.
Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.
Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Joyce

PO Box 2542
Brevard, NC 28712

V-9153 A-9243

mailto:tominbrevard@webtv.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tina Michel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 3:10:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tina Michel

81 Gray Duster Circle
Biltmore Lake, NC 28715

V-9154 A-9244

mailto:redeaus@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: mary kerr
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 3:19:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

mary kerr

3148 Champaign St
Charlotte, NC 28210

V-9155 A-9245

mailto:vmebkerr@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wanda Negron Hernandez
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 3:22:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wanda Negron Hernandez

1517 Middle sound loop Rd
Wilmington, NC 28411

9107263636

V-9156 A-9246

mailto:wandaivelisse82@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Hall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 3:25:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please stop ignoring the science and taking NC backwards in intelligence.  Support the Environmental Protection
 Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP) to keep God's gift to
 us safe from pollution and blind selfish greed.
As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change continue to
 increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Hall

209 TELLICO PL
CARY, NC 27519

V-9157 A-9247

mailto:weshall2001@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eva Duggins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 3:29:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eva Duggins

137 Kingfisher Dr
Troy, NC 27371

V-9158 A-9248

mailto:eduggins@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Steiner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 3:44:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Steiner

56 Deerbrook Alley
Hayesville, NC 28904

V-9159 A-9249

mailto:ssteiner76@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Clemen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 3:55:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Clemen

3805 Westcrest St
Durham, NC 27705

9198050141

V-9160 A-9250

mailto:margaretclemen@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maria Kingery
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 3:56:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As a solar and energy efficiency business owner for the past 15 years, I've seen first hand how many North
 Carolinians want to
power their homes and businesses with clean energy. For many years, NC was viewed as a leader in this new area of
 opportunity, however that is rapidly changing.

I was very disappointed to learn that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up
 to fail with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the
 Department of Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for
 North Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what
 is best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maria Kingery

2329 Windy Woods Dr
Raleigh, NC 27607

V-9161 A-9251

mailto:mkingery@southern-energy.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deborah Melvin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 4:21:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Melvin

7321 Massachusetts Ct
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-9162 A-9252

mailto:uncdrose@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Riley Ferrar
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 4:27:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Riley Ferrar

117 summer breeze ct
Statesville, NC 28677

V-9163 A-9253

mailto:rileyferrar@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Luster
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 4:34:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Luster

1237 Gatehouse Dr
Cary, NC 27511

V-9164 A-9254

mailto:susisolar@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Weil
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 5:00:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Weil

4125 Farrington Road
Durham, NC 27707

V-9165 A-9255

mailto:cweil@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marie Weil
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 5:01:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marie Weil

4125 Farrington Road
Durham,  27707

V-9166 A-9256

mailto:cweil@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Natalie Iannucci
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 5:03:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Natalie Iannucci

40 Tipperary Dr
asheville, NC 28806

V-9167 A-9257

mailto:nhaynes86@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Philip Craig
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 5:26:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Philip Craig

651 Blackbeards Vw
Bath, NC 27808

2522957993

V-9168 A-9258

mailto:philc145@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susanne J. Loar
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 5:35:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susanne J. Loar

428 Biltmore Ave
Asheville, NC 28801

8282737603

V-9169 A-9259

mailto:susanne.loar@msj.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marcus Jennette
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 5:41:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marcus Jennette

100 Hodges Grocery Rd
Washington, NC 27889

V-9170 A-9260

mailto:jennette3z459@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lois Finelli
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 5:43:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lois Finelli

34 Brownstone Drive
Asheville, NC 28806

V-9171 A-9261

mailto:TLFinelli@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Yukiko Yokono
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 6:23:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Yukiko Yokono

9625 Vinca Circle
Charlotte,  28213

V-9172 A-9262

mailto:yoconopeace@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tom Stone
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 6:34:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tom Stone

184 Academy Avenue NW
Concord, NC 28025

704-721-0682

V-9173 A-9263

mailto:tom@environmentalspillcontrolllc.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: E. Houston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 6:35:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP).   As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP.   By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and is instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state.   Nothing about this makes sense!

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

E. Houston

Hillsborough Ave
Hillsborough, NC 27278

V-9174 A-9264

mailto:responses098@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joan Ward
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 6:43:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joan Ward

11514 Snyder Church Rd
Baltimore, OH 43105

V-9175 A-9265

mailto:MOVINGJ2BEACH@AOL.COM
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sharon House
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 7:25:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon House

1712 Damascus Church Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-9176 A-9266

mailto:sphouse@email.unc.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Weil
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 7:25:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Weil

106 Lindsey St
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-9177 A-9267

mailto:sarah56@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ginny Matsey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 7:26:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ginny Matsey

5604-c Falls of Neuse Rd
Raleigh, NC 27609

V-9178 A-9268

mailto:ginnymatsey@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura West
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 7:27:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura West

109Fontaine Dr
Asheville, NC 28804

V-9179 A-9269

mailto:lrwest@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Millicent Troupe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 7:37:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Millicent Troupe

133 Wintermist Drive
Cary, NC 27513

V-9180 A-9270

mailto:mtroupe@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maureen Richmond
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 7:43:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maureen Richmond

2040 Martin Street
Burlington, NC 27217

V-9181 A-9271

mailto:starsong1208@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kristine Leatherman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:08:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kristine Leatherman

1313 Old Mill Rd
Lincolnton, NC 28092

V-9182 A-9272

mailto:leatherman.kristine@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Betsy Malpass
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:47:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Betsy Malpass

908 Woodbine Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-9183 A-9273

mailto:bjmalpass9@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandi Spier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 8:56:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandi Spier

2127 bluff oak dr
Cary, NC 27519

V-9184 A-9274

mailto:Sandi@patsan.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Dockendorf
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:03:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Dockendorf

1228 Chanteloup Dr
Hendersonville, NC 28739

V-9185 A-9275

mailto:Dock@Adventuretreks.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kelly Strusky
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:07:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kelly Strusky

301 watchet place
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-9186 A-9276

mailto:Kellys_0424@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alicia Kaplan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:07:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alicia Kaplan

3807 Winborne Ln
Greensboro, NC 27410

V-9187 A-9277

mailto:akaplan25@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Jerrell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:15:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Jerrell

923 Iredell St
Durham, NC 27705

V-9188 A-9278

mailto:cjerrell67@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amy Nissen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:19:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Nissen

334 Canterbury Road
High Point, NC 27262

V-9189 A-9279

mailto:acnissen@northstate.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Farris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:25:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brian Farris

P.O. Box 111
Rutherford College, NC 28671

V-9190 A-9280

mailto:brianandtrina@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cambreya Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 9:49:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cambreya Smith

1548 Manning Forest Dr
Greenville, NC 27834

V-9191 A-9281

mailto:cambreyasmith@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: keith grosnik
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:15:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

keith grosnik

14009 knox overlook ct
wake forest, NC 27587

V-9192 A-9282

mailto:kgrosnik@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tonia crumpton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 10:19:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tonia crumpton

123 flora McDonald lane
Cary, NC 27511

V-9193 A-9283

mailto:robin_crumpton@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: George Maldonado
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:07:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please be considerate for the health of our children here in North Carolina! Why would you compromise our future
 here in NC?

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

George Maldonado

904 Belhaven Rd
Cary, NC 27513

919-468-9579

V-9194 A-9284

mailto:gjmaldon@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jacquelyn Manson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:13:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jacquelyn Manson

PO Box 774
Cary, NC 27511

V-9195 A-9285

mailto:jacquelyn@jmmarketingandevents.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Becky McKee
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:13:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Becky McKee

PO Box 338
Cashiers, NC 28717

V-9196 A-9286

mailto:bmckee5096@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brady Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:13:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brady Williams

3116 Passour Ridge Ln
Charlotte, NC 28269

9802268338

V-9197 A-9287

mailto:writebrady@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mae Horne
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:23:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mae Horne

173 Weaver Dairy Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

9199297476

V-9198 A-9288

mailto:horne173@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Matthew Bundy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:25:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Matthew Bundy

206 hoy long road
Winston Salem, NC 27107

3364222936

V-9199 A-9289

mailto:Kazukoyuma@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Goines
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:35:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Goines

1205 N Main
Tarboro, NC 27886

V-9200 A-9290

mailto:thomas.condo@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brianna Honea
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 04, 2016 11:38:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brianna Honea

17 Briarfield Ct
Durham, NC 27713

919-259-4665

V-9201 A-9291

mailto:Abh0213@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: william woodard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 12:08:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

william woodard

2042 braswell rd
smithfield, NC 27577

9196312021

V-9202 A-9292

mailto:wwoodard50@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Al Meadowcroft
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 1:03:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Al Meadowcroft

518 Plymouth Dr
Wilmington, NC 28405

V-9203 A-9293

mailto:teriandal@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chasr Panter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 2:01:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chasr Panter

3320 harrison pike
Chattanooga, TN 37416

V-9204 A-9294

mailto:Ryanschupska@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Leonard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 2:31:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Leonard

3520 Sally Kirk Rd
Winston Salem, NC 27106

V-9205 A-9295

mailto:paladin36962@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jon Crawford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 2:33:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jon Crawford

2501 south point rd
Belmont, NC 28012

V-9206 A-9296

mailto:Joncrawford2345@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Polliock
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 4:20:11 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Polliock

5100 Timmons Drive
Durham, NC 27713

V-9207 A-9297

mailto:michael_pollock@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marshall Floyd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 7:47:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marshall Floyd

4681 Fielding Knott Rd
Oxford, NC 27565
Oxford, NC 27565

919 693 7312

V-9208 A-9298

mailto:mbfloyd@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Stokes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 7:55:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Stokes

1121 Plateau Lane
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-9209 A-9299

mailto:mstokes5@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: anne fiske
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 7:57:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

anne fiske

410 old swansboro rd
newport, NC 28570

V-9210 A-9300

mailto:fiskeanne@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pamela Culp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 8:04:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pamela Culp

130 Skyview Circle
Asheville, NC 28804

8282557784

V-9211 A-9301

mailto:130pjc@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth James
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 8:25:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth James

5724 Sidbury Road
CASTLE HAYNE, NC 28429

V-9212 A-9302

mailto:jamese@uncw.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: BILL Howerton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 8:57:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

BILL Howerton

1225 St. Andrews Drive
Pinehurst, NC 28374

V-9213 A-9303

mailto:bhowerton@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katherine Kovach
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 9:18:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine Kovach

817 West Knox Street
Durham, NC 27701

3369533119

V-9214 A-9304

mailto:katie.kovach@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Travis Sullivan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 9:37:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Travis Sullivan

3502 Tall Pine ct
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-9215 A-9305

mailto:tsulli37@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Windsor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 9:45:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Windsor

4335 Sienna Ter
Apt 1D
High Point, NC 27265

V-9216 A-9306

mailto:adataghost@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly Emery
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 9:53:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Emery

PO Box 1773
Nags Head, NC 27959

V-9217 A-9307

mailto:kimbrly5@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Angela Gustafson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 10:07:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Angela Gustafson

4606 Lochaven Drive
Durham, NC 27712

V-9218 A-9308

mailto:angtromba@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Morgan
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: I support a strong proposal to meet the Clean Power Plan rules
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 10:15:48 AM

Dear Ms Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

North Carolina is well positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our state’s
 solid clean energy economy. At present the state’s plan ignores our clean energy resources, but renewable energy
 and energy efficiency should be a core part of the state’s Clean Power Plan.

Thank you.

Michael Morgan
501 Dennis Street
Swannanoa, NC 28778

V-9219 A-9309

mailto:bigdog0002000@hotmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Aubrey McManus
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: NC needs a strong set of rules to combat carbon emissions
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 10:23:25 AM

Dear Ms. Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

The EPA Clean Energy Incentive Program offers state incentives, such as double credits, to develop clean energy
 and energy efficiency projects for low-income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this
 program, but the draft rules do not include the program. Please address this and include language supporting this
 program in your final rule.

Thank you.

Aubrey McManus
5425 Rock Service Station Rd
Raleigh, NC 27603

V-9220 A-9310

mailto:doolinguy@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Amy Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 10:29:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I don't appreciate my very hard earned tax dollars being used to test the EPA rules.  People want a clean world, in
 which their kids can grow up healthy.

As a physician, I know that dirty power plants are linked to childhood asthma. Mercury from burning coal is linked
 to neurocognitive damage in fetuses, leading to lower IQ.  We are harming our young.

  Solar and wind power, combined with conservation don't pollute this way. They have wide popular support. 

You are clearly serving your patrons, the fossil fuel industry, and not the people of our state.
Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Johnson

9 applecross rd
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-9221 A-9311

mailto:Amy.johnson008@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jody McClung
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: I support a strong proposal to meet the Clean Power Plan rules
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 10:31:03 AM

Dear Ms Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

North Carolina is well positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our state’s
 solid clean energy economy. At present the state’s plan ignores our clean energy resources, but renewable energy
 and energy efficiency should be a core part of the state’s Clean Power Plan.

Thank you.

Jody McClung
103 Waters Edge Drive
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-9222 A-9312

mailto:odessawellness@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Sabrina Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 10:32:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sabrina Williams

1250 Clingman Drive
Fort Mill, NC 29715

V-9223 A-9313

mailto:habibs@winthrop.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Felicia Holder
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 10:33:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Stop protecting Duke Energy!  Protect our state!  YOU may not be a born & raised North Carolinian, but my family
 is, my husband is, our children are and we want our home state to be clean & safe, not the hazardous, toxic  land
 field dump you and your owners at Duke are dreaming of!  YOU work for US, NOT them!!!!!

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Felicia Holder

72 Doc's Road
Lillington, NC 27546

V-9224 A-9314

mailto:felicia.holder@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alice Ann Williamson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 10:37:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alice Ann Williamson

209 Robert E. Lee Drive
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-9225 A-9315

mailto:aliceann@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Doris Whitfield
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: I support a strong proposal to meet the Clean Power Plan rules
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 10:37:25 AM

Dear Ms Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

North Carolina is well positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our state’s
 solid clean energy economy. At present the state’s plan ignores our clean energy resources, but renewable energy
 and energy efficiency should be a core part of the state’s Clean Power Plan.

Thank you.

Doris Whitfield
109 Renwick Ct.
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-9226 A-9316

mailto:doris.whitfield@att.net
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Champion
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 10:40:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debra Champion

222 Healing Acres Lane
Carthage, NC 28327

V-9227 A-9317

mailto:debralynnchampion@outlook.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Baker
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 10:47:41 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Debra Baker
114 Wildlife Rd.
Belmont, NC 28012

V-9228 A-9318

mailto:debrabaker6@aol.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Whiteside
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: I support a strong proposal to meet the Clean Power Plan rules
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 10:49:03 AM

Dear Ms Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

North Carolina is well positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our state’s
 solid clean energy economy. At present the state’s plan ignores our clean energy resources, but renewable energy
 and energy efficiency should be a core part of the state’s Clean Power Plan.

Thank you.

Mary Whiteside
26 Highland St.
Asheville, NC 28801

V-9229 A-9319

mailto:Cassie@cassieandallen.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: M Hazeltine
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: I support a strong proposal to meet the Clean Power Plan rules
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 10:58:21 AM

Dear Ms Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

North Carolina is well positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our state’s
 solid clean energy economy. At present the state’s plan ignores our clean energy resources, but renewable energy
 and energy efficiency should be a core part of the state’s Clean Power Plan.

Thank you.

M Hazeltine
7614 Dunbar dr
Sunset Beach, NC 28468

V-9230 A-9320

mailto:Mhazeltine@atmc.net
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Adam Reaves
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: NC needs a strong set of rules to combat carbon emissions
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 10:59:14 AM

Dear Ms. Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

The EPA Clean Energy Incentive Program offers state incentives, such as double credits, to develop clean energy
 and energy efficiency projects for low-income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this
 program, but the draft rules do not include the program. Please address this and include language supporting this
 program in your final rule.

Thank you.

Adam Reaves
68 Craggy Ave
Asheville, NC 28806

V-9231 A-9321

mailto:adam@cleanenergy.org
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: doug franklin
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: NC needs a strong set of rules to combat carbon emissions
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 11:20:06 AM

Dear Ms. Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

The EPA Clean Energy Incentive Program offers state incentives, such as double credits, to develop clean energy
 and energy efficiency projects for low-income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this
 program, but the draft rules do not include the program. Please address this and include language supporting this
 program in your final rule.

Thank you.

doug franklin
195 D. C. lane
hayesville, NC 28904

V-9232 A-9322

mailto:ldfranklinxx@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Colleen Mashburn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 11:27:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Colleen Mashburn

205 church view dr
Greensboro, NC 27455

V-9233 A-9323

mailto:Colmash19@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Doris Stith
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: NC needs a strong set of rules to combat carbon emissions
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 11:32:51 AM

Dear Ms. Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

The EPA Clean Energy Incentive Program offers state incentives, such as double credits, to develop clean energy
 and energy efficiency projects for low-income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this
 program, but the draft rules do not include the program. Please address this and include language supporting this
 program in your final rule.

Thank you.

Doris Stith
1816 Lake Drive
Tarboro, NC 27886

V-9234 A-9324

mailto:DorisStithceo@aol.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Holly Demuth
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 11:36:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Holly Demuth

44 Jarrett St
Asheville, NC 28806

V-9235 A-9325

mailto:hdemuth@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lena Moser
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 11:38:15 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lena Moser

102 Boleyn Loop Rd
New Bern, NC 28562

V-9236 A-9326

mailto:rtmoser@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kay Lowe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 11:45:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kay Lowe

3 Pin Oak Ln
Swannanoa, NC 28778

8285757819

V-9237 A-9327

mailto:kay.lowe08@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Samantha Thomas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 11:47:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Samantha Thomas

736 N Forest Hills School Rd
Marshville, NC 28103

V-9238 A-9328

mailto:smt3407@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Hardison
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 11:56:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Hardison

11 creek side dr
Arapahoe, NC 28510

V-9239 A-9329

mailto:Garyhardison@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Geraldine Alshamy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 11:59:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Geraldine Alshamy

2509 Remington Road
Raleigh, NC 27610

V-9240 A-9330

mailto:galshamy13@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Carr
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 12:01:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Carr

1800 Camden Road Ste 107 126
Charlotte, NC 28203

V-9241 A-9331

mailto:PablitoCarr@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Rennicks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 12:11:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Rennicks

221 Aurora Dr
Asheville, NC 28805

V-9242 A-9332

mailto:jrennicks@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pat Moore
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: I support a strong proposal to meet the Clean Power Plan rules
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 12:21:10 PM

Dear Ms Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

North Carolina is well positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our state’s
 solid clean energy economy. At present the state’s plan ignores our clean energy resources, but renewable energy
 and energy efficiency should be a core part of the state’s Clean Power Plan.

Thank you.

Pat Moore
1571 queens rd w
Charlotte, NC 28205

V-9243 A-9333

mailto:jpmoore@carolina.rr.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Rhoarey Welsh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 12:43:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rhoarey Welsh

5125 Dana Drive, Apt G
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-9244 A-9334

mailto:rhoareywelsh"@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Juliet van Otteren
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 12:44:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Juliet van Otteren

14 Skyview Court
asheville, NC 28803

V-9245 A-9335

mailto:juliet@jvop.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Jacobs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 12:45:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Jacobs

1017 Caudle Woods DR
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-9246 A-9336

mailto:michellleb2002@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Duffy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 12:57:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Duffy

5047 Wyngate Village Dr
Winston Salem, NC 27103

V-9247 A-9337

mailto:Duff@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sharon Tyson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 12:59:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Tyson

3618 Griffith rd
Monroe, NC 28112

V-9248 A-9338

mailto:Stysonrn@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: patricia field
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 1:01:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

patricia field

2042 colony rd
gibsonville, NC 27249

336-450-6851

V-9249 A-9339

mailto:patlovesanimals@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Priscilla ivester
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 1:11:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP).

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Priscilla ivester

2401 Rosewood Ave
Winston-Salem, NC 27103

V-9250 A-9340

mailto:ivester@wakehealth.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Douglas Randolph
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 1:16:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Douglas Randolph

310 South Elam Avenue
Greensboro, NC 27403

3362659681

V-9251 A-9341

mailto:pazuno80@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica Barbour
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 1:19:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Barbour

1526 Tamworth Drive
Charlotte, NC 28210

7049966046

V-9252 A-9342

mailto:bartley.jessica@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alan Field
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 1:49:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alan Field

1414 N Gregson St
Durham, NC 27701

V-9253 A-9343

mailto:spark@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anu Bala
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 1:53:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anu Bala

NCSU
Raleigh, NC 27695

V-9254 A-9344

mailto:anubala16@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Veronica Lindsey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 1:55:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Veronica Lindsey

39 lookout dr
asheville, NC 28804

V-9255 A-9345

mailto:shadsv@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Hughes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 2:08:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Hughes

34 Pleasant Street
Apt. 5A
Woodstock, VT 05091

V-9256 A-9346

mailto:jdh8941@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joanne Bunch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 2:10:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joanne Bunch

1077 Woodland Church Road
WAKE FOREST, NC 27587

919-570-1692

V-9257 A-9347

mailto:jbunch@us.ibm.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katherine Sparrow
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: NC needs a strong set of rules to combat carbon emissions
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 2:10:22 PM

Dear Ms. Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

The EPA Clean Energy Incentive Program offers state incentives, such as double credits, to develop clean energy
 and energy efficiency projects for low-income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this
 program, but the draft rules do not include the program. Please address this and include language supporting this
 program in your final rule.

Thank you.

Katherine Sparrow
4788 Charlie Hipp Rd.
Charlotte, NC 28214

V-9258 A-9348

mailto:kathyntb@bellsouth.net
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Jean Ingram
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 2:11:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jean Ingram

826 Jonathan Dr
Lowgap, NC 27024

V-9259 A-9349

mailto:Jeannepingram@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elaine Robbins
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 2:24:31 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Elaine Robbins
415 Blowhole Road
Marshall, NC 28753

V-9260 A-9350

mailto:elainerobbins535@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Rusty Painter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d) - public comments
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 3:44:25 PM

I am submitting the following comments as part of the public comment period on NC's
 compliance (or lack thereof) with EPA's clean power rules.

The NC Division of Environmental Quality (DEQ) website says: "The primary plan consists
 of proposed rules for improving efficiency at the state's electric generating units, which the
 Department of Environmental Quality, or DEQ, believes is the only component of the federal
 carbon rule that is legal under the Clean Air Act."

Comment 1 - Do NOT fight the legality of the federal carbon rule. It's pathetic that citizens
 have to fight corporations and our government (especially DEQ) to implement common sense
 solutions to serious health risks. Be a leader in improving "environmental quality" by
 EXCEEDING E.P.A. requirements rather than fighting them with my tax dollars!

Comment 2 - Do NOT allow off-shore drilling of any kind.

Comment 3 - Do NOT allow fracking to extract natural gas or other subsurface fuels.

Comment 4 - Support solar & wind power generation in NC through a variety of incentives
 (all the tools available to government).

Comment 5 - Initiate or expand programs to reduce energy consumption statewide in the
 public and private sector. We clearly need to transition to renewable, non-polluting energy
 sources but significant reductions in pollution (including CO2) can be gained immediately at
 relatively low cost simply by reducing energy consumption. An added bonus is that
 increasing energy efficiency generally yields net cost savings.

The general trend of deregulation, elimination of protection rules and requirements and failure
 to enforce existing environmental regulations at DEQ is disturbing to say the least. Please
 adopt the new EPA rules and strive to exceed goals and standards so NC becomes a leader in
 renewable energy and environmental protection.

Thank you for your consideration of my comments and please don't hesitate to contact me if
 you have any questions.

-William

-- 
William E. Painter, Jr.
2118 Sprunt Ave.
Durham, NC 27705
rusty@ctnc.org

"It shall be the policy of this State to conserve and protect its lands and waters for the benefit
 of all its citizenry.." NC Constitution Article XIV, Section 5.

V-9261 A-9351

mailto:rusty@ctnc.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
mailto:rusty@ctnc.org


From: Lindsey Deignan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 3:47:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lindsey Deignan

2828 Park Ave
Wilmington, NC 28403

9788770995

V-9262 A-9352

mailto:lindsey.deignan@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: PhD Reynolds
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: I support a strong proposal to meet the Clean Power Plan rules
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 3:59:01 PM

Dear Ms Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

North Carolina is well positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our state’s
 solid clean energy economy. At present the state’s plan ignores our clean energy resources, but renewable energy
 and energy efficiency should be a core part of the state’s Clean Power Plan.

Thank you.

PhD Reynolds
400 North Broad Street
Brevard, NC 28712

V-9263 A-9353

mailto:reynoljh@brevard.edu
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Debbie Walker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 4:25:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debbie Walker

7190 Blackmoor Rd
Kernersville, NC 27284

3367583127

V-9264 A-9354

mailto:walkerdl@wfu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Don Clapp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 4:53:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Don Clapp

PO Box 989
Saluda, NC 28773

7047500411

V-9265 A-9355

mailto:donclapp@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Dillon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 5:01:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ann Dillon

2909 Rome Anthony Road
Yadkinville, NC 27055

V-9266 A-9356

mailto:annied0901@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: jillmarie meyer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 5:01:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

jillmarie meyer

131 meandering way Lane
mooresville, NC 28117

V-9267 A-9357

mailto:jms9700@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anita Hales
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 5:32:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anita Hales

589 red house rd
smithfield, NC 27577

9199652024

V-9268 A-9358

mailto:ahales65@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nate Pembleton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 5:48:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nate Pembleton

39 American Way
Fletcher, NC 28732

V-9269 A-9359

mailto:Nate@ashevillesolarcompany.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Terri Lefler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 5:49:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Terri Lefler

59 Fenner Ave
Asheville, NC 28804

V-9270 A-9360

mailto:terri@leflerdesign.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pam Nelligan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 6:31:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pam Nelligan

102 dron place
Wilmington, NC 28409

910-398-4334

V-9271 A-9361

mailto:Pamynell@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica Chapman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 7:10:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Chapman

p.o. box 2
Deep Gap, NC 28618

V-9272 A-9362

mailto:silverbellejc@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Goodkind
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: NC needs a strong set of rules to combat carbon emissions
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 7:19:19 PM

Dear Ms. Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

The EPA Clean Energy Incentive Program offers state incentives, such as double credits, to develop clean energy
 and energy efficiency projects for low-income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this
 program, but the draft rules do not include the program. Please address this and include language supporting this
 program in your final rule.

Thank you.

Mary Goodkind
23 Ridgefield Pl
Biltmore Forest, NC 28803

V-9273 A-9363

mailto:mary@lindleyg.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: trudie kiliru
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 7:39:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

trudie kiliru

6 BAIR CIR
DURHAM, NC 27704

9194718007

V-9274 A-9364

mailto:kilirut@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia Sloan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 7:43:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Sloan

163 Autumn View Lane
Murphy, NC 28906

V-9275 A-9365

mailto:Csloan52@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Henry Horton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 7:45:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Henry Horton

704 henry Rd
Franklin, NC 28734

V-9276 A-9366

mailto:wolhogree@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Erik Witz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 7:49:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Erik Witz

319 Staples Dr
Rolesville, NC 27571

V-9277 A-9367

mailto:erik9@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Matt Shaw
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 8:05:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Matt Shaw

6057 Yeaton Glen Dr
Winston-Salem, NC 27107

V-9278 A-9368

mailto:mudslidematt2000@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julie Johnston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 8:05:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julie Johnston

5240 Apt 1G Samet Drive
High Point, NC 27265

V-9279 A-9369

mailto:jajlove1994@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Mueller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 8:10:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Mueller

409 Moonridge Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

9199424937

V-9280 A-9370

mailto:helmutmueller@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Roseann Iacovazzi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 9:11:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Roseann Iacovazzi

613 Rhododendron Ave
Black Mountain, NC 28711

8287721614

V-9281 A-9371

mailto:riacovazzi6@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Allred
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 9:39:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Allred

4194 Todd St
Sherrills Ford, NC 28673

V-9282 A-9372

mailto:kcallred0917@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Morgan Schell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 9:51:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Morgan Schell

4232 Dumbarton Place
Charlotte, NC 28211

9804227952

V-9283 A-9373

mailto:schellstudios101@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Maness
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 10:33:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Chasing old energy technology will not secure North Carolina's future.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Maness

111 Walnut Creek Dr
Goldsboro, NC 27534

9197789859

V-9284 A-9374

mailto:mitzi671@suddenlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Babette Hoelldobler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 10:46:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Babette Hoelldobler

4129 Chatham Hill Dr
Winston  Salem, NC 27104

V-9285 A-9375

mailto:bhoelldobler@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Glenn Romahn
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: I support a strong proposal to meet the Clean Power Plan rules
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 11:07:06 PM

Dear Ms Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

North Carolina is well positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our state’s
 solid clean energy economy. At present the state’s plan ignores our clean energy resources, but renewable energy
 and energy efficiency should be a core part of the state’s Clean Power Plan.

Thank you.

Glenn Romahn
4005 Kronos Place
Charlotte, NC 28210

V-9286 A-9376

mailto:gromahn@bellsouth.net
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Lora Sharkey
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Proposed nc power plan compliance
Date: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 11:40:55 PM

These comments are reflective of the verbal comments I provided at the public hearing on
 January 5 at the Roland Grise Middle school in Wilmington.

I am unsatisfied with the response by NC DEQ and the Environmental Management
 Commission(EMC) to the EPA's proposal to reduce carbon emissions at coal and natural gas
 power plants. The choice to propose a plan that only focuses on the improvement of fossil
 fuel power operation is inadequate and misses the intent of carbon reduction rules. The
 choice of the Governor and the Secretary of DEQ to actively resist national standards to
 significantly reduce atmospheric carbon is non sensible because it is counter productive to
 the mission of the NC DEQ to protect and improve the environment. I also hold the NC
 general assembly and the EMC responsible for shirking the government’s responsibility to the
 citizens to provide direction so we maintain a high level of environmental quality and health
 in our state.
I can not agree with the argument that compliance will reduce profitable jobs and quality of
 life for NC citizens. Other EPA rules; i.e. auto fuel efficiency requirements, sulfur dioxide and
 nitrogen oxide emission reductions, the reduction of mercury and lead from drinking water,
 have done just the opposite to the quality of life in the United States. Human health and
 environmental quality is in a better situation because of the EPA regulations. The proposed
 EPA limits on carbon emissions are one of the steps necessary to seriously address the
 excessive amount of carbon that has caused the acidification of the oceans, warming of the
 water and the overall change in rain distribution in the world.
I urge NC DEQ to rethink this approach to the Clean Power Plan. Instead of being concerned
 with EPA authority, the DEQ needs to propose solutions to reducing carbon in the
 atmosphere. Emphasis on renewable energy power, methane capture at landfills, energy
 efficiency programs for homeowners and research into new fuels should be elements of a NC
 clean power plan.

Lora Sharkey
432 Cades Trail
Southport, NC

Sent from Surface

V-9287 A-9377

mailto:ljsharkey200@outlook.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Valerie Baksa-Cato
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 1:11:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Valerie Baksa-Cato

130 Oak Grove Avenue
Mount Holly, NC 28120

7048273097

V-9288 A-9378

mailto:valeriebc@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Hagy
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 2:17:07 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

David Hagy
100 West Innes Street, #5C
Apt. 5C
Salisbury, NC 28144

V-9289 A-9379

mailto:dhagy@wfu.edu
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Lelia Mencho
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 3:27:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lelia Mencho

518 Sioux Drive
Jacksonville, NC 28549

V-9290 A-9380

mailto:nauticalwheeler@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert du Rivage
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 4:31:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert du Rivage

38 hurst dr
candler, NC 28715

8286332683

V-9291 A-9381

mailto:bobdurivage@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donald Frey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 6:20:17 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I heartily support the position of the N.C. Conservation Network, stated below:

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donald Frey

903 Marguerite Dr
Winston Salem, NC 27106

3367237619

V-9292 A-9382

mailto:frey@wfu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter Schulz
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: I support a strong proposal to meet the Clean Power Plan rules
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 7:31:11 AM

Dear Ms Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

North Carolina is well positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our state’s
 solid clean energy economy. At present the state’s plan ignores our clean energy resources, but renewable energy
 and energy efficiency should be a core part of the state’s Clean Power Plan.

Thank you.

Peter Schulz
2616 Hargate
Wilmington, NC 28405

V-9293 A-9383

mailto:kayakbldr23@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter Schulz
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: I support a strong proposal to meet the Clean Power Plan rules
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 7:32:22 AM

Dear Ms Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

North Carolina is well positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our state’s
 solid clean energy economy. At present the state’s plan ignores our clean energy resources, but renewable energy
 and energy efficiency should be a core part of the state’s Clean Power Plan.

Thank you.

Peter Schulz
2616 Hargate
Wilmington, NC 28405

V-9294 A-9384

mailto:kayakbldr23@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Alan Spencer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 8:11:41 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alan Spencer

701 S Elam Ave
Greensboro, NC 27403

V-9295 A-9385

mailto:Alan.spencer66@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Geraghty
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 8:23:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Geraghty

2840 Mill Creek Rd
Newport, NC 28570

919-524-5165

V-9296 A-9386

mailto:shrink8447@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jacob Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 8:23:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jacob Johnson

815 Old Welcome Rd
Lithia, FL 33547

V-9297 A-9387

mailto:jacob51johnson@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dallas Burkhardt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 8:31:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dallas Burkhardt

621 Northridge St
Greensboro, NC 27403

6032647755

V-9298 A-9388

mailto:dallasjburkhardt@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stormy Haskett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 8:37:44 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stormy Haskett

4914 Apt #4 Bogue Ave
Morehead, NC 28557

V-9299 A-9389

mailto:stormyhaskett@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marcy Jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 8:49:18 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marcy Jackson

157 Shadow Run Road
Hendersonville, NC 28792

V-9300 A-9390

mailto:marcyhr@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Torres
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 8:55:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Torres

5334 Heather Street
Hope Mills, NC 28348

9102578138

V-9301 A-9391

mailto:michelle.torres6477@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy Husketh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 8:58:05 AM

Jan 6, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Judy Husketh
1630 Allens Ln
Wilmington, NC 28403-3672
jwhusketh@yahoo.com

V-9302 A-9392

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Hayes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 8:59:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Hayes

147 Spring Hill Lane
Mill Spring, NC 28756

8288948662

V-9303 A-9393

mailto:pnovella@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Helen Fowler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 9:31:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helen Fowler

2524 Kingsbury Dr
Charlotte, NC 28205

7048370838

V-9304 A-9394

mailto:helen.fowler@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: linda coley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 9:32:17 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

linda coley

6419 Sharon Hills Rd
charlotte, NC 28210

7045520802

V-9305 A-9395

mailto:mlc755@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bretton Little
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 9:34:16 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bretton Little

2711 Bennington Road
Fayetteville, NC 28303

910-624-5049

V-9306 A-9396

mailto:bclittle0107@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Callahan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 9:55:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

As a retired geology professor I know that using renewables is a little more expensive but you have to figure in the
 medical and  environmental costs of fossil fuels too. When you do the math renewables are are best bet for clean air
 and water.

Please for the sake of our children and grandchildren go with the President's plan.

Thank you.

Prof. Emeritus John Callahan
Boone,NC

Sincerely,

John Callahan

783 Blairmont Dr
Boone, NC 28607

828-264-2554

V-9307 A-9397

mailto:goldjec@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robyn Newcomb
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 10:07:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robyn Newcomb

584 N Turkey Creek Road
Asheville, NC 28748

8284503536

V-9308 A-9398

mailto:robynolivia1224@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 10:26:11 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Williams

16 Vance Circle
Lexington, NC 27292

3362486530

V-9309 A-9399

mailto:judithjw@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Regina Titus
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 10:31:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Regina Titus

61 Roseanne Lane
Fairview, NC 28730

V-9310 A-9400

mailto:Reggie714@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeanine Crum
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 10:43:42 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeanine Crum

31 Jones Cove Rd
Asheville, NC 28805

V-9311 A-9401

mailto:jeaninecrum@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeannie McKinney
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: NC needs a strong set of rules to combat carbon emissions
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 11:28:57 AM

Dear Ms. Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

The EPA Clean Energy Incentive Program offers state incentives, such as double credits, to develop clean energy
 and energy efficiency projects for low-income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this
 program, but the draft rules do not include the program. Please address this and include language supporting this
 program in your final rule.

Thank you.

Jeannie McKinney
910 Constitution Dr.
Apt 806
Durham, NC 27705

V-9312 A-9402

mailto:mckinney.jeannie@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: dcignotti@ec.rr.com
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 12:50:31 PM

I am disappointed that Gov. McCrory is again siding with big polluters by joining a suit against the federal
 government in an effort to delay efforts to improve the quality of our air.
The Clean Power Plan is a reasonable initiative, yet by joining other states in a lawsuit against the plan, it has
 become obvious that the NC DEQ has no intention of truly implementing measures that will improve our state's air
 quality. I believe the state needs to do more to lower carbon emissions, not later, but NOW! We should not be
 taking away green energy incentives, we should be increasing them. I had to chuckle at Sheila Holman's comments
 that NC's are already efficient. I believe there is much room for improvement, unfortunately our state's leaders are
 in denial. Highly disappointed in the governor's leadership and in NC DEQ's "conservative" plan.

David Cignotti
105 Live Oak Drive
Wrightsville Beach, NC 28480

V-9313 A-9403

mailto:dcignotti@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Parish
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 12:53:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Parish

2324 41 St Apt 332
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-9314 A-9404

mailto:randallparish@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dwen Andrews
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 12:58:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dwen Andrews

3813 Axle Lane
Raleigh, NC 27616

9198567556

V-9315 A-9405

mailto:dwencita@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Harold Lorentson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 1:06:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Harold Lorentson

200 Echo Valley Dr
Bryson City,  28713

8137844315

V-9316 A-9406

mailto:hlorentson@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Lanier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 1:56:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Lanier

2026-E Amelia Church Rd
Clayton, NC 27520

V-9317 A-9407

mailto:david.r.lanier@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: irma stein
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 2:14:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

irma stein

284 carolina meadows
chapel hill
nc, NC 27517

V-9318 A-9408

mailto:mannirma@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica Motta
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 2:25:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Motta

22 Yadkin St
Clayton, NC 27520

V-9319 A-9409

mailto:Maccagirl1953@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Hudspeth
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 2:31:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Hudspeth

11130 JOHNSON DAVIS RD
HUNTERSVILLE, NC 28078

7048751672

V-9320 A-9410

mailto:skiphudspeth@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Moloney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 2:31:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Moloney

HillHouse
507 E. Club Dr
Gastonia, NC 28054

V-9321 A-9411

mailto:ahardrainisgonnafall@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: paula mcwhirter-buck
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 2:34:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

paula mcwhirter-buck

5801 bald mountain rd
burnsville, NC 28714

V-9322 A-9412

mailto:pkmcbuck@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Greg Raschke
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 2:45:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Greg Raschke

2412 Wentworth Street
Raleigh, NC 27612

V-9323 A-9413

mailto:graschke74@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Ferguson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 2:49:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Ferguson

83 Ferguson Rd
Siler City, NC 27344

V-9324 A-9414

mailto:cferguson1@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bobbi Church
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 3:28:30 PM

Jan 6, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Bobbi Church
346 Sam Brewer Rd
Newland, NC 28657-9150
chur2310@bellsouth.net

V-9325 A-9415

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: RLafond546@aol.com
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 3:35:09 PM

I support your NC plan and push back against an overbearing EPA on air quality. Continue the good fight
 against environmental wack jobs!
Ron Lafond
5218 Old Garden Road
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-9326 A-9416

mailto:RLafond546@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Robinson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 3:51:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions. And as an
 asthmatic myself - clean air is very important personally to me.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Coming from California were we support High air quality standards I am very disappointed in the lack of attention
 to this with our current government. Clean air (and water) is good for our families, our environment and for North
 Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Robinson

1713 Colombard Ct
Wake Forest, NC 27587

4082348440

V-9327 A-9417

mailto:lrobinson1713@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Fairall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 3:58:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Fairall

4828 Selwyn Dr
Winston-Salem, NC 27104

V-9328 A-9418

mailto:dafair@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charlene Stephens
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 4:25:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charlene Stephens

44 Rosewood Ct
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-9329 A-9419

mailto:cestep96@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bonita Belcastro
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 4:37:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bonita Belcastro

4008 Olde Waverly Way
Fuquay, NC 27526

V-9330 A-9420

mailto:bonita48@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: B. William Irlbeck
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 5:02:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

B. William Irlbeck

8688 Barrett Ridge Road
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-9331 A-9421

mailto:birlbeck@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Molly Savage
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 5:34:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Molly Savage

105 Van Dyke Rd
Kings Mtn, NC 28086

V-9332 A-9422

mailto:msavage105@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peggy Dyer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 5:49:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peggy Dyer

32 Misty Valley Road
_
Fletcher, NC 28732

2486886862

V-9333 A-9423

mailto:coachpeg22@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Martin Hazeltine
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 6:16:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Martin Hazeltine

7614 Dunbar Dr SW
Sunset Beach, NC 28468

V-9334 A-9424

mailto:mhazeltine@atmc.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Wasch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 6:46:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Wasch

637 Upper Herron Cove Rd
Asheville, NC 28804

V-9335 A-9425

mailto:Rswasch@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Hicks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 6:55:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Hicks

2930 Eddystone Ln
Winston Salem, NC 27103

V-9336 A-9426

mailto:gmrichhicks@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charleston Cain
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 7:20:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charleston Cain

9219 Sedgley Dr
Wilmington, NC 28412

(910) 523-7327

V-9337 A-9427

mailto:charlestonc94@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donald Saunders
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 7:22:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As an individual who suffers from a chronic breathing problem, I support the Environmental Protection Agency's
 recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates
 continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
 working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donald Saunders

1739 Sunset Dr
Blowing Rock, NC 28605

V-9338 A-9428

mailto:saundersdb@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elaine Napier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 7:28:29 PM

Jan 6, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Elaine Napier
1424 Ivey Dr
Charlotte, NC 28205-5317
elainenapier13@gmail.com

V-9339 A-9429

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wendy Hunter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 8:01:41 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wendy Hunter

408 Rose Crest Court
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-9340 A-9430

mailto:w.mhunter@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nathan Holder
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 8:31:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nathan Holder

919 Shellbrook Ct Apt 8
Raleigh, NC 27609

V-9341 A-9431

mailto:nathan.t.holder@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kashida Flood
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 8:43:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kashida Flood

411 Spearman Rd
Bolton, NC 28423

9107421881

V-9342 A-9432

mailto:kashidaflood2001@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Branyn Calegar
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 9:19:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Branyn Calegar

412 Ardmore rd
Charlotte, NC 27713

V-9343 A-9433

mailto:bcalegar23@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


New signatures

From: mail@changemail.org
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 100 more people signed “Gov. McCrory: Stop protecting polluters and start protecting clean air”
Date: Wednesday, January 06, 2016 10:18:38 PM

Joelle Burleson – This petition addressed to you on Change.org has new
 activity. See progress and respond to the campaign's supporters.

Gov. McCrory: Stop protecting polluters and start
 protecting clean air
Petition by NORTH CAROLINA CONSERVATION NETWORK ·
 100 supporters

100 more people signed

View petition activity

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Marty Aden
Wilmington, NC ·  Jan 07, 2016

Lorraine Jackson
Roxboro, NC ·  Jan 06, 2016

Jade Smyth
Colorado Springs, CO ·  Jan 06, 2016

Colette Williams
Winterville, NC ·  Jan 06, 2016

V-9344 A-9434

http://email.changemail.org/mpss/c/9QA/390KAA/t.1tm/J4ZR83bISEGiNwOyBY2oGw/h1/W9oZwjoGX5ulRlet7FB-2BvDH9d3EBVfLwL-2BI7DKL-2BEOQLrdMduYJIK435C9YCfCzhuyv-2BbGZkPCj287zkwnkZAOr5JysaRFFy5ajqMWjlzmFR7afhgQt8qiqxEsfwwGOIj2r49ADFZCDgBbebAFHp-2BEpcI-2Bs1TKYD6n00EJbfQXCMjR77RvYkPYt7Wmjkha9i35WqG8wTtJ0-2FXs0i53NWLHJORydXxns32cC9EN38di4-3D
http://email.changemail.org/mpss/c/9QA/390KAA/t.1tm/J4ZR83bISEGiNwOyBY2oGw/h0/PI4QvBL3l-2BOH9SHmwuDwC3pIPhGMqPrc16-2B8O81vTP0-3D
mailto:mail@changemail.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
http://email.changemail.org/mpss/c/9QA/390KAA/t.1tm/J4ZR83bISEGiNwOyBY2oGw/h1/W9oZwjoGX5ulRlet7FB-2BvDH9d3EBVfLwL-2BI7DKL-2BEOQLrdMduYJIK435C9YCfCzhuyv-2BbGZkPCj287zkwnkZAOr5JysaRFFy5ajqMWjlzmFR7afhgQt8qiqxEsfwwGOIj2r49ADFZCDgBbebAFHp-2BEpcI-2Bs1TKYD6n00EJbfQXCMjR77RvYkPYt7Wmjkha9i35WqG8wTtJ0-2FXs0i53NWLHJORydXxns32cC9EN38di4-3D


Leah Baker
Weaverville, NC ·  Jan 06, 2016

View all 100 supporters

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly with people
 around the world to resolve issues. Respond to let the people petitioning
 you know you're listening, say whether you agree with their call to action,
 or ask them for more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to daq.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov, the address listed as
 the decision maker contact by the petition starter. If this is incorrect, please post a
 response to let the petition starter know.

Change.org ·  548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 94104-5401, USA

V-9345 A-9435

http://email.changemail.org/mpss/c/9QA/390KAA/t.1tm/J4ZR83bISEGiNwOyBY2oGw/h2/W9oZwjoGX5ulRlet7FB-2BvDH9d3EBVfLwL-2BI7DKL-2BEOQLrdMduYJIK435C9YCfCzhuyv-2BbGZkPCj287zkwnkZAOr5JysaRFFy5ajqMWjlzmFR7afhgQt8qiqxEsfwwGOIj2r49ADFZCDgBbebAFHp-2BEpcI-2Bs1TKYD6n00EJbfQXCMjR77RvYkPYt7Wmjkha9i35WqG8wTtJ0-2FXs0i53NWLHJORydXxns32cC9EN38di4-3D
http://email.changemail.org/mpss/c/9QA/390KAA/t.1tm/J4ZR83bISEGiNwOyBY2oGw/h3/W9oZwjoGX5ulRlet7FB-2BvDX0-2BGtvfuKANZy6q-2Fgt-2FRi5S8HT6eRej1Fy9iCZx0V-2BVzRWZAbix3xCTUIMuQilsnUG-2BmrFp44SvAYb0jKaOh642JeZo60zJhWr3K6PbjcWmD-2FbPL39f5DLDW-2FG72-2FdQA-3D-3D
mailto:daq.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
http://email.changemail.org/mpss/c/9QA/390KAA/t.1tm/J4ZR83bISEGiNwOyBY2oGw/h4/W9oZwjoGX5ulRlet7FB-2BvDH9d3EBVfLwL-2BI7DKL-2BEOQLrdMduYJIK435C9YCfCzhuyv-2BbGZkPCj287zkwnkZAOr5JysaRFFy5ajqMWjlzmFOGU9yK-2F-2F5vy4GB62Fz0-2FhI0uZVl7a8-2FyaejWiJOVLMDIjTXb0EnFNPO3BS0FdCg4-3D
http://email.changemail.org/mpss/c/9QA/390KAA/t.1tm/J4ZR83bISEGiNwOyBY2oGw/h4/W9oZwjoGX5ulRlet7FB-2BvDH9d3EBVfLwL-2BI7DKL-2BEOQLrdMduYJIK435C9YCfCzhuyv-2BbGZkPCj287zkwnkZAOr5JysaRFFy5ajqMWjlzmFOGU9yK-2F-2F5vy4GB62Fz0-2FhI0uZVl7a8-2FyaejWiJOVLMDIjTXb0EnFNPO3BS0FdCg4-3D


From: Beth Cleaveland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:03:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Cleaveland

418 Hamlet Ave
Carolina Beach,  38428

V-9346 A-9436

mailto:meddersb@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gloria Foote
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 5:29:24 AM

Jan 7, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Gloria Foote
4505 Inlet Pointe Ct
Charlotte, NC 28216-6731
gmfoote54@gmail.com

V-9347 A-9437

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherry McGregor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 6:21:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sherry McGregor

3400 Bent Creek Court
Greensboro,  27410

3365438391

V-9348 A-9438

mailto:idratherbeatsea@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tabitha Thompkins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 8:00:04 AM

Jan 7, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Tabitha Thompkins
222 Barnes St
Lumberton, NC 28358-7414
tabitha754@gmail.com

V-9349 A-9439

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Snipes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 9:22:12 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Snipes

4324 Graham Newton Rd
Raleigh, NC 27606

19197791084

V-9350 A-9440

mailto:4654genper@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Trudy Forrest
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 10:49:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Trudy Forrest

1321 Carolina Drive
Sanford, NC 27332

9194996291

V-9351 A-9441

mailto:mouses1321@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Matthew Amick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:01:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Matthew Amick

512 Arrowhead Drive
Greensboro, NC 27410

3365088024

V-9352 A-9442

mailto:mvamick12@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Liane Davenport
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:01:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Liane Davenport

105 Prima Dr
Greensboro, NC 27455

3363405196

V-9353 A-9443

mailto:lcdavenp@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lilla Guthrie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:01:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lilla Guthrie

599 NC Hwy. 101
Beaufort, NC 28516

2522690807

V-9354 A-9444

mailto:lillahudnallguhrie@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeffrey Egerton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:01:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Egerton

207 Sedalia Road
Gibsonville, NC 27249

V-9355 A-9445

mailto:jeff.r.egerton@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Claire Friedenberg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:01:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Claire Friedenberg

1861 Meadowbrook Drive
Winston Salem, NC 27104

V-9356 A-9446

mailto:Erialc7@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathy Helms
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:01:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Helms

3340 York Rd
Winston Salem, NC 27106

V-9357 A-9447

mailto:kathyhelms1@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Purifoy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:01:38 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Purifoy

126 Riverview Lane
Belhaven, NC 27810

V-9358 A-9448

mailto:Carolinasailor@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christie Lawson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:01:40 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christie Lawson

3009 Central Ave
High Point, NC 27260

V-9359 A-9449

mailto:christielawson78@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Buchanan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:01:42 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Buchanan

906 Westview dr
Wilkesboro, NC 28697

V-9360 A-9450

mailto:Buchananwj@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marcia Kerr
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:01:43 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marcia Kerr

163 Cherokee Trail
Henrico, NC 27842

V-9361 A-9451

mailto:Marcia@onlakegaston.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nadine Cobb
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:01:43 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nadine Cobb

2006 Richardson Dr
Reidsville, NC 27320

V-9362 A-9452

mailto:islando1@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alisa Ostwalt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:01:44 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alisa Ostwalt

232 Essic Road
Mocksville,  27028

V-9363 A-9453

mailto:MMMaggie719@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Roy Smith Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:01:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Roy Smith Jr

3602 Windy Trl
New Bern, NC 28560

V-9364 A-9454

mailto:Southernboundaries@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Barrow
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:01:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Barrow

5129 Hwy 101
Newport, NC 28570

V-9365 A-9455

mailto:cwbarrow58@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katherine Fox
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:02:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine Fox

1529 Clovercrest Drive
Reidsville, NC 27320

3366137760

V-9366 A-9456

mailto:ketfox27320@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Abbey Sutton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:02:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Abbey Sutton

402 South King Street
Windsor, NC 27983

V-9367 A-9457

mailto:abbeylynn@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Clontz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:02:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Clontz

2003 Potomac Dr
Greensboro, NC 27403

V-9368 A-9458

mailto:spaynntr@juno.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Caitlin Walker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:02:11 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Caitlin Walker

115 Scenic Drive
Purlear, NC 28665

3365668210

V-9369 A-9459

mailto:Caitlinpaigewalker@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stacey Seguin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:02:11 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stacey Seguin

3605 Lake Cove Ct
PO Box 161
Browns Summit, NC 27214

13364808012

V-9370 A-9460

mailto:stacey.seguin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Crissy Anderson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:02:15 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Crissy Anderson

791 NC Highway 62 E
Pleasant Garden, NC 27313

3362071531

V-9371 A-9461

mailto:pasogirl791@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Phyllis Shipp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:02:18 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Shipp

482 Shipp Rd
Clinton, NC 28328

V-9372 A-9462

mailto:Genesisone@gmx.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cindy Bunch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:03:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cindy Bunch

PO Box 38
marshallberg, NC 28553

2523422771

V-9373 A-9463

mailto:ciwibunch@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Martina Christie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:03:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Martina Christie

235 Buckiingham Drive
Winterville, NC 29590

V-9374 A-9464

mailto:christiem@ecu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ida Albright
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:03:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ida Albright

414 W. Smith Ave
Winterville, NC 28590

V-9375 A-9465

mailto:Albright.ida@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deborah Haworth
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:04:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Haworth

959 Becton Rd
Havelock, NC 28532

V-9376 A-9466

mailto:dhaworth75@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Teresa Snider
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:05:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Teresa Snider

325 Yadkin Valley Rd
Advance, NC 27006

V-9377 A-9467

mailto:sniderteresa@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tom Jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:05:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tom Jackson

409 W 2nd Ave
Lexington, NC 27292

3362390697

V-9378 A-9468

mailto:t5video@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jillian Geiger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:07:43 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jillian Geiger

6005 Pea Ridge Pass
Hamptonville, NC 27020

V-9379 A-9469

mailto:idioteque5432@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Butler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:07:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As a responsible and environmentally-conscious citizen, I believe we should
 be working towards reducing our carbon emissions. For the health of our citizens and the environment in which we
 all live, it is the only responsible thing to do. It is time to start representing your constituents, and to stop benefiting
 the large corporations that produce pollution with their practices.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Butler

1333 Cedar Fork Road
Beulaville, NC 28518

252-342-2275

V-9380 A-9470

mailto:surf.dancekb@Yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Arthur Bennett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:10:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Arthur Bennett

4741 Primrose PL
Rocky Mount, NC 27804

V-9381 A-9471

mailto:ArthurKBennett89@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Shannon Frazier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:11:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shannon Frazier

1220 w. Northwood st
Greensboro, NC 27408

V-9382 A-9472

mailto:sfrazier127@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Erick López
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:13:42 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality
 denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North Carolina, our community, our
 energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state. Nothing about
 this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Erick López

1616 sykes st
Burlington, NC 27215

V-9383 A-9473

mailto:Erickbiggest@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Gonzalez
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:15:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Gonzalez

1001 N Main St
Walnut Cove,  27052

V-9384 A-9474

mailto:Susansgonzalez@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Garland Singletary
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:18:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Garland Singletary

38 Timmerman Drive
Elizabeth City, NC 27909

V-9385 A-9475

mailto:garrysingletary@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: steven Tulevech
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:21:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

steven Tulevech

200 Oak Dr
morehead city, NC 28557

V-9386 A-9476

mailto:stulevech@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Ciocan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:27:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Ciocan

1602 Thore Road
Pinnacle, NC 27043

3363512151

V-9387 A-9477

mailto:framncru@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lee Andrews
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:29:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lee Andrews

1468 Alamance Church Rd
Greensboro, NC 27406

3363123104

V-9388 A-9478

mailto:lscottandrews@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gayle Tuch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:31:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As the threat of climate change continues to increase, we must work towards reducing our
 carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that your "environmental" agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail under
 the federal requirements of the Clean Power Plan.  We could be leaders in the country, but instead, the state
 administration is digging in their heals in support of the fossil fuel industry. 

By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
 Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and
 instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gayle Tuch

7901 Fair Oaks Court
Clemmons, NC 27012

V-9389 A-9479

mailto:ggtuch@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Danice Horton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:32:18 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Danice Horton

4400 Parliament Court
Charlotte, NC 28216

V-9390 A-9480

mailto:danicewilburn@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deby Jizi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:33:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deby Jizi

3216 Kemptown Square
Waxhaw, NC 28173

7046216792

V-9391 A-9481

mailto:debyjizi@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Ocasio
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:34:13 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Ocasio

1731 Hudson Graham Ln
Charlotte, NC 28216

V-9392 A-9482

mailto:mlocasio68@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Baker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:34:16 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debra Baker

114 Wildlife Rd
Belmont, NC 28012

704-840-8026

V-9393 A-9483

mailto:debrabaker6@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Kibler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:34:16 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Kibler

3614 S Rocky River Rd
Monroe, NC 28112

V-9394 A-9484

mailto:Kiblerjohn62@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rea Lachney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:34:17 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rea Lachney

2209 Wilmore Dr
Charlotte, NC 28203

V-9395 A-9485

mailto:fineline920@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Hopefawn Robertson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:35:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Hopefawn Robertson

2108 El Verano Cir. apt. H
Charlotte, NC 29210

V-9396 A-9486

mailto:hopefawn@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Darragh Fertitta-Boutis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:36:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Darragh Fertitta-Boutis

801 Gordon Ct
Pilot Mtn, NC 27041

3362933637

V-9397 A-9487

mailto:dfboutis@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly Hart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:36:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Hart

123 Robin Dr
Advance, NC 27006

V-9398 A-9488

mailto:kimberlyrhart1@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Conrad
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:37:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Conrad

102 Blackwood place
Shelby, NC 28150

V-9399 A-9489

mailto:michelleconrad1971@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Daley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:39:41 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Daley

21200 Cold Spring Lane
Cornelius, NC 28031

7045755815

V-9400 A-9490

mailto:lindasdaley@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debi Brause
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:40:15 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debi Brause

627 Cooper Dr
Charlotte, NC 28210

V-9401 A-9491

mailto:dbrause225@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katie Coleman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:43:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katie Coleman

913 Shuman St
Winston salem, NC 27101

V-9402 A-9492

mailto:kt.coleman.119@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rebecca Fredericks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:43:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Fredericks

1821 Dilworth Rd East
Charlotte, NC 28203

V-9403 A-9493

mailto:grau_geist30@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alfred Wiggins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:43:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alfred Wiggins

110 Creek Haven Drive
Gastonia, NC 28056

7048138638

V-9404 A-9494

mailto:Daddywayne@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marty Madsen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:46:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marty Madsen

401 homepage circle
Apr
Apex, NC 27502

V-9405 A-9495

mailto:rmmadsen@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Hart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:46:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Hart

123 Robin Drive
Advance, NC 27006

3369405112

V-9406 A-9496

mailto:davidhart1@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: lei Zhang
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:49:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

lei Zhang

557 doe run drive
Kernersville, NC 27284

V-9407 A-9497

mailto:Zhanglei90@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katina Boutis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:52:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katina Boutis

801 Gordon ct
Pilot Mtn, NC 27041

V-9408 A-9498

mailto:Katina.boutis@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Angela Riddell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:55:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Angela Riddell

6589 Pine St
Bailey, NC 27807

2522356242

V-9409 A-9499

mailto:metalneckgal@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Catherine Moses
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:55:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine Moses

1701 Reynolda Rd
Winston-Salem, NC 27104

V-9410 A-9500

mailto:Onefinedayagain@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eric Finley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:04:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eric Finley

520 Blue Rock Drive
Charlotte, NC 28213

9802535026

V-9411 A-9501

mailto:esfinley@ncsu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Angela Deno
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:06:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Angela Deno

1220 NORTH BRIDGE STREET
ELKIN, NC 28621

3364299263

V-9412 A-9502

mailto:angeladeno@ymail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sharon Tyson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:13:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Tyson

3618 Griffith rd
Monroe, NC 28112

V-9413 A-9503

mailto:Stysonrn@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Traci Hamilton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:14:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Traci Hamilton

6138 Candlewood dr
Charlotte, NC 29210

V-9414 A-9504

mailto:mcnham@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marla Soo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:19:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marla Soo

1108 Doverstone Court
Matthews, NC 28104

V-9415 A-9505

mailto:Soopurstar@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: George Andrews
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:27:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

George Andrews

6034 Caroline Drive
Matthews, NC 28104

704-668-3993

V-9416 A-9506

mailto:drivesa3@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Lewis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:28:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Lewis

4005 Stoney Creek Church Road
Elon, NC 27244

V-9417 A-9507

mailto:lewisk007@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pamela Harper
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:31:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pamela Harper

3177 Gabriel's Creek
Mars Hill, NC 28754

V-9418 A-9508

mailto:Pjharper39@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Suzan Parrish
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:36:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Suzan Parrish

713 E. Boyd St Apt. A
Maiden, NC 28650

8284614265

V-9419 A-9509

mailto:sgardella66@outlook.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Blackburn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:37:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Blackburn

1260 Buffalo Shoals Rd
Catawba, NC 28609

V-9420 A-9510

mailto:marylblackburn@ymail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melissa Harrison
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:37:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melissa Harrison

3634 Sugar Tree Pl
Durham, NC 27713

V-9421 A-9511

mailto:Artemisharrison@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: LD Kranz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:39:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

LD Kranz

Pobox 13
Whittier, NC 28789

8287365971

V-9422 A-9512

mailto:kranzla@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mj Fitzwater
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:39:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mj Fitzwater

P.O box 245
Topton, NC 28781

V-9423 A-9513

mailto:mjftz98@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Keck
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:43:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the EPA's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
 childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change continue to
 increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting NC up to fail with the
 federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the DEQ is denying the
 opportunity to create a plan that works best for NC, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
 bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Do the right thing and protect our air!

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brian Keck

40 Pinedale Rd
Asheville, NC 28805

V-9424 A-9514

mailto:mrkeckb@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Emily Short
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:43:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emily Short

144 Dryid Hill Rd
Swannanoa, NC 28778

8284232759

V-9425 A-9515

mailto:emilyshort78@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Temeca Shupe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:43:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Temeca Shupe

606 east gold street
Kings mountain, NC 28086

V-9426 A-9516

mailto:whitetiger_86@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Hailey Turbyfill
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:43:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Hailey Turbyfill

15 Mossy Stone Way
Asheville, NC 28806

V-9427 A-9517

mailto:hrturbyfill@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laurie Billadeau
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:45:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laurie Billadeau

2518 Jeff ST
Charlotte, NC 28205

7042316313

V-9428 A-9518

mailto:billadeau68@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melanie Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:49:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melanie Wilson

Woodson dr
old fort, NC 28762

V-9429 A-9519

mailto:melawil369@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melody Mason
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:52:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melody Mason

6304 Lorna Lane
Julian, NC 27283

3365897476

V-9430 A-9520

mailto:melodyannmason@Gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephen McConnell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:52:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen McConnell

96 Chestnut Street
Mars Hill, NC 28754

8282060257

V-9431 A-9521

mailto:Stephenm696@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Woody Ayers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:01:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Woody Ayers

24 East Glenview St
Marion, NC 28752

V-9432 A-9522

mailto:birdayers@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve O"Neil
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:01:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steve O'Neil

134E. Dogwood Ln
Pisgah Forest, NC 28768

8286068939

V-9433 A-9523

mailto:snakesteve@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pat Martin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:01:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pat Martin

1001 Woodall Dairy Rd
Benson,  27504

V-9434 A-9524

mailto:Pmartin12@centurylink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gillian Iery
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:01:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gillian Iery

608 Short Spoon Circle
Rocky Mount, NC 27804

2524699894

V-9435 A-9525

mailto:gillianiery@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Teresa Bartlett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:01:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Teresa Bartlett

102 rainbow lane
Black Mountain, NC 28711

V-9436 A-9526

mailto:Teresabartlett00@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: vesta burnett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:11:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

vesta burnett

pob 2246
banner elk, NC 28604

V-9437 A-9527

mailto:organichairdesign@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica parks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:13:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica parks

39 ormond ave
Asheville, NC 28806

8287780444

V-9438 A-9528

mailto:selenerising@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diane Thornton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:19:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Thornton

4704 Wilsham Court
Charlotte,  28226

V-9439 A-9529

mailto:Chrysalisseeker@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gerald Roybal
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:25:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gerald Roybal

2452 Tantelon Place
Winston Salem, NC 27127

V-9440 A-9530

mailto:xred413x@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Allen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:31:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Allen

1305 Cardinal Pl
Greensboro, NC 27408

V-9441 A-9531

mailto:tallen@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary McGlauflin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:31:41 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary McGlauflin

16 Mulberry Lane
Maggie Valley, NC 28751

8285459490

V-9442 A-9532

mailto:celticwoman127@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Carley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:33:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bill Carley

8605 Golf Ridge Drive
Charlotte, NC 28277

9104653925

V-9443 A-9533

mailto:billcarleysf@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bruce Holdten
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:33:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bruce Holdten

5605 Lands End Court
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-9444 A-9534

mailto:Bruce@americanharbor.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cheryl Morlote
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:37:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Morlote

1744 Tall Mast Ct
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-9445 A-9535

mailto:Cmorlo@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Siobhan Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:37:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Siobhan Wilson

2010 Fall Dr. Apt h
Wilmington, NC 28401

V-9446 A-9536

mailto:Siobhanneila@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Micki Jay
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:37:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Micki Jay

527 Capeside Dr
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-9447 A-9537

mailto:Mickijay69@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Serena Johns
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:38:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Serena Johns

2585 Bradford Ln
Maiden, NC 28650

V-9448 A-9538

mailto:serenarjohns@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vernon Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:41:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vernon Moore

302 Euray Moore Rd
Warsaw, NC 28398

9109909292

V-9449 A-9539

mailto:vernonmoore951@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Sakal
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:43:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Sakal

904-1 Shellbrook Ct
Raleigh, NC 27609

V-9450 A-9540

mailto:S.sakal@sbcglobal.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joy Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:55:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joy Smith

26 peace street
Asheville, NC 28806

V-9451 A-9541

mailto:joy.ash333@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anton Kotesky
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:01:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anton Kotesky

4014 Thorndale Road
Indian Trail, NC 28079

V-9452 A-9542

mailto:Kotesky69@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Penny Wallace
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:03:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Penny Wallace

932 Little Mtn. Rd
Waynesville, NC 28786

8284006768

V-9453 A-9543

mailto:Penrus932@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathy Rayle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:09:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Rayle

15 Borden Ave
Wilmington, NC 28403

910-612-9955

V-9454 A-9544

mailto:Krayle@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eileen Paramore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:14:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eileen Paramore

290 Liberty Park rd
Jacksonville, NC 28540

9105810645

V-9455 A-9545

mailto:eileenparamor@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pam Nelligan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:14:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pam Nelligan

102 Dron Place
Wilmington,  28409

V-9456 A-9546

mailto:Pamynell@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Bowman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:23:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Bowman

7278 Knox Avenue
Connelly Springs, NC 28612

V-9457 A-9547

mailto:ll.bowman@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Annette Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:33:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Annette Smith

1104 Imperial Rd
Cary, NC 27511

9192809944

V-9458 A-9548

mailto:nettersmith@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Kepplinger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:33:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Kepplinger

2844 Wycliff Road
Raleigh, NC 27607

9196495608

V-9459 A-9549

mailto:anne.kepplinger@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Aubrey McManus
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:33:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Aubrey McManus

5425 Rock Service Station Rd
Raleigh, NC 27603

V-9460 A-9550

mailto:doolinguy@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Terah Graybeal
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:34:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Terah Graybeal

210 seacrest drive
Wrightsville beach, NC 28480

V-9461 A-9551

mailto:Terahgraybeal@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephanie Kelly
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:34:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Kelly

200 Circle on the Green
Cary, NC 27519

V-9462 A-9552

mailto:sskelly21@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Parker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:34:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Parker

621 Transylvania Ave
Raleigh, NC 27609

V-9463 A-9553

mailto:johndempseyparker@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eileen Litchfield
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:34:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eileen Litchfield

6300 Terrace Verde DR.. UNIT 116
Raleigh, NC 27604

9197714133

V-9464 A-9554

mailto:luvspirit@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: amber banks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:34:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

amber banks

101-A Skyhawk ln
Asheville, NC 28806

V-9465 A-9555

mailto:alb899@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deborah Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:34:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Johnson

2711 Carver St
Durham, NC 27705

9194517472

V-9466 A-9556

mailto:djjohnson2351@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Victor Coggins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:34:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Victor Coggins

950 Bruce Coggins rd
Sanford, NC 27332

V-9467 A-9557

mailto:coggins04@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Alice Holley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:34:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Alice Holley

3151 Walnut Creek Parkway
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-9468 A-9558

mailto:mholley9@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marelise Boshoff
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:35:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marelise Boshoff

5804 Yates Mill Pond Road
Raleigh, NC 27606

9197491479

V-9469 A-9559

mailto:Mareliseb9@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary De Hertogh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:35:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary De Hertogh

117 Rosewall Lane
Cary, NC 27511

V-9470 A-9560

mailto:amdehertogh@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly Sullivan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:35:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Sullivan

909 Fayetteville Road
Rockingham, NC 28379

V-9471 A-9561

mailto:sullk@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maura Egan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:36:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maura Egan

1329 woodmanor dr
Raleigh, NC 27614

V-9472 A-9562

mailto:Maeko@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Golden
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:36:16 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Golden

3 Innisfree dr
Dirham, NC 27707

V-9473 A-9563

mailto:Karen@futureplanning.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steven Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:36:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steven Johnson

Po box 955
Swansboro, NC 28584

V-9474 A-9564

mailto:steval@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Merchant
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:36:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Merchant

503 PASQUENOKE TRL
Edenton, NC 27932

9196165458

V-9475 A-9565

mailto:llittlelucylou@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Aaron Varner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:37:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Aaron Varner

701 Copperline Dr
Apt. 102
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

19195362801

V-9476 A-9566

mailto:aaronchase1341@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pam Alterman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:37:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pam Alterman

308 Frenchmans bluff dr
Cary, NC 27513

V-9477 A-9567

mailto:Pamgator@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Connie Raper
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:37:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Connie Raper

2614 Woodmont Drive
Durham, NC 27705

9196983282

V-9478 A-9568

mailto:Ckraper@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christine Robinson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:37:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine Robinson

462 Racine Dr Apt 110 B
Wilmington, NC 28403

9105408461

V-9479 A-9569

mailto:cr9105408461@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peggy Holliday
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:37:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peggy Holliday

209 Wetherburn Lane
Raleigh
NC,  27625

9192191639

V-9480 A-9570

mailto:wordsbypeg40@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lauren Cotter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:39:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lauren Cotter

7905 Foxwood Drive
Raleigh, NC 27165

V-9481 A-9571

mailto:Live.Laugh.Love.Photo@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Viral Joshi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:39:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Viral Joshi

4 Starwood Lane
Durham, NC 27712

V-9482 A-9572

mailto:Viralkb210@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gavin Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:40:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gavin Jones

5951 Sentinel Drive
Raleigh, NC 27609

V-9483 A-9573

mailto:Boyyblu@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Safrit
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:41:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Safrit

9317 Hay Meadow Ct
Raleigh, NC 27603

9197720257

V-9484 A-9574

mailto:asafrit@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kenneth Hedges
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:44:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Hedges

7809 Mayapple Place
Raleigh, NC 27613

9195231395

V-9485 A-9575

mailto:stormyhedges@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joy Mix
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:44:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joy Mix

313 E Terminal Blvd
Atlantic Beach, NC 28512

2527147945

V-9486 A-9576

mailto:joymarymix@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Zoya Regensburger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:45:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Zoya Regensburger

3721 Koomen Ln
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-9487 A-9577

mailto:Zoya.c.r.36@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: ashlee bonham
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:49:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

ashlee bonham

po box 341
Knightdale, NC 27545

V-9488 A-9578

mailto:wynnash330@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Grace Egly
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:49:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Grace Egly

12401 Glanlivet Way
Raleigh,  27613

V-9489 A-9579

mailto:gegly99@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stuart Bernholc
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:51:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stuart Bernholc

2309 Byrd st
Raleigh, NC 27608

9192084284

V-9490 A-9580

mailto:historymaking101@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Finch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:55:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Finch

1414 Carthage St apt 15
Sanford, NC 27330

V-9491 A-9581

mailto:bfinch57@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: craig austin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:55:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

craig austin

116 Taylor Farm
BROADWAY, NC 27505

9193569753

V-9492 A-9582

mailto:caustin9180@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: doug warren
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 2:55:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

doug warren

3305 ferrington ct
apex, NC 27539

9194270855

V-9493 A-9583

mailto:douglas.warren@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrea Crook
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:01:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrea Crook

200 Kelly Road
Sanford, NC 27332

9104785092

V-9494 A-9584

mailto:andrea.crook@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Booth
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:03:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Booth

111 NE 14th St
Oak Island, NC 28465

V-9495 A-9585

mailto:sandrad.booth@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tricia Oakley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:07:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tricia Oakley

101 Greenwood Circle
Smithfield, NC 27577

V-9496 A-9586

mailto:triciaoakley@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Sintef
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:08:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Sintef

5223 botany bay dr
raleigh, NC 27616

9192159664

V-9497 A-9587

mailto:jaysin1966@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mike Cowan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:10:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mike Cowan

339 Gorrell St
Greensboro, NC 27406

V-9498 A-9588

mailto:meshje@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Strickland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:19:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Strickland

202 Chiselhurst way
Cary, NC 27513

V-9499 A-9589

mailto:Nightskygazer2@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Goetz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:22:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Goetz

367 French Mountain Dr
Marion, NC 28752

8288035087

V-9500 A-9590

mailto:centurianmastini@rocketmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Layton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:25:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Layton

98 grassy pond lane
richlands, NC 28574

9107509021

V-9501 A-9591

mailto:rlaytoni2@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nathan Bean
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:25:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nathan Bean

368 Florence Dr
Clayton, NC 27527

V-9502 A-9592

mailto:Nbean333@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica Coates
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:34:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Coates

2733 Newbold st
Raleigh, NC 27603

9199956216

V-9503 A-9593

mailto:jcoates8@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lorelei Nemcik
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:38:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lorelei Nemcik

605 Runningbrook Lane
Rural Hall, NC 27045

8653135367

V-9504 A-9594

mailto:lnemcik@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Loftus
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:38:16 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Loftus

243 Emerald Prkwy
Rutherfordton, NC 28139

V-9505 A-9595

mailto:lel2052@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica Motta
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:39:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Motta

22 Yadkin St
Clayton, NC 27520

V-9506 A-9596

mailto:maccagirl1953@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Walter R Wood
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:39:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Walter R Wood

304 Hedrick St
Beaufort, NC 28516

301-907-0170

V-9507 A-9597

mailto:Walt@wrwood.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eric Wallace
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:40:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eric Wallace

105 Sunset Dr
Stanley, NC 28164

V-9508 A-9598

mailto:ewallace001@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: emelyn guinea
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:40:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

emelyn guinea

400 country club road
jacksonville, NC 28546

V-9509 A-9599

mailto:emelyngui@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Emily Shaules
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:41:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emily Shaules

92 B Louisiana Ave
Asheville, NC 28806

V-9510 A-9600

mailto:eshaules@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deborah Dobias
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:42:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Dobias

5202 Fitzgerald Dr
Wilmington, NC 29405

V-9511 A-9601

mailto:Now7zen@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Camila Hanisch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:43:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Camila Hanisch

5209 Oakbrook Dr
Durham, NC 27713

V-9512 A-9602

mailto:camila.hanisch@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Johnny Liverman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:43:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Johnny Liverman

231 W Lookout Rd
Nags Head,  27959

V-9513 A-9603

mailto:johnnyliverman@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Josie Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:43:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Josie Smith

478 West Hills Drive
Henderson, NC 27537

V-9514 A-9604

mailto:Josiemsmith3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julia Marino
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:43:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julia Marino

1382 Langdon Rd
Sherrills Ford, NC 28673

V-9515 A-9605

mailto:juliamarino@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ben Inskeep
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:44:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ben Inskeep

3220 Shire Ln
Apt K
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-9516 A-9606

mailto:bdinskee@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kenneth Bennett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:46:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Bennett

1410 East Gaston St
LINCOLNTON, NC 28092

7043084755

V-9517 A-9607

mailto:bennettkenneth537@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joy Nishioka
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:49:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joy Nishioka

207 Lakeside Ave
Davidson, NC 28036

V-9518 A-9608

mailto:gymjoyus@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Megan Caro
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:49:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

It is very important that we preserve the beauty and cleanliness of our beautiful state. We only get one chance and
 one state. Be the leaders the environment needs!!

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Megan Caro

601 coley farm rd
Fuquay varina, NC 27526

V-9519 A-9609

mailto:Mncaro@my.waketech.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Lane
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:50:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Lane

3904 Brandt Lake Ct
Greensboro, NC 27410

3362024869

V-9520 A-9610

mailto:lanedesign@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Hannah Borababy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:51:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Hannah Borababy

96 Louisiana Ave
Asheville, NC 28806

2404607174

V-9521 A-9611

mailto:hmborababy@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jacqueline White
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:51:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline White

1231 chronicle ave
Gastonia, NC 28052

7276471876

V-9522 A-9612

mailto:pax4all5@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ryan Dailey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:56:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ryan Dailey

904 Revere Court
Wilmington, NC 28411

V-9523 A-9613

mailto:ryandailey@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Johnny Rice
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:57:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am extremely disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to
 fail with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department
 of Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Johnny Rice

613 Allstar Lane
Hendersonville, NC 28739

V-9524 A-9614

mailto:yungdaddie@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy West
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 3:58:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judy West

20245nc 138 hwy
Albemarle, NC 28001

704-438-3299

V-9525 A-9615

mailto:Jcwest01@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nicole Triplett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 4:02:16 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nicole Triplett

803 Maynard blvd
Jacksonville, NC 28584

V-9526 A-9616

mailto:nicoleltriplett@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeff Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 4:03:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeff Smith

5547 Hamstead Crossing
Raleigh, NC 27612

V-9527 A-9617

mailto:supersmitty99@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: carmen Ramos-Kennedy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 4:03:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

carmen Ramos-Kennedy

24 curve st
Asheville, NC 28801

V-9528 A-9618

mailto:carramken@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amanda Morgan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 4:07:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amanda Morgan

105 Mishoe road
Castle Hayne, NC 28429

V-9529 A-9619

mailto:aam1206@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Byrd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 4:10:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Byrd

4603 Oakmoor Circle
Greensboro, NC 27406

V-9530 A-9620

mailto:mbyrd001@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tammy Bleier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 4:13:15 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tammy Bleier

2620 Northchase Pkwy SE G104
Wilmington, NC 28405

V-9531 A-9621

mailto:Tbleier76@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Heather Colvin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 4:19:41 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heather Colvin

525 Wade Ave
44
Raleigh, NC 27605

4233415680

V-9532 A-9622

mailto:hscolvin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laure Ragen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 4:25:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laure Ragen

118 W 9th St
Greenville, NC 27834

V-9533 A-9623

mailto:lbragen@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eve Harris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 4:26:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eve Harris

601 Whitfield
Goldsboro, NC 27530

V-9534 A-9624

mailto:Eve.p.harris@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Loti Tuman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 4:28:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Loti Tuman

978 hicks rd
Youngsville, NC 27596

V-9535 A-9625

mailto:Ltyman@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sharon Ambrose
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 4:37:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Ambrose

108 W Skyhawk Dr
Cary, NC 27513

V-9536 A-9626

mailto:Sambrose@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Becky Ellis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 4:43:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Becky Ellis

241 Danny Lane
Brevard, NC 28712

8288832284

V-9537 A-9627

mailto:danjellis@citcom.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deb smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 4:49:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deb smith

136 colony dr
ARDEN, NC 28704

V-9538 A-9628

mailto:mamadeb12@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeanne Guilbault
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 4:54:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Guilbault

114 pine St
Fuquah Varina,  27526

9105087822

V-9539 A-9629

mailto:jmlmg2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Owens
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 4:54:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Owens

421 County Home Road
Warrenton, NC 27589

9197385668

V-9540 A-9630

mailto:p.owens906@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Matt Ellement
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 4:55:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Matt Ellement

1066 w forest hills Blvd
Durham, NC 27707

V-9541 A-9631

mailto:M.ellement24@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Henry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 4:56:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ann Henry

473 Union Street S
Concord, NC 28025

7044256622

V-9542 A-9632

mailto:anncoogan@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Martha Ellington
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 5:01:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Martha Ellington

2020 white oak rd
Raleigh,  27608

V-9543 A-9633

mailto:Mhellington@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tangula Quinn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 5:01:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tangula Quinn

32 Rabbit Ham Rd
Leicester, NC 28748

8287083679

V-9544 A-9634

mailto:tangulajq@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: April Blaine
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 5:02:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

April Blaine

225 Alex D Owens Dr
Kings Mountain, NC 28086

V-9545 A-9635

mailto:blaine.april@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Safrit
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 5:19:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Safrit

9317 Hay Meadow Ct
Raleigh, NC 27603

9197720257

V-9546 A-9636

mailto:asafrit@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Erwin Davidson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 5:24:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Erwin Davidson

276 Leigh Farm Rd
#106
Durham, NC 27707

V-9547 A-9637

mailto:Eriskay.slp@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: June Buzzard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 5:25:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

June Buzzard

4741 Polo Gate Blvd
Charlotte, NC 28216

V-9548 A-9638

mailto:jhbgemini@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: George Barnes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 5:33:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

George Barnes

P o box 14
Nags Head, NC 27959

2524416003

V-9549 A-9639

mailto:Gvkbarne248@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leighann Renz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 5:45:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leighann Renz

278 Apple creek rd
Waynesville, NC 28786

V-9550 A-9640

mailto:Leighannrenz@outlook.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeanne Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 6:19:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Johnson

1041 Garden Club Way
Leland, NC 28451

V-9551 A-9641

mailto:mrshojo1984@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dawn Crawley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 6:25:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dawn Crawley

2930 Colon Rd
Sanford, NC 27330

9194348380

V-9552 A-9642

mailto:dccdancin@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leslie Millsaps
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 6:26:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leslie Millsaps

822 Rankin Pl
Greensboro, NC 27403

V-9553 A-9643

mailto:millsapsleslie@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephanie Crawford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 6:40:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Crawford

25 bear creek rd
Asheville, NC 28806

V-9554 A-9644

mailto:Stephaniedecasa@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Yvonne Shank
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 7:01:43 PM

Jan 7, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Yvonne Shank
1110 Applegate Pkwy
Waxhaw, NC 28173-6728
yvonne@directmktgsolutions.com

V-9555 A-9645

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joan Bennek
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 7:13:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joan Bennek

5700 Earlham Ct
Raleigh, NC 27613

V-9556 A-9646

mailto:jbennek@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Guess
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 7:19:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steve Guess

106 Whispering Pines Ct
Cary, NC 27511

V-9557 A-9647

mailto:sguess@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Charlton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 7:29:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Charlton

257 Cub Creek Road
Chapel Hill,  27517

V-9558 A-9648

mailto:Artparkcharlton@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: barbara miller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 7:37:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

barbara miller

4 lancaster lane
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-9559 A-9649

mailto:alemeda50@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Keyonda Cassaberry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 7:51:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Keyonda Cassaberry

2050 Craig st
Apt 29
Winston Salem, NC 27103

V-9560 A-9650

mailto:Kayesnc@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Darla Gottsabend
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 8:25:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Darla Gottsabend

1651 Wild Turkey Lane
Concord, NC 28025

V-9561 A-9651

mailto:dgotts@windstream.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Martin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 8:31:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Martin

112 Olde Coach Lane
Crouse, NC 28033

V-9562 A-9652

mailto:Mdirisheyes1@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Natasha Watkins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 8:49:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.
Natasha
3014 Kansas City dr Monroe

Sincerely,

Natasha Watkins

3014 Kansas City dr
Monroe, NC 28110

V-9563 A-9653

mailto:tazinea4@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Silvia Cabrera
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 8:52:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Silvia Cabrera

3000 tacoma st
Charlotte, NC 28208

V-9564 A-9654

mailto:Silvia_8824@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Hannah Yester
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 9:18:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Hannah Yester

1422 S 3rd St
Wilmington,  28401

V-9565 A-9655

mailto:hannahyester@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janie Neely
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 9:29:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
 Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and
 instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janie Neely

406 Macbeth St
weaverville, NC 28787

828-989- 0626

V-9566 A-9656

mailto:janie.neely@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Lawson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 9:31:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daniel Lawson

719 Locust Pl
High Point, NC 27265

V-9567 A-9657

mailto:dslsdman@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jean Goodwin
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: NC needs a strong set of rules to combat carbon emissions
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 9:59:58 PM

Dear Ms. Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

The EPA Clean Energy Incentive Program offers state incentives, such as double credits, to develop clean energy
 and energy efficiency projects for low-income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this
 program, but the draft rules do not include the program. Please address this and include language supporting this
 program in your final rule.

Thank you.

Jean Goodwin
169 Laurel Creek Dr.
Hendersonville, NC 28792

V-9568 A-9658

mailto:norgejoy2@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Ben Barnes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 10:16:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ben Barnes

PO box 23
Elm City,  27822

252 236 4453

V-9569 A-9659

mailto:wooster51@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Tilghman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 10:37:41 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Tilghman

253 Shore Point Dr
Wilmington, NC 28411

V-9570 A-9660

mailto:jrtilghman@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christina Mast
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 07, 2016 11:19:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christina Mast

7512 Matherly Dr
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-9571 A-9661

mailto:moonvine27@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Nye
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 1:43:43 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Nye

1715 Pharview Dr
Ocean Isle Beach, NC 28469

V-9572 A-9662

mailto:Cgnyeoib@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alexis Dunlap
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 1:49:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alexis Dunlap

3627 single leaf court
high point, NC 27275

V-9573 A-9663

mailto:Ali.sprinkles@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Yoke
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 2:48:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Yoke

1513 Nealstone Way
Raleigh, NC 27614

V-9574 A-9664

mailto:Michellelyoke@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katherine Crothers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 2:56:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine Crothers

273 Castles Gate Drive
Mooresville, NC 28117

952-201-5817

V-9575 A-9665

mailto:Katherinecrothers@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dominic Marrese
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 7:10:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dominic Marrese

1811 Cross-Staff Road
Wilmington, NC 28405

9106672141

V-9576 A-9666

mailto:Dmarrese@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gerard Seibert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 8:07:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gerard Seibert

300 Coachmans Trl
Carmel, NY 27581

V-9577 A-9667

mailto:gerard.seibert@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica Barbour
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 8:34:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Barbour

1526 Tamworth Drive
Charlotte, NC 28210

7049966046

V-9578 A-9668

mailto:bartley.jessica@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Teresa Baker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 8:39:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Teresa Baker

2652 nc hwy 56
Creedmoor, NC 27522

910-725-1417

V-9579 A-9669

mailto:Bakertd@gcs.k12.nc.us
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Popchak
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 8:49:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Popchak

3374 Old Graham Rd
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-9580 A-9670

mailto:JOUEURLARGENT@AOL.COM
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Frank Overton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 8:51:23 AM

Frank Overton from Durham, NC writes:

Here are my concerns with this bill:

This "plan" does not include investing in renewable energy or energy-efficiency technologies. These are two of the
 fastest-growing, most economically successful, and environmentally-friendly industries in North Carolina right
 now.

This "plan" was drafted without a robust stakeholder process as directed by the U.S. Environmental Protection
 Agency. In particular, North Carolina's most vulnerable communities were not invited to participate about an issue
 that disproportionately impacts low-income communities and minorities.

This "plan" is the most expensive option.

The NC Department of Environmental Quality is wasting taxpayer dollars by creating a designed-to-fail plan in
 order to take the U.S. EPA to Court. In the meantime, unregulated carbon pollution continues to harm our children,
 the elderly, and those with chronic respiratory conditions.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): frankoverton@icloud.com

First Name: Frank

Last Name: Overton

City: Durham
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27701

V-9581 A-9671

mailto:frankoverton@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Randy Earl
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: We need a REAL clean power plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 8:54:51 AM

Randy Earl from Raleigh, NC writes:

we need real, innovative change, not incremental change which simply pours good money after bad. I want to leave
 my children and grandchildren a healthy environment, not a few pennies more on their investments.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): randy.earl@gmail.com

First Name: Randy

Last Name: Earl

City: Raleigh
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27607

V-9582 A-9672

mailto:randy.earl@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Belletti
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(D)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 8:57:31 AM

John Belletti from Wilmington, NC writes:

I am a strong supporter of clean energy. We must wean ourselves of carbon based energy.  North Carolina should
 not only try to meet, but should exceed the EPA standards proposed.

Stop the stupid lawsuits and get to work!

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): jpb1950@gmail.com

First Name: John

Last Name: Belletti

City: Wilmington
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28411-1066

V-9583 A-9673

mailto:jpb1950@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Melamed
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Duke power
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 8:57:31 AM

Joseph Melamed from Raleigh, NC writes:

Please clean up ALL coal ash dump sites.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): josephmelamed@gmail.com

First Name: Joseph

Last Name: Melamed

City: Raleigh
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27614

V-9584 A-9674

mailto:josephmelamed@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Arnow
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: DEQ
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:00:08 AM

Richard Arnow from Rocky Mount, NC writes:

I thought McCrorry  had left Duke

Energy on becoming governor.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): richardarnow@gmail.com

First Name: Richard

Last Name: Arnow

City: Rocky Mount
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27803

V-9585 A-9675

mailto:richardarnow@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Moldoveanu
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: NC clean power plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:02:36 AM

Carol Moldoveanu from Winston Salem, NC writes:

Please revise your plan to fully comply with federal guidelines: invest in renewable energy and energy-efficient
 technologies, and employ a robust stakeholder process to fairly include low-income communities and minorities,

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): carolm@worldshare.net

First Name: Carol

Last Name: Moldoveanu

City: Winston Salem
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27106

V-9586 A-9676
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From: John McMichaels
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Power
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:04:42 AM

John McMichaels from Pittsboro, NC writes:

We need a real plan.

----------
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From: Sandra Houts
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean energy
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:05:18 AM

Sandra Houts from Asheville, NC writes:

If you believe in a future, then I believe, to promise a future, clean energy is a necessity.

----------
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From: Richard Strowd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:07:31 AM

Richard Strowd from Chapel Hill, NC writes:

•This "plan" does not include investing in renewable energy or energy-efficiency technologies. These are two of the
 fastest-growing, most economically successful, and environmentally-friendly industries in North Carolina right
 now.

•This "plan" was drafted without a robust stakeholder process as directed by the U.S. Environmental Protection
 Agency. In particular, North Carolina's most vulnerable communities were not invited to participate about an issue
 that disproportionately impacts low-income communities and minorities.

•This "plan" is the most expensive option.

•The NC Department of Environmental Quality is wasting taxpayer dollars by creating a designed-to-fail plan in
 order to take the U.S. EPA to Court. In the meantime, unregulated carbon pollution continues to harm our children,
 the elderly, and those with chronic respiratory conditions

Please create a plan that complies with US EPA regulations and thus actually protects the people of NC.

----------
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From: micki owens
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Solar power credits
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:07:43 AM

micki owens from Wilkesboro, NC writes:

We need to reinstate the 35% tax credit for use of solar power.  It is so good for the economy of our state.
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From: Mary Buttitta
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Comments on 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:12:11 AM

Mary Buttitta from Asheville, NC writes:

I am a citizen of North Carolina and love our natural resources and mountains. I am concerned that the legislators
 involved in this bill have "missed the mark" in several ways.

First, this "plan" was drafted without a robust stakeholder process as directed by the U.S. Environmental Protection
 Agency. In particular, North Carolina's most vulnerable communities were not invited to participate about an issue
 that disproportionately impacts low-income communities and minorities.

Second, this "plan" does not include investing in renewable energy or energy-efficiency technologies. These are two
 of the fastest-growing, most economically successful, and environmentally-friendly industries in North Carolina
 right now. And third, this plan is the most expensive.

I am not happy with the lopsided thinking going on in our state government and I do vote. And all my friends do
 too.
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From: Dane Bowen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean energy
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:12:14 AM

Dane Bowen from Charlotte, NC writes:

In a state dominated by big corporate power, we need clean energy. To hell with coal, and gas. We need solar and
 wind power. If we made it a priorit we could dominate the world with clean energy technology, and sell it to the
 rest of the world. Instead we have politicians dominated by Duke Energy... This used to be a great place to live.

----------
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From: Jay Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:14:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). We should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.  This is not a climate change issue... This an issue of supporting a system that has no future at
 the expense of our citizens' health.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jay Wilson

814 Fugate Ave
Charlotte, NC 28205

V-9593 A-9683

mailto:jwilson.email@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John slaughter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:14:03 AM

John slaughter from Laurinburg, NC writes:

Get serious!
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From: Katie Todd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:16:38 AM

Katie Todd from Durham, NC writes:

I am disappointed with NC DEQ's draft plan to meet federal Clean Power Plan guidelines. This plan only focuses on
 building block one, which makes it the most expensive option and one that will not actually achieve the guidelines
 set out for North Carolina per the U.S. EPA recommendations. I would like to see NC DEQ push the pause button
 on this plan, host a robust stakeholder process, and incorporate both renewable energy and energy-efficiency into
 the next draft. Thank you!

----------
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From: John Mullen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:20:28 AM

John Mullen from High Point, NC writes:

Sometime long after the 6th day of creation, Duke Power came upon the scene. Creation will (we hope) still be here
 long after Duke Power ceases to exist, but in what condition? Please stop putting the temporal interests of one
 corporation over the permanent interests of the environment on which it depends for its profits, and on which
 everyone in NC depends for everything else, especially that which can't be measured in dollars.

----------
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From: Dana sargent
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Please represent us - we don"t have anyone else to do it
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:21:35 AM

Dana sargent from Wilmington, NC writes:

Dear DEQ, As you know, our governor works for special interests, not the people. Your office has become a
 whipping boy to this governor.  It's time to stand up to the governor and get back to following the mission of your
 organization,  "... to protect North Carolina's environment and natural resources."   Please stand up and do the job
 that I can only guess you are pining for since being taken over by the fraud currently living in the NC governor's
 mansion.  North Carolina could become a leader in renewable energy, creating jobs and protecting the natural
 resources that are vital to our economy, our way of life, our health, and the overall health of the environment. 
 Beyond the local effects of dirty energy - which could devastate our economy and public health as a whole - we
 play a role in the broader fight against global warming. As you know, the EPAs job is to enforce the law; it seems
 this governor believes we should break the laws in order to ensure big money, dirty energy companies maintain a
 "positive" relationship with his campaign finance team.  We can't rely on this governor to uphold the laws and it is
 clear he does not work for his constituents. Please switch gears and take a stand against this dirty politician and the
 dirty energy conglomerates he works for.  Thank you for your consideration and all that you do to protect our
 amazing environment for today and for our future.  Sincerely, Dana Sargent, Wilmington resident.
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From: Sheri Soffian
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:26:23 AM

Sheri Soffian from Cary, NC writes:

This citizen would like for North Carolina to come out of the Dark Ages and start investing in clean and renewable
 resources. I want a plan that protects our environment and looks to find solutions. Please be lawmakers who speak
 for the vast majority of citizens, not a few self-interested businesses. Provide a plan that shows you have some
 common sense and foresight and at least complies with Federal Guidelines.
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From: Robert Long
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: renewable energy
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:26:43 AM

Robert Long from Nebo, NC writes:

I am currently receiving my electricity from the NW  US via Arcadia.  why not get it from my own state NC?
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From: Frances Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Energy Future for all of NC
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:27:05 AM

Frances Smith from Charlotte, NC writes:

Dear Governor McCrory,

NC and the rest of the world need to make sure that there is a habitable world to live in.

Please do your part for ALL of NC and its citizenry and insure everybody gets a cleaner and HEALTHIER
 environment to live in.

Thank you

----------
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From: Libba Adams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: "111(d)"
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:27:48 AM

Libba Adams from Pittsboro, NC writes:

Please revise the Clean Power plan to include renewable energy technology, invite consumer input, and protect our
 children and all citizens from unregulated carbon pollution.  The current proposed plan is totally unacceptable!
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From: TJ Firebrook
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean energy
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:27:49 AM

TJ Firebrook from cary, NC writes:

Clean energy must be the priority. Look to Germany as a successful model. Every new building and house should
 have solar panels. Create more wind farms. These will serve to both protect the environment as well as drive down
 costs in the long term. Thanks.
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From: rich whitley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Duke Energy
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:30:12 AM

rich whitley from Weaverville, NC writes:

Duke Energy is destroying N.C. for our children and grandchildren.
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From: Matthew Wasson
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:32:11 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Matthew Wasson
250 Lazy Horse Tr
Todd, NC 28684

V-9604 A-9694

mailto:matt.wasson@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Jean Hopkins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:33:36 AM

Jean Hopkins from Charlotte, NC writes:

Please follow EPA guidelines and draft a truly clean power plan.  This is important for the future of our state and of
 our children.  Thank you.
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From: Autumn Croft
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:34:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Autumn Croft

105 W. Catawba
Morganton, NC 28655

V-9606 A-9696

mailto:Colorfulfallingleaves@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jasmine Barcelona
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Let"s take a deep breath
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:35:35 AM

Jasmine Barcelona from Raleigh, NC writes:

The air we breathe is so valuable, and deserves to be protected by the laws. Think 7 generations ahead as Native
 Americans do. What can you do today to preserve our air quality for the future? You have the power to stand up for
 our earth, use it wisely. We all benefit from a cleaner planet. As a teacher and instructional coach we see so many
 young kids with health concerns that are preventable. I want CLEAN air and water for my own children, and 7
 generations to come.

----------
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From: Tamika Terrell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Fail Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:47:36 AM

Tamika Terrell from Morrisville, NC writes:

I urge you to please think about this plan and what it lacks.  This "plan" does not include investing in renewable
 energy or energy efficiency technologies. These are two of the fastest growing, most economically successful, and
 environmentally friendly industries in NC right now.
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From: Joan Evans
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:48:43 AM

Joan Evans from winston salem, NC writes:

Coal is not the answer. We don't need more efficient coal-fired plants. We need more clean/green energy efficient
 means of power for all the people, i.e., wind, solar. Leave Mother Earth be!!!!
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From: Mike Cutlip
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d) - Please incorporate clean energy in plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:49:30 AM

Mike Cutlip from Durham, NC writes:

Hello, as a NC resident and constituent I strongly encourage you to craft a Clean Power Plan that takes into account
 the myriad clean energy options like solar, wind, geothermal, and more. These energy sources are steadily
 becoming more efficient and cost-effective, and supporting them would spur an entirely new sector of job growth.

Please be as forward-thinking as you can to secure the future success of North Carolina as a leader in the industries
 of the future, and not hamstringing them in favor of entrenched interests.

Thank you,

Mike Cutlip

Durham, 27707
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From: John McLain
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Energy
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:51:24 AM

John McLain from Hillsborough, NC writes:

Please do what makes sense, support clean energy by keeping tax incentives for solar power so that it is affordable
 for the average homeowner
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From: barbara kepley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:51:36 AM

barbara kepley from graham, NC writes:

Unregulated carbon pollution continues to harm our children, the elderly, and those with chronic respiratory
 conditions. The draft of the clean air plan is a farce. NC deserves more.
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From: Nathaniel Grubbs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: NCDAQ Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:53:27 AM

Nathaniel Grubbs from Durham, NC writes:

In this politically polarized time, it is easy to misinterpret the slightest misstep as an intentional insult. Since North
 Carolina is a major player in national politics, we can ill afford to look bad. Yet, the rules currently proposed by the
 NCDAQ will do just that. The timing, and the fact that this plan is the most expensive option proposed, make it
 look like NCDAQ intentionally selected an option that would fail the new USEPA standards. Thus, in addition to
 further tarnishing this state's reputation as a progressive, level-headed leader in the South, the NCDAQ plan will
 add further cost to the state in an effort to defend this plan in Federal courts.

North Carolina is one of the national leaders in developing clean energy. Clean energy sources help the poorest
 among us, and help slow the progress of climate change, which would have a disproportionate affect on low-income
 communities. Clean energy helps protect our children and our grandparents from the harmful effects of air
 pollution, and in the long-term, protect our coasts from the rising ocean. We should do more to increase our use of
 clean energy sources over coal and other fossil fuels. Now is the time. Ignoring and rolling back the progress we
 have made will only harm this great state and her citizens.
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From: Kate Bailey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:58:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kate Bailey

109 New Holland Place
Cary, NC 27519

V-9614 A-9704

mailto:katemedl@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: JANE NICHOLS
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: power
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:58:30 AM

JANE NICHOLS from HIGH POINT, NC writes:

We need to invest in alternative energy and clean power. NC will fall behind other states, just as it has done in
 education.
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From: charles mcmahan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:02:34 AM

charles mcmahan from candler, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.
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From: Linda Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:03:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the state working to have clean power.

Sincerely,

Linda Moore

4442 Rivershore Dr
New Bern, NC 28560

V-9617 A-9707

mailto:Lindagilleymoore@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Armistead
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Environmental regulations
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:04:13 AM

Patricia Armistead from Kill Devil Hills, NC writes:

Let The Flint,MI water fiasco be a lesson to you.  Environmental regulations are more important than greed!
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From: David Walker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Draft Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:08:19 AM

David Walker from Carolina Beach, NC writes:

We need better regulation of carbon pollution for our families and future populations.

----------
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First Name: David
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State: NC
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From: kelly prelipp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Citizen omments on NCDAQ plan to comply with fed. Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:09:06 AM

kelly prelipp from charlotte, NC writes:

I urge the state government to make strong, proactive efforts to comply and exceed the goals set out in the federal
 Clean Power Plan. I would like state regulators and lawmakers to incentivize renewable energy businesses and use
 and disincentivize the use and growth of the fossil fuel industry and nuclear power. This is the time for innovation,
 leadership, and a sustainable vision of the future. This is NOT the time for burying our collective heads in the sand
 and pretending that there isn't a problem with current energy practices, which is exactly what NCDAQs draft plan
 does.

----------
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Email 1 (Primary): klojk@earthlink.net
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From: Holly Latty-Mann
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Concerning 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:12:24 AM

Holly Latty-Mann from Durham, NC writes:

This draft plan is falling way short in ensuring clean air and energy. Revisit efficient, renewable energy technologies
 lest our children and children's children suffer the consequences of this inadequate draft plan.

----------
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Email 1 (Primary): drlatty@leadershiptrust.org

First Name: Holly
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State: NC
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From: Carol Svatek
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:12:39 AM

Carol Svatek from Denton, NC writes:

Get your heads out of the sand!  Listen to the public!

We all know that big oil and coal fillls your election coffers, but we elect you to represent US.  The wave and
 necessity of the future is CLEAN ENERGY right here in NC!  We need you to embrace this.  Make a plan for
 Duke, et al to clean up the coal ash dumps that are threatening our rivers and make them comply with federal
 guidelines about curbing pollution from their plants into our air.  You can do all this or we will be saying goodbye
 to you at the next election.  Make NC the envy of the country instead of the black sheep.

----------
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Email 1 (Primary): toypoodlelover@yahoo.com

First Name: Carol

Last Name: Svatek

City: Denton
State: NC
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mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sara Gritsavage
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:19:38 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sara Gritsavage

Po box 276
Edneyville, NC 28727

V-9623 A-9713

mailto:Segrit1212@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott Sheppard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:20:14 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Scott Sheppard

Po box 276
Edneyville, NC 28727

V-9624 A-9714

mailto:Sshepp@rocketmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Phyllis Swank
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Help #PutSolarOnIt By Supporting the Energy Freedom Act (HB245)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:24:24 AM

Phyllis Swank from Chapel Hill, NC writes:

I do not think that the draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality goes far enough to ensure a
 clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina! Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes taxpayer dollars and
 precious time. Unregulated carbon pollution must be addressed for our families and our future. It is vital to shift
 away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make investments in
 renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even though our state is a
 leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ takes this process seriously and
 make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and the administration to
 draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s people, economy, and
 environment. Please protect our environment now for all future generations.

----------
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Email 1 (Primary): pswank38@gmail.com

First Name: Phyllis

Last Name: Swank
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State: NC
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From: Carol Mulrooney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:26:14 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Las Vegas is moving to 100% renewables to save money. Why doesn't the rest of America? We don't want any more
 children to be poisoned by lead in their drinking water like the children in Flint, MI.

Support the Clean Power Plan and stop destroying our air and water.

Sincerely,

Carol Mulrooney

3068 Trimble Cir NW
Concord, NC 28027

704-787-9814

V-9626 A-9716

mailto:vcarol24@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: george and carole troxler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)a real "clean power" plan, please
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:28:13 AM

george and carole troxler from Elon, NC writes:

It is obvious that NC has a worse than status-quo "clean power" plan draft. The draft plan is a true do-nothing to
 protect the health of NCians. We need to shift away from fossil fuels, period. Not to do so is madness, well-
financed and well-lobbied madness.

The draft plan takes us backwards, and any fool can see that.

Here are some features of a REAL clean power plan, as set out as a target for state plans.  We do not see this is a
 partisan issue, however. We all breathe, drink water, depend on the soil for food, and have hopes of a healthy
 future!

Here are some features of the bigger model plan we hope someone in NC government willl consider:

The plan sends a clear market signal that low-carbon energy will be profitable.

Incentives in the plan will encourage the development of renewable energy.

Any utility that already owns cleaner forms of energy, or hopes to build them, can profit

knowing there will be new demand for wind and solar energy will encourage investors to build new transmission
 lines

Finally, utilities like Pacific Gas and Electric that design innovative ways to reduce energy demand, or offer energy
 retrofit and appliance rebate programs, also stand to gain, because energy efficiency now will be a valuable
 commodity

Thank you,

----------
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Email 1 (Primary): troxlerc@bellsouth.net

First Name: george and carole

Last Name: troxler

V-9627 A-9717

mailto:troxlerc@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


City: Elon
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27244-8118

V-9628 A-9718



From: joseph shelton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)clean power plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:28:51 AM

joseph shelton from greensboro, NC writes:

You know what to do ...your grandchildren will love you for it >

----------
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First Name: joseph

Last Name: shelton

City: greensboro
State: NC
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From: Anne Markey Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:30:21 AM

Anne Markey Jones from Winston Salem, NC writes:

Why are you wasting taxpayer dollars creating a meaningless 'plan; to address clean air and clean energy? This
 newly reinvented "NC Dept of Environmental Quality" is a joke! You are doing everything you can to avoid
 addressing the REAL issues facing us and our children. Fossil fuels are the PAST and renewable energy is the
 FUTURE. It is the DUTY of elected officials to spend money wisely and look forward- turning away from
 campaign contributors and doing what is right for our future and our health. Make a REAL Plan and do the right
 thing. We are voters who are paying attention. Thank you!

----------
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Email 1 (Primary): annejones414@comcast.net

First Name: Anne Markey

Last Name: Jones

City: Winston Salem
State: NC
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mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Childers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:31:30 AM

Linda Childers from 730 Noles Drive, NC writes:

I am very disturbed that the NCDEQ has not adopted a strong clean air & clean energy plan for NC that complies
 with federal guidelines that are designed to protect the health and safety of people, wildlife & the environment.
 Protecting the profits of energy corporations that use fossil fuels does not benefit the people of NC. Carbon
 pollution is damaging our air, water & the health of our citizens. NC has been a leader in alternative energy
 development especially solar. Renewable energy should be a priority for the future of our nation, state, and the
 health and welfare of our people. Please draft a serious plan that protects the health & safety of the people &
 environment of NC rather than protecting the profits of energy corporations that rely on fossil fuels. The future of
 life on earth depends on it.

----------
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Email 1 (Primary): moboko@mindspring.com

First Name: Linda

Last Name: Childers

City: 730 Noles Drive
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28120
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mailto:moboko@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Renee Lawson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:39:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). We should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions here in NC. There's no time to
 waste.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Renee Lawson

4916 Lighthouse Court
Winston Salem, NC 27127

V-9632 A-9722

mailto:lawson-renee@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Multer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)energy plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:46:12 AM

Karen Multer from Lenoir, NC writes:

The NC Department of Environmental Quality is wasting taxpayer dollars by creating a designed-to-fail plan in
 order to take the U.S. EPA to Court. In the meantime, unregulated carbon pollution continues to harm our children,
 the elderly, and those with chronic respiratory conditions.

----------
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First Name: Karen
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State: NC
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From: Donna Newman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:49:08 AM

Donna Newman from Raleigh, NC writes:

At the very least, you should require corporations that do business in NC to plan for the safe disposal of their waste
 products, clean up their pollution as a budgeted expense and not passed on to customers, and regenerate despoiled
 lands and waters. When they realize the true expenses of dirty energy generation, their interest in fossil fuels will
 vanish and  they will join the Clean Energy Revolution.  But without these requirements of responsibility, nothing
 will change.  Do your job and PROTECT the ENVIRONMENT, don't make it easier or legal for corporations to
 ruin it!

----------
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Email 1 (Primary): dnewman27606@yahoo.com

First Name: Donna

Last Name: Newman

City: Raleigh
State: NC
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From: Rachel Sanders
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:49:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support clean power in NC. For the sake of our future generations, let's make this change!!
Please consider the impact of your actions,
Rachel Sanders
PO Box 545
Franklin, NC

Sincerely,

Rachel Sanders

PO Box 545
Franklin, NC 28744

V-9635 A-9725

mailto:rachellynnsanders0714@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Morales
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:51:06 AM

Barbara Morales from Belmont, NC writes:

My daughter was affected health wise by the polluted water in our well and I am now wondering how many other of
 her health problems might stem from this well water.  She was 12 when we moved into this house; she is now 22
 and has been VERY SICK FOR 6 YEARS!!!!!!!!!!!!!  AND MY 2nd BIGGEST BILL each month is my DUKE
 ENERGY BILL.  They have made BILLIONS upon BILLIONS FROM THEIR CUSTOMERS!!!!  IT IS TIME
 THEY PAID UP FOR THE POLLUTION THEY HAVE CAUSED WHILE MAKING THESE
 PROFITS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  EVERY HUMAN BEING IN THE WORLD DESERVES AND NEEDS CLEAN
 DRINKING WATER!!!!! IT IS A HUMAN BEING'S RIGHT!!!!!!

----------
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From: Ferris Lyle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Better Clean power plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:52:09 AM

Ferris Lyle from Weaverville, NC writes:

We need a better plan that includes investing in renewable energy or energy efficiency technologies.
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mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alina Pittman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)The Plan Fell Short
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:54:09 AM

Alina Pittman from Charlotte, NC writes:

Unfortunately, the NCDEQ and Governor McCrory have proven that they do not support the interests of the people
 or helping North Carolina move forward as an innovative state in our country.

A plan with no mention of clean energy investment, bypassing the required stakeholder input, and deciding to take
 the EPA to court instead of regulating the pollution affecting our communities is beyond disappointing. You have
 chosen a very expensive option which will be carried on the backs of your taxpayers. When will you wake up and
 listen to the people?

Governor, enjoy what's left of your term because I think it will be your first and last!!!!

----------
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Email 1 (Primary): alinav1982@aim.com
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State: NC
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From: Caitlin Esty
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean up your act!!!
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:58:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

What part of we all need clean air, clean water, and clean food in order to survive do you not understand? Is it
 because you have your head so full of the almighty dollar that you cannot grasp a simple concept, as humans and
 animals alike need clean air, water, and food to survive?

Sincerely,

Caitlin Esty

2700 Hodge Rd
Knightdale, NC 27545

9194172174

V-9639 A-9729

mailto:estycaitlin@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Warfel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Regarding 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 11:04:04 AM

William Warfel from Fayetteville, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

Sincerely,

William J. Warfel

----------
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First Name: William
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State: NC
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From: Yvonne Boston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean power plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 11:05:01 AM

Yvonne Boston from Cary, NC writes:

The NC Dept of Environmental Quality drafted an unworkable plan.  The administration should redraft a plan that
 addresses carbon pollution, cuts back on fossil fuels, and invests in renewable energy.

----------
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From: Paula Stober
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)NC power plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 11:06:36 AM

Paula Stober from Greensboro, NC writes:

The plan that doesn't include investing in renewable energy technologies is insufficient.  And this plan is not only
 the most expensive, but doesn't include all that it should.

Please go back to the drawing board.

----------
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State: NC
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From: Gary Schwartz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 11:09:06 AM

Gary Schwartz from Asheville, NC writes:

Please draft a plan that focuses on power from wind and solar.

----------
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State: NC
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From: Gregory Shiffer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Get a real Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 11:10:23 AM

Gregory Shiffer from Matthews, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with the draft plan from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
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Email 1 (Primary): gregshiffer@yahoo.com

First Name: Gregory

Last Name: Shiffer

City: Matthews
State: NC
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mailto:gregshiffer@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: jane Baldridge
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Toxic future
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 11:11:21 AM

jane Baldridge from Southport, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
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State: NC
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From: Kathleen Gale
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)"111(d)". Thank you!
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 11:16:12 AM

Kathleen Gale from Hampstead, NC writes:

Who isn't for a better quality of life?  It seems like an odd question to have to even ask - and yet it is mind boggling
 that there are people who only seem to care about money and what is best for themselves at the moment than what
 is best for the lives and futures of ourselves and our children and grandchildren.  I’m greatly disappointed with this
 draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far enough to ensure a clean air and
 clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes taxpayer dollars and precious time. We
 need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future. We need to shift away from dangerous
 fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make investments in renewable energy and energy-
efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even though our state is a leader in the Southeast and
 nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this process seriously and make decisions that will
 actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and the administration to draft a real plan that meets
 federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s people, economy, and environment.

----------
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Email 1 (Primary): kegalel@bellsouth.net

First Name: Kathleen
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State: NC
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From: Angela Cannady
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Environment
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 11:19:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I want the clean power plan.  We should be looking out for our children and grandchildren not companies and
 businesses that pollute our environment for profit!   Climate change is real and greatly affected by man made
 pollutants.  We have got to get serious about this.

Sincerely,

Angela Cannady

4710 wakewood dr
Greensboro, NC 27407

V-9647 A-9737

mailto:Angela.cannady@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sharron Parker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 11:27:14 AM

Sharron Parker from Wake Forest, NC writes:

The draft plan from NCDEQ is not a good use of taxpayer dollars and time -- it needs to go much farther to protect
 our air and future green energy needs. Please draft a plan that meets federal guidelines and protects North Carolina.

----------
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mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephen Logan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Turning the Corner
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 11:28:11 AM

Stephen Logan from Greenville, NC writes:

The nation is turning a corner and, unfortunately, NC will be driving its aqua car around that corner some day if the
 state doesn't adhere to federally mandated environmental incentives. Let's turn this corner together NOW, rather
 than later, and support the people's want for a cleaner, energy-efficient future.

----------
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From: Marlene Goland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)NC Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 11:29:06 AM

Marlene Goland from Greensboro, NC writes:

The draft plan issued from the NC Department of Environmental Quality does not go nearly far enough to ensure
 that our clean air and clean energy future is what it should be, not to mention that it wastes time and taxpayer
 dollars.

It does not address unregulated Carbon Pollution, one of the most dangerous green house gases as opposed to
 shifting away from fossil fuels failing to make appropriate investments in renewable energy and energy-efficient
 technologies.
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From: Harvard Ayers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Stop denying science!
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 11:32:23 AM

Harvard Ayers from Boone, NC writes:

I am a PhD scientist at AppState U, and I have four grandkids. Climate change is real-- I am not aware of one
 scientist at ASU that denies this fact of Nature--  and you have within your power to help the chances of Margaret,
 Brian, Bailey, and Francis and their children to exist in a livable world. Think of this every night before you turn
 out the lights. Surly you care about your grandchildren and great grandchildren. What will you say to them 20 years
 from now when they ask what you did when you had the chance to help? Dr. Harvard Ayers
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From: Joan Guilkey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Change Approach to Clean Energy
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 11:34:10 AM

Joan Guilkey from Chapel Hill, NC writes:

Your draft clean up plan does not meet federal standards nor citizen standards.  Focus on faster clean up of ash
 ponds, less use of coal, and more investment in wind, solar and any other truly clean source you can find besides oil
 products.
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From: Darryl Wally
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean power bill
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 11:35:25 AM

Darryl Wally from Pittsboro, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.
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From: william bream
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 11:57:53 AM

william bream from wake forest, NC writes:

Though it would be profitable for certain corporations and politicians in the near term to accept the draft plan, the
 provisions do not do enough to protect the state and it's citizens. Nor does the draft move toward independence
 from fossil fuel. In order to have a physically healthy population, we must have a healthy environment enabled by
 modern technologies in energy production and usage.

I urge all parties entrusted with decisions regarding environmental policy to look past the norms of present policy
 and intelligently look to the future consequences of today's decisions. To change will be costly but no where near
 the costs of imprudent legislation.
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From: Martin Hazeltine
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 12:01:40 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Martin Hazeltine

7614 Dunbar Dr SW
Sunset Beach, NC 28468

910-575-2546

V-9655 A-9745

mailto:mhazeltine@atmc.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy Breault
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 12:01:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Be a leader - cleaning up later is always more expensive from a monetary, health and environment standpoint.  Do
 the right thing now and stop it before it gets worse.

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judy Breault

4012 La Crema Drive
Charlotte, NC 28214

7042933193

V-9656 A-9746

mailto:jblikes2go@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charlene Riveral
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 12:02:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Clean Power Plan to settle carbon pollution standards as effectively as can be accomplished.
Please do not fail the goals of this Plan.

Sincerely,
Charlene Riveral
313 Burkewood Drive
Winston-Salem, NC 27104

Sincerely,

Charlene Riveral

313 Burkewood Drive
Winston-Salem, NC 27104

V-9657 A-9747

mailto:char@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christie Driscoll
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Invest in Renewables for NC!
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 12:05:51 PM

Christie Driscoll from Charlotte, NC writes:

I want a Clean Power Plan for NC with investments in renewable energy -- this is our future not dirty fossil fuels.
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From: annejones414
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Cc: Rep. Debra Conrad; Robb Jansen (Sen. Joyce Krawiec)
Subject: Comment on rule making for clean power plan under the Clean Air Act Section 111 (D) Proposed Rule
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 12:05:52 PM

TO: Ms. Joelle Burleson, Division of Air Quality
1641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, N.C. 27699-1641

Subj: Comments on Clean Power Plan: 111 (D) Proposed Rule

Science has confirmed that climate change is a significant and imminent threat to our 
community, state and planet. The regulations defined by the Clean Power Plan are but a 
MINIMUM
of what is necessary to mount a campaign to preserve air and water quality-assuming it is not 
already to late to have an impact! The Environmental Management Commission of our state 
has denied a proposal on behalf of Hallie Turner to limit North Carolina's Carbon Dioxide 
Emissions. This is outrageous! How can your commission, designed to 'control and limit the 
pollution of our air and water" support a proposal to intentionally fail to reduce emissions as 
required under the Clean Power Plan? Certainly anyone who reads can understand the link 
between the destruction of DENR and the ties Governor McCrory has demonstrated to Duke 
Energy and the Coal Industry. While coal currently may be cheaper for power plant energy 
production, is deadly to the Governor's constituents and his legacy. Unfortunately, 
although the Environmental Management Commission's Hearing officer is a nationally 
recognized individual, his current representation of anti-regulation and anti-environment 
clients who oppose most regulations and certainly clean air regulations - has managed to sully 
his previously good reputation. I have NO confidence in Mr. Carter, and believe he is 
incapable of ignoring the wishes of his wealthy and powerful clients as he serves as Hearing 
Officer on rule-making in this matter. Please replace Mr. Carter and appoint a knowledgeable, 
non-partisan Hearing Officer immediately.

It is a well documented fact that renewable energy will preserve our air and water quality! 
Wind energy has made significant strides in the past decade and could serve our state and 
others by producing off-shore wind power instead of shortsighted drilling! (We could also 
manufacture wind turbines). Even the natural motion of oceans can be harnessed to supply the 
energy needs of our state. Why ignore new developments? Embracing the past will get us 
nowhere, and leave our rapidly growing state in a quagmire of air and water quality crises! 
Please do the right thing. The state has been given the ability to achieve the constitutional 
mandate to control and limit pollution; no matter which direction you choose to go in adopting
 renewable energy standards, the state economy can improve tremendously by implementing 
this strategy. You can make a tremendous impact on our state's quality of life, and economy, 
by amending the proposed rule to SIMPLY COMPLY with the federal Clean Power Plan and 
meaningfully reduce carbon dioxide emissions from power plants.

Please do the right thing for North Carolina! Thank you!

Anne M. Jones
158 Buckingham Road
Winston-Salem, N.C. 27104
Annejones414@comcast.net

V-9659 A-9749

mailto:Annejones414@comcast.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
mailto:Debra.Conrad@ncleg.net
mailto:krawiecla@ncleg.net
mailto:Annejones414@comcast.net


V-9660 A-9750



From: James & Sharon Parzino
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Our Environment Matters
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 12:12:50 PM

James & Sharon Parzino from Surf City, NC writes:

We need real leadership in North Carolina to draft real legislation to clean up our air, water and land... And Gov.
 McCrory  is NOT the kind of leadership we need now, or ever.
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From: Sherry Buck
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 12:20:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sherry Buck

1612 Beaumont Drive
Greenville, NC 27858

252-717-7438

V-9662 A-9752

mailto:bucksherry@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tammy Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 12:20:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tammy Smith

2774 Neuse Blvd
New Bern, NC 28562

2523490789

V-9663 A-9753

mailto:tammyjsmith@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tabitha Ammons
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 12:26:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tabitha Ammons

397 sneed dr
Clyde, NC 28721

V-9664 A-9754

mailto:tabammons@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Rollins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 12:26:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Do what is right for North Carolina.

Sincerely,

Barbara Rollins

2617 campbell rd
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-9665 A-9755

mailto:Bjeanroll@ymail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: daphnie Klumpp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 12:26:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

daphnie Klumpp

2265 hwy79
Swannanoa, NC 28778

8285754421

V-9666 A-9756

mailto:daphnieklumpp@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Blackley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Energy Plan FAILS NC Citizens
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 12:28:06 PM

William Blackley from Elkin, NC writes:

Every leg of the draft plan is regressive in scope and action.  Any reasonable citizen knows that solar, wind, water,
 perhaps hydrogen, are the energy sources of the future.  Banking on "clean" (if anyone could call it that) will be
 very expensive at a minimum if even achievable and it will cause huge price increases for NC citizens and
 businesses to buy energy.   Why not create new jobs with the truly renewable sources?  We don't have coal in NC
 so we are having to buy coal from other states.  Our sun, wind, water and perhaps solar hydrogen are our own
 natural resource and we don't need to depend on other states to ship it to us.   Suing the Federal Government over a
 plan that appears guaranteed to fail muster with the federal government would be a huge waste of time, energy and
 money.  Get on with fixing our energy need with local companies and jobs.   Engage our citizens and local
 businesses rather than come up with a plan essentially written by Duke Power or proxies to strengthen their
 business plan and add to their bottom line.
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From: Ruth Steenwyk
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)We Need a Real Clean Power Plan for NC 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 12:29:24 PM

Ruth Steenwyk from Mebane, NC writes:

I am greatly disappointed with this draft "plan" from the NC Department of Environmental Quality.  It does not
 include investing in renewable energy or energy-efficiency technologies even though these are two of the fastest-
growing, most economically successful, and environmentally-friendly industries in North Carolina right now.  The
 "plan" was drafted without a robust stakeholder process as directed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
 North Carolina's most vulnerable communities were not even invited to participate about an issue that
 disproportionately impacts low-income communities and minorities.  Additionally, the "plan" is the most expensive
 option.  It is my belief that the NC Department of Environmental Quality is wasting taxpayer dollars by creating a
 designed-to-fail plan in order to take the U.S. EPA to Court. In the meantime, unregulated carbon pollution
 continues to harm our those most at risk.  Please do what real people in North Carolina have elected you to do and
 draft a real plan that protects North Carolina residents and communities and stop wasting taxpayer dollars.
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From: Beth Haughney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 12:34:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Make a plan that passes the goals of the Clean Power Plan. Stop pollution in NC.

Sincerely,

Beth Haughney

391 Fork Lake Dr
Clinton, NC 28328

V-9669 A-9759

mailto:Sykomom@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patty Babb
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 12:34:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

PLEASE!!!!! PLEASE!!!! PLEASE!!!! Please, support policies that protect and advance good health! It makes
 common sense on so many levels, promoting healthy environments that enhance health which saves on health care,
 increases productivity and preserves the environment for the future, not to mention the savings on the cost of
 environmental clean-up.

 I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patty Babb

907 Ardsley Road
Charlotte,  28207

V-9670 A-9760

mailto:pattybabb@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Summey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 12:37:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am adding my signature to a petition and writing this message in regards to your ability to make decisions about
 clean power in our states.  This is a very important issue,  and it is time to take it seriously.   Our health and future, 
 as well as that of our planet,  is at stake!  Please consider making North Carolina a state that is willing to progress
 and make changes to better our world.  I understand the adversity in standing behind a decision to support cleaner
 power alternatives-- Duke Energy is a powerful opponent.  However, a change must occur,  and we must make it
 happen.  Take this issue seriously,  please- for your constituents,  our shared environment,  and the peace of mind in
 knowing that you did everything you could to helpmake the world better.  Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Sarah Summey

2502 White Rd
Wilmington, NC 28411

9105081516

V-9671 A-9761

mailto:sosummey@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathryn Selm
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 12:39:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Selm

160 Hillside street apt 2
Asheville, NC 28801

8284300758

V-9672 A-9762

mailto:krselm@alumni.unca.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy Ziboukh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plants
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 12:40:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Global Warming is real and we have very little time to mitigate the devastating results of pollution. Let's put our
 energy and efforts into solutions - sustainable energy that does not pollute the environment.

Sincerely,

Judy Ziboukh

119 Gatepost Lane
Cary, NC 27513

9197499086

V-9673 A-9763

mailto:jziboukh@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pamela Benbow
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Your Time Will Come
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 12:40:51 PM

Pamela Benbow from Hillsborough, NC writes:

I'm not sure if your difficulty is a lack of morals and ethics when it comes to polluting your children's world, or
 whether it is problem stemming from a very low IQ--say, less than 70.

So you're either totally unprincipled (you can keep that character trait from your kids only so long, as they will grow
 to demand a greener world), or you're too intellectually bereft to be helped.

I hope you're merely greedy and bought and owned by the oil industry. If that is your problem, you can, when you
 lose all else, be saved. And with your salvation will come the salvation of your children's world.
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From: Cheryl McGraw
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power Plan for NC
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 12:42:13 PM

Cheryl McGraw from Raleigh, NC writes:

Your plan is a joke. As a citizen of this great state, I demand a real plan that aggressively promotes solar and wind
 energy as well as other alternatives. I demand a plan that is less expensive and creates job in the solar and wind
 industries. I want a process for real citizen input and REAL progress on climate change.
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From: Michelle Mitchell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)We need clean power!
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 1:11:22 PM

Michelle Mitchell from Cornelius, NC writes:

Please support North Carolina's clean power industry.
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From: Mary-Jo Paull
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Energy
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 1:25:35 PM

Mary-Jo Paull from Winnabow, NC writes:

After all of the damage Duke has done to the state, it is imperative that we work toward clean energy. We only have
 one planet. If human life is to survive much longer, we need to protect it now.
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From: Stephanie Princip
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 1:25:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Princip

2662 Merry Oaks Trl
Winston Salem, NC 27103
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From: Elizabeth Hopp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 1:31:07 PM

Elizabeth Hopp from Pittsboro, NC writes:

North Carolina administration should be taking a leadership role in ensuring clean air and clean energy for it's
 residents.  The draft Clean Power plan does not include investment in renewable energy or energy efficient
 technologies and does not comply with federal guidelines.  Our state should be taking a proactive stand in
 establishing guidelines to reduce carbon pollution and not wasting taxpayer money by taking the U.S. EPA to
 court.  I will not vote for a governor that is not committed to a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina
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From: Barbara Marrow
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 1:40:33 PM

Barbara Marrow from Calabash, NC writes:

The current administration, legislature and NCDEQ have demonstrated often and particularly with this CPP draft
 that they have no concern for the health, future, and general welfare of its NC citizens or the others with whom we
 share this country and planet. And they are willing to waste precious time and money to further demonstrate that
 stance in case there is still anyone out there who doesn't get it. The idea that the Federal government doesn't have
 the authority to mandate such action pales in comparison to the economic, environmental and health crises we are
 facing and the opportunities we have to be a leader in our future rather than trying to hold on to what we need to let
 go of. Our state will suffer not only environmental, economic, and health issues, but will also lose all credibility
 with forward thinking companies who might want to locate here, as well as talented, problem-solving entrepreneurs
 who can improve our future.  Please reconsider your obstructionist tactics of cutting off your state's nose despite
 your saving face with your fossil fuel friends.  Thank you.
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From: Heide Catherina Coppotelli
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Make it a GOOD Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 1:40:34 PM

Heide Catherina Coppotelli from Cedar Mountain, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality.  It falls too far
 short of providing for a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time.  It is unproductive AND excessively expensive.  We need to address
 unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future. We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels,
 including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make investments in the fast-growing, renewable energy and
 energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even though our state is a leader in the
 Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this process seriously and make
 decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and the administration to draft a
 real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s people, economy, and
 environment.
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From: David Andes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)NCDEQ "plan"
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 1:42:20 PM

David Andes from Elon, NC writes:

It is time for you to look to the health and welfare of NC citizens.

Draft a new plan that supports renewable energy and energy efficiency instead of the fossil fuel industry. The EPA
 regulations need support--not obstruction.
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From: Susan Wade
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 1:45:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Wade

4317 Woodlawn Dr
Raleigh, NC 27616
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From: n s greenwood
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)clean power
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 1:54:21 PM

n s greenwood from raleigh, NC writes:

Posotove action is needed here, for the sake of our future.
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From: Kicab Castaneda-Mendez
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)clean power-plan: NOT
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 1:56:14 PM

Kicab Castaneda-Mendez from Chapel hill, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.
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From: Stephen Blake
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d) = Corruption & Crony capitalism
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 2:02:39 PM

Stephen Blake from Clemmons, NC writes:

The NCDEQ is captured by the short term corporate interests of fossil fuel polluters.  The McCrory administration
 represents those interests at the expense of NC taxpayers & ratepayers.
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From: Gary Vincent OMalley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Re. Restricting CO2 restricts the greening of the planet.
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 2:04:48 PM

To Whom It May Concern:
This is an excerpt from a book written by leading scientists. Please read before any decision about restricting the greening of the earth
 further through regulations decreasing the "emission" of CO2.
"We derive scientific evidence from measurement, observation, and experiment. Evidence must be repeatable and collected over and
 over again. Computers do not generate evidence: they analyze evidence that should have been repeated and validated. On the basis
 of the evidence and analysis of evidence, an explanation is given. This explanation is a scientific theory and must be in accord with
 other validated evidence from diverse sources (this is known as the coherence criterion in science).
Unlike in law, there is no inadmissible evidence in science. Science is underpinned by practitioners who must be skeptical of the
 methodology used to collect evidence, the analysis of evidence, and the conclusions based on the evidence. On the basis of new
 evidence, scientists must always be prepared to change their opinions. Science bows to no authority, is not based on a consensus,
 and is in a constant state of flux.
No great advance in science has been made by consensus: advances have been made by individuals paddling upstream. If a scientific
 theory is not in accord with validated evidence, then the theory must be abandoned and reconstructed. It is skepticism that underpins
 science, not the comfort of consensus.
The theory of human-induced global warming is not science because research is based on a pre-ordained conclusion, huge bodies of
 evidence are ignored, and the analytical procedures are treated as evidence. Furthermore, climate ‘science’ is sustained by
 government research grants.
Funds are not available to investigate theories that are not in accord with government ideology. Many Western governments have a
 politically popular ideology that argues that:

i. There is an increase in emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) by human activities;
ii. The increased CO2, a greenhouse gas, will lead to ever increasing global warming;
iii. There will be tipping points, sea level rises, extinctions and ocean acidification;
iv. Climate change will be irreversible and that human emissions of CO2 must be reduced or stopped as soon as possible; and
v. In order to stop climate change, energy sources need to be shifted from coal, gas and oil to wind, solar, tidal and biomass.

i. There is an increase in emissions of carbon dioxide by human activities Point (i) is correct. These emissions derive mainly from the
 developing world and the understandable desire of its people to reach the same standard of living as the Western middle
 class. It was coal in the Industrial Revolution that originally led to the rise of the middle class in the West. Now the new
 industrial revolution in China, India and East Asia is causing the largest migration of humans that has ever occurred the rise of
 the middle class in these nations, and the use of steel and electricity, both of which derive from coal. The very slight increase
 in atmospheric CO2 has led to a slight greening of the planet. As all farmers know, CO2 is plant food and the emission of
 increasingly large amounts of CO2 by humans is good for life on Earth.

ii. The increased carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas, will lead to ever increasing global warming Point (ii) has shown to be invalid on
 all time scales. There is no doubt that CO2 is a greenhouse gas. However, the main greenhouse gas is water vapor. The first
 100 parts per million (ppm) of CO2 have a significant effect on atmospheric temperature, whereas any increase from the
 current 400 ppm will have an insignificant effect. Furthermore, because CO2 has a short residence time in the atmosphere, it
 is naturally sequestered into the oceans, life, or rocks in less than a decade.

In fact, only 1 molecule of every 85,000 in the atmosphere is CO2 of human origin, and yet we are asked to believe that this
 one molecule drives hugely complex climate change systems. We are also asked to believe that the 32 molecules of CO2 of
 natural origin in every 85,000 molecules play no part in driving climate change.
Despite a significant increase in industrial emissions of CO2, there has been no increase in global atmospheric temperature over
 the past seventeen years. This shows that the theory that CO2 emissions of human origin drive global warming (and climate
 change) must be rejected. But this rejection has not yet taken place.
In ice core measurements, the evidence shows that temperature increase occurs hundreds to thousands of years before there is
 an increase in atmospheric CO2. This again shows that atmospheric CO2 does not drive atmospheric temperature change.
On yet another scale, geology shows that all six of the great ice ages were initiated when atmospheric CO2 was far higher than
 at present and, with the first two great ice ages, up to a thousand times higher than the current atmospheric CO2 content.
 Furthermore, geology shows that there has been sequestration of atmospheric CO2 into limey sediments, other rocks and life
 for 2,500 million years. This process continues.
The Earth currently has a very low CO2 content compared with the past. We actually live in a cold epoch. Ice is a rare rock
 and has been on Earth for less than twenty per cent of its history. For most of time, planet Earth has been warmer and wetter.
 In the past, ecosystems thrived when there was a high atmospheric carbon dioxide content— especially if it was warm. This is
 known by horticulturalists. They pump warm CO2 into glass houses. The optimum CO2 content is more than 1,600 ppm (as
 compared with the current atmospheric content of 400 ppm). History shows that communities thrived when it was warm and
 there was massive depopulation during cooler times. It is only recently— when Westerners have been very affluent— that
 people have feared the warmth. In former times, communities feared the cold because Jack Frost brought death, disease,
 famine, and war.

iii. There will be tipping points, sea level rise, extinctions and ocean acidification Sea level changes Point (iii) is not reflected by
 evidence. In the past, when atmospheric CO2 was up to one thousand times higher than at present, there were no tipping
 points, no carbon dioxide-driven climate change, and no runaway global warming. In fact, the planet was its normal wet-warm
 self, with the occasional ice age.

Land level changes:
There can be no understanding of sea level rise and fall without an understanding of local land level rises and falls. Scandinavia,
 Scotland and Canada are rising because, during the last glaciation, ice sheets covered these areas and pushed down the land.
 Now that the ice has melted, there is rebound and the land is rising. If land rises, other areas of land may sink, such as Holland.
Land rises in mountains as a result of compression (e.g. Himalayas) whereas, when there is extension or pulling apart, land
 sinks (e.g. Lake Eyre). The world’s oceans formed by extension and, because the oceans are still growing at the mid-ocean
 ridges, the land masses at the edges of oceans are uplifted into hills or mountain chains (e.g. Great Dividing Range). These
 changes are very rapid.
For example, the ancient port of Ephesus in Western Anatolia is now fifteen kilometers inland and seven metres above sea
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 level. The ancient Lycian city of Simena on the southern coast of Anatolia is now underwater. Coastal areas may sink due to
 fluids such as water, gas and oil being expelled from unconsolidated sediments during sediment loading, traffic, buildings,
 human-induced human-induced vibrations, and tides.
Any local government that brings in legislation to restrict coastal building by using international sea level projections has only
 used half the evidence, albeit questionable anyway, as local land level rises and falls are far more profound that long-term sea
 level rises and falls. The Maldives is 70 centimetres higher now than in the 1970s and eastern Australia is two metres higher
 than 4,000 years ago.
This was suggested by Darwin and has been confirmed by recent satellite measurements. Compaction, use of coral for cement
 manufacture, roads and construction, and extraction of ground water from unconsolidated coralline sand all lead to a relative
 sea level rise in the Pacific islands, as does polar ice cap melting.
Extinctions Extinction is normal. Highly adapted terrestrial species (such as humans) have a short life whereas some basic
 highly adaptable species can survive for billions of years (e.g. bacteria). There is a great diversity of reasons for extinction and
 climate change is only one of the minor causes. At any time in the history of the planet, there are extinctions, and hence it is no
 surprise that we live in a period of extinction. Dominant species, such as humans, kill other species for food and change
 habitats.
It has happened many times before. Vacated ecologies are quickly filled and life goes on. Global warming may create a few
 extinctions although most species (including plants) have the ability to move to their ideal climate. The history of the planet
 shows that there is a huge increase in biodiversity during warm times and that extinctions are universal in colder times, when
 ecosystems are reduced or changed.
For example, during the last glaciation, the Amazonian rainforests did not exist and there were copses of trees and grasslands
The Great Barrier Reef first formed about 50 million years ago and has survived hundreds of coolings and warmings and
 massive rain events that deposit sediment on the Reef.
The sea levels fall and lower temperatures during glacial events kill higher latitude coral reefs and they continue to thrive at
 lower latitudes. The geological record shows that coral reefs love it warm, especially when there is more CO2 in the
 atmosphere.
The alkalinity (measured as pH units on a logarithmic scale) of ocean water changes is slightly variable. A very slight change to
 ocean pH would involve a chemical reaction utilizing monstrous volumes of acid. Seawater does not become acidified: it
 changes slightly in alkalinity. The lowest alkalinity (pH 7.3) is very close to acid hot springs.
Any Green, climate activist, or journalist who refers to ocean acidity demonstrates a lack of knowledge of basic chemistry. Or
 maybe they are just deliberately misleading.
The oceans have been alkaline throughout the history of time because water chemistry, ocean floor sediments, and new
 volcanic rocks on the sea floor buffer seawater to stop it becoming acid, even during times of CO2 concentrations that were
 thousands of times the present value. Ocean waters, such as borates, buffer seawater and keep its pH constant. At mid-ocean
 ridges where volcanic rocks spew out on the ocean floor above large magma chambers, the extensional tectonics allows the
 ingress of cool alkaline seawater down fractures to depths of about five kilometres into the fresh basalts.
Chemical reactions between natural glasses and minerals in basalt cause water and rock to swap chemicals. This is a buffering
 process that allows the oceans to remain at constant pH. This process has been taking place for thousands of millions of years
 during warm times, cold times and times of high atmospheric CO2 yet the oceans have never been acid. If they were acid at
 some time, then there would have been a gap in the marine fossil record as carbonate shells of organisms would have
 dissolved. There is no such gap.
iv. Climate change will be irreversible and that human emissions of carbon dioxide must be reduced or stopped as soon as
 possible Governments and their agencies claim that science supports their ideology, but while research grants are given to
 support this ideology, naysayers are denied grants, ignored, or— more commonly— pilloried. This doesn’t happen in many
 other branches of science, where competing theories are supported with research funds, ideas are energetically discussed, and
 theories are changed based on new validated evidence. Matters of climate change have been politicized, everyone has an
 opinion (despite commonly not having the knowledge to underpin an opinion), scientifically illiterate journalists become
 champions of a cause rather than impartial journalists, and various media networks have taken a partisan political position.
 There has never been a public debate about human-induced climate change, only dogma.
Science is full of different interpretations of similar observations and, while it sometimes leads to heated and protracted
 arguments, it seldom leads to one side trying to attribute to their opponents all the basest characteristics of the human species.
 Yet this is precisely what happens in the climate change non-debate. Question even one minor factor in the ‘official’ story and
 you are likely to be accused of all sorts of political chicanery and moral turpitude.
I am yet to find a scientist or read a paper which claims that the climate is not changing. Hence, to label someone as a climate
 change ‘denier’ demonstrates that the accuser believes that without human activity, climate would not change. This is
 ignorance.
The economically vulnerable have been pushed into fuel poverty. Vulnerable people die earlier, costs and unemployment
 increase and, in the Third World, such climate policies create the continuation of crippling poverty and unnecessary deaths,
 especially amongst women and children. In the UK over the last five years, home heating costs have risen 63 per cent, real
 wages have decreased and an increasing number of the poor spend more than ten per cent of their income on energy.
Energy poor pensioners are spending their days riding in heated buses to keep warm, a third are leaving parts of their homes
 cold and rugging up with hats and scarves and blankets and they are forced to stay in bed longer because of the cost of energy.
 Is this green policy about helping the poor or the triumph of ideology over tried-and-proven systems? This warm embrace of
 feel-good, highly expensive, ‘renewable’ wind energy has left the most vulnerable citizens out in the cold literally.
In Germany, charities report the power is cut off from more than 300,000 households each year because consumers can’t afford
 to pay the high costs of ‘renewable’ green electricity. Some 800,000 Germans are now described as being in energy poverty.
 German consumers now will be forced to pay annually more than € 24 billion to subsidise electricity from solar, wind and bio
 fuel generating plants that produced electricity at a market price of just over € 3 billion. Because of the green dream, Germans
 now have the highest electricity prices in Europe.
In the UK, green levies for ‘renewable’ energy are causing energy poverty for 2.4 million British households. There are some
 6,000 wind turbines there, with about 1,000 offshore. In the 2012-2013 winter, there were 35,000 additional deaths. This
 correlates with the increase in wind turbines and the increasing number of the people facing energy poverty. It translates as six
 elderly, sick or vulnerable people dying each year for every wind turbine, or six deaths per megawatt of wind power generated.
 In the 2011-2012 winter, tens of thousands of trees disappeared from parks and woodlands across Greece.
Impoverished residents did not have money to pay for electricity and turned to fireplaces and wood stoves for cooking and heat.
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 The same has occurred in Germany. The combination of a cold winter and rising energy costs has forced people to go
 collecting wood in the forests for home heating and cooking.
v.In order to stop climate change, energy sources need to be shifted from coal, gas and oil to wind, solar, tidal and biomass The
 ‘alternative’ energy systems such as wind and solar are environmentally disastrous. They cause loss of ecosystems, destruction
 of wildlife, sterilisation of land, inordinate costs that may not be retrieved during the life of the system, and the emission of huge
 amounts of CO2 during construction. Furthermore, both wind and solar power are inefficient. They can’t provide 24/ 7 base-load
 power and need backup by coal-burning carbon dioxide-emitting electricity generating plants.
Germany shut down eight nuclear power stations because of Green pressure. Although Germany has a huge solar and wind
 generating industry, the unreliability of these ideological power sources is such that Germany has now increased its CO2
 emissions by building new thermal coal-power stations."

*************************************************************************************************************************

Abbot, Dr John; James Delingpole, Dr Robert M. Carter ~ Rupert Darwall ~; Donna Laframboise, Dr Christopher Essex ~ Dr
 Stewart W. Franks ~ Dr Kesten C. Green ~; Dr Richard S. Lindzen, Nigel Lawson ~ Bernard Lewin ~; Dr Patrick J. Michaels ~
 Dr Alan Moran, Dr Jennifer Marohasy ~ Dr Ross McKitrick ~; Nova, Jo; Dr Willie Soon, Dr Garth W. Paltridge ~ Dr Ian Plimer ~;
 Steyn, Mark; Watts, Anthony; Andrew Bolt; Dr J. Scott Armstrong (2015-01-11). “Climate Change: The Facts” 

Instead of embracing the failed policies of foreign governments, it has become even more of an imperative that we reverse
 regulations that further the decline of plant growth which will eventually starve and impoverish millions. 

Sincerely,
Gary King
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From: Sharon Dyar-Hopkins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 2:07:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It is important to protect our environment, especially our air quality. Failure to do this creates illnesses for all. It
 increases lung disease, bronchitis and asthma in all citizens.

It is the function of Government to provide for the common good. By not maintaining environmental standards,
 YOU are failing in your sworn duty as an official of the people of North Carolina.

Sincerely,

Sharon Dyar-Hopkins

702 N. Fulton St
Salisbury, NC 28144
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From: Helen Hawley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Governor McCrory
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 2:08:29 PM

Helen Hawley from High Point, NC writes:

Please do not implement this very poor plan.  Please redo to make a plan that does provide for clean water and air,
 as well as providing clean energy in the future for North Carolina.  This plan is designed to fail and to waste
 taxpayer money.  It continues on the old, pollution-laden route of dependency on fossil fuels that dirty our air and
 water.  It’s time NCDEQ take this process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our
 state. I implore the Governor and the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects
 the health and safety of our state’s people, economy, and environment.
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From: Lucinda McGuinn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 2:31:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support the carbon pollution standards for power plants to the fullest.  Why on earth would you not want to
 do this if you actually love our state as you claim to.

Sincerely,

Lucinda McGuinn

147 Little Laurel Rd. Ext
Boone, NC 28607

8282646949
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From: Kim Hombs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 2:35:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kim Hombs

16303 Farmchase Court
charlotte, NC 28277

704-543-8513
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From: Peg Andrew
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 2:37:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As a constituent who cares deeply about our environment and supporting efforts to meet the new standards adopted
 World wide in the Clean Power Act, I want to count on you as my representative to work diligently to submit a plan
 specifying how our state will work innovately to meet these new standards.

Sincerely,

Peg Andrew

538 Dye Leaf Lane
Fairview, NC 28730
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From: Arlie Keith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean air and water top priority
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 2:58:40 PM

Arlie Keith from Jefferson, NC writes:

It is time that everyone starts to appreciate the state's vast beauty and stop allowing it to be screwed over by every
 corporation, individual, Tom, Dick and Harry, and especially politicians who could care less.
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From: Ron Baxendell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 2:59:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ron Baxendell

4882 Berkley Dr
Wilmington, NC 28405

9108338841
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From: Cathy Brunick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)"111(d)".
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 3:11:57 PM

Cathy Brunick from Charlotte, NC writes:

I am writing to tell you how disappointed I am with the draft "plan" from the NC Department of Environmental
 Quality.  It doesn't go far enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for our state.  Even worse is that this
 draft "plan" wastes taxpayer dollars and precious time.  We need to address unregulated carbon pollution which is
 affecting our families and our future.  We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficient technologies.  This draft "plan" does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy.  It is time that NCDEQ takes
 this process seriously and makes decisions that will actually make a difference for North Carolina.  I am asking that
 the Governor and the administration draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety
 of our state's people, economy and environment.
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From: Thomas Atherton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Better clean power plan please
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 3:20:14 PM

Thomas Atherton from Asheville, NC writes:

Dear NC policy makers

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

Thanks, Tom
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From: Joanne Nikides
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)NC Department of Environmental Quality
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 3:37:48 PM

Joanne Nikides from Durham, NC writes:

It's clear Duke Energy sets environmental policy in NC but it would be appreciated if the Governor of our state
 would for once consider the health of its citizens , especially the most vulnerable...our children.
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From: Heather Welsh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Disappointed
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 3:40:11 PM

Heather Welsh from Garner, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.
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From: Avril Lomas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power.
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 3:48:08 PM

Avril Lomas from Tryon, NC writes:

In a state that "thinks' that solar power will deplete the warmth of the sun. What would any of us, expect from this
 collection of non scientists in a Southern state? I venture to say Not a whole lot! Congrats!
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From: Dayna Feist
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 3:55:59 PM

Dayna Feist from Asheville, NC writes:

You can do better than this "Clean Power Plan". Where is the investment in renewable energy and technologies?
 Where is the US EPA or the affected communities in this plan? Are you more worried about suing the EPA than
 you are about wasting taxpayer money AND harming vulnerable children and citizens?  Or are you like the shopper
 who picks out the most expensive clothing in the store because the most expensive has GOT to be the best! Shame
 on you--you know better.
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From: Sara Kane
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean energy
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 3:58:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support clean energy in NC.

Sincerely,

Sara Kane

321 Rectory St., #437
Pittsboro, NC 27312
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From: Pete Key
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 4:18:13 PM

Pete Key from Oak Island, NC writes:

My name is Peter Key, and I am a resident of Oak Island in Brunswick County, Elevation 16'. I've been a resident of
 NC for 45 years, most importantly I am a father of four children under 9 that have a future, good or bad, in our great
 state.

I understand the State's stance that this plan is partially illegal in scope. I'm not an Attourney so I defer to their
 expertise. Mr. Carter I also read your op-ed in the News & Observer and I defer to your expertise in the arena of
 The EPA. I don't contest the stance that the Fed is overstepping its reach.

What I am however is a professional dad. It's my job to protect those little girls in the small everyday things and the
 global where I can and teach them to dream big dreams.

My perception of our states policy as I watch the news is that we are resisting moving forward towards the future in
 every way we can. We reduce the incentives towards renewable energy at every opportunity and reinforce the
 stronghold that Old Energy has on the political process.

As a previous speaker mentioned, under the states constitution there is a mandate that the government protect me,
 my family and every person that calls this state home. Our government should be stepping up to improve current
 energy production systems and implement cutting edge renewable energy initiatives.

I feel, "the balk" on blocks 2 and 3 of the Federal plan are a direct push back and return to the old world way. A
 rejection of the sustainable future. The future that my children and your children will live in. We should be doing
 everything we can to push out of the envelope of fossil fuel and the pollution it creates.

A cynic might say that the rejection of these two blocks, specifically, the refusal to state a forward thinking plan to
 drastically increase our reliance on Solar and Wind are influenced by our undue financial influence of our states
 executive branch by fossil fuel interest. Specifically the Koch Brothers, whom I didn't vote into office.

We have an amazing opportunity to crush the clean energy market by utilizing the natural resources God has
 afforded us. Our offshore wind and solar opportunities in unused rural areas are significant, yet we fail to dream
 big. Really big. We fail, because our leaders fail, to dream big. As a former resident of Charlotte, I have had the
 honor of voting for Mr. McCrory in every single election in his political career because I trusted in him and what he
 stood for. If he continues to sideline Clean Energy, I'm not sure I can continue to support him.  In my eyes as
 Governor, he has broken my trust over and over again. I am heart broken. I encourage our government to stop the
 cynicism and failure to dream big. To protect us, protect our families, to lead the way in our nation.
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A previous speaker stated that our stance was business as usual. I respectfully disagree. Based on our amazing
 process in the area of clean air improvements in this century, this plan is a step backwards.

Only great plans inspire the hearts of men.

Be great. Lead the nation. Lead the world.

Quoting the great American writer William Faulkner,

Always dream and shoot higher than you know you can do. Do not bother just to be better than your contemporaries
 or predecessors. Try to be better than yourself.

Shoot higher.

----------
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State: NC
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From: robin procor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 4:25:49 PM

robin procor from lake lure, NC writes:

This is a plan to fail and to say it is disappointing is an understatement. No renewable energy, drafted by Duke
 Power, intended to fail to cause the Feds to come in. I used to be proud of NC and it's lead in environmental and
 energy policy. This policy is a testament to your abhorrent administration. Please surprise me and draft a real plan
 that protects the citizens of NC.

----------
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From: Judith Toy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: I am in love with Mother Earth
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 4:31:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support our planet by providing the cleanest possible energy. We know this can be done with solar & turbine
 & water power. We have the means; it is up to you to hear your constituents and to provide the ways. I am in love
 with Mother Earth.

Sincerely,

Judith Toy

219 Old Toll Circle
Black Mountain, NC 28711
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From: Gary Vincent OMalley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: RE: 111(d) Restricting CO2 restricts the greening of the planet.
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 4:35:26 PM

To Whom It May Concern:
This is an excerpt from a book written by leading scientists. Please read before any decision about restricting the greening of the earth
 further through regulations decreasing the "emission" of CO2.
"We derive scientific evidence from measurement, observation, and experiment. Evidence must be repeatable and collected over and
 over again. Computers do not generate evidence: they analyze evidence that should have been repeated and validated. On the basis
 of the evidence and analysis of evidence, an explanation is given. This explanation is a scientific theory and must be in accord with
 other validated evidence from diverse sources (this is known as the coherence criterion in science).
Unlike in law, there is no inadmissible evidence in science. Science is underpinned by practitioners who must be skeptical of the
 methodology used to collect evidence, the analysis of evidence, and the conclusions based on the evidence. On the basis of new
 evidence, scientists must always be prepared to change their opinions. Science bows to no authority, is not based on a consensus,
 and is in a constant state of flux.
No great advance in science has been made by consensus: advances have been made by individuals paddling upstream. If a scientific
 theory is not in accord with validated evidence, then the theory must be abandoned and reconstructed. It is skepticism that underpins
 science, not the comfort of consensus.
The theory of human-induced global warming is not science because research is based on a pre-ordained conclusion, huge bodies of
 evidence are ignored, and the analytical procedures are treated as evidence. Furthermore, climate ‘science’ is sustained by
 government research grants. There are no government funds available to studies that run counter to government ideology. Many
 Western governments have a politically popular ideology that argues:

re is an increase in emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) by human activities;
e increased CO2, a greenhouse gas, will lead to ever increasing global warming;
ere will be tipping points, sea level rises, extinctions and ocean acidification;
mate change will be irreversible and that human emissions of CO2 must be reduced or stopped as soon as possible; and

 order to stop climate change, energy sources need to be shifted from coal, gas and oil to wind, solar, tidal and biomass.
re is an increase in emissions of carbon dioxide by human activities Point (i) is correct. These emissions derive mainly from the

 developing world and the understandable desire of its people to reach the same standard of living as the Western middle class. It was
 coal in the Industrial Revolution that originally led to the rise of the middle class in the West. Now the new industrial revolution in
 China, India and East Asia is causing the largest migration of humans that has ever occurred the rise of the middle class in these
 nations, and the use of steel and electricity, both of which derive from coal. The very slight increase in atmospheric CO2 has led to a
 slight greening of the planet. As all farmers know, CO2 is plant food and the emission of increasingly large amounts of CO2 by
 humans is good for life on Earth.

e increased carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas, will lead to ever increasing global warming Point (ii) has shown to be invalid on all time
 scales. There is no doubt that CO2 is a greenhouse gas. However, the main greenhouse gas is water vapor. The first 100 parts per
 million (ppm) of CO2 have a significant effect on atmospheric temperature, whereas any increase from the current 400 ppm will have
 an insignificant effect. Furthermore, because CO2 has a short residence time in the atmosphere, it is naturally sequestered into the
 oceans, life, or rocks in less than a decade.
In fact, only 1 molecule of every 85,000 in the atmosphere is CO2 of human origin, and yet we are asked to believe that this one
 molecule drives hugely complex climate change systems. We are also asked to believe that the 32 molecules of CO2 of natural
 origin in every 85,000 molecules play no part in driving climate change.
Despite a significant increase in industrial emissions of CO2, there has been no increase in global atmospheric temperature over the
 past seventeen years. This shows that the theory that CO2 emissions of human origin drive global warming (and climate change) must
 be rejected. But this rejection has not yet taken place.
In ice core measurements, the evidence shows that temperature increase occurs hundreds to thousands of years before there is an
 increase in atmospheric CO2. This again shows that atmospheric CO2 does not drive atmospheric temperature change.
On yet another scale, geology shows that all six of the great ice ages were initiated when atmospheric CO2 was far higher than at
 present and, with the first two great ice ages, up to a thousand times higher than the current atmospheric CO2 content. Furthermore,
 geology shows that there has been sequestration of atmospheric CO2 into limey sediments, other rocks and life for 2,500 million
 years. This process continues.
The Earth currently has a very low CO2 content compared with the past. We actually live in a cold epoch. Ice is a rare rock and
 has been on Earth for less than twenty per cent of its history. For most of time, planet Earth has been warmer and wetter. In the past,
 ecosystems thrived when there was a high atmospheric carbon dioxide content— especially if it was warm. This is known by
 horticulturalists. They pump warm CO2 into glass houses. The optimum CO2 content is more than 1,600 ppm (as compared with the
 current atmospheric content of 400 ppm). History shows that communities thrived when it was warm and there was massive
 depopulation during cooler times. It is only recently— when Westerners have been very affluent— that people have feared the warmth.
 In former times, communities feared the cold because Jack Frost brought death, disease, famine, and war.

ere will be tipping points, sea level rise, extinctions and ocean acidification Sea level changes Point (iii) is not reflected by evidence. In
 the past, when atmospheric CO2 was up to one thousand times higher than at present, there were no tipping points, no carbon
 dioxide-driven climate change, and no runaway global warming. In fact, the planet was its normal wet-warm self, with the occasional
 ice age.
Land level changes:
There can be no understanding of sea level rise and fall without an understanding of local land level rises and falls. Scandinavia,
 Scotland and Canada are rising because, during the last glaciation, ice sheets covered these areas and pushed down the land. Now
 that the ice has melted, there is rebound and the land is rising. If land rises, other areas of land may sink, such as Holland.
Land rises in mountains as a result of compression (e.g. Himalayas) whereas, when there is extension or pulling apart, land sinks (e.g.
 Lake Eyre). The world’s oceans formed by extension and, because the oceans are still growing at the mid-ocean ridges, the land
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 masses at the edges of oceans are uplifted into hills or mountain chains (e.g. Great Dividing Range). These changes are very rapid.
For example, the ancient port of Ephesus in Western Anatolia is now fifteen kilometers inland and seven metres above sea level. The
 ancient Lycian city of Simena on the southern coast of Anatolia is now underwater. Coastal areas may sink due to fluids such as
 water, gas and oil being expelled from unconsolidated sediments during sediment loading, traffic, buildings, human-induced human-
induced vibrations, and tides.
Any local government that brings in legislation to restrict coastal building by using international sea level projections has only used half
 the evidence, albeit questionable anyway, as local land level rises and falls are far more profound that long-term sea level rises and
 falls. The Maldives is 70 centimetres higher now than in the 1970s and eastern Australia is two metres higher than 4,000 years ago.
This was suggested by Darwin and has been confirmed by recent satellite measurements. Compaction, use of coral for cement
 manufacture, roads and construction, and extraction of ground water from unconsolidated coralline sand all lead to a relative sea level
 rise in the Pacific islands, as does polar ice cap melting.
Extinctions Extinction is normal. Highly adapted terrestrial species (such as humans) have a short life whereas some basic highly
 adaptable species can survive for billions of years (e.g. bacteria). There is a great diversity of reasons for extinction and climate
 change is only one of the minor causes. At any time in the history of the planet, there are extinctions, and hence it is no surprise that
 we live in a period of extinction. Dominant species, such as humans, kill other species for food and change habitats.
It has happened many times before. Vacated ecologies are quickly filled and life goes on. Global warming may create a few extinctions
 although most species (including plants) have the ability to move to their ideal climate. The history of the planet shows that there is a
 huge increase in biodiversity during warm times and that extinctions are universal in colder times, when ecosystems are reduced or
 changed.
For example, during the last glaciation, the Amazonian rainforests did not exist and there were copses of trees and grasslands
The Great Barrier Reef first formed about 50 million years ago and has survived hundreds of coolings and warmings and massive rain
 events that deposit sediment on the Reef.
The sea levels fall and lower temperatures during glacial events kill higher latitude coral reefs and they continue to thrive at lower
 latitudes. The geological record shows that coral reefs love it warm, especially when there is more CO2 in the atmosphere.
The alkalinity (measured as pH units on a logarithmic scale) of ocean water changes is slightly variable. A very slight change to ocean
 pH would involve a chemical reaction utilizing monstrous volumes of acid. Seawater does not become acidified: it changes slightly in
 alkalinity. The lowest alkalinity (pH 7.3) is very close to acid hot springs.
Any Green, climate activist, or journalist who refers to ocean acidity demonstrates a lack of knowledge of basic chemistry. Or maybe
 they are just deliberately misleading.
The oceans have been alkaline throughout the history of time because water chemistry, ocean floor sediments, and new volcanic rocks
 on the sea floor buffer seawater to stop it becoming acid, even during times of CO2 concentrations that were thousands of times the
 present value. Ocean waters, such as borates, buffer seawater and keep its pH constant. At mid-ocean ridges where volcanic rocks
 spew out on the ocean floor above large magma chambers, the extensional tectonics allows the ingress of cool alkaline seawater
 down fractures to depths of about five kilometres into the fresh basalts.
Chemical reactions between natural glasses and minerals in basalt cause water and rock to swap chemicals. This is a buffering
 process that allows the oceans to remain at constant pH. This process has been taking place for thousands of millions of years during
 warm times, cold times and times of high atmospheric CO2 yet the oceans have never been acid. If they were acid at some time, then
 there would have been a gap in the marine fossil record as carbonate shells of organisms would have dissolved. There is no such gap.
iv. Climate change will be irreversible and that human emissions of carbon dioxide must be reduced or stopped as soon as possible
 Governments and their agencies claim that science supports their ideology, but while research grants are given to support this
 ideology, naysayers are denied grants, ignored, or— more commonly— pilloried. This doesn’t happen in many other branches of
 science, where competing theories are supported with research funds, ideas are energetically discussed, and theories are changed
 based on new validated evidence. Matters of climate change have been politicized, everyone has an opinion (despite commonly not
 having the knowledge to underpin an opinion), scientifically illiterate journalists become champions of a cause rather than impartial
 journalists, and various media networks have taken a partisan political position. There has never been a public debate about human-
induced climate change, only dogma.
Science is full of different interpretations of similar observations and, while it sometimes leads to heated and protracted arguments, it
 seldom leads to one side trying to attribute to their opponents all the basest characteristics of the human species. Yet this is precisely
 what happens in the climate change non-debate. Question even one minor factor in the ‘official’ story and you are likely to be accused
 of all sorts of political chicanery and moral turpitude.
I am yet to find a scientist or read a paper which claims that the climate is not changing. Hence, to label someone as a climate change
 ‘denier’ demonstrates that the accuser believes that without human activity, climate would not change. This is ignorance.
The economically vulnerable have been pushed into fuel poverty. Vulnerable people die earlier, costs and unemployment increase and,
 in the Third World, such climate policies create the continuation of crippling poverty and unnecessary deaths, especially amongst
 women and children. In the UK over the last five years, home heating costs have risen 63 per cent, real wages have decreased and an
 increasing number of the poor spend more than ten per cent of their income on energy.
Energy poor pensioners are spending their days riding in heated buses to keep warm, a third are leaving parts of their homes cold and
 rugging up with hats and scarves and blankets and they are forced to stay in bed longer because of the cost of energy. Is this green
 policy about helping the poor or the triumph of ideology over tried-and-proven systems? This warm embrace of feel-good, highly
 expensive, ‘renewable’ wind energy has left the most vulnerable citizens out in the cold literally.
In Germany, charities report the power is cut off from more than 300,000 households each year because consumers can’t afford to pay
 the high costs of ‘renewable’ green electricity. Some 800,000 Germans are now described as being in energy poverty. German
 consumers now will be forced to pay annually more than € 24 billion to subsidise electricity from solar, wind and bio fuel generating
 plants that produced electricity at a market price of just over € 3 billion. Because of the green dream, Germans now have the highest
 electricity prices in Europe.
In the UK, green levies for ‘renewable’ energy are causing energy poverty for 2.4 million British households. There are some 6,000
 wind turbines there, with about 1,000 offshore. In the 2012-2013 winter, there were 35,000 additional deaths. This correlates with the
 increase in wind turbines and the increasing number of the people facing energy poverty. It translates as six elderly, sick or vulnerable
 people dying each year for every wind turbine, or six deaths per megawatt of wind power generated. In the 2011-2012 winter, tens of
 thousands of trees disappeared from parks and woodlands across Greece.
Impoverished residents did not have money to pay for electricity and turned to fireplaces and wood stoves for cooking and heat. The
 same has occurred in Germany. The combination of a cold winter and rising energy costs has forced people to go collecting wood in
 the forests for home heating and cooking.
v.In order to stop climate change, energy sources need to be shifted from coal, gas and oil to wind, solar, tidal and biomass The
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 ‘alternative’ energy systems such as wind and solar are environmentally disastrous. They cause loss of ecosystems, destruction of
 wildlife, sterilization of land, inordinate costs that may not be retrieved during the life of the system, and the emission of huge amounts
 of CO2 during construction. Furthermore, both wind and solar power are inefficient. They can’t provide 24/ 7 base-load power and
 need backup by coal-burning carbon dioxide-emitting electricity generating plants.
Germany shut down eight nuclear power stations because of Green pressure. Although Germany has a huge solar and wind
 generating industry, the unreliability of these ideological power sources is such that Germany has now increased its CO2 emissions by
 building new thermal coal-power stations."
*************************************************************************************************************************

Abbot, Dr John; James Delingpole, Dr Robert M. Carter ~ Rupert Darwall ~; Donna Laframboise, Dr Christopher Essex ~ Dr Stewart
 W. Franks ~ Dr Kesten C. Green ~; Dr Richard S. Lindzen, Nigel Lawson ~ Bernard Lewin ~; Dr Patrick J. Michaels ~ Dr Alan Moran,
 Dr Jennifer Marohasy ~ Dr Ross McKitrick ~; Nova, Jo; Dr Willie Soon, Dr Garth W. Paltridge ~ Dr Ian Plimer ~; Steyn, Mark; Watts,
 Anthony; Andrew Bolt; Dr J. Scott Armstrong (2015-01-11). “Climate Change: The Facts” 

Instead of embracing the failed policies of foreign governments, it has become even more of an imperative that we reverse regulations
 that further the decline of plant growth which will eventually starve and impoverish millions. 

Sincerely,
Gary King
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From: Amber Moodie-Dyer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)GET REAL on clean power plan proposal
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 4:49:28 PM

Amber Moodie-Dyer from Durham, NC writes:

I am extremely disheartened with the approach our state government is taking to the Clean Power Plan and with the
 draft plan from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It might as well not even exist for the complete and
 utter inadequacy in ensuring a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. This plan is a waste of taxpayer
 dollars and precious time. I attended the public hearing in Raleigh with over 100 other concerned citizens, 99.9% of
 us felt the same - We MUST do better. Even the young children and students who spoke so eloquently knew that
 we CAN do better, and so easily. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment. The health and safety of our children and our children's children depend on it.
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From: Darci Gold
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 4:55:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Darci Gold

420 Fisher Park Circle
Greensboro, NC 27401
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From: Brenda Tenerelli
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Energy
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 5:04:50 PM

Brenda Tenerelli from Weaverville, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): lvangelo98@aol.com

First Name: Brenda

Last Name: Tenerelli

City: Weaverville
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28787

V-9713 A-9803

mailto:lvangelo98@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: abby bentzel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: stop the pollution
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 5:10:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support the clean power plan. We as a country need to be working to better our environment. Clean energy
 has been available for years and its a shame how far away we are from going green and clean. Don't try to stop this
 bill because duke pays part of your salary or kick backs. Do what's right for the world. Support the Clean Energy
 Plan please.

Sincerely,

abby bentzel

main st
Canton, NC 28716

V-9714 A-9804

mailto:abigail_bentzel@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: marcia bailey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)POLLUTERS
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 5:13:53 PM

marcia bailey from Burnsville, NC writes:

You were elected to stop the

polluting and to safeguard our

health by passing measures

that ensured the citizens of NC

to be taken care of  --  NOT

assaulted by toxic air and dirty

energy.  GET WITH IT!!!  You

and your families are being

affected too!!!!!!!!

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): marciabcelo@hotmail.com

First Name: marcia

Last Name: bailey

City: Burnsville
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28714-7321

V-9715 A-9805

mailto:marciabcelo@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Samara Hubbard
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: NC needs a strong set of rules to combat carbon emissions
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 5:17:39 PM

Dear Ms. Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

The EPA Clean Energy Incentive Program offers state incentives, such as double credits, to develop clean energy
 and energy efficiency projects for low-income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this
 program, but the draft rules do not include the program. Please address this and include language supporting this
 program in your final rule.

Thank you.

Samara Hubbard
418 S. 18th street
wilmington, NC 28403

V-9716 A-9806

mailto:shubterday@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Victoria Hagemeister
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)NC draft Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 5:37:41 PM

Victoria Hagemeister from Camden, NC writes:

I am deeply disappointed with North Carolina's draft Clean Power Plan that fails to commit to investments in
 renewable energy and energy efficient technologies.  Furthermore, the Plan's insistence on perpetuating the use of
 fossil fuels is bad for the environment and the residents of North Carolina, America and the world. 

The current plan is fiscally irresponsible and was created in poor faith.  It was drafted without including input from
 all stakeholders and is designed to be contentious in hopes of ending up in court against the EPA. 

It is time for the current administration to act responsibly and show concern for more than the stakeholders of the
 fossil fuel  industry.  Please develop a plan that complies with federal guidelines and considers the welfare of all the
 residents of North Carolina.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): vhagemeister@mchsi.com

First Name: Victoria

Last Name: Hagemeister

City: Camden
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27921

V-9717 A-9807

mailto:vhagemeister@mchsi.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Naomi Hampden
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Energy
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 5:49:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We want clean air to breath.

Sincerely,

Naomi Hampden

74 Raven Hill ct
Clayton, NC 27520

V-9718 A-9808

mailto:Mihamp13@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gracie Deal
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 5:51:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gracie Deal

4908 E Beach Dr
Oak Island, NC 28465

V-9719 A-9809

mailto:saleynotdaley@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Groves
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: I support a strong proposal to meet the Clean Power Plan rules
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 6:05:11 PM

Dear Ms Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

North Carolina is well positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our state’s
 solid clean energy economy. At present the state’s plan ignores our clean energy resources, but renewable energy
 and energy efficiency should be a core part of the state’s Clean Power Plan.

Thank you.

Richard Groves
2137 Wisteria Drive
Wilmington, NC 28401

V-9720 A-9810

mailto:rick@cleanenergyevents.org
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: john gray
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: NC needs a strong set of rules to combat carbon emissions
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 6:15:18 PM

Dear Ms. Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

The EPA Clean Energy Incentive Program offers state incentives, such as double credits, to develop clean energy
 and energy efficiency projects for low-income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this
 program, but the draft rules do not include the program. Please address this and include language supporting this
 program in your final rule.

Thank you.

john gray
1919 Market St
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-9721 A-9811

mailto:johnnyaction80@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Rita Muehlman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Renewable energy
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 6:19:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

The government buildings should be equipped with solar energy.  Very low interest loans should be available for
 private residence owners to install solar on their homes.

Sincerely,

Rita Muehlman

any street
Fort Mill, SC 29707

V-9722 A-9812

mailto:ritamuehlman@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Riddle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 6:30:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Riddle

6707 Long Meadow Drive
Whitsett, NC 27377

V-9723 A-9813

mailto:jtb3jar61@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Candace Crump
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 6:55:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

For a beautiful and clean & healthy North Carolina for generations to come, I urge and encourage Governor McCroy
 and the environmental agency to submit plans for N.C.  that strongly adhere to the Clean Power Plan.

Sincerely,

Candace Crump

231 Eden Circle
Pineville, NC 28134

V-9724 A-9814

mailto:candace.crump@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Mulrooney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 7:01:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Don't fail the citizens of North Carolina. We really do like fresh water and air.

Sincerely,

Carol Mulrooney

3068 Trimble Cir NW
Concord, NC 28027

704-787-9814

V-9725 A-9815

mailto:vcarol24@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debbie Osborne
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Shame on Govenor McCrory
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 7:03:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I vote for the Clean Power Plan....shame on you Gov. McCrory!!!

Deborah Osborne
7390 Right Angle
Sherrills Ford NC. 28673

Sincerely,

Debbie Osborne

7390 right angle
Sherrills ford,  28673

V-9726 A-9816

mailto:Osbornwillowcove@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Darla Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power is possible!
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 7:03:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please understand that these standards that our Federal government released is a step forward in helping not only
 clean up our environment & planet but the health of future generations. 

It's not a debate over climate change.  We need to convert to cleaner energy anyway for the health of ourselves and
 our planet.

Please don't give in to lobbyist or big business or politics...whatever the reason would be not not do what is moral
 and ethical and right.

Thank you,
Darla Brown

Sincerely,

Darla Brown

913 Dorothy Sanders Way
Raleigh, NC 27601

9199065500

V-9727 A-9817

mailto:darlabrown1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cathy Almeida
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 7:20:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It is time North Carolina cleaned up our air and water!!!!!

Sincerely,

Cathy Almeida

232 Tower Drine
Angier,  27501

919-707-0254

V-9728 A-9818

mailto:dckerbow@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathryn Hansen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 7:22:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please to the right thing for future generations and support a Clean Power plan.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Hansen

318 BelAnn Cir
N/a
Washington, NC 27889

V-9729 A-9819

mailto:Kh34668@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jan Zanin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 7:25:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Clean Power Plan, and as a registered voter in North Carolina, I expect my state officials to support it
 as well.  Why would anyone NOT want clean power?  What condition are we trying to leave our environment in for
 our children, grandchildren, and all future residents of this beautiful state?  I understand the allure of the power that
 oil and gas industries may offer, but as an elected official, your first responsibility is to the health and well-being of
 the citizenry.
Support the Clean Power Plan.

Sincerely,

Jan Zanin

1309 Harbour View Dr
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948

V-9730 A-9820

mailto:janzanin@rocketmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ginny Soule
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Energy
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 7:32:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please clean up our beautiful state for the children.

Sincerely,

Ginny Soule

936 Wall Rd
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-9731 A-9821

mailto:Gsoule16@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Santiago Navia
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 7:40:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Santiago Navia

PO Box 5383
Davidson, NC 28035

V-9732 A-9822

mailto:snavia.jaramillo@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Benham
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: NC needs a strong set of rules to combat carbon emissions
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 7:47:44 PM

Dear Ms. Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

The EPA Clean Energy Incentive Program offers state incentives, such as double credits, to develop clean energy
 and energy efficiency projects for low-income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this
 program, but the draft rules do not include the program. Please address this and include language supporting this
 program in your final rule.

Thank you.

Michelle Benham
7 Brunswick Ct
Durham, NC 27705

V-9733 A-9823

mailto:Michelleann86@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: peter schilz
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: NC needs a strong set of rules to combat carbon emissions
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 8:04:10 PM

Dear Ms. Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

The EPA Clean Energy Incentive Program offers state incentives, such as double credits, to develop clean energy
 and energy efficiency projects for low-income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this
 program, but the draft rules do not include the program. Please address this and include language supporting this
 program in your final rule.

Thank you.

peter schilz
3626 Hargate
Wilmington, NC 28405

V-9734 A-9824

mailto:kayakdr23@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: peter schilz
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: NC needs a strong set of rules to combat carbon emissions
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 8:04:38 PM

Dear Ms. Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

The EPA Clean Energy Incentive Program offers state incentives, such as double credits, to develop clean energy
 and energy efficiency projects for low-income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this
 program, but the draft rules do not include the program. Please address this and include language supporting this
 program in your final rule.

Thank you.

peter schilz
3626 Hargate
Wilmington, NC 28405

V-9735 A-9825

mailto:kayakdr23@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Gary Lavinder
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 8:12:11 PM

Gary Lavinder from Statesville, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): lavindergary@gmail.com

First Name: Gary

Last Name: Lavinder

City: Statesville
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28625

V-9736 A-9826

mailto:lavindergary@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: peter schilz
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: I support a strong proposal to meet the Clean Power Plan rules
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 8:16:54 PM

Dear Ms Burleson,

I suI am appalled that the state of north Carolina is using taxpayer money to sue the federal governments agency, the
 EPA.
Secondly,Mr Carter has to recuse himself from this process.
Thirdly, oh whats the use.
Y'all are bought off.
Purchased.
Your ideology has been corrupted not by the people that support the clean power plan but by the corporations that
 are against it.
By the people, for the people, of the people.
What a beautiful concept proposed by our forefathers.
And totally neglected by those just looking to promote themselves.
I don't understand whats wrong with all of you.
McCrory and his tribe.
I guess its just greed.
and power and insecurity.
Do the correct thing for not only the citizens of NC, but everyone that has a story to tell on this planet.

Tha

peter schilz
3626 Hargate
Wilmington, NC 28405

V-9737 A-9827

mailto:kayakdr23@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Westmoreland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 8:27:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Clean up North Carolina, Support the Clean Power Plan.

Sincerely,

Sandra Westmoreland

670 Crooked Run Rd
Elizabeth City, NC 27909

2527718106

V-9738 A-9828

mailto:sfwestmoreland@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marla Brock
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Please support the clean power plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 8:31:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Save our planet and do what you can to promote sustainable practices and policies.

Sincerely,

Marla Brock

3231 Transou rd
Pfafftown, NC 27040

V-9739 A-9829

mailto:abby41056@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Socorro Sepulveda
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Environment
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 8:33:44 PM

Socorro Sepulveda from High point, NC writes:

We need to look closer to the plan currently available to curb carbon pollution and we need to find the best  less
 expensive way to do it.please  keep our environment and renewable energy technologies available in our priorities
 to curb carbon pollution in our state.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): freckledorange@yahoo.com

First Name: Socorro

Last Name: Sepulveda

City: High point
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27262

V-9740 A-9830

mailto:freckledorange@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia Hughes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan - Support
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 8:34:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

NC has a duty to be a good steward with it's environmental footprint and to produce a Clean Power Plan that is as
 progressive, responsible, and environmentally advanced. This is the only way to keep our state green, clean, and
 beautiful. Step up Governor and propose a plan that can serve as a model for the rest of the nation. Make our state
 proud again.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Hughes

3213 Shopton Drive
Apex, NC 27502

V-9741 A-9831

mailto:chugheslmft@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ragubathee Pather
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 8:51:27 PM

Ragubathee Pather from Charlotte, NC writes:

Why, in heaven's name, are we doing so little, when we can do so much more with what we have?  Putting greater
 focus on renewables will make our state cleaner and a lot more energy independent, as well as create jobs.  we have
 the opportunity to show America how it is done, and the politicians screw it up, because they have to listen to their
 corporate backers.  Shame on you

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): rpather645@hotmail.com

First Name: Ragubathee

Last Name: Pather

City: Charlotte
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28278

V-9742 A-9832

mailto:rpather645@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: jeri allison
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Governor McCrory and Ms. Burleson
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:25:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am a North Carolina resident and I support the Clean Power Plan. I hope you will too.

Sincerely,

jeri allison

141 ed taylor rd
West Jefferson, NC 28694

(336) 877-1294

V-9743 A-9833

mailto:jeriallison@skybest.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julie kerr
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean power
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:33:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

we have the ability to begin a change to renewable energy. Not doing so is irresponsible. Find a way to change and
 make profits with new energies. Please. It must happen. Be brave move forward. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julie kerr

1068 hart rd
pisgah forest, NC 28768

V-9744 A-9834

mailto:julielizkerr@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: anne crooke
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:34:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support the
"Clean power Plan

" if you want to get reelected!

Sincerely,

anne crooke

50 Eagle's Nest rd
Leicester, NC 28748

V-9745 A-9835

mailto:andvcrooke@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: C. Warren Pope
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Forward a Real Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:45:51 PM

C. Warren Pope from Asheville, NC writes:

Stop the posturing and lawsuits and present a real clean power plan.  Global warming is REAL!

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): cwpope@charter.net

First Name: C. Warren

Last Name: Pope

City: Asheville
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28803

V-9746 A-9836

mailto:cwpope@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Darleen Tomayko
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:45:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please pass the goals of the Clean Power Plan!!

Sincerely,

Darleen Tomayko

1092 Indigo Branch Road SW
Supply, NC 28462

V-9747 A-9837

mailto:dar2010dart@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Regula
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Time to clean up NC!
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:10:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Clean up the state and start with the government that is in the back pockets of Duke Energy and supports fracking!
 2016 will clean out the republicans and their greed. Time for a blue sky and a blue legislature!

Sincerely,

Debra Regula

16 Halkirk Drive
Pinehurst, NC 28374

V-9748 A-9838

mailto:rregula@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kelly Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: North Carolina and Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:19:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I urge you to act in accordance with the Clean Power Plan, which sets the first-ever carbon pollution standards for
 power plants in the United States. The state of North Carolina needs to submit a plan to show how we will MEET
 these new goals and standards. It is imperative to think about the health of our home planet and future generations
 to come.

Sincerely,

Kelly Williams

227 Coventry Lane
Boone, NC 28607

V-9749 A-9839

mailto:kawsw@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:43:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Do what is right for all people! Please take care of us, stop working to destroy a good thing like the Clean Power
 Plan!

Sincerely,

Cynthia Brown

4472 Pebblebrook Circle SW
Concord, NC 28027

V-9750 A-9840

mailto:cindy_lynch2001@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Phebe Watson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 10:56:22 PM

Phebe Watson from Asheville, NC writes:

While I do not claim to be able to decipher all the "legalize" in the proposed draft plan which the NC Division of Air
 Quality has proposed as our state's way to comply with federal Clean Power Plan Guidelines, even I can see (upon
 perusal of that plan) that it does nothing to encourage the development of more "clean and/or renewable" energy
 sources for NC.

   I am inclined to believe the assessment of the NC League of Conservation Voters leadership that this plan will not
 comply with federal guidelines and that hearings about it were not conducted in a way that would allow for robust
 stakeholder participation.  However, even if I did not agree with the NCLCV, I would feel strongly that this
 proposed plan does little to improve the quality of the air that my family and friends breathe every day.

I implore the Governor and the administration to draft a plan that both meets federal guidelines and protects the
 safety of our state's people, economy and environment -- one that would encourage the growth of new energy
 technologies to replace  outdated and dangerous fossil- fuel-operated energy plants!

    Sincerely,

 Phebe Watson -- retired educator and NC voter

----------
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From: Susan Allen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Environmental Protections
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 11:18:58 PM

Susan Allen from Raleigh, NC writes:

As a resident and taxpayer in North Carolina, I am dismayed at the pitiful excuse for a clean air and clean energy
 future plan for this state put out by the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It falls far short of what is
 needed. As taxpayers in this state, residents deserve our state's elected officials and government departments to do
 their jobs in looking out for the welfare and best interests of the people of this state and not corporate interests
 outside or inside this state. It is your job to do what's right for the people and for the land, water and air. You have a
 legislative responsibility to do this, as well as a moral responsibility. It is time for this state to put out a
 comprehensive plan that holds dirty polluters' feet to the fire and issue a plan that both meets federal guidelines and
 protects the health and safety of our state's people, economy and environment.

----------
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From: Lori Pearman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 11:24:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Keep North carolina clean!

Sincerely,

Lori Pearman

2371 west nicole lane
denvef, NC 28037

V-9753 A-9843

mailto:loripearman@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kate Griffin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Stop being stupid
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 11:27:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

OK get Duke out of the  coal ask business and get clean energy into our lives and those of your children and
 grandchildren.

Sincerely,

Kate Griffin

4416 Jasmine Cove Way
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-9754 A-9844

mailto:kategriff2011@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Justin Mebane
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)NCDAQ Draft Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 11:29:58 PM

Justin Mebane from Wilmington, NC writes:

The new draft plan from the NC Department of Environmental Quality is a major disappointment that does not do
 anywhere near enough to protect North Carolina. It fails to address unregulated carbon pollution or the need to shift
 away from fossil fuels and towards more energy-efficient technology and renewable energy. This is despite the fact
 that our state is a leader in solar energy. The NCDAQ needs abandon this plan that wastes taxpayer dollars and
 instead draft a plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of North Carolina's people,
 economy, and environment.

----------
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From: Katherine Long
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Pollution
Date: Friday, January 08, 2016 11:57:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We can no longer afford to abuse our home. Please do your job and take care of us. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine Long

1921 Sugartown Rd
Yadkinville, NC 27055

V-9756 A-9846

mailto:designklong@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kelly Brintle
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: I support a strong proposal to meet the Clean Power Plan rules
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 12:17:48 AM

Dear Ms Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

North Carolina is well positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our state’s
 solid clean energy economy. At present the state’s plan ignores our clean energy resources, but renewable energy
 and energy efficiency should be a core part of the state’s Clean Power Plan.

Thank you.

Kelly Brintle
305 L Ave
Kure Beach, NC 28449

V-9757 A-9847

mailto:kbrintle@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Tonni McCartney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 12:31:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Stop polluting my North Carolina! Stick with the goals of the Clean Power Plan!!!

Sincerely,

Tonni McCartney

148 Milltown Road
Shiloh, NC 27974

V-9758 A-9848

mailto:tonnimccartney@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Schafer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 1:00:00 AM

Robert Schafer from Durham, NC writes:

Keep NC beautiful and economically viable for the long term. I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from
 the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy
 future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to
 address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future. We need to shift away from dangerous fossil
 fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make investments in renewable energy and energy-
efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even though our state is a leader in the Southeast and
 nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this process seriously and make decisions that will
 actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and the administration to draft a real plan that meets
 federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s people, economy, and environment.

----------
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From: Joshua Lobe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 1:37:11 AM

Joshua Lobe from Mebane, NC writes:

I am extremely angry with the Department of Environmental Quality's draft plan for complying with the federal
 Clean Power Plan. This was an excellent opportunity for the state to prove again that it leads the country in
 renewable energy, which would attract one of the fastest growing business sectors in the world to relocate to North
 Carolina. Unfortunately, this plan leaves renewable energy out of the equation at a crucial point of global carbon
 emissions as well as a probably tipping point for NC's fast-growing renewable energy sector. Renewables are the
 best economic opportunity for the state to get ahead of the pack economically compared to other states, and I
 sincerely hope the NCDAQ takes a strong stance supporting renewable energy instead of fossil fuel sourced energy.

----------
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From: Sylvia P. Coley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 3:07:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sylvia P. Coley

282 Stratford Road
Lexington, NC 27292

V-9761 A-9851

mailto:emails@lexcominc.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Staris Morgan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 4:09:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Find ways to meet carbon pollution standards for power plants in North Carolina,

Sincerely,

Staris Morgan

1606 south john street
goldsboro, NC 27530

V-9762 A-9852

mailto:starispmorgan@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Valerie Mcdonnell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Better clean power plan needed!!
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 4:54:18 AM

Valerie Mcdonnell from Rutherfordton, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
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From: Chanda Farley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 5:08:02 AM

Chanda Farley from Canton, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
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From: Melissa Mensing
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 5:50:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Do not fail the goals of the Clean Power Plan.

Sincerely,

Melissa Mensing

94 Trails End Lane
Franklinton, NC 27525

V-9765 A-9855

mailto:Mmensing@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ruth Stubbins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 5:58:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Do what is right to protect the health of you citizens and the environment.

Sincerely,

Ruth Stubbins

PO Box 747
Murrells Inlet, SC 29576

V-9766 A-9856

mailto:ras1415@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carolyn Turner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean up NC"s Clean Power Plan draft
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 5:59:31 AM

Carolyn Turner from Bailey, NC writes:

I am a voting tax payer, a long time citizen of NC, and a hard working divorced mother who needs you to do what's
 right for my family.  You need to beef up this sorry  Clean Power proposal. 

At the very least meet the national EPA's guidelines.  Setting or state up to fail is grossly incompetent.

There should have been a robust stakeholder process as directed by the EPA. NC's most vulnerable communities
 were not invited to participate about an issue that impacts them more than the rest of us.  Neglecting to engage the
 citizens of NC properly in this process which will impact every person in NC, was grossly negligent and should not
 be repeated.  And, just because you don't hear from citizens does not mean they do not care, many of us are
 working so hard to care for our families we just don't have the time we would like to dedicate to the issues that are
 important to us.

NC needs clean, renewable energy and energy efficient tech jobs.  We already gave away the movie making
 industry, now GA's economy enjoys the money brought in by filmmakers.  We can't afford to turn our back on the
 future, the clean energy industry is the future and we need that tax revenue created by those jobs HERE in NC.  I
 want my child to be able to make his career here in NC, I don't want him forced to leave NC to make a good living
 because of our poor political decision making and lack of foresight.

The Clean Energy tax credits need to be reinstated asap.

I want to rest assured that my future grandchildren will have clean water to drink and clean air to breath in NC.  I do
 not want asthma or autism to be the legacy we leave them.

----------
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ZIP Code: 27807

V-9768 A-9858



From: Leslie Long
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power for all!!!
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 6:31:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor, We the people are tired of government not acting in the best interest of the tax paying citizens. Do the
 right thing!!!
Reverend Leslie Long
329 N Raleigh Farms Rd.
Youngsville,

Sincerely,

Leslie Long

329 N Raleigh Farms Rd
Youngsville, NC 27596

V-9769 A-9859

mailto:llong@centurylink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: mary phillips
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: The environment
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 7:33:42 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Its time to get rid of coal, make Progress Energy accountable for destroying our waterways and CLEAN UP OUR
 ENVIRONMENT !! The world and all its complex issues are mute without clean air to breath and water thats
 drinkable.

Sincerely,

mary phillips

5657 soft wind dr
Fuquay, NC 27526

V-9770 A-9860

mailto:mlphillips@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: K Colleran
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean up environmental legislstion
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 7:51:44 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Do not legislate to avoid following through with, or as an attempt to purposefully fail, the Federal Clean Power Plan.
 I want to continue to live in the beautiful state of North Carolina, a state which respects the beauty it contains and
 whose legislation acts to protect that beauty...through reducing emissions and through protection of our natural
 resources. If you enact legislation against this, I can only assume that you do NOT have at heart, the best interests
 of the State of North Carolina, and that, in fact, you are only crusading for your own personal needs and those of
 your political party: to embarrass and impede any action of the President, to the detriment of the people who elected
 you to office. If you do follow through with your plans to sabotage the Clean Power Plan, you will lose my my
 vote; and I will work tirelessly to ensure others understand your selfish and shameful actions as well, perhaps
 further affecting your popularity at the polls. You see, you were
 elected
to office to represent and stand up for the needs of the people who supported/elected you, not to serve your own
 personal needs, nor the "vendetta" your party has against the President. I urge you to do the right thing for this State
 and for the People of this State, and SUPPORT the Clean Power Plan and other legislstion of its ilk.
.

Sincerely,

K Colleran

704 Shoreline Drive
Sunset Beach, NC 28468

V-9771 A-9861

mailto:collduf.2008@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Betsy Malpass
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d) Health of North Carolina
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 7:53:43 AM

Betsy Malpass from Chapel Hill, NC writes:

For NCDEQ and the Gov.:   Please consider your duty to the people of North Carolina.  Forget your ties to Big Oil,
 Big Frackers, Duke Energy, et al.  Clean up the air and water in NC and do not allow more pollution.  Concentrate
 on moving to clean green energy;forget about suing the USG.  Honestly!  Get with the program if you want to
 breathe!

----------
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From: Cynthia Harris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 7:57:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Do not let the clean power plan fail in NC. We need to keep NC clean, beautiful, and healthy

Sincerely,

Cynthia Harris

122 chimney lane
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-9773 A-9863

mailto:Cindy.c.harris@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: MARY ROBINSON
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: CLEAN AIR ACT
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 8:07:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

PLEASE ADD MY NAME TO THE LIST OF THOSE INTERESTED IN CLEAN AIR

Sincerely,

MARY ROBINSON

101 CARRIAGE LOOP
BURLINGTON, NC 27217

V-9774 A-9864

mailto:marysellars242@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sidney and Carolyn Ann Scott
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean power plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 8:07:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Gov. Pat McCrory and Joelle Burleson,

Living in North Carolina with the incredible
Beauty of the state has been a Joy.
Its very  important to protect the natural
beauty of this state.
You both as representatives have the
responsibility to protect our great state.
If you submit willingly to a plan that will only
Hurt our environment ..no matter what Your Self Interests are it would be going Against your sole purpose of
 representation. A Lie to the people and our great state. Do not send anything But the Clean Power Plan for
 submission.
Sincerely,
Sidney and Carolyn Ann Scott
1060 Westport drive
winnabow nc 28479

Sincerely,

Sidney and Carolyn Ann Scott

1060 westport drive
winnabow, NC 28479

V-9775 A-9865

mailto:sscott004@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Winifred Gleason
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 8:13:43 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please keep the people and environment clean by adhering to the carbon pollution standards set forth in the Clean
 Power Plan. Carbon emissions must be regulated by government. People first; profits second.

Sincerely,

Winifred Gleason

213 Soundside Dr
Atlantic Beach, NC 28512

V-9776 A-9866

mailto:Gleasonw@optonline.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joel Adams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 8:20:39 AM

Joel Adams from Asheville, NC writes:

A 21st Century energy plan should stress renewables, like solar, and energy efficiency both at the producer and
 consumer levels. The process should include all stakeholders and not just the producers and it should it look at the
 most cost effective solutions.  The NC DEQ appears to be a bought and paid fo subsidiary of a nineteenth century
 monopoly and as a NC citizen. I am embarrassed.

----------
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From: Joel Adams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 8:20:46 AM

Joel Adams from Asheville, NC writes:

A 21st Century energy plan should stress renewables, like solar, and energy efficiency both at the producer and
 consumer levels. The process should include all stakeholders and not just the producers and it should it look at the
 most cost effective solutions.  The NC DEQ appears to be a bought and paid fo subsidiary of a nineteenth century
 monopoly and as a NC citizen. I am embarrassed.

----------
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mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Penny Hooper
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: NC CPP
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 8:25:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am writing you as aaconstituent who is very concerned about your Adminstration's stance on environmental issues,
 particularly the Clean Power Plan for our state. We need to encourage alternative energy and further reduce our
 reliance on fossil fuels for a healthy and prosperous state and nation n the future.
Please reconsider your lawsuit against the EPA. All Americans are tired of that type of short sighted divisive
 political maneuvering.

Sincerely,

Penny Hooper

Po box 186
273 East city Rd
Smyrna, NC 28579

V-9779 A-9869

mailto:pjhooper@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patrick Carney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 8:37:18 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patrick Carney

6014 Beech Cove Ln
Charlotte, NC 28269

V-9780 A-9870

mailto:Patcarney1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Candace Bailey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean air
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 8:43:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

This is such an important issue. NC recently became the butt of jokes because of our lack of educating people in the
 state. If we want to attract people here, we need to adopt the Clean Power Plan. So says a life-long resident.

Sincerely,

Candace Bailey

624 Rookwood Ct
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-9781 A-9871

mailto:clbailey1963@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lorry Fitzpatrick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 8:51:43 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

NC residents deserve clean power.  Our fossil fuels WILL run out eventually and it is our responsibility to prepare
 for this. 

Submit a valid plan.  Do the job you were elected to do...
Lorry Fitzpatrick

Sincerely,

Lorry Fitzpatrick

6018 Banded Tulip Dr
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-9782 A-9872

mailto:lorryfitz@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Annette Murphy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 8:53:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please listen to all the people in North Carolina...not just your Republican Tea Party friends.

Sincerely,

Annette Murphy

2913 Green Tip Cove
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-9783 A-9873

mailto:Murphyannette@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brenda Flores
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Drilling
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 8:57:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Stop drilling off our NC coast!  Clean up your mess and atop over pricing our electronic bills.

Sincerely,

Brenda Flores

4909 Richardson Village Wqy
Greensboro, NC 27405

V-9784 A-9874

mailto:sassynanaxtwo@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lois Hinson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Stop H765.
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 8:59:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please stop H765. Submit a good plan to meet the new standards of the Clean Power Plan.

Sincerely,

Lois Hinson

414 Brenda Dr
Albemarle, NC 28001

7043225389

V-9785 A-9875

mailto:porterfalcon@googlemail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynda Patzke
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:07:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Why do you want to deny the benefits of a more aggressive clean air plan?

Is it to satisfy the conglomerates that help finance your campaigns?

Don't denigrate the citizens of this fine state who help to pay your salaries by refusing to meet the standards set in
 the Clean Power Plan!

Sincerely,

Lynda Patzke

994 North River Rd
Sylva, NC 28779

V-9786 A-9876

mailto:lyndapatzke@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Herman Schiller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Environment
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:26:01 AM

Herman Schiller from New Bern, NC writes:

Please be serious about addressing the future of the NC population's health.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): hschiller2@suddenlink.net

First Name: Herman

Last Name: Schiller

City: New Bern
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28560

V-9787 A-9877

mailto:hschiller2@suddenlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Moss Joyner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean energy
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:26:11 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

How will you be able to face your grandchildren when they find out what you did and didn't do for the planet?  The
 planet that they will live in.  If they have asthma, autism, or any other condition that is associated with pollution or
 greenhouse gases, they will look at the power you wielded and chose not to use, the power you weilded and mis-
used.

Sincerely,

Ann Moss Joyner

6919 Lee St
Mebane, NC 27302

9195635899

V-9788 A-9878

mailto:ann@mcmoss.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Petteway
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:28:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It's important that our state have a clean power plan, one that meets the standards set by the Federal Government.

Please don't play with our environment by submitting a plan that starts with a fail!

Sincerely,

Sandra Petteway

465 Collingswood DR
Winston-Salem, NC 27127

V-9789 A-9879

mailto:skpetteway@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Roberta Kenney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: The Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:43:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Why are you doing your best to destroy North Carolina? While the rest of America has caught on to the effects of
 carbon pollution, you choose to sabotage an effective plan.  As with every thing else in your "leadership", we know
 it's all about the money. Shame, shame on you.

Sincerely,

Roberta Kenney

195 Shana Dr
Clarkton, NC 28433

9106452238

V-9790 A-9880

mailto:kenney54@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Victoria McLamb
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:49:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Victoria McLamb

4934 medfield ct
Nashville, NC 27856

9193339237

V-9791 A-9881

mailto:letsbuyaloser@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Martucci
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:49:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Martucci

161 Darphrid drive
Willow spring, NC 27592

V-9792 A-9882

mailto:Carolmartucci1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:51:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Brown

7006 Pine Hill Rd
Durham, NC 27707

V-9793 A-9883

mailto:nsbc@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Gray
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:55:17 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Gray

10710 Friendly Neighbor Way
Raleigh, NC 27614

V-9794 A-9884

mailto:jlc306@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard F. Landis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:55:50 AM

Richard F. Landis from Murphy, NC writes:

I am greatly disappointed with the NC Department of Environmental Quality's draft plan to "comply" with the
 federal Clean Power Plan guidelines. The NCDEQ's plan does not go far enough to ensure clean air and clean
 energy for North Carolina.

Even worse, this draft plan wastes taxpayer dollars and precious time, because it appears to be designed to fail with
 the intention of setting up a court battle between the Federal Government and the State of North Carolina for the
 purpose of delaying or thwarting the EPA.

We need to address unregulated carbon pollution, and we need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels (including
 coal, oil, and natural gas) while continuing to make investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency
 technologies. This draft plan does none of that, even though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it
 comes to solar energy.

NCDEQ should take this process seriously, listen in good faith to ALL the stake holders, and make decisions that
 will actually benefit our state. I implore the Governor and the NCDEQ administration to draft a real plan that meets
 federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): rflandis@gmail.com

First Name: Richard F.

Last Name: Landis

City: Murphy
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28906-7098

V-9795 A-9885

mailto:rflandis@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Purves
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:57:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Purves

2544 Weddington Ave
Charlotte, NC 28204

V-9796 A-9886

mailto:Macdonnachaidh@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jaye White
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Our environment
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 10:16:13 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please take all necessary steps to ensure that the citizens of North Carolina enjoy a clean and healthy place to live.
 We need to cut down on carbon emissions, seek alternative clean energy sources, and prevent offshore drilling.
As a former employee of the oil and gas exploration industry, I beg you to preserve and protect our precious natural
 resources and to use free and accessible wind and solar options.

Sincerely,

Jaye White

1008 Clarendon St
Fayetteville, NC 28305

V-9797 A-9887

mailto:jaye_wht@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rhonda Joseph
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 10:29:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please don't let the Clean Power Plan fail!  NC needs to look to the future!

Sincerely,

Rhonda Joseph

213 MOHAWK TRL
WILMINGTON, NC 28409

9105209417

V-9798 A-9888

mailto:ronijo753@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sharon Bottesch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 10:31:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Bottesch

4005 Olde Coach Rd
Durham, NC 27707

V-9799 A-9889

mailto:sbottesch@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lee Hall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)draft plan for the federal Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 10:33:16 AM

Lee Hall from Greensboro, NC writes:

Dear Sir or Madam,

I'm deeply disappointed with this draft plan from the NC Department of Environmental Quality.

I'm not a North Carolinian by birth, but have spent the last 13 years in this great state starting and raising my family
 of 6, and am proud to say that I plan to stay a resident for life.

Having grown up throughout the South (TN, GA, MS, LA), I strongly believe that NC has a unique set of strengths
 and attributes, and is poised to be a leader among the US Southern and Atlantic States into the 21st century.

I know you believe that too.

But we need must lead by taking progressive action to combat the realities of the modern day. 

I understand the challenges facing the energy industry;  vast change that is painful but no less necessary is also
 profoundly impacting my profession in the last 10 years:  Health Care.

But the energy and related industries in this state who flourished in the last century must do as most in my
 profession have done and embrace and lead the change confronting all of us, for the common good.

Not deny the reality that is so plain to see.

Those that don't are just prolonging and not preventing their obsolescence, while wasting our collective precious
 time and resources.

Just as ensuring our health care system is sustainable and affordable, addressing unregulated carbon pollution is not
 optional.

V-9800 A-9890

mailto:lee@hallpics.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


We must shift away from fossil fuels, and make investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency
 technologies.

This draft plan does not go far enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina, and will not
 keep this great state a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy.

I implore the Governor and Administration to draft a plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and
 safety of our state’s people, economy, and environment.

Be bold.  Let us in NC lead. 

If not, then like some of the other Southeastern states I have at one time called home (e.g. MS and LA) we will only
 follow, and be all the worse for it.

Sincerely,

Dr. H. Lee Hall

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): lee@hallpics.com

First Name: Lee

Last Name: Hall

City: Greensboro
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27408

V-9801 A-9891



From: megan bones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 10:37:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

megan bones

103 piney creek court
holly ridge, NC 28445

9103291408

V-9802 A-9892

mailto:whatfineva@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: A. Gardner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 10:45:15 AM

A. Gardner from Mount Airy, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): briannamackenzie@yahoo.com

First Name: A.

Last Name: Gardner

City: Mount Airy
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27030

V-9803 A-9893

mailto:briannamackenzie@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith R. Boykin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 10:47:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I want to help keep North Carolina's environment clean - its politics too, as well.

Sincerely,

Judith R. Boykin

347 Meadow View Dr
Moncure, NC 27559

V-9804 A-9894

mailto:artworkbest@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Todd Lee
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)NC"s designed-to-fail Clean Power "Plan"
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 10:48:32 AM

Todd Lee from Asheville, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): stkman3@aol.com

First Name: Todd

Last Name: Lee

City: Asheville
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28805

V-9805 A-9895

mailto:stkman3@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: CASSANDRA STYLES
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: MAKE NC SAFE AGAIN
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 10:51:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

GOVERNOR MCCRORY, ITS TIME TO ACT LIKE YOU LIVE AND BREATHE NC AIR!

Sincerely,

CASSANDRA STYLES

970 OLD MINE FORK ROAD
BURNSVILLE, NC 28714

V-9806 A-9896

mailto:cvstyles@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Harris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: stop the pollution please
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 11:07:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

For us, all the people that you are representing, including the future environment of our grandchildren.  Be a
 problem solver not a problem causer.  We want the clean power plan.
Thank you,

Sincerely,

Debra Harris

212 N Weststone Blvd
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526

V-9807 A-9897

mailto:dlhlasergirl@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 11:16:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Moore

5 Cardiff Court
Arden, NC 28704

V-9808 A-9898

mailto:LisAnnT@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica Chapman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 11:19:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Chapman

p.o. box 2
Deep Gap, NC 28618

V-9809 A-9899

mailto:silverbellejc@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elaine Pinkos
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Energy
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 11:22:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It is time for leadership in this country. It is time to start working on behalf of the people of this country. We need
 clean air, clean water, and a clean environment.  Corporate America has been in control of our government and we
 need this to stop. Can you lead us to a clean future, if not please step aside.

Sincerely,

Elaine Pinkos

3596 Bragg Valley Lane
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-9810 A-9900

mailto:berkshire5454@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: shamus nilan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)energy
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 11:26:22 AM

shamus nilan from OTTO, NC writes:

untill  mcrory  ,tillis  and  the  rest  of  the  vampires  are  voted  out   there will  be  no  change  in   the  use  of 
 dinosaur  fuels

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): shamusnilan@yahoo.com

First Name: shamus

Last Name: nilan

City: OTTO
State: NC
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V-9811 A-9901

mailto:shamusnilan@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jonathan York
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 11:33:59 AM

Jonathan York from raleigh, NC writes:

Very disappointed in the way our resources and environment are being used in the name of development and
 business. We need to move away from fossil fuels and more toward renewable sources of energy. Please come up
 with a plan that protects our beautiful state, it's natural resources and it's greatest resource, it's people.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): jyork2@nc.rr.com

First Name: Jonathan

Last Name: York

City: raleigh
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27607

V-9812 A-9902

mailto:jyork2@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Presnell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Our state"s energy needs can be met cleanly
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 11:37:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please do everything in your power to remove the use of dirty energy from the state of NC and replace with solar,
 wind and other clean energy solutions. NC is a rare commodity in the US with stunning mountains and beautiful
 beaches alike. It is important to preserve the environment where we natives have remained for generations and
 where millions visit each year because of the unique and stunning beauty. Also, a move to clean energy would
 begin to catch us up to the times. So many countries around the world, and even other states in the US (i.e.
 California ) have realized the vast importance of clean energy and have created the infrastructure to provide that
 resource to their peoples. NC can and should do the same. And if you need thoughts on how to present this to the
 public for broad acceptance, the governor of California has got you covered. Please see,
 http://www.knowable.com/a/arnold-schwarzenegger-just-blew-everyone-away-with-this-post-on-fb-wow

Sincerely,

Donna Presnell

1076 Chambers Cove Road
Canton, NC 28716

8286460251

V-9813 A-9903

mailto:donna_presnell@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
http://www.knowable.com/a/arnold-schwarzenegger-just-blew-everyone-away-with-this-post-on-fb-wow


From: Janet Anderson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Conserve our state/world
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 11:39:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please, please stop any action that will further pollute our state and therefore our world!! It's the only planet we
 have.
Stop voting for things to get reelected by accepting money from large entities where pollution furthers their cause,
 and therefore killing us all. We voted you in, we can vote you out.

Sincerely,

Janet Anderson

10629 Stone Bunker Dr
Mint Hill, NC 28227

V-9814 A-9904

mailto:jantrain@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly Abell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean energy
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 11:51:44 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Stop living in the past ! It's time for clean energy. If other countries can do it, so can we. Stop giving Duke Energy
 whatever they want. It smacks of total corruption in your administration.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Abell

149 Parkview St
Davidson, NC 28036

V-9815 A-9905

mailto:kimberlyabell1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Danny Mahaffey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 11:55:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Danny Mahaffey

471 Hillandale Street
Concord, NC 28025

V-9816 A-9906

mailto:darkmanop@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy Allen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 12:09:36 PM

Judy Allen from Hampstead, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): jmeliaallen@gmail.com

First Name: Judy

Last Name: Allen

City: Hampstead
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28443

V-9817 A-9907

mailto:jmeliaallen@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christine O"Neil
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111d
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 12:24:29 PM

Christine O'Neil from Raleigh, NC writes:

The proposed draft power plan put forth by the NCDEQ is a poor representation of what the citizens of North
 Carolina are looking for to create a sustainable energy future for our state. In addition to  ignoring renewable energy
 resources that would make our state a leader in reducing our carbon emissions and aiding in slowing climate
 change, it wastes OUR taxpayer money on a court case with the EPA for which we did not ask. By dismissing the
 potential of renewable energy we are losing an area of the economy which would grow the work force and keep our
 energy supply stable for years to come. We have the unique coastal and mountain features that make wind power a
 promising option, plenty of sunshine for solar power plus a vibrant technology and educational base in place for
 developing new ways to generate and sustain our power needs. As a citizen of NC I urge you to dismiss the current
 proposed energy plan and create a plan that North Carolinians can be proud of.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): christineoneil7@yahoo.com

First Name: Christine

Last Name: O'Neil

City: Raleigh
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27603-8590

V-9818 A-9908

mailto:christineoneil7@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Walker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 12:33:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

You need to support this important program. Our state is suffering from your administrations lack of concern for the
 environment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Walker

595 s valley rf
Southern Zpones, NC 28387

V-9819 A-9909

mailto:bryhwalker4774@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Simpson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Govenor Pat McCrory
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 12:38:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It is so important to improve our carbon pollution standards.  Please support these goals.

Sincerely,

Nancy Simpson

3710 Tarlton Mill Road
Marshville, NC 28103

V-9820 A-9910

mailto:jsimpson78@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Simpson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Joelle Burleson, Division of Air Quality
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 12:40:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support the goals of the Clean Power Plan.  We are so in need of improving our air in North Carolina.

Sincerely,

Nancy Simpson

3710 Tarlton Mill Road
Marshville, NC 28103

V-9821 A-9911

mailto:jsimpson78@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Goldston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 12:51:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Setting the state up for failure is not a plan..it is a hissy fit.

Sincerely,

Sarah Goldston

1106 W Colonial Ave
Elizabeth City, NC 27909

4047546348

V-9822 A-9912

mailto:naiomiconroy@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jacqueline Grillo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 1:13:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Grillo

107 Tupelo Trail
New Bern, NC 28562

V-9823 A-9913

mailto:jmgrillo@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Rodgers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 1:14:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Rodgers

4600 Whitmire Place
Raleigh, NC 27612

6506737513

V-9824 A-9914

mailto:elizabethjane4@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lois Testerman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 1:19:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor McCrory,
  I support the federal Clean Power Plan. If you care anything at all for our state you and the NC Environmental
 Agency will send a plan commensurate with the US plan to Washington D C.  We have a beautiful state and
 purposely failing the Clean Power Plan is a dereliction of duty.

Sincerely,

Lois Testerman

3148 Drew Ave
New Bern, NC 28562

V-9825 A-9915

mailto:Ltesterman@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sunny Allen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 1:22:22 PM

Re: Clean Power Plan
It is time for NC to take climate change, and the human activities that are driving it, seriously.
 Allowing power companies to do the minimum to decrease greenhouse gas emissions is dooming
 future generations to a greatly altered environment. Now is the time to take responsibility and pay
 the costs for doing all that we can to limit climate change. The technology exists, we just need the
 leadership to make it happen.
Sincerely,
Susan Allen
225 Winding Ridge Drive
Cary, NC 27518

V-9826 A-9916

mailto:slallen9000@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Thanasouk
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)fix the plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 1:27:03 PM

Elizabeth Thanasouk from Jacksonville, NC writes:

The draft plan from the NC Department  of Environmental Quality needs to be changed. It does not even meet the
 federal requirements. It is the most expensive option and only address one of the steps required to become a cleaner
 state. By making coal power more energy efficient  doesn't  make it a renewable source of energy. Tons of jobs can
 be created by turning to clean energy. Also this plan leaves out discussions with the lower income communities
 which will be the most impacted if changes aren't  made. All in all this is just a cop-out plan not a real one. Please
 re-do.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): liz-gorman@hotmail.com

First Name: Elizabeth

Last Name: Thanasouk

City: Jacksonville
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28540

V-9827 A-9917

mailto:liz-gorman@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barb Procak
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean air, clean energy
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 1:34:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We deserve clean air, and so do future generations.

Sincerely,

Barb Procak

6913 Folger Dr
Charlotte, NC 28270

V-9828 A-9918

mailto:namaste_816@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Walker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Plan decisively for clean air and clean energy
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 1:51:06 PM

Charles Walker from Raleigh, NC writes:

A comprehensive, environmentally sensible clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina should be your top
 priority.

Please update your "plan" so that it decisively takes us in that direction. 

Your current "plan" falls far short, and your descendants will know who drafted it. 

Please don't let them down.

Thank you.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): cawalker43@gmail.com

First Name: Charles

Last Name: Walker

City: Raleigh
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27615

V-9829 A-9919

mailto:cawalker43@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Brovitz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 2:27:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Prevent offshore oil drilling and fracking from coming to our great state, promote solar energy, strengthen our water
 quality standards, and clean up toxic coal ash in North Carolina.

Sincerely,

Michelle Brovitz

2460 Northwick Dr Apt 104
Winston Salem, NC 27103

9197943991

V-9830 A-9920

mailto:mbrovitz@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Walt Crothers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 2:35:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Walt Crothers

273 Castles Gate Dr
Mooresville, NC 28117

V-9831 A-9921

mailto:Skip1994@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kelly Gay
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 2:47:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kelly Gay

8532 boysenberry ln
Raleigh, NC 27616

9194170244

V-9832 A-9922

mailto:Diceysemantics@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: terry thirion
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 2:49:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

terry thirion

2808 Park Road
Charlotte, NC 28209

704-334-0800

V-9833 A-9923

mailto:tthirion@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kim Wanke
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 2:53:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kim Wanke

2501 Beckett's Ridge Drive
Hillsborough, NC 27278

V-9834 A-9924

mailto:Kwanke28@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janet Nagel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power in NC
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 2:54:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Only the insanity of greed would place economic considerations above the physical needs of human beings for a
 livable environment.  Do you go to church for show or do you understand that the eternal precepts of right and
 wrong actually have a bearing on real life?

Sincerely,

Janet Nagel

2900 Northampton Drive
Greensboro, NC 27408

V-9835 A-9925

mailto:2nagels@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kay Newman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean power plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 3:10:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Do not try to put your plan in place gov. McCrory. You are in a lot of trouble where my vote and other people that
 love this country are concerned! All you seem to care about is making money without caring about the long run cost
 to the people you repersent and it shows!

Sincerely,

Kay Newman

48poplar lane
Maggie Valley
maggie Valley, NC 28751

V-9836 A-9926

mailto:1945rkn@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Millikan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean air
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 3:13:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We all want to HAVE CLEAN AIR - its bad enough our water is disappearing thanks to FRACKING and we have
 to EAT MONSANTO Poision - now we won't be able to breathe...what is wrong with the U.S. that all the
 government/big money people want to kill off everyone...

Sincerely,

Sarah Millikan

P.O.  Box 755
Ocracoke, NC 27960

V-9837 A-9927

mailto:krazysarah83@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christie Jahn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 3:14:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christie Jahn

1172 Stone Creek Dr
Greenville, NC 27858

V-9838 A-9928

mailto:Cljahn75@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Colleen Dagher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 3:14:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Clean Power is not only the will of the people, but critical to the survival of our planet. Please stop bowing to the
 almighty dollar and think about the future.
Colleen Dagher
Concord NC

Sincerely,

Colleen Dagher

10836 mccamie hill place
concord, NC 28025

7044558921

V-9839 A-9929

mailto:colleenedagher@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Yarnell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)NC"s designed-to-fail Clean Power "Plan"
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 3:16:48 PM

Susan Yarnell from Chapel Hill, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): syarnell@earthlink.net

First Name: Susan

Last Name: Yarnell

City: Chapel Hill
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27516

V-9840 A-9930

mailto:syarnell@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: carol dehart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean air
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 3:21:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It is time that North Carolina joins the 21st century in cleaning up the world.  We have a beautiful State.  Our
 leaders need to do the right thing for humanity!

carol dehart
332 briarwood road
Webster, nc 28788

Sincerely,

carol dehart

po box 548
332 briarwood road
webster, NC 28788

V-9841 A-9931

mailto:swaggertyriser@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Brunner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Air Quality
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 3:32:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

to whom it may concern,

   Why would you not want to have clean air quality for the people you represent, {We the People}.  You are just a
 glorified clerk who is played by others.  Please give me a reason for not wanting cleaner air.

Sincerely,

Judith Brunner

109 Bayberry Drive
Elizabeth City, NC 27909

V-9842 A-9932

mailto:brunner.judy@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: laura bragwell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: NC Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 3:44:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It's time to clean up NC with the clean power plan.

Sincerely,

laura bragwell

707 1st Ave W
Hendersonville, NC 28739

V-9843 A-9933

mailto:laurabragwell@ymail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Kiper
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 3:49:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It is time to think about our children and the earth that will be left to them.  May NC be a leader in the United States
 decreasing pollution.

Sincerely,

Laura Kiper

2326 Walden Creek Dr
Apex, NC 27523

V-9844 A-9934

mailto:lkiper@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Claudia Nix
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)environment
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 3:49:24 PM

Claudia Nix from Asheville, NC writes:

Please go back to the drawing board and conduct a better clean energy plan.  We only have one North Carolina and
 only one world.  We can do a better job of protecting our environment.  We want a clean environment for our
 children and grandchildren.

Thanks,

Claudia Nix

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): elienellie4@gmail.com

First Name: Claudia

Last Name: Nix

City: Asheville
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28803

V-9845 A-9935

mailto:elienellie4@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Noel Schwartz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 3:55:03 PM

Noel Schwartz from Asheville, NC writes:

It is your responsibility to protect the citizens of NC.It takes all of us to make a difference. Personally we have
 installed solar power and invested in a hybrid/electric car and live in an eco-community.  As a taxpayer, I expect the
 NCDEQ to do more.  This draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality does not go far enough
 to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes taxpayer
 dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future. We
 need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): nschwrtz@aol.com

First Name: Noel

Last Name: Schwartz

City: Asheville
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28806

V-9846 A-9936

mailto:nschwrtz@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Sorrells
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Energy
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 3:55:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please do all you can to support clean energy. This is for the sake of all generations to come as well as our own.

Sincerely,

Mary Sorrells

121 East College St
Black Mountain, NC 28711

V-9847 A-9937

mailto:cbiscuit168@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ellen Gooding
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: NC Clean Power
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 4:07:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Federal Clean Power Plan and hope NC government will also. Mr. McCrory's ties to dirty energy
 should not handicap NC any longer.

Sincerely,

Ellen Gooding

1908 Myron Drive
Raleigh, NC 27607

V-9848 A-9938

mailto:egc1023@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Caitlin Esty
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Stop being dirty, and be clean.
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 4:18:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

When you think about tomorrow, next week, a year from now, or 20 years from now, do you think only of "how
 much can I profit"; Or how breath taking the view is from a mountain top, how nice it is to walk along a babbling
 brook, or how majestically humbling the beauty of the ocean is when the Sun touches it? Do you think about how
 livable NC will be, if we as a collective keep abusing the things we can not live without? Please take some time to
 stop and think about whether or your not you are protecting NC and the people that call this state home. Please look
 around is clean energy really going destroy this beautiful State, like all the oil, trash, & nuclear sites heve? All in all
 what I'm trying to say is stop dragging your feet and being bull headed, and make NC a clean energy state!

Sincerely,

Caitlin Esty

2700 Hodge Rd
Knightdale, NC 27545

9194172174

V-9849 A-9939

mailto:estycaitlin@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Veronica Decker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean air
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 4:25:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please help our Mother Earth. We need clean air and we need it now. On rainy days when I step out of my home the
 air pollution from paper plant is terrible. We should be addressing all air pollution so.
Thank you!

Sincerely,

Veronica Decker

257 Cortland Court
Waynesville, NC 28786

V-9850 A-9940

mailto:mtnmamma10@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathryn Ingram
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 4:27:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Gov,
You are an ex employ of Duke Power so yes this plan doesn't benefit you. Also, you are the worse Gov.

Kathryn Ingram
13413 Crescent Spring Dr
Apt 23
Charlotte, NC 28273

Sincerely,

Kathryn Ingram

13413 Crescent Spring Dr
Apt 23
Charlotte,  28273

V-9851 A-9941

mailto:kli2008@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Steinberg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 4:29:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I have been a Respiratory Therapist for 39 years at a major medical center and I have seen first hand the public
 health issues that environmental pollutants cause. Air pollution greatly impacts the health of our children and adults
 with Asthma, Cystic Fibrosis and Copd, just to name a few. These are terrible diseases that are greatly affected by
 days with poor air quality. We see these children and adults struggle to breathe--I wish you could see this,too.

Sincerely,

Donna Steinberg

317 Auburndale Street
Winston Salem, NC 27104

3367606182

V-9852 A-9942

mailto:donnawsteinberg1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Phyllis Garfinkel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 4:31:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It’s time to clean up NC’s dirty energy act.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Garfinkel

84 Shore Drive
Orienal, NC 28571

V-9853 A-9943

mailto:fancy530@netscape.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pamela Morris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 4:39:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support the clean power plan.  NC deserves a place in the future.

Sincerely,

Pamela Morris

2688 Jenkins Lake ct
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526

V-9854 A-9944

mailto:Pmorris@harnettstudents.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diane Demers-Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 4:43:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Time is of the essence for putting  our environment first. The air quality and the purity of our drinking water are
 essential for healthy human and animal life. Please plan to exceed or at least meet the
Proposed federal standards. North Carolina must protect its environment .
Sincerely
Diane Demers-Smith

Sincerely,

Diane Demers-Smith

1890 Adare drive
Clemmons, NC 27012

V-9855 A-9945

mailto:Dianedemerssmith@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kyra Swallow
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 4:45:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As a tax payer in North Carolina I ask that you please support the Clean Power Plan which would set the first-ever
 carbon pollution standards for power plants in the U.S.

Sincerely,

Kyra Swallow

1010 west lenoir st
Raleigh, NC 27603

V-9856 A-9946

mailto:Ktehve@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rachel King
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air and Water
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 4:45:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I don't expect you to do anything considering you are a republican. Maybe we can get you out of office next
 election.
Rachel King

Sincerely,

Rachel King

John King Rd
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-9857 A-9947

mailto:lrachelking@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol De Witt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Wanted: A Clean State in All Regards
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 4:58:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please listen to the PEOPLE that you are supposed to be taking good care of as a Public Servant. Cleaning up is a
 priority that cannot be ignored for the future.

Sincerely,

Carol De Witt

120 Crystal Pines Ct
Beaufort, NC 28516

V-9858 A-9948

mailto:caroldede07@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: johanna kiricoples
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: TO ALL CONCERNED?
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 5:15:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

you know, we are still finished with coal ash.....who absorbs that?!?!!/  WE DO....
how about the GOVERNMENT et al DO THE RIGHT THINGS....how much more $$ do they need?!?!  in order to
 push anything through, besides signing EVERY petition...then we will be ask to GIVE...those of us who can
 NOT....find a way.....those of you who CAN, ignore.  I'm still wondering about the NC education lottery and why
 the kids are being stuck out to pasture?!?!??   SO, one more issue, and one more and one more...all to alienate and
 scare.....there have been no viable changes since Roosevelt.....and his 'idea' to TAX us was to be a temporary
 measure.....WAR upon WAR....!?!??!   THIS IS NOT HEAVEN, dear politician, and all you do to strike us down
 only does the opposite.  many of us will be most unhappy at our LIFE reviews......how do you want YOURs to
 continue to look!??!?!

Sincerely,

johanna kiricoples

402 Little Brook Drive
King, NC 27021

3369830690

V-9859 A-9949

mailto:jkyric@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: CHERYL STUCKEY
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean water act
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 5:19:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Pleaase support the clean water act.
Consider a tidal power plant like the one in Wales UK. Oregon inlet would be a prime location to provide a road and
 create enough power for 150K homes.

Sincerely,

CHERYL STUCKEY

91 Lakeview Dr
whispering Pines, NC 28327

9109493842

V-9860 A-9950

mailto:artmama50@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diane Petykowski
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Cleaner air for NC (and everywhere on Earth!!!)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 5:41:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Breathing clean air is the most crucial necessity, followed by having clean drinking water.  Let's make NC a guiding
 example for all other places!!

Sincerely,

Diane Petykowski

9600 Ligon Mill Rd
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-9861 A-9951

mailto:dandypets05@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cindi Cheek
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean power plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 5:51:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support the Clean Power Plan.
Why wouldn't you?
 It's involves the health of humans, and the health of nature. (we need our coil and air clean to grow food)
Simple as that!

Cindi Cheek
North Caroiina

Sincerely,

Cindi Cheek

30 sam lance rd
Brevard, NC 28712

V-9862 A-9952

mailto:clcheek@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Stewart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Debra Stewart
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 6:31:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Do not Fail The Clean Power Plan. Your constituents are watching you. Do the right thing

Sincerely,

Debra Stewart

3745 Falls River Ave
Raleigh, NC 27614

919-803-8233

V-9863 A-9953

mailto:Debstewartplus3@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynda Prediger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Please help clean up our air
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 6:35:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support the Clean Power Plan for us, our children and the world!  Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynda Prediger

100 Summey Court
Cary, NC 27513

V-9864 A-9954

mailto:simpleascanbe@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Fite
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 6:56:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Fite

1415 James Street
Durham, NC 27707

V-9865 A-9955

mailto:mft@rocketmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: heath kennedy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Pollution
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 6:58:15 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support clean power plan - NOT polluters!!

Sincerely,

heath kennedy

4420 surrey meadows dr
winterville, NC 28590

V-9866 A-9956

mailto:hkennedylsc2013@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christine Phelps
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Environment
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 7:02:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support clean air standards but am puzzled by creating standards that will not be implimented.

Sincerely,

Christine Phelps

211 Marlowe Trail
Bostic, NC 28018

V-9867 A-9957

mailto:MsTinaPhelps@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Burnham
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 7:19:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

North Carolina is one of the most beautiful states in the U.S.. Why do you care so little for it and North Carolinian's
 well being?

Sincerely,

Jennifer Burnham

403 Paladin Dr
Apt. F
Greenville, NC 27834

V-9868 A-9958

mailto:KiplingKat@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joanne Napoli
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 7:19:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joanne Napoli

1001 Prologue Road
Durham, NC 27712

9194779315

V-9869 A-9959

mailto:joanne2950@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julian Prosser
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: NC Response to Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 7:55:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please submit a NC response that is positively responsive to meet the mandated carbon reduction standards.  NC
 needs to be a leader in this type of environmental regulation to protect the health of our citizens. 

Julian Prosser
109 Barley Place
Wake Forest, NC 27587

Sincerely,

Julian Prosser

109 Barley Place
Wake Forest, NC 27587

919-630-2064

V-9870 A-9960

mailto:Julianprosser@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sara Brickey-Reynolds
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 7:58:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increa nose, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sara Brickey-Reynolds

6507 Coltsfoot Drive
Rougemont, NC 27572

19192363982

V-9871 A-9961

mailto:sararosebrickey@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Martha MacQuatters
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean energy
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 8:05:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support clean energy alternatives and their use in the state of North Carolina. If the other nations of the world can
 use the technology so can we.

Sincerely,

Martha MacQuatters

6222 Gold Mine Rd
Morganton, NC 28655

8287644090

V-9872 A-9962

mailto:mmacquat@unca.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Erickson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 8:14:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We are destroying the United States but yet you don't want to protect our beautiful State.  Do you ever think about
 your own family even???
Do what is right, not what the big corporations want as we all know they have no regard for the human race.

Sincerely,

Debra Erickson

767 Roland Branch Rd
Burnsville, NC 28714

V-9873 A-9963

mailto:dmerickson2@frontier.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joan Ryder
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: carbon pollution
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 8:40:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please stop ignoring carbon pollution.

Sincerely,

Joan Ryder

5156 Exton Park Loop
Castle Hayne, NC 28429

9106752289

V-9874 A-9964

mailto:joanryder45@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Fred Read
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean air.
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 8:41:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please concider the actions necessary to clean up our environment ( we have to live in it).  Coal fired plants are
 particularly bad. Why did we commit to more coal fired plants?

Is not natural gas much better.  ( without even getting into alternate energy).

Please concider this.  

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Fred Read

516 E 2nd St
Washington, NC 27889

V-9875 A-9965

mailto:Merrydolphin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rosemary D"Ettore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 8:43:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please don't ignore this powerful tool!

Sincerely,

Rosemary D'Ettore

1084 Captains Court
Carolina Shores NC, NC 28467

V-9876 A-9966

mailto:rose442@atmc.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: V. Wang
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 8:55:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

V. Wang

303 Highwood Pines Place
Cary, NC 27519

V-9877 A-9967

mailto:vkwang97@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pam Myers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: For the sake of others
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 8:57:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As humans and constituents, we would like you to protect and value NC air and water. Please step off the money
 train and do what is right for future generations.  Thanks in advance for finding your souls!

Sincerely,

Pam Myers

716 Golf House Rd W
Whitsett, NC 27377

V-9878 A-9968

mailto:Pamela.myers1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: shirley gould
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Air polluntion
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:02:40 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Think about our children.

Sincerely,

shirley gould

1504 parham st
henderson, NC 27536

V-9879 A-9969

mailto:makeeb7@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Heather Parente
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Environmental
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:13:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Experiencing clean water, breathing air free of pollutants, and other clean environmental issues are very important to
 me. Renewable energy sources are where we need to head.

Sincerely,

Heather Parente

20 loyal lane
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-9880 A-9970

mailto:Aqua.red99@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: joselle anthony
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:15:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor McCrory and Ms. Burleson,

Please rethink your stance and do the right thing.

Sincerely,

joselle anthony

12104 new abbey pl
charlotte, NC 28273

V-9881 A-9971

mailto:anthonyjoselle@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Catherine Browder
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power plzn
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:15:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support the clean power plan. NC must take advantage of any and all clean resources available. Solar and
 wind make so much sense. Please help push forward efforts to harness and use these natural sources of energy.

Sincerely,

Catherine Browder

4027 ancestry circle
Weddington, NC 28104

V-9882 A-9972

mailto:cmbrowder@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sylvia Sharp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Power cleaning
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:22:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Let's do better with our portion of the planet!
Meet the expectations of the clean power plan please!
We have had a bad year pollution wise.  I can see doing better than the federal plan suggests on purpose, but to
 intentionally do worse is shameful.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Sharp

903 N Elam Ave
Greensboro, NC 27408

V-9883 A-9973

mailto:Sjsharp45@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Moss
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:33:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Really? Why can't North Carolina do better? We all deserve cleaner cheaper power! Let's try to go beyond the clean
 power goal.

Sincerely,

Carol Moss

120 Augusta Drive
Cleveland, NC 27013

V-9884 A-9974

mailto:Totooma@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: dayna ferguson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean energy is our way forward
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:35:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I implore you to move away from coal, natural gas, and oil as our main power sources.  We have amazing capacity
 here in N.C. for renewable and sustainable power resources.  The breaks to Duke and big power have to stop.  They
 do not serve our people or our land well.

Sincerely,

dayna ferguson

131 dellwood ave
swannanoa, NC 28778

V-9885 A-9975

mailto:dayna.ferguson@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sally Thomas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Please join the 21st century
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:37:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

If we aren't going to be left in the dust by other, more forward-looking states, we need to step up our conversion to
 wind and solar now.  We can't afford to get behind other states, and, besides, we have abundant resources for this
 cleaner energy.  Let's rethink our priorities and think in terms of our children and grandchildren, not to mention our
 shoreline investments.

Sincerely,

Sally Thomas

720 Brockbank Rd
Charlotte, NC 28209

704-496-4140

V-9886 A-9976

mailto:sallymthomas@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Luann Geissinger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:43:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor  Mc Crory,
Joelle Burleson,Division  of Air Quality
My husband and I voted for you  but have been VERY disappointed  in many of your decisions. I have  been  a
 Republican  and supported the Republican  party for most of my 71 years,but I am extremely  disappointed  in the 
 direction the Republican party   has been headed the past couple years. GLOBAL WARMING   IS A MAJOR 
 CONCERN
. As the governor  of N.C. it is your responsibility  to do what you can ,to be sure that our children and grand
 children have a  clean  ,safe world to live in.
N.C. MUST MEET THE GOALS OF THE CLEAN POWER PLAN.

Sincerely,

Luann Geissinger

2700 Loch Lane
Charlotte, NC 28226

V-9887 A-9977

mailto:luanngeissinger@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Renae Cline
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Energy
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 9:47:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I encourage you to support and promote clean energy such as solar and wind power.

Sincerely,

Renae Cline

2500 Rocky Ford Rd
Newton, NC 28658

V-9888 A-9978

mailto:renaejwc@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Hodges
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean energy for NC
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 10:23:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support clean energy in NC and the world!
Sincerely,
Jennifer B. Hodges

Sincerely,

Jennifer Hodges

923 Rockford Rd
Dobson, NC 27017

V-9889 A-9979

mailto:hodgy@rocketmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Teresa Deitz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 10:40:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please act responsibly and submit an acceptable plan for North Carolina to do its part to set appropriate carbon
 pollution standards.  Our future and our children's futures depend on it!

Sincerely,

Teresa Deitz

370 Hutch Mountain Road
Fletcher, NC 28732

8286519271

V-9890 A-9980

mailto:terideitz@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donald Murray
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 11:13:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donald Murray

1526 Old County Farm Rd
Sophia, NC 27350

V-9891 A-9981

mailto:etoile@i-phemera.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathy Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Energy
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 11:22:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Renewable energy is the only sane and logical course to take towards our energy future. Between wind and solar
 alone, we could reduce our requirement of petrochemical  polluting agents but half.
  If you truly wish to leave a legacy make it a future at all ! Cut our dependence on planet polluting agents !

Sincerely,

Kathy Wilson

6614 Lake Hill Dr
Raleigh, NC 27616

V-9892 A-9982

mailto:marierita22@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brenda Hart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clea Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 11:37:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I want to express my support for the Clean Power Plan as set by the Federal officials.  We should be doing much
 better in NC than we are.  There is no room  for so much politics in keeping water and environment.

Sincerely,

Brenda Hart

106 Woodfield Dr
Nashville, NC 27856

V-9893 A-9983

mailto:bhart2@suddenlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bonita Bojarski
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Saturday, January 09, 2016 11:39:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor McCrory,  Please do the right thing and help our great state of NC fulfill the proper Clean Power Plan...
 Don't not set the up for failure.  Do you not care about our future generations and the world they have to live in.  I
 pray this bill is passed and we can set the example for other states!
Sincerely, Bonita M.  Bojarski, 78 Poplar Cove, Murphy, NC 28906

Sincerely,

Bonita Bojarski

78 poplar cove
Murphy, NC 28906

352-978-8578

V-9894 A-9984

mailto:Bonniebojarski1@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melissa White
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 12:27:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melissa White

200 Hocutt Dr
Clayton,  27520

V-9895 A-9985

mailto:Rubymelissa76@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rhonda Bright Doiron
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Energy North Carolina
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 1:33:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

North Carolina needs to stand proud for environmentally clean practices.

If not, let's be prepared to share just how tarnished our record is.

Sincerely,

Rhonda Bright Doiron

7801 Vauxhill Drive
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-9896 A-9986

mailto:Rhonda.bd@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dorothy Styles
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 2:25:38 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

You must do everything within your power to protect our environment including our air, our water, and all of our
 natural resources.  Playing politics and avoiding reality are not what you were elected to do.  Pollution is destroying
 our planet and it is the responsibility of every person to work hard to put a stop to this damage.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Styles

PO Box 176
Burnsville, NC 28714

V-9897 A-9987

mailto:dotstylesyrs@frontier.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Annie Wicker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Petition
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 2:44:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear Gov. Pat McCrory and Div. of Air Quality, Joelle Burleson:

Please vote for the Clean Power Plan.

Sincerely,

Annie Wicker

5421  Stanley Rd
Durham, NC 27704

V-9898 A-9988

mailto:annie.dempson@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elvera Lowry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Support the Clean Power plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 4:16:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It is foolish for you to oppose the Clean Power plan.   Show you care about saving lives and the environment.

Sincerely,

Elvera Lowry

5740 Ruth Dr
Charlotte, NC 28215

V-9899 A-9989

mailto:evlowry@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: melissa swain
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean power plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 5:17:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

support clean air !!! Thanks

Sincerely,

melissa swain

10742 nc 99 hwy s
bath,  27808

V-9900 A-9990

mailto:mysticblue@gotricounty.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jill Meares
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 6:29:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

For the sake of future generations my grandchildren and yours, vote responsibility.

Sincerely,

Jill Meares

159 Kimzey Rd
Mills River, NC 28759

V-9901 A-9991

mailto:jillmeares@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Darlayn Worley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 6:38:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It's time to step up and be a real leader for North Carolina. 

I have come to realize how important it is for our generation to seek and implement better ways of providing
 energy.  The destruction to our environment and the earth as a whole is undeniable now.

Don't allow North Carolina to cave into pressure from lobbying groups who seek to protect their industry and their
 bottom line.  They've had their enormous profits for so many years while they turned a blind eye to all else.

We can meet the challenge if you have the courage to accept it.

Sincerely,

Darlayn Worley

1876 Allred Road
Lexington, NC 27292

V-9902 A-9992

mailto:dworley@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Teresa Anderson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean air act
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 6:47:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear sirs,

Please accept this note that I am in support of the clean air act for North Carolina!

Sincerely,
Teresa Anderson
407 Brookgreen Dr
Monroe NC 28112

Sincerely,

Teresa Anderson

407 Brookgreen Dr
Monroe, NC 28112

V-9903 A-9993

mailto:Carolinatrixie@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elena PAXTON
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 6:58:16 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support more restrictions to keep our air healthy.

Sincerely,

Elena PAXTON

HWY 62 and Mccray rd
BURLINGTON, NC 27217

V-9904 A-9994

mailto:yionuttin@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cheryl Phillips
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 7:34:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Take ation !!

Sincerely,

Cheryl Phillips

47 Stonewood Lane
Franklin, NC 28734

V-9905 A-9995

mailto:phillips1945@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marion Buehler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: environment
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 7:37:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It's inevitable. Get into it early.

Sincerely,

Marion Buehler

275 Sunny Acre Ln
Brevard, NC 28712

V-9906 A-9996

mailto:buehler@citcom.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diana Jordan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: It"s time to start looking to the future
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 7:38:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

rather than trying to protect a highly flawed (and utterly finite) energy past, powered by poor quality sources of
 energy. At what point does our state go to the forefront here rather than only being at the forefront of legislators
 trying to haul us backward by leaps and bounds?

Sincerely,

Diana Jordan

2907 Heathcroft Court
Charlotte, NC 28269

V-9907 A-9997

mailto:batty6842@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: connie zuback
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 8:14:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

There is no more important issue than saving our planet for our children. Please do not sacrifice that goal to short
 term policies that will look good for now but compromise the future of our grandchildren.
Thank you.

Sincerely,

connie zuback

2302 camellia dr
wilmington, NC 28403

V-9908 A-9998

mailto:conniezuback@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janet Clark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Cleanup the air
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 8:27:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We need the clean power plan to help clean up our air.  We need to think more long range for quality of air for the
 citizens of NC.  While jobs and industry are important, every person has to breathe the air 24/7.

Sincerely,

Janet Clark

416 park dr
Waynesville, NC 28786

V-9909 A-9999

mailto:Janet.waynesville@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Betsy Hinkle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Up Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 8:28:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please ,we are doing this to future generations. Help us clean up this,mess.

Sincerely,

Betsy Hinkle

1015 Perrel Ln
Westfield, NC 27053

V-9910 A-10000

mailto:Hinklerunner333@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennie spallone
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Air Pollution
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 8:37:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Stop big companies from polluting our air! So many people in NC have allergies. Now I see why....

Sincerely,

Jennie spallone

3655 Rising River Lane
Greensboro, NC 27409

8472935696

V-9911 A-10001

mailto:realtorjennie@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Glenda Morris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Air
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 8:49:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I like calling NC home. I need you on board for protecting our air, no amount of money can buy. While I've got the
 floor I'm in full agreement that marijuana should be legal in our state also, North Carolina is a great place to live if
 you're enjoying life when your sick and have to depend on prescription drugs to keep you walking,I'm really excited
 to see what our state does to help the people.

Sincerely,

Glenda Morris

5016 Carolina street
Greensboro, NC 27406

V-9912 A-10002

mailto:Glendamorris5016@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leslie Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean energy
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 8:52:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

stop worrying about y9our oil driven pocket book and start thinking about the rest of us.

Sincerely,

Leslie Jones

393 Old Sanford rd
moncure, NC 27559

V-9913 A-10003

mailto:feathers.fur8@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Murphy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)I Can"t Breathe
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 9:02:53 AM

William Murphy from NEW BERN, NC writes:

•The NC Department of Environmental Quality is wasting taxpayer dollars by creating a designed-to-fail plan in
 order to take the U.S. EPA to Court. In the meantime, unregulated carbon pollution continues to harm our children,
 the elderly, and those with chronic respiratory conditions.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): wmurphy21@centurylink.net

First Name: William

Last Name: Murphy

City: NEW BERN
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28560-5759

V-9914 A-10004

mailto:wmurphy21@centurylink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Teall-Fleming
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Support Clean Energy
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 9:07:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Our world needs clean energy! Solar and wind energy are not only clean, but they are renewable. We won't run out
 of sun and air. Please help our country keep up with the rest of the modern world and make this happen!

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Teall-Fleming

24 Manderley Way
Arden, NC 28704

V-9915 A-10005

mailto:lizteall@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janelle Gingrich-Caudle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: URGENT!
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 9:07:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor McCrory and Joelle Burleson,

We ask for your full support in a plan to support clean power. The overwhelming evidence supporting the dangers of
 fossil fuels to our environment and to people is clear.

For the welfare of all, including your family and the generations who follow. Please do what you know is right- End
 our reliance on fossil fuels and support Clean Air.

Sincerely,

Janelle Gingrich-Caudle

3985 Hwy 49 South
Harrisburg, NC 28075

V-9916 A-10006

mailto:compassionateliving@windstream.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mara Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Governor Pat McCrory
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 9:17:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It is alarming when your water company calls you to say you have to boil your drinking water.  My daughter has
 gotten this type of call, and a few days also a friend.  They both live close to the area my family and I reside.  So, I
 wonder when it's going to be the time we will receive such a call.
Please, be the hero our children need now that it still not too late.  Now that we can reverse all the damage that have
 been inflicted on this state and on earth.
Does let's get rich now and let our children worry about the disasters we produced is more important to you?

Sincerely,

Mara Jones

1963 Merrimac Dr
Fayetteville, NC 28304

V-9917 A-10007

mailto:mara_6511@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: HOpe Clayton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Environmental protection
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 9:25:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am very concerned about the stance NC has taken to not encourage clean energy and to decrease regulation on
 companies that are potentially going to decrease the quality of our water and air.  I am confident that there are
 innovative people who can keep us safe and make it profitable for the state at the same time.

Sincerely,

HOpe Clayton

2708 McNeely Dr
Valdese, NC 28690

V-9918 A-10008

mailto:hopeclayton@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melissa Tuttle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Like it or not
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 9:27:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Oddly, human beings (an umbrella under which you and your children and grandchildren fit) need a healthy natural
 environment in which to live.  We actually need stable climate, clean water, clean air, and a robust biosphere. 

Don't screw that up; you'll be screwing yourselves as much as the rest of us.

Sincerely,

Melissa Tuttle

6118 Sundown Dr
risskia@yahoo.com
Greensboro, NC 27410

V-9919 A-10009

mailto:risskia@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Burge
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 9:37:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Do not allow NC to fail in meeting its goals of the Clean Power Plan. Enough is enough.

Sincerely,

Paul Burge

35 Sam Greene Rd
Burnsville, NC 28714

V-9920 A-10010

mailto:paul_burge@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robin Segreti
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 9:38:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robin Segreti

10113 Alexander Martin Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28277

V-9921 A-10011

mailto:Robin.segreti@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jane Jordan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 9:53:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor McCrory, I pray that God intercedes with you now and your own family to care enough about others to
 promote the Clean Power Plan. These are people's lives.  We need to eliminate the pollution.  If not,  I intend to
 expose your move in any way to fail the goals set forth in this plan.  God grant you His wisdom to understand fully
 the impact of your actions and to move accordingly to protect us all.

Sincerely,

Jane Jordan

9510 Elizabeth Townes Lane
Charlotte, NC 28277

980-335-0395

V-9922 A-10012

mailto:Janebjordan35@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Louise Byron
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: It’s time to clean up NC’s dirty energy act
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 9:57:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Do this in a responsible way.

Sincerely,

Louise Byron

6444 Green Arbor Lane
Wilmlington, NC 28409

V-9923 A-10013

mailto:ljbyron6971@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Regina Shepherd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 9:57:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We need too  clean up the environment. Duke Energy if one of the biggest contributors of pollution.
Regina Shepherd  165 Acorn Hill Road  Sparta N.C. 28675

Sincerely,

Regina Shepherd

165 Acorn Hill Road
Sparta, NC 28675

V-9924 A-10014

mailto:dbareggie@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Larson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean energy
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 10:09:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As I travel the country by car I realize how far behind NC is in clean energy.  Colorado & CA solar energy fields are
 beautiful.  Now Texas, has a mess with solar energy fields un-planned.  How can we not use the most natural, clean
 gifts from God.

Sincerely,

Linda Larson

4900 creekside Drive
New Bern, NC 28562

V-9925 A-10015

mailto:bb3beans@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Stark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: North Carolina Clean Energy
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 10:13:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

If your plan is to get money for not compling I see your point but it's time - it's been time to change better late than
 never . This could make more jobs which is always good so get on the wagon heck drive the darn thing .

Sincerely,

Barbara Stark

329 Finley Ave
Lenoir, NC 28645

828-726-4969

V-9926 A-10016

mailto:barbarstark@mail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Valerie Swanson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 10:19:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Submitting a plan that purposefully fails the goals of the Clean Power Plan is bad for the State of North Carolina and
 is poor politics. You claim you want to work with both sides of the aisle but your actions are speaking louder than
 your words. Partisan actions will make you lose your job. You definitely do not have North Carolina's best interests
 in mind with your actions. Please reconsider and actually submit a plan that complies with the Clean Power Plan. It
 is better for North Carolina and better for North Carolinians health!

Sincerely,

Valerie Swanson

116 Clay Ridge Way
Holly Springs, NC 27540

V-9927 A-10017

mailto:v.swanson@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diana DiFerdinando
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: carbon pollution standards petition
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 10:37:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

PLEASE DO NOT BLOCK THE FEDERAL PLAN. A MOVE TO PURPOSEFULLY FAIL IS A BREACH OF
 YOUR OBLIGATION TO REPRESENT A MAJORITY OF YOUR CONSTITUENTS.

Sincerely,

Diana DiFerdinando

5501 Bridgeman Ct
Durham, NC 27703

V-9928 A-10018

mailto:djournal98@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly Freeman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 11:01:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As a citizen of this great state I've been fortunate to live in both the mountains and at the ocean. Pollution is a big
 issue, and I urge you to pass the clean power plan, forcing companies (especially Duke Power) to clean up their
 acts. Coal ash spills ruin ecosystems and have downstream effects (pun intended). Please don't let the citizens of
 North Carolina down!!

Sincerely,

Kimberly Freeman

302 Jarvis Circle
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-9929 A-10019

mailto:Kimtfreeman@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Winn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean environment
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 11:05:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am very concerned that NC is not prioritizing clean air, water and food. These are basics to life. I believe that if
 NC wants to attract business, we need to have a forward thinking agenda. Please remember that we have only one
 planet to leave to our children and grandchildren!

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Winn

3921 SE School Rd
Greensboro,  27406

3366743841

V-9930 A-10020

mailto:bethlwinn@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Cordes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 11:08:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear Governor and Ms. Burleson:

I support the Clean Power Plan and so do most citizens of NC. Please align your actions regarding the CPP with the
 will of the people and with what is best for NC's environment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Cordes

403 Hodges St
Oriental, NC 28571

V-9931 A-10021

mailto:cordes@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maresa Howard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 11:25:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maresa Howard

2350 24th ave ne
hickory, NC 28601

V-9932 A-10022

mailto:alixx23graham@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ricka McKeithan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power PLan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 11:26:17 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We all need clean air to breathe

Sincerely,

Ricka McKeithan

Glenn Ridge
Raleigh, NC 27604

V-9933 A-10023

mailto:xswake@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Betsy Schoenberg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: the clean air act.
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 11:37:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Stand with the people.

Sincerely,

Betsy Schoenberg

671 Hallman Farm ln
Iron Station, NC 28080

V-9934 A-10024

mailto:betsyschoenberg@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Craig LOFTIN
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 11:43:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Craig LOFTIN

1525 SW Park Avenue
Portland, OR 97201

V-9935 A-10025

mailto:crloftin@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Colt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Air Pollution
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 11:51:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

North Carolina is fortunate to have a plethora of beautiful, natural resources. Air pollution endangers these resources
 and the people of this state. We are here temporarily and we need to leave the air quality better than we found it. It
 takes more money to fix the damage to people's health and the damage to the environment than it does to prevent
 the problems.

Sincerely,

Sandra Colt

447 Wheeler Hills Road
Burnsville, NC 28714

V-9936 A-10026

mailto:munkx5@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathryn Gadson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean air
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 11:55:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please  present A plan that will meet the standards for the clean air bill

Sincerely,

Kathryn Gadson

800 wandering way Dr
Waxhaw, NC 28173

V-9937 A-10027

mailto:Kgadsinauthor@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debbie Diaz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Not Representing
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 12:01:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please understand that we are at a pivotal point in Environmental Protection--this needs to be TOP priority !!!

Sincerely,

Debbie Diaz

7229 Rena Mae Ln
charlotte, NC 28227

V-9938 A-10028

mailto:debrn76@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janet Littlejohn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: SAVE North Carolina and OUR PLANET
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 12:04:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am writing to strongly advocate for our Earth and our children.  As one of our leaders you can make a huge
 difference for our future progeny.  Saving our EARTH at this vital time is even more important than any
 government issue. 

As an educator, I teach youth ecological lessons about the importance of recycling, re-using and restoring materials
 which could remain for centuries in land-fill.  As teachers do our best to educate youth to be prepared for a
 changing world, yet when adult/leaders betray youth's trust and make decisions to FRACK and RAPE the EARTH
 by not being ethical with natural resources and supporting sustainable energy (solar, wind, geo-thermal etc.) 
 CLEAN POWER with Save our Earth and you can help by making decisions which will be for the better good....not
 just big business.

Please do the NEXT RIGHT THING!

Sincerely,

Janet Littlejohn

100 Airlie Court
Cary, NC 27513

V-9939 A-10029

mailto:janetplanetz@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sally Petty
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power, clean air
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 12:39:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

This is important to reduce our carbon footprint.  Our families suffer from dirty air.  Our forests are being cut down,
 and the remaining trees would have to double or triple their cleansing capabilities to keep up...they cannot do it. 
 We need it for the environment, health and enjoyment of our world, not just North Carolina, or the United States,
 but for the world, for our planet.  Please replace dirty energy, including nuclear energy with renewable, wind and
 solar technologies.  Thank you..

Sincerely,

Sally Petty

117 Hunter Lane
Zebulon, NC 27597

V-9940 A-10030

mailto:spetty@brockport.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marissa Byers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean power plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 12:41:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I believe it's something to celebrate that federal officials are making such efforts to ensure that every state has a plan
 to generate clean power plants reducing carbon pollution. It saddens and embarrasses me to think that my home
 state of North Carolina is not only rejecting the idea, but has plans to crush this extraordinary effort. This is our air,
 our life- our children and grandchildren's lives. It is more important than money. We need to respect the power
 from mother nature that allows us to be alive. Please, let's not use the trite power that comes from human greed to
 exterminate the world we ALL live in.

Sincerely,

Marissa Byers

3241 Arlington Drive
Winston Salem, NC 27103

V-9941 A-10031

mailto:marissascomet@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tony Ollis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 12:55:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Mr. McCrory and Joelle Burleson,

Please set carbon pollution standards for power plants that meet or exceed the federal standards. If you are truly a
 representative of the people, you will make every effort to save the future for our children.  My greatest fear is that
 we will damage this earth beyond repair.  Solar and wind power are some of the greatest ways I have seen to reduce
 the carbon emissions that are damaging our environment.

Sincerely,

Tony Ollis

5895 Old Hwy 70 Loop
Morganton, NC 28655

V-9942 A-10032

mailto:ltmuddycreek@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherry Richey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air Act
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 12:59:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please enact legislation that fully supports or exceeds the National guidelines.

Sincerely,

Sherry Richey

425 West 8th Street
Newton, NC 28658

V-9943 A-10033

mailto:strichey44@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Uma Joanne Wilkinson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 1:00:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear Governor Pat McCrory,
I think you have a vested interest as a current leader in the State of North Carolina, to represent the people of your
 State, and their concerns. I urge you to do everything in your power to adopt the Clean Power Plan, and even to go
 further beyond that, and start advocating to switch North Carolina to renewable, clean and green energy sources!
 What our world and individual states needs now more than ever, is to take steps towards limiting the contamination
 and pollution of our Air, our Waters and our Soil, in order for our Earth and our local bioregions to remain healthy
 enough to feed and to renew Life. The abuses of the great chemical , pesticide and GMo companies like Monsanto,
 who have been systematically poisoning our planet and our Nation, for the last forty years, this needs to stop. Also
 the lies and the deception of the Nuclear Industry, needs to be confronted and addressed, because we are all facing
 disaster, by nuclear contamination that is permanent and non-rever
 sible,
and which is absolutely devastating and destructive towards all Life. Therefore as a Leader, as a decision maker on
 behalf of all the citizens in your state and their children and their future generations you have a great duty and an
 important responsibility to wisely make choices, that will serve the common good of the People and not harm them.
 if your motives are for Good health, Pure and clean Air pure Water Life which all living things ultimately depend
 upon, and if you also respect God's Creation, and thus all Life, then you would heed common sense, Wisdom,
 Environmental science, and practice and uphold high Moral and Ethical standards within your office and capacity
 as a Leader, with a responsibility to uphold your sworn Oath of Office.  Make the decisions that will ensure a viable
 future, and be a leader that the people can trust..to do any less, is to let down the millions of people who live and
 work here and pass through here, in your State. Thank You,
Sincerely,
Uma Joanne Wilkinson
210 NorthWest Drive
Davidson, NC 28036

Sincerely,

Uma Joanne Wilkinson

210 Northwest Drive  Harborwatch
Davidson, NC 28036

704-895-5539

V-9944 A-10034

mailto:umaoya@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Johnston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 1:14:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please help North Carolina keep our clean air and water. 

And protect the quality of our underground aquifers.  We don't need fracking!  Be smart.  Learn from Oklahoma and
 the drastic increase in earthquakes there.

Sincerely,

Patricia Johnston

406 Faculty Avenue
Cary, NC 27511

V-9945 A-10035

mailto:patriciatj@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charlene Issak
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 1:26:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

If you do not work to clean up the carbon pollution, then you are completely against the future of our grandchildren.

Sincerely,

Charlene Issak

471 Island  Ford Rd
Statesville, NC 28625

V-9946 A-10036

mailto:charleneissak@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Jahnige
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 1:56:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I heartily endorse the goals of the Clean Power Plan and urge you to likewise.

Sincerely,

Barbara Jahnige

bjahnige@gmail.com
bjahnige@gmail.com
Swansboro, NC 28584

9104676676

V-9947 A-10037

mailto:bjahnige@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julie McCartin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean energy
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 2:01:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please vote on my behalf to ensure NC makes every effort possible to use CLEAN ENERGY a reality as soon as
 possible

Sincerely,

Julie McCartin

107 East Blue Ridge Rd #108
East Flat Rock, NC 28726

8015579852

V-9948 A-10038

mailto:jagnes157@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Walker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 2:13:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Clean Power Plan in North Carolina.   Please do not fail the people of North Carolina by half stepping
 and/or short changing your responsibility as our elected officers.  This great State deserves the best. ..now give it to
 us!  Give the Clean Power Plan the best!

Sincerely,

Barbara Walker

806 Dynasty Drive
Jacksonville, NC 28546

V-9949 A-10039

mailto:swanwalker314@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Frances Thompson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Dirty State
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 2:19:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please do what you can to clean up our once beautiful state. At least, encourage citizens to take air, soil, water, etc
 pollution seriously. I live 4 blocks from city hall in Hickory and I take a garbage bag with me when I walk my dog
 to pick up litter. It's really sad, but I can fill the bag halfway within 10 feet of a city garbage receptacle. Glass liquor
 bottles are not only discarded on the sidewalk, they're stomped on to leave glass shards everywhere. Can you help
 those of us who a cleaner environment is VERY IMPORTANT?

Sincerely,

Frances Thompson

446 South Center Street
Hickory, NC 28602

(828) 303-0789

V-9950 A-10040

mailto:flthompson1999@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julie Lupella
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Do the right thing
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 2:31:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Provide a healthy world for your children and grandchildren.  Also if your looking for the next big business
 opportunity in NC support clean energy. Stop being loyal to Duke. You're going to miss out on the business
 opportunities for this state.

Sincerely,

Julie Lupella

Tally ho drive
Selma,  27576

V-9951 A-10041

mailto:Jrlupella@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kit Wallace
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Dear Governor McCrory & Ms. Burleson:
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 2:39:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support the Clean Power Plan - for our children and grandchildren sake.

Thank you for your consideration.

Kit Wallace
Greensboro, NC

Sincerely,

Kit Wallace

4203 W Friendly Ave
Greensboro, NC 27410

V-9952 A-10042

mailto:kwwallace2003@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Meier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 2:45:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Meier

242 Inlet Dr
wilmington, NC 28411

V-9953 A-10043

mailto:dillon.55@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: mary kinmon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean air
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 3:01:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As governing officials of North Carolina it is your pledged duty to protect the health and quality of life of citizens of
 this state.
Please set aside your personal ambitions by protecting the air we breath.

Sincerely,

mary kinmon

3125 konnoak dr
winston-salem, nc 27127

V-9954 A-10044

mailto:kinmonm@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Graf
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d) Comments
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 3:37:09 PM

Steve Graf from Cedar Grove, NC writes:

I am writing to express my disappointment in the proposed plan for meeting federal clean air guide lines.

I don't understand why NC constantly puts Duke Power's profits ahead of a robust and clean environment.  It is truly
 disappointing.

Why doesn't this plan include investing in renewable energy or energy-efficiency technologies?These are two of the
 fastest-growing, most economically successful, and environmentally-friendly industries in North Carolina right
 now.

Why was drafted without public input as directed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.?

Additionally I understand that this "plan" is the most expensive option possible.  Why?

As I see it, The NC Department of Environmental Quality is wasting taxpayer dollars by creating a designed-to-fail
 plan.  What a disappointment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): stephengraf1@gmail.com

First Name: Steve

Last Name: Graf

City: Cedar Grove
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27231

V-9955 A-10045

mailto:stephengraf1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


V-9956 A-10046



From: Pauline Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Govenor McCrory
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 3:49:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please put NC citizens before power and greed.We want a clean Power Plan.

Sincerely,

Pauline Moore

9823 NC Hwy 72 E
Lumberton, NC 28358

(910-739-0665

V-9957 A-10047

mailto:paulinemoore33@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janet Browning
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 3:49:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

So Important

Sincerely,

Janet Browning

106 Lancer Ct
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948

2524896418

V-9958 A-10048

mailto:obxoceangrrl@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gabriela Blum
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 4:07:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gabriela Blum

692 Cairn Circle
BURLINGTON, NC 27217

3365129151

V-9959 A-10049

mailto:gabrielamariablum@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lois McAlpine
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 4:13:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support the Clean Power Plan's new standards.
Lois McAlpine
736 Eldridge Loop
Cary, NC 27519
Cary,NC

Sincerely,

Lois McAlpine

736 Eldridge Loop
Cary, NC 27519

V-9960 A-10050

mailto:loelmc@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: JoAnn Mercer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 4:25:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Meet the goals of the Federal Clean Power Plan. Don't try to deliberately fail them.

Sincerely,

JoAnn Mercer

2805 Patio Ln
Gastonia,  28056

V-9961 A-10051

mailto:jabmercer@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lucinda McGuinn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 4:31:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support clean power in North Carolina by submitting plans that meet the new standards of the Clean Power
 Plan.

Sincerely,

Lucinda McGuinn

147 Little Laurel Rd. Ext
Boone, NC 28607

8282646949

V-9962 A-10052

mailto:cindamcguinn@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: JoAnn Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean up progess
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 4:37:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

The need to stop cutting  down  so  many  trees and the ones that they do they need to clean up the large mess that 
 they leave behind

Sincerely,

JoAnn Williams

P.O.Box 272
Yanceyville, NC 27379

V-9963 A-10053

mailto:haggai12@comcast.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Zoe Allison
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 4:49:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please do something to clean up polluter's in the North Carolina.
And Stop the Mining of Yellow Mountain in Spruce Pine, NC

Sincerely,

Zoe Allison

319 Twilight Way
Burnsville, NC 28714

V-9964 A-10054

mailto:kwifer.surf@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: sue Boyd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 4:49:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor Pat McCrory
Joelle Burleson, Division of Air Quality:  Please understand that air quality is essential.  You can research this
 through empirical data.  Please do not let Duke Energy or other corporate enterprises buy out your humanity.

Sincerely,

sue Boyd

107 Dogwood Lane
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-9965 A-10055

mailto:i.am.melting@outlook.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Annette Wells
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean energy
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 5:09:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the federal Clean Power Plan, and urge NC legislators to adopt this plan or customize the Plan for North
 Carolina to uphold equivalent standards. We have reached a critical point in our use of natural resources and energy
 sources; it is critical to the health of the people, the planet, and the sustainability of the economy to make these
 changes. The wealth of substantive evidence is all around us, let's not sacrifice our children's future to create wealth
 for the few .

Sincerely,

Annette Wells

1916 Fox Mountain Rd
Columbus,  28722

V-9966 A-10056

mailto:Annetteawells@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kali Havlick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 5:17:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kali Havlick

46 Monte vista circle
Candler, NC 28715

V-9967 A-10057

mailto:Kalpal99935@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rebecca Dozier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 5:21:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the federal government clean power plan and will vote only for representatives who support this and all
 such efforts to take better care of our Earth.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Dozier

6805 Tree Hill Road
Charlottw, NC 28104

V-9968 A-10058

mailto:Bookybecky@ymail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy Baker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean energy
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 5:43:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Clean up or energy sources or you're fired

Sincerely,

Judy Baker

506 Diggett Dr
Graham,  27253

V-9969 A-10059

mailto:Jlwbaker@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: N. Granat
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 5:55:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear Gov. McCrory-
The voters expect you to do your best to safeguard their environment and their health--which means we expect you
 to create a plan to meet the new higher standards of the Clean Power Plan. To do otherwise would mean you do
 your best to safeguard the power companies, instead of the citizens of North Carolina.

Sincerely,

N. Granat

2217 w. Cone
Greensboro, NC 27408

V-9970 A-10060

mailto:granatn@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Paffrath
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Air Quality
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 6:09:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I truly hope that Governor McCrory will help to pass a very good Clean Power Plan for NC citizens & their future
 generations to be proud of.

Sincerely,

Nancy Paffrath

328 Fearrington
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-9971 A-10061

mailto:nanpaff56@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thea Rogers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 6:16:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It would be a good idea to meet the clean power standards.  Too many people and animals are getting cancer.

Sincerely,

Thea Rogers

209 Bobbitt Rd
Clayton, NC 27520

V-9972 A-10062

mailto:thea343@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rosalie Barretta
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Support clean power
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 6:19:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Listen  to your citizens, not big money. Ensure clean air, water and environment now and for the future

Sincerely,

Rosalie Barretta

2408 valley haven dr
Raleigh, NC 27603

V-9973 A-10063

mailto:Rosiebarretta257@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Henry Mull
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 6:25:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Henry Mull

523 Blowing Rock Rd
Boone, NC 28607

V-9974 A-10064

mailto:mullhn@appstate.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katrina Furches
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean air act
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 6:27:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I have asthma and need all the help I can get.

Sincerely,

Katrina Furches

320 SW. Lemly St
House
Winston-Salem, NC 27127

3364737649

V-9975 A-10065

mailto:katrinafurches@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joy Hewett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Fossil fuel pollution 111 (d)
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 6:29:06 PM

Joy Hewett from Pittsboro, NC writes:

NC's "clean power plan" isn't good enough! Curbing pollution from coal power plants isn't enough. WE NEED TO
 GO FULL STEAM for renewable energy. Investing in renewable energy is all important for the economy and the
 future.NC Dept. of Environmental Quality's draft plan wastes our tax dollars and doesn't go far enough.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): joyfulwit@hotmail.com

First Name: Joy

Last Name: Hewett

City: Pittsboro
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27312

V-9976 A-10066

mailto:joyfulwit@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joy Hewett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Fossil fuel pollution 111 (d)
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 6:30:28 PM

Joy Hewett from Pittsboro, NC writes:

NC's "clean power plan" isn't good enough! Curbing pollution from coal power plants isn't enough. WE NEED TO
 GO FULL STEAM for renewable energy. Investing in renewable energy is all important for the economy and the
 future.NC Dept. of Environmental Quality's draft plan wastes our tax dollars and doesn't go far enough.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): joyfulwit@hotmail.com

First Name: Joy

Last Name: Hewett

City: Pittsboro
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27312

V-9977 A-10067

mailto:joyfulwit@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joy Hewett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Fossil fuel pollution 111 (d)
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 6:33:25 PM

Joy Hewett from Pittsboro, NC writes:

NC's "clean power plan" isn't good enough! Curbing pollution from coal power plants isn't enough. WE NEED TO
 GO FULL STEAM for renewable energy. Investing in renewable energy is all important for the economy and the
 future.NC Dept. of Environmental Quality's draft plan wastes our tax dollars and doesn't go far enough.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): joyfulwit@hotmail.com

First Name: Joy

Last Name: Hewett

City: Pittsboro
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27312

V-9978 A-10068

mailto:joyfulwit@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joanne de Bruyn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 6:33:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I would like to encourage you to work on a plan for North Carolina to follow along with the federal plan to set
 carbon pollution standards.  I believe it becomes more obvious with each passing year that we need to get serious
 about preserving our environment.
Please change course here and do something that will benefit the people and the rest of the environment for the
 future.  It is not wise for us to imagine that this is an issue that does not affect our state.

Sincerely,

Joanne de Bruyn

2506 Clam Bed Court
Matthews, NC 28105

V-9979 A-10069

mailto:de-bruyn@juno.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joy Hewett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Fossil fuel pollution 111 (d)
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 6:35:11 PM

Joy Hewett from Pittsboro, NC writes:

NC's "clean power plan" isn't good enough! Curbing pollution from coal power plants isn't enough. WE NEED TO
 GO FULL STEAM for renewable energy. Investing in renewable energy is all important for the economy and the
 future.NC Dept. of Environmental Quality's draft plan wastes our tax dollars and doesn't go far enough.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): joyfulwit@hotmail.com

First Name: Joy

Last Name: Hewett

City: Pittsboro
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27312

V-9980 A-10070

mailto:joyfulwit@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Dini
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: CLEAN OUR AIR
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 7:04:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please stop the air pollution created by energy companies.  We all need clean air to breathe here in NC and we all
 want our children; and their children; and their children's children, etc..., to breathe clean air too!!!

Sincerely,

Karen Dini

105 Misty Way
Franklinton, NC 27525

V-9981 A-10071

mailto:sothbound@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: jacqueline Billington
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean air
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 7:07:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

we need this

Sincerely,

jacqueline Billington

4935 Old Way Rd
Browns Summit, NC 27214

3364320142

V-9982 A-10072

mailto:sqaw777123@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ilene Woodman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean air
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 7:16:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Clean air for North Carolina!

Sincerely,

Ilene Woodman

2834. Bellasera Way
Matthews, NC 28105

V-9983 A-10073

mailto:Mammotek1@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly Cheek
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 7:19:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Cheek

3201 Liberty road
Greensboro, NC 27406

V-9984 A-10074

mailto:Kimberly.d.cheek@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Claudia Yalden
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Please fix this.
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 7:31:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We need clean power air.

Sincerely,

Claudia Yalden

5406 trade winds rd
New bern, NC 28560

V-9985 A-10075

mailto:Claudiayalden@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: sandi godsik
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean power plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 7:37:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear Gov McCrory,
I want the clean power plan for NC.
Sincerely, S Godsik

Sincerely,

sandi godsik

2249 freeman town rd
lake lure, NC 28746

V-9986 A-10076

mailto:kizdogs@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sharon Depaolo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean up
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 7:43:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Clean up!

Sincerely,

Sharon Depaolo

2405 no terra blvd
Indian trail, NC 28079

V-9987 A-10077

mailto:Srecord64@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marsha Earp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 7:55:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marsha Earp

6498 river road
Vanceboro, NC 28586

V-9988 A-10078

mailto:Marshaearp@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Yvette Harris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean power plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 7:57:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please allow the Clean Power Plan to start and hopefully help our pollution to be lowered.

Sincerely,

Yvette Harris

207 N. Fairview Dr
Lenoir, NC 28645

V-9989 A-10079

mailto:yvetteb55@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Molly Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 8:07:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Molly Moore

215 Incline Dr
Vilas, NC 28692

8474013633

V-9990 A-10080

mailto:mollyfrancesmoore@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anthony Galloway
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 8:34:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anthony Galloway

6121 Windsor Gate Ln
Charlotte, NC 28215

6788870255

V-9991 A-10081

mailto:tawny268@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sylvia Troxler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 8:35:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We need to keep our air, water and earth clean not only ourselves, but for those that come after us...please keep that
 in mind as you wield your power. Thank you!

Sincerely,

Sylvia Troxler

161 Farris Drive
Stoneville, NC 27048

V-9992 A-10082

mailto:sylviatroxler1379@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katherine Rouson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Energy Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 8:41:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

North Carolina needs significant goals and strategies to achieve a clean energy plan. As a resident of NC I would not
 vote for leadership that does not support this plan.

Sincerely,

Katherine Rouson

Woodcreek Rd
Winston Salem, NC 27106

V-9993 A-10083

mailto:Kathyrouson@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Connie Mansfield
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 8:49:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We need to listen to all ideas and be open to work with the ideas and plans to clean up power pollution. Look at
 what has already happened ! The sludge ponds, people getting sick, the amount of children that are now
 asthmatic..there is a reason. Listen, be smart, do right. Our children and their children are at stake...healthy people
 pay taxes.

Sincerely,

Connie Mansfield

4812 Six Forks Rd. Apt.604
Raleigh, NC 27609

9195000279

V-9994 A-10084

mailto:artbyconi@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: joanne bernatitus`
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: energy
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 9:01:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please do the right thing. Renewable is the future

Sincerely,

joanne bernatitus`

2824 Easy St
NEWPORT, NC 28570

V-9995 A-10085

mailto:joannebernatitus@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alice byrne
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 9:07:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Keep the air cleaner. Stop putting money before humanity

Sincerely,

Alice byrne

791 Cloisters Court
apartment 14
Concord, NC 28027

9198804484

V-9996 A-10086

mailto:akb_nc@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amy Cavanaugh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 9:07:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please help NC take care of the environment by meeting the clean power plan. The next generation deserve a clean
 and healthy planet!

Sincerely,

Amy Cavanaugh

1907 island pine way
Leland, NC 28451

V-9997 A-10087

mailto:amycavanaugh@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Hartley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 9:19:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the clean power plan. Please keep NC clean for our well being and future generations.

Sincerely,

Susan Hartley

278 Tanner Street
Rutherfordton, NC 28139

V-9998 A-10088

mailto:Mimihart@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sowmya S
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Please save environment, let our children breathe clean air
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 9:27:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please save environment, let our children breathe clean air

Sincerely,

Sowmya S

7301 kit creek rd
Durham, NC 27709

V-9999 A-10089

mailto:Pradsom@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joey Timmons
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 9:43:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joey Timmons

113 Midnight Trail
Mount Airy, NC 27030

3374794254

V-10000 A-10090

mailto:jtimmons1964@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy weir
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean air
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 9:51:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I hope NC will submit A Clean Power Plan
that will represent all  North Carolina.
I do care about breathing clean air, water, etc.

Sincerely,

Nancy weir

194 Spyglass Dr
Advance,  27006

V-10001 A-10091

mailto:nweir@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Misty Marshburn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean air act
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 10:04:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am in support of the clean power plan!

Sincerely,

Misty Marshburn

404 Tempo Trail
Richlands, NC 28574

V-10002 A-10092

mailto:Hchild2@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beverly View
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 10:13:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear Governor McCrory,

Do something right for a change -- something that will benefit the State of North Carolina and its inhabitants, not
 just you and your cronies.  Do the right thing.

Sincerely,

Beverly View

58 Greenway Drive
Marshall, NC 28753

V-10003 A-10093

mailto:donnyanbevy@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ela Yevrukhina
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power pan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 10:26:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear McCrory, we need clean air!! Please don't let the Clean Power Plan to fail,

Sincerely,

Ela Yevrukhina

1711 Forest valley
Greensboro, NC 27410

V-10004 A-10094

mailto:Ela.gaitov@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gertrude Keeler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 10:29:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We need to address this very important issue immediately.

Sincerely,

Gertrude Keeler

4732 Champion Ct
Greensboro, NC 27410

V-10005 A-10095

mailto:gertkeeler@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bonnie Allyn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 10:29:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It is time to get serious about the air we breath and the water we drink...for our childrens sake. We are allowing
 others, because of their greed, to poison us. It is time to stop it!

Sincerely,

Bonnie Allyn

2205 BADIN LAKE RD
NEW LONDON,  28127

7047987112

V-10006 A-10096

mailto:windsongfarmch@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Griffin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 10:33:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support snd enforce the clean power plan.

Sincerely,

Ann Griffin

5426 holbein gate rd
Walkertown,  27051

V-10007 A-10097

mailto:Millandmag@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott Richmond
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 10:35:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Not reducing carbon pollution is not an option.

Sincerely,

Scott Richmond

PO Box 553
Lake Junaluska, NC 28745

V-10008 A-10098

mailto:scottrichmond@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Kieffer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: NC"s Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 10:37:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As elected legislators who represent my interests as a resident of North Carolina for the last 46 years, I urge you to
 participate in submitting a NC Clean Power Plan that meets or surpasses federal carbon pollution standards. 

North Carolina stands poised to be a national leader in the transition from energy produced by fossil fuels to solar
 and wind energy.  Our state is already a leader in solar energy, and our coastal waters offer the best potential for
 wind power production along the US Atlantic coastline.  The economic implications for these energy assets stand
 ready to  pave the way for transitioning toward a clean energy future. 

Following the United Nations Climate Talks in Paris, I strongly believe our country and its states have a moral
 imperative to reduce our carbon emissions.  I am encouraging you to be strong leaders in the transition from fossil
 fuel produced energy to clean alternative energy sources by submitting a Clean Energy Plan for North Carolina that
 meets or
surpasses federal carbon pollution standards for power plants in the US.

Sincerely,

Ann Kieffer

86 Herron Avenue
Asheville, NC 28806

V-10009 A-10099

mailto:annfkieffer@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Raj B
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 10:58:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I vote for clean power

Sincerely,

Raj B

952 justice walk ave
Morrisville, NC 27560

V-10010 A-10100

mailto:Brad_rajju@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Duncan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Please Veto Bad Bill
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 11:09:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It is crucial that NC plan to meet the new carbon pollution standards.

Sincerely,

Barbara Duncan

827 Old Mission Rd
Whittier, NC 28789

8287360820

V-10011 A-10101

mailto:barbaraduncan7@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniela Small
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 11:17:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please set carbon pollution standards and work on ensuring they are met or even surpassed.   Clean up North
 Carolina and the rest of the wotld!

Sincerely,

Daniela Small

4475 Stagecoach Rd
Oxford, NC 27565

V-10012 A-10102

mailto:danielasmall@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gloria Wallace
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Look to future generations
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 11:25:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor:
Cut the dollar dealing and start keeping promises to the next generation of clean air and water.  Alternative resources
 to provide for a safe future for all NC!!!!

Sincerely,

Gloria Wallace

6317 secret drive
Raleigh, NC 27612

V-10013 A-10103

mailto:Gdwallace20@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jean Kellam
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 11:39:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please do not stand in the way of clean power plan. Global warming is real and NC needs to get on board.

Sincerely,

Jean Kellam

100 Sunflower Way
Clayton, NC 27527

V-10014 A-10104

mailto:just4jeank@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eula Apostolopoulos
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Sunday, January 10, 2016 11:44:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please  submit a plan to meet or exceed the standards set by the Clean Power Plan.

I struggle with asthma, and I know others with the same problem. It is imperative for our health and that of all North
 Carolinians that the carbon emissions be limited.

Please do what is right for the health of the people of North Carolina.

Sincerely,

Eula Apostolopoulos

204 November Street
Garner, NC 27529

919-605-4470

V-10015 A-10105

mailto:jmoe204@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alice Cottrell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Air quality
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:13:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please vote to abolish dirty power plants.

Sincerely,

Alice Cottrell

265 Turtle Dove Trl
Burnsville, NC 28714

V-10016 A-10106

mailto:alice@ccvn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jane schonian
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Mc clean air
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:16:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We want access to clean, renewable energy sources.  Now
Jane Schonian
9610 corbett sq lane
Charlotte, NC 28214

Sincerely,

Jane schonian

9619 Corbett sq ln
Charlotte, NC 28214

V-10017 A-10107

mailto:janeschonian@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rebecca Roper
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Air Quality
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:16:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor  you are going to be in the History Books as the worst governor NC has had since the Civil War.

Mr. Burleson, this air on this planet is not going to survive with people like you in charge.  We will all be wearing
 face mask like the have to in China.  Think of what you will be leaving to you grand children and their children and
 on & on.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Roper

330 Connaheta Ave
Andrews, NC 28901

V-10018 A-10108

mailto:brope1@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stacy Erickson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:29:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

PLEASE keep North Carolina clean!

Sincerely,

Stacy Erickson

6746 Alanbrook Rd
Charlotte, NC 28215

V-10019 A-10109

mailto:blu52world@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jane Oakley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:49:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jane Oakley

211 West Bald Head Wynd
Bald head Island, NC 28461

9104717810

V-10020 A-10110

mailto:Ladyjaneoakley@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robin Kersey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:31:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robin Kersey

2280 McGill Drive
Fayetteville, NC 28305

V-10021 A-10111

mailto:rkerse@ymail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jonie parkd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Dear sirs or to whom it may concern
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:33:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We deserve clean air that the way God intended life here on earth to be!. Stop trying to killoff all races except the
 white race.

Sincerely,

Jonie parkd

150 Wilmot DrApt.B
Hendersville, NC 28792

V-10022 A-10112

mailto:jonie.08@gmail.vom
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Crystal While
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean please
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:13:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

we want clean energy as opposed to the dirty version.

Sincerely,

Crystal While

1311 Crandon Dr
Charlotte, NC 28216

V-10023 A-10113

mailto:creecri@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Burgess
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: help survival of humans, animals,nature
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:31:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am a voter, home owner,voter and want to give our children a better world..
please consider clean energy

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Burgess

po box 834
nmb, SC 29597

V-10024 A-10114

mailto:lizatocean@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Hymes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Pollution In Southport
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:34:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We retired in Southport 6 years ago and have been ill ever since moving here from the coal dust pollution that
 blankets the entire town.  In addition to that the water is often not usable for drinking or bathing because they keep
 dumping toxic levels of chlorine in it to try and get rid of the the equally toxic chemicals and organisms it contains.
 These amounts of chlorine are documented as causing cancer and other diseases.  Two of our animals even have
 malignancies since moving here.  We have had to put in special total house filters for water, but can't even use our
 lovely porches because of the air pollution.  I cringe every time I see an article re. Southport being one of the most
 desirable retirement communities.  Shame on this state for misrepresenting its environmental status.

Sincerely,

Donna Hymes

306 East Leonard St
Southport, NC 28461

V-10025 A-10115

mailto:dhisland@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: ISABEL CERVERA
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power "Plan"
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:30:19 AM

ISABEL CERVERA from FAITH, NC writes:

i’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): isabellacer@hotmail.com

First Name: ISABEL

Last Name: CERVERA

City: FAITH
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28041

V-10026 A-10116

mailto:isabellacer@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Conda Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:37:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Conda Jones

PO Box 681508
Charlotte, NC 28216

704-516-4867

V-10027 A-10117

mailto:Conda.jones@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Reinhardt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:17:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

North Carolina citizens - present and future - deserve a Clean Power Plan that meets new federal standards. Don't
 sell our state short!

Sincerely,

Carol Reinhardt

3108 Teton Drive
Gastonia,  28054

V-10028 A-10118

mailto:reinhardtgcpl@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Prudence Mainor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Support for Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:43:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As a citizen, a taxpayer, and a voter...I support the Clean Power Plan.  With all of our current technology, North
 Carolina should be leading the way in clean power...not obstructing its implementation.

Sincerely,

Prudence Mainor

PO Box 53782
Fayetteville, NC 28305

V-10029 A-10119

mailto:pmainor@outlook.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kellie Kovach
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:01:57 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Pat McCrory & Joelle Burleson:

I urge you to fully support the Clean Powe Plan by submitting a plan for North Carolina that will ensure complete
 success in achieving the prescribed standards!

Sincerely,

Kellie A Kovach
108 Pheasant St
Lake Lure, NC 28746

Sincerely,

Kellie Kovach

108 Pheasant St
Lake Lure, NC 28746

V-10030 A-10120

mailto:Kelliekovach@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: dena currier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:58:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please do not allow NC to be an obstructionist voice in the country's attempts to save the planet for others than
 ourselves.  Do the right thing, figure out how to meet the new standards and make us proud instead of ashamed.
Sincerely,
Dena Currier
927 Athens dr.
Raleigh

Sincerely,

dena currier

927 athens dr
raleigh, NC 27606

19199306106

V-10031 A-10121

mailto:robotho1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Waldmann
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:10:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please take every opportunity to make NC the leader in clean power plant and clean energy technology.  Lead us
 away from the fossil fule bust. We can sit and complain about regulations and cost or we can lead the way and have
 the world rush to NC to see how we are making this a reality that creates jobs and makes the world a better place. 
 From out here in Alamance county it looks like you all are just reacting to old news and obsolete opportunities on
 one hand, and complaining about the suggestion that you may have to do things differently.  I'm tired of being
 embarrassed that NC has all these amazing scientists and tech but our leadership is stuck thinking like it's still 1980.
 You are better than that and NC deserves your attention to this.

Sincerely,

Lisa Waldmann

3748 Stovall Drive
Haw River, NC 27258

V-10032 A-10122

mailto:Wheezerjack@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Kelly Lane
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:16:09 AM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kelly Lane
809 W 23rd St
Lumberton, NC 28358-3425
Kellylane46@yaho.com

V-10033 A-10123

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Loscalzo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:19:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Loscalzo

990 Piney Knob
Rutherfordton, NC 28139

V-10034 A-10124

mailto:loftynotions1@Yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: maria belmonte
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Pollution in NC
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:31:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor you have forgotten you work for us not Duke...or do you?   Know they can "pay" you more than the salary
 you get as governor second time I have voted for another party very disappointed!!!

Sincerely,

maria belmonte

8947 houston ridge road
charlotte, NC 28277

7047520128

V-10035 A-10125

mailto:duchessangie@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter Walz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:37:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Walz

1116 Culpepper Ln
RALEIGH, NC 27610

9198247802

V-10036 A-10126

mailto:pwalz73@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kris Marie Rodriguez
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:42:06 AM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kris Marie Rodriguez
5401 Reunion Pt Apt 202
Raleigh, NC 27609-2903
krismarie_88@yahoo.com

V-10037 A-10127

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Wilmot
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:43:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Does the air quality of North Carolina just not concern you?

Sincerely,

Karen Wilmot

PO Box 509
210 Main Street
Bryson City, NC 28713

8284883681

V-10038 A-10128

mailto:chamber@greatsmokies.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Taryn DelaRiva
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:51:00 AM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Taryn DelaRiva
1830 Wilmington Hwy Apt 291
Jacksonville, NC 28540-3343
tbrad519@gmail.com

V-10039 A-10129

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bob Daw
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:26:33 AM

Bob Daw from Chocowinity, NC writes:

Past time to create a plan to stop the madness of destroying our rivers and creeks.  Perfect Example that money can
 buy anything.  Our Governor and his hand picked staff at Division of Water Quality just gave the big powerful MM
 Mining company fast permits to dump 12 million gallon of hard iron well water into the salt water nursery
 spawning area of Blounts Creek,  pristine brackish waters destroyed.  Money can buy anything.  Where is a plan??

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): bwdaw1@embarqmail.com

First Name: Bob

Last Name: Daw

City: Chocowinity
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27817

V-10040 A-10130

mailto:bwdaw1@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Annie Greeley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:50:11 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Climate change is real and caused by humans and their actions. But it can also be slowed by our actions by reducing
 industrial pollution. Please help us keep this world safe and beautiful.

Sincerely,

Annie Greeley

150 water st
Boone, NC 28607

V-10041 A-10131

mailto:Greeleyam@appstate.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Kiplinger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan: Adjust NC"s goals to conform to federal standards
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:55:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please bring NC up to the standards--the federal ones--so that citizens of this state and adjacent ones are better
 protected from carbon pollution. Not doing so has grave implications for public health, as well as for the NC's
 reputation in the nation and globally.

Sincerely,

Nancy Kiplinger

106 E. Avondale Drive
Greensboro, NC 27403

V-10042 A-10132

mailto:nkiplinger@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lauren Mello
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:56:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lauren Mello

4510 Buckhorn Road
Efland, NC 27243

9198121980

V-10043 A-10133

mailto:Lauren.E.Alexander@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jasleen Kaur
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:57:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jasleen Kaur

2363 Champion Court
Raleigh, NC 27606

4129992596

V-10044 A-10134

mailto:jaslee@ncsu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Bermeo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:57:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Bermeo

3190 Exacta Ln
Apt 211
Raleigh, NC 27613

V-10045 A-10135

mailto:mbermeobetancourt@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nicole Fouche
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:57:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nicole Fouche

111 Orlando Place
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

9192800827

V-10046 A-10136

mailto:nicole.fouche@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elisabeth Curtis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:58:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elisabeth Curtis

112 Circadian Way
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

919-967-0328

V-10047 A-10137

mailto:granda.curtis@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Rivers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:58:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Rivers

8332 Beardsley Dr
Charlotte, NC 28269

V-10048 A-10138

mailto:monselrivers@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Handy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:58:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Handy

9525 Cennetta Court
Huntersville, NC 28078

V-10049 A-10139

mailto:mary.handy@wellsfargo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leah Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:58:12 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leah Brown

205 Quail Ln
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948

2525739190

V-10050 A-10140

mailto:larimarleah8@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: mary ann kirschhoch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:58:17 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

mary ann kirschhoch

halkirk drive
pinehurst, NC 28374

V-10051 A-10141

mailto:fak42@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Hay
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:58:18 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Hay

690 Junaluska Road
Andrews, NC 28901

828-321-3496

V-10052 A-10142

mailto:Ehay2@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lance Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:58:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lance Williams

10612 Winding Wood Trail
Raleigh, NC 27613

V-10053 A-10143

mailto:lancewilliamsrdu@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Harrison Marshall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:58:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Harrison Marshall

504 Greenwood Circle
Cary, NC 27511

V-10054 A-10144

mailto:harmarshall@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Holmes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:58:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Holmes

50 Lee Avenue
Asheville, NC 28804

V-10055 A-10145

mailto:mholmes513@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Hardin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:58:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Hardin

1005 Iredell Street
Durham, NC 27705

V-10056 A-10146

mailto:wrhardin05@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Polanski
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:58:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ann Polanski

630 Carolina Bay Drive
Wilmington, NC 28403

910 399-5461

V-10057 A-10147

mailto:ajpolansk@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Richeda
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:58:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Richeda

108 W Moss Creek Drive
Clayton, NC 27520

V-10058 A-10148

mailto:evphaedrielle@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leslie Temme
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:58:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leslie Temme

22 Talmadge Court
Asheville, NC 28806

V-10059 A-10149

mailto:ljtbreathe@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Meryl Crosbie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:58:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Meryl Crosbie

6105 Felucca CT
New Bern, NC 28560

7133037874

V-10060 A-10150

mailto:mmciscoil@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Morgan Brooks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:00:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Morgan Brooks

106 W Club Blvd
Apt. R/s
Durham, NC 27704

V-10061 A-10151

mailto:Jackelprint@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Heather Halsey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:00:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heather Halsey

53 N. Paquatuck Ave
East Moriches, NY 11940

V-10062 A-10152

mailto:heatherbelle2@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeni Munn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeni Munn

7020 Folger Dr
Charlotte, NC 28270

7045071738

V-10063 A-10153

mailto:jenimn1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeff Robinson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeff Robinson

110 Bridgham pl
Clayton, NC 27527

9195536195

V-10064 A-10154

mailto:jrobinson5@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Heidi Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heidi Moore

316 Stirewalden Trail
Hillsborough, NC 27278

(336) 420-2194

V-10065 A-10155

mailto:heidipirtlemoore@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marcela Alvarado
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marcela Alvarado

8914 Goldfields Dr
Charlotte, NC 28227

V-10066 A-10156

mailto:Marce402@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leah Nanaa
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leah Nanaa

1705 Ann St
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-10067 A-10157

mailto:AdamNanaaRN@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alex Kotch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alex Kotch

701 W. Trinity Avenue
Durham, NC 27701

V-10068 A-10158

mailto:alexkotch@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Gaffney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Gaffney

3528 Cambridge Place
Statesville, NC 28625

V-10069 A-10159

mailto:gaffneymike@outlook.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Rosa
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brian Rosa

1018 Orange High School Rd
Hillsborough, NC 27278

8102528303

V-10070 A-10160

mailto:brianbenow@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wanda Post
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wanda Post

104 SW 17th St
Oak Island, NC 28465

V-10071 A-10161

mailto:Wandapost@windstream.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Dendy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Dendy

3331 Old Chapel Hill Rd
Durham, NC 27707

V-10072 A-10162

mailto:lldendy@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Autumn Pinkney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Autumn Pinkney

120 carolyn lane
Godwin, NC 28344

V-10073 A-10163

mailto:Autumnpinkney21@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Yamilet Trejo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Yamilet Trejo

10146 Aberdale Way
Charlotte NC
Charlotte, NC 28273

V-10074 A-10164

mailto:yamilettrejo1213@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Despina Boinodiris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Despina Boinodiris

103 Lipperhey ct
Cary, NC 27513

V-10075 A-10165

mailto:despina.boinodiris@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Baldwin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

You guys suck.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Baldwin

103 Ironwood Dr
Greenville, NC 27834

V-10076 A-10166

mailto:wonderpop@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robin Goldcott
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robin Goldcott

1504 Midhurst Court
Raleigh, NC 27614

V-10077 A-10167

mailto:goldcott@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Sturino
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Sturino

104 Cabrita Ct
Holly Springs, NC 27540

9195672336

V-10078 A-10168

mailto:marysturino049@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janet MacKenzie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet MacKenzie

106 Hobbs Acre Dr
Edenton, NC 27932

V-10079 A-10169

mailto:janet@sustainablefurnishings.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Glenn Swartz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:38 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Glenn Swartz

9171 Devaun Park Blvd
Calabash, NC 28467

V-10080 A-10170

mailto:gmswrtz@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Perrino
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:38 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Perrino

130 Pennsylvania av
Winston salem, NC 27104

V-10081 A-10171

mailto:Seperrino@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bailey Underwood
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:40 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bailey Underwood

4359 Polly Gully ct
Southport, NC 28461

V-10082 A-10172

mailto:Baileyunderwood13@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeremy Locklear
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:40 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Locklear

671 n shannon rd
Shannon, NC 28386

V-10083 A-10173

mailto:jerelock13@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dawn Nelson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:42 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dawn Nelson

21 Ridge Street
Asheville, NC 28801

V-10084 A-10174

mailto:dawnley1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Britt Anderson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:43 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Britt Anderson

sycamore hill lane
Raleigh, NC 27612

V-10085 A-10175

mailto:brittanderson@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sara Burke
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:44 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sara Burke

5866 Coble Church Rd
Liberty, NC 27298

V-10086 A-10176

mailto:sburke0903@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sam Hay
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense. Shame on you.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sam Hay

118 Fox
Mooresville,  28117

V-10087 A-10177

mailto:samhhay@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Meghan LeCroy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Meghan LeCroy

4703 Chapel Grove Rd
Gastonia, NC 28052

V-10088 A-10178

mailto:mlecroy2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Shepherd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Shepherd

601 texanna way
Holly springs, NC 27540

9195573029

V-10089 A-10179

mailto:Laura.rene.shepherd@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy Schlegel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judy Schlegel

2629 Camellia Drive
Durham, NC 27705

V-10090 A-10180

mailto:plumheadschlegel@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Pleasants
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Pleasants

Po box 861
carolina beach, NC 28428

9104580512

V-10091 A-10181

mailto:rpleasants69@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robb Stein
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robb Stein

74 Stony Ridge
Asheville, NC 28804

V-10092 A-10182

mailto:rgsteinarb@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Schreiner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Schreiner

1224 Turner Woods Dr
raleigh, NC 27603

V-10093 A-10183

mailto:murasaki_lady@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Constance Willis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Constance Willis

2705-22 N. Center St
Hickory, NC 28601

V-10094 A-10184

mailto:ladyredctw@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joe Farrington
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joe Farrington

3902 Hope Valley Road
Durham, NC 27707

V-10095 A-10185

mailto:jsfarring@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cindy Davenport
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cindy Davenport

10905 Fitzwilliam  St
Raleigh, NC 27614

919-676-5909

V-10096 A-10186

mailto:cdav657@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jade Loring
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jade Loring

6108 Wolf Park Drive Apt. 308
Raleigh, NC 27606

3362557113

V-10097 A-10187

mailto:jademelinlo@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melissa BERGERON
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melissa BERGERON

7044 Centerline Dr
Charlotte, NC 28278

V-10098 A-10188

mailto:wildstylesmel@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Saul Oliansky
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:01:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Saul Oliansky

124 Ivy Meadows Dr
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-10099 A-10189

mailto:feathead420@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephen Sigmon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:02:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Sigmon

116 Excalibur Circle Apt. 201
Boone, NC 28607

8283206103

V-10100 A-10190

mailto:sigmonsj@appstate.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Celeste Love
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:02:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Celeste Love

1125 Burch Ave
Durham, NC 27701

V-10101 A-10191

mailto:cakwfgm@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eric Fritz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:02:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eric Fritz

314 Channel Run Dr
New Bern, NC 28562

V-10102 A-10192

mailto:fritz12@suddenlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Myrtle Hepler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:02:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Myrtle Hepler

3324 Blue Ridge Rd
Raleigh, NC 27612

V-10103 A-10193

mailto:mehepler36@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: cole swan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:02:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

cole swan

2908 Braewood Pl
charlotte, NC 28226

V-10104 A-10194

mailto:cswan1998@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Catherine Harnois
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:02:15 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am writing to express my support for the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon
 pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and
 the effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon
 emissions.

I am extremely disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to
 fail with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department
 of Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine Harnois

2350 Westover Dr
winston-salem, NC 27103

V-10105 A-10195

mailto:catherine.harnois@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cathy Brunick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:02:15 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cathy Brunick

14133 Walkers Crossing Dr
Charlotte, NC 28273

V-10106 A-10196

mailto:cbrunick@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Carpenter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:02:17 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Carpenter

541 Dogwood St
Concord, NC 28025

V-10107 A-10197

mailto:Susancarpenter@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Duane Brennan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:02:18 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Duane Brennan

Herkimer Dr
Monroe, NC 28110

V-10108 A-10198

mailto:tgd777@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amy Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:03:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Smith

6 Marsh Landing Ct
Durham, NC 27703

V-10109 A-10199

mailto:greyghost919@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Camilo Uribe Bernal
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:03:11 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

The electorate pays attention. Continue to bend to moneyed interests and you will face the consequences.

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Camilo Uribe Bernal

1215 Hillsborough St Apt O
Raleigh, NC 27603

V-10110 A-10200

mailto:ebiru.olimac@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Don Wells
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:03:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Don Wells

308 Mitchell Street
Hillsborough, NC 27278

9197321989

V-10111 A-10201

mailto:donwellsconsulting@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Monica Embrey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:03:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Monica Embrey

501 Mercury St
Charlotte, NC 28205

7734190963

V-10112 A-10202

mailto:Monica.Embrey@greenpeace.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: decarla Wortham
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:03:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

decarla Wortham

1617 marlwood circle
charlotte, NC 28227

9804222978

V-10113 A-10203

mailto:prettynpink0225@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christopher Baker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:03:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christopher Baker

210 Beall St NW
Lenoir, NC 28645

8282607295

V-10114 A-10204

mailto:chrs.bkr1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: john monroe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:03:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

john monroe

525 Hardee Branch Rd
West End, NC 27376

9102955710

V-10115 A-10205

mailto:jandemonroe@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: caitlynn cuttic
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:03:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

caitlynn cuttic

502 Ocunaluftee Job Corps Road
cherokee, NC 28719

V-10116 A-10206

mailto:caitlynn.cuttic@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephen Blair
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:03:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Blair

8 Normandy Rd
Asheville, NC 28803

V-10117 A-10207

mailto:stphnblair1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jan Marie Marie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:03:57 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jan Marie Marie

4615 Hedgemore Dr
Unit A
Charlotte, NC 28209

7049091443

V-10118 A-10208

mailto:seriouslypagan49@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bob Hanna
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:03:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bob Hanna

16 Tarpon Ave
Asheville, NC 28806

V-10119 A-10209

mailto:bobhannaphd@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Wright
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:03:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Wright

9402 Huey Blvd
Waxhaw
Waxhaw, NC 28173

V-10120 A-10210

mailto:Pattpwright@sol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Madison Maxwell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:03:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Madison Maxwell

72 Cherokee Trail
Fletcher, NC 28732

V-10121 A-10211

mailto:m.a.maxwell9@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stacy Irby
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:04:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stacy Irby

510 NE 15 Street
Apt#3
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33304

V-10122 A-10212

mailto:skirby9969@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Schachter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:04:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Schachter

1711 Tuscarora Rhems Rd
New Bern, NC 28562

2526265100

V-10123 A-10213

mailto:mike.schachter45@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly Jordan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:04:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Jordan

111 Arlington Ridge
Cary, NC 27513

14158459135

V-10124 A-10214

mailto:kim@emergeinnerlifecoaching.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Aisha Bakkar
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:04:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Aisha Bakkar

76 Feather Falls Court
Clayton, NC 27527

V-10125 A-10215

mailto:majorabakkar@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: B Hiltzheimer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:04:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

B Hiltzheimer

207 Northwood Circle
Durham, NC 27701

V-10126 A-10216

mailto:b@hiltzheimer.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cindy Boyd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Cleanair act
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:04:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Sign the bill, clean up the air.  This will help with numerous issues other then clean air.  Such as health issues,
 global warming, ground and water pollution.

Sincerely,

Cindy Boyd

107 Painter Street
Canton, NC 28716

8287345207

V-10127 A-10217

mailto:cindyboyd62@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherry Leonard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:04:14 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sherry Leonard

105 Coniston Ct
Cary, NC 27511

9196080180

V-10128 A-10218

mailto:sherry.leonard335@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jerome Barber
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:04:14 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jerome Barber

1896 Bell Road
Otto, NC 28763

828-369-0085

V-10129 A-10219

mailto:justjay002@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Ruck
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:04:16 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Ruck

4012 White Pine Drive
Raleigh,  27612

9198351699

V-10130 A-10220

mailto:mike@rainwatersolutions.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Benning
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:04:17 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Benning

1501 US 401 Hwy S
Louisburg, NC 27549

V-10131 A-10221

mailto:jbenning@umn.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jonathan Gomez
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:04:18 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Gomez

3705 Maverick street
Winston salem, NC 27106

V-10132 A-10222

mailto:Jonathangomez549@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Colleen Shriver
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:04:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Colleen Shriver

118 Carolina Ct West
Manteo, NC 27954

V-10133 A-10223

mailto:colleenshriver@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kelly Gilmore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:04:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kelly Gilmore

261 Herron Cove Rd
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-10134 A-10224

mailto:kellyagilmore@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Trudy Atkins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:04:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Trudy Atkins

2517 Lakeshore Drive
Greensnoro, NC 27407

V-10135 A-10225

mailto:trudy@newhomeguides.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stacy Irby
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stacy Irby

510 NE 15 Street
Apt#3
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33304

V-10136 A-10226

mailto:skirby9969@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Dorsch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Dorsch

1610 Dilworth Road E
Charlottte, NC 28203

V-10137 A-10227

mailto:daviddorsch@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Henry Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Henry Miller

242 North Chatem Court
Union Mills, NC 28167

V-10138 A-10228

mailto:hrmillerjr@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cecil Clark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cecil Clark

27 Sandon Dr
Asheville, NC 28804

V-10139 A-10229

mailto:jim4cjc@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandy Forrest
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.
You have undermined ways to promote clean water and air since you took office.
Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandy Forrest

612 Bethany Ch Rd
Moravian Falls, NC 28654

V-10140 A-10230

mailto:snd.forrest@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gayle Ruedi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gayle Ruedi

527 Carolina Meadows Villa
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-10141 A-10231

mailto:gayle.ruedi@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laurie anderson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laurie anderson

28 glen cove rd
arden, NC 28704

V-10142 A-10232

mailto:laurieka@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Connie Ash
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please uphold the Clean Power Plan for NC

Sincerely,

Connie Ash

211 n Dilling st
Kings Mtn,  28086

V-10143 A-10233

mailto:ash_connie@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Shari Lane
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:38 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shari Lane

3 Woodfin Ave
Ashevile, NC 28804

V-10144 A-10234

mailto:Shariwolf13@Charter.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Blackwell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Blackwell

4311 Cove Loop Rd
Hendersonville, NC 28739

V-10145 A-10235

mailto:BlackwellWR@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lindsay Crow
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Crow

20 Biello Road
Cherokee, NC 28719

8287369891

V-10146 A-10236

mailto:lhcrow89@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Clarissa Schaf
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:41 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Clarissa Schaf

400 spartacus ct
Cary, NC 27518

V-10147 A-10237

mailto:Thanksgivingdog@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bob Lehnberg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:42 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bob Lehnberg

380A Wesley Ct
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-10148 A-10238

mailto:boblehnberg@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Haili Friedrich
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:43 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Haili Friedrich

6415 Dupont Drive
Apt 1D
Charlotte, NC 28217

2316751801

V-10149 A-10239

mailto:haili.m.friedrich@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Suzanne Klonis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:43 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Klonis

130 School Road
Asheville, NC 28806

V-10150 A-10240

mailto:sklonis@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: dorothy d wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:43 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

dorothy d wilson

206 george st
beaufort, NC 28516

V-10151 A-10241

mailto:dcdevnew@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stuart Rose
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stuart Rose

1911 Rosewood Road
Goldsboro, NC 27530

V-10152 A-10242

mailto:stuartrose1911@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sonya Bennetone
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sonya Bennetone

1611 Gander Drive
Wilmington, NC 28411

9104703715

V-10153 A-10243

mailto:ijacksonfoundation@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leedom Lefferts
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leedom Lefferts

704 Manor Ridge Road
Carrboro, NC 27510

V-10154 A-10244

mailto:lleffert@drew.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynda Gaskill
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynda Gaskill

1800 Golf Course Rd
Littleton, NC 27850

2525860109

V-10155 A-10245

mailto:lyndagaskill@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marina Sagardua
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marina Sagardua

Western ave
brighton, MA 02135

V-10156 A-10246

mailto:sagarzazu@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Suzanne Thompson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Thompson

3384 NC 150
Reidsville, NC 27320

V-10157 A-10247

mailto:sctbatgirl@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Read
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Read

723  9th Avenue NE
Hickory, NC 28601

V-10158 A-10248

mailto:readrbrt@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karl Agell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karl Agell

1202 Wedgewood Lane
Durham, NC 27713

V-10159 A-10249

mailto:karl.agell@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Howard Hoyt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Howard Hoyt

549 Bluebird Trail
Blounts Creek,  27814

V-10160 A-10250

mailto:n4af@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Hillel Abrams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Hillel Abrams

12605 Waterman Dr
Raleigh, NC 27614

9198474275

V-10161 A-10251

mailto:lhmg1990@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Macy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As a father, husband, responsible citizen, retired disabled combat veteran and AmeriCorps alumni, I support the
 Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan
 (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change
 continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Macy

15661 Jerusalem Road
Laurinburg, NC 28352

V-10162 A-10252

mailto:Methodistmacy@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara King
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara King

54 Crawford Balley Lane
Hendersonville, NC 28792

V-10163 A-10253

mailto:barbarakking@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jon McVety
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:07:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jon McVety

1413 Lindenberg Sq
Wake Forest, NC 27587

919-569-5853

V-10164 A-10254

mailto:jwmcvety@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Betsy Ramirez
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:08:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Betsy Ramirez

1918 Longleaf dr
Charlotte, NC 28210

V-10165 A-10255

mailto:betsy.sigrit.ramirez@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Justin St.Germain
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:08:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Justin St.Germain

1110 Poplar Drive
Fayetteville, NC 28304

V-10166 A-10256

mailto:deguerre00@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eric Austin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:08:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air. Do not scar our children's future.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eric Austin

1836 Talking Rock Dr
Cary, NC 27519

19196724956

V-10167 A-10257

mailto:ericbrandonaustin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Bowman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:08:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daniel Bowman

12158 Goff House Ct
Charlotte, NC 28214

3212873939

V-10168 A-10258

mailto:danobowmano@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Meredith Carson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:08:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Meredith Carson

6193 Moores Creek Drive
Summerfield, NC 27358

V-10169 A-10259

mailto:Cardsmeredith@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ana Pardo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:09:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It's clear to us, North Carolina's citizens, exactly what you are attempting to do by submitting an inadequate state
 plan. We've had it with your cowardly, divisive tactics for partisan gain. Last time I checked, houses on the Outer
 Banks are still being consumed by the sea with every increasingly powerful storm. Last time I checked, carbon
 pollution still triggers my asthma and causes a whole host of other strains on our healthcare system at large. REAL
 PEOPLE are suffering in our state. And they vote.

Straighten up and fly right. Be the bold leaders North Carolinians need, or prepare to lose your positions of
 authority. It really is that simple.

Sincerely,

Ana Pardo

301 Colleton Rd
Raleigh, NC 27610

V-10170 A-10260

mailto:acpardo@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Harvey Wall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:09:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP).

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Harvey Wall

1350 W OLD PHILLIPS RD
Pinnacle, NC 27043

3369783930

V-10171 A-10261

mailto:Hgw_1972@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Frazier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:09:57 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Frazier

9185 Huff Farm Rd
Kernersville, NC 27284

3369713834

V-10172 A-10262

mailto:FarmGirlArts@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Frank Byrd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:09:57 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Frank Byrd

13 Wren Glen Ct
Hendersonville, NC 28792

V-10173 A-10263

mailto:fjb22@morrisbb.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Audrey Muck
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:09:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Honestly, this is your own prideful beaurocracy saying you don't give a damn about the health and welfare of our
 state's people, that you think it's OK to degrade our environment so generations to come will also be harmed by
 your failure to be good stewards of this state. Stop protecting industry interests over people's lives!

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Audrey Muck

105 field Brook Dr
Clemmons, NC 27012

V-10174 A-10264

mailto:Fanninmm@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jean Wheelock
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:10:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jean Wheelock

22 Hibriten Drive
Asheville, NC 28801

8282558323

V-10175 A-10265

mailto:jeanann.wheelock@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gudrun Dennis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:10:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gudrun Dennis

5912 NW 26th Street
Gainesville, FL 32653

V-10176 A-10266

mailto:gdennis2@cox.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pamela Cauble
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:10:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pamela Cauble

29 Hillside Street
Asheville, NC 28801

8287858584

V-10177 A-10267

mailto:pamela.cauble@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beth Case
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:10:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Case

200 Milky Way Dr
Apex, NC 27502

V-10178 A-10268

mailto:bc2case@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Emperor Omari Jibri el Ra bey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:10:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emperor Omari Jibri el Ra bey

1817 Wandering Way Drive
Charlotte, NC 28226

V-10179 A-10269

mailto:OmariGvTequila@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Rueda
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:10:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daniel Rueda

p.o.box 1135
SWANNANOA, NC 28778

V-10180 A-10270

mailto:danielrueda63@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cornelia Cornils
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:10:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cornelia Cornils

218 seminole ave
Concord, NC 28025

V-10181 A-10271

mailto:Kuhleeah@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patrice Boggs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:10:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patrice Boggs

208 Kentucky Dr
Clayton, NC 27527

9195610856

V-10182 A-10272

mailto:pmbteach11@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephen Parker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:10:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail," the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Parker

PO Box 645
Knightdale, NC 27545

V-10183 A-10273

mailto:sgparker444@juno.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Aubry Edwards
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:10:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Aubry Edwards

3569 Plainfield dr
Shelby, NC 28150

V-10184 A-10274

mailto:Apedwards97@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beth Livingston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:10:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Are you kidding me? Really?

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP).

As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change continue to
 increase, we should be working towards REDUCING our carbon emissions.

Frankly, I am angry that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with
 the federal requirements under the CPP.

By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
 Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and
 instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.

Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

I will be watching your actions carefully. And make no mistake: my vote will depend on what you do for our health,
 and our environment in NC.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Livingston

1105 Trails End Road
Durham, NC 27712

919-620-7525

V-10185 A-10275

mailto:zenrose@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sharon Kaye
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:10:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Kaye

456 Windswept Dr
Asheville, NC 28801

8282510524

V-10186 A-10276

mailto:sierrakilo@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nelida Rivas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:11:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nelida Rivas

4325 Moss Spring Drive
Raleigh, NC 27616

V-10187 A-10277

mailto:nr4684@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steven Freeman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:11:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steven Freeman

2807 N Main Ave B1
Newton, NC 28658

18282282879

V-10188 A-10278

mailto:freemansteve56660@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Johnny Hopkins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:12:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Johnny Hopkins

220 Cowan St
Spindale, NC 28160

V-10189 A-10279

mailto:johnnyhopkins28160@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kevin McLaughlin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kevin McLaughlin

1211 Cornell Street
Durham, NC 27707

V-10190 A-10280

mailto:mclaugkw@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Helen Borcherding Hill
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helen Borcherding Hill

8455 Pop City Rd
Stantonsburg, NC 27883

V-10191 A-10281

mailto:sbbc3510@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kirk Grice
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kirk Grice

304 4th St
Ayden, NC 28513

2523202889

V-10192 A-10282

mailto:kirk.grice@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cathy Nieman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cathy Nieman

312 Ivy Hill Road
Weaverville, NC 28787

8286455035

V-10193 A-10283

mailto:cathy.nieman@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Quinn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:17 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Quinn

1313 meadston dr
Durham, NC 27712

V-10194 A-10284

mailto:monkeytq90@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James French
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue (my son included) to rise in North Carolina and the effects
 and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the protect our
 clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James French

3008 Royal Forrest Drive
Raleigh, NC 27614

7327353992

V-10195 A-10285

mailto:frenchjp@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Nipper
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debra Nipper

112 Spring Dr
Jacksonville, NC 28540

9104095046

V-10196 A-10286

mailto:Miraclesmom29@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Betsy George
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Betsy George

229 Oil Camp Creek Road
Marietta, SC 29661

V-10197 A-10287

mailto:Betsy.george1950@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Svend Larsen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Svend Larsen

46 Hickory Nut Cove Road
Fairview, NC 28730

V-10198 A-10288

mailto:alarsen0603@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Rumayor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Rumayor

1801 Grande Maison Drive
Apex, NC 27502

V-10199 A-10289

mailto:S.b.rumayor@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stanage Elling
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stanage Elling

7922 Greenside Court
Charlotte, NC 28277

V-10200 A-10290

mailto:selling@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Heather Hietala
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We all share this earth and the responsibility of protecting our environment. I support the Environmental Protection
 Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma
 rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should
 be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heather Hietala

26 Skylyn Court
Asheville, NC 28806

V-10201 A-10291

mailto:hallenstudio@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Granroos
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear, Governor McCrory,Joelle Burleson,
     I am a single mother of three wonderful children, they deserve to breathe clean air, as they grow up, what is the
 hold up on clean power? There are also a large amount of pollutants that make it into the ground/water. Why can't
 we stop this, we have the ability to do so. It is time to pass a clean power bill

Sincerely,

Jennifer Granroos

2571 Cedar Creek Rd
Lake Lure, NC 28746

8289894384

V-10202 A-10292

mailto:jennifergranroos4384@gmail.con
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diana Hales
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diana Hales

528 Will Be Lane
Siler City, NC 27344

V-10203 A-10293

mailto:dianahales@centurylink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charlie Wallin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:41 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charlie Wallin

295 High Meadows Dr
Boone, NC 28607

8287731382

V-10204 A-10294

mailto:Wallincr@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laurel Meeks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:42 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laurel Meeks

10490 Hickory ridge rd
Harrisburg, NC 28075

V-10205 A-10295

mailto:Laurelmeeks@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: jen huff
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:43 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

jen huff

46 moss rd
weaverville, NC 28787

V-10206 A-10296

mailto:theuglycakes@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Danielle Satterfield
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:43 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Danielle Satterfield

8906 Brideswell Lane
Charlotte, NC 28278

V-10207 A-10297

mailto:dmsatterfield@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Claudia Garren
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Claudia Garren

75-A Cole Rd
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-10208 A-10298

mailto:Clgarren4444@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Bokelman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ann Bokelman

404 3rd St
Sunset Beach,  28468

V-10209 A-10299

mailto:Gordon_annbokelman@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diana Haywood
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diana Haywood

1541 Big Woods Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

6155240099

V-10210 A-10300

mailto:HaywoodDianaL@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Barrett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Barrett

3006 Sedgewick Rd
Indian Trail, NC 28079

V-10211 A-10301

mailto:Det563@windstream.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sheila McCarty
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sheila McCarty

PO Box 1030
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-10212 A-10302

mailto:shmccarty16@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Arlene Sandoval
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Arlene Sandoval

4053 C NC Hwy 56
Franklinton, NC 27525

V-10213 A-10303

mailto:sandoval@med.unc.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carolyn Beckner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Beckner

PO Box 125
Swannanoa, NC 28778

8283017778

V-10214 A-10304

mailto:Carolynderreberry@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Drumright
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Drumright

1434 E. Main St.  #26
Murfreesboro, TN 37130

V-10215 A-10305

mailto:astrohoops@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Blakeley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:57 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daniel Blakeley

316 Racquet Rd
Boone, NC 28607

760-660-7121

V-10216 A-10306

mailto:blakeleyd@appstate.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: DANICA KUPLIN
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:13:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

DANICA KUPLIN

5904 APPLEWOOD LN
RALEIGH, NC 27609

V-10217 A-10307

mailto:danica.kuplin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia Henshaw
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:14:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Henshaw

107 Summerlin Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-10218 A-10308

mailto:crhenshaw@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amanda Brewer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:14:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amanda Brewer

735 Ann Rd
Orrum, NC 28369

9107346730

V-10219 A-10309

mailto:abrewerfamily@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rebecca Young
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:14:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Young

219 Ridgewood Ave
Charlotte, NC 28209

V-10220 A-10310

mailto:Ayoungrebecca@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Teresa Hunt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:14:12 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Teresa Hunt

2565 White Cap Lane
Supply, NC 28462

V-10221 A-10311

mailto:Teri@terihunt.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter Wescott
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:14:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Wescott

4215 Ed Harris Road
Oxford, NC 27565

V-10222 A-10312

mailto:pwescott@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: george dragity
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:14:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

george dragity

8712 lake nona drive
wilmington, NC 28411

7327400919

V-10223 A-10313

mailto:gdragity@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica Keenen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:15:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

You should be worried about the taxpayers not the corporations that avoid taxes..this is appalling.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Keenen

5746 marguerite dr apt.b
Wilmington,  28403

V-10224 A-10314

mailto:jkeenenmt@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carolyn Beckner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:15:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Beckner

PO Box 125
Swannanoa, NC 28778

V-10225 A-10315

mailto:Carolynderreberry@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nowell Yrizarry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:15:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nowell Yrizarry

1105 Brookhurst Dr
Charlotte,, NC 28205

V-10226 A-10316

mailto:nowellamir@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gail Neely
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:16:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gail Neely

104 Valley place
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

9192602493

V-10227 A-10317

mailto:ganeely@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donald Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:16:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donald Smith

98 York St
Morganton, NC 28655

V-10228 A-10318

mailto:geowhiz1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: robbi cohn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:16:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

robbi cohn

14 east sunrise ave
thomasville, NC 27360

V-10229 A-10319

mailto:robbi_cohn108@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sam Edwards
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:16:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sam Edwards

311 Richmond Dr
Jacksonville, NC 28540

9105483311

V-10230 A-10320

mailto:smedwards89@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tony Tschopp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:16:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tony Tschopp

9712 Koupela Dr
Raleigh, NC 27614

V-10231 A-10321

mailto:tttschopp@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ma;colm David Robinson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:16:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you for your time and consideration
M David Robinson

Sincerely,

Ma;colm David Robinson

54 old rosewood avenue
Arden, NC 28704

704.974.5039

V-10232 A-10322

mailto:mdr95ccf@email.cpcc.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Keenan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:16:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Keenan

48 CHEROKEE TRL
Fletcher, NC 28732

V-10233 A-10323

mailto:gofishingtoday3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Galyean
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:16:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Galyean

2739 Crosswinds Drive
Winston-Salem,  27127

V-10234 A-10324

mailto:sandragalyean@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: christina zachary
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:16:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

christina zachary

340 griffin road
SNOW CAMP, NC 27349

3365244337

V-10235 A-10325

mailto:cazlove2love@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Silvana Pietrosemoli
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:16:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Silvana Pietrosemoli

4233 The Oaks Drive
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-10236 A-10326

mailto:spietrosemoli@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Angela Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:16:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Angela Jones

6112 Heathstone Ln
Charlotte, NC 28210

7045571721

V-10237 A-10327

mailto:eajones33@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Timothy Willis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:19:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Timothy Willis

23 pole miller road
Brevard, NC 28712

V-10238 A-10328

mailto:tjwillis777@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Replogle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:19:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Replogle

445 Drummond Drive
Raleigh, NC 27609

V-10239 A-10329

mailto:JBR@Seventhgeneration.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Shonda Roberts
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:19:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shonda Roberts

1505 Eastfork Dr
Salisbury, NC 28146

7047543826

V-10240 A-10330

mailto:shonda.d.roberts@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: maria apolloni
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:19:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

maria apolloni

215 ash ln
beaufort, NC 28516

V-10241 A-10331

mailto:maria.apolloni@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: VINTON FOUNTAIN
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:19:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

VINTON FOUNTAIN

1322 Brook Arbor Drive
Cary, NC 27519

2522560684

V-10242 A-10332

mailto:fiftyhzrumble@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amy Dosser
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:19:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Dosser

4615 Willa Way
Durham, NC 27703

V-10243 A-10333

mailto:amydosser4@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amber Levitt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:19:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amber Levitt

5305 Harbor Crest Rd
Raleigh, NC 27614

9193680399

V-10244 A-10334

mailto:amberlevitt@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Addison Martin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:19:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Addison Martin

2 Knoll Dr
Fletcher, NC 28732

V-10245 A-10335

mailto:armartin@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Larry Smith-Black
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:19:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Larry Smith-Black

404 Mission Ridge Road
Murphy, NC 28906

828-837-0934

V-10246 A-10336

mailto:lsmithblack@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Heather Vaartjes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:19:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heather Vaartjes

5708 Rebel Drive
Charlotte, NC 28210

V-10247 A-10337

mailto:heather.vaartjes@impact-tech.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joanna Clancy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:19:57 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joanna Clancy

1505 Sound Watch Dr
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-10248 A-10338

mailto:joannaclancy10@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrew Harnet
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:19:57 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Harnet

25 Sunset ln
Alexander, NC 28787

V-10249 A-10339

mailto:drewhargrove16@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pamela Hazel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:19:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pamela Hazel

1033 Jennings Rd
Statesville, NC 28625

7048762200

V-10250 A-10340

mailto:phazel45@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rita Bauknight
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:19:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rita Bauknight

1564 Bishop Dr
Lincolnton, NC 28092

V-10251 A-10341

mailto:imjustdancin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:20:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Brown

3987 Bennett Rd
Morrow, OH 45152

V-10252 A-10342

mailto:marybdvm@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Senechal
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:20:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Senechal

PO Box 1545
Burnsville, NC 28714

V-10253 A-10343

mailto:karensenechal@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: C Howle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:20:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP).

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please protect and help clean
 up our air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

C Howle

22 Princeton Ln
Brevard, NC 28712

V-10254 A-10344

mailto:cahow5509@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: ROBERT WILLIAMS
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:20:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

ROBERT WILLIAMS

1076 FEARRINGTON POST
PITTSBORO, NC 27312

(919) 545-0522

V-10255 A-10345

mailto:rwill@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynn Ford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:20:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynn Ford

3516 wood duck ln
Wake forest, NC 27587

V-10256 A-10346

mailto:Lynn4ford@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jane Henderson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:20:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I also support a carbon tax--especially when ill prices are so low right now--to encourage innovations that will
 reduce short- and long-term fossil fuel usage.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jane Henderson

2942 Heglar Rd
Concord, NC 28025

V-10257 A-10347

mailto:janehender@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Denise Comulada
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:20:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Denise Comulada

748 Three Wood Drive
Fayetteville, NC 28312

V-10258 A-10348

mailto:dcomulada@visitfayettevillenc.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julie Edelson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:20:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julie Edelson

910 Carolina Avenue
Winston Salem, NC 27101

V-10259 A-10349

mailto:edelsojb@wfu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Edward Younglove
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:20:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edward Younglove

218 Hidden Creek Drive
Advance, NC 27006

V-10260 A-10350

mailto:edward.younglove@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: DAVID HAGER
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:20:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

DAVID HAGER

703 Glendale Drive West
Wilson, NC 27893

7049658744

V-10261 A-10351

mailto:Davehager@ymail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marilyn Hartman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:20:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Hartman

2517 Perkins Road
Durham, NC 27705

V-10262 A-10352

mailto:marilyndhartman@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Graham Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:20:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Graham Smith

612 East 35th Street
Charlotte, NC 28205

V-10263 A-10353

mailto:smithfgraham@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: E. Ledford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:20:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

E. Ledford

636 Kingfisher Lane
Sunset Beach, NC 28468

V-10264 A-10354

mailto:ledford345@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: leslie poplawslo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:20:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

leslie poplawslo

189 Murdock Ave
Asheville, NC 28804

V-10265 A-10355

mailto:lesliepopleslie@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melissa Wagner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:20:12 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melissa Wagner

108 Naperville dr
Cary, NC 27519

V-10266 A-10356

mailto:mellycat1971@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dan Mathews
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:20:16 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dan Mathews

314 Beaver Creek Rd
Lexington, NC 27295

V-10267 A-10357

mailto:dmathews@lexcominc.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jill Roberts
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:20:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead is allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Now that our clean mountain air in western North Carolina has been given relief from pollution by the TVA in
 Tennessee it is beyond my comprehension that we now must fight our OWN STATE to achieve long term
 protection of the air we breathe!

We citizens have a right to expect our own state leaders to lead in protecting us from unnecessary hazards. I have
 always understood that your political party believed the best government is the government closest to the people.
 Well? Put your actions where your beliefs are. So..please do the right thing and protect our clean air for the good of
our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jill Roberts

P.O. Box 121
Brevard, NC 28712

V-10268 A-10358

mailto:svtumbleweed@comporium.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melissa Griffin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:21:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melissa Griffin

120 Lambs Ct
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-10269 A-10359

mailto:abstractmel@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: kermit m
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:21:57 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Y'all is straight trippin'. I wanted to let you know that I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently
 proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to
 rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be working
 towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air. Roy Cooper would do the right thing.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

kermit m

211 north park drive
Greensboro, NC 27401

V-10270 A-10360

mailto:piedmontman@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kevin Matsil
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:21:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kevin Matsil

109 Trent Lane
Chocowinity,  27817

2526231112

V-10271 A-10361

mailto:matsilkevin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Doe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:22:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Doe

123 MAin st
Candler, NC 28715

V-10272 A-10362

mailto:blahblahblah@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Harrison
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:22:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Let's jump forward into the 21st Century and address the issues that will affect our children and grandchildren.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Harrison

375 Wesley Branch Road
Asheville, NC 28806

828-776-7559

V-10273 A-10363

mailto:billharrison444@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ed Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:22:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ed Smith

903 N Kemper Street
Alexandria, VA 22304

V-10274 A-10364

mailto:castilloesmith35@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jane Fisher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:22:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jane Fisher

75 school rd
Asheville, NC 28806

8287782964

V-10275 A-10365

mailto:JTF.SPRING@YAHOO.COM
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cara Freije
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:22:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cara Freije

191 school road
Asheville,  28806

V-10276 A-10366

mailto:Cara.freije@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Allen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:22:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Allen

609 Oakdale Court
Burlington, NC 27217

V-10277 A-10367

mailto:allenpf48@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steven Freeman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:22:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steven Freeman

2807 N Main Ave B1
Newton, NC 28658

18282282879

V-10278 A-10368

mailto:freemansteve56660@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: ginger bauerband
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:22:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

ginger bauerband

po box 443
cameron, NC 28326

V-10279 A-10369

mailto:gbauerband@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Tart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:22:16 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Tart

1520 Wagon Court
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-10280 A-10370

mailto:mike.tart7@outlook.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: william mesmer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:25:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

william mesmer

20 gibson road
Asheville, NC 28806

(828) 412 1883

V-10281 A-10371

mailto:livitysound@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: catherine delavergne
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:25:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

catherine delavergne

3 kahkwa trail
pinehurst, NC 28374

V-10282 A-10372

mailto:dlvrgn@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark DeMario
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:25:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark DeMario

6121 Ponderosa Rd
Raleigh, NC 27613

V-10283 A-10373

mailto:markdemario@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Stephens
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:25:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Stephens

18 Amy Lane
Nebo, NC 28761

V-10284 A-10374

mailto:stoneworkbystephens@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Heide Catherina Coppotelli
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:25:38 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heide Catherina Coppotelli

383 Seldon-Emerson Rd
Cedar Mountain, NC 28718

8288844673

V-10285 A-10375

mailto:goodshepherd@citcom.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gina Rayman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:25:38 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gina Rayman

2128 Retana Drive
Charlotte, NC 28270

V-10286 A-10376

mailto:gina.rayman@sas.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephanie Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:25:40 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your
environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal requirements under the
 CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
 Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and
 instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Johnson

125 Cove Creek Drive
Rutherfordton, NC 28139

8287024451

V-10287 A-10377

mailto:sbjohnson1963@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sheila McCarty
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:25:40 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sheila McCarty

PO Box 1030
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-10288 A-10378

mailto:shmccarty16@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeannie Garrett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:25:40 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeannie Garrett

192 White Oak St
Franklin, NC 28734

V-10289 A-10379

mailto:Jgarrett@dnet.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Connie Upchurch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:25:44 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Connie Upchurch

501 Devereux Street
Raleigh, NC 27605

9196498023

V-10290 A-10380

mailto:cbruncati@mcclatchy.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ellen Cook
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:25:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ellen Cook

1903 Market St
Wilmington, NC 28403

3364140226

V-10291 A-10381

mailto:ecook1234@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrea Winkler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:25:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrea Winkler

1616 Delaware Ave
Durham, NC 27705

V-10292 A-10382

mailto:andreamwinkler@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Rogelberg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:25:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Rogelberg

6831 Needham Drive
Charlotte, NC 28270

7044425612

V-10293 A-10383

mailto:sandyrogelberg@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jan Zehr
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:25:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jan Zehr

PO Box 2384
Highlands, NC 28741

V-10294 A-10384

mailto:jzehr@nctv.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Poe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:25:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Poe

737 Florida Ave
Hendersonville, NC 28739

970-903-9959

V-10295 A-10385

mailto:jpoephoto@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Denise Boals
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:25:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Denise Boals

271 Vintage Road
tryon, NC 28782

V-10296 A-10386

mailto:dsboals1@windstream.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathryn Potter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:25:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Potter

22 Beech Tree Ln
Asheville, NC 28804

V-10297 A-10387

mailto:kathrynjpotter@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ron McCollum
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:25:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ron McCollum

616 Casar-Lawndale Rd
LAWNDALE, NC 28090

7045387394

V-10298 A-10388

mailto:teweenot@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: ELIZABETH GREENLEE
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:25:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

ELIZABETH GREENLEE

3901 ESSEX GARDEN LANE
RALEIGH, NC 27612

V-10299 A-10389

mailto:edcecg77@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Coyle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:26:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph Coyle

4935 Pine Street
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-10300 A-10390

mailto:jpcoyle44@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Hahn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:26:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Hahn

82 Castle Bay Dr
Hampstead, NC 28443

V-10301 A-10391

mailto:chahn_01@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Zane Lichtneger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:26:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Zane Lichtneger

9705 Talman Ct
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-10302 A-10392

mailto:zane.lichtneger@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pam Peterson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:26:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pam Peterson

105 Nodding Oak
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-10303 A-10393

mailto:Ppeterson420@gmail.cim
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Naylor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:26:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Naylor

3508 Manford Drive
Durham, NC 27707

V-10304 A-10394

mailto:naylorpaul@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cheryl Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:26:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Williams

8930 Glencroft Road
Mint Hill, NC 28227

V-10305 A-10395

mailto:cahw2112@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Craig Bailey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:26:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Craig Bailey

210 Travelers Rest Lane
Rutherfordton, NC 28139

V-10306 A-10396

mailto:captcrb@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joanne Nikides
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:26:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joanne Nikides

5106A Murphy School Rd
Durham, NC 27705

V-10307 A-10397

mailto:nikidesj@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Todd Yennior
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:27:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Todd Yennior

1456 Joyceland Road
Kernersville, NC 27284

3363373653

V-10308 A-10398

mailto:todd.yennior@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: MIRANDA SIMPSON
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:27:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

MIRANDA SIMPSON

270 MASON TOWN RD
NEWPORT, NC 28570

252-723-2780

V-10309 A-10399

mailto:mirandas98@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica McGeehan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:27:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica McGeehan

32 Chatham Rd
Asheville, NC 28804

8285054311

V-10310 A-10400

mailto:jlmcgeehan@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Copulsky
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:28:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steve Copulsky

6614 Lynn Ave
Charlotte, NC 28226

V-10311 A-10401

mailto:scopulsky@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Loeppert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:28:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Loeppert

1317 Rand Drive, Raleigh, NC
Raleigh, NC 27608

V-10312 A-10402

mailto:rhl@loeppert.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Corin Balde
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:28:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Corin Balde

3203 Stanford Drive
Durham, NC 27707

V-10313 A-10403

mailto:corinlonsdale@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Norma Boyd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:28:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Norma Boyd

126 Crowder Rd
Castalia, NC 27816

9198533706

V-10314 A-10404

mailto:bestfarm2@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dustin Simmons
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:28:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dustin Simmons

1408 Beaverton Trail
Winston-Salem, NC 27103

V-10315 A-10405

mailto:dusty27103@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Johanna Gisladottir
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:28:12 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Johanna Gisladottir

400 Booth Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-10316 A-10406

mailto:jvg@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Thompson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:28:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Thompson

535 Summit Ave
Spruce pine, NC 28777

V-10317 A-10407

mailto:thompsonlinda36@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Paddock
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:31:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Paddock

134 Loblolly Lane
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-10318 A-10408

mailto:repadd7@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janet Wood
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:31:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Wood

120 Lambs Court
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-10319 A-10409

mailto:Planetj4@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Hutchison
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:31:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Hutchison

145 Central Ave
Swannanoa, NC 28778

7032976036

V-10320 A-10410

mailto:babylonfalling@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Adele Schiessle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:31:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Adele Schiessle

6910 Hollow Oak Dr
Mint Hill, NC 28227

V-10321 A-10411

mailto:mommaohm@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peggy Neuman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:31:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peggy Neuman

355 S.12th St
Cottonwood, AZ 86326

V-10322 A-10412

mailto:PEGGYNEUMAN@ATT.NET
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melissa Hudgens
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:31:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melissa Hudgens

104 Eastgreen Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-10323 A-10413

mailto:mbhudgens@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kari Winter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:31:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kari Winter

205 W University Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-10324 A-10414

mailto:kari500@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kevin Benitez
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:31:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kevin Benitez

4741 Huntingwood RD
Ramseur, NC 27316

3369642683

V-10325 A-10415

mailto:kevinbenitez4@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: ROUNTREY GALE
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:31:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

ROUNTREY GALE

1695 FREEDOM ROAD
SMITHFIELD, NC 27577

919-414-1636

V-10326 A-10416

mailto:gale@inlinefluidpower.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Swift
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:31:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Swift

1535 Caraleigh Mills Ct. #117
Raleigh, NC 27603

V-10327 A-10417

mailto:geminijen_2000@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kate Evans
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:31:41 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kate Evans

4023 Reidsville Rd
Winston Salem, NC 27101

V-10328 A-10418

mailto:Kate3671@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathleen Brookshire
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:31:41 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Brookshire

99 Dodd Rd
Barnardsville, NC 28709

V-10329 A-10419

mailto:katbrookshire@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ralph Hagewood
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:31:44 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ralph Hagewood

232 Richmond Hill Dr
Asheville, NC 28806

V-10330 A-10420

mailto:trakai@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Heather Burns
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:31:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heather Burns

203 Frontier Circle
China Grove, NC 28023

7048560471

V-10331 A-10421

mailto:feyconri@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Oscar Revilla
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:31:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP.

Clean air is good for persons, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Do the right thing and protect our
 clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Oscar Revilla

Juan de Herrera
San Sebastian de los Reyes, none

V-10332 A-10422

mailto:0d851ec8@opayq.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Betsy Paul
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:31:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Betsy Paul

1718 Scales St
Raleigh, NC 27608

9198106416

V-10333 A-10423

mailto:betsybpaul@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jane EG Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:32:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Why are you directing the Department of Environmental Quality to deny North Carolina the opportunity to create a
 state Clean Power Plan that will work best for North Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead
 allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state? Nothing about this makes sense.

How is it conservative values to waste government employee's time, incur frivilous court costs, abdicate state power
 to the federal level,  and set our businesses up for the uncertainty caused by the delays of a court fight so that they
 can't plan for future growth?

Please do the right thing and direct the DEQ to create a plan which supports North Carolina as a leader in the clean
 power sector.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jane EG Smith

2712 Lochmore Dr
Raleigh,  27608

9197876539

V-10334 A-10424

mailto:smithjeg@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrew Dalton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:32:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Dalton

2125 Toad Hollow Trail
Apex, NC 27502

V-10335 A-10425

mailto:a.spam.filter@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: richard Cushing
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:32:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the EPAs proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan.

As person who suffers from asthma, this is a very important issue to me and I need your help!

Please do the right thing and don't let us down. 

Thanks in advance

Sincerely,

richard Cushing

8901 Taunton Dr
Huntersville, NC 28078

704-875-8917

V-10336 A-10426

mailto:rcushing@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Miller Graves
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:33:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

WE SHOULD BE LEADERS IN SHOWING THE WORLD HOW TO HAVE CLEAN ENERGY!!! NOT STUCK
 IN THE OLD DIRTY DESTRUCTIVE CRONYISM THAT YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS RESIST GIVING
 AWAY. TAKE US INTO THE FUTURE, GOVERNOR!!!

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Miller Graves

89 Caledonia Road
Asheville, NC 28803

V-10337 A-10427

mailto:millergraves@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Garber
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:33:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Garber

105 Fidelity St
Carrboro, NC 27510

9102805658

V-10338 A-10428

mailto:semper_fi05@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Silky Naidu
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:33:57 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Silky Naidu

14165 dunbritton ln
charlotte, NC 28277

V-10339 A-10429

mailto:indigirl09@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Richardson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:33:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Richardson

44 Reynolds Mountain Blvd
Asheville, NC 28804

V-10340 A-10430

mailto:chiseled88@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Starling
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:34:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Starling

3216 Hubbard Rd
Charlotte, NC 28269

V-10341 A-10431

mailto:richardstarling@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jan Kendrick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:34:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jan Kendrick

1309 N Pasteur Street
New Bern, NC 28560

V-10342 A-10432

mailto:kayentacat@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephen Shawhan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:34:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Shawhan

1397 Holly Drive
Williamston, NC 27892

V-10343 A-10433

mailto:ssshawhan@suddenlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Olivia Lemus
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:34:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Olivia Lemus

1105 kelly road
Apex, NC 27523

V-10344 A-10434

mailto:oliviaplemis@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Fisher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:34:13 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As the effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards
 reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Fisher

1807 Grace Street
Wilmington, NC 28405

V-10345 A-10435

mailto:mfshr@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Matthew Pait
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:34:13 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Matthew Pait

1715 Wallace Street
Durham, NC 27707

V-10346 A-10436

mailto:mattpait@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kaitlyn King
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:34:15 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kaitlyn King

1385-1 Burkhart rd
Lexington, NC 27292

V-10347 A-10437

mailto:kaitlynking511@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alice Long
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:35:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alice Long

176 Little John Dr
Advance, NC 27006

V-10348 A-10438

mailto:sky.pntr@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Ghelfi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:36:13 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Ghelfi

730 24th St NW
Washington, DC 20037

V-10349 A-10439

mailto:linda.ghelfi@verizon.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cheryl Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:36:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Johnson

6941 bc drive
fayetteville, NC 28314

V-10350 A-10440

mailto:toonqueen1@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jan Henderson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:36:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jan Henderson

4305 Samantha Dr
Raleigh, NC 27613

V-10351 A-10441

mailto:jan_henderson@ncsu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ashli Peebles
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:37:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ashli Peebles

3025 Bracey Pl
Raleigh, NC 27610

V-10352 A-10442

mailto:ashli.howard@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joyce Jacobs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:37:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joyce Jacobs

4473 rising meadow ct sw
shallotte, NC 28470

9107555028

V-10353 A-10443

mailto:risingmeadow1@atmc.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Mesko
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:37:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Mesko

327 Clifton Road
rocky mount, NC 27804

2522123557

V-10354 A-10444

mailto:judymesko@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diane Vele
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:37:40 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Vele

55 7th Street
Monroe Twp., NJ 08831

V-10355 A-10445

mailto:Dmess123@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: george garcia
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:37:42 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

george garcia

524 averette rd
rolesville, NC 27571

V-10356 A-10446

mailto:ggramirez2001@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kenneth Friedman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:37:44 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Friedman

409 Longleaf Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-10357 A-10447

mailto:bluemold@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia Thompson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:37:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Thompson

4414 Sheldon Court
Charlotte, NC 28227

V-10358 A-10448

mailto:ct2866552cherokee7@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Will Bashaw
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:37:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Will Bashaw

10824 w bridgeford dr
cary, NC 27518

9194549559

V-10359 A-10449

mailto:godcaptcha@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Randy Mowery
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:37:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Randy Mowery

931 Maple Ave
Salisbury, NC 28144

7042320370

V-10360 A-10450

mailto:randysmwry@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amanda Robertson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:37:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amanda Robertson

244 Prince Creek
Pittsboro, NC 27312

9195423525

V-10361 A-10451

mailto:amandarob@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy Sladen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:38:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judy Sladen

60106 davie
Chapel hill, NC 27517

V-10362 A-10452

mailto:Judy.granberry@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Johnny Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Your supprt is requested
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:38:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please help protect our future generations to insure clean air does not become a thing of the past.

Sincerely,

Johnny Johnson

PO Box 3042
Wilmington, NC 28406

V-10363 A-10453

mailto:hmg3inspec@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephanie caruthers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:38:13 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephanie caruthers

1583 clan campbell dr
Raeford, NC 28376

5104159874

V-10364 A-10454

mailto:stephanie.affonso@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Satterwhite
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:38:17 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Satterwhite

2604 Grant  Ave
Raleigh, NC 27608

V-10365 A-10455

mailto:billsatt3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia Chapman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:38:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). We should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions. We need a focus on clean energy
 growth in our state.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Chapman

821 W 5th Ave
Lexington, NC 27292

V-10366 A-10456

mailto:cync2007@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Kaye
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:38:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Kaye

6002 Quail Ridge Drive
GREENSBORO, NC 27455

V-10367 A-10457

mailto:sandrakaye@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: L Maust
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:38:44 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

L Maust

1111 save trees... don't send mail
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-10368 A-10458

mailto:lmaust118@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lorenz Steininger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:39:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lorenz Steininger

waldsr
stafford, VA 22554

V-10369 A-10459

mailto:schreibdemstein@posteo.de
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Denise Faison
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:39:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Denise Faison

914 N. Madison Ave
Goldsboro, NC 27530

V-10370 A-10460

mailto:lovechild7732@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anita Moloney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:39:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.  Asthma is not
 the only illness caused by carbon pollution.  The list is huge and the cost to society even greater.  The only winners
 are Big Pharma and whoever lines your pockets.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anita Moloney

304 Eden Drive
Hillsborough, NC 27278

9192969164

V-10371 A-10461

mailto:neesathrives@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peggy Hines
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:40:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peggy Hines

210 N. Vyne Street
Rocky Mount, NC 27804

V-10372 A-10462

mailto:phines@ckr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Grady
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:42:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Grady

1510 BLOUNT ST
DURHAM, NC 27707

9197238484

V-10373 A-10463

mailto:jennifergrady@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Duanelle Hook
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:42:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Duanelle Hook

2806 Martinsville Rd
Greensboro, NC 27408

V-10374 A-10464

mailto:momanddad2@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christopher Fagan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:43:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christopher Fagan

329 Kelford Ln
Charlotte, NC 28270

7048077870

V-10375 A-10465

mailto:cfagan@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: ashley miskill
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:43:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

ashley miskill

1023 winwood dr
cary,  27511

V-10376 A-10466

mailto:ashley.miskill@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: carol adams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:43:12 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

carol adams

170 Tatum RD
Mocksville, NC 27028

3362842809

V-10377 A-10467

mailto:mikeeadams@yadtel.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynette Weaver
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:43:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynette Weaver

545 Deyton Rd
Bakersville,  28705

V-10378 A-10468

mailto:Weaverla@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patty Daniel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:43:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patty Daniel

1904 Jo Mac Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-10379 A-10469

mailto:Pattyfletcherdaniel@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nitin Dahyabhai
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:43:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nitin Dahyabhai

1216 Essex Forest Dr
Cary, NC 27518

9192724305

V-10380 A-10470

mailto:nitind@pobox.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cathy Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:43:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cathy Smith

1265 Shady Lane Unit 7 N.C. HWY 137
Eure, NC 27935

V-10381 A-10471

mailto:Cat81498@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott Tidwell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:43:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Scott Tidwell

7013 Chadwyck Farms Drive
Charlotte, NC 28226

V-10382 A-10472

mailto:tidwell.melissa@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nicole Turcotte
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:43:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nicole Turcotte

338 Kinellan Lane
Cary, NC 27519

V-10383 A-10473

mailto:nicole.turcotte@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: aaron ratcliffe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:44:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

aaron ratcliffe

153 chancery lane
waynesville, NC 28786

8285503956

V-10384 A-10474

mailto:aaronjratcliffe@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Felicia Willems
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:44:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Felicia Willems

4204 Township Arbor Way
Cary, NC 27518

V-10385 A-10475

mailto:felicia@momsrising.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: carrelle harris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:46:11 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

carrelle harris

10916 education way
1308
charlotte, NC 28262

3364026745

V-10386 A-10476

mailto:carrelleh@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim McGlinn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:47:03 AM

Jim McGlinn from Asheville, NC writes:

We live about two miles from a Duke Energy facility. Our children developed asthma when we moved here. NCs
 energy plan which does not include clean energy alternatives will affect children for generations. For the sake of the
 children, quit playing politcs with clean energy policies.

Make a real plan to reduce carbón pollution.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): jim.mcglinn08@gmail.com

First Name: Jim

Last Name: McGlinn

City: Asheville
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28803

V-10387 A-10477

mailto:jim.mcglinn08@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandy Bernard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:47:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandy Bernard

PO BOX 1831
Blowing Rock, NC 28605

V-10388 A-10478

mailto:Smbernard2010@gnail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Molly McKinley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:47:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Molly McKinley

140 Levister Court
Apartment 205
Raleigh, NC 27601

V-10389 A-10479

mailto:Mmckinley@email.peace.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Turbert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:47:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daniel Turbert

203U Barksdale Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-10390 A-10480

mailto:Daniel.turbert@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patti Ulirsch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:49:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patti Ulirsch

16 Woodmere Rd
Arden, NC 28704

828-654-8249

V-10391 A-10481

mailto:pulirsch@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Phillip Matthews
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:49:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Phillip Matthews

1012 NW 38th St
Oklahoma City, OK 73118

4052106432

V-10392 A-10482

mailto:matthewsphillip3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carlton Tomlinson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:49:40 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carlton Tomlinson

2531 S. Memorial Drive
Greenville, NC 27834

2529079514

V-10393 A-10483

mailto:iamtriumphantali@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carl Barnes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:50:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I cannot understand why you would purposely propose NC environmental standards that fail to meet the new EPA
 Clean Power Plan!!  Are your connections to Duke Energy so deep that you cannot represent the people of North
 Carolina and provide a clean environment??

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carl Barnes

1098 Yorkshire Rd
Winston-Salem, NC 27106

V-10394 A-10484

mailto:cjbarnes56@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patti Tomasello
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:50:14 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patti Tomasello

600 S. Jackson Ave
Waxhaw, NC 28173

V-10395 A-10485

mailto:pabby@inbox.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Anne Felty
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:52:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Anne Felty

93 Boxwood Lane
Brevard, NC 28712

8288842505

V-10396 A-10486

mailto:sunnydaysrgood51@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beth Ghiotto
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:52:11 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Ghiotto

1239 Little East Fork Rd
Canton, NC 27295

V-10397 A-10487

mailto:philghiotto@comcast.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dana Courtney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:53:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I do sign a number of petitions as a concerned citizen and voter.  Nothing is more important in my mind than saving
 our environment for now and future generations.

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dana Courtney

2521 Rogers rd
Graham,  27253

V-10398 A-10488

mailto:D_courtney@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: paula barrett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:54:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

paula barrett

18514 pebblestone cir
LOCUST, NC 28097

V-10399 A-10489

mailto:pb3474@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anita Aubrecht
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:54:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anita Aubrecht

2125 Sarah Marks Ave
Charlotte, NC 28203

V-10400 A-10490

mailto:anitapetlover@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kristina Shibiko
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:54:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kristina Shibiko

4006 Shire court
Jamestown, NC 27282

V-10401 A-10491

mailto:Kristinkahr@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Simonson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:55:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Simonson

24 Teems Lane
Asheville, NC 28805

828 505 8471

V-10402 A-10492

mailto:simonsondogs@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy Donders
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:55:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judy Donders

313 Glenolden Ct
Cary, NC 27513

V-10403 A-10493

mailto:judy@donders.us
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dodi Beshilas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:55:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dodi Beshilas

119 Rocktree Ct
Raeford, NC 28376

V-10404 A-10494

mailto:dodibeshilas@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patrick O"connor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:55:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patrick O'connor

1203 Caldwell Mtn. Rd
HOT SPRINGS,  28743

V-10405 A-10495

mailto:pat28743@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly Dempsey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:55:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Dempsey

38 Thornton Drive
Hampstead, NC 28443

8476510064

V-10406 A-10496

mailto:berlykimad@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda T Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:55:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda T Brown

800 Forest Hill Drive
Shelby, NC 28150

828-551-9643

V-10407 A-10497

mailto:Ltbknits@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carolyn Hirst-Loucks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:57:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Hirst-Loucks

601 Sunset Lakes Boulevard SW
Sunset Beach, NC 28468

V-10408 A-10498

mailto:hirstloucks@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Arden Perez
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:58:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Arden Perez

4001 Marble Way
Asheville, NC 28806

V-10409 A-10499

mailto:ardenkperez@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mick Mamola
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:58:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Gov. McCrory, you should submit your own plan, but a plan in accordance with the Federal government standards.

Sincerely,

Mick Mamola

892 Half Moon Trail
Apt. 101
Hendersonville, NC 28792

V-10410 A-10500

mailto:mick.mamola@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wayne Edsel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:58:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wayne Edsel

535 Holly Tree Dr
Wilkesboro, NC 28697

V-10411 A-10501

mailto:wayneedsel50@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Bennett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:00:57 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Bennett

P O Box 1281
Enka, NC 28728

V-10412 A-10502

mailto:rdb6670@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter Salvucci
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:00:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Salvucci

208 Harmony Lane
Montreat,  28757

V-10413 A-10503

mailto:pnsalvucci@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Clodagh Bastian
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:01:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Clodagh Bastian

1000 Chamberlain Street
Raleigh, NC 27607

V-10414 A-10504

mailto:clodagh@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joy Downes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:01:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joy Downes

6620 Blalock Forest Drive
Willow Spring, NC 27592

9198104632

V-10415 A-10505

mailto:jsnipes-home@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ellen Northen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:01:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ellen Northen

1814 Mews Drive
Wilmington, NC 28405

V-10416 A-10506

mailto:ellen@intracoastalrealty.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Burt Melton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:02:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Burt Melton

112 Stone Point Court
Mooresville, NC 28117

V-10417 A-10507

mailto:burtphyllis@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Samuel Owl
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:02:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Samuel Owl

71 Hoot Owl Cove Rd
Whittiet, NC 28789

V-10418 A-10508

mailto:dowl2011@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vinay Iyer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:02:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vinay Iyer

12925 Pinnacle Drive, Apt 206
Germantown, MD 20874

9197715203

V-10419 A-10509

mailto:iyer.vinay008@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Musser
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:02:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jim Musser

131 skipwyth cir
cary, NC 27513

V-10420 A-10510

mailto:musserjim@johndeere.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: KAREN DIECKMAN
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:02:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

KAREN DIECKMAN

3214 HARDEE FARMS DRIVE
New Bern, NC 28562

2526312203

V-10421 A-10511

mailto:kdieckman@suddenlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Malczewski
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:03:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Malczewski

1148 Phil O'Neil Drive
Charlotte, NC 28215

3123208386

V-10422 A-10512

mailto:americancity1995@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: steve Wechselblatt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:03:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

steve Wechselblatt

29 Old Eller Woods Drive
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-10423 A-10513

mailto:wechsel4@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ernesto Torres
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:03:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ernesto Torres

113 Weston Road
Garner, NC 27529

V-10424 A-10514

mailto:torresernesto83@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jocelyn Browning
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:03:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jocelyn Browning

777 Triangle Street
#316
Blacksburg, VA 24060

5052590013

V-10425 A-10515

mailto:jazdshowstopa@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lydia Wexler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:03:57 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lydia Wexler

125 Morning Glory Lane
Burnsville,, NC 28714

V-10426 A-10516

mailto:Lydvwex@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott A. Weir, Ph.D. (Economics), B.A. (Physics)
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:04:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the canned letter below. But as I have said before, as an economist with background in science and its
 history and philosophy, the position of the governor, his cronies, and the fossil fuel industry as a whole, can only
 result from willful ignorance. Pretending that the findings of established science can be accepted or rejected on the
 basis of personal beliefs or financial interests and/or without the knowledge to challenge them on their own terms is
 the height of arrogance and folly.

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Scott A. Weir, Ph.D. (Economics), B.A. (Physics)

3509 Duke Homestead Rd
Durham, NC 27704

V-10427 A-10517

mailto:economagic@juno.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Harbans Sahni
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:04:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Harbans Sahni

3703 sipes ln
charlotte, NC 28269

V-10428 A-10518

mailto:hsahni5515@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sabrina Carmichael
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:04:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sabrina Carmichael

3017 fairforest dr
Matthews, NC 28104

V-10429 A-10519

mailto:Sacarmichael529@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tania Vause
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:06:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tania Vause

152 Washington creek dr
Willard,  28478

V-10430 A-10520

mailto:Greenapplemom@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melinda Holt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:07:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melinda Holt

547 Ballenger Road
Flat Rock, NC 28731

V-10431 A-10521

mailto:melindaholt7@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Gibson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Support clean air for NC
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:07:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support the clean power plan, and not the polluters.

Sincerely,

Robert Gibson

2719 Hidden Waters Circle
Raleigh, NC 27614

V-10432 A-10522

mailto:rag4God@alumni.virginia.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lora Sharkey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:07:11 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lora Sharkey

432 Cades Trail
Southport, NC 28461

7039465333

V-10433 A-10523

mailto:lsharkey63@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eric Tashima
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:07:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eric Tashima

315 S Mendenhall St
Greensboro, NC 27403

V-10434 A-10524

mailto:etashima@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vince Bankoski
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:07:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vince Bankoski

406 Cricketfield Lane
Cary, NC 27518

9192337645

V-10435 A-10525

mailto:vincebankoski@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stan Jarozewski
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:07:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stan Jarozewski

2231 coppersyone trail
1F
High Point, NC 27265

V-10436 A-10526

mailto:elitencmrketing@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia Leach
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:07:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Leach

8809 Woodyhill Rd
Raleigh, NC 27613

V-10437 A-10527

mailto:happyesposa@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carl Schroeder
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:07:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

My family and I strongly support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon
 pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and
 the effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon
 emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carl Schroeder

113 Custer Trail
Cary, NC 27513

V-10438 A-10528

mailto:carljohannschroeder@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Barile
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:07:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daniel Barile

169 pine road
Wanchese, NC 27981

V-10439 A-10529

mailto:Dannb2266@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rachael Wooten
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:07:38 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rachael Wooten

2721 Kittrell Drive
Raleigh,  27608

V-10440 A-10530

mailto:rw.moonlight@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth McClure
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:07:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth McClure

145 Wesley Branch Road
Asheville, NC 28806

V-10441 A-10531

mailto:emcclure5@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tommy Parker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:08:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tommy Parker

112 Crystal Pines Ct
Beafourt, NC 28516

V-10442 A-10532

mailto:tommaetune@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Ocasio
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:08:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Ocasio

1731 Hudson Graham Ln
Charlotte, NC 28216

V-10443 A-10533

mailto:mlocasio68@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Suzanne McDermott
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:10:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Suzanne McDermott

2600 Oberlin Road
C-1
Raleigh, NC 27608

6158296302

V-10444 A-10534

mailto:mail@suzannemcdermott.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donald Switzer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:10:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air. Your need to destroy North Carolina in the name of corporate money is not anything I intend
 to take lightly. Be aware we are watching you.
The New Radical Left

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donald Switzer

325 Kelly Lane
Lexington, NC 27295

V-10445 A-10535

mailto:reedycreeknc@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rick Duke
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:10:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rick Duke

1223 Arborgate Cir
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

9199999999

V-10446 A-10536

mailto:roduke@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Safley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:10:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donna Safley

138 Dogwood Lane
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-10447 A-10537

mailto:donna_safley@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Marshall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:10:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Marshall

1216 Lightwood Drive
Matthews, NC 28105

704-321-9905

V-10448 A-10538

mailto:coffeecup22@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Martha Harp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:10:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please get behind this plan and give it your support.

Sincerely,

Martha Harp

27 Water Street
Asheville, NC 28801

V-10449 A-10539

mailto:mansen220@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Douglas West
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:12:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Douglas West

2703 Colton Dr
Oak Ridge, NC 27310

V-10450 A-10540

mailto:dwest@compassion.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Ebert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:13:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steve Ebert

9435 Durango Drive
Kernersville, NC 27284

V-10451 A-10541

mailto:tiosteve@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gregory Frederick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:13:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gregory Frederick

9228 Raintree La
Charlotte, NC 28277

V-10452 A-10542

mailto:gfredly@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Harvey Sellner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:13:38 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Harvey Sellner

1014 Millspring Dr
Durham, NC 27705

919-937-9813

V-10453 A-10543

mailto:harvey@sellners.us
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ella De blois
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:13:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ella De blois

209 conner drive
Chapel hilo, NC 27514

V-10454 A-10544

mailto:Chantydb@yahoo.es
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Douglas Crotty
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:13:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear Governor McCrory and Mr. Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
Douglas Crotty
22611 Torrence Chapel Road
Cornelius, NC 28031

Sincerely,

Douglas Crotty

22611 Torrence Chapel Road
Cornelius, NC 28031

V-10455 A-10545

mailto:douglas_crotty@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Manassa HENNESSEE III
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:13:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Manassa HENNESSEE III

1244 Arbor Road
Winston-Salem, NC 27104

V-10456 A-10546

mailto:nasnick@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Kunkle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:13:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Kunkle

2672 St Johns Place
Winston-Salem, NC 27106

3367688424

V-10457 A-10547

mailto:brbkunkle@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kit Barker, PhD
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:13:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kit Barker, PhD

PO BOX 2137
5 Cottage Row, 64 E
Highlands, NC 28741

V-10458 A-10548

mailto:kbutong@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katherine Abernathy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:14:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine Abernathy

3717 Lochnora Pkwy
Durham, NC 27705

V-10459 A-10549

mailto:kfdabernathy@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Phil Lawless
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Step up to the plate
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:14:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Carbon dioxide emissions are going to cause warming around the world. We have known this since the 1960s. Only
 now that we have some idea how much a problem continued emissions can be is it time to make some serious
 changes in the way we operate. The Clean Power Plan is a way to bring emissions under control in a way that
 minimizes impacts on all of us. Please do not frivolously waste the opportunity.

Sincerely,

Phil Lawless

208 Sturdivant Rd
Durham, NC 27705

V-10460 A-10550

mailto:Palawless@frontier.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Frances Callanan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:15:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Frances Callanan

1008 Butler National Lane
Wilmington, NC 28411

V-10461 A-10551

mailto:FRCallanan@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Turco
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:15:57 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Turco

3808 Orange Cosmos
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-10462 A-10552

mailto:Jennturco@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jerry Peavy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:16:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jerry Peavy

2111 Algonkin Ave
Chico, CA 95926

V-10463 A-10553

mailto:pvphoto@sbcglobal.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Roger Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:16:18 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Roger Miller

2885 Sanford Ave SW
#24461
Grandville, MI 49418

3017309563

V-10464 A-10554

mailto:zen112.rm@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: kent dyer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:16:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

kent dyer

3565 Overlook Ct
wake forest, NC 27587

V-10465 A-10555

mailto:kent.dyer008@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Toni DeVries
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:16:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Additionally, I am aware that you are in the pocket of Duke Energy, and our water is now unusable thanks to Duke
 Energy; you have proposed to allow off-shore drilling in NC, at a location even closer than is allowed in the Gulf
 Coast.  Question, Governor, have you ever been to the Gulf?  I recently relocated here from Corpus Christi, Texas. 
 That cesspool the locals there call the "ocean" is nothing more than a pit of disease and bacteria - indeed the ONE
 time I went into the Gulf waters, I contracted a bacterial disease which required a $2,000 hospital bill.  And this is
 what you want for the beautiful state of North Carolina?   My vote will be to see you out of office every chance I
 get.  Take note that the Governor of Michigan, who allowed, condoned and HID the fact that the waters in Flint
 were poisoning the residents, is presently being called to account for his actions, or inactions.  The national outrage
 for the poisoning of a generation of children there has not gone
unnoticed, nor has this situation yet been resolved.  The PEOPLE will not rest until he has been prosecuted to the
 fullest extent and serves time in prison for his (in)actions.  Please know that if you continue in this path that you are
 currently on, you too could one day face a revolution by the PEOPLE which could possibly result in you facing
 criminal actions related to your (in)actions.  You thought messing with our water, or protecting the ones paying
 your pension, would go unnoticed.  It has not.  Now you are being required by the federal government to propose a
 realistic plan to clean or keep clean our air.  And your response is to play with this like it is a game?  Again, we are
 paying attention, Governor.  Either you will sit up and pay attention, or we will bring the attention to you.  You will
 not be allowed to further contaminate our beautiful state simply because you are a puppet of Duke Energy, et al.,
 without much protest of people like me who love and respect t
 he
environment much more than you do.  

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Toni DeVries

1611 Blue Tick Ct
Wilmington, NC 28411

V-10466 A-10556

mailto:tdevries06@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica Webb
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:17:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Webb

Post Box 1381
Bryson City, NC 28713

V-10467 A-10557

mailto:Jessleewebb@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Sherman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:17:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Sherman

106 Smiths Knoll Court
Cary, NC 27513

V-10468 A-10558

mailto:jennifersherm@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gail Works
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: taking care of our state
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:17:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please clean up North Carolina!

Sincerely,

Gail Works

834 N Oak ST
Hendersonville, NC 28791

V-10469 A-10559

mailto:o22756@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Senthil Kumar
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:19:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Senthil Kumar

2004 Winterborne Drive
Cary, NC 27519

V-10470 A-10560

mailto:senthilmiami@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Nikkel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:19:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Nikkel

1926 N. Pearl St
Fayetteville, NC 28303

910-433-4462

V-10471 A-10561

mailto:nikkeldavid@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mike Upchurch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:19:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mike Upchurch

1401 Brices Creek Rd
New Bern, NC 28562

V-10472 A-10562

mailto:bricescreek@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Ward
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:19:41 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Ward

10312 Halesworth Drive
Cary, NC 27511

9196987412

V-10473 A-10563

mailto:lisa14q@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bonnie Schaefer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:19:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Schaefer

PO Box 1670
Blowing Rock, NC 28605

V-10474 A-10564

mailto:clexceo@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Tripp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:20:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jim Tripp

415 Otteray Ave
High Point, NC 27262

V-10475 A-10565

mailto:Naturaltrippsmassage@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Saul Zeballos
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:21:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Saul Zeballos

1204 Maplewood Ave
HIGH POINT, NC 27265

13368889772

V-10476 A-10566

mailto:saul.a.zeballos@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: C R McCall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:21:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's  proposed limits on carbon pollution, in the Clean Power Plan
 (CPP). As asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change continue to
 increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions - and creating JOBS in the renewable
 energy idustries.

We need a plan that works best for North Carolina communities!

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 PROTECT our clean air!

Thank you!

Sincerely,

C R McCall

3814 Horse Cove Rd
HIGHLANDS, NC 28741

404 273 9502

V-10477 A-10567

mailto:crmccall@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Becky McKee
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:22:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Becky McKee

PO Box 338
Cashiers, NC 28717

V-10478 A-10568

mailto:bmckee5096@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lee Crumpton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:22:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lee Crumpton

6520 Oak Grove Church Rd
Mebane, NC 27302

V-10479 A-10569

mailto:leeway@mebtel.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: phyllis koerv
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:22:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

phyllis koerv

701 copperline dr
unit 204
chapel hill, NC 27516

V-10480 A-10570

mailto:pkoerv@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Anderson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:22:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Anderson

4600 Schoolway Dr
Greensboro, NC 27406

V-10481 A-10571

mailto:mark4099.MA@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Carr
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:23:57 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Carr

1530 Queens Road  Apt 1203
Charlotte, NC 28207

7047779712

V-10482 A-10572

mailto:mich7474@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jean Pinkston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:24:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Get with the program and meet goals of the Clean Power Plan.

Sincerely,

Jean Pinkston

Po box 393
Enka, NC 28728

V-10483 A-10573

mailto:Jeancoatespinkston@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Pearce
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:24:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Pearce

300 Shearwater Dr Apt O
Durham, NC 27713

V-10484 A-10574

mailto:rgpearce@ncsu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rene Lacore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:25:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rene Lacore

323 Silversmith Lane
Charlott, NC 28270

V-10485 A-10575

mailto:rmlacore@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katherine Arrington
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:25:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine Arrington

1472 Brummetts Creek Road
Green Mountain, NC 28740

828-688-2277

V-10486 A-10576

mailto:kae.arrington@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Santiago Navia
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:25:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Santiago Navia

PO Box 5383
Davidson, NC 28035

V-10487 A-10577

mailto:snavia.jaramillo@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Hayden Fink
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:26:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Hayden Fink

150 Brittany Place Drive #H
Hendersonville, NC 28792

V-10488 A-10578

mailto:hayden.fink1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:27:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jim Williams

7704 Juniper Lane
Denver,  28037

V-10489 A-10579

mailto:Jimbaleka@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Huff
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:28:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Huff

161 School Rd
Asheville, NC 28806

V-10490 A-10580

mailto:jhuff22@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brace Boone III
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:28:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brace Boone III

408 Elm St
raleigh, NC 27604

V-10491 A-10581

mailto:bbooneiii@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bonnie Anthony
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:28:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Anthony

1325 Torrent Circle
Davidson, NC 28036

V-10492 A-10582

mailto:anthony.bonnie1981@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Terrence Clark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:29:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Terrence Clark

10 Chestnut Creek Rd
Candler, NC 28715

8286330892

V-10493 A-10583

mailto:terryclarkpsych@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Floyd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:31:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Floyd

2838 SEVEN MILE RIDGE RD
BURNSVILLE, NC 28847

V-10494 A-10584

mailto:lsfloyd@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amy Langenderfer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:31:40 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Langenderfer

302 Yorktown Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-10495 A-10585

mailto:alangenderfer@chccs.k12.nc.us
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Hix
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:31:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Hix

407 West Main Street apt.316
N Wilkesborp
Wilkesboro,  28697

336-981-6360

V-10496 A-10586

mailto:jenniferhix206@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tim Dickenson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:33:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tim Dickenson

108 Berkshire St
Greensboro, NC 27405

V-10497 A-10587

mailto:Beezmanjtd@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Erin Rice
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:33:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Erin Rice

2695 US Hwy 70
Connelly Springs, NC 28612

V-10498 A-10588

mailto:erinleerice@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ruby Hawley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:33:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ruby Hawley

5514 Rock Quarry Road
Raleigh, NC 27610

V-10499 A-10589

mailto:Drowningnixis@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: susan davis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:34:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

susan davis

44640 carmel vista lane
charlotte, NC 28226

V-10500 A-10590

mailto:cellobridge@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: whitney staub
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:37:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

whitney staub

308 Crossway Ln
Holly Springs, NC 27540

V-10501 A-10591

mailto:whitney.staub@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karla Heinen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:37:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karla Heinen

408 Northclift Drive
Raleigh, NC 27609

V-10502 A-10592

mailto:karlaheinen@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy Pierce
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:37:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judy Pierce

218 Cambridge Dr. Brevard, NC 28712
Brevard, NC 28712

8288856097

V-10503 A-10593

mailto:ilovesquirrels529@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Helen Fisher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:37:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

For the sake of YOUR grandchildren and their children's children, please protect their health and the world they live
 in.  Support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the
 Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with
 the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Please stand up for the health of our state and country and protect all of us.  We need you to accept the leadership
 role and find the courage required to stand up to the big business bullies.  Their agenda is NOT in the best interest
 of our health.   Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the
 right thing and protect the health of YOUR FAMILY in the years ahead.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helen Fisher

5222 Sunset Creek
Lenoir, NC 28645

8287580836

V-10504 A-10594

mailto:hmfisher416@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Merrix
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:37:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Merrix

813 Ruffin Street
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-10505 A-10595

mailto:mamerrix@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amitav Dash
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:37:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amitav Dash

Hasler Crescent
Guelph, Ontario 27518

V-10506 A-10596

mailto:adash@dubsanddash.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Katherine Wilcox
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:37:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Katherine Wilcox

1400 Terissa Drive
Charlotte, NC 28214

V-10507 A-10597

mailto:poorgal@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wolfgang Langheinrich
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:37:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wolfgang Langheinrich

2361 Brisbayne Cir
Raleigh, NC 27615

19196339394

V-10508 A-10598

mailto:wflangheinrich@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nick Welch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:38:17 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nick Welch

145 sugar magnolia dr
Mooresville, NC 28115

V-10509 A-10599

mailto:njwelch1776@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Wheeler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:38:17 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Wheeler

1403 Laurel St
New Bern, NC 28562

V-10510 A-10600

mailto:sndwhlr@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Catherine Deininger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:39:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine Deininger

124 Goldberry Lane
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-10511 A-10601

mailto:ckdeininger@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Claire Horne
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:40:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Claire Horne

404 Westwood Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-10512 A-10602

mailto:mclairehorne@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rebecca Mays
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:40:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Mays

20000 Davidson Concord
Davidson, NC 28036

V-10513 A-10603

mailto:Rebeccamays@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter Schubert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:40:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

One more thing:  please start acting in the interests of the citizens of North Carolina on this issue - not the interests
 of corporate polluters, no matter how much they lobby and donate to influence your actions.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Schubert

927 Bluestone Rd
Durham, NC 27713

V-10514 A-10604

mailto:schubyps@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Korey Deese
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:41:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Korey Deese

280 Honeysuckle Lm
Salisbury, NC 28146

V-10515 A-10605

mailto:Deese.korey@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Catherine Carter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:42:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As an allergy sufferer, and as a home solar panel owner, and as  beekeeper with a whole lot of
 dead bees, and as someone who gets just a wee bit tired of watching kids struggle to breathe with asthma, I really,
 REALLY support it.  And I'm not one bit pleased that North Carolina is being set up to fail under the CPP with the
 current environmental plan.

CPP and compliance with the CPP are  going to come eventually--they really are.  Why not now?  Why drag our
 feet for another year, or ten years, against what we know we have to do anyway?  What if NC actually got in front
 of some progressive curve for the first time in many, many years?  What would it feel like to be on the right side of
 history?  because honestly, right now, I can't remember.  Jog my memory here.  Do the right thing.  Submit a real
 plan, and let's go for some real compliance with a really good law.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine Carter

241 Oak Forest
Cullowhee, NC 28723

V-10516 A-10606

mailto:graytreefrog1@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Benjamin Dudley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:42:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). I am okay with a mild increase in my power bill, to have a clean environment, and believe me, I
 am not rich by any means. As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I have been told that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the
 federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Dudley

1030 Edgehill Road South
Apt. 213
Charlotte, NC 28207

9805857919

V-10517 A-10607

mailto:benjamintdudley@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Megan Tausz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:43:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Megan Tausz

811 Matthews commons dr apt 35
Matthews, NC 28105

V-10518 A-10608

mailto:Megtausz@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lena Gallitano
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:43:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lena Gallitano

2907 Hostetler St
Raleigh, NC 27609

919-571-0388

V-10519 A-10609

mailto:lena_gallitano@ncsu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marilyn Constine
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:43:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Constine

337 Lake Knoll Ct
Lewisville, NC 27023

V-10520 A-10610

mailto:mgconstine@Aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: chandler case
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:43:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

chandler case

5016 out island drive
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-10521 A-10611

mailto:chandlercase97@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margie Brockmiller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:43:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margie Brockmiller

300 Timbercreek Hts Rd
Maggie Valley, NC 28751

8285075231

V-10522 A-10612

mailto:msbrockmil@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dana Antonuccio
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:43:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dana Antonuccio

4007 Sedgewick Rd
Indian Trail, NC 28079

V-10523 A-10613

mailto:dantonuccio1@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Wolfe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:43:41 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Wolfe

9 Spinet St
asheville, NC 28806

V-10524 A-10614

mailto:lisawolfe99@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: susan thompson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:43:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support the Clean Power Plan presented by our federal officials.  The future of our descendants depends on
 our care of the environment.

Sincerely,

susan thompson

230 Old Mill Road
gettysburg, PA 17325

V-10525 A-10615

mailto:sthompso910@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carolyne Pridgen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:45:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyne Pridgen

341  Farm View CT
Winterville, NC 28590

V-10526 A-10616

mailto:mspridgen2u@centurylink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Suzy T Kane
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:45:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Suzy T Kane

100 Braxlo Lane
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-10527 A-10617

mailto:suzytkane@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nathan Peterson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:46:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nathan Peterson

211 Pearson St
WILSON, NC 27893

V-10528 A-10618

mailto:fhmsnathan@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Promise Conner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:46:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Promise Conner

800 S York St
Apt 3401
Gastonia, NC 28052

V-10529 A-10619

mailto:promiseconner@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Ann Walton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:47:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Ann Walton

7807 Beachcomber Court
Wilmington, NC 28411

V-10530 A-10620

mailto:waltonmaryann@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: corey lewis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:49:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

corey lewis

3103 Cashwell Drive
GOLDSBORO, NC 27534

9193442436

V-10531 A-10621

mailto:sebastianroth919@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Monica Black
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:49:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Monica Black

1012 35th Ave Ln NE
Hickory, NC 28601

V-10532 A-10622

mailto:mcarpenter2@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Hilary Lithgow
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:49:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Hilary Lithgow

1727 Homestead Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-10533 A-10623

mailto:h.edwards.lithgow@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica Hill
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:49:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Hill

329 Cheeks Lane
Graham, NC 27253

V-10534 A-10624

mailto:hilljl1986@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jon Pfundstein
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:49:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jon Pfundstein

409 Summit Street APT 1a
Winston-Salem, NC 27101

V-10535 A-10625

mailto:JonPfundstein@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Arida E. Emrys
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:50:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Arida E. Emrys

140 Arthur Road
Asheville, NC 28806

V-10536 A-10626

mailto:aeemrys@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Uzma Ahmed
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:51:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Uzma Ahmed

2940 Isaac's place
Greensboro, NC 27408

V-10537 A-10627

mailto:uzmahd@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Mackie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:51:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Mackie

110 Willow Trace Circle Apt.6
Clemmons, NC 27012

V-10538 A-10628

mailto:Ljmackie61@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: nickki hearn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:52:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

nickki hearn

1741 blackbery rd
boone, NC 28607

V-10539 A-10629

mailto:toadz@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: WJ Richardson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:52:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP).

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

WJ Richardson

3712 Bryn Mawr Ct
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-10540 A-10630

mailto:wjr131@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: aramati ishaya
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:55:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

aramati ishaya

1263 Cedarline Lane
Winston-Salem, NC 27103

V-10541 A-10631

mailto:aramati1@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cashin Hunt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:55:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cashin Hunt

2333 Rosewood Ave
Winston-Salem, NC 27103

V-10542 A-10632

mailto:cashinhunt@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: steve kye
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:55:38 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

steve kye

3613 hall rd
rougemont, NC 27572

V-10543 A-10633

mailto:blueskye1957@frontier.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alan Wyrick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:55:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alan Wyrick

608 apt C Fourth St
Spencer, NC 28159

V-10544 A-10634

mailto:lassoharp@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Moriarty
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:55:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daniel Moriarty

4821 Maple Ave
Wilmington, NC 28403

5613125780

V-10545 A-10635

mailto:sshl@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Stone
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:56:15 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Stone

1337 ILEAGNES Road
Raleigh, NC 27603

V-10546 A-10636

mailto:mstone803@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Mercep
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:58:12 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Mercep

3627 Plantation Rd
Morehead City, NC 28557

2522409689

V-10547 A-10637

mailto:wmercep@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Hastings
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Energy
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:07:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As evidenced by our recent issues with the coal ash generated by years of Duke Energy use of coal, it makes sense,
 in more ways than one, to pursue a policy of clean, renewable energy for North Carolina.  The costs associated with
 the clean up of coal ash, along with the varied health risks associated with the use of fossil fuels for energy
 generating, make it clear that North Carolina must pursue a course toward clean energy.

Sincerely,

Robert Hastings

732 N. Oakwood Drive
Statesville, NC 28677

V-10548 A-10638

mailto:hastings5501@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Scott
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Support Legal Clean Air
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:07:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Now is NOT the time for Gov McCrory and his administration to cave in to Republican opponents of clean air and
 water standards.  Big Business will always oppose higher standards because they only see short term costs instead
 of long term investment in a better future.  Do the right thing--for all of us!

Sincerely,

Thomas Scott

222 Queens Road Apt 64
Charlotte, NC 28204

9318088282

V-10549 A-10639

mailto:Thomas.e.scott3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rita Eilenberg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:07:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rita Eilenberg

17425 Grand Central Way
Cornelius, NC 28031

V-10550 A-10640

mailto:rita@vegan101.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anthony Gordon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:07:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anthony Gordon

132 Headwaters Dr
Hampstead, NC 28443

9896319716

V-10551 A-10641

mailto:agordon@lwta.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kayla O"Neill
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:07:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kayla O'Neill

13817 Bramborough Rd
Huntersville, NC 28078

V-10552 A-10642

mailto:Kaylamarieoneill@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dr. David Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:07:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dr. David Johnson

8 Hilltop Rd
Asheville, NC 28803

V-10553 A-10643

mailto:djohnson12@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Parker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:07:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Parker

108 Maybank Ct
Durham,  27713

9195448557

V-10554 A-10644

mailto:parkerce2000@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Colleen Ipock
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:07:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Colleen Ipock

1848 Hwy 55 east
Kinston, NC 28501

V-10555 A-10645

mailto:colleenipock@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Shirley Snyder
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:07:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shirley Snyder

5120 Prices Creek Dr
Southport, NC 28461

V-10556 A-10646

mailto:bkssnyder@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leonard Lopatin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:07:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leonard Lopatin

42 Larchmont Road
Asheville, NC 28804

V-10557 A-10647

mailto:llopatin@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tom Reedy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:07:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tom Reedy

1145 Old Weaver Trail
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-10558 A-10648

mailto:tjcaoga@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Whit Scott
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:07:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Whit Scott

301 Pebble Springs Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-10559 A-10649

mailto:Whitrandscott@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Angela Hortman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:07:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Angela Hortman

1705 Fulton Ave
Charlotte, NC 28205

V-10560 A-10650

mailto:angelahortman@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: eric cedergren
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean air in NC
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:08:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please protect our air.  Do not allow pollution from other states.

Sincerely,

eric cedergren

1012 Hannah Branch Road
Burnsville, NC 28714

V-10561 A-10651

mailto:cedergren.eric26@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laurie Corral
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Idoiotic
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:08:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Let's talk solutions, not be part of the problem. Dumb as a bag of rocks - is the phrase my father uses and you don't
 want to hear him saying it to YOU! McCrory is an idiot of the first degree.

Sincerely,

Laurie Corral

81 N Liberty St
Asheville, NC 28801

V-10562 A-10652

mailto:lauriecorral@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Larissa Bowman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:10:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Larissa Bowman

425 Flat Top Mountain Rd
Fairview, NC 28730

8286063422

V-10563 A-10653

mailto:mvp@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gary Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:10:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gary Smith

2712 Lochmore Dr
Raleigh, NC 27608

9197876539

V-10564 A-10654

mailto:smithgk@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rica xxxx
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:10:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rica xxxx

xxxx
Whiteville, NC 28472

V-10565 A-10655

mailto:nodaway1@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Jeffries
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:10:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Jeffries

13005 Hanford Ct
Raleigh,  27614

V-10566 A-10656

mailto:Tljeffrries@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: J Chambers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:13:41 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It is now time for your Administration to do something positive for the future of North Carolina and our children
 and grandchildren.

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

J Chambers

3905 Southampton Court
Greenville, NC 27834

V-10567 A-10657

mailto:emmacatherinewalker@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ashley Baldwin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:13:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ashley Baldwin

830 Mill River Rd
Jacksonville, NC 28540

V-10568 A-10658

mailto:ashley.baldwin0721@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jill Green
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:13:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jill Green

770 Monroeton Rd
Reidsville, NC 27320

V-10569 A-10659

mailto:jilligreen@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melynna Dowd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:14:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melynna Dowd

148 Valley Oak Ct
Lexington, NC 27295

V-10570 A-10660

mailto:ruby421.md@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: IAN O"HAGAN
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:15:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

IAN O'HAGAN

542 OHAGAN WAY
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-10571 A-10661

mailto:ian.ohagan@fujifilm.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Smalley-McMahan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:15:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Smalley-McMahan

602 N Bloodworth St
Raleigh, NC 27604

V-10572 A-10662

mailto:blsmcmahan@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Corinne Andersen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:19:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Corinne Andersen

134 Castle Court
Washington, NC 27889

V-10573 A-10663

mailto:coriander342@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: alice southerland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:19:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

alice southerland

3085 us hwy 117 s
burgaw, NC 28425

V-10574 A-10664

mailto:maleimone@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Abdul Hakeem, Ph.D., N.D.
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:20:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Abdul Hakeem, Ph.D., N.D.

5603  W. Friendly Ave., Ste. B
Greensboro, NC 27410

336   285-7094

V-10575 A-10665

mailto:drhakeem1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Lester
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:20:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Don't fail the goals of the Clean Power Plan

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Lester

218 Ridge Trail
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-10576 A-10666

mailto:trishalester1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leslie Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:22:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leslie Johnson

3005 Stonecutter Circle
Fayetteville, NC 28306

(910) 522-7183

V-10577 A-10667

mailto:larm007@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: manuela wolter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:22:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

manuela wolter

villareal
Tamarindo
san-jose, IA

V-10578 A-10668

mailto:mwolter61@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katherine Pierse
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:25:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine Pierse

1404 Pebble Creek Crossing
Durham, NC 27713

V-10579 A-10669

mailto:kpierse@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: heather braithwaite
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:25:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

heather braithwaite

7518 masonboro sound rd
wilmington, NC 28409

9193972793

V-10580 A-10670

mailto:heatherbraithwaite@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Gerwin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:25:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Gerwin

1008 Ravenwood Dr
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-10581 A-10671

mailto:birdnerdie@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Astrid Keup
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:25:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Astrid Keup

Löhrbachsgraben 5
Allendorf,  35469

V-10582 A-10672

mailto:astridkeup@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia Nevins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:25:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Nevins

6595 Gramby Notch Way
Ocean Isle Beach, NC 28469

V-10583 A-10673

mailto:cnevins@prodigy.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Ridings
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:27:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brian Ridings

5735 timbertop Ln
Charlotte, NC 28215

V-10584 A-10674

mailto:Brian.ridings@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jerry Hufton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:28:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jerry Hufton

1641 Jonestown Rd
Winston Salem, NC 27103

V-10585 A-10675

mailto:jerryhufton@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anthony Willoughby
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:28:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anthony Willoughby

3726apt-a pagehudson Dr farmville nc
Farmville, NC 27828

2524138108

V-10586 A-10676

mailto:awilloughby033@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diane Dotson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:28:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Dotson

132 Lismark Drive
Mooresville, NC 28117

V-10587 A-10677

mailto:ddotson@g.clemson.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann McCarty
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:28:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ann McCarty

8804 Dapple Grey Road
Oak Ridge, NC 27310

V-10588 A-10678

mailto:annmccarty@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jean Marie Vinecourt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:31:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jean Marie Vinecourt

400 W. North St
Raleigh, NC 27603

V-10589 A-10679

mailto:jeanmarievinecourt@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: D. McDermott
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:31:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

D. McDermott

8 Shops Creek Estates Drive
Asheville, NC 28805

V-10590 A-10680

mailto:artlover125@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James young
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:31:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James young

194 West ave
Lexington, NC 27295

V-10591 A-10681

mailto:jamesethridgeyoung@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: kathy loftis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:32:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

kathy loftis

1551 plantation trail
Gastonia, MT 28056

V-10592 A-10682

mailto:kathyrloftis@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maryphyllis Horn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:32:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP).  For the health of all humans and animals in this state, we should be working towards reducing
 our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail," the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maryphyllis Horn

24 Creekside Circle
Pittsboro, NC 27312

919-542-0260

V-10593 A-10683

mailto:mphorn22@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wendy Outland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:34:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wendy Outland

PO Box 1382
Asheville, NC 28801

V-10594 A-10684

mailto:whoknowsart@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Hughes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power, Please!
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:34:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As important as everything else is, NOTHING is more important than insuring that we have a  healthy and clean
 planet on which to build our future upon.

Sincerely,

William Hughes

7906 Boars Head Ct
Charlotte, NC 28214

7046895489

V-10595 A-10685

mailto:dantes1031@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Fiedler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:34:16 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air. Your grandchildren will wonder what you were thinking if you choose the fossil fuel industry
 over their health.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Fiedler

2209 Lakenheath Ct
Raleigh, NC 27614

V-10596 A-10686

mailto:john.fiedler@ravenscroft.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Bagby
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:36:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Bagby

4253 carmel forest
Charlotte, NC 28226

V-10597 A-10687

mailto:Dbagby@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rives Yost
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:37:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rives Yost

87 Oakwood St
Asheville, NC 28806

V-10598 A-10688

mailto:rivesreayost@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Hancock
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:38:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Hancock

102 Oak Forest Lane, Apt. E
Dallas, NC 28034

V-10599 A-10689

mailto:jlibra.104@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diana Ford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:39:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diana Ford

55 Swanger Road
Asheville, NC 28805

530-906-0988

V-10600 A-10690

mailto:dianaford1315@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marcelle Malherbe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:40:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marcelle Malherbe

2 Hamlet On Avis
Windhoek, Namibia

V-10601 A-10691

mailto:Malherbemarcelle@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Hicks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:43:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Hicks

607 Wicker Street
Greensboro, NC 27403

3365542370

V-10602 A-10692

mailto:willbhicks@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephanie Holbrook
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:43:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Holbrook

98 Meadow Ave
Concord, NC 28025

V-10603 A-10693

mailto:kozmuntink@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leslie Morris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:43:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leslie Morris

24 Tampa Avenue
Asheville, NC 28806

V-10604 A-10694

mailto:lhm24@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim DeGrave
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:43:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jim DeGrave

35 Yorktown Circle
Arden, NC 28704

V-10605 A-10695

mailto:degravejc@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jonathan York
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:43:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jonathan York

1749 Brooks Avenue
Raleigh, NC 27607

V-10606 A-10696

mailto:Jyork2@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Garrett Fekette
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:43:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Garrett Fekette

ASU Box 15656
Boone, NC 28607

V-10607 A-10697

mailto:fekettegc@appstate.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kayla Benton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:46:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kayla Benton

3520 Stratford Blvd
Wilmington, NC 28403

9102007775

V-10608 A-10698

mailto:ncackgrl@Gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah McGiverin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:46:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). These limits protect all of us in North Carolina - both in the short term (by increasing our air
 quality) and in the long term (by reducing the threat of climate change - a real concern in a coastal state.) Working
 towards reducing our carbon emissions is a clear win for everybody who breathes in our state. And it creates new
 opportunities for clean energy startup businesses.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah McGiverin

1 Brunswick Ct
Durham, NC 27705

919-884-9258

V-10609 A-10699

mailto:sarah@mcgiverin.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susie Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:46:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susie Wilson

329 14th st sw
Hickory, NC 28602

8282178340

V-10610 A-10700

mailto:susiewilson39@gmsil.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: daniel bossut
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:49:40 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

daniel bossut

109 W 13th st
Greenville,  27834

V-10611 A-10701

mailto:danielbossut@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Farmer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:49:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Farmer

146 Mallard Lane
Boone, NC 28607

V-10612 A-10702

mailto:farmermd@appstate.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Farmer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:50:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Farmer

2830 Mayview Rd
Raleigh, NC 27607

V-10613 A-10703

mailto:farmermd@appstate.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Borrelli
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:50:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am in favor of keeping pollutants from our environment .

Sincerely,

Sandra Borrelli

1680 Hendersnville Road
Asheville, NC 28803

V-10614 A-10704

mailto:Sandy28803@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amanda York
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:50:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amanda York

10185 Rockfish Road
Raeford, NC 28376

V-10615 A-10705

mailto:ayork354@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Montgomery
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:50:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Montgomery

1802 Egret Street SW
Shallotte, NC 28470

V-10616 A-10706

mailto:dmontgom51@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Albrecht
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:50:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Albrecht

albrechtwj@gmail.com
albrechtwj@gmail.com
Atkinson, NC 28421

V-10617 A-10707

mailto:albrechtwj@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Nipper
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:51:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Nipper

40 Pine St. East
Lillington, NC 27546

9108935851

V-10618 A-10708

mailto:martynipper@centurylink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: lorraine barrie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:53:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

lorraine barrie

15 kulanihakoi
kihei, HI 96753

V-10619 A-10709

mailto:lbarrie@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Nazzaro
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:55:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Nazzaro

10020 Calava Court
Union, KY 41091

V-10620 A-10710

mailto:pasn201@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Sauer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:55:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed (NO, I AM DUMBFOUNDED) that you and your environmental agency are purposefully
 setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is
 ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a
 plan that works best for North Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in
 Washington to determine what is best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy.  I DEMAND THAT YOU do
 the right thing and protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Sauer

513 A 26th Ave NE
Hickory, NC 28601

8283222744

V-10621 A-10711

mailto:rjsauer@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sue Payne
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:55:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sue Payne

1004 Red Oak Dr
Hendersonville, NC 28791

V-10622 A-10712

mailto:spayneinnc@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michele Pitcavage
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:55:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michele Pitcavage

154 Whisperwood Drive
Hendersonville, NC 28791

V-10623 A-10713

mailto:Mmichpit@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lena Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:55:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lena Smith

7511 Bartonshire Ct
Oak Ridge, NC 27310

V-10624 A-10714

mailto:lenasmith111494@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Denise Conner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:56:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Denise Conner

311 Bond Lake Dr
Cary, NC 27513

V-10625 A-10715

mailto:Deniselconner@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:56:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Jones

217 Ewbank Drive
Hendersonville, NC 28791

V-10626 A-10716

mailto:DoGoodX100@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Barber
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 12:58:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Barber

929 Marguerite Dr
winston-sale, NC 27106

V-10627 A-10717

mailto:cygnetride@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Quinton Sinclair
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Don"t support pollution in our state!
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:01:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Do what's right! Hold companies responsible for pollution and protect our environment.

Sincerely,

Quinton Sinclair

140 Sturbridge Dr
Charlotte, NC 28214

V-10628 A-10718

mailto:1qsinclair@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Pope
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:02:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph Pope

5001 putter lane
Kitty hawk, NC 27949

V-10629 A-10719

mailto:Joseph.pope@aol.cim
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Edwards
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:02:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Edwards

10400 cedar circle drive
Charlotte, NC 28210

19193451409

V-10630 A-10720

mailto:utvolsfan@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carolyn Mayzik
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:03:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Mayzik

220 E. Illinois Ave  Unit 7
Southern Pines, NC 28387

V-10631 A-10721

mailto:cmayzik@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robin Bradley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:03:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robin Bradley

215 Brookwood Ave
Wilmington, NC 28403

617-997-3853

V-10632 A-10722

mailto:robindskees@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda McGowen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:03:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda McGowen

106 Ethel Dr
Emerald isle, NC 28594

V-10633 A-10723

mailto:L_mcgowen@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mitch Easter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:04:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mitch Easter

1001 N. Main St
Kernersville, NC 27284

V-10634 A-10724

mailto:mitcheaster3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anu Bala
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:05:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anu Bala

NCSU
Raleigh,  27695

V-10635 A-10725

mailto:anubala16@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Evan Kane
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:06:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that Governor McCrory and the leadership of DEQ are purposefully setting North Carolina
 up to fail with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is designed to fail, the
 Department of Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for
 North Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what
 is best for our state. This is a cynical move that is simply unacceptable from a public agency.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Evan Kane

2728 Van Dyke Ave
None
Raleigh, NC 27607

V-10636 A-10726

mailto:evanokane@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wendy Wieber
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:07:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wendy Wieber

195 Sigmon Rd
Fletcher, NC 28732

V-10637 A-10727

mailto:Webear143@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amanda Brandt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:07:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amanda Brandt

374 Ferry Rd
Hertford, NC 27944

757-630-7814

V-10638 A-10728

mailto:strom151_3@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Denise Paulsen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean energy
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:07:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Keep NC clean

Sincerely,

Denise Paulsen

1218 Morris rd
Pittsboro
Pittsboto, NC 27312

V-10639 A-10729

mailto:Deluna100@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Martha Langer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:07:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Martha Langer

41 Rabbit Ridge Dr
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-10640 A-10730

mailto:Mlfl2132@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Leccese
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:07:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Leccese

809 Brookdale Lane
Stanley, NC 28164

V-10641 A-10731

mailto:bleccese@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joyce McCloy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:08:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joyce McCloy

212 Evergreen Dr
Winston Salem, NC 27106

V-10642 A-10732

mailto:joycemccloy@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Vincent
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)NCDEQ clean power plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:08:20 PM

David Vincent from Durham, NC writes:

The NC Department of Environmental Quality's draft “plan” does not go far enough to ensure a clean air and clean
 energy future for North Carolina.

•This "plan" does not include investing in renewable energy or energy-efficiency technologies. These are two of the
 fastest-growing, most economically successful, and environmentally-friendly industries in North Carolina right
 now.

•This "plan" was drafted without a robust stakeholder process as directed by the U.S. Environmental Protection
 Agency. In particular, North Carolina's most vulnerable communities were not invited to participate about an issue
 that disproportionately impacts low-income communities and minorities.

•This "plan" is the most expensive option.

It’s time NCDEQ take this process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I
 implore everyone involved to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our
 state’s people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): dsaber66@aol.com

First Name: David

Last Name: Vincent

City: Durham
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27712

V-10643 A-10733

mailto:dsaber66@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


V-10644 A-10734



From: Katherine Lowrance
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:09:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). The science on climate change is clear, and we need to take action now to have any hope of
 lessening its impact on our health and economy.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine Lowrance

2900 Dellwood Dr
Greensboro,  27408

V-10645 A-10735

mailto:kittylowrance@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: norma marshall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:10:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

NC needs a Clean Power Plan that will move our environment toward better standards to preserve the planet and the
 health of its people.

Sincerely,

norma marshall

21 gatehouse ln
greensboro, NC 27407

V-10646 A-10736

mailto:norma.marshall@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pat Familar
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:10:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pat Familar

PO Box 27    14 Cypress Creek Drive
Gatesville, NC 27938

2523570110

V-10647 A-10737

mailto:pfamilar@arlnc.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tom Coulson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean air act
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:10:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please stop ruining our air in favor of the utilities. Yes I understand that it's expensive to run clean utilities, but we
 only have one earth. If we ruin this world for profits, we are all doomed.

Sincerely,

Tom Coulson

680 Reems cove rd
Marshall, NC 28753

V-10648 A-10738

mailto:coulso_l@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Spencer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:10:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Gov.Pat McCory

Sincerely,

Michael Spencer

9704 Manus ct
Matthews, NC 28105

V-10649 A-10739

mailto:Mspencer2369@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Beth Carter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:11:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Beth Carter

102 Libby Lane
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-10650 A-10740

mailto:Mbcoexist@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dale Bente
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:12:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dale Bente

239 Maple St
Islip, NY 11751

6312776537

V-10651 A-10741

mailto:Dbseahorse@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tony Murnahan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:13:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tony Murnahan

6600 Gordon Williams rd
Godwin, NC 28344

V-10652 A-10742

mailto:Openupacan@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Jacobson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:13:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Jacobson

508 Metcalf St
New Bern, NC 28560

252-633-1033

V-10653 A-10743

mailto:jjjacobson@washjeff.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Parker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:14:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Parker

7980 Chapel Hill Road
Suite 101
Cary, NC 27513

V-10654 A-10744

mailto:parker@stallsmedical.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rosemary Schmidt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:15:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Schmidt

13310 Pierre Reverdy Dr
Davidson, NC 28036

V-10655 A-10745

mailto:rtaylors@sulb.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan DeLaney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:16:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan DeLaney

1045 Clearwater Lake Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

919-960-7177

V-10656 A-10746

mailto:drdelaneynd@mail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Todd Fields
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:16:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Todd Fields

2413 Pleasant Union Church Rd
Raleigh, NC 27614

V-10657 A-10747

mailto:toddfields@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sean Purdy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:16:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sean Purdy

807 Brookhaven Drive
Durham, NC 27707

9199718856

V-10658 A-10748

mailto:stpurdy@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karin Noland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:17:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). We should be working to protect our state's environment and natural beauty, and to maintain a
 healthy environment for generations to come.

It's disappointing to see public figures bowing to political pressure in this regard. By championing a plan that is
 ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a
 plan that works best for North Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in
 Washington to determine what is best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karin Noland

4003 Swarthmore Road
Durham, NC 27707

V-10659 A-10749

mailto:knoland77@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy Payne
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:17:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judy Payne

1105 W. Lenoir Street
Raleigh, NC 27603

V-10660 A-10750

mailto:judyjude@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol H. Perry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:19:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol H. Perry

10703 Pinnacle Mtn. Rd
Hendersonville
NC,  28739

V-10661 A-10751

mailto:carolandboperry@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: KATHLEEN MCQUAID
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:19:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

KATHLEEN MCQUAID

802 Brooklyn St
Raleigh, NC 27605

V-10662 A-10752

mailto:kemcquaid@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debora Horning
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:19:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debora Horning

3619 Marlowe Avenue
Winston Salem, NC 27106

V-10663 A-10753

mailto:debhorn@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nina Gordev
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:19:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nina Gordev

3441 N Croatan Hwy
1914
Kitty Hawk, NC 27949

2527058955

V-10664 A-10754

mailto:AMAZEMETWICE@GMAIL.COM
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: E. Houston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:19:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

E. Houston

Hillsborough Ave
Hillsborough, NC 27278

V-10665 A-10755

mailto:responses098@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: mary mowery
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:20:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

mary mowery

po box 605
saluda, NC 28773

V-10666 A-10756

mailto:marymcleanmowery@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Moody
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean air
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:22:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It is long past time to stop supporting coal burning and support clean energy sources. Regulations should not be lead
 by lobbyists and should support clean air initiatives and the long term health of your constituents. Stop pollution!!

Sincerely,

David Moody

703 copperline dr Unit 203
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-10667 A-10757

mailto:mrmood@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Juliet van Otteren
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:22:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Juliet van Otteren

14 Skyview Court
asheville, NC 28803

V-10668 A-10758

mailto:juliet@jvop.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: April Andrews
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:23:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

April Andrews

PO Box 471
Warrenton, NC 27589

V-10669 A-10759

mailto:aprildandrews@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: bonita ryan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:25:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

bonita ryan

box 30
big valley, Alberta t0j0g0

(403) 876-0003

V-10670 A-10760

mailto:bonitamariaryan@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Becklund
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:25:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jim Becklund

3279 Hitching Post Rd
Apt 52
Dewitt, MI 48820

V-10671 A-10761

mailto:white_dog_man@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Frances Altman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean air and power
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:31:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please do what ever needs to be done to make sure the air we breathe in NC is clean and healthy.

Frances Altman
Hamlet. NC 28345

Sincerely,

Frances Altman

106 Hill St
Hamlet.                    NC.                           28345
Hamlet, NC 28345

V-10672 A-10762

mailto:francesaltman@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Corey Cavalier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:31:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Corey Cavalier

7905 Rooksley Court
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-10673 A-10763

mailto:cavalier@alumni.utexas.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Virginia Wheeler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:32:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Virginia Wheeler

13306 Pierre Reverdy Drive
Davidson, NC 28036

V-10674 A-10764

mailto:Virginiawheeler1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: P Burgess
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:33:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

P Burgess

8805 New Oak Lane
Huntersville,  28078

V-10675 A-10765

mailto:blufan15@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: c. klein
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:35:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

c. klein

30172 Pharr
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-10676 A-10766

mailto:cklein88@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nina Arshavsky
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Support the Clean Power Plan.
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:35:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Support the Clean Power Plan.

Sincerely,

Nina Arshavsky

104 Collinson Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

9192605444

V-10677 A-10767

mailto:narshavsky@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marsha Stopa
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:36:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marsha Stopa

225 Old Heath Rd
Brevard, NC 28712

V-10678 A-10768

mailto:stopamarsha@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christian Collins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:37:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Clean Power Plan (CPP), and urge you to do so for the sake of all of us in the now, and future
 generations to come (our communal legacy).
As an asthmatic for 24 years now, i am well aware of how childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina,
 and how that our lack of breathable air free from pollution is incredibly important to living as asthma free as
 possible.
Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christian Collins

1947 North Fork Road
Sylva, NC 28779

V-10679 A-10769

mailto:avantgardenorganicfarm@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Z. Vijay Director
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:38:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Z. Vijay Director

po box 970
Black Mountain, NC 28711

V-10680 A-10770

mailto:vijay@peertraining.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tracey Tran
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:39:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tracey Tran

7206
Northmoor Trace
Greensboro, NC 27455

3366389924

V-10681 A-10771

mailto:traceyanne00@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Madden
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:40:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Madden

412 Crestland Ave
Greensboro, NC 27401

V-10682 A-10772

mailto:bmadn@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Annette Musulin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:40:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Annette Musulin

2916 Escondido Farm Rd
Garner, NC 27529

V-10683 A-10773

mailto:katlady@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Snow
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:40:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Snow

1944 Sandhurst Dr
Charlotte, NC 28205

7045690166

V-10684 A-10774

mailto:pattsnow@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kenneth Morris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:43:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Morris

6497 WALDEN POND LN
SOUTHPORT, NC 28461

9104544133

V-10685 A-10775

mailto:kmorris@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Tiffany
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:43:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

...Do the right thing...
CONSERVATION is
CONSERVATIVE.

Sincerely,

Chris Tiffany

PO Box 25331
Durham, NC 27702

V-10686 A-10776

mailto:CATiffany@GMAIL.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Caroline Schacht
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:46:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Caroline Schacht

1403 Warwick Circle
Winterville, NC 28590

V-10687 A-10777

mailto:cSCHACHT@SUDDENLINK.NET
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Loretta Wells
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:47:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Loretta Wells

4170 Herman Sipe Road
Conover, NC 28613

8283814675

V-10688 A-10778

mailto:lorettamw@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Clay Strohman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:49:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Clay Strohman

104 trailwood dr
Hubert, NC 28539

V-10689 A-10779

mailto:Claystro10@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jolene Jarrell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:49:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jolene Jarrell

3204 Hardenridge Ct
Apex, NC 27539

9192674964

V-10690 A-10780

mailto:jjarrell227@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Unice McMullen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:50:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Unice McMullen

415 Savannah Dr
Jacksonville, NC 28546

V-10691 A-10781

mailto:unice.mcmullen@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Powell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Carbon Pollution Standards
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:50:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

NC is required to  submit a plan for following the standards set in the Clean Power Plan. Please do so immediately.
 The people in power (this means you) do not seem to care what kind of planet we leave to our children and
 grandchildren; they are much more concerned with political favoritism and making as much money as they can in
 the short run.

Sincerely,

Judith Powell

Wycliff Rd
Raleigh, NC 27607

V-10692 A-10782

mailto:Kabuki@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kylah Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:51:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kylah Moore

71 Southbrook Lane
Sanford, NC 27332

3072876486

V-10693 A-10783

mailto:moorekylah@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leslee Kirkconnell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:51:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leslee Kirkconnell

606 Magnolia Street
Bowling Green, KY 42103

V-10694 A-10784

mailto:nykernfla@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: david kindred
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: pollution
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:52:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It's time to decide who you work for, the citizens of this formerly great state, or the corrupt polluters.

Sincerely,

david kindred

922 Dillard St
greensboro, NC 27403

3363920768

V-10695 A-10785

mailto:kindreddrums@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Clark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:55:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Clark

16419 Golden River Ln
Charlotte, NC 28277

V-10696 A-10786

mailto:moonstarlight77@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Fyffe Aschenbrenner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean NC
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:56:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

North Carolina is a state with intense and varied natural beauty. This lures people to come here to visit or live.
When we destroy our natural surroundings with pollution, we're cutting off our nose to spite our face.
Please, move forward to saving our resources.

Sincerely,

Fyffe Aschenbrenner

15 Mountaingbrook Rd
Asheville, NC 28805

V-10697 A-10787

mailto:onefyffe@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rene DePottey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:58:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rene DePottey

6304 Maplebrook Ln
Flint, MI 48507

8108753623

V-10698 A-10788

mailto:musicallaroundme04@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Weeks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 1:58:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Weeks

608 Timothy Drive
Elizabeth City, NC 27909

2523357525

V-10699 A-10789

mailto:pepperman7@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Toni Becker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:00:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Toni Becker

2868 Navajo avenue
Winston Salem, NC 27103

V-10700 A-10790

mailto:empowerment21@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Willingham
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:00:40 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph Willingham

3840 Colebrook Road
Charlotte, NC 28215

V-10701 A-10791

mailto:joewilli@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eve Olive
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:02:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eve Olive

5815 Mount Sinai Road
Durham, NC 27705

V-10702 A-10792

mailto:eveolive@frontier.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maricruz Robledo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:04:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maricruz Robledo

5523 NC HWY 55
Durham, NC 27713

V-10703 A-10793

mailto:cruz_2008@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jasmine Robles
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:04:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jasmine Robles

240 olin loop
Olin, NC 28660

V-10704 A-10794

mailto:jasminerobles0@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ned Lemieux
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:04:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We shouldn't have to live in fear for our health, the health and welfare of our children, nor the slow poisoning of our
 land/water/air. You, especially, Governor, have allowed this to go on for far too long, starting with your stint at
 Duke Energy. Now, you're their lapdog, and together with your 'team', have hindered, buried, and then largely
 ignored every attempt by citizens and groups to have something done about the crimes against us you've helped
 perpetrate. You should be charged in federal court with these crimes, and made to pay the penalty.

Sincerely,

Ned Lemieux

Gooden Dr
9616
Fayetteville, NC 28314

V-10705 A-10795

mailto:ned.lemieux@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ceba Jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:04:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ceba Jackson

6816 Uppingham Rd
Fayetteville, NC 28306

V-10706 A-10796

mailto:cebajack@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:04:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ann Jones

9617 rock creek rd
Raleigh, NC 27613

V-10707 A-10797

mailto:Anniedeauxjones@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: mira Kostak
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:04:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

mira Kostak

1311 Dobson Drive
Waxhaw, NC 28173

7042563628

V-10708 A-10798

mailto:miraandgirls@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Francis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:07:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Francis

629 Angelica Circle
Cary, NC 27518

V-10709 A-10799

mailto:mark.e.francis.53@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Taji Elmor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:07:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Taji Elmor

746 Jim grant avenue
sneads ferry, NC 28460

V-10710 A-10800

mailto:Taji.elmor@dliflc.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Vincent
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:08:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Vincent

224 Galverston Dr
Durham, NC 27712

9194791239

V-10711 A-10801

mailto:dsaber66@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: G.D. Anderson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:13:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

G.D. Anderson

313 N. Estes Dr
Chapel  Hill, NC 27514

V-10712 A-10802

mailto:glaire.and@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mike Spruell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:13:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mike Spruell

105 Kilborne Rd
Mooresville, NC 28117

7049077907

V-10713 A-10803

mailto:mspruell@mi-connection.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tamika Terrell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:13:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.
Tamika Terrell
4224 Quail High Blvd
Morrisville

Sincerely,

Tamika Terrell

4224 Quail High Blvd
4224 Quail High Blvd
Morrisville, NC 27560

336-575-8093

V-10714 A-10804

mailto:tamikacterrell@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly Flowers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:16:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Flowers

6288 Parker Street SW
Ocean Isle Beach, NC 28469

V-10715 A-10805

mailto:flowers.kimberly93@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Cardarelli
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:19:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Cardarelli

2423 Hoyt Street
Winston-Salem, NC 27103

V-10716 A-10806

mailto:jfcardarelli@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Atherton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:19:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Atherton

32 spears ave
Asheville, NC 28801

V-10717 A-10807

mailto:Paixeamor@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Betsy West
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:19:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Betsy West

5955 Globe Rd
Lenoir, NC 28645

V-10718 A-10808

mailto:surefire40@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Hale
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:20:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Sustainable energy! NOW! We can no longer wait for changes. Humankind's longevity, health, and planet demands
 that we address these challenges NOW and make changes for a sustainable future! 

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Hale

95 Hanover St
Asheville, NC 28806

3365772244

V-10719 A-10809

mailto:mshale314@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peggy Holliday
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:20:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peggy Holliday

209 Wetherburn Lane
Raleigh
Raleigh,  27625

9192191639

V-10720 A-10810

mailto:wordsbypeg40@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Crowley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:22:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please follow the federal Clean Power Plan guidelines.

Sincerely,

Bill Crowley

604 Mountain Quail Dr
Charlotte, NC 28216

V-10721 A-10811

mailto:billcrowley37@twc.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christina Lief
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:22:16 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christina Lief

251 Fennel Dun Circle
Candler, NC 28715

V-10722 A-10812

mailto:christina.lief@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alex East
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:25:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alex East

Bowen Hall
Raleigh, NC 27518

V-10723 A-10813

mailto:aweast@ncsu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Keli Carlson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:26:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Keli Carlson

100 W Seneca St
Ithaca, NY 14850

6072275407

V-10724 A-10814

mailto:keli.carlson@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beth Harvey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:31:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Harvey

1005 Black Oak Ct
Apex, NC 27502

V-10725 A-10815

mailto:sale3b@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carolyn Jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:31:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Jackson

102 Louis Armstrong court
Chapel Hill,  27514

V-10726 A-10816

mailto:vision612012@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Stephens
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:34:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Stephens

2614 Columbia Ave
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-10727 A-10817

mailto:purplergtp@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lois Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:37:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lois Miller

4717 JOHNSON POND RD
APEX, NC 27539

9199068748

V-10728 A-10818

mailto:laoisme65@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherrie Huffman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:37:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sherrie Huffman

P. O. Box 1673
Flat Rock, NC 28731

V-10729 A-10819

mailto:sherriehmills@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brenda Peters
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:38:15 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brenda Peters

2800 Pearwood Ct
Matthews, NC 28105

704-847-0984

V-10730 A-10820

mailto:petersslp@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cathy Powers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:39:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cathy Powers

292 Huntington Rd
Lake Lure, NC 28746

V-10731 A-10821

mailto:cdpowers7@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katherina Dimov
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:39:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherina Dimov

1001 Macon Dr
Winston Salem, NC 27106

V-10732 A-10822

mailto:katherinadimov@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Courtney Worthen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:43:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Courtney Worthen

901 Moses Court
Apt. A
Raleigh, NC 27604

3369714291

V-10733 A-10823

mailto:courtneyn4@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Emily Brassell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:43:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emily Brassell

5506 Turkey Farm Rd
Durham, NC 27705

V-10734 A-10824

mailto:brassell.emily@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Louise Lockwood-Zorowski
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:43:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Louise Lockwood-Zorowski

103 windy rush lane
Cary, NC 27518

V-10735 A-10825

mailto:Lockwoodzorowski@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tara Craw
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:43:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tara Craw

54 old shoals rd
Arden, NC 28704

V-10736 A-10826

mailto:tcraw322@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Frank Dain
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:43:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Frank Dain

408 Holly Lane
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-10737 A-10827

mailto:fwdain@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gary Purgason
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:44:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gary Purgason

331 crowder rd
Madison, NC 27025

V-10738 A-10828

mailto:b_purgason@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rachael Langley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:46:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rachael Langley

3036 Bristol Creek Dr
Morrisville, NC 27560

V-10739 A-10829

mailto:rllangley09@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Leon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Pollution
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:46:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please wake up and realize that the long term survival of our planet is more important than your short term goals of
 making money and getting reelected. It won't matter if we have jobs if we can't breathe the air or drink the water.
 We have to consider future generations, not just our own selfish pleasures.

Sincerely,

Mary Leon

7731 Snow Camp Rd
Snow Camp, NC 27349

7346782972

V-10740 A-10830

mailto:mardiepox@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: ilana dubester
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:49:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

ilana dubester

97 box turtle road
pittsboro, NC 27312

V-10741 A-10831

mailto:ilana@dubester.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Burris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Polution
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:49:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We have to change the way we Power our country. If we don't change it Will be to late.

Sincerely,

William Burris

1905 Belcrest Drive
Greensboro, NC 27406

336-954-3800

V-10742 A-10832

mailto:willburris577@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Phillips
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean energy
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:49:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Support the Clean Power Plan, not polluters, not business, not profit, not the billionaires.

Sincerely,

Richard Phillips

4221 King Edward Ct
Greensboro, NC 27455

V-10743 A-10833

mailto:rhpabp@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter Landstrom
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:49:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Landstrom

435 Nicks Bnd W
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-10744 A-10834

mailto:peterssusanb@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Caitlin Patton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:52:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Caitlin Patton

6019 paddington ct
Charlotte, NC 28277

V-10745 A-10835

mailto:Pattoncr2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Justine Koch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean air
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:53:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor McMcrory,
Clear air is not a privilege,  it is a right, one that you and your kind are stealing from us. Please correct your stance.

Sincerely,

Justine Koch

000
Charlotte, NC 28215

V-10746 A-10836

mailto:koch1@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Quinn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:57:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Quinn

223 Country Club Dr
Durham, NC 27712

V-10747 A-10837

mailto:lauratquinn@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Keri Gaddis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:58:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Keri Gaddis

310 Burr Rd
Marshall, NC 28753

V-10748 A-10838

mailto:Yogafitness@rocketmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David McKinnon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 2:58:16 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David McKinnon

5101 old liberty rd
Franklinville, NC 27248

V-10749 A-10839

mailto:davidmckinnon85@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Heather Stafford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:02:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heather Stafford

224 Sherwood Drive
Mount Airy, NC 27030

3367830166

V-10750 A-10840

mailto:staffordh@surry.k12.nc.us
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Richardson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Submit a Clean Power plan that meets the federal goals!
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:02:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

You must create a credible plan to protect our water supply, not only for us but for future generations.  It is time to
 wake up and help your citizens to live productive lives in a healthy clean environment!

Sincerely,

Mark Richardson

3200 Grey Fox Trail
Greenville, NC 27858

252-864-3941

V-10751 A-10841

mailto:RichardsonMark62@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rebecca Patton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:02:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Patton

200 Old Sunset Hill Rd
Hendersonville, NC 28792

V-10752 A-10842

mailto:silverfoxenterprises.patton@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lindsay Golden
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:03:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Golden

2603 A Spring Garden St
Greensboro, NC 27403

V-10753 A-10843

mailto:lindsayanngolden@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Winsor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Quit sucking up to your Duke Energy pals
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:06:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I did not vote for you. Your stalling on the coal ash spill is a travesty. Duke Energy knew exactly what they were
 doing and obviously didn't care. This is government by the people and for the people, not the other way around. If
 the people of this country were not so lazy and apathetic, then maybe we'd have guts to get together and demand
 action. If I had things my way, all of you political jerk offs would be the ones making minimum wage. I cannot
 think of enough politicians to count on one hand that are worth what they are being paid. In closing, please do the
 job you elected to do. We do not work for you, YOU WORK FOR US, SO GET YOUR SHIT TOGETHER!

Sincerely,

Richard Winsor

508 Park Ave
Durham, NC 27703

V-10754 A-10844

mailto:ordicon_2000@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vivian Cimino
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:07:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vivian Cimino

129 Stumpy Creek Rd
Mooresville
Mooresville, NC 28117

V-10755 A-10845

mailto:vivrit04@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Beeston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:08:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Beeston

155 OAK MEADOW RD
MOORESVILLE, NC 28115

(704) 662-2410

V-10756 A-10846

mailto:mbeeston@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julia Sendor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:09:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julia Sendor

3415 Arthur Minnis Rd
Hillsborough, NC 27278

4138845224

V-10757 A-10847

mailto:julia.b.sendor@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica Sangutei
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:09:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Sangutei

5407 Penrith Dr
Durham, NC 27713

V-10758 A-10848

mailto:Jessica.Sangutei@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marilyn Abel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:13:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Abel

115 South Arcadian Way
Mooresville, NC 28117

5853197319

V-10759 A-10849

mailto:memeelyn04@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Ogburn Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Responsible representation
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:13:16 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As a voter, tax payer, and life long North Carolinian I would expect my representatives at the executive / legislative
 levels and those hired to carry out policy to put the welfare of the citizens of this state ahead of the economic
 interests of energy giants. Please understand that the task you have been given to represent and protect the people of
 this state is your highest priority. Short term economic gains and savings are poor substitutes to long term benefits
 of clean air and water. Take a quick look at the situation in Flint, Michigan and you will observe how criminal
 leadership can lead to devastating long term consequences.

If you feel that I am being misled by the information I have read or wish to explain your justification for the plan
 you are submitting I welcome, and will read with open mind, your response.

Sincerely,

Richard Ogburn Jr

3130 Kinnamon Rd
Winston-Salem, NC 27104

3367682110

V-10760 A-10850

mailto:boangieogburn@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: anthony pyatt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:14:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

anthony pyatt

6256 karen dr
Claremont, NC 28610

V-10761 A-10851

mailto:takahatat.takamichi@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Al Gurganious
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:14:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Al Gurganious

211 S. Peterson St
Magnolia, NC 28453

V-10762 A-10852

mailto:gurganiousa@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Corbett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:15:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Corbett

1360 John Jones Rd
Bahama, NC 27503

V-10763 A-10853

mailto:hawkbite@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elaine Syres
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Take a deep breath
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:17:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I don't understand why strengthening clean air standards seems so anathema to you. Encouraging renewable energy
 must be a priority. North Carolina does not need new or expanding coal ash ponds, nor encouraging petroleum-
based fuels.

Look to a brighter and cleaner future for the children of the state.

Sincerely,

Elaine Syres

1919 Hudson Dr
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-10764 A-10854

mailto:techwriter.es@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynn Rieger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:19:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynn Rieger

95 Upper Brush Creek Rd
Marshall, NC 28753

V-10765 A-10855

mailto:lrieger@madisonk12.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: JOHN OKSANISH
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:19:41 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

JOHN OKSANISH

803 MELROSE ST
Winston-Salem, NC 27103

V-10766 A-10856

mailto:JMOKSBIZ@GMAIL.COM
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Montgomery
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:19:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Montgomery

269 Pleasant Hill Loop Road
Rutherfordton, NC 28139

V-10767 A-10857

mailto:nkoonemont@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julie Gupton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:20:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julie Gupton

370 Brewer Rd
Louisburg, NC 27549

V-10768 A-10858

mailto:dalalune@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tikki Foy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:22:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tikki Foy

2020 Redfern Way
Durham, NC 27707

V-10769 A-10859

mailto:tikkfoy@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Walter Johnston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:22:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Walter Johnston

3939 Glenwood Ace
Raleigh, NC 27612

V-10770 A-10860

mailto:wejii@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michele Skeele
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:25:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michele Skeele

519 3rd Ave Westd
Hendersonville, NC 28739

V-10771 A-10861

mailto:skeele@morrisbb.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Bartel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:26:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Bartel

11519 Essex Fells Dr
Charlotte, NC 28277

V-10772 A-10862

mailto:Sjbartel@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Micki Patton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air/Clean environment
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:27:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please set NC standards for the Clean Power Plan so that we can count on having clean air, water and overall
 environment now and for the future!

Sincerely,

Micki Patton

3031 Clyde Road
Boonville, NC 27011

V-10773 A-10863

mailto:mpatton01@yadtel.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Timothy Dobbins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:27:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Timothy Dobbins

812 Tadlock Place
Matthews, NC 28105

V-10774 A-10864

mailto:tdobbi51@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Meredith Howell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:28:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Meredith Howell

12409 Draco rd
Raeigh, NC 27614

V-10775 A-10865

mailto:thehowellmkay@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: gwendolyn saunders
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:31:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

gwendolyn saunders

1141 fiske st
durham, NC 27703

V-10776 A-10866

mailto:saunders_gwen@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynn Wolfcale
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:31:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynn Wolfcale

8340 Summerglen Ciecle
Charlotte, NC 28227

V-10777 A-10867

mailto:lynn.wolfcale@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janice Clark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:33:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janice Clark

28 W Oxford St
Wrightsville Beach, NC 28480

V-10778 A-10868

mailto:Ocean7476@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maryette Bost
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:36:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maryette Bost

1131 Lakeside Drive
Statesville, NC 28677

V-10779 A-10869

mailto:maryette.bost@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathy Lynn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:37:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Lynn

2372 Saxapahaw Beth Church Rd
Graham, NC 27253

V-10780 A-10870

mailto:kitty@unc.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jack Denniston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean air
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:37:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please do all you can to keep our air clean for our children and grandchildren.

Sincerely,

Jack Denniston

406 Colony Woods Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-10781 A-10871

mailto:jldenniston@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Betsy Curlin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:37:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Betsy Curlin

733 Plantation Estates
Apt B-108
Matthews, NC 28105

6265902763

V-10782 A-10872

mailto:betsycurlin@rocketmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Monica MacCarroll
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:38:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Monica MacCarroll

35 Ridge Ave
Asheville, NC 28803

V-10783 A-10873

mailto:mmaccarr79@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kevin Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:40:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please submit your NC clean power plan that meets or exceeds the goals of the Federal Clean Power plan.  Thank
 you!

Sincerely,

Kevin Smith

7805 Bigelow Rd
Cary, NC 27519

V-10784 A-10874

mailto:kevnkool@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Lacy Ranson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Protect the future by protecting the environment
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:40:16 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I hope that as a leader you will consider environmental health and the future of our state's environment before you
 take so many payouts from polluters in our state.  I know a lot of people who recognize you, Governor McCrory, as
 one of the most corrupt leaders our great state has ever had, some of them Republicans.

Sincerely,

Robert Lacy Ranson

118 Forthview Way
Apex, NC 27502

9199249665

V-10785 A-10875

mailto:robertlacyranson@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Multer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:43:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Multer

1022 Bramblewood Ct
Lenoir, NC 28645

V-10786 A-10876

mailto:kamuler@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Skees
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:43:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Skees

230 N Oakwoods Trace
Wilkesboro, NC 28697

V-10787 A-10877

mailto:rdskees@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Reeber, PhD
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:43:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Reeber, PhD

1722 Lake Valley Trail
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-10788 A-10878

mailto:rreeber@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy Rains
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Energy
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:45:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am tired of worrying about being poisoned by the air or water in my beautiful state. Do all you can to clean it up
 and then protect it. People are moving here for our great environment and jobs. Don't run them off!

Sincerely,

Judy Rains

222 Wellons-Boyette Rd
Princeton, NC 27569

V-10789 A-10879

mailto:mstephenson17618@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brett Dellinger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:49:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brett Dellinger

1300 Lynhurst Dr
Gastonia, NC 28054

V-10790 A-10880

mailto:bredelli@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Holman, Sheila
To: Burleson, Joelle; SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: FW: The "PLAN"
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:50:49 PM

fyi
Sheila Holman
Director
NCDEQ, Division of Air Quality
1641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1641
Phone/Fax: 919-707-8430
www.ncair.org
Sheila.holman@ncdenr.gov

From: Davis, Tracy 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:58 AM
To: Kelvington, Jenny ; Holman, Sheila 
Subject: FW: The "PLAN"
FYI
From: Glen Weaver [mailto:gene.weaver80@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 08, 2016 9:46 AM
To: Davis, Tracy <tracy.davis@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: The "PLAN"
Please ACT for the benefit of all concerned and unconcerned North Carolinians!
No matter how you slice it, a real NC Clean Power Plan benefits us all. We have been feeling
 the effects of our nation’s reliance on fossil fuels for decades. Climate change is already
 impacting our state and is expected to bring more extreme weather events, including heat
 waves, major droughts, hurricanes, and significant flooding. These disasters threaten food and
 water supplies, harm our economy, and hurt our families.
Do whatever you must to stimulate further progress (or at least some progress) toward the use
 of more renewable energy in our state.
Gene Weaver
919.387.5886
806 Homestead Park Dr.
Apex, NC 27502

V-10791 A-10881

mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=94a3f69674d34b769b3bd834a97105c5-scholman
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
http://www.ncair.org/
mailto:gene.weaver80@gmail.com
mailto:tracy.davis@ncdenr.gov


From: Satya Pal Arya
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:51:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Satya Pal Arya

105 Headlands Lane
Cary, NC 27518

9198517675

V-10792 A-10882

mailto:sparya@ncsu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robin Tingley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:52:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robin Tingley

4522 Chuckwood Drive
Mint Hill, NC 28227

7047379875

V-10793 A-10883

mailto:newsteadecs1@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Perry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 3:55:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Perry

5806 Wilkerson Rd
Hurdle Mills,  27541

V-10794 A-10884

mailto:milebuddha2@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: M K
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:00:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

M K

1 University Heights
Asheville, NC 28804

V-10795 A-10885

mailto:mklovesyou612@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anthony Madejczyk
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:01:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anthony Madejczyk

2705 Highland Ave
Durham, NC 27704

919-220-5092

V-10796 A-10886

mailto:tony@pheinc.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kasey Wright
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:01:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kasey Wright

1108 1st street
foresticty, NC 28043

V-10797 A-10887

mailto:1227457@student.rcsnc.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: jeff Hampton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:02:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am a lifelong resident of North Carolina and we deserve to have our voices heard. I support the Environmental
 Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
 childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change continue to
 increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

jeff Hampton

281 Spring Water Drive
Brevard, NC 28712

V-10798 A-10888

mailto:indigenousalien@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Gaither
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:03:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Gaither

372 John Newsome Rd
Littleton, NC 27850

V-10799 A-10889

mailto:wrgaither@centurylink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Derek Warden
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Support the Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:05:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear Mr. McCrory and Mr. Burleson:

I hope this correspondence finds you well.

I write urging you to support the Clean Power Plan and other clean energy initiatives in North Carolina.

The scientific evidence of damage to our environment, including global warming is overwhelming.

Please take steps now to help protect the environment for generations of North Carolinians to come.

Respectfully,

Derek Warden

5412 Milroy Lane
Raleigh, NC 27610

Sincerely,

Derek Warden

5412 Milroy Lane
Raleigh, NC 27610

V-10800 A-10890

mailto:ddwarden@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Grady Ormsby
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean air
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:07:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

The quality of the air Tar Heels breathe is more important than the economic interests of the governor and his
 greedy polluter pals.  Governor McCrory, for once in your life, DO THE RIGHT THING!

Sincerely,

Grady Ormsby

293 Godfrey Branch Road
Swansboro, NC 28584

2523932545

V-10801 A-10891

mailto:shady@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Emerson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:07:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Emerson

328B Clark St
Durham, NC 27701

V-10802 A-10892

mailto:emerson.jgray@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ronald Hoag
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:09:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ronald Hoag

2813 Drake Mallard Drive
Grimesland, NC 27837

V-10803 A-10893

mailto:hoagrw@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kristina Helton-Moeller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:10:15 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kristina Helton-Moeller

17 Marlborough Road
Asheville, NC 28804

V-10804 A-10894

mailto:Kdmstrong@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sal Mentesana
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:14:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sal Mentesana

1016 Sandy Grove Place
Leland, NC 28451

V-10805 A-10895

mailto:menesana@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Stone
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:19:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Stone

238 Sir Richard E
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948

V-10806 A-10896

mailto:sissypoo789@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pauline Gleason
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:21:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pauline Gleason

366 Rose Hill Road
Asheville, NC 28803

V-10807 A-10897

mailto:paulinegleason@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert. Mbemba
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:22:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert. Mbemba

Pobox 1287
Durham, NC 27702

V-10808 A-10898

mailto:yambemba@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Davidson
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:22:21 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

James Davidson
136 Charlie Thompson Rd
Vilas, NC 28692

V-10809 A-10899

mailto:jimus888@hotmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Rory McIlmoil
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:23:24 PM

Dear Governor and DEQ,

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, do nothing to help low-income residents (e.g. Clean Energy Incentive Program)
 and fail to generally include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the following comments on the
 draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input, and for North Carolina to determine its own energy future.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Rory McIlmoil
562 Jakes Mountain Rd
(none)
Deep Gap, NC 28618

V-10810 A-10900

mailto:rorygep@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: CHARLES GWINNETT
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: CLEAN POWER PLAN
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:26:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

PLEASE LET OUR STATE BE A "LEADER" IN THE FIGHT FOR A HEALTHY EVVIRONMENT!!

Sincerely,

CHARLES GWINNETT

1916 DELAINE DRIVE
BURLINGTON, NC 27215

V-10811 A-10901

mailto:charlesgwinnett@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ernie Vick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:26:16 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ernie Vick

P O Box 293
Enfield, NC 27823

V-10812 A-10902

mailto:ebviii61@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Zeller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:31:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Zeller

514 Edinboro Drive
Southern Pines, NC 28387

V-10813 A-10903

mailto:cjzeller@windstream.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: nolan kirk
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:33:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

nolan kirk

2324 sandy ln
mebane, NC 27302

V-10814 A-10904

mailto:nolankrk@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathy Kokalis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:38:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Kokalis

PO  box 705
Belmont, NC 28012

V-10815 A-10905

mailto:kathy.kokalis@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Halfpenny
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power "Plan?"
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:39:01 PM

Margaret Halfpenny from Southport, NC writes:

Please stop wasting taxpayers dollars while you stall on creating a true clean energy plan just to appease your
 political stakeholders.  NC has a reputation for having some of the weakest energy efficient plans in the country. 
 Our policies are a joke when compared to other more socially responsible states.  We need to address unregulated
 carbon pollution as well as a more aggressive approach to energy efficiency.  As a resident of a coastal county I am
 very concerned about the future of our environment.  I want this to be a state that young families want to move to. 
 Please act now and not wait until the costs of remediating our environmental damage is dramatic hardship on
 taxpayers

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): halfdill@aol.com

First Name: Margaret

Last Name: Halfpenny

City: Southport
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28461

V-10816 A-10906

mailto:halfdill@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Justina Prenatt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:39:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Justina Prenatt

311 Montford Ave
Asheville, NC 28801

V-10817 A-10907

mailto:eternalebbandflow@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stacy Whitenight
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:40:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stacy Whitenight

1207 grandover dr
Durham, NC 27713

V-10818 A-10908

mailto:Stacywhitenight@outlook.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Duncan Grosboll
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:43:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Duncan Grosboll

46 Springwood Dr
Asheville, NC 28805

8282994644

V-10819 A-10909

mailto:dunkim@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Victoria Kolb
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:45:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Victoria Kolb

19 South Ridge drive
Hendersonville, NC 28739

V-10820 A-10910

mailto:Vkolb@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: edwina labonte
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:45:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

edwina labonte

89 sunset drive
columbia, AZ 27925

6028199206

V-10821 A-10911

mailto:edwinalabonte@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Renee Wright
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:46:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Renee Wright

1932 Sandhurst Dr
Charlotte, NC 28205

7049683800

V-10822 A-10912

mailto:restaurantexaminer@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: mike roscoe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean air
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:46:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It is imperative that you not follow the money and ex employer and take action to clean our air. Solar should be
 stressed

Sincerely,

mike roscoe

po box 933
west end, NC 27376

9106906975

V-10823 A-10913

mailto:mikrotechnologies@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sheila Golden
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:46:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sheila Golden

259 Bayview Dr
Stumpy Point,  27978

V-10824 A-10914

mailto:goldengirl55@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: LEON FULCHER
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:49:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I remember when the smog and smoke in cities like New York,  Boston, Mobile and many other places burned your
 eyes and nose. The Hudson River was a cess pool like most major harbors and, the naysayers screamed that it
 would be impossible to clean up or that the environmentalist would bankrupt the country. Boy were they wrong and
 we aren't going to let the naysayers screw up the environment again!

Sincerely,

LEON FULCHER

211 ARENDELL STREET
APT 201
Morehead City, NC 28557

2527254216

V-10825 A-10915

mailto:s_v_wet_dream@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: DEE REED
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:51:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

DEE REED

170 GALULADI TR
MAGGIE VALLEY, NC 28751

V-10826 A-10916

mailto:thomasreed53@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Pagliaro
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:51:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

My family and I live on the Southeastern Coast of NC and are very concerned about having a 'Clean Power Plan'
 approved for NC. We do not want to see any off-shore drilling due to so many leaks and spills that have happened
 in the past. We need to learn from our mistakes and not repeat them. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Pagliaro

3855 Waterlilly Lane
Southport, NC 28461

V-10827 A-10917

mailto:apagliaro2@juno.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Jane Vicari
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:53:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Jane Vicari

903 Queensdale Dr
Cary, NC 27519

V-10828 A-10918

mailto:momnature1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: amy brennan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:55:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

amy brennan

270 Pyrus
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-10829 A-10919

mailto:bookmonster95@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tracy Duffy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 4:57:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tracy Duffy

6331 Lynn Crest Ln
206
Raleigh, NC 27609

V-10830 A-10920

mailto:tracyduffy@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Outen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Keep North Carolina Beautiful
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:01:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

You people know what's the right thing to do for our state, not for your pockets.

Sincerely,

Brian Outen

206 Ridge Creek Ct
Salisbury, NC 28147

V-10831 A-10921

mailto:strangeworlds@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Warren Whitley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:04:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Warren Whitley

432 Cades Trl
Southport, NC 28461

V-10832 A-10922

mailto:wwhitley58@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Fred Beyer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:06:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Fred Beyer

1709 Hatherleigh Place
Fayetteville, NC 28304

V-10833 A-10923

mailto:fbeyer@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Tewey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:07:34 PM

Thomas Tewey from Wilmington, NC writes:

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is charged with implementing the law of the land.

the NC Department of Environmental Quality should be cooperating.

We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future. We need to shift away from
 dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make investments in renewable energy
 and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even though our state is a leader in the
 Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this process seriously and make
 decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and the administration to draft a
 real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s people, economy, and
 environment. I am 82 years old and have never seen such irresponsible behavior in NC government.

Tom Tewey

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): ttewey@ec.rr.com

First Name: Thomas

Last Name: Tewey

City: Wilmington
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28403

V-10834 A-10924

mailto:ttewey@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: samuel spangenberg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:07:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

samuel spangenberg

481 banjo lane
whittier, NC 28789

8284974113

V-10835 A-10925

mailto:sam@adventurefoods.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Austin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: air pollution
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:08:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please lead legislation that protects our environment.
Thank you,

Sincerely,

James Austin

po box 316
banner elk, NC 28604

V-10836 A-10926

mailto:jaustin@austinandco.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Hawkins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:13:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Hawkins

316 Heather Cir
Brevard, NC 28712

V-10837 A-10927

mailto:mrhawkins@comporium.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deb Bair
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:20:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deb Bair

525 Lydia Perry
Sanford, NC 27330

V-10838 A-10928

mailto:choco227330@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janet Pecci
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:20:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Pecci

3704 Swift Drive
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-10839 A-10929

mailto:jpecci@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Krystal Bailey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:22:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Krystal Bailey

5402 Canipe Farm Ct
Charlotte, NC 28269

V-10840 A-10930

mailto:krystalbailey@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jordan Stepansky
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:26:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jordan Stepansky

81 clement dr
Waynesville, NC 28786

V-10841 A-10931

mailto:jordansky89@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bruce Beerbower
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:26:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bruce Beerbower

551 3rd St, NE
Hickory, NC 28601

V-10842 A-10932

mailto:beerbower@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Zach Cutler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:27:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Zach Cutler

400 E 9th Street
Washington, NC 27889

V-10843 A-10933

mailto:turnuptheloveee@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rebecca Rider-Yopp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:28:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Rider-Yopp

551 Atkinson loop road
Hampstead, NC 28443

V-10844 A-10934

mailto:Rrider1995@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Catherine Maher
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: NC needs a strong set of rules to combat carbon emissions
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:39:46 PM

Dear Ms. Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

The EPA Clean Energy Incentive Program offers state incentives, such as double credits, to develop clean energy
 and energy efficiency projects for low-income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this
 program, but the draft rules do not include the program. Please address this and include language supporting this
 program in your final rule.

Thank you.

Catherine Maher
916 hosta valley ct
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-10845 A-10935

mailto:Catherine.maher@yahoo.con
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken Goetzke
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:41:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ken Goetzke

126 Cherry Street
Mount Airy, NC 27030

V-10846 A-10936

mailto:goetzkek@surry.k12.nc.us
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Caroline Peter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:43:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please don't set our state back any more than it already is by submitting a clean power plan that will fail government
 standards.  You may not care what happens in the future because you won't live to reap the consequences, but the
 children and future residents of this state will.  The irresponsibility we have recently demonstrated in our public
 policy is comparable to that of the middle ages through the early to mid 20th century.  Mr McCrory will not get
 reelected at the rate he's going and I'm sure he chose to run for office with longevity rather than ruining our state as
 his goal.

Sincerely,

Caroline Peter
80 Winthrop Rd
Pittsboro, NC

Sincerely,

Caroline Peter

80 Winthrop Rd
Pittsboro, NC 27312

9192602708

V-10847 A-10937

mailto:carolinejpeter@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alice Coe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:43:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alice Coe

6106 Bulltown Rd
LA GRANGE, NC 28551

V-10848 A-10938

mailto:alicecoe50@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Autumn Davall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:43:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Autumn Davall

200 Kennedy Drive
Swannanoa, NC 28778

V-10849 A-10939

mailto:autumn3036@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marie Shirey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Take pride in North Carolina
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:52:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I vote and I want a Clean Water Act that protects beautiful North Carolina!
It is s disgrace that the state I have always called home has lost many Gop leadership qualities.
I'm 71, very active in voter registration-North Carolina's voters are sick and tired of your lack of real leadership.

Sincerely,

Marie Shirey

28 bee ridge road
Asheville, NC 28803

V-10850 A-10940

mailto:Mhshirey@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Jacoby
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:55:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Jacoby

116 Lousan Drive
Cape Carteret,  28584

V-10851 A-10941

mailto:lojacoby@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Khadiga Konsouh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:55:40 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Khadiga Konsouh

700 Bolinwood Dr. Apt 40E
Charlotte, NC 27514

V-10852 A-10942

mailto:kkdiga@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Henry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:57:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brian Henry

266 Hoopers Creek Rd
Fletcher, NC 28732

V-10853 A-10943

mailto:brienry@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Grace Andronica
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 5:58:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Isn't time that the NC air is cleaned up according to Federal guidelines? The Governor has a penchant for
 signing/supporting laws which do not support clean air, NC teachers, NC children, and health care for the poor.
 We will remember this coming November!!!!

Sincerely,

Grace Andronica

1732 Meadowbrook Drive
Winston Salem, NC 27104

V-10854 A-10944

mailto:amazinggrace1@cs.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Annie ANTHONY
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:01:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Annie ANTHONY

3201 JARED CT
Wilmington, NC 28409

9102002201

V-10855 A-10945

mailto:aanthony@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brenda Tenerelli
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:03:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brenda Tenerelli

30 Roberts Rd
Weaverville, NC 28787

8286451173

V-10856 A-10946

mailto:lvangelo98@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Calvin Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:03:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Calvin Jones

306 S Sunset Dr
Winston-Salem, NC 27103

V-10857 A-10947

mailto:calvinnjones@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Neil Cooper
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:04:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Neil Cooper

205 Foxcroft Drive
Winston Salem, NC 27103

V-10858 A-10948

mailto:drncooper@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Roxanne Maynor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:06:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Stop thinking about dollars and help our next generations!

Sincerely,

Roxanne Maynor

63 Leann Dr
Pembroke,  28372

V-10859 A-10949

mailto:Drmaynor57@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joan Boon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:07:40 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joan Boon

18125 Barnhardt Rd
Davidson, NC 28036

7046505179

V-10860 A-10950

mailto:joanboon@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debi Turner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Pollution
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:10:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

McCrory and Burleson.
Stop the pollution

Sincerely,

Debi Turner

45 Oregon Ave
Asheville, NC 28806

V-10861 A-10951

mailto:DebiTurner@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Cavalluzzi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:12:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Cavalluzzi

4148 Buckhorn Road
Sanford, NC 27330

919-258-9136

V-10862 A-10952

mailto:Wolffglen@windstream.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeffrey Moshe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean up
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:13:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Vote to clean up with clean energy.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Moshe

617 South Torrence Street
Charlotte, NC 28204

7042315623

V-10863 A-10953

mailto:follyscure@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: M Levi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:19:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

M Levi

206 Bellvue st
Hillsborough, NC 27278

V-10864 A-10954

mailto:gamewarden23@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Justin Mebane
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:19:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Justin Mebane

Covey Lane
Wilmington, NC 28411

V-10865 A-10955

mailto:superjustin11@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jacqueline Foushee
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:23:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We elected officials to improve our quality of living such as clean air, enact laws that make our streets and homes a
 safe place and improve our school systems.  Seems like the elite are the only one to benefit from closed door
 decisions that affect the mainstream live of everyday working class people who do not have deep pockets to benefit
 from these issues that affect our life and safety.  Our tax monies are spent recklessly and repeatedly increased.  Who
 do you represent? Not the masses.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Foushee

4 Biltmore Place
DURHAM, NC 27712

V-10866 A-10956

mailto:jdfrose@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Aron Lanie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:25:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Aron Lanie

149Northern Blvd
Wilmington, NC 28401

V-10867 A-10957

mailto:aronleigh@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Tart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean up the Air
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:25:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am  signing this to support clean air and stop  pollution of the air.

Sincerely,

Joseph Tart

1460 E. Sedgefield Dr
Winston-Salem, NC 27107

336-788-4924

V-10868 A-10958

mailto:Jwilette@Aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pamela Ward
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:29:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pamela Ward

P.O. Box 33
Tryon,  28783

V-10869 A-10959

mailto:Wardpamela62@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Roseann Atty
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:29:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Roseann Atty

6712 Queen Anne's Dr
Raleigh, NC 27613

V-10870 A-10960

mailto:roseann6565@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Frank Porteus
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:31:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Frank Porteus

201 Topsail Greens Dr
Hampstead, NC 28443

V-10871 A-10961

mailto:flporteus@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Griffin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:33:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Griffin

107 Hillview St
Carrboro, NC 27510

V-10872 A-10962

mailto:griffanzo1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kalith Muhammad
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:37:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.
Stop messing this State up mr mcrory!!!!

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kalith Muhammad

7325 Beacon Hill ln
Charlott, NC 28270

V-10873 A-10963

mailto:Kalith1972@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Constance Cantwell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Shame on Gov McCrory
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:37:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

do the right thing.  you know the right thing is not greed to the damnation of everyone and everything else!

Sincerely,

Constance Cantwell

72 Short Tremont St
Asheville, NC 28806

8282530129

V-10874 A-10964

mailto:constance33@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Hattie Hambrick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:39:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Hattie Hambrick

5008 MYERS RD
MONROE, NC 28110

7042071058

V-10875 A-10965

mailto:mshammy57@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Sherouse
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:39:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Sherouse

406 James St
Carrboro, NC 27510

9199296854

V-10876 A-10966

mailto:liz@braxtech.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Skylar Wilder
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:45:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Skylar Wilder

1304 Harrier ct
Durham, NC 27713

V-10877 A-10967

mailto:skyw2389@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ivette Griffin, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:46:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ivette Griffin, Jr.

6431 Daybrook Circle
Apt. 301
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-10878 A-10968

mailto:iegriffinjr01@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Golka
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:49:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Golka

4917 Crosswinds Drive
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-10879 A-10969

mailto:Paddep@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly Hurtt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:49:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Hurtt

2712 Quail Point Drive
Raleigh, NC 27603

9197632596

V-10880 A-10970

mailto:kimmer760@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Josh Watts
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:52:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

I have been a resident of this great state my entire life. I see reasons to invoke patriotism and pride everywhere I go
 here. I have traveled the usa and this great state is something to honor and hold pure. I urge you to reconsider on the
 foundation of all that I have grown to love and respect about our nation and my regional location!

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Josh Watts

1825 rocky river rd north
monroe, NC 28110

V-10881 A-10971

mailto:joshwatts708@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vicki Giles
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:52:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vicki Giles

P O Box 564
Waynesville, NC 28786

8283333677

V-10882 A-10972

mailto:vickigiles790@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ben Skelton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:53:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ben Skelton

201 NC 54, Apt. 632
Carrboro, NC 27510

V-10883 A-10973

mailto:bskelton02@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janice Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:53:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janice Jones

405 Murph McLaughlin Rd
Red Springs, NC 28377

V-10884 A-10974

mailto:jajones074@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vicki Settlemyre
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:54:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vicki Settlemyre

PO Box 474
Drexel, NC 28619

V-10885 A-10975

mailto:godmotherxtwo@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vicki Giles
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:54:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vicki Giles

P O Box 564
Waynesville, NC 28786

8283333677

V-10886 A-10976

mailto:vickigiles790@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: DeJah Debon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:55:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

DeJah Debon

2717 Milburnie Rd
Raleigh, NC 27610

V-10887 A-10977

mailto:dejahdebon@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jane Weir
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean power plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:55:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We need clean power in NC, Wind, Solar etc.

Sincerely,

Jane Weir

14616 Buckton Lane
Matthews, NC 28105

V-10888 A-10978

mailto:janebfree44@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Symonds
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:56:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Symonds

110 Windy Hill Ct
Aydlett, NC 27916

V-10889 A-10979

mailto:methridge@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessie Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 6:58:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessie Jones

165 Yacht Cove Lane
Mooresville, NC 28117

V-10890 A-10980

mailto:lhasler@roadrunner.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: matt loadman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:04:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

matt loadman

602 woodlands dr
linville, NC 28646

V-10891 A-10981

mailto:yakinkakalak828@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Mcleod
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:04:24 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Lisa Mcleod
810 Old Fayetteville Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27516-4700
lisanickerson@yahoo.com

V-10892 A-10982

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Purcell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Now!
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:07:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please, do the right thing..

Sincerely,

William Purcell

314 N 26 street
Wilmington, NC 29405

V-10893 A-10983

mailto:Capefearfx@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Griselda Garcia
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:07:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Griselda Garcia

114 N 12th St
Wilmington, NC 28401

V-10894 A-10984

mailto:maminica11@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christopher Mcgalliard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: support Clean Energy
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:09:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Fix our broken clean energy laws

Sincerely,

Christopher Mcgalliard

9467 Indian Hills Street
Hickory, NC 28601

8286405436

V-10895 A-10985

mailto:gohan1970@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Ludy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:10:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Ludy

743 Staples Mill Rd
Jacksonville, NC 28540

V-10896 A-10986

mailto:ludypat@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas L Harmon, Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:10:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas L Harmon, Jr

909 Woodbrook Dr
GREENSBORO, NC 27410

V-10897 A-10987

mailto:tlharmonjr@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joy Hewett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:11:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joy Hewett

3069 Silk Hope Gum Springs Rd
Pittsboro, NC 27312

919 545 9481

V-10898 A-10988

mailto:joyfulwit@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jesse Rollins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:11:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jesse Rollins

6612-4 Reafield Drive
Charlotte, NC 28226

9802280525

V-10899 A-10989

mailto:jesseroll6@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: audrey goforth
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:11:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

audrey goforth

7 turtledove trail
asheville, NC 28805

V-10900 A-10990

mailto:audrey@goforthphoto.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Peters
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:15:50 PM

Mark Peters from Fletcher, NC writes:

NC Division of Environmental Quality

Dear Sirs,

Please correct the deficiencies in your plan to better comply with the federal Clean Power Plan as follows:

1. No plan for investing in renewable energy or energy efficient technologies.

2. No stakeholder process as directed by the E.P.A.

3. In a childish, strictly politically driven, "cutting your nose off to spite your face"  fashion, the designed-to-fail
 plan - in order to take the EPA TO COURT - will delay taking the necessary action to prevent increases to
 taxpayers to pay for the increased health care costs necessary to deal with the impact of unregulated carbon
 pollution which continues to negatively effect children, those with COPD and other airway diseases, and the
 elderly.  How many times will you repeat the mistakes of the past exemplified by the tobacco industry, whose
 deception from the 1920's and  malfeasance continues to cost lives (not to mention healthcare dollars.)  Must you
 apear as conspireing with big oil, standing in the way of progress?

4. This plan, not even considering the costs in #3, is the most expensive option!  Reestablishing the tax credits for
 home energy efficiency upgrades would be a better way to spend the money!

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): markspmp@netscape.net

First Name: Mark

Last Name: Peters

City: Fletcher
State: NC

V-10901 A-10991

mailto:markspmp@netscape.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


ZIP Code: 28732-9721

V-10902 A-10992



From: Margaret Lee
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:15:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Lee

101 Woodhaven Road
Asheville, NC 28805

V-10903 A-10993

mailto:maggieshyfox@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Luzadder
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean up our environment
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:19:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

The current laws and rules in my state of North Carolina are grossly inadequate and unfair to current residents, and,
 especially, to future generations. Simply go to Pennsylvania, especially the southeastern part that I am very familiar
 with, and you will see the horrendous damage, both short term and long term, that is a result of politicians who took
 the easy, short term view of the environment. They spoke of " jobs," but all of those are long gone and the ugly
 environmental degradation continues. Go there, and you will see North Carolina's future if you don"t cut the crap,
 get off of your ass and do what is right.

Sincerely,

James Luzadder

1461 mountain Meadow drive
Hendersonville, NC 28739

V-10904 A-10994

mailto:Jluzadder1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: troy wentz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: energy
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:19:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

McCrory  Do something now.

Sincerely,

troy wentz

7116 reedy creek rd
Charlotte, NC 28215

V-10905 A-10995

mailto:tcwentz@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Joynes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:21:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Joynes

214 Woodhaven Trl
Boone, NC 28607

8282640037

V-10906 A-10996

mailto:mjoynes@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brenda Martin Spano
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:21:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brenda Martin Spano

408 Robinson Street, Apt., 15
Lowell, NC 28098

V-10907 A-10997

mailto:mercprojec1677@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Frances White
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Pollution in N. C.
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:23:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor McCrory and Joelle Burleson,

Please follow the USA Clean Power Plan set up by the Federal Government.  We cannot continue to allow N. C. to
 be exposed to all of the smoke and by-products of  dangerous contaminants.   I have 3 adult children with mates and
 3 grandsons and 2 great grandsons.  I want them to have a chance to live in a clean world.  Contamination is ruining
 our globe.  I do not see why anyone would refuse to continue to allow so much dangerous gases being set loose in
 our world.  Step up and do the right thing.  I do not know how you can sleep at night if you allow this to continue!!!

Sincerely,

Frances White

3088b Colony Rd
Durham, NC 27705

V-10908 A-10998

mailto:frsnceswhite29@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: tyna walston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:25:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

tyna walston

217 Palomar St
Fayetteville, NC 28314

V-10909 A-10999

mailto:tyna2web@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chip Lee
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:27:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chip Lee

845 Seven Lakes North
West End, NC 27376

V-10910 A-11000

mailto:dobie171@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kerry Kenemer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Get your act together
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:29:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Duke Power doesn't need your help. They are the problem. We need your help and responsible stewardship. Please
 consider future generations and meet the standards of the Clean Power Plan. Why have we fallen so far behind the
 rest of the country in so short a time?

Sincerely,

Kerry Kenemer

131 Tacoma Circle
Asheville, NC 28801

V-10911 A-11001

mailto:Kerrykenemer@gmai.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Hannah Premaratne
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:37:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Hannah Premaratne

Craft Circle
Indian Trail, NC 28079

V-10912 A-11002

mailto:hannah@premaratne.me
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Bray
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Conservation
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:37:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Let's come up to speed on clamping down on industry polluters. The air and rivers hete are all polluted. I live on the
 Catawba. It is disgusting how disconnected we are from addressing environmental problems that affect us all. Do
 you have families?

Sincerely,

John Bray

496 Dutchman ave
Mount holly,  28120

V-10913 A-11003

mailto:Jb4boatin2@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kenneth McKay
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Environment
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:38:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I strongly feel that North Carolina should lead the way in clean power and not submit to the short term interests of
 corporate players.

Sincerely,

Kenneth McKay

23 Rocking Porch Rd
Asheville, NC 28805

V-10914 A-11004

mailto:kipmckay@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Allen Shumaker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:49:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support the clean Power plan.

Sincerely,

Allen Shumaker

346 Weaverville Rd
Asheville, NC 28804

V-10915 A-11005

mailto:allenshumaker@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: madeline scheer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:53:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

madeline scheer

160 barnard ave. apt 11
asheville, NC 28804

V-10916 A-11006

mailto:mscheer@unca.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Callahan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:55:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ann Callahan

477 Johnson Dairy Rd
Mooresville, NC 28115

V-10917 A-11007

mailto:orapronobis@roadrunner.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly Wiley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:56:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Wiley

72 Chimney Hill Rd
Rochester, NY 14612

V-10918 A-11008

mailto:kwiley16@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Blanton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:56:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Blanton

2228 Russell Dr
Granite Falls, NC 28630

8283130960

V-10919 A-11009

mailto:tebmtn@excite.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Todd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:57:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Todd

3316 Lake Boone Trail
Raleigh, NC 27607

V-10920 A-11010

mailto:Mtmeca@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ryan Gordon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 7:59:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ryan Gordon

221 healing acres ln
Carthage, NC 28327

V-10921 A-11011

mailto:Gordon8913@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: katherine hemphill
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:04:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

katherine hemphill

124 tarpley street apt 320
burlington, NC 27215

V-10922 A-11012

mailto:kathyhemphill001@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Mckinley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Stop polluting NC.
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:04:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Keep corruption out of politics and keep oil and coal out of our environment.

Sincerely,

Mark Mckinley

1412 heatherbrook dr
High point, NC 27265

3367081172

V-10923 A-11013

mailto:Mckinleymd.mm@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andra Guthrie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:09:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andra Guthrie

P.O.B.X.233
CATAWBA, NC 28609

8286122620

V-10924 A-11014

mailto:andraroth50.ar@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Sweeney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Support the Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:10:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Listen to reason and respect the planet.  Don't be a greedy fat cat.

Sincerely,

Daniel Sweeney

5109 Lamppost Circle
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-10925 A-11015

mailto:dcsween2006@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: chareles mcmahan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:10:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

chareles mcmahan

584 enka lake rd
candler, NC 28715

8283373301

V-10926 A-11016

mailto:maxluthier@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Milnes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:13:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Milnes

1 Ridgeview Drive
Asheville, NC 28804

828-505-0705

V-10927 A-11017

mailto:milnesstudio@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tom Harding
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:14:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tom Harding

1263 Bee Tree Rd
Glenville, NC 28736

V-10928 A-11018

mailto:trhiker17@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melissa Bukovinac
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean energy
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:19:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It's time to make the switch to clean and renewable energy!!

Sincerely,

Melissa Bukovinac

21 Howland Road
Asheville, NC 28804

V-10929 A-11019

mailto:melissabukovinac@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debby Lattimore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:19:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP).

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debby Lattimore

2708 Stonewick Court
Jamestown,  27282

V-10930 A-11020

mailto:debby_lattimore@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jerry Clark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Polution
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:20:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Do the right thing for North Carolina and clean up our air, water, and soil!  We are watching you!

Sincerely,

Jerry Clark

444 South Peace Haven Road
Winston-Salem, NC 27103

V-10931 A-11021

mailto:mrjerryclark@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gina Choquette
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Pollution
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:27:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We must be vigilant about stopping pollution. We must also simultaneously be searching for alternative forms of
 energy production, like wind, solar, geothermal et CV.

Sincerely,

Gina Choquette
Linden, NC

Sincerely,

Gina Choquette

674 Overhills Rd
Linden, NC 28356

2543144070

V-10932 A-11022

mailto:gina.gerson.choquette88@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dorothy Madritch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:29:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

 I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Madritch

1106 Olive Chapel Road
Apex, NC 27502

V-10933 A-11023

mailto:dmadritch@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Curt Devereux
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:35:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy.
Thank you.

Sincerely,

Curt Devereux

21 Gloucester Court
Durham, NC 27713

V-10934 A-11024

mailto:cdevereux@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Lynda Case
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:37:23 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Lynda Case
5 Thomson Ave
Canton, NC 28716-3723
ronniecase80@gmail.com

V-10935 A-11025

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Denita Sample
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:37:46 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Denita Sample
8822 Graham Point Ln
Denver, NC 28037-8601
ddsample@charter.net

V-10936 A-11026

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jan Meadows
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:39:02 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jan Meadows
1618 Penny Rd
High Point, NC 27265-8101
jmeadows2349@gmail.com

V-10937 A-11027

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Denise Blankenship
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:39:17 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Denise Blankenship
117 Glenn Ave
King, NC 27021-9414
blankens1333@roadrunner.com

V-10938 A-11028

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: dena currier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:39:22 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. dena currier
927 Athens Dr
Raleigh, NC 27606-1576
robotho1@gmail.com

V-10939 A-11029

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gregory Parker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:40:33 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Gregory Parker
3227 Octavia St
Raleigh, NC 27606-2734
gregjp91@gmail.com

V-10940 A-11030

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: megan rohland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:43:14 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. megan rohland
1128 Slateworth Dr
Durham, NC 27703-6182
megan_rohland03@live.com

V-10941 A-11031

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Shane Lonneman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:43:43 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Shane Lonneman
104 Periwinkle Ln
Mooresville, NC 28117-8440
compgen25@yahoo.com

V-10942 A-11032

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Jess Hampton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:43:43 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jess Hampton
5811 Waters Edge Dr
Fayetteville, NC 28314-1059
pinkpiggys21@yahoo.com

V-10943 A-11033

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Nicholas Stites
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:43:48 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Nicholas Stites
1653 Saint Pauls Rd
Hendersonville, NC 28792-7815
nstites23@gmail.com

V-10944 A-11034

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Sophiw Meadors
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:43:48 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sophiw Meadors
7213 Oak Village Way
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526-8732
sjmeadors@gmail.com

V-10945 A-11035

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Courtney Schmid
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:43:53 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Courtney Schmid
107 Rolling Meadow Dr
Richlands, NC 28574-8401
cschmid2403@gmail.com

V-10946 A-11036

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anthoney Hamilton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:44:17 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Anthoney Hamilton
3501 Davidson Hwy
Concord, NC 28027-7844
Hamiltonanthoney@gmail.com

V-10947 A-11037

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rob Gannon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Energy Now
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:44:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Go with the right LONG TERM solution and promote solar, wind, and hydro power.  Shoot down dirty, archaic
 forms of energy like fracking and more oil drilling!

Sincerely,

Rob Gannon

6311 Revlock Ct
Charlotte, NC 28226

V-10948 A-11038

mailto:gannon25@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Valerie Redmond
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:44:40 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Valerie Redmond
1535 Withers Dr
Denver, NC 28037-5466
vjr1022@yahoo.com

V-10949 A-11039

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Watts
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:46:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Watts

702 Wild Oak Court
Charlotte, NC 28216

V-10950 A-11040

mailto:gllbwatts@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Samantha Graber
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:46:48 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Samantha Graber
432 Morning Glory Ct
Wilmington, NC 28405-2500
sgraber4409@gmail.com

V-10951 A-11041

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Erica Kitchen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:49:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Erica Kitchen

6309 Kent Cv
Raleigh, NC 27617

V-10952 A-11042

mailto:ericankitchen@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: kevin mlevin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:49:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

kevin mlevin

410 Shiloh rd
forest city, NC 28043

1-828-748-3490

V-10953 A-11043

mailto:57beemer@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Emily IWestlund
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:51:26 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Emily IWestlund
100 Woodbury Farm Dr
Jacksonville, NC 28540-6215
usmcwestlund@yahoo.com

V-10954 A-11044

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christine Ragosta
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:51:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine Ragosta

2117 Damascus Church Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

9045012651

V-10955 A-11045

mailto:cragosta@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: dorothy foote
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:52:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

dorothy foote

109 remembrance lane
mount airy, NC 27030

3367899599

V-10956 A-11046

mailto:dogshappen@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Susan Yeager
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:52:17 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Susan Yeager
5430 Phillips Bridge Rd
Winston Salem, NC 27104-3431
turtlespirit74@gmail.com

V-10957 A-11047

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kelli Hobbs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:52:30 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kelli Hobbs
105 Bayside Dr
Moyock, NC 27958-9057
kellihobbs23@gmail.com

V-10958 A-11048

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jill Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:52:39 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jill Johnson
901 Golden Star Way
Wake Forest, NC 27587-3843
jillmjohnson3@icloud.com

V-10959 A-11049

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Zach Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:52:39 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Zach Johnson
2526 Pinewood Home Dr
Pink Hill, NC 28572-9640
budlightguy87@gmail.com

V-10960 A-11050

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bruce Schlegel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:52:40 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Bruce Schlegel
114 Almond Rd
Mooresville, NC 28115-7818
Bruce.Schlegel0430@gmail.com

V-10961 A-11051

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ryan Sheers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:52:42 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Ryan Sheers
605 River Ridge Dr
Shallotte, NC 28470-4677
rsheers444@yahoo.com

V-10962 A-11052

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Teresa Spivey-Farlow
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:52:46 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Teresa Spivey-Farlow
925 High Meadows Dr
Concord, NC 28025-8875
tjspiveyfarlow@gmail.com

V-10963 A-11053

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: JANE MORRISON
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:52:57 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. JANE MORRISON
1834 Asbury Hall Ct
Charlotte, NC 28209-5538
janemorrison1@me.com

V-10964 A-11054

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Sandra Ernest
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:53:06 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sandra Ernest
696 Cedar Creek Rd
Mocksville, NC 27028-6136
cedarcreekairsoft@gmail.com

V-10965 A-11055

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Chad Sakada
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:53:08 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Chad Sakada
1005 Queens Cir
Shelby, NC 28150-5505
c.sakada@gmail.com

V-10966 A-11056

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ricco Tinnin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:53:50 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Ricco Tinnin
3424 Forestbrook Dr
Charlotte, NC 28208-2773
riccotinnin@gmail.com

V-10967 A-11057

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of William Gaines
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:55:08 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. William Gaines
908 W Pearsall St
Dunn, NC 28334-4736
williamluke1998@gmail.com

V-10968 A-11058

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dallas Triniti
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:55:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

After the unconscionable pollution of the Dan river and the irresponsible plan of cleaning up that river is a mortal
 sin.
I want to live in a world, a country, a state, and city that are responsible stewards of the health of our environment
 and its effects on humans.
Stop interfering in sound rules that have been set to counter pollution. Get your state government paws off my right
 to breath clean air, drink clean water, not fear for a fracking earthquake. I pay taxes and demand that you stop your
 efforts to thwart sensible guidelines.

Sincerely,

Dallas Triniti

5 Oaken Court
Asheville, NC 28803

9196379205

V-10969 A-11059

mailto:namaste211@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Young
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:56:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Young

5808 Williamsburg Way
Druham, NC 27713

V-10970 A-11060

mailto:rcyoung4@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly baird
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:57:20 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kimberly baird
60 Berrywood Ln
Hendersonville, NC 28792-7451
bairdsnc@yahoo.com

V-10971 A-11061

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Doreen Harmon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:57:25 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Doreen Harmon
1106 Bryce Ave
Salisbury, NC 28144-3808
doreenharmon83@gmail.com

V-10972 A-11062

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Titus
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:57:46 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Debra Titus
351 Culp Rd
Richfield, NC 28137-5740
debit0223@gmail.com

V-10973 A-11063

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherry Yeager
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:58:00 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sherry Yeager
1200 Kensington Pl
Asheville, NC 28803-2362
slygrooves@yahoo.com

V-10974 A-11064

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Greg Knepper
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 8:59:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Clean up NC bill on clean sit

Sincerely,

Greg Knepper

105 Oak street
Fairview, NC 28730

V-10975 A-11065

mailto:Greg.knepper@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Elissa Oliveira
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:00:26 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Elissa Oliveira
310 Hidden Oaks Dr
Jacksonville, NC 28546-9691
elissa.oliveira13@gmail.com

V-10976 A-11066

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Meadows
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:00:44 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Mary Meadows
747 Eastwood Rd
Wilmington, NC 28403-1821
marykat73@gmail.com

V-10977 A-11067

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lori Bloodworth
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:00:55 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Lori Bloodworth
107 Sydney Way
Elizabeth City, NC 27909-3163
mustanglori011@yahoo.com

V-10978 A-11068

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Kolk
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:02:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Kolk

1360 Jupiter Rd
Weaverville, NC 28787

8285507028

V-10979 A-11069

mailto:passiflorus@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Natalie Beckwith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:02:58 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Natalie Beckwith
13925 Ballantyne Corporate Pl
Charlotte, NC 28277-2704
nlzazik@gmail.com

V-10980 A-11070

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Danny Beck
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:03:18 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Danny Beck
1809 Brendas Ln
Yadkinville, NC 27055-7274
leespeer1980@yahoo.com

V-10981 A-11071

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lauren Franklin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:03:32 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Lauren Franklin
228 Monteburg Rd
Fort Bragg, NC 28307-3413
laurenf2585@gmail.com

V-10982 A-11072

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: bob jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:04:09 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. bob jones
2305 Mayo Forest Ln
Morrisville, NC 27560-7145
ken.seq09@gmail.com

V-10983 A-11073

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steven Rose
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:04:16 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Steven Rose
4635 Brighton Ridge Dr
Apex, NC 27539-7992
srose3274@gmail.com

V-10984 A-11074

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jonathan Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:04:28 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jonathan Johnson
3115 Southwest Blvd Apt 1
Charlotte, NC 28216-4191
hawkcreeker.jj@hotmail.com

V-10985 A-11075

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Janet Geisler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:05:06 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Janet Geisler
1911 Kilby Rd
Pfafftown, NC 27040-9531
bjgeisler5894@aol.com

V-10986 A-11076

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Sandy Bitter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:05:43 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sandy Bitter
230 Brookshire Ln
Wilmington, NC 28409-8006
sbitter1@gmail.com

V-10987 A-11077

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Bryce Tignor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:06:19 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Bryce Tignor
6230 Saipan Dr
Tarawa Terrace, NC 28543-1332
brycetignor@gmail.com

V-10988 A-11078

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrea Archinal
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:06:45 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Andrea Archinal
2981 Ormond Dr
Winston Salem, NC 27106-5034
adrea210@gmail.com

V-10989 A-11079

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Jonathan Perez
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:07:07 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jonathan Perez
623 S Pierce St
Eden, NC 27288-6358
jon_perez41@outlook.com

V-10990 A-11080

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrea Reif
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:07:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrea Reif

5212 Deer Haven Drive Apt. B
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-10991 A-11081

mailto:andreakreif@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eric Koone
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:07:39 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Eric Koone
719 Bragg Dr Apt H
Wilmington, NC 28412-0979
surfwv@hotmail.com

V-10992 A-11082

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Mike Redmond
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:08:13 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Mike Redmond
1535 Withers Dr
Denver, NC 28037-5466
mcr1422@yahoo.com

V-10993 A-11083

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Michaela Wallace
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:08:18 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Michaela Wallace
399 Shannon Rd
Lumberton, NC 28360-2889
michaelajade22@gmail.com

V-10994 A-11084

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ashley Johnston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:09:28 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Ashley Johnston
1090 Willow Creek Dr
Pinnacle, NC 27043-8459
ashjojnston.aj@gmail.com

V-10995 A-11085

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Danielle Wagner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:09:31 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Danielle Wagner
1730 Back Bay Ct Apt K
Charlotte, NC 28212-7585
grimgirl66@aol.com

V-10996 A-11086

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: roy johnston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:09:43 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. roy johnston
1090 Willow Creek Dr
Pinnacle, NC 27043-8459
royjohnston89@gmail.com

V-10997 A-11087

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Barden
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:09:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Barden

200 Jefferson st
Whiteville
NC, NC 28472

V-10998 A-11088

mailto:Nancybarden52@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maxim Litvinov
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:10:00 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Maxim Litvinov
3020 Barrymore St Unit 105
Raleigh, NC 27603-3377
elksBR@yahoo.com

V-10999 A-11089

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jacob Danzig
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:11:18 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jacob Danzig
1524 Beacon Ridge Rd
Charlotte, NC 28210-3439
jdanzig@ymail.com

V-11000 A-11090

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephanie Klimenko
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:12:10 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Stephanie Klimenko
13129 Atkins Circle Dr
Charlotte, NC 28277-3254
sklimenko2@gmail.com

V-11001 A-11091

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Andrew Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:13:04 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Andrew Jones
108 Rollins Rd
Goldsboro, NC 27534-6819
jonesa2222@yahoo.com

V-11002 A-11092

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Carol Franken
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:13:34 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Carol Franken
131 Creeks Edge Dr
Sneads Ferry, NC 28460-9188
cfranken@zoomtown.com

V-11003 A-11093

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Jami Gentner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:13:47 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jami Gentner
5629 Laurium Rd
Charlotte, NC 28226-5611
jami.gentner@me.com

V-11004 A-11094

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of mark harrison
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:13:47 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. mark harrison
7 Pensacola School Rd
Burnsville, NC 28714-6804
markh116483@gmail.com

V-11005 A-11095

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Antonio Simpson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:16:35 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Antonio Simpson
321 N Regan St
Greensboro, NC 27401-3274
a.simpson85@yahoo.com

V-11006 A-11096

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Stephanie Odom
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:19:34 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Stephanie Odom
3086 Jg Ross Ave
Morganton, NC 28655-9290
Steph.odom96@yahoo.com

V-11007 A-11097

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Patrick Harris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:20:00 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Patrick Harris
247 Hayden Burke Ln
Taylorsville, NC 28681-2371
pharris5220@gmail.com

V-11008 A-11098

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Whyte
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean power
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:20:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please,
  We need to move toward cleaner air, water, and power. What good is an unregulated, polluting business climate if
 no people want to be here in NC?

Sincerely,

James Whyte

PO Box 2074
Chapel Hill, NC 27515

V-11009 A-11099

mailto:jimwhyte@mebtel.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Roepnack
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:21:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Roepnack

23 Elk Mountain Scenic Hwy
Asheville, NC 28804

828-545-5363

V-11010 A-11100

mailto:bobroep@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: rebekah giard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:21:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

rebekah giard

102 george tom court
manteo, NC 27954

V-11011 A-11101

mailto:rdgiard1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: wayne mitchell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean Air
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:22:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

thank you !

Sincerely,

wayne mitchell

3012 Elk Ridge rd
Durham, NC 27712

V-11012 A-11102

mailto:big_wayne1759@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Tyler Manning
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:23:07 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Tyler Manning
724 Iris Bryant Rd
Dunn, NC 28334-6431
manning_tyler@yahoo.com

V-11013 A-11103

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kenna Sommer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:23:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kenna Sommer

74 Crestmont Ave
Asheville, NC 28806

V-11014 A-11104

mailto:Guerakiki2@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Jo Schneider
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:24:07 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jo Schneider
41 Joelle Ct
Hendersonville, NC 28792-5765
dobies_mom@yahoo.com

V-11015 A-11105

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Kevin Wolf
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:27:10 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kevin Wolf
6307 Saint Stephen Ln
Charlotte, NC 28210-7006
wolfk0716@gmail.com

V-11016 A-11106

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Randolph Shriner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:27:13 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Randolph Shriner
912 Tulloch St
Eden, NC 27288-6422
randyshriner@gmail.com

V-11017 A-11107
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From: david king
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:27:34 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. david king
11109 Creek Pointe Dr
Matthews, NC 28105-7702
stewie335i@gmail.com

V-11018 A-11108
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mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Loretta Churchill
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:27:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Loretta Churchill

5000 Deerfield Rd
Gibsonville, NC 27249

V-11019 A-11109

mailto:lorettatc@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Shaffer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:28:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Shaffer

700 Zelda Court
Hendersonville, NC 28792

V-11020 A-11110

mailto:carolshaffer@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of amy hochstuhl
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:30:06 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. amy hochstuhl
3974 Winds Ridge Dr
Wilmington, NC 28409-4624
cincygal67@gmail.com

V-11021 A-11111
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From: Michael Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:30:26 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Michael Brown
4839 Matchwood Ct
Fayetteville, NC 28306-3935
michaelbrownuc@gmail.com

V-11022 A-11112

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Arthur Brodas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:30:36 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Arthur Brodas
PO Box 12373
Durham, NC 27709-2373
arthurbrodas@frontier.com

V-11023 A-11113
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From: Care2 on behalf of Michael Varney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:30:45 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Michael Varney
263 Saint Andrews St
Whiteville, NC 28472-9105
tarzanmv@gmail.com

V-11024 A-11114
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From: Care2 on behalf of Brad Watkins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:32:00 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Brad Watkins
112 Park Ave
Southport, NC 28461-3120
bradcwatkins@yahoo.com

V-11025 A-11115
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From: Care2 on behalf of Ron Jankavs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:32:45 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Ron Jankavs
4335 Shea Ln
Mint Hill, NC 28227-9280
rjankavs@gmail.com

V-11026 A-11116
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From: Care2 on behalf of Alicia McIntosh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:33:15 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Alicia McIntosh
207 Elaine St
Trinity, NC 27370-9459
photographybymcintosh@yahoo.com

V-11027 A-11117
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mailto:info@care2.com
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From: Care2 on behalf of Kenneth Dotson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:33:59 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kenneth Dotson
PO Box 205
Rhodhiss, NC 28667-0205
dotsonkenneth@rocketmail.com

V-11028 A-11118
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From: Care2 on behalf of Sheryl Olson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:34:26 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sheryl Olson
18 Hawk Dr
Sneads Ferry, NC 28460-7533
sheryldadamo@gmail.com

V-11029 A-11119
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From: Katina Brooks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean up the pollution
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:35:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

There is a plant that is polluting our air across the street from PINEWOOD  ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. This is not
 good for our children. Do we need more jobs in Mt. Holly yes but we as citizens need to be more mindful where
 these plants are placed. There is alot of land in Mt. Holly and as public officials before building these plants we
 need to think of the areas we place these buildings...I know that as a public officials yall think about the money but
 if we infect our children that are our future who will run these companies when we are gone....ijs. If all you public
 officials think about is money maybe you need more parents in the plan making part of these businesses cause
 mothers would have never placed a polluted company across the street from a elementary school or a power plant as
 well...not trying to be rude but alittle common sense is required and less greed. Thanks

Sincerely,

Katina Brooks

1132 Sandy Ford rd
Mt Holly, NC 28120

704-601-6368

V-11030 A-11120

mailto:Kcbrooks30@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Omar El-Shaer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:39:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Omar El-Shaer

320 MCCOTTER DR
Grifton, NC 28530

2523157235

V-11031 A-11121

mailto:ny39usa@yahoo.com
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From: Betty Kampschroeder
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:43:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Betty Kampschroeder

PO Box 12125
Wilmnington
Wilmington, NC 28405

V-11032 A-11122

mailto:BKampschroeder@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen J O"Brien
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Pat McCrory
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:43:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor McCrory:  No more mistakes on your part to make our environment more unhealthy for us and those who
 follow.  Think twice before before sending a plan to purposely fail the CLEAN POWER PLAN.

Sincerely,

Karen J O'Brien

420 Matthews Estates Road
Matthews, NC 28105

V-11033 A-11123

mailto:okob@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Adam Cornell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:47:15 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Adam Cornell
8 Cardinal Dr
Jackson Springs, NC 27281-9750
adamcnell04@gmail.com

V-11034 A-11124
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mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Terri Dallin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:47:27 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Terri Dallin
425 S Meadow Rd
Raleigh, NC 27603-8617
tdallin57@yahoo.com

V-11035 A-11125

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Minch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:47:52 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Susan Minch
5013 Furman Pl
Charlotte, NC 28210-2305
subeeyo@gmail.com

V-11036 A-11126

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rosalind Murfree
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:49:01 PM

Rosalind Murfree from Whitsett, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): mikkimurf@yahoo.com

First Name: Rosalind

Last Name: Murfree

City: Whitsett
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27377

V-11037 A-11127
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mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Rounds
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:49:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Rounds

2528 Providence Road
Charlotte, NC 28211

V-11038 A-11128

mailto:jcrounds@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Larry Taylor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:51:27 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Larry Taylor
1013 Knotts Landing Rd SE
Bolivia, NC 28422-7676
larrytaylor3636@gmail.com

V-11039 A-11129
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From: Care2 on behalf of Rachel Hnatuck
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:51:29 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Rachel Hnatuck
103 Rose Sky Ct
Cary, NC 27513-3580
rachelhnatuck@yahoo.com

V-11040 A-11130

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Pam Kirks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:51:34 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Pam Kirks
708 Valerie Dr
Raleigh, NC 27606-2669
pskirks@gmail.com

V-11041 A-11131

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Angela Hodges
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:51:38 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Angela Hodges
313 Buckner Dr
Wilmington, NC 28412-7109
moonflower1021@yahoo.com

V-11042 A-11132

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deb Morris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean energy
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 9:51:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Let's focus on clean industries like wind and solar.  We do not want fracking or drilling for oil off the coast.  No
 state wants the environment ruined so the big energy companies can profit.

Sincerely,

Deb Morris

1479 West Lake Dr
Asheboro, NC 27205

V-11043 A-11133

mailto:dwm813@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leigh Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:06:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leigh Wilson

8605 Windjammer Dr
Raleigh, NC 27615

919-848-1642

V-11044 A-11134

mailto:leighwilson05@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carl Beck
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:10:15 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.
Sincerely,
Carl Dale Beck
107 Wildlife Road
Belmont, NC 28012

Sincerely,

Carl Beck

107 Wildlife Road
Belmont, NC 28012

V-11045 A-11135

mailto:CDBeck1945@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Carrier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean energy
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:19:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

North Carolina is ideally situated, geographically, to lead in development of clean energy.  I strongly endorse
 leadership in this undertaking.  Please use your position to do all you can to help our state to grow in a healthy
 direction and away from pollution and harm to environment.

Sincerely,

Joseph Carrier

3779 Bat Cave Rd
Old Fort, NC 28762

V-11046 A-11136

mailto:drcarrier@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Shawn Hardy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:21:07 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Shawn Hardy
241 Briarwood Pl
Sanford, NC 27332-2511
mrkentucky2010@gmail.com

V-11047 A-11137

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Kandise Hall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:21:54 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kandise Hall
7934 Old Nc 10 Lot 24
Hickory, NC 28602-8602
cncgurl@yahoo.com

V-11048 A-11138

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jacqueline McGee
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:23:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline McGee

13 Bagwell Ave
Raleigh, NC 27607

V-11049 A-11139

mailto:downtown16@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brian Herbstreit
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:25:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brian Herbstreit

6839 Ledgestone Pl
Charlotte, NC 28227

704-726-3524

V-11050 A-11140

mailto:bherbstreit@goldrushguys.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Taylor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:28:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

In the interest of our state, its inhabitants,,and our planet Governor, get out of corporate pockets and work for the
 people.

Sincerely,

Robert Taylor

523 Westwood Pl
Asheville, NC 28806

V-11051 A-11141

mailto:bbqbeau@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: George Burazer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:31:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

George Burazer

8300 Meadow Lakes Dr
Charlotte, NC 28210

V-11052 A-11142

mailto:georgeburazer@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Thomas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Ash ponds
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:33:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please clean up the ash ponds and keep our water pure  
 It's one thing to cut government spending but on the other hand people need government services for the
 environment, health as in food safety, education and  infrastructure.

Sincerely,

Mark Thomas

5123 Berkeley Greene Drive
Charlotte, NC 28277

V-11053 A-11143

mailto:Markgregorythomas@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lee Goldman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:34:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lee Goldman

2307 Ridgefield Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-11054 A-11144

mailto:leegol@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alice Cottrell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Air quality
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:37:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support the end to dirty energy. The earth cannot sustain the pollution any longer.

Sincerely,

Alice Cottrell

265 Turtle Dove Trl
Burnsville, NC 28714

V-11055 A-11145

mailto:alice@ccvn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Zak
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:37:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Zak

106 Wheatsbury Drive
Cary, NC 27513

V-11056 A-11146

mailto:karenzak@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrew Haynes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:37:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Haynes

1416 Huntcliff dr
WAXHAW, NC 28173

V-11057 A-11147

mailto:joshh418@vt.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: JoAnn Costakis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:45:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

JoAnn Costakis

964 Waites Hollifield Rd
Marion, NC 28752

V-11058 A-11148

mailto:jonanc49@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Conroy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:45:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

NC needs clean air and I support renewable energy to get there. Please advance a plan to maximize support of
 renewable energy, replace fossil fuel use and reduce carbon emissions.

Sincerely,

Thomas Conroy

3723 Providence Manor Road
Charlotte, NC 28270

V-11059 A-11149

mailto:Tom.conroy@conroy.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lois Clement
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:46:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lois Clement

118 rocky hollow
weaverville, NC 28787

V-11060 A-11150

mailto:Loclem97@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carl Beavers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:50:27 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Carl Beavers
903 Park Ridge Rd Apt B6
Durham, NC 27713-9211
cbeavers11@gmail.com

V-11061 A-11151

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mansie Parrish
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:52:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mansie Parrish

14322 richmond
Charlotte, NC 28277

V-11062 A-11152

mailto:Carolinagirl9702@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Broyles
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:52:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

For the life of me I cannot understand why you would want to submit a plan to purposely fail the goals of the Clean
 Power Plan. Do you not care about the future of our planet? Do you not care about the quality of life for your
 children, grandchildren, and theirs?

You were elected to office to serve the people. How is this serving anyone? The only thing it could possibly serve is
 the pockets of the CEO's of the coal and fossil fuel companies (and maybe your pockets too).

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Broyles

213 Candlewood Dr
Wilmington, NC 28411

V-11063 A-11153

mailto:cssceb@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Catherine Piatak
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 10:55:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine Piatak

1400 Wheelwright Place
Apt 111
Cary, NC 27519

V-11064 A-11154

mailto:Piatak.catherine@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: kay Doost
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:01:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

kay Doost

1618 Marion Street
Greensboro, NC 27403

V-11065 A-11155

mailto:fkdoost@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christine Cinpinski
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:01:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

NC needs to follow the Clean Power Plan.  Give our state a chance with clean air and water.  Give Earth a chance.

Sincerely,

Christine Cinpinski

5100 Panhandle Circle
Matthews, NC 28104

V-11066 A-11156

mailto:chcinnc@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dr. Rebecca Powers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:07:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP).

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dr. Rebecca Powers

214 Quail Hollow Rd
Greenville, NC 27858

V-11067 A-11157

mailto:rebeccapowers595@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken Dyar
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:15:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ken Dyar

94 Skyco Road
Manteo, NC 27954

V-11068 A-11158

mailto:nanken00@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amy Nelson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:16:58 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Amy Nelson
214 Gold Leaf Dr
Hampstead, NC 28443-3586
amynelsonrn@yahoo.com

V-11069 A-11159

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lindsay Richards
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:17:04 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Lindsay Richards
4608 Simsbury Rd
Charlotte, NC 28226-5072
lrichards@gmail.com

V-11070 A-11160

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brenda Anderson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean air
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:21:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Let's do this.

Sincerely,

Brenda Anderson

8221 Fallsdale Dr
Charlotte, NC 28214

V-11071 A-11161

mailto:Circleup@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ray Brandolin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:23:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ray Brandolin

8028 Ole Neuse Trail
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-11072 A-11162

mailto:buttgator@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kristin Jenkins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:27:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kristin Jenkins

612 Cory Ln NE
Leland, NC 28451

V-11073 A-11163

mailto:southern.belle964@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott Lucas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean up my state
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:30:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

North Carolina needs to clean up its act.  The technology is available. The wish to continue to provide a safe,
 creature-friendly, clean place to work, live and nurture families is held by all North Carolinians.
The elected officials of this state do not exercise policies which reflect  the wishes of their constituents.
Bring back North Carolina to a progressive position in the country,  Start with cleaning up the air, the water and the
 land.
This state is not for sale.

Sincerely,

Scott Lucas

412 Chillingworth Lane
Charlotte, NC 28211

V-11074 A-11164

mailto:scottlucas@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christopher Charland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:33:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christopher Charland

1763 Provincial Dr
Leland, NC 28451

9108801198

V-11075 A-11165

mailto:cristo53c@outlook.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marty Madsen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:34:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marty Madsen

401 homepage circle
Apr
Apex, NC 27502

V-11076 A-11166

mailto:rmmadsen@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rendy RICHARDS
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:39:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rendy RICHARDS

6301 Wescott Drive
Summerfield, NC 27358

V-11077 A-11167

mailto:rlrsport@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sam Clark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:39:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sam Clark

5006 pine needle dr
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-11078 A-11168

mailto:Samclark17@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Tabony
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:46:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Tabony

220 Ashton Hall Lane
Raleigh, NC 27609

9198968018

V-11079 A-11169

mailto:bookman77025@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Kyle Lenington
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Monday, January 11, 2016 11:52:07 PM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kyle Lenington
9116 Black Heath Cir
Charlotte, NC 28214-3621
kyle_lenington@yahoo.com

V-11080 A-11170

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katerena DePasquale
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:02:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katerena DePasquale

105 west Main Street
Loft 2
Durham, NC 27701

V-11081 A-11171

mailto:Katerenaalkhimova@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: deborah shantzek
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Time to respect our environment
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:33:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As elected officials you owe it to your constituents  to make sure that the policies in place protect our natural
 resources and our environment, effecting the health and well being of the citizens of our State.  I find it so
 confusing to think of anyone with any level of intelligence to disregard the dangers of not putting in place
 protective standards for all forms of energy use.  Don't you realize that this will effect everyone, including you and
 your families.  Please reconsider where you put your support and start to show your respect for the planet we
 inhabit and all of us that share in living here.

Thank you in advance for responsibly addressing this issue.

Sincerely,

Deborah Shantzek

321 Rectory St. #479
Pittsboro, NC  27312

Sincerely,

deborah shantzek

321 Rectory St.  #479
Pittsboro, NC 27312

3054019220

V-11082 A-11172

mailto:debsha_1@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: JC Cagle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Civic Responsibility
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:37:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear Governor McCrory,

I have written to you 3 times and you have NEVER responded.  You have miserably failed in your duty to your
 constituents (AKA me).  I SO regret voting for you as you have disregarded me at every turn.  :(

Sincerely, 

J. C. Cagle
799 GlennBridge Road
Arden
28707

Sincerely,

JC Cagle

799 Glenn Bridge Road
Arden, NC 28704

V-11083 A-11173

mailto:jccagle@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret C Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:37:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret C Smith

404 Mission Ridge Road
Murphy, NC 28906

V-11084 A-11174

mailto:qataluna@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jon Crawford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:40:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jon Crawford

2501 south point rd
Belmont, NC 28012

V-11085 A-11175

mailto:Joncrawford2345@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:41:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I was beginning to lean towards supporting you, Gov. McCrory, but if you decide to submit a plan that is not in line
 with  the Clean Power Plan, I will fight tooth and nail to make sure you do not get re-elected.   To not get on board
 with a plan to keep our state clean and beautiful would be a disgrace to our State.

Sincerely,

Susan Smith

511 Casey Lane
Mebane, NC 27302

V-11086 A-11176

mailto:trirehab@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tania Malven
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:43:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tania Malven

2228 E Kleindale
Tucson, AZ 85719

V-11087 A-11177

mailto:tmalven@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rebecca Benhart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:44:11 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Benhart

10pasco.  Loop
Waynesville, NC 28785

V-11088 A-11178

mailto:rebbenhart@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: john yeager
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:46:56 AM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. john yeager
5901 Wishing Well Ln
Wilmington, NC 28409-4231
jeager3love@yahoo.com

V-11089 A-11179

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Martin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:47:25 AM

Jan 11, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Lisa Martin
1074 E Boiling Spring Rd
Southport, NC 28461-9727
lisamrtn8@aol.com

V-11090 A-11180

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christina Bradshaw
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:51:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christina Bradshaw

112 Pegg Avenue
Kernersville, NC 27284

3364232568

V-11091 A-11181

mailto:Oceanlover271@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janet Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:53:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear Governor McCory,
Let's get on board with the Clean Power Plan as a state led by you and be proactive for our children and the world
 they will inherit from us.

Sincerely,

Janet Smith

895 Jenkins Branch Road N
Bryson City, NC 28713

V-11092 A-11182

mailto:smithgjanet@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: carol denny
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:55:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

carol denny

6129 remington lake dr
raleigh, NC 27616

V-11093 A-11183

mailto:ragdog1@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cindy Yates
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Support the Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:01:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

North Carolina could be a leader in alternative clean energy instead of the slacker using dirty power. Power
 companies must have carbon pollution standards to protect our environment and public health.
Please protect the people and environment of N.C. instead of polluters. Actively support REAL carbon pollution
 limits.

Sincerely,

Cindy Yates

105 Linville Dr
Castle Hayne, NC 28429

V-11094 A-11184

mailto:yatescp2002@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bruce Coleman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Government Pat McCrory
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:15:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Clean Power Act. You should  too.

Sincerely,

Bruce Coleman

912 woodham
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-11095 A-11185

mailto:bcoleman@syr.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Angela Douglas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:16:50 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Angela Douglas
3115 Southwest Blvd Apt 1
Charlotte, NC 28216-4191
add.jjmj2012@outlook.com

V-11096 A-11186

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Angela Foster
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:17:19 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Angela Foster
715 N Church St
Charlotte, NC 28202-2294
dispatcher1133@aol.com

V-11097 A-11187

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Verlisa Washington
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:17:20 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Verlisa Washington
PO Box 978
Wingate, NC 28174-0978
purposrlypassionate@gmail.com

V-11098 A-11188

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Willie Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: waiting for the world to change...
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:17:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I believe that if we all help stop the pollution control the world will be a better safer and clean place and better
 breathing air for our new generation...

Sincerely,

Willie Smith

264 w. presnell st
asheboro, NC 27203

3365219387

V-11099 A-11189

mailto:williesmith317@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Helms
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:17:57 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. John Helms
6100 Brace Rd
Charlotte, NC 28211-4655
johnhelms12363@gmail.com

V-11100 A-11190

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debby Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:31:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debby Williams

1909 Fairlamb Ave
Columbia, SC 29223

V-11101 A-11191

mailto:williamsdebby123@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katrina Kelley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: There are other safer options, no more fossil fuels please.
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:51:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Global Climate change is inevitable, but why speed it up. I keep hearing, and reading, that the ground level/ earth
 surface temperature measuring devices are having their data altered by thosé who are collecting data, NOAA.
 Apparently the on ground earth temperature readings are showing warmer temperatures than near past. NOAA has
 no reason to cook the books, they aren't going to miss out on investments in Oil, Fossil fuels. The biproduct of
 using oil and fossil fuels is CO2, we can't breath that. (I think people have used CO2 to suicide. With the Car turned
 ON, the engine running, the car is burning oil/ gasoline creating exhaust C02, then the suicider runs a hose from the
 car exhaust pipe in to the car cabin. WIndows up preventing CO2 entering the car cockpit via hose from escaping
 the confined space chosen to end life, the sucider inhales CO2 till they pass out, with out oxygen the sucider bodies
 cells die. The suciders Brain cells die, ceasing the functions of breathing,
  heart
beat, and the firing of nerves that keep us being god's perfect creation. Now imagine that on a global scale; we can't
 roll down the window and change our mind..

Too late we polluted our fish bowl...  Who cares about global warming..
We are poisoning ourselves via the Air we breath, our oxygen levels are decreasing. Ever been in a hyperbaric
 pressure chamber, highest levels of Oxygen you'll ever recieve, you feel amazing, alive, like a spring chicken.
 Lance Armstrong knows how precious oxygen is.... The media called it Doping... He was basically eliminating the
 slow process naturally done by breathing, that restores Oxygen to optimal levels in our blood stream yielding
 Multiple Tour de France wins... He did it via a Blood trans fusion, swapping our 8 pints of oxygen depleted Blood
 with Bags of Blood at max oxygen caring capacity.
Lance Armstrong is an example of the importance of Oxygen, and how oxygen rich air increases the quality of life.
WHO CARES ABOUT GLOBAL WARMING. If we keep cutting down trees which replenish oxygen and don't
 stop the unnecessary usage of fossil fuels are great grand children are gonna be dragging oxygen tanks from the
 time of conception... Never mind being old. Oxygen Tanks for Everyone!

Sincerely,

Katrina Kelley

141 Oakvale drive
Raleigh, NC 27604

V-11102 A-11192

mailto:nekogaru@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Curt Carter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:20:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Curt Carter

2254 Wilkins St
2254 Wilkins St
Burlington, NC 27217

V-11103 A-11193

mailto:ccarter02@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer DiLego
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:47:17 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jennifer DiLego
3216 Auburn Estates Rd
Raleigh, NC 27610-9604
lady4di_lego@yahoo.com

V-11104 A-11194

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Bradley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Stop fouling the air !
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:51:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor McGrory

The time is here to do something positive about our quality air .

Sincerely,

Robert Bradley

305 Central Drive
Goldsboro, NC 27534

9197229538

V-11105 A-11195

mailto:ellsworthbradley193@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Claire Brothers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:01:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Claire Brothers

1709 Calico Dr
Morehead City, NC 28557

V-11106 A-11196

mailto:clairebt@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephen Welgos
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:24:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Welgos

1081 Woodland Church Rd
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-11107 A-11197

mailto:welgoson@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Justin Landry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:40:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please help support a quick agreement with the minimum standards, at least, of the Clean Power Act. We can and
 should be attaining the best environmental protection while it is on our minds, for our current and future
 populations of all living things. Why not set a good example for the rest of the country, and the world, that we are
 leaders in this realm, that we care and support healthy resolutions? This is something that will benefit everyone and
 everything in our immediate and distant environments and ecosystems.

Thank you for your time and attention.

Sincerely,

Justin Landry

87 Martin Ave
Asheville, NC 28806

V-11108 A-11198

mailto:jl428182@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Liz Thompson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Environment
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:43:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It is past time for this responsible Clean Power Plan to be enacted in North Carolina. We won't have jobs to go to, if
 NC citizens can't breath or become ill from polluting companies. Do the right thing as stewards of our air and water.

Sincerely,

Liz Thompson

47 woodbury rd
Asheville, NC 28804

V-11109 A-11199

mailto:lthompson128@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Teresa Harrell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:47:25 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Teresa Harrell
1104 Paddock Dr
Raleigh, NC 27609-4744
wheatsiegurl@aol.com

V-11110 A-11200

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Terri Morris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:47:27 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Terri Morris
4589 Cameron Rd
Hope Mills, NC 28348-2418
dammitgirl71@yahoo.com

V-11111 A-11201

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jay Kasdorf
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:14:44 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I realize the impact of moving away from hydrocarbon based power generation but it must be done. There must be a
 tangible cost to carbon pollution. There is a huge amount of money to be made, however, in clean and renewable
 energy sources. People must change with the times and seize new opportunities.

Sincerely,

Jay Kasdorf

1515 Mill Valley Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

9195222199

V-11112 A-11202

mailto:cattledog1@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Paula Ford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:22:38 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Paula Ford
128 Birdie Ln
Elizabeth City, NC 27909-9058
prbford@gmail.com

V-11113 A-11203

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laurel Vincenty
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:43:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It's time North Carolina distinguished our state from the rest of the country by doing the right thing.

I respectfully encourage Governor McCrory and the NC Division of Air Quality to meet the standards set forth by
 the Clean Power Plan.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laurel Vincenty

5021 Rambling Hills Dr
Morrisville, NC 27560

V-11114 A-11204

mailto:baycleve@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Perrin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:47:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Perrin

39 Daybreak Cove
Burnsville, NC 28714

V-11115 A-11205

mailto:barbperrin4@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Darlene Lee
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:52:11 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Darlene Lee

125 Briarwood Dr
Selma, NC 27576

V-11116 A-11206

mailto:darleneandsteve@goatonthetrollbridge.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tom Pugh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:57:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tom Pugh

6 Brightleaf Ct
nn
Durham, NC 27713

V-11117 A-11207

mailto:tgp42@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lois Boswell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Environmental Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:01:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Clean-up our state!!!

Sincerely,

Lois Boswell

111 Maple Avenue #408
Burlington, NC 27215

6194434787

V-11118 A-11208

mailto:lr123boswell@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Betsy Freeman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean up this state
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:07:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Such a beautiful state that is killing our state. With the tracking and poor management to raise the quality of the air,
 we and our kids will develop health issues. Clean up the air and land..do not bow or be bought out by the big
 corporations that pay to allow our environment to decay.

Sincerely,

Betsy Freeman

7307 sheffingdell
Charlotte, NC 28226

V-11119 A-11209

mailto:Betsy.freeman1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: jerome seaton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:13:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

jerome seaton

105 fidelity st
carrboro, NC 27510

9196192995

V-11120 A-11210

mailto:jerome.maximus@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Porter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:21:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Porter

927 Mulberry Mill Road
North Wilkesboro, NC 28659

V-11121 A-11211

mailto:jbarlowporter@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Laura Gould-White
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:22:34 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Laura Gould-White
8725 Highmore Trl
Raleigh, NC 27603-8594
laura@sweetnsassypassion.com

V-11122 A-11212

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica Kellam
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:31:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Kellam

202 Ashland Drive
Greensboro, NC 27403

3368091515

V-11123 A-11213

mailto:jkellam16@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Faulkner-Bond
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:31:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daniel Faulkner-Bond

1 Forest Ridge Drive
Arden, NC 28704

V-11124 A-11214

mailto:Dan.f.bond@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anna Sebastian
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:39:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anna Sebastian

207 Pineburr Road
Greensboro, NC 27455

V-11125 A-11215

mailto:anna101@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Whelan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:43:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Whelan

8911 Snapfinger Ct
WAXHAW, NC 28173

V-11126 A-11216

mailto:grdead123@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Walls
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:45:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support this plan - you lose nothing if you support it and everything if you do to.

Sincerely,

Laura Walls

6 Prospector's Trail
Black Mountain, NC 28711

8285457642

V-11127 A-11217

mailto:trimom53@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kim Livingston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:49:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kim Livingston

526 Caswell Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-11128 A-11218

mailto:Kimberly.shumate@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jacqueline Umbra
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:49:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Umbra

106 Chimo Court
Cary, NC 27513

V-11129 A-11219

mailto:Jacqueline.umbra@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephen Clift
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:49:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor McCrory and his environmental agency are going to submit a plan to purposefully fail the goals of the
 Clean Power Plan.  We are watching you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Clift

114 River Reach Dr. west
Swansboro, NC 28584

9103265669

V-11130 A-11220

mailto:steve_clift11@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Hannah Dosa
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:50:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Hannah Dosa

135 1/2 Viginia Ave
Asheville, NC 28806

V-11131 A-11221

mailto:Hannahdosa@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kara Comp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:50:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kara Comp

78 deaver st
Asheville, NC 28806

V-11132 A-11222

mailto:Karajc3@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cheryl Ward
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:08:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Ward

219 Blueberry Lane
Swannanoa, NC 28778

V-11133 A-11223

mailto:cvward01@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Armistead, M.D.
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Support the Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:13:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Make the switch to clean energy but avoid nuclear completely as it is too costly and dangerous to all life forms on
 earth!

Sincerely,

Susan Armistead, M.D.

15 North Dr
Key Largo, FL 33037

3059429057

V-11134 A-11224

mailto:susan_armistead@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christine Allen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:16:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine Allen

201 Abbey Lane
Cary, NC 27511

V-11135 A-11225

mailto:christinelovesdogs@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nicky Lee
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:17:52 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Nicky Lee
125 Pasadena Rd
Garner, NC 27529-6222
mashiekalee@yahoo.com

V-11136 A-11226

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Graham
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean energy
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:19:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please consider this letter as my request to you to make your role in our government one that we can both call
 responsible.  Do what you are not only empowered to do but what is right: promote, secure and demand clean
 energy and safer practices by the existing energy providers.

This is not about you, me or the corporations.  This is about our planet.

Thank you,
Jim Graham

Sincerely,

James Graham

278 Vail Drive
Blowing rock, NC 28605

V-11137 A-11227

mailto:Jgraham3@prodigy.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: keith denny
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:19:41 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

keith denny

1322 mount olive church rd
pittsboro, NC 27312

919.542.1683

V-11138 A-11228

mailto:jkeithdenny@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: C. Wayne Ashcraft
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Save Us from Global Warming
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:20:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please clean up our state's environment.

Sincerely,

C. Wayne Ashcraft

1125 Tidalkwalk Drive
Wilmington, CA 28409

V-11139 A-11229

mailto:cwashcraft@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rose Henderson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:28:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rose Henderson

311 Blake Street
Raleigh, NC 27601

V-11140 A-11230

mailto:Theholyrose@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kenneth Leary
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:31:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Why does anyone expect a Duke energy executive elected to the Governor's office to represent anyone other than
 Duke energy. Art Pope, McCrory, etc., will let you die to protect their bottom line.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Leary

airport road
pinehurst, NC 28374

V-11141 A-11231

mailto:kenleary@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Burazer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:31:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daniel Burazer

8300 Meadow Lakes Dr
Charlotte, NC 28210

V-11142 A-11232

mailto:dannavy2002@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Rees
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:34:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Rees

2623 Grant Ave
Raleigh, NC 27608

V-11143 A-11233

mailto:Annehrees@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christopher Austin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:45:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We as North Carolinians need to be preparing for the future. In order to do this we must change our perspective
 from short term gains that have lasting detrimental effects on the health and well being of our residents.

Sincerely,

Christopher Austin

7339 alcorn road
Greensboro, NC 27409

V-11144 A-11234

mailto:inneryeti@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lewellen Padgett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:47:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

we expect the Clean Power Plan to be enacted.  Duke Power, among other irresponsible companies, are destroying
 our futures , our health, and our planet's health.

Sincerely,

Lewellen Padgett

220 South Fulton Street
Salisbury, NC 28144

V-11145 A-11235

mailto:Lewzbluz@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dayla Lingerfelt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:47:54 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Dayla Lingerfelt
604 Cress School Rd
Salisbury, NC 28147-9678
daylakay@gmail.com

V-11146 A-11236

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dana Strader
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:48:34 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Dana Strader
753 Guerrant Springs Rd
Ruffin, NC 27326-9271
straderd@rockinghamcc.edu

V-11147 A-11237

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jamie McAdoo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:49:07 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jamie McAdoo
3607 mccuistion rd
Greensboro, NC 27407
jnfleetwood@hotmail.com

V-11148 A-11238

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alyssa Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:52:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alyssa Brown

3506 Treeview Lane
Browns Summit, NC 27214

V-11149 A-11239

mailto:alyssabrown2@outlook.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: sandrea Butler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:55:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear Sir,
Please protect the air in North Carolina. We need to be careful with what will be left for our children and
 grandchildren.

Sincerely,

sandrea Butler

619 Dunbar Street
Durham, NC 27701

V-11150 A-11240

mailto:sandreab72@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ian Fuller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:55:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ian Fuller

5000 split oak dr
Charlotte, NC 28227

V-11151 A-11241

mailto:Iannfull@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deborah Ruffin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air, curb pollution
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:56:12 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I have been a NC resident since 1969...I love this state, one of the beauties of North Carolina is all the different
 scenic wonders in the state...coast, heartland and mountains..we need to put pressure on our politicians because it's
 the only way to make them listen.

Sincerely,

Deborah Ruffin

285 Clubfoot Creek Rd
Havelock, NC 28532

V-11152 A-11242

mailto:Ruffie.1973@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: DAVID ASKINS
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:01:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

DAVID ASKINS

20 0AK ROAD
HAMPSTEAD, NC 28443

9102706109

V-11153 A-11243

mailto:david.oystershell@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathleen Brady
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:07:42 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Brady

278 high hill rd
Jacksonville, NC 28540

V-11154 A-11244

mailto:scraps58@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joan Klemic
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:10:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joan Klemic

244 oakleaf drive
pine knoll shores, NC 28512

V-11155 A-11245

mailto:jekak@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Meredith Alduk
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:11:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Meredith Alduk

2020 Bluemont Dr
Greensboro, NC 27408

V-11156 A-11246

mailto:artiseverywhere82@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Audrey Ellington
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:13:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Audrey Ellington

675 Hidden Hollow Rd
Bryson City, NC 28713

8285085300

V-11157 A-11247

mailto:dukeandaudrey@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: carol meyer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:13:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

carol meyer

6117 clairidge road
wilmington, NC 28403

V-11158 A-11248

mailto:casm@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: George Cole
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:13:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to m increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

George Cole

P O Box 835
Carthage, NC 28327

V-11159 A-11249

mailto:bennycole12@embarqmail.congratulations
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Henson Frost
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:16:11 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Henson Frost

105 SW 3rd St
Oak Island, NC 28465

9103222507

V-11160 A-11250

mailto:luvanimals@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Randolph Harrison
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:18:08 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Randolph Harrison
211 Lenoir St
Morganton, NC 28655-3127
rharrison@wpcc.edu

V-11161 A-11251

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jonathan Moss
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:19:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Moss

148 sarah st
Mount airy, NC 27030

13865778013

V-11162 A-11252

mailto:jonathanmoss88@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pelham Jacobs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:19:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Mr. McCrory - It is time to put short term gains behind us and do what is best for all of us now, for our
 grandchildren and all following generations to have a safe planet to call home. Please answer what I know your
 heart is telling you and do the correct thing. -Pelham Jacobs- Farmer

Sincerely,

Pelham Jacobs

4416 St Mary's Rd
hillsborough, NC 27278

V-11163 A-11253

mailto:pelham9@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joan Garnett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:20:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joan Garnett

106 Jones St
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-11164 A-11254

mailto:joanofearth@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dorothy O"Beirne
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Carbon Pollution Standards
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:22:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please comply with carbon pollution standards for power plants.

Sincerely,

Dorothy O'Beirne

714 N Avalon Rd
Apt B
Winston-Salem, NC 27104

V-11165 A-11255

mailto:Dorothy.obeirne@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Wendy Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:23:03 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Wendy Jones
1295 Gray Rd
Chocowinity, NC 27817-9114
sunsetbeach_68@yahoo.com

V-11166 A-11256

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Terri Stanley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:25:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Terri Stanley

501 Ray West Dr
Kernersville, NC 27284

V-11167 A-11257

mailto:stanleydesign@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lea Dutton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Please uphold Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:25:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am writing to ask for your support in writing a strong state plan that will allow North Carolina to uphold the goals
 set out by the Clean Power Plan. Technology is advancing so quickly...it is now possible to both keep our economy
 strong and keep our air clean. You are doing a disservice to carbon intensive energy providers by not encouraging
 and supporting them in moving toward offering greener energy sources. They need to shift with the marketplace to
 stay in business in the long run.

Sincerely,

Lea Dutton

343 Hillside Street
Asheville, NC 28801

V-11168 A-11258

mailto:lea.dutton@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jon Boggiano
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:25:41 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jon Boggiano

17318 Inglewood Lane
Huntersville, NC 28078

17047782560

V-11169 A-11259

mailto:jonboggiano@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Humble
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:25:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Humble

910 Emory Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-11170 A-11260

mailto:chashumble@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rosemary Toumey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean water
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:31:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Necessary

Sincerely,

Rosemary Toumey

505 South Frint Street
Wilmington, NC 28401

V-11171 A-11261

mailto:retoumey@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Sening
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: support Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:31:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am in favor of North Carolina and all states submitting a plan that meets the goals of the Clean Power Plan.

Sincerely,

Mary Sening

101 Lantern Way
Carrboro, NC 27510

V-11172 A-11262

mailto:marysening@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Oz Gamboa
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:33:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Oz Gamboa

811 New Kent Place
Cary, NC 27511

V-11173 A-11263

mailto:doomedvisions@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wafa Khalil
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power plans
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:37:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We need clean air, water, and soil! We need clean power plants.. North Carolina should be a leader in clean energy

Sincerely,

Wafa Khalil

705 Cheselden dr
Durham
Durham, NC 27713

V-11174 A-11264

mailto:Wafakhalil@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: william boyle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:41:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

william boyle

121 macdougall lane
weaverville, NC 28787

828-779-2165

V-11175 A-11265

mailto:boyleenterprises@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vera Crumley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:42:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We must protect our water.

Vera Crumley

Sincerely,

Vera Crumley

1203 Abbey circle
Asheville, NC 28805

V-11176 A-11266

mailto:veracrumley@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gary Frame
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Support the Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:42:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Accept that change is inevitable and NC can be a leader in clean power manufacturing, generation and jobs!

Sincerely,

Gary Frame

1409 The Plaza
Charlotte, NC 28205

V-11177 A-11267

mailto:gpframe@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: BONNIE SAMMIS
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:44:12 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

BONNIE SAMMIS

5801 INDIAN BROOK DRIVE
Matthews, NC 28104

V-11178 A-11268

mailto:bmes_51@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amanda Broxterman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:47:58 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Amanda Broxterman
2 Slosman Dr
Asheville, NC 28806-6103
amandabroxta@yahoo.com

V-11179 A-11269

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Wade
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:48:11 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jim Wade
201 Stanaford Rd
Winston Salem, NC 27104-2721
wadejp@triad.rr.com

V-11180 A-11270

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Schwerman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:48:19 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Elizabeth Schwerman
9604 Vinca Cir
Charlotte, NC 28213-0544
swimmer92@fuse.net

V-11181 A-11271

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Angela Sendler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:48:41 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Angela Sendler
133 Trotter Ridge Dr
Mooresville, NC 28117-5968
alnilove4ever@yahoo.com

V-11182 A-11272

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jonna Artisan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:49:06 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jonna Artisan
Wilmington, nc
Wilmington, NC 28412
mypersonaladdress1@hotmail.com

V-11183 A-11273

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: emily roberts
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:53:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

North Carolina is a beautiful state -- let's keep it that way!  We should do all we can to meet or exceed the Clean
 Power Plan standards for carbon pollution.

Sincerely,

emily roberts

104 barningham ct
cary, NC 27519

V-11184 A-11274

mailto:emily.roberts@quintiles.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathleen Royal
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:02:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Royal

374 Green Mountain Rd
Hendersonville, NC 28792

V-11185 A-11275

mailto:bobkat96@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ellen Glenn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:04:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ellen Glenn

104 Deer Run
Asheville, NC 28805

V-11186 A-11276

mailto:nellecreative@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jorge Valdes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:13:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

No more pollution !!!
Stop the nonsense

Sincerely,

Jorge Valdes

PO Box 1002
High Point, NC 27261

V-11187 A-11277

mailto:jvaldes@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Navid Farahi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: We need your help
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:13:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Gentlemen,

If this is true, please take the right action for our environment and nature.

We would appreciate it a lot.

Best Regards,
Navid Farahi

Sincerely,

Navid Farahi

9101 olmsted Dr
Charlotte, NC 28262

V-11188 A-11278

mailto:navid_80us@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joshua Lohmann
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Enough is enough
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:13:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I have been watching as McCrory has openly protected polluters from law suits at the same time as protecting
 companies from having to take responsibility for their pollution and spills. Enough is enough, Gov. McCrory. It is
 time to protect the waters and lands you were elected to represent instead of your financial interests and corporate
 buddies for whom you are beholden to for their campaign financing. For once in your career, protect North
 Carolina!

Sincerely,

Joshua Lohmann

42 Senator Reynolds Road
#306
Asheville, NC 28804

V-11189 A-11279

mailto:jslohmann2003@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: C Driscoll
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:18:00 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. C Driscoll
2117 Bay St
Charlotte, NC 28205-6007
chrisite.driscoll@gmail.com

V-11190 A-11280

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: DEBBRA MORRIS
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:20:19 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. DEBBRA MORRIS
5303 Liberty Hall Cir
Winston Salem, NC 27106-6257
DEBBRAMORRIS1@GMAIL.COM

V-11191 A-11281

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: betsy yopp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean power plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:22:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

please support clean carbon emisson plan

Sincerely,

betsy yopp

175 sioux lane
Apt/Suite
clayton, NC 27520

V-11192 A-11282

mailto:twoyellowdogs@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Casstevens Robert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:24:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please quit sweeping this problem under the rug. NC needs a comprehensive overhaul of it's carbon pollution
 standards. Neglecting this issue will only increase future costs to the environment and tax payers. I have my doubts
 about Pat doing anything to tackle this issue due to his conflict of interest. He is more concerned with his stock
 holdings than NC environment.

Sincerely,

Casstevens Robert

3154 Ashlyn Lane
Jonesville, NC 28642

V-11193 A-11283

mailto:evenbrewer@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julia Borg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:27:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julia Borg

585 Willow creek rd
Leicester, NC 28748

8286834278

V-11194 A-11284

mailto:sjborg2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Poole
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:29:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Poole

2221 Finchley Dr
Charlotte, NC 28215

V-11195 A-11285

mailto:capoole4@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Colleen Gariton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:31:40 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Colleen Gariton

9915 Gray Dove Ct
Charlotte, NC 28216

V-11196 A-11286

mailto:colleenliz@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: ERIC EVERETT
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:31:42 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

ERIC EVERETT

14 FOREST RIDGE DRIVE
ARDEN, NC 28704

V-11197 A-11287

mailto:nyla10580@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steven Frowine
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:32:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

NC need clean air!

Sincerely,

Steven Frowine

324 Pole Barn Drive
Asheville, NC 28806

8287479541

V-11198 A-11288

mailto:stevefrow@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Price
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:38:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debra Price

2 Live Oak Lane
Southern Shores, NC 27949

2522071087

V-11199 A-11289

mailto:debbieprice@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carolyn Fortner-Burton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:40:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Fortner-Burton

4905 Tanbark Drive
Wilmington, NC 28412

804-674-0159

V-11200 A-11290

mailto:fortnerburton@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Bessey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:43:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Bessey

7159 Windyrush Rd
Charlotte, CA 28226

V-11201 A-11291

mailto:webessey@perigee.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Gringle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:44:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please reach these Clean Power goals.

Sincerely,

Robert Gringle

2014 Wilson St
Durham, NC 27705

V-11202 A-11292

mailto:regringe1@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Steen
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: I support a strong proposal to meet the Clean Power Plan rules
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:52:31 AM

Dear Ms Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

North Carolina is well positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our state’s
 solid clean energy economy. At present the state’s plan ignores our clean energy resources, but renewable energy
 and energy efficiency should be a core part of the state’s Clean Power Plan.

Thank you.

John Steen
108 W. Trinity Ave.
Durham, NC 27701

V-11203 A-11293

mailto:johnsteeniv@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Dana King
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean power plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:01:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It makes no difference what I say about not wanting pollution.  My name I have signed!

Sincerely,

Dana King

1001 Donphil Rd
Durham, NC 27712

V-11204 A-11294

mailto:kinglove@frontier.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Martha Spencer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:05:11 AM

Martha Spencer from Brevard, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): spencer_martha@hotmail.com

First Name: Martha

Last Name: Spencer

City: Brevard
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28712

V-11205 A-11295

mailto:spencer_martha@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chuck Itzkovitz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:07:41 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Support the goals of the CleanPower a Plan. Don't undermine progress, and be a reactionary.

Sincerely,

Chuck Itzkovitz

40 Hyannis Dr
Unit 203
Asheville, NC 28804

V-11206 A-11296

mailto:Chuckitz791@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Heidi Berman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:18:29 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Heidi Berman
500 E Ship Creek Ave
raleigh, NC 27514
yournannyheidi@gmail.com

V-11207 A-11297

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joanne Morse
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:19:41 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Joanne Morse
9620 Elizabeth Townes Ln
Charlotte, NC 28277-2127
joannemmorse@gmail.com

V-11208 A-11298

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: June Gregor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:20:25 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. June Gregor
3506 Ridge Ct
Morganton, NC 28655-5628
gregorjune@yahoo.com

V-11209 A-11299

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Johan Madson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:21:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Johan Madson

108 Rustic Wood
Carv, NC 27518

V-11210 A-11300

mailto:Jamadson0124@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica luker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:26:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica luker

702 bonha my ave
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-11211 A-11301

mailto:jclukersciencenerd@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alison Roller-Alling
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:27:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alison Roller-Alling

5732 Skyline Dr
Seven Hills, OH 44131

V-11212 A-11302

mailto:aroller-alling@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julia Young
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:30:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julia Young

457 Meadowbranch Road
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-11213 A-11303

mailto:mandjyoung@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: kevin piacenza
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:31:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

kevin piacenza

624 hughes rd
Hampstead, NC 28443

919-412-2501

V-11214 A-11304

mailto:kevinpiacenza@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alex Sinykin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:31:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alex Sinykin

615 Guilford av
Apt. 4
Greensboro, NC 27401

7637723922

V-11215 A-11305

mailto:alexsinykin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Angela Sandlin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:37:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Angela Sandlin

609 Cheyenne Rd
Jacksonville, NC 28540

9103469268

V-11216 A-11306

mailto:angelaruddell.sandlin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Wingfield
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:37:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Wingfield

1001 Hardimont Road
Raleigh, NC 27609

9195233175

V-11217 A-11307

mailto:eowingfield@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amber Moodie-Dyer
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:41:17 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Amber Moodie-Dyer

Amber Moodie-Dyer
2786 Cranberry Springs Rd
Fleetwood, NC 28684

V-11218 A-11308

mailto:moodiedyer@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Bryan Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:43:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Earth is the only planet we have - the only place available for us to live.  It is imperative for us to leave a habitable,
 healthy place for our children, and their children, to live. 

The current trajectory of environmental abuse will unquestionably lead to a world that will be, at best, marginally
 inhabitable.  We must work to protect our one and only habitable planet.

Sincerely,

Bryan Williams

111 Revere Forest Ct
Cary, NC 27519

9193898053

V-11219 A-11309

mailto:bryan_williams@carramore.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cara McCollum
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:46:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cara McCollum

1567 Crawford Rd
Graham, NC 27253

V-11220 A-11310

mailto:clmccollum78@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Claudia Lange
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:46:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Claudia Lange

2512 EAST WOODLYN WAY
GREENSBORO, NC 27407

V-11221 A-11311

mailto:crlange12@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Fui Lian Tan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:47:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear Governor Pat McCrory
Subject: Clean Power Plan

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
Fui Lian Tan
Chicago, IL

Sincerely,

Fui Lian Tan

57-A west 15th Street
1400 South Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, IL 60605

V-11222 A-11312

mailto:fuilian38@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gailya Paliga
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: NC needs to meet real carbon pollution standards
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:49:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

NC needs to meet real carbon pollution standards.

Unless Governor McCrory makes some changes, the McCrory legacy will be environmental disasters and fighting
 the federal government to keep things unhealthy and unsafe.

-The Duke coal ash spill is one of the worst coal ash spills in U.S. history. 
- Up to 27 million gallons of contaminated water and 82,000 tons of coal ash spilled into North Carolina’s Dan
 River after a pipe burst underneath a waste pond.
-That is enough toxic sludge to fill more than 70 Olympic swimming pools.

- Later, NC's state regulators intentionally block lawsuits against Duke Energy.

- The Associated Press revealed that under "Governor McCrory, North Carolina’s environmental agency has
 blocked lawsuits over Duke’s coal ash ponds three times, eventually shielding all 31 ponds from potential lawsuits."
- NC's environmental agency "proposed settlements for a fraction of Duke’s worth that did not require Duke to clean
 up the ponds."

Changes must be made or pollution and fighting against proper cleanup will be a large part of Governor McCrory's
 legacy.

Sources:
"NC regulators shielded Duke's coal ash pollution," 2/9/14, at http://bigstory.ap.org/article/nc-regulators-shielded-
dukes-coal-ash-pollution

Sincerely,

Gailya Paliga

8904 Creekstone Ct
RALEIGH, NC 27615

V-11223 A-11313

mailto:gailya@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/nc-regulators-shielded-dukes-coal-ash-pollution
http://bigstory.ap.org/article/nc-regulators-shielded-dukes-coal-ash-pollution


From: Sue Leach
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:50:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sue Leach

202 Bennington Place
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-11224 A-11314

mailto:sleach0926@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rebecca Hammond
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:51:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Hammond

7214 Ridge Lane Road
Charlotte, NC 28262

V-11225 A-11315

mailto:becca@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ladiamond Fletcher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:51:49 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Ladiamond Fletcher
293 cosmos Dr
Mountain home, NC 28758
ladiamond1992@gmail.com

V-11226 A-11316

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Cathy McKay
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:55:21 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Cathy McKay
5005 Winterlochen Rd
Raleigh, NC 27603-4251
cjmred@gmail.com

V-11227 A-11317

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: pam and leigh dunston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:55:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

pam and leigh dunston

1922 Main St
Blowing Rock,  28605

V-11228 A-11318

mailto:ptdunston@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Millette
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:55:40 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Millette

518 Motts Creek Rd
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-11229 A-11319

mailto:bill@millette.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tom Dropppers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:01:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tom Dropppers

1503 PepperHill Rd
Greensboro, NC 27407

V-11230 A-11320

mailto:tdrops@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Mullis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:01:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Mullis

2403 Hidden Trail Ct
Matthews, NC 28105

V-11231 A-11321

mailto:mullis.mary@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bonnie Kirk
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:03:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Kirk

608 East College
Elon, NC 27244

V-11232 A-11322

mailto:ncantique@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: max prague
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean(er) energy
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:10:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

please, for our children and not profits

Sincerely,

max prague

265 charlotte st #28
asheville, NC 28801

V-11233 A-11323

mailto:maxwell653@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: jan branciforte
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:13:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

jan branciforte

113 horn road
WILMINGTON, NC 28412

V-11234 A-11324

mailto:JMbranciforte@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Harney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Environmental Protection
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:14:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I moved to the Blue Ridge for the beauty of the area.  That is rapidly diminishing because of the inability to see the
 mountains on the smoggiest days.  It is very depressing, and it is because your former company, Gov. Mcrory, has
 been a party to coal burning power for far too long.  Let's start cleaning it up now!  PS.  I do vote and am sorry to
 see your move to the right on so many issues.

David Harney
Fairview, NC

Sincerely,

David Harney

28 Sugarland Ridge Rd
Faiview, NC 28730

V-11235 A-11325

mailto:davidharney01@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: shelby smithwick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:18:17 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. shelby smithwick
501 Morning Glory Rd
Randleman, NC 27317-7558
smithwickshelby@yahoo.com

V-11236 A-11326

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Hamm
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:18:24 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. James Hamm
106 W Bailey Ln
Hampstead, NC 28443-3971
widescreaner1@gmail.com

V-11237 A-11327

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Hicks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:20:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please do your best to keep our air and water CLEAN.

Sincerely,

Paul Hicks

2005 Gwyn Rd
Burlington, NC 27217

V-11238 A-11328

mailto:Paulnnc@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Henderson Gilleland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:22:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Pat McCrory Joelle Burleson,
Please honor the standards in the Clean Power Plan. Please remember you grand children and the legacy you leave.

Sincerely,

Henderson Gilleland

194 Jitterbug Lane
Cullowhee, NC 28273

V-11239 A-11329

mailto:hgilleland@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynda Rogers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:25:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynda Rogers

401 Hawkwood Lane
Leicester, NC 28748

V-11240 A-11330

mailto:Lyndsgmrogers@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Grace DeMaria
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:25:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Grace DeMaria

792 Lower Moncure Rd
Sanford, NC 27330

V-11241 A-11331

mailto:demariagrace@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tim LaBuda
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: NC Conservation Network
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:25:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We must clean up our act!

Sincerely,

Tim LaBuda

603 Montclair Dr
Apt A
Wilmington, NC 28403

9102329781

V-11242 A-11332

mailto:tjlabuda@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy O"Dell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:25:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy O'Dell

61 Redmond Rd
Murphy, NC 28906

V-11243 A-11333

mailto:nodell22@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: william Meadows
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:26:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

william Meadows

1305 n main st
mount Pleasant, NC 28124

V-11244 A-11334

mailto:williammea05@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Whitlock
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:28:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Whitlock

8 Mystery Mountain Drive
Sylva, NC 28779

V-11245 A-11335

mailto:cwhitlock1961@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Emily Becker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:31:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emily Becker

1233 Cranebridge Pl
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

2406205093

V-11246 A-11336

mailto:elbecker13@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dr. L. Kyle Horton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111 (d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:32:02 PM

Dr. L. Kyle Horton from Carolina Beach, NC writes:

My name is Dr. Kyle Horton and I am speaking out today for a real clean power plan both personally and
 professionally as an internal medicine doctor and public health advocate. On a personal level, a member of my
 extended family was one of the eleven people killed in the Deepwater Horizon oil rig explosion. Our family
 experienced loss, because of our nation’s dirty energy addiction to unsafe fossil fuel exploration. I don’t want that
 loss to be experienced here in North Carolina. We should not value dirty fossil fuels and corporate profits over
 human life.

It is not often that you get to speak out knowing that you have the agreement of the likes of the Pope and NASA on
 a certain issue, but this is the case with climate change. Speaking professionally, as a doctor, there is widespread
 agreement that climate change is happening and that it IS relevant to our patient care. We have all ready seen some
 of the early health effects of climate change. There have been increases in the annual numbers of deaths and
 hospitalizations due to extreme heat. There have been increases in injuries and deaths attributed to super storms and
 weather disasters. Along with this, there is a spread in the geographic regions for tick and mosquito born diseases
 that used to be restricted by cooler temperatures. This has included the first outbreaks of Dengue fever in the
 Southeast, increasing cases of West Nile Virus, and Lyme disease spreading increasingly northward into Canada.

Probably most importantly though is the consensus that the health effects of climate change disproportionately
 threaten the health of our most vulnerable citizens including children, seniors, and the poor. Those living with
 chronic heart and lung disease are put at substantial risk. Focusing on lung disease, I can tell you that there is no
 more heartbreaking sight than watching a child struggling to breathe and that the effect of climate change on asthma
 cases is all ready being seen by doctors. In January of this year, a Yale University study surveyed physicians in the
 American Thoracic Society. This is the group of doctors who specialize in lung diseases and critical care. 77% of
 them observed that air pollution related to climate change is worsening their patients’ chronic conditions like
 asthma. In lab studies, we have demonstrated that allergens like ragweed have a longer growing season, grow taller
 and produce more pollen in a carbon dioxide rich environment. This means that those with allergies and asthma are
 all ready worse off, because of greenhouse gas emissions.

Future generations of North Carolinians deserve to breathe easier and we can take action today to ensure this. We
 pride ourselves, with our Order of the Longleaf Pine, on being a state “where the weak grow strong and the strong
 grow great.” Our children, while weak and vulnerable today can grow strong, but only with the clean air and water
 that is essential for their growth and development. For the sake of our children, we must ensure that our energy
 future is renewable, clean, and healthy. I am asking Governor McCrory to commit to public health by putting forth
 a REAL plan to cut pollution. The Clean Power Plan is a tool to help future generations of North Carolinians
 breathe easier and we deserve a plan that meets the carbon dioxide emissions reduction required AND that
 strengthens our commitment to renewable, clean and healthier energy sources. We can and should expect our
 Governor to stop playing politics and putting corporate profits ahead of our people. Thank you for your time today.

----------
Form Data:

V-11247 A-11337

mailto:lkylehorton@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


Email 1 (Primary): lkylehorton@gmail.com

First Name: Dr. L. Kyle

Last Name: Horton

City: Carolina Beach
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28428

V-11248 A-11338



From: judith malone
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:34:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

judith malone

1339 nc hwy 22 42
bennett, NC 27208

V-11249 A-11339

mailto:maloneemp@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debby Baker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:34:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debby Baker

8504 Castle Pine Ct
Charlotte, NC 28226

V-11250 A-11340

mailto:shoobulence@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Keith Gaines
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:37:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Keith Gaines

4470 Piedmont Trace Drive
Greensboro, NC 27409

V-11251 A-11341

mailto:kgofnc@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Theresa Rubin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:39:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Theresa Rubin

110 blue heron farm road
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-11252 A-11342

mailto:tessra2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jackie Choquette
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:40:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jackie Choquette

911 Kannapolis Pkwy
Concord, NC 28027

V-11253 A-11343

mailto:zimagirl29@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniele Allen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:43:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daniele Allen

4217 McNeill Rd
Sanford, NC 27332

V-11254 A-11344

mailto:dania61@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ryan McHenry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: We need to focus on the people
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:43:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Constantly abiding by what corporations think is best for the people has been proven short-sighted both in NC and
 throughout the US.  

Pandering for votes only to take side of corporations has to stop and there will come a time where we pay for this
 lack of vision.

It's time to start doing what's right.   There's not much else that needs to be stated.   At some point, we all will pay if
 we do not start working for all of humanity.

Sincerely,

Ryan McHenry

1670 walnut view dr
Charlotte, NC 28208

V-11255 A-11345

mailto:Bleys7@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathryn Edds
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:52:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Edds

2314 Vintage Hill Drive
Durham, NC 27712

V-11256 A-11346

mailto:Kathy@edds.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lewis Hawley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:53:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lewis Hawley

150 Stacy Loop Rd
STACY, NC 28581

V-11257 A-11347

mailto:hawleydur@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: martha haberstumpf
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:53:40 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

martha haberstumpf

506 wingina st
manteo, NC 27954

2524737884

V-11258 A-11348

mailto:mah_nc@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Theresa Oppelt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:55:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Theresa Oppelt

953 Bonlee Bennett rd
Siler City, NC 27344

V-11259 A-11349

mailto:starrabbit@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Caleb Hild
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:55:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Caleb Hild

3634 Ashton glen ln
Oxford, NC 27565

V-11260 A-11350

mailto:Vinnievt@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Sherrie Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 12:56:09 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sherrie Smith
3237 Annex St
Conover, NC 28613-9157
ssmithh8412@yahoo.com

V-11261 A-11351

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sam Ruark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Support the Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:06:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

The EPA has made meeting the criteria of the Clean Power Plan an easy one for NC.  Please quit playing politics
 with our air and water quality. The future of our economy in this state is clean renewable energy.
thank you,
Sam Ruark

Sincerely,

Sam Ruark

10 Weaver Smith Drive
Candler, NC 28715

8283010774

V-11262 A-11352

mailto:ruark4peace@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Ferguson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:12:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Ferguson

83 Ferguson Rd
Siler City, NC 27344

V-11263 A-11353

mailto:cferguson1@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Douglas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: I clean air
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:13:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

The book the president

Sincerely,

Charles Douglas

1906 filney sy
Greensboro, NC 27406

V-11264 A-11354

mailto:chollyd@triad.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dan Sinks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:13:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Lets cooperate a little. Submit a plan that meets or exceeds the Federal standards.

Dan Sinks
Box 1442
Kitty Hawk

Sincerely,

Dan Sinks

PO Box 1442
Kitty Hawk, NC 27949

V-11265 A-11355

mailto:corollabreadman@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Provo-Meinhart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:16:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Provo-Meinhart

4228 Old Julian  Rd
Julian, NC 27283

V-11266 A-11356

mailto:laurelien@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Terry Eldridge-Murray
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:16:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Terry Eldridge-Murray

2409 Castlebar Dr
apt. 201
Fayetteville, NC 28311

V-11267 A-11357

mailto:terryaemurray@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wendy Upright
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:19:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wendy Upright

183 old mill rd
Penrose, ND 28766

V-11268 A-11358

mailto:wendyupright@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Russell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:19:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Russell

316 Granite Ridge Lane
Winston Salem, NC 27107

13367693796

V-11269 A-11359

mailto:kryton1111@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Russell Dunham
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:20:32 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Russell Dunham
870 Windy Falls Dr
Huntersville, NC 28078-0653
russell.dunham@outlook.com

V-11270 A-11360

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Clark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:20:47 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Lisa Clark
4809 W Gate Rd
Wilmington, NC 28405-1045
passionparties.lisa@gmail.com

V-11271 A-11361

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancie Phillips
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:22:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancie Phillips

4615 Hedgemore Drive
Charlotte, NC 28209

V-11272 A-11362

mailto:nponhill@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debbie Walker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:25:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debbie Walker

7190 Blackmoor Rd
Kernersville, NC 27284

V-11273 A-11363

mailto:walkerdl@wfu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Leith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:27:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Leith

111 Valley Place
Greenville, NC 27858

V-11274 A-11364

mailto:robertleithjr@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Evans
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:27:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Evans

701 N Greensboro apt B
Carrboro, NC 27510

919 942 1815

V-11275 A-11365

mailto:emevans500@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Benz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean up your act
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:31:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Environmentally speaking, you are sadly headed in the wrong direction. Change that direction and protect North
 Carolina's climate and environment, as is appropriate to be a model to other states as well. Rise to the occasion; take
 the higher road then Merli the corporate interest with which you are so familiar, sadly.

Sincerely,

Charles Benz

4118 pin oak drive
Durham, NC 27707

V-11276 A-11366

mailto:Ivanhoe277@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: iris waite
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:33:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

iris waite

184 glden eagle  ln
ellenboro, NC 28040

V-11277 A-11367

mailto:quiltmaker1955@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Ennis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:33:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Ennis

4908 Latimer Road
Raleigh, NC 27609

V-11278 A-11368

mailto:Jennenn@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Ritchie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:34:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Ritchie

3312 Avent Ferry Road
Raleigh, NC 27606

9192593983

V-11279 A-11369

mailto:laurahritchie@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Scarlette Eubanks Haynes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:38:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Scarlette Eubanks Haynes

2860 Mountcrest Circle
Concord, NC 28027

7047821967

V-11280 A-11370

mailto:moweasley@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Barnett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:39:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Barnett

5601 Plum Nearly Court
Raleigh, NC 27610

V-11281 A-11371

mailto:Reb5601@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Willems
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:39:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support the Clean Power Plan as it was released. We the people of this state need to live in a clean
 environment, not one polluted by emissions that could have been avoided. Thank you..

Sincerely,

Robert Willems

503 Howard Tant Rd
Zebulon, NC 27597

V-11282 A-11372

mailto:robertwillems7@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Suzanne Bircher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:40:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Bircher

1393 Phillips Rd
Dunn, NC 28334

V-11283 A-11373

mailto:marestache@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jacquelyn Kennedy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:41:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jacquelyn Kennedy

7731 US Hwy 264 E
Washington, NC 27889

2526237065

V-11284 A-11374

mailto:jakikennedy@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robyn Taylor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:44:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robyn Taylor

2325 Fortune Lane
Greensboro, NC 27408

V-11285 A-11375

mailto:Robyntaylor1@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Lawley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:47:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debra Lawley

869 Poplar Cove Rd
Franklin, NC 28734

V-11286 A-11376

mailto:dlawley13@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Miranda Humphrey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:48:48 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Miranda Humphrey
191 Greezzneck Trl
Kinston, NC 28501-6949
mangelx4@gmail.com

V-11287 A-11377

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrea Ostberg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:49:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrea Ostberg

605 Rittenhouse Court
Winston Salem, NC 27104

V-11288 A-11378

mailto:aknostberg@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Angelica Srivoraphan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:49:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Angelica Srivoraphan

1721 E. 7th st
Charlotte
NC,  28205

V-11289 A-11379

mailto:Amsrivor@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherran Herman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:49:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sherran Herman

947 Fairmont Ave
Salisbury, NC 28144

V-11290 A-11380

mailto:Sherran.herman@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carolyn Keplinger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:49:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Keplinger

409 Drexel Drive
Matthews, NC 28104

7048217522

V-11291 A-11381

mailto:enana0287@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Stark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:50:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Stark

406 Creekside Drive
Asheville, NC 28804

V-11292 A-11382

mailto:nancstark@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Hele Furr
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:53:46 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Hele Furr
702 Harbour View Dr
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948-9134
hgumnut@netscape.net

V-11293 A-11383

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leslie Nolan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:53:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leslie Nolan

P.O. Box 884
Granite Quarry, NC 28072

V-11294 A-11384

mailto:ljnolan@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Ruggieri-Quirk
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:55:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor McCrory,
North Carolina was one of the worst states in air quality and has greatly improved since the 1970's.  We would like
 to see you continue to improve the state, even though it is now considered one of the best states to live in! Tackling
 wildlife conservation and clean water,  you now have a chance to lead in the alternative energy revolution.  It is
 already happening so why not put your name on the Clean Power Plan.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Ruggieri-Quirk

1113 Elderberry Court
Nashville, NC 27856

V-11295 A-11385

mailto:jdsquirk@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynn Whitten
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:55:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynn Whitten

204 Sunset Ridge Dr
Clyde, NC 28721

V-11296 A-11386

mailto:lynnluvskipper@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ray Hearne
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:55:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ray Hearne

91 Bald Crk Rd
Leicester, NC 28748

V-11297 A-11387

mailto:rayforpeace@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mather, Tom
To: Burleson, Joelle; Knowlson, Patrick
Subject: FW: [Web] Comment on Proposed Air Quality Rules
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 1:59:37 PM

Joelle, Patrick -- Please add this email to the public comments on the 111d rules.  Thanks.

Tom Mather
Public Information Officer
Office of Public Affairs - Division of Air Quality
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality

919 707 8446    office
919 607 5424    mobile
tom.mather@ncdenr.gov

217 West Jones Street
1641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1641

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.

-----Original Message-----
From: bsharpeunruh@nc.rr.com [mailto:bsharpeunruh@nc.rr.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:36 AM
To: NCDENR.DENR.DAQ.Webmaster <DENR.DAQ.Webmaster@lists.ncmail.net>
Subject: [Web] Comment on Proposed Air Quality Rules

Hi,

Please make the air quality rules for NC more stringent!!  They should at a minimum be as strict as the Federal air
 quality rules.

Failure to do so will put our future at risk.  The science is quite clear, global warning does exist and attempts to
 argue otherwise are disingenuous and only serve the industries that are resisting the new rules.

If we fail to act now, it is akin to being a Type 2 diabetic and failing to take action to improve our health.  For a
 Type 2 diabetic to fail to change their lifestyle will only end badly.  No one can tell an uncontrolled Type 2 diabetic
 if they will go blind, have kidney failure, lose a limb etc.  But, we do know that their quality of life will be much
 less than it could of been if they had taken action to control their situation.

In the same way, we need to take action to stop global warming NOW.  Failure to do so will only end badly for
 EVERYONE.  Can we say exactly what will happen if we don't make our rules more stringent?  No, we only know
 that our planet and our lives will not be as good as they could have been if we had taken action.

Thank you,

Jack Unruh

V-11298 A-11388

mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=6022dc7094264d588ba448b646a22b03-tcmather
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov
mailto:patrick.knowlson@ncdenr.gov
mailto:bsharpeunruh@nc.rr.com


5709 Bashford Crest Ln.
Raleigh, NC  27606
919-233-8446

 

_______________________________________________
DENR.DAQ.Webmaster mailing list
DENR.DAQ.Webmaster@lists.ncmail.net

V-11299 A-11389



From: Gabriele Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:01:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gabriele Smith

2654 Dwight place
Raleigh, NC 27610

V-11300 A-11390

mailto:g_smith37@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: eve shy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:01:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

eve shy

6626 bradshaw quarry rd
efland, NC 27243

9195634901

V-11301 A-11391

mailto:eveshy@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brenda Willis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:02:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brenda Willis

77 Laurel St
Bakersville, NC 28705

V-11302 A-11392

mailto:dosgatos@myfrontiermail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Denise Goodson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:03:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Denise Goodson

194 Cedar Mtn. Rd
Asheville,, NC 28803

8286285007

V-11303 A-11393

mailto:mymontweet@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julia Marianne Green
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:04:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julia Marianne Green

1505 Bivins St
Durham, NC 27707

V-11304 A-11394

mailto:jmarianneg1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Etheridge
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:04:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donna Etheridge

1428 Princess Anne Rd
Raleigh, NC 27607

919-851-9365

V-11305 A-11395

mailto:dretheri@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Bocook
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:07:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Bocook

POB 885
Bryson City, NC 28713

V-11306 A-11396

mailto:ydnarkoocob@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wayne Giese
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:07:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wayne Giese

103 Jacksons Run
Morganton, NC 28655

8284135819

V-11307 A-11397

mailto:yourservetennis@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nicole Stewart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:08:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). I have two small children with asthma. I feel strongly that as childhood asthma rates continue to
 rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be working
 towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nicole Stewart

2315 Euston Street
Raleigh, NC 27610

V-11308 A-11398

mailto:nicolejstewart@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gina Choquette
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Non polluting industry
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:16:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

There are many non polluting alternatives available in this day and age and our planet cannot stand anymore
 pollution if we have any hope of living on it without horrendous storms, floods and earthquakes!! We should have
 paid attention and gone green years ago when global warming was first noticed, but now is still better than NOT.

Sincerely,

Gina Choquette

674 Overhills Rd
Linden, NC 28356

2543144070

V-11309 A-11399

mailto:gina.gerson.choquette88@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joan winfrey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:16:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joan winfrey

4419 Shattalon Dr
winston-salem, NC 27106

V-11310 A-11400

mailto:joanwinfrey@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Reshower
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:19:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Reshower

3 Glade Creek Acres
Pisgah Forest, NC 28768

8288628362

V-11311 A-11401

mailto:skyzyx@comporium.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: crystal harlan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:19:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

crystal harlan

1861 Woodridge circle
hickory, NC 28602

8283304470

V-11312 A-11402

mailto:christy.harlan@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carl Fugate
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:19:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carl Fugate

2779 Michael Road
Lexington, NC 27295

V-11313 A-11403

mailto:cfugate@lexcominc.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Molly Reese
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:19:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Molly Reese

139 Fryling Ave SW
Concord, NC 28025

V-11314 A-11404

mailto:Molly.sews@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Colette G
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:19:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Colette G

Hunt drive
Hubert, NC 28539

V-11315 A-11405

mailto:Coletteg27@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Catherine Verna
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:25:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine Verna

1070 Anjanette Lane
Creedmoor, NC 27522

9197649209

V-11316 A-11406

mailto:katie@r-v-r.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Waugh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:25:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Waugh

250 Lentz Harness shop rd n
Mount Pleasant, NC 28124

V-11317 A-11407

mailto:lisa.j.m.waugh@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John West
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Up Our States Polluters
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:28:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I urge you to make our state cleaner for generations to come.

Sincerely,

John West

2819 Cameron Pond Dr
Cary, NC 27519

V-11318 A-11408

mailto:west@johnwestphoto.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: mercedes Cotugno
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:31:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

mercedes Cotugno

14 sundance rd
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-11319 A-11409

mailto:mitz2bears@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Meredith Larrabee
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Our air
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:31:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We should be taking steps to do the very best we can to preserve the air quality in our state. Start leading the charge
 instead of catching up.

Sincerely,

Meredith Larrabee

36 Brucemont Circle
Asheville, NC 28806

V-11320 A-11410

mailto:Meredithlarrabee@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Morgan Feltz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:37:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Morgan Feltz

115 Pembroke Pointe Ln
Apt 2L
Pembroke, NC 28372

3139388664

V-11321 A-11411

mailto:morganbutler29@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert du Rivage
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:37:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert du Rivage

38 hurst dr
candler, NC 28715

8286332683

V-11322 A-11412

mailto:bobdurivage@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Millie Dawson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:37:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Millie Dawson

p o box 1652
Wilmington, NC 28480

9107778021

V-11323 A-11413

mailto:milliejoy@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Shawn Dyer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:37:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shawn Dyer

113 John Ct
Havelock, NC 28532

(910) 663-8003

V-11324 A-11414

mailto:mrsdyer1@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rose Whaples
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:37:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rose Whaples

14 ascension court
Asheville, NC 28806

V-11325 A-11415

mailto:Whaplesri@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:40:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judy Williams

303 West 21st Street
Newton, NC 28658

V-11326 A-11416

mailto:dwill38@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deby Dagher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:41:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deby Dagher

3216 Kemptown Square
Waxhaw, NC 28173

7046216792

V-11327 A-11417

mailto:debyjizi@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: sarah price
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:43:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

sarah price

7 ventura drive
fairview, NC 28730

V-11328 A-11418

mailto:covescattergun@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynn Martin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:48:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynn Martin

3540 Bryant Road
Boonville, NC 27011

336-367-1333

V-11329 A-11419

mailto:lwdmnc@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Betsy Buchanan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:49:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Betsy Buchanan

Montana Avenue
Asheville, NC 28806

V-11330 A-11420

mailto:betsybuchanan1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tyrone Sartor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:50:32 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Tyrone Sartor
410 Lakeside Dr
Garner, NC 27529-4213
supaty5@gmail.com

V-11331 A-11421

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anna Zaikina
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:53:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anna Zaikina

20 Timber Trail
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-11332 A-11422

mailto:azelezabeth@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: dorothy d wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:59:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

dorothy d wilson

206 george st
beaufort, NC 28516

V-11333 A-11423

mailto:dcdevnew@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Carter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Support for Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 2:59:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear Sir,

As a concerned citizen of the State of North Carolina, I encourage you to follow all the recommendations and
 mandates put forth in the Federal Clean Power Plan.  This plan will help ensure the health of our fellow citizens and
 our environment for years to come and will ultimately save money for the state when all future costs are considered.

I implore you to discontinue the regressive policies this state has embarked upon over the past few years and show
 the foresight and vision required of a true leader.

Sincerely,

John Carter

120 Brookhaven Trail
Leland, NC 28451

V-11334 A-11424

mailto:jcarter72@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Blevins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:03:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Blevins

2520 White Thorne Ln
Waxhaw,  28173

V-11335 A-11425

mailto:blevinsme@gmail.come
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jill Gloster
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:04:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jill Gloster

2501 chesterfield av
Charlotte, NC 28205

V-11336 A-11426

mailto:Jglostergirl1@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly Thomas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:05:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Thomas

103 south 4 th street
Wilmington, NC 28401

3108741699

V-11337 A-11427

mailto:kpaigethomas@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rick Scroggs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Nccn
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:07:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please enact the details if the clean power plan.

Sincerely,

Rick Scroggs

9  Creekside woods ct
Swansboro, NC 28584

V-11338 A-11428

mailto:Rickscroggs64@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diann Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:07:40 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diann Jones

120 Sycamore Cir
Edenton, NC 27932

252-377-5810

V-11339 A-11429

mailto:wdmjones@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diedrienne Fauser
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:07:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diedrienne Fauser

606 Hughes Road
Hampstead, NC 28443

V-11340 A-11430

mailto:fdiedrienne@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michele Aydlett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:08:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michele Aydlett

684 Oak Stump Road
Elizabeth City, NC 27909

V-11341 A-11431

mailto:Michele.Aydlett@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Ryan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:10:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Ryan

2611 Lochmore Dr
Raleigh, NC 27608

V-11342 A-11432

mailto:bogwhipper@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Betty Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:13:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Betty Davis

84 Davis Chapel Road
Candler, NC 28715

V-11343 A-11433

mailto:number1gardener@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marianne Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:19:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marianne Wilson

32 Faith Way
Canton, NC 28716

V-11344 A-11434

mailto:Mpwilson7@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jesus Garcia
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:20:10 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jesus Garcia
Medical center blvd
WINSTON SALEM, NC 27157
jegarcia@wakehealth.edu

V-11345 A-11435

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: steve Hedberg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:20:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

steve Hedberg

4100 Chevington RdC
Charlotte, NC 28226

V-11346 A-11436

mailto:finejuice@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amphitrite Manuel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:22:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amphitrite Manuel

330 Whitney Dr
Fayetteville, NC 28314

9104876349

V-11347 A-11437

mailto:chrysoamphi@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Melinda Blodgett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:24:03 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Melinda Blodgett
65 17th St NW
Hickory, NC 28601-5814
Gabby@twave.net

V-11348 A-11438

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: john baker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:24:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

john baker

251 wiltshire circle
fletcher, NC 28732

V-11349 A-11439

mailto:clavatia@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of joanne guess
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:25:31 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. joanne guess
143 Colony Dr
Arden, NC 28704-3140
joanneguess@ymail.com

V-11350 A-11440

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marion kreh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:25:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marion kreh

127 mcdougald dr
Castle Hayne, NC 28429

V-11351 A-11441

mailto:katzenfrau2000@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Hobson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:25:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jim Hobson

812 Crossridge Lane
Kernersville, NC 27284

V-11352 A-11442

mailto:jhobson1@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marva Reid
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:27:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marva Reid

1434 N. Cameron Ave
Winston Salem, NC 27105

3369972519

V-11353 A-11443

mailto:godstrlblzr@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Knapp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:27:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Knapp

101 Gallarie Pl
Salisbury, NC 28144

V-11354 A-11444

mailto:maryknappnc@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nettie Gentry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:31:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

i urge you to support the Clean Power Plan.
Do you have children?

Sincerely,

Nettie Gentry

9700 Laurel Crest Court
Charlotte,  28269

7045987033

V-11355 A-11445

mailto:nettiegentry@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melissa Ducas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:31:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melissa Ducas

830 Mull Street
Shelby, NC 28152

V-11356 A-11446

mailto:chalant1965@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ramon Quinonez
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Pollution
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:32:15 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Think people not special interest!

Sincerely,

Ramon Quinonez

2521 Sapling Circle
Wilmington, NC 28411

V-11357 A-11447

mailto:rayq360@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Clewell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:34:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As a concerned citizen of this beautiful state, country, and planet I hope you will as our leaders and elected officials
 will support and approve this plan to transition to renewable and clean energy sources. Thank you in advance as I
 truly hope you will make the right decision for our state and planet on a whole.

Sincerely,

Chris Clewell

5224 Christian drive
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-11358 A-11448

mailto:jack_the_jester@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leslie Huffman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:34:40 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leslie Huffman

1000 Oldham Forest Crossing
Cary, NC 27513

V-11359 A-11449

mailto:leslieoutloud@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:43:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Williams

16 Vance Circle
Lexington, NC 27292

3362486530

V-11360 A-11450

mailto:judithjw@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Regina Dufresne
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:46:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Regina Dufresne

2907 Green Hill Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-11361 A-11451

mailto:Baremid@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amy Fahmy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:49:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear Gov. McCrory,
Pleas support the federal standards for clean power. I vote based on my desire that the future air and environment of
 North Carolina to be cleaner and healthier for all plants, animals, and people than it is today. 
Sincerely
Amy Fahmy
Asheville, NC

Sincerely,

Amy Fahmy

2 Sareva Place
Asheville, NC 28804

V-11362 A-11452

mailto:afahmy@main.nc.us
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vicki Hines
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:55:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vicki Hines

3009 Mulberry Lane
Greenville, NC 27858

V-11363 A-11453

mailto:vhines4912@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elaine Warren
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:55:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elaine Warren

9828  sturgeon Dr ne
Leland, NC 28451

V-11364 A-11454

mailto:Ziggybug@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lois Testerman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:55:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor McCrory and Mr.Burleson,
 Please, do your job. Clean up  NC's environment.  The pollution is killing this state.
If not for yourself and your constituents, then do it for your Children and grandchildren. When your Children are
 grown, will they be proud of the job that you have done or will your actions be a source of embarrassment to them.

Sincerely,

Lois Testerman

3148 Drew Ave
New Bern, NC 28562

V-11365 A-11455

mailto:Ltesterman@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dorothy Gore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:56:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Gore

234 cumbee rd sw
Supply NC
supply, NC 28462

9107546007

V-11366 A-11456

mailto:tuttie22000@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Holster
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: I support a strong proposal to meet the Clean Power Plan rules
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:56:35 PM

Dear Ms Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

North Carolina is well positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our state’s
 solid clean energy economy. At present the state’s plan ignores our clean energy resources, but renewable energy
 and energy efficiency should be a core part of the state’s Clean Power Plan.

Thank you.

Michael Holster
9732 Pierce Lane
Indian Trail, NC 28079

V-11367 A-11457

mailto:mholster@earthlink.net
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Celia Ansley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:58:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Celia Ansley

359 Rainbow Lake Dr
Brevard, NC 28712

8288524303

V-11368 A-11458

mailto:cerae@comporium.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Shearer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 3:58:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Shearer

100 Obvious Drive
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526

V-11369 A-11459

mailto:fuzzz63@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Loretta Murrell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:01:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Loretta Murrell

6711 BROOKMEADE PL
RALEIGH, NC 27612

V-11370 A-11460

mailto:lmurrell@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter Noris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Governor Pat McCrory
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:01:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor McCrory,
Do the right thing and move NC away from fossil fuels.

Sincerely,

Peter Noris

9404 Shadow Rock Ct
Charlotte, NC 28270

17044934688

V-11371 A-11461

mailto:peternoris4house104@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Hopkins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:01:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Hopkins

3211 Bridges Street, Apt. #6
Morehead City, NC 28557

V-11372 A-11462

mailto:hopkins.susan@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: MARY GANTT
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:01:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

MARY GANTT

67 West Chippendale Dr
Mills River, NC 28759

V-11373 A-11463

mailto:maryfgantt@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Davidson
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:03:57 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

James Davidson
136 Charlie Thompson Rd
Vilas, NC 28692

V-11374 A-11464

mailto:jimus888@hotmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Darla Hamby
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:10:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Darla Hamby

305 nun street
Wilmington, NC 28401

V-11375 A-11465

mailto:kdhamby@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kay Crisp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:10:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kay Crisp

80 Doyle St
Marion, NC 28752

(828)442-1534

V-11376 A-11466

mailto:Kaycrisp15@google.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: JoAnne Doyle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:13:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

JoAnne Doyle

4900 Catawba Dr
Greensboro, NC 27407

3368560152

V-11377 A-11467

mailto:jsmithdoyle@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Annie Knutson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:19:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Annie Knutson

18 Vail Ct
Sanford, NC 27332

V-11378 A-11468

mailto:Annie.m.thatcher@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Polly Harris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:21:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Polly Harris

118 w trinity av
Durham, NC 27701

V-11379 A-11469

mailto:Ptaharris2@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elissa Barclay
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:22:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elissa Barclay

2311 Trammel Ter
Winston-Salem, NC 27106

3369991109

V-11380 A-11470

mailto:almostmisha@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jacob Sherman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:23:20 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jacob Sherman
Notsaying 123
Greensboro, NC 27295
jacobsherman48@yahoo.com

V-11381 A-11471

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Reba Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:25:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Reba Smith

2510 Jeff Street
charlotte, NC 28205

704 563-5013

V-11382 A-11472

mailto:rebawsmith@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Morgan Siem
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:25:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working toward reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Morgan Siem

222 Glenwood Ave
#710
Raleigh, NC 27603

2156802337

V-11383 A-11473

mailto:morgan.siem@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica Holleman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:25:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Holleman

309 nc hwy 24
Morehead city, NC 28557

V-11384 A-11474

mailto:Holeyjess@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: tina trice
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:25:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

tina trice

1604 cross street
raleigh,  27610

V-11385 A-11475

mailto:tinaltrice@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: suzette Lefebvre
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:26:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

suzette Lefebvre

1516 Glenn Valley Drive
Matthews, NC 28105

704-443-1633

V-11386 A-11476

mailto:zette222@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Catherine Marie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:28:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine Marie

3612 Morningside Dr
Raleigh, NC 27607

V-11387 A-11477

mailto:c.marie8@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia L.Blubaugh
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:29:12 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Cynthia L.Blubaugh
4474 Welch Dr.
Newton, NC 28658

V-11388 A-11478

mailto:cyndidawg@hotmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy Wood
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:34:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judy Wood

701 Bunche Drive
Raleigh, NC 27610

9197583827

V-11389 A-11479

mailto:phreezedriediscream@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maureen Costello
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:34:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maureen Costello

6804 Laurdane Road
raleigh, NC 27613

V-11390 A-11480

mailto:mocos@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Martin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:34:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Martin

Po box 823
Elkin,  28621

V-11391 A-11481

mailto:amazinggracehc@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deanne Adams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:37:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you
Deanne Adams.

Sincerely,

Deanne Adams

11110 Inlet Dr
Emerald Isle, NC 28594

7577482375

V-11392 A-11482

mailto:adamsdeanne@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Renee Hayes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:37:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Renee Hayes

6903 Fairview Church Rd
Trinity, NC 27370

V-11393 A-11483

mailto:Renee.hayes1956@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rebecca Whitson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:37:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Whitson

413 Green Hls
Mill Spring, NC 28756

V-11394 A-11484

mailto:rwhitson71@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Baker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:39:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It's YOUR JOB to make sure it's save to breathe NC's air and drink NC's water.
You don't want to repeat Gov. Snyder's debacle, do you? (He will probably go to jail, since he intentionally
 encouraged poisoning the water in Flint, MI.)

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Baker

1381 CBH Lodge Rd
Washington, NC 27889

2524811554

V-11395 A-11485

mailto:tmbaker669@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paula Huot
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:40:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paula Huot

534 E. Jones St
Raleigh, NC 27601

V-11396 A-11486

mailto:pshuot@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Faber
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:44:16 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Faber

6346 Pawling Ct
Fayetteville, NC 28304

9102230813

V-11397 A-11487

mailto:toomanycats@centurylink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathryn Horne
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:46:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Horne

231 Big Oak Trail
Brown Summit, NC 27214

V-11398 A-11488

mailto:khdoterra@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Angela Canup
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:48:57 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Angela Canup
1822 Hemlock Ave
Gastonia, NC 28054-3245
angscott7273@gmail.com

V-11399 A-11489

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Dawkins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:49:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Dawkins

1402 Good Hope Drive
Walnut Cove,  27052

V-11400 A-11490

mailto:wdawkins1@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Kerley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air To Breathe
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:52:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We should never ever support polluters to our environment.

STOP the madness.

We need clean renewable energy and we need it now!

Sincerely,

James Kerley

764 Zeb Watts Road
Taylorsville, NC 28681

V-11401 A-11491

mailto:kerley809@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patrick McGuire
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean energy
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:53:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support clean energy

Sincerely,

Patrick McGuire

6209 fountainhead dr
Raleigh, NC 27609

V-11402 A-11492

mailto:Zentropa1@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Angela Calabrese
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 4:59:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Angela Calabrese

3271 Marshview Drive
Supply, NC 28462

V-11403 A-11493

mailto:coachrjc@atmc.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Florence LaMagna
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:04:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Florence LaMagna

514 Broad St C12
New Bern, NC 28560

2522889651

V-11404 A-11494

mailto:flolamagna@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Miranda Straubel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:07:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Miranda Straubel

1214 Shady Lane
Durham, NC 27712

V-11405 A-11495

mailto:miranda.g.straubel@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Misael Jaramillo-Rivera
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:07:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Misael Jaramillo-Rivera

213 Cottonwood Dr
Clayton, NC 27520

9193972110

V-11406 A-11496

mailto:jaramilloriveram13@students.ecu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Billie Sigmon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:07:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Billie Sigmon

212 Mountain Valley Drive
Eden, NC 27288

V-11407 A-11497

mailto:eksigmon@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathy Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:10:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Jones

290 Gary Dr
Angier, NC 27501

V-11408 A-11498

mailto:rbjeans58@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: dave lewis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:13:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please submit a plan that surpasses the goals of the Clean Power Plan.
Real clean energy is very important.  Please get your act together.

Sincerely,

dave lewis

124 Norwood Ave
Asheville, NC 28804

8284245242

V-11409 A-11499

mailto:dave@lewis5.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gilberto Padilla
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:16:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gilberto Padilla

18623 Silent Falls CV
Davidson, NC 28036

V-11410 A-11500

mailto:Gilpad@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patti Maher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:25:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patti Maher

1459 Main st. PO Box 336
FairBluff, NC 28439

V-11411 A-11501

mailto:pamaher2001@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jane Horner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:27:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jane Horner

1514 N. Pasteur St
New Bern, NC 28560

V-11412 A-11502

mailto:janehorner7@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sara Casey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:31:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sara Casey

5026 quick rd
Ruffin, NC 27326

V-11413 A-11503

mailto:smcasey78@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Millard Arnold
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:31:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Millard Arnold

809 Hutton St
Winston Salem, NC, NC 27101

3367242928

V-11414 A-11504

mailto:vidman64@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Malinowski
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:32:04 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Malinowski
157 rushing water lane
Troutman, NC 28166

V-11415 A-11505

mailto:devivo5@sbcglobal.net
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Mell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:33:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Mell

21 Newfound Street
Canton, NC 28716

V-11416 A-11506

mailto:Lmell425@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Millman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:33:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Millman

4716 Margaret Wallace Rd
Matthews, NC 28105

V-11417 A-11507

mailto:millmanks@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: karen golden
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:37:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

karen golden

3 innisfree drive
durham, NC 27707

V-11418 A-11508

mailto:karen@futureplanning.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeffrey Lyons
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Renewables
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:42:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please make renewables a priority!

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Lyons

287 fox hollow rd
Mooresville, NC 28117

V-11419 A-11509

mailto:Jeffrey06@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Harriett McCallum
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:43:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Harriett McCallum

321 S. Kerr Ave.   # 143
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-11420 A-11510

mailto:hdm875@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Bergmann
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:43:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Bergmann

936 Union Branch Rd
Corapeake
Corapeake, NC 27926

2524654833

V-11421 A-11511

mailto:nanabarbara11@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nathan Bales
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: CLEAN GREEN JOBS NOW!
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:45:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

The writing is on the wall!  Get with the act and create clean, green projects to employ thousands in a new
 sustainable economy!

Sincerely,

Nathan Bales

4709 Rushing Dr
Wilmington, NC 28409

9106326681

V-11422 A-11512

mailto:nbales@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Caroline Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:49:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

The survival of our planet, and particularly of the people of the State of North Carolina, is of greatest importance to
 me - and should be to you. I urge you not to act to frustrate the goals of the Clean Power Plan and instead work to
 make our state a leader in the reduction of carbon pollution and a proud example to other states and nations.

Sincerely,

Caroline Johnson

2373 McMullan Circle
Raleigh, NC 27608

V-11423 A-11513

mailto:ccjnc@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Corinne Striker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:51:16 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Corinne Striker
457 7th St SW
Hickory, NC 28602-2744
cks725472@yahoo.com

V-11424 A-11514

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Odette Cochran
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:51:20 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Odette Cochran
6732 Wateroak Dr
Willow Spring, NC 27592-9604
doug4odie@aol.com

V-11425 A-11515

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gail Kennedy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 5:55:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gail Kennedy

2080 little creek ch rd
Clayton, NC 27593

V-11426 A-11516

mailto:Gtkennedy@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tara Deines
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:01:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tara Deines

888 Burney Mtn. Rd
_
Fletcher, NC 28732

8287121343

V-11427 A-11517

mailto:tara.deines@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Abigail Ferrance-Wu
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:01:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I would really appreciate it if you would sincerely support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
 limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). It is time to stand up for the ability of the tiny
 lungs of my child and other children to breathe clean air over the right of companies to make a buck. I would also
 like to think that there will be land left for him to live on that hasn't been flooded by sea level rises when he grows
 up. I think it is pretty hard to deny that some sort of climate change is happening (I mean, it hit almost 50F at the
 north pole recently). At this point it doesn't even matter who you want to blame. We need to do as much as possible
 to protect our children's future, and that of all the children of the world. I would also really appreciate it if
 Americans didn't come off as money grubbing jerks while the rest of the world acts.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Abigail Ferrance-Wu

1144 Victoria Blake Ln
Belmont, NC 28012

V-11428 A-11518

mailto:ferrance.wu@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paula Frink
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:01:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I hope this email will make a difference on saving our environment and public health.
Please TAKE ACTION.

Sincerely,

Paula Frink
6443 Dougherty Drive
Charlotte, N.C. 28213

Sincerely,

Paula Frink

6443 Dougherty Drive
Charlotte, NC 28213

7045960329

V-11429 A-11519

mailto:cot53ton@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tina Stover
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:01:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tina Stover

Po box 1382
Southern pines, NC 28388

V-11430 A-11520

mailto:Kerrstover@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret McCann
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:02:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I am very upset that the North Carolina government is trying to circumvent the Clean Power Plan. It is imperative
 that we create a plan that will meet the new carbon pollution standards, for the health of our population, and,
 indeed, the health of our planet.

Sincerely,

Margaret McCann

105 Wisteria Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

(919) 489-0423

V-11431 A-11521

mailto:margaretmccann@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wyatt Grose
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:07:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wyatt Grose

2957 friendship rd
Durham, NC 27705

V-11432 A-11522

mailto:Wyatt.t.grose@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anita Starnes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:15:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anita Starnes

205 B Everhart st
Landis, NC 28088

7049044038

V-11433 A-11523

mailto:anitacar51@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lola Faircloth
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:19:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lola Faircloth

204 Riverside Dr
Sneads Ferry, NC 28460

9103272524

V-11434 A-11524

mailto:lolafaircloth@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carrie Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:19:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carrie Davis

712 Glade Aster Dr
Durham, NC 27704

V-11435 A-11525

mailto:carrie.grate@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Hannah Kohlsaat
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:19:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Hannah Kohlsaat

23 Sunnyside LN
Asheville, NC 28804

V-11436 A-11526

mailto:hannahckohlsaat@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leslie masie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:21:07 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Leslie masie
186 Mariners Way
Moyock, NC 27958-9049
lesliemasie@gmail.com

V-11437 A-11527

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Georgia Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Protect our environment
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:21:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please be responsible to the citizens who elected you and protect NC for future generations! Perhaps your goal to be
 elected is clouding your ability to act with N C's best interest?

Sincerely,

Georgia Brown

3815 Ephesus Church Rd
Washington, NC 27814

252.402.7027

V-11438 A-11528

mailto:Dikgabrown@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amanda Kinney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:31:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amanda Kinney

1312 Fairmont St
Greensboro, NC 27403

V-11439 A-11529

mailto:Lanekinney@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kaylyn Gruber
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:32:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kaylyn Gruber

6301 amos smith rd
Charlotte, NC 28214

7046850438

V-11440 A-11530

mailto:Kaylyngruber@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Roger & Mary Stephens
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:34:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Roger & Mary Stephens

4082 NC 126
Morganton, NC 28655

V-11441 A-11531

mailto:Marigoldsoul@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Earnest
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Pollution
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:35:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please stop wrecking our beautiful state!

Sincerely,

William Earnest

19'Rocking Porch Rd
Asheville, NC 28805

V-11442 A-11532

mailto:billyearnest@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynne Royall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:37:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I strongly support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as
 the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat
 of climate change continue to increase, we should be working diligently towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynne Royall

6016 Bramblewood Drive
Raleigh, NC 27612

V-11443 A-11533

mailto:lwroyall@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: stephen white
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:39:48 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Gov. McCrory, you are a disgrace to North Carolina.
Sincerely,

stephen white
91 Judd Duvall ln
Franklin, NC 28734

V-11444 A-11534

mailto:stephenwhite34@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrea Anderson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:39:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrea Anderson

113 West Markham Avenue
Durham, NC 27701

V-11445 A-11535

mailto:ldyimraith@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Risa Wood
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:40:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Risa Wood

101 Cheyenne Trail
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-11446 A-11536

mailto:risawood@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sadie McKaig
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:40:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your
environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal requirements under the
 CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
 Carolina the opportunity to
create a plan that works best for North Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats
 in Washington to determine what is best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sadie McKaig

62 Warrior Hills Lane
Tryon, NC 28782

V-11447 A-11537

mailto:mckaig@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katherine Lear
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:43:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine Lear

127 Owens Beach Road
Harbinger, NC 27941

V-11448 A-11538

mailto:Toni.lear@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bonnie Haymore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:43:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Haymore

187 Piney Grove Church Rd
Mt. Airy, NC 27030

V-11449 A-11539

mailto:bonnie.haymore2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Creighton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:44:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Creighton

111 Indiana Avenue
Asheville, NC 28806

V-11450 A-11540

mailto:LaneCreighton111@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jasmine barcelona
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Be wise.
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:49:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Think about your legacy. What will people say?

Sincerely,

Jasmine barcelona

1928 Jupiter hills ct
Raleigh, NC 27604

V-11451 A-11541

mailto:jasmineb13@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrea Forrester
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:51:03 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Andrea Forrester
3638 Highland Dr
Ayden, NC 28513-3028
dreajoforrester@gmail.com

V-11452 A-11542

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Catherine Bromiley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:54:01 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Catherine Bromiley
1005 Autumn Harvest
Knightdale, NC 27545-8286
Booboo492001@yahoo.com

V-11453 A-11543

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Farmer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Support the Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:56:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Our grandchildren deserve a healthy environment. We must reduce pollution immediately.

Sincerely,

Margaret Farmer

354 Brevard Road
Asheville, NC 28806

V-11454 A-11544

mailto:zipsnork@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia Kornegay
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 6:57:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Kornegay

1434 Aversboro Road
Garner, NC 27529

V-11455 A-11545

mailto:cindykornegay@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dorothy Lawrence
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:04:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Lawrence

7396 Corn Hill Rd
Connelly Springs, NC 28612

V-11456 A-11546

mailto:johnsoule@wildblue.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeremy Booth
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:07:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Booth

7424 idolbrook ln
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-11457 A-11547

mailto:jeremy.booth2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christie Lawson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:07:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christie Lawson

3009 Central Ave
High Point, NC 27260

V-11458 A-11548

mailto:christielawson78@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jean AndersonDeVito
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan - NC
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:08:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please do the right thing to make sure NC residents will have a solid State plan to reduce, with plans for elimination
 of, polluted air.  We owe it to our citizens (and all creation), and have the responsibility to make sure it is available
 for future generations.  It is well beyond time to let go of greed and pollution in our state, and you are in a position
 to lead this effort.

Sincerely,

Jean AndersonDeVito

915 Elderberry Lane SW
Sunset Beach, NC 28468

V-11459 A-11549

mailto:beachrabbit@atmc.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathleen Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:09:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Jones

131 frank allman rd
Morganton, NC 28655

V-11460 A-11550

mailto:jkat61@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Stascak
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:09:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Stascak

7412 Heartland Dr
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-11461 A-11551

mailto:khpottery@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Manuel-miller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:13:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Manuel-miller

4275 Lynnridge Ct
Walkertown, NC 27051

V-11462 A-11552

mailto:birds2cats@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leslie Brothers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:19:09 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Leslie Brothers
5103 Avine Ct
Wilmington, NC 28409-2727
bro4us@aol.com

V-11463 A-11553

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia Ingalls
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:19:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Ingalls

3529 Manly Farm Rd
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-11464 A-11554

mailto:giraffes1979@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gwen Cox
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:19:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gwen Cox

11730 Man O War Trail
Raleigh, NC 27613

V-11465 A-11555

mailto:gmc112000@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: linda stamps
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:20:06 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. linda stamps
1133 E Franklin Blvd
Gastonia, NC 28054-4251
lstamps52@yahoo.com

V-11466 A-11556

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Samantha Marsh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:22:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Samantha Marsh

3960 NC Highway 73
West End, NC 27376

V-11467 A-11557

mailto:samantha.marsh2005@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joyce Compton Brown
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:23:48 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal.
 NC is rapidly becoming known as being in the hands of Duke Energy, the governor being a standard bearer for the
 "bought" politician.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Joyce Compton Brown
PO 659 Georgie
Troutman, NC 28166

V-11468 A-11558

mailto:brownjoyce5@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynn Bernatsky
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:26:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynn Bernatsky

70 Sunray Cove
Candler, NC 28715

8282808563

V-11469 A-11559

mailto:lynnsb3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Richardson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:27:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Richardson

747 marlboro place
Rocky mount, NC 27801

V-11470 A-11560

mailto:Blessbygod1937@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: julie barrett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:28:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

julie barrett

209 Birdie ln
Wilmington, NC 28405

9107920987

V-11471 A-11561

mailto:juliajbarrett@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy Mitchell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:28:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judy Mitchell

968 22nd Street NE
Hickory, NC 28601

V-11472 A-11562

mailto:sweetpug@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tiney Watson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:28:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tiney Watson

133 Bowen Road
Rougemont, NC 27572

V-11473 A-11563

mailto:RgmtGirl@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Caroline Branca
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:29:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Caroline Branca

635 Indian Wells Way
Wilmington, NC 28411

V-11474 A-11564

mailto:brancabiz@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Harms
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:32:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Harms

814 S. Yaupon Terrace
Morehead City, NC 28557

V-11475 A-11565

mailto:patron7@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Dantonio
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:33:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Dantonio

152 parks road
Goldsboro, NC 27534

V-11476 A-11566

mailto:barbhallman@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: theresa mcaskill
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:34:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

theresa mcaskill

3112 lassiter st
Durham, NC 27707

V-11477 A-11567

mailto:theresa.mcaskill@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathryn Kevin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:40:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Kevin

5208 Olive Road
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-11478 A-11568

mailto:kathrynkevin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carmela Cosh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:41:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carmela Cosh

8204 White Horse Ln
Charlotte, NC 28270

V-11479 A-11569

mailto:cac1129@twc.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Babette Hoelldobler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:45:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Babette Hoelldobler

4129 Chatham hill dr
Winston Salem, NC 27104

V-11480 A-11570

mailto:bhoelldobler@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Heine
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Solar energy
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:46:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please restore all solar energy tax credits

Sincerely,

William Heine

4 Foxtail Lane
Foxfire Village
Jackson Springs, NC 27281

V-11481 A-11571

mailto:jimmysnax@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Novelli
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:49:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Novelli

2808 Alderman Ct
Greensboro, NC 27408

V-11482 A-11572

mailto:kriskris123@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Winona Boalt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:49:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Winona Boalt

Ann Street
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-11483 A-11573

mailto:weboalt@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Murphy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:49:34 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Michael Murphy
2008 S 1st St
Nashville, NC 27856-9344
mike.murphy1960@yahoo.com

V-11484 A-11574

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marcia Sobel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:51:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marcia Sobel

110 Kimberly Dr
Greenville, NC 27858

V-11485 A-11575

mailto:ramar50@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julian Baneth
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:52:05 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Julian Baneth
523 Pace St
Raleigh, NC 27604-1957
jbaneth@gmail.com

V-11486 A-11576

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nan Joyce
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:52:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nan Joyce

164 Knollwood Drive
Stoneville, NC 27048

V-11487 A-11577

mailto:nejoyce@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Teri Silver
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: protect
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:55:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Do this. It's the right thing to do and we should not waste any time.

Sincerely,

Teri Silver

8 Bitter Creek Lane
Greensboro, NC 27407

V-11488 A-11578

mailto:Thinker825@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: dina Jennings
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:57:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

dina Jennings

895 Burger Rd
Murphy, NC 28906

V-11489 A-11579

mailto:moon.priestess@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jane Jester
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 7:59:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jane Jester

1391 Shangri-La Dr
Lewisville,  27023

V-11490 A-11580

mailto:Jjester1@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diane Pfundstein
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:02:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Pfundstein

Tannery
Winston Salem,  27106

V-11491 A-11581

mailto:pfunfamily@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynn Pate
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:03:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynn Pate

461 Pate Rd
Rutherfordton, NC 28139

V-11492 A-11582

mailto:thehippymama@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stella Foy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:04:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stella Foy

4950 Burgaw hwy
Maple hill, NC 28454

V-11493 A-11583

mailto:foy.stella@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynn Pate
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:07:20 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Lynn Pate
461 Pate Rd
Rutherfordton, NC 28139

V-11494 A-11584

mailto:thehippymama@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: callie DeBellis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean air
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:07:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support clean air and a healthy environment for our state.

Sincerely,

callie DeBellis

610 e Hargett st
Raleigh, NC 27601

V-11495 A-11585

mailto:calliedebellis@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nicole Paolucci
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:08:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Let's try to stop ruining the environment before it's too late.  Thanks.

Sincerely,

Nicole Paolucci

1111 Ladys Slipper Ct Apt. D
Raleigh, NC 27606

9196337111

V-11496 A-11586

mailto:nmpaolucci227@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathleen Basiewicz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:10:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Basiewicz

PO Box 1204
Dana, NC 28724

828-685-0547

V-11497 A-11587

mailto:wolfydog71177@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Updike
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:13:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Updike

138 Springside Rd
Asheville, NC 28803

V-11498 A-11588

mailto:nekochanmx@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Randolph Hatten
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:15:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Randolph Hatten

17814 Sedona Way
Cornelius, NC 28031

704-572-6384

V-11499 A-11589

mailto:Rlhatten1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wes Holly
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:19:18 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Wes Holly
54 Highlands Dr
Hampstead, NC 28443-7212
wesley_holly@yahoo.com

V-11500 A-11590

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Catherine Nelon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:20:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine Nelon

76 Marion Str
Tryon, NC 28783

V-11501 A-11591

mailto:Thenelons@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maureen Distler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:20:21 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Maureen Distler
806 Clear Creek Rd
Marion, NC 28752-6424
mdistlersc@gmail.com

V-11502 A-11592

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Deans
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:20:53 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Carol Deans
7901 Bells Lake Rd
Apex, NC 27539-8378
Carollovesherdogs@gmail.com

V-11503 A-11593

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leslie Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:21:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leslie Williams

1029 Manchester Dr
Cary, NC 27511

V-11504 A-11594

mailto:happyteacher1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sylvia Willenberger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:22:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Willenberger

915 Union St
Cary, NC 27511

V-11505 A-11595

mailto:sylviam@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: benjamin s kitchen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: air pollution
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:22:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Lets get more renewable energy

Sincerely,

benjamin s kitchen

211 STEVENS HOLLER DR
MURPHY, NC 28906

8285577284

V-11506 A-11596

mailto:benjamin_kitchen@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathy Gaines
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:25:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Gaines

811 Morrison Farm Rd
Troutman, NC 28166

704-528-2416'

V-11507 A-11597

mailto:Kggaines@roadrunner.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beth Ward
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:25:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Ward

7321 Terana Lane
Denver, NC 28037

5037032199

V-11508 A-11598

mailto:Carolinaclaywoman@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debi Turner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Pollution
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:27:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Stop the poll

Sincerely,

Debi Turner

45 Oregon Ave
Asheville, NC 28806

V-11509 A-11599

mailto:DebiTurner@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jack Webster
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:27:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

NC needs to set Carbon Pollution standards for Power Plants

Sincerely,

Jack Webster

4328 Myers Park Dr
Durham, NC 27705

V-11510 A-11600

mailto:caldur51@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Hamilton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:31:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hamilton

1003 Robinwood Road
Aberdeen Rd., NC 28315

V-11511 A-11601

mailto:hjebarb@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Wojcik-Gross
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:37:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Wojcik-Gross

4052 Clarendon Ave
Winston Salem, NC 27106

V-11512 A-11602

mailto:sarah.wojcik@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathleen Morris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:37:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Morris

70 Deals Gap
Robbinsville, NC 28771

V-11513 A-11603

mailto:ImperialVirgo@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marda Sarnataro
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean energy
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:37:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please clean up air responsibly.  We need a REAL  clean air act passed.

Sincerely,

Marda Sarnataro

623 Coniston Drive
Leland, NC 28451

V-11514 A-11604

mailto:Mardaustin@gmail.c
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judiane Young
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:42:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judiane Young

20506 Southshore dr
Cornelius,  28031

704-507-4769

V-11515 A-11605

mailto:judiane@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy Hipps
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:43:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judy Hipps

PO Box 2657
Bryson City, NC 28713

V-11516 A-11606

mailto:karismom53@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marsha Earp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:45:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marsha Earp

6498 river road
Vanceboro,  28586

V-11517 A-11607

mailto:Marshaearp@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ivone Lima
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:49:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ivone Lima

1272 Tarbert Dr
Cary, NC 27511

9194346830

V-11518 A-11608

mailto:ilima2003@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robin Burt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:49:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robin Burt

5428 Cashion Road
Huntersville, NC 28078

V-11519 A-11609

mailto:songbird5428@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marjorie FARRINGTON
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:49:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marjorie FARRINGTON

72 Greenwood Acres Dr
Mills River, NC 28759

V-11520 A-11610

mailto:marge_41@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: samantha king
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:51:23 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. samantha king
128 S Arcadian Way
Mooresville, NC 28117-9220
mtngrl_02@hotmail.com

V-11521 A-11611

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Freddy Atwood
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Polluters and pollution
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:52:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Get off your collective butts and pass the laws for a cleaner and healthier State and hold polluters acountable for
 infractions of strict air and environmental standards.

Sincerely,

Freddy Atwood

443 JADE DRIVE
Clyde, NC 28721

V-11522 A-11612

mailto:freddyterry@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Keith Robinson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:52:10 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Keith Robinson
1214 Brick Mill Rd
Aulander, NC 27805-9731
keith_r40@yahoo.com

V-11523 A-11613

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Campos
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:53:12 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Joseph Campos
801 W Trade St
Charlotte, NC 28202-1122
241clt@gmail.com

V-11524 A-11614

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Boprey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:53:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Boprey

364 Northwest Dr
Davidson, NC 28036

V-11525 A-11615

mailto:pmb28036@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Nolan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:54:15 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Nolan

100 Island Palms Drive
Carolina Beach, NC 28428

V-11526 A-11616

mailto:mnolan8765@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra McCray
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:55:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debra McCray

6539 Glendon Carthage Rd
Carthage, NC 28327

V-11527 A-11617

mailto:Deb1st@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karl Svatek
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:55:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karl Svatek

1326 Healing Springs Drive
Denton, NC 27239

V-11528 A-11618

mailto:ksvatekjr@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Holly Parsons
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:57:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air. I'm sure you have a conscience, keep that clean, too..

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Holly Parsons

9807 Bella marche dr
Chatlotte, NC 28227

V-11529 A-11619

mailto:Holly28227@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Ciocan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 8:59:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Ciocan

1602 Thore Rd
Pinnacle, NC 27043

V-11530 A-11620

mailto:maryciocan@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marie Hortensia Broyhill
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Joelie BurlesonDividion Of Air Quality
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:01:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

.      

           I Social Work Of Proteccion Asistensia
Social No Profit Org, & counseling of
Embasy Of Mexico Raleigh , working more 25 Yesss my Community  and Spanish Population  at your Services .
 Sinceraly Marie H Broyhill

Sincerely,

Marie Hortensia Broyhill

1492 Shady Grove Ch.Rd
Winston Salem NC,  27107

336 8300548

V-11531 A-11621

mailto:m.broyhillt@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Allen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:01:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Allen

1305 Cardinal Pl
Greensboro, NC 27408

V-11532 A-11622

mailto:tallen@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Shaddock
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:01:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Shaddock

114 s Carrie st
Coats, NC 27521

V-11533 A-11623

mailto:Sashaddock@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna W Haynes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:02:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donna W Haynes

1004 Windemere Ln
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-11534 A-11624

mailto:Hayneswakeforest@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Colleen Olfenbuttel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean energy now and for future generations!
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:03:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

North Carolina should be leaders in clean energy and reducing pollution, not fighting efforts of the Clean Power
 Plan.

Sincerely,

Colleen Olfenbuttel

1293 laurel bluffs
pittsboro, NC 27312

V-11535 A-11625

mailto:colfenbu@vt.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Molly Stubbs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:03:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Molly Stubbs

108 e. Rose st
Smithfield, NC 27577

V-11536 A-11626

mailto:Jstubbs401@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Daphne Gruener
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:07:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daphne Gruener

461 Continental Dr
Durham, NC 37712

V-11537 A-11627

mailto:Daphne.daarts@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: herman lewis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plant Standards
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:08:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Governor McCrory why are you not getting on board with the clean power plan ? From what little I understand
 about the program it is to reduce the pollution being put into the air we breath as well as green house gases I for the
 life of me cannot understand why you of all people wouldn't want to take care of this beautiful state of ours being
 the governor .I argue to reconsider your actions at this time and get on board . yours truly  Herman Lewis  422
 westover ave. WIlson NC

Sincerely,

herman lewis

422 westover ave
wilson, NC 27893

V-11538 A-11628

mailto:hlewis@myglnc.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melissa Robins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:10:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please consider the health of our state and people before the health of big business.

Sincerely,

Melissa Robins

28 east bayberry ct
Durham, NC 27713

V-11539 A-11629

mailto:Mdrobins@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: lisa lippert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:13:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

lisa lippert

6905 timberwood dr
fayetteville, NC 28314

9102733480

V-11540 A-11630

mailto:coyoteschild@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sharon Tyson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:14:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Tyson

3618 Griffith rd
Monroe, NC 28112

V-11541 A-11631

mailto:Stysonrn@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: carol warchol
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:15:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

carol warchol

1007 renewal place
raleigh, NC 27603

V-11542 A-11632

mailto:warcholmc@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: debbie garrigues
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:19:38 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. debbie garrigues
228 Prescott Dr
Salisbury, NC 28144-7779
debbiegarrigues@yahoo.com

V-11543 A-11633

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: angela chapman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:20:03 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. angela chapman
138 Barnwell Rd
Dudley, NC 28333-9425
chappy2474@gmail.com

V-11544 A-11634

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: marilyn fontenot
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:20:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

marilyn fontenot

197 Vickers Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

9199047442

V-11545 A-11635

mailto:marilyngfontenot@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sheila Beaudry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:25:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

My husband and I both have asthma.  I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on
 carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North
 Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing
 our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sheila Beaudry

821 Buteo Ridge
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-11546 A-11636

mailto:sbbeaudry@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jamieson Scott
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:28:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jamieson Scott

4506 Regent Drive
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-11547 A-11637

mailto:Jamie.scott.writer@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lorna Lineberry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:31:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lorna Lineberry

6265 Hunt Rd
Pleasant Garden, NC 27313

V-11548 A-11638

mailto:llineberry1304@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: paula mcwhirter-buck
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:31:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air, our children, grandchildren, and earth.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

paula mcwhirter-buck

5801 bald mountain rd
burnsville, NC 28714

V-11549 A-11639

mailto:pkmcbuck@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: m roxanne peterson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:33:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

m roxanne peterson

148 ne 20th st
oak island, NC 28465

704-713-1724

V-11550 A-11640

mailto:baby_banana_and_the_moonwatchers@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pawel Karendys
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Living in a clean environment
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:33:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please respect our right to live in a clean and healthy environment and submit North Carolina’s carbon pollution
 plan. As a state, we would be better off investing in green energy sources and limiting use of coal in our power
 plants. Also we need to make sure that Duke Energy cleans up its coal ashes.
My support goes to those politicians and government officials who think not only about their party alliances, friends,
 and big business but the entire population of North Carolina.

Sincerely,

Pawel Karendys

4940 Hawk Shadow Ln
Charlotte, NC 28277

V-11551 A-11641

mailto:pkarendys@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Connie Upchurch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air Act
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:33:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear Gov. McCrory and Joelle Burleson,

I support the Clean Air Act and I expect North Carolina's leaders to do the same.

We will all be voting in November.

Please help North Carolina be a leader in joining the fight for Clean Air. Listen to the voice of your constituents, not
 big business and lobbyist.

Sincerely,

Connie Upchurch

501 Devereux Street
Raleigh, NC 27605

9196498023

V-11552 A-11642

mailto:cbruncati@mcclatchy.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Johanna Moran
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air/Clean Water
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:37:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please stop despoiling our state, think about future generations. Money is NOT the be all and end all in life. Do not
 undermine efforts to clean up pollution, both in our air and our water.

Sincerely,

Johanna Moran

3080 Seven Lakes West
West End, NC 27376

V-11553 A-11643

mailto:Jonie45@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Anderson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:39:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Anderson

172 Koontz rd
Lexington, NC 27295

V-11554 A-11644

mailto:Suzieq8789@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Dishman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:41:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Dishman

613 S Chapman St
Greensboro, NC 27403

V-11555 A-11645

mailto:sandra_dishman@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debbie McMannis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:44:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debbie McMannis

PO Box 19252
Asheville, NC 28815

V-11556 A-11646

mailto:debbiemcmannis@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Heckel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:49:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Heckel

115 Sir Patrick's Ct
Clemmons, NC 27012

V-11557 A-11647

mailto:jch52969@outlook.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carolyn Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:50:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Smith

106 Lavender Ct
Cary, NC 27512

V-11558 A-11648

mailto:Carolyn_smith42@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deborah Toth
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:52:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Toth

2468 Hopes Way
Charlotte, NC 28209

V-11559 A-11649

mailto:Soledad120@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Veitch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:52:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Veitch

3407 taylor st
Morehead city, NC 28557

V-11560 A-11650

mailto:Nancyveitch@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Willie Robinson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: We dont need no more pollution.
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:52:18 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We don't need anymore ,!!Pollution.!! We need clean air. Without clean air.more brething problems.The future
 generation.will inherit.this problem.we wouldn't want our children to.inherit this.They desever to live in a world
 without pollution.This must b done.Prevention is the key.

Sincerely,

Willie Robinson

903 Bekton st
Monroe
Monroe, NC 28110

V-11561 A-11651

mailto:Willierob903@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Ambrose Haney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:55:02 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Ambrose Haney
603 Montclair Rd
Fayetteville, NC 28314-2392
truepanthersfan@gmail.com

V-11562 A-11652

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Preston Dyar
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Don"t!
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:55:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

PLEASE do not destroy this beautiful State.  Keep it green and clean.

Sincerely,

Preston Dyar

33 B Glassy Lane
Flat Rock, NC 28731

V-11563 A-11653

mailto:prestondyar@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paige Polito
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:57:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paige Polito

517 Lyndenbury Dr
Apex, NC 27502

V-11564 A-11654

mailto:paige.polito@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christina Mast
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:57:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christina Mast

7512 Matherly Dr
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-11565 A-11655

mailto:moonvine27@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrea Beaver
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 9:58:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrea Beaver

255 stone rd
Salisbury, NC 28146

7042139333

V-11566 A-11656

mailto:abeaver7@outlook.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Doris Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:01:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Doris Wilson

6624 Professor St
Raleigh, NC 27616

V-11567 A-11657

mailto:Dowilson@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Van Dyke
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:01:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air. Profiting while killing lives is a sin. Stop the backdoor dealings!

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Van Dyke

11821 Sidney Crest Ave
Charlotte, NC 28213

704-688-1623

V-11568 A-11658

mailto:mickivee63@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rachel Simon
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:03:55 PM

I STRONGLY support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental
 Quality’s current proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals,
 have failed to engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please
 accept the following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Rachel Simon
237 Queen St. #3
Apt. 3
Boone, NC 28608

V-11569 A-11659

mailto:rachel.ellen.simon@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Marianne Barrier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:06:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As someone who has asthma and is personally harmed daily by the pollution allowed to be spewed into our air by
 businesses who could do better, but won't until they are forced to do the right thing, I support the Environmental
 Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
 childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change continue to
 increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marianne Barrier

7807 Jeffrey Alan Court
Raleigh, NC 27613

V-11570 A-11660

mailto:marianne.barrier@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elise Martin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:07:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elise Martin

215 N 3rd Ave
Mayodan, NC 27027

V-11571 A-11661

mailto:ejmartin2001@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melissa Reese
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:09:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melissa Reese

70 Bunny Trail
Hendersonville, NC 28791

V-11572 A-11662

mailto:missireese32@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Emily Scott
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:09:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emily Scott

6 Mill Street
Lumbertob, NC 28358

9108276277

V-11573 A-11663

mailto:hollywoodpro08@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Le Master II
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Please
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:13:15 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Clean up our environment. So many alternative ways to clean energy. Do not forget about your constituency and do
 the right thing!

Sincerely,

Richard Le Master II

6326 Grove Park Blvd
Charlotte, NC 28215

V-11574 A-11664

mailto:rlemasterii@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sallie Simpson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: The Environment
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:13:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We have only one earth - as stewards of the earth, we have done a poor job! If all of us do not immediately begin to
 work together to save our planet, the climate and our resources, we will not survive

Sincerely,

Sallie Simpson

6617 Quiet Cove Court
Raleigh, NC 27612

V-11575 A-11665

mailto:salliesimpson@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cara Smelter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:13:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cara Smelter

605-B Smedes Place
Raleigh, NC 27605

V-11576 A-11666

mailto:carasmelter@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Denise Karfit
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:19:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Denise Karfit

170wagoner drive
mtairy, NC 27030

V-11577 A-11667

mailto:dkarfit@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Martha Grissom
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:20:02 PM

PROTECT NC.  NO FRACKING--EVER!  REDUCE POLLUTION AND RUNOFF.  CUT EMISSIONS.  KEEP
 NC CLEAN AND GREEN.

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Martha Grissom
PO Box 145
Jefferson, NC 28640

V-11578 A-11668

mailto:martha.grissom@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Natalya Weinstein
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:22:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Natalya Weinstein

73 Deaver St
Asheville, NC 28806

V-11579 A-11669

mailto:natalyaweinstein@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Myra O"Connor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:22:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Myra O'Connor

634 22nd Ave NE  Apt. A
Hickory, NC 28601

V-11580 A-11670

mailto:Storknrs47@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandy Murray
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:23:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandy Murray

3823 Westchester Rd
Durham, NC 27707

V-11581 A-11671

mailto:smurrqy2@fromtier.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly Jodey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:24:33 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kimberly Jodey
925 Bryan Pl
Garner, NC 27529-3090
kimjosey87@gmail.com

V-11582 A-11672

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margie Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:25:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margie Miller

510 Whites Mill Rd
Statesville, NC 28677

V-11583 A-11673

mailto:mmillernc17@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Arlene Jackness
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:28:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Long past due, make it happen.  We, the people want this.  No excuses, get it done.

Sincerely,

Arlene Jackness

51 Israel Road
Candler, NC 28715

V-11584 A-11674

mailto:ajackness@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bellita Jacobson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:28:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bellita Jacobson

4327 woodland lane
Charlotte, NC 28226

V-11585 A-11675

mailto:Zainifun67@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: MaryAnn Mueller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:29:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

MaryAnn Mueller

6904 Alexander Rd
Charlotte, NC 28270

V-11586 A-11676

mailto:madt90@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gwendolyn Hines
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:32:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gwendolyn Hines

112 S. Moring Avenue
Rocky Mount, NC 27801

V-11587 A-11677

mailto:jazzygumbo@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathryn Ryan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: please support solar energy for households
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:36:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As a resident of Apex, NC  I would like to be able to install solar panels on my home and connect to the energy
 grid.  Can you influence local governments and power companies in our state to make it easier to setup solar energy
 for private homes?  The Town of Apex is not very accommodating. With your leadership and example hopefully
 you can influence small town policies.

Please support the Clean Power Plan and also work to make it easier for families to have solar energy at home.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Ryan

103 Country Valley Ct
Apex, NC 27502

9196292021

V-11588 A-11678

mailto:stacy.ryan.sr@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrew Ward
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:37:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Ward

8701 soaring eagle ln
Waxhaw, NC 28173

V-11589 A-11679

mailto:Drew77w@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Warren
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:37:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Warren

3653 N. Prince Village Plac
Tucson, AZ 85719

5203253983

V-11590 A-11680

mailto:bwarre01@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vicki Rowan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:37:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vicki Rowan

8016 Hinsdale Lane
Denver, NC 28037

V-11591 A-11681

mailto:Vbrowan@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne White
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:38:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please  support the carbon pollution standards for power plants and start a new era of clean energy in North
 Carolina.

Sincerely,

Anne White

5205 COURTNEY HUNTSVILLE RD
YADKINVILLE, NC 27055

3364635589

V-11592 A-11682

mailto:acwhite@yadtel.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kristy Robertson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:39:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kristy Robertson

5209 Jeanne
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-11593 A-11683

mailto:Hydegypsy@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ginny Soule
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:39:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

How can you care so little about our beautiful state. The least you can do is support clean air. Think !

Sincerely,

Ginny Soule

936 Wall Rd
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-11594 A-11684

mailto:Gsoule16@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Lindquist
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air is a Must!!
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:39:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We must place a priority on carbon pollution standards, wind and solar energy and turn away from fracking and
 offshore drilling.

Sincerely,

Nancy Lindquist

9128 Sutherland Court
Raleigh, NC 27615

9198489325

V-11595 A-11685

mailto:nlindqui@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vanessa Boisvert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:45:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vanessa Boisvert

600 S. Churton Street
Apt 59
Hillsborough, NC 27278

V-11596 A-11686

mailto:vanessacues@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Annette Radcliffe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:45:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Do not fail the goals of the Clean Power Plan.

Sincerely,

Annette Radcliffe

PO BOX 51
Whitsett, NC 27377

V-11597 A-11687

mailto:drumsngar@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Abigail Game
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:46:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Abigail Game

1405
Evergreen ave
Goldsboro, NC 27530

V-11598 A-11688

mailto:Abigailgame28@Gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Serene Dae
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:49:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Serene Dae

145 clyde ray rd
DEEP GAP, NC 28618

V-11599 A-11689

mailto:happydae@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robin Blackburn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:49:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robin Blackburn

1548 Twin Oaks Drive
King, NC 27021

V-11600 A-11690

mailto:Robin127@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Danielle Howel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:50:04 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Danielle Howel
321 Summit Lake Dr
Apex, NC 27523-9407
sthrngrl21@aol.com

V-11601 A-11691

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leigh Zaleon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:51:38 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Leigh Zaleon
106 Spencer Ct
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-1921
lzaleon@lmzchildcare.com

V-11602 A-11692

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jo Anna Rissanen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:53:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jo Anna Rissanen

PO Box 1309
Huntersville, NC 28078

V-11603 A-11693

mailto:j98545@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kiera Leslie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:53:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kiera Leslie

48 hillside street
Asheville, NC 28801

V-11604 A-11694

mailto:Kieraleslie@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Suzanne Stanton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:55:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Stanton

321 Silverberry Ct
Cary,  27513

V-11605 A-11695

mailto:suzannestanton16@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gail Mork
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Concerning clean air
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 10:55:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I just finished watching President Obama give the state of  our union address. I am very happy that we have gas
 prices at $2.00 a gallon. As a homeowner I am very interested in solar and wind power. When you drive on
 interstate 26, you can view the many rows of solar panels on The Biltmore Estate in Asheville, NC. Please make
 clean energy a priority in all your decisions to help us have less costly and clean energy options.

Sincerely,

Gail Mork

32alclare drive
Asheville NC 28804
Asheville, NC 28804

V-11606 A-11696

mailto:gailmork53@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: George Gray
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:01:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please resign and leave the governing of the people to people who give a damn about other people.

Until you do, please support the Clean Power Plan. You Duke Energy controllers are evil people.

Sincerely,

George Gray

824 Brookside Ave
Charlotte, NC 28203

V-11607 A-11697

mailto:geoagray3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stefanie Hedrick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:01:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stefanie Hedrick

7418 Preakness Stakes Lane
Charlotte, NC 28215

V-11608 A-11698

mailto:sghedrick74@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Weeks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: stop Pollution
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:08:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

No Pollution. No Pollution please in this State of N C.

Sincerely,

James Weeks

3748 Dusty Lane
Raleigh, NC 27604

V-11609 A-11699

mailto:followmex10@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: C. Warren Pope
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)NC"s "Clean Power" Plan a Non-Starter
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:08:47 PM

C. Warren Pope from Asheville, NC writes:

I am extremely disappointed in NC's proposed "Clean Power" program, which is more determined to fail instead of
 making honest strides to move into a more cleasn power situation.  The plan, for one thing, makes no investments in
 renewable energy or energy efficiency, the most cost-effective forms of energy wecurrently have.  Further, the
 "plan" was drafted completely without key stakeholders including citizens' groups as mandated by the EPA.  It is
 not only the most expensive means of approach, but it wastes taxpayer money forwarding optoins that aaaare sure
 to fail.

In short, the current "plan" lacks planning and is certain to fail.  It is a political document drafted more by DUke
 energy than anyone else.  Shame on you!

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): cwpope@charter.net

First Name: C. Warren

Last Name: Pope

City: Asheville
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28803

V-11610 A-11700

mailto:cwpope@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Bourdier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:12:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I feel that we need to try various methods of energy that would pollute less.  We need clean energy.

Sincerely,

Lisa Bourdier

3496 Holder RD
Clemmons, NC 27012

V-11611 A-11701

mailto:LBourdier@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Irene Radke
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Support the Clean Power Plan, not polluters
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:13:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It’s time to clean up NC’s dirty energy act. Support the Clean Power Plan, not Duke Energy's plan.

Sincerely,

Irene Radke

150 Hideaway Ln
Mooresville, NC 28117

V-11612 A-11702

mailto:irenelillian@juno.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rosemary Killion
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:14:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Killion

207 Lakeway Dr
Lewisville, NC 27023

V-11613 A-11703

mailto:rkillion@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Reeve
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:15:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donna Reeve

204 Commons Way
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-11614 A-11704

mailto:dsreeve@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debbie Tallarico
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:17:37 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Debbie Tallarico
443 Ward Greene Rd
Vilas, NC 28692

V-11615 A-11705

mailto:datallarico@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Mitzi Mager
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:20:59 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Mitzi Mager
165 Bayberry Trl
Kitty Hawk, NC 27949-3112
mitzimager@yahoo.com

V-11616 A-11706

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Barber
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:24:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Barber

136 Snowbird Tr
Marble
Marble, NC 28905

V-11617 A-11707

mailto:Nshanker13@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Edie Ptacek
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:24:31 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Edie Ptacek
114 Candlestick Dr
Statesville, NC 28625-8396
ladyet152@aol.com

V-11618 A-11708

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Tucker Berger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:24:32 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Tucker Berger
517 Compton Rd
Raleigh, NC 27609-5922
sportsguy0697@aol.com

V-11619 A-11709

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Kidda
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:25:11 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

John Kidda, Politically Unaffiliated

John Kidda
285 Williams Ridge Road
Boone, NC 28607

V-11620 A-11710

mailto:kiddaj@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Robin Baskin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:25:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robin Baskin

20 Griffing Blvd
Asheville, NC 28804

8282169263

V-11621 A-11711

mailto:robinbaskin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Hornsby
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:33:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Hornsby

4611-D Hedgemore Dr
Charlotte, NC 28209

V-11622 A-11712

mailto:richard.hornsby@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Van Hallman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:37:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Van Hallman

4465 Fair Oaks Lane
High Point, NC 27265

V-11623 A-11713

mailto:vhallman1@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Connie Nicholson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Environmental policy
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:45:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support the Clean Power Plan and make our state a leader in clean energy.

Sincerely,

Connie Nicholson

192 Thomas Park Dr
Waynesville, NC 28786

V-11624 A-11714

mailto:Connienick@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Abigail Ellis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:49:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Abigail Ellis

5939 The Plaza
Charlotte, NC 28215

V-11625 A-11715

mailto:ahoffmanellis@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marilu Tellez
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:50:01 PM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Marilu Tellez
491 23rd Avenue Pl NE
Hickory, NC 28601-1574
quetzalapa.gro@gmail.com

V-11626 A-11716

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Adriana Andrade
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:51:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Adriana Andrade

105 little Meadow ct
Holly springs, NC 27540

V-11627 A-11717

mailto:Losandes5@netzero.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: craig smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:55:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

For some reason I am not able to list recipients.

So Mr.McCrory, you have proven yourself a person who what he says as a candidate, means nothing as a sitting
 Governor.

Can we at least work with the Federal Government on this plan. Or will that anger the powers that be at Duke
 Energy ???

Sincerely,

craig smith

1321 new castle rd
Apt J9
DURHAM, NC 27704

9196273589

V-11628 A-11718

mailto:csmith8354@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eleanor Collins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:55:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Collins

335B Driftwood Ci
Southern Pines, NC 28387

9106928289

V-11629 A-11719

mailto:efc211@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Whitley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:55:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

NC should be doing everything it can to support the Clean Power Plan.  We want clean air and water, and clean
 power will certainly help to secure both.  Besides, NC has been a leader in solar energy for several years and you
 should encourage more of that.

NC should not be on the wrong side of this issue.  Please support the Clean Power Plan.

Sincerely,

Ann Whitley

613 Candlewood Dr
Clayton, NC 27520

2527174403

V-11630 A-11720

mailto:aseagurl@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Branda
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Tuesday, January 12, 2016 11:55:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Branda

9005-G Nolley Ct
Charlotte, NC 28270

V-11631 A-11721

mailto:Nrbranda@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: steven carpenter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean power
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:03:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dont sacrifice our childrens future for personal gain.

Sincerely,

steven carpenter

726 witmore rd
Wingate, NC 28174

704-776-0835

V-11632 A-11722

mailto:stevecarpenter@windstream.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lionel Sanders
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean air
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:03:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Lionel Sanders

1530 Cloverdale Ave.
Winston-Salem

Sincerely,

Lionel Sanders

1530 Cloverdale Ave
Winston-Salem, NC 27104

V-11633 A-11723

mailto:lionelsanders@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Livina Thomas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:03:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Livina Thomas

3414 Lovington Court
High Point, NC 27260

V-11634 A-11724

mailto:vinaandmo@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wendy Wieber
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:05:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wendy Wieber

195 Sigmon Rd
Fletcher, NC 28733

V-11635 A-11725

mailto:Webear143@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lou Murrey
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:08:58 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Lou Murrey
225 Edgewood Dr
Boone, NC 28607

V-11636 A-11726

mailto:murreylou@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Daniels
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:12:12 AM

I demand a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Chris Daniels
3401 Davis Grey Drive
Asheville, NC 28803

V-11637 A-11727

mailto:cdaniels74@Hotmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Peggy Wynn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:13:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peggy Wynn

122 Bag End Road
Hendersonville, NC 28739

V-11638 A-11728

mailto:casatranio@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne deBuys
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:15:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne deBuys

16 Sevan Court
Asheville, NC 28806

V-11639 A-11729

mailto:anne.debuys@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melissa Frye
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:19:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melissa Frye

PO Box 431
lewisville, NC 27023

3369455717

V-11640 A-11730

mailto:artisangroupnc@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stacy Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:20:03 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Stacy Davis
421 Cardinal Dr
Clayton, NC 27520-3018
foghornsd@yahoo.com

V-11641 A-11731

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Floyd Dunlap Jr
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:27:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Floyd Dunlap Jr

8100 Farmlea Circle
Raleigh, NC 27616

V-11642 A-11732

mailto:razbiz102@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: juanita rose
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:30:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

juanita rose

123 Nob hill Road
hendersonvillle,  28791

2012908521

V-11643 A-11733

mailto:nedarose@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vanessa Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean air supporter
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:33:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Clean air  means healthy people healthy communities. We don't want the problem like China with coal burning
 plants that make it almost impossible to breath and can't even see the sun when it's out.

Sincerely,

Vanessa Wilson

964 jeffrey ct
apt.a
reidsville, NC 27320

V-11644 A-11734

mailto:victorvictor53@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dani Bushey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:33:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dani Bushey

3532 Holborn Drive
Hope Mills, NC 28345

V-11645 A-11735

mailto:poohnc@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carlton Avant
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Funding
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:35:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

The federal loan guarantee programs from the Dept. of Treasury (1603), Dept. of Interior, Dept. of Agriculture, and
 Dept. of Energy as a result of EPACT 2005 must be insured of its longevity for future use by being backed by
 precious metals and minerals, food, fuel, and energy production (PPA's). So that the Municipal Clean Power
 Program, (Fathergreen.us-REMEDP post) can have accessible funding for start-up businesses.

Sincerely,

Carlton Avant

910 Willoughby Rd
Monroe, NC 28110

V-11646 A-11736

mailto:fathergreen@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Celeste Fisher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:54:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Celeste Fisher

312 Penn Oak Circle
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-11647 A-11737

mailto:Celesteefisher@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Amanda Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:55:04 AM

Jan 12, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Amanda Jones
718 Nc Highway 62 E
Pleasant Garden, NC 27313-9775
biddiekitten@live.com

V-11648 A-11738

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ellen Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:55:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ellen Smith

5864 Double Island Road
Green Mountain, NC 28740

V-11649 A-11739

mailto:Ignobility@inbox.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pal Kokity
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:56:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Regardless of what people think about global warming/climate change, we should strive to leave a cleaner world for
 our (grand)children and the generations to come. We have the technology and it is proven that there are plenty of
 jobs and profit to be made from clean renewable energy. It is time to get out of the fossil fuel age.

Sincerely,

Pal Kokity

828 Reba Pl Apt 1S
Evanston, IL 60202

V-11650 A-11740

mailto:pkokity@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Catherine Singleton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Energy
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:01:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please stop the use of energy sources that continue to pollute our environment while furthering climate change and
 global warming. We as Americans and members of our world must make the hard changes necessary for a healthy
 sustainable future!

Sincerely,

Catherine Singleton

5 Harmony Lane #23
Lewiston, ME 04240

V-11651 A-11741

mailto:clsingleton6998@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Tucker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:16:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Tucker

728 William Ave
Asheboro, NC 27203

3364222352

V-11652 A-11742

mailto:dtuckerrma@outlook.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chuck Pelon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:19:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chuck Pelon

2828 Stuart Dr
Durham, NC 27707

V-11653 A-11743

mailto:chuckactual@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Carpenter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:19:59 AM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Karen Carpenter
394 Springdale Dr
Marion, NC 28752-5998
kacarpenter84@yahoo.com

V-11654 A-11744

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marty Aden
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:25:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marty Aden

202 Bennington Place
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-11655 A-11745

mailto:maadretny@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Virginia Wagner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:25:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Virginia Wagner

7549 Fallow Lane
Charlotte, NC 28273

V-11656 A-11746

mailto:msbellee@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: joyce gallion
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean up
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:25:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It needs to be done. They should clean it up on their own to be responsible, in not they need to be held accountable.

Sincerely,

joyce gallion

PO Box 597
Marion, NC 28752

V-11657 A-11747

mailto:joycegallion@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cindi Caron
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:29:16 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Cindi Caron
333 Owen Road
Blowing Rock, NC 28605

V-11658 A-11748

mailto:Laffinatus@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: tommie smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:40:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

tommie smith

4 Enka Orchard St
Candler, NC 28715

8287770925

V-11659 A-11749

mailto:tommiesmithshearer@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: GENEVIEVE MATTIE
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean power
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:43:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Support clean power!!!

Sincerely,

GENEVIEVE MATTIE

9921 ELM WALK LANE
zebulon, NC 27597

V-11660 A-11750

mailto:GEN.MATTIE@YAHOO.COM
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sheila Baggarley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:55:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sheila Baggarley

Macandrew
Charlotte, NC 28226

V-11661 A-11751

mailto:Sabaggarley@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ed Clark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: POLLUTION
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:03:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

You purposefully fail this plan and we will come after you (politically).  Count on it.

Sincerely,

Ed Clark

422 N Caldwell St
Salisbury, NC 28144

V-11662 A-11752

mailto:edclark.charlotte@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Carbone
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:14:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Carbone

52 Riceville Rd
D-201
Asheville, NC 28805

917-214-9242

V-11663 A-11753

mailto:trinibets@hotmail.om
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kolleen mitchell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:32:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kolleen mitchell

106 indigo dr
Cary, NC 27513

V-11664 A-11754

mailto:replymail.k@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Juan Martinez
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: clean energy
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:34:14 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I will always oppose pollution. Clean energy should always be the way to go

Sincerely,

Juan Martinez

6541 saint louis st
fayetteville, NC 28314

V-11665 A-11755

mailto:jmst7159@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Fiddle witch
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:37:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Fiddle witch

28tt
Swannanoa, NC 28778

V-11666 A-11756

mailto:fiddlewitch@spamarrest.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Hodges
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:55:12 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Mary Hodges
207 New Market Center #100
Boone, NC 28607

V-11667 A-11757

mailto:tarheel197@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Elisha Luna
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:04:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elisha Luna

2213 Old Mount Olive Highway
Dudley, NC 28333

9197505393

V-11668 A-11758

mailto:elishaluna93@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Gutierrez
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:04:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear

Sincerely,

Laura Gutierrez

15 High View Drive
Leicester, NC 28748

V-11669 A-11759

mailto:Dewlapme@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Lanier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:04:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Lanier

4080 little river rd
Hendersonville, NC 28739

V-11670 A-11760

mailto:Marylanier@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kellie Vanek
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:16:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kellie Vanek

1401 Brittany Wood Dr
Willow Spring, NC 27592

V-11671 A-11761

mailto:Cutshaw9@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:16:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you. Elizabeth L. Jones

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Jones

5626 Atwater Dr. Lot 63
Greensboro, NC 27407

V-11672 A-11762

mailto:kharmacreature@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Ainsworth
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean energy
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:32:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please clean up your energy supply  NC. Our future generations depend on it.
Sincerely john ainsworth

Sincerely,

John Ainsworth

1608
Kingstown rd, RI 02879

V-11673 A-11763

mailto:Saltyjohn4@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nanette Miles
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:38:29 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Nanette Miles
P. O. Box 84
Andrews, NC 28901

V-11674 A-11764

mailto:witchqueen1@juno.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Angelina McCurry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:55:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Angelina McCurry

3706 Sipes Lane
Charlotte, NC 28269

7043455976

V-11675 A-11765

mailto:mccurangel@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Addie Luther
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Real clean energy w/o expensive measures
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:00:40 AM

Addie Luther from Asheboro, NC writes:

I challenge and expect the Governor and officials to draft a real "plan" that,meets guidelines and protects the health
 and safety of NC

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): addie@triad.rr.com

First Name: Addie

Last Name: Luther

City: Asheboro
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27203

V-11676 A-11766

mailto:addie@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: carolyn Hoff
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:09:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

carolyn Hoff

3501 Kyle Court
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-11677 A-11767

mailto:carolyn.louise.hoff@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Meg Koc
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: What would it look like if you did the right thing?
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:31:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please clean up NC

Sincerely,

Meg Koc

118 elderberry lane
Rougemont, NC 27572

V-11678 A-11768

mailto:Koc.meg@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melissa Perryman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:37:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I urge you to support the Clean Power Plan and make North Carolina a more environmentally safe place for our
 families.

Sincerely,

Melissa Perryman

1163 Precinct Road
Pilot Mountain, NC 27041

V-11679 A-11769

mailto:melisser3@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alice Ann Williamson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:43:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alice Ann Williamson

209 Robert E. Lee Drive
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-11680 A-11770

mailto:aliceann@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Suzanne Ruggiero
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:49:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Ruggiero

4205 Caroline Ct
Greensboro, NC,  27407

V-11681 A-11771

mailto:suzanne.ruggiero@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Yvonne LaBelle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:55:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Yvonne LaBelle

6912 Culloden More Court
Charlotte, NC 28217

V-11682 A-11772

mailto:ylabelle25@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Glynis Budd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:03:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Glynis Budd

1237 Legacy Greene Ave
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-11683 A-11773

mailto:gmbudd946@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margot Plonk
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:07:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margot Plonk

313 west gold st
Km, NC 28086

V-11684 A-11774

mailto:Margot.plonk@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melissa Herzog
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:09:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melissa Herzog

317 Lewis Dr
Carolina Beach, NC 28428

V-11685 A-11775

mailto:amherzog@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Courtney Sgroi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:10:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Courtney Sgroi

6500 Vintage Ridge Lane
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526

V-11686 A-11776

mailto:csgroi31@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Peaden
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:19:40 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Peaden

1312 Parkside Drive NW
Wilson, NC 27896

V-11687 A-11777

mailto:kpeaden@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diana Jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:19:43 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diana Jackson

1315 Peniel Rd
Columbus, NC 28722

V-11688 A-11778

mailto:Zygmalian@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rebecca Cade
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:22:11 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Cade

208 Howland Ave
Cary, NC 27513

V-11689 A-11779

mailto:rcade@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Michael Barricello
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:25:46 AM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Michael Barricello
135 Stumpy Creek Rd
Mooresville, NC 28117-8492
mbarricello@aol.com

V-11690 A-11780

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Dayer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:25:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Dayer

2700 Surrey Green Lane
Durham, NC 27707

V-11691 A-11781

mailto:ATotty@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tia Edwards
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:27:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tia Edwards

24 Widgeon Ct
Southern Shores, NC 27949

V-11692 A-11782

mailto:obxtea@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gary Mitchell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:29:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gary Mitchell

PO Box 596
Ocracoke, NC 27960

V-11693 A-11783

mailto:molassescreek@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patty Sneeden
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:53:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patty Sneeden

217 Kilarnt RD
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-11694 A-11784

mailto:Pbsneeden@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Adams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:58:14 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Adams

103 Larkspur Ln
Cary, NC 27513

9196781513

V-11695 A-11785

mailto:Liz.adams@ymail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: L Maust
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:01:40 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

L Maust

1111 save trees.. dont send mail
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-11696 A-11786

mailto:Lmaust118@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sue Crotts
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:03:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sue Crotts

809 Honeysuckle Drive
Greensboro,  27408

V-11697 A-11787

mailto:Susancrotts2006@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bruce Johnston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:07:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bruce Johnston

8 Hut Terrace
Black Mountain, NC 28711

V-11698 A-11788

mailto:brucepaynejohnston@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robin Blackburn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:11:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robin Blackburn

1548 Twin Oaks Drive
King, NC 27021

V-11699 A-11789

mailto:Robin127@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nadia Scott
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:15:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nadia Scott

112 woodlark ln
Holly Springs, NC 27540

9199245240

V-11700 A-11790

mailto:nadiasscott@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robin Blackburn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:19:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robin Blackburn

1548 Twin Oaks Drive
King, NC 27021

V-11701 A-11791

mailto:Robin127@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kay Isenhour
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:19:40 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kay Isenhour

PO Box616
916 Dewitt Barnett Road
Valle Crucis, NC 28691

V-11702 A-11792

mailto:kayike3489@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Terri Barricello
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:20:52 AM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Terri Barricello
135 Stumpy Creek Rd
Mooresville, NC 28117-8492
tbarricell@aol.com

V-11703 A-11793

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Matt Lineberry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:21:07 AM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Matt Lineberry
1407 W Morton St
Madison, NC 27025-9353
Lineberry88@yahoo.com

V-11704 A-11794

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brenda Cooke
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:21:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brenda Cooke

6 Clearbrook Rd
Asheville, NC 28805

(828) 252-3051

V-11705 A-11795

mailto:brendasioux@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Asbury
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:25:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Asbury

208 KERRY court
Jacksonville, NC 28546

V-11706 A-11796

mailto:unravelingmyself@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elisabeth VINSON
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:29:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

North Carolina should strive to protect it"s citizens from pollution...not fail to meet standards. We have had enough
 of Duke Power's "mistakes . Please do what is best for PEOPLE rather than the bottom line.

Sincerely,

Elisabeth VINSON

1351 Susanna Wesley Dr
#160
Winston-Salem, NC 27104

336 725 4536

V-11707 A-11797

mailto:gardenlady.lv@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laure Ragen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:31:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laure Ragen

118 W 9th St
Greenville, NC 27834

V-11708 A-11798

mailto:lbragen@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Neal Bracken
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:31:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Neal Bracken

2207 Mulberry Court
Lansdale, PA 19446

V-11709 A-11799

mailto:1nbracken@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica Bowen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:31:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Bowen

109 n King Charles Rd
Raleigh, NC 27610

V-11710 A-11800

mailto:Jessica.Bowen74@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amanda Rankin-Swentor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean air!
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:33:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Hello.
I am a Native of Charlotte, NC.  I have been a professional Gardener for the past decade.  It is very disconcerting to
 work here in the summer due to the ozone warnings/watches I must pay attention to.  Because I have lived here my
 entire life... I can tell you it has not always been this way.

Please make changes to legislation and economic policy to reflect values that protect North Carolinas citizens and
 environment  from air pollution.
I know it will require courage from the politicians to stand up to industry.  We need our polititians to be heroic in
 this day.  The future of our children and our environment depend on it.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amanda Rankin-Swentor

3016 Spring Valley Rd.t Carolina
Charlotte, NC 28210

V-11711 A-11801

mailto:Ars_sculptress@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amanda Dunk
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: To our "leaders"
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:35:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Pretend for five minutes that yours is not the last generation on earth.

Sincerely,

Amanda Dunk

7 Pine Ridge Drive
Fairview, NC 28730

V-11712 A-11802

mailto:so.elastic@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Loscalzo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:40:18 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Loscalzo

990 Piney Knob
Rutherfordton, NC 28139

V-11713 A-11803

mailto:loftynotions1@Yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Shannon Carney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:43:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Just stop for a moment please, and listen.  Go outside, into a park or nearby woods and listen.  Listen to what you do
 not hear, and then come back to your office and then listen to the millions of NC residence asking for the following
 .... 

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shannon Carney

430 Larsen Lane
Tryon, NC 28782

8288632343

V-11714 A-11804

mailto:shannon@windriverservices.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dick Roberts
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:43:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Ban fracking... support solar and wind!

Sincerely,

Dick Roberts

1943 Honeysuckle Street
Wilmington, NC 28401

V-11715 A-11805

mailto:dickdow64@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Emma segasture
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:43:45 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emma segasture

1418Irange Street
Wilmington, NC 28401

V-11716 A-11806

mailto:Emma.segasture@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deborah Burke
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:43:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

North Carolina is so beautiful! I am writing to encourage you to do whatever is possible to keep it that way.
Thank you,
Deborah Burke

Sincerely,

Deborah Burke

10 B Ardis Lane
Hendersonville, NC 28792

V-11717 A-11807

mailto:deborahburke52@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Candice Taylor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:44:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I respectfully request, as a North Carolina Citizen, that you submit a plan to meet the goals of the Clean Power Act.
 It is your responsibility to protect this state, and the world from the destruction of carbon pollution. You were not
 elected to look after the interests of businesses over people!

Sincerely,

Candice Taylor

806 st andrews dr apt c
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-11718 A-11808

mailto:cataylor02@windstream.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Keys
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:45:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Keys

3108 Konnoak Dr
Winston Salem, NC 27127

V-11719 A-11809

mailto:jennylkeys@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Combs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:50:16 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Governor - your ties to Duke Energy are incredibly clear. It is time you represent the citizens and not Duke.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Combs

135 Cattle Farm Dr
Raleigh, NC 27603

9197204911

V-11720 A-11810

mailto:lrcombs@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Brock
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:51:41 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Brock

163 New Haven Ct
Sunset Beach,  28468

V-11721 A-11811

mailto:trishbrock97@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Juanita Qureshi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:53:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Juanita Qureshi

14 Deep River
High Point, NC 27265

V-11722 A-11812

mailto:july10113@ymail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vicky Olive
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: In support of upholding goals of Clean Power Plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:55:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Pat McCrory and Joelle Burleson.

We MUST place importance on measures protecting the source of our life, our precious. We can no longer afford to
 pretend that it is not primary to our existence and we must care. Generations to come depend us. Please do the right
 thing.

Sincerely,

Vicky Olive

304 w. Poplar ave
Carrboro, NC 27510

V-11723 A-11813

mailto:Vickyolive@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sharon Fore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:56:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Fore

286 Wills Way
Sanford, NC 27332

V-11724 A-11814

mailto:4sharonrae@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sonya Tedford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:01:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sonya Tedford

Bridford Pkwy
Greensboro, NC 27407

V-11725 A-11815

mailto:natashia1111@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gordon Hutchison
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:01:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gordon Hutchison

305 Crimmons Circle
Cary, NC 27511

V-11726 A-11816

mailto:gordonhutchison49@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Cook
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:03:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As a registered voter. I am asking that you support steps in the CPP that improve the long term health of our State.
 Solar and wind are the future. Competition among power suppliers is good for consumers, and allowing large
 suppliers like Dume Energy to control the agenda through dollars. This is critical for our children and
 grandchildren. We all have to live on this small blue planet. It would seem to be in your interest as well as mine to
 embrace this effort.

Sincerely,

Paul Cook

2820 State Street
Durham, NC 27704

V-11727 A-11817

mailto:paulcook707@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nicole Triplett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:04:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nicole Triplett

803 Maynard BLVD
Jacksonville, NC 28546

V-11728 A-11818

mailto:Nicoleltriplett@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rebecca Powell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:07:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Powell

1130 Salem Church Road
Lincolnton
Lincolnton, NC 28092

V-11729 A-11819

mailto:rarpowell@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cheryl Kennedy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:07:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Kennedy

500 Water Wheel Cv
Clyde, NC 28721

V-11730 A-11820

mailto:cherlynne3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bev Giles
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:09:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bev Giles

417 Lynn Hill Rd
Boone, NC 28607

V-11731 A-11821

mailto:bevieg@rocketmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gail Shepard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:15:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gail Shepard

6608 Whimbrel Ct
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-11732 A-11822

mailto:gailshepard1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rebecca jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:15:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca jones

3430 draper ave
charlotte, NC 28205

7045166882

V-11733 A-11823

mailto:rjones2106@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Yvonne LaBelle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:17:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Yvonne LaBelle

6912 Culloden More Court
Charlotte, NC 28217

5084232420

V-11734 A-11824

mailto:ylabelle25@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nicholas O"Maley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:21:08 AM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Nicholas O'Maley
612 Commodore St
Clayton, NC 27520-3042
nsomaley@ncsu.edu

V-11735 A-11825

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Dalton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:21:33 AM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Mary Dalton
198 Webb Dr
Marshall, NC 28753-3419
mcdalton53@yahoo.com

V-11736 A-11826

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bates Toone
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:21:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I strongly support the Clean Power Plan. Lets make NC a clean air state.

Sincerely,

Bates Toone

714 Everetts Creek Dr
Wilmington, NC 28411

V-11737 A-11827

mailto:batestoone@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Godfrey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:22:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donna Godfrey

211 Hopesworth Ct
Hillsborough, NC 27278

V-11738 A-11828

mailto:donnagodfrey4@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Charlton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:22:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Charlton

257 cub Creek road
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-11739 A-11829

mailto:Artparkcharlton@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Charles
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:27:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Charles

1701 Gentry Ct
High Point, NC 27265

V-11740 A-11830

mailto:sarahandk@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Olley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:27:57 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Olley

104 kings mountain ct
Chapel hill, NC 27516

V-11741 A-11831

mailto:Laurabobis@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: leslie bennis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:28:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

leslie bennis

21 leannas way
asheville, NC 28805

V-11742 A-11832

mailto:lesbennis@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Becky Bell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:29:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Becky Bell

998 hwy 65 po 15
Wentworth,  27375

V-11743 A-11833

mailto:Beckybell24@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Erin Storie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:31:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Erin Storie

149 Water Plant Rd
Gates, NC 27937

V-11744 A-11834

mailto:ecstorie@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wayne Giordano
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:34:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wayne Giordano

2920 Chapel Hill Rd
Apt 5B
Durham, NC 27707

V-11745 A-11835

mailto:xpcekeepere5@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Roseann Turner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:37:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Roseann Turner

3752 vandalia dr
Winston salem, NC 27104

V-11746 A-11836

mailto:Sunbeamfairey@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Erin Doyle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:37:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Erin Doyle

258 Jones Rd
Leicester, NC 28748

V-11747 A-11837

mailto:erindoyle@datasolutionsplus.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Shannon Harper
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:37:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shannon Harper

511 old mill
Castle Hayne, NC 28429

V-11748 A-11838

mailto:Sharper91@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne mclaughlin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:37:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne mclaughlin

771 soaring mountain rd
Hot Springs, NC 28743

828-622-0071

V-11749 A-11839

mailto:anneandmarshall@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power Plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:52:11 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Clean air is vital to all living things, and its long past time we make efforts to reverse the damage humans have
 made to the only habitable environment we have. Please ensure we can move forward on this important safeguard
 so that we can improve the air quality for all who breathe.

Sincerely,

John Smith

31 Midway Dr
Sylva, NC 28779

V-11750 A-11840

mailto:hear2bike@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julie Parker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:52:19 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julie Parker

1354 Benthall Bridge Rd
Ahoskie, NC 27910

2252875100

V-11751 A-11841

mailto:juliesparker2012@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tamera Zelaya-Pineda
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:53:02 AM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Tamera Zelaya-Pineda
3108 Antelope Ln
Raleigh, NC 27610-9100
tamerazelaya@gmail.com

V-11752 A-11842

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: barbara cole
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:56:03 AM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. barbara cole
21 Green Meadows Dr
Wilmington, NC 28405-3724
ammamess3@aol.com

V-11753 A-11843

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kristin Knudsen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:56:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kristin Knudsen

600 Maple Street
Brevard, NC 28712

V-11754 A-11844

mailto:kbknudsen@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joanne Roudebush
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean up power plant air pollution
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:57:47 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We value clean air in this state. The emissions from coal burning plants add to global warming. Please be part of the
 solution rather than obstructing environmental health for us and our grandchildren.

GET ON BOARD and make the power plants clean up their emissions.

Sincerely,

Joanne Roudebush

26 S Kaufmann Stone Way
Biltmore Lake,  28715

V-11755 A-11845

mailto:visburns@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carolyn Pilgrim
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:01:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Pilgrim

95 Strollers Lane
Waynesville, NC 28785

V-11756 A-11846

mailto:526lucas@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Hope Robinson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Power
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:07:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please submit a plan to meet the new standards!

Sincerely,

Hope Robinson

1526 Thriftwood Drive
Charlotte, NC 28208

17042876174

V-11757 A-11847

mailto:hsimond02@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Connie Thompson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:11:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Connie Thompson

412e Ansonville Rd
Marshville, NC 28103

V-11758 A-11848

mailto:Seecardz@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Warburton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Energy
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:13:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Please support renewable energy for our children's children  sake.

Sincerely,

William Warburton

410 N. Road St
Elizabeth City, NC 27909

V-11759 A-11849

mailto:Billwarburton282@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sally Moseley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:13:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sally Moseley

1612 Colony Dr
Tarboro, NC 27886

2528234757

V-11760 A-11850

mailto:Sallymo@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Nolan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:14:14 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Nolan

100 Island Palms Drive
Carolina Beach, NC 28428

V-11761 A-11851

mailto:mnolan8765@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bernard Thoma
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: your transparency
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:21:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

The fact that you are owned, bought and paid for by the polluters of the oil, gas and coal industry is beyond
 transparent. I am glad my soul is not for sale and that I am fighting for a clean environment for me my child and all
 children.  That is what I call PRO-Life.

Sincerely,

Bernard Thoma

491 Patton Cove Rd
Swannnanna, NC 28778

V-11762 A-11852

mailto:bernard7@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Martin Holleman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:26:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia  Martin Holleman

317 Settlers Lane
Kure Beach, NC 28449

V-11763 A-11853

mailto:Patholleman42@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Pettit
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:28:18 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Pettit

1480 Peniel Road
Tryon, NC 28782

828-899-6512

V-11764 A-11854

mailto:nancypettit@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vicki McCarthy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:31:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vicki McCarthy

535 Franklin Drive
Eden, NC 27288

V-11765 A-11855

mailto:vikki.mccarthy@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beth Ullmer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:35:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Ullmer

23 N Barclay Dr
Candler, NC 28715

8288556909

V-11766 A-11856

mailto:blullmer@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amy Garofalo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:35:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Garofalo

123 Farnsworth Dr
Goldsboro, NC 27530

V-11767 A-11857

mailto:amyandsummer@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laura Neidich
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:37:42 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Neidich

2032 Hartwicke place
Charlotte, NC 28270

V-11768 A-11858

mailto:Lauraneidich@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: sue toumazou
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:39:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

sue toumazou

178 morrison hill rd
p.o.box 1342
davidson, NC 28036

V-11769 A-11859

mailto:susantoumazou@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Teresa Hart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:39:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Teresa Hart

9 olde Union ct
Durham, NC 27703

V-11770 A-11860

mailto:Thdogs@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Angela Cook
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:40:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Angela Cook

273 Hillandale Street NE
Concord, NC 28025

7047861930

V-11771 A-11861

mailto:angelacook007@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Porter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:40:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Porter

927 Mulberry Mill Road
North Wilkesboro, NC 28659

V-11772 A-11862

mailto:jbarlowporter@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: mike yount
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:44:07 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

mike yount
205 haven way
washington, NC 27889

V-11773 A-11863

mailto:moonraker3669@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Debi Spinelli
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:47:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debi Spinelli

141 hinton ave
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-11774 A-11864

mailto:Pixideb@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Larry Knowles
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Air quality
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:49:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Keep our state clean,quit representing corp.s  and do whats best for the residents. We have a beautiful state,do your
 job to keep it that way.

Sincerely,

Larry Knowles

88 walker cove rd
Bryson City, NC 28713

828-488-7647

V-11775 A-11865

mailto:larry.knowles@ymail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dolores Campbell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:49:31 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dolores Campbell

202 Holly Ridge Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

9199689172

V-11776 A-11866

mailto:deebastet@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alexandria Birk
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:57:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

We need the jobs and clean air and water of a sustainable energy plan.  Meeting the goals of the Clean Power Plan is
 a crucial first step. Please take it.

Sincerely,

Alexandria Birk

44 N Liberty St
Asheville,  28801

V-11777 A-11867

mailto:Xandrialbirk@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Consuelo Vilas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:59:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Consuelo Vilas

254 Elm St #4
Newark
Newark NJ, NJ 07105

V-11778 A-11868

mailto:consuelovilas@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Madelyn Crawford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:59:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Madelyn Crawford

206 Dawn Drive
Mount Holly, NC 28120

V-11779 A-11869

mailto:madelynbcrawford@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Toni Chester
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:01:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Toni Chester

106 Seawell Ave
Raleigh, NC 27601

V-11780 A-11870

mailto:tonichester@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Phoenixsong Alysia Stellamaris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:01:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Phoenixsong Alysia Stellamaris

7515 Mable way Drive
Charlotte, NC 28226

V-11781 A-11871

mailto:stellamarisimagery@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Ackerman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Rampant pollution
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:03:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear Governor McCrory,
How about acting like a leader and take care of your people, your state and the environment?  STOP allowing Duke
 Energy to dump, dispose and recklessly pollute.  Man up and quit supporting those that destroy your state, pollute
 our land and water making your constituents ill.  If you don't, your name will be mentioned not with reverence but
 with disdain as you have secretly gained financially from those that that pay you "under the table".  When you leave
 office, WE will eventually find out what a dick you are as a possible corruption investigation likely will reveal. 
 Time to do some REAL damage control and change your paradigm.  It's for the betterment of those that voted for
 you and better for your place in North Carolina's history.

Sincerely,

Steve Ackerman

1746 Summit Ridge Ln
Kannapolis, NC 28083

V-11782 A-11872

mailto:Steve.ackerman1952@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kristin Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:07:52 AM

Kristin Brown from Charlotte, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): kristin_brown@lcv.org

First Name: Kristin

Last Name: Brown

City: Charlotte
State: NC
ZIP Code: 20036

V-11783 A-11873

mailto:kristin_brown@lcv.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lloyd kay
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)CLEAN WATER
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:08:00 AM

Lloyd kay from ASHEVILLE, NC writes:

IS A MUST

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): lloydkay6@gmail.com

First Name: Lloyd

Last Name: kay

City: ASHEVILLE
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28805

V-11784 A-11874

mailto:lloydkay6@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: mandie parrish
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)protect our environment and kids future!
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:09:51 AM

mandie parrish from charlotte, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): carolinagirl9702@yahoo.com

First Name: mandie

Last Name: parrish

City: charlotte
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28277

V-11785 A-11875

mailto:carolinagirl9702@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Edward Brophy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:09:58 AM

Edward Brophy from Wilmington, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): ebrophy@tlbgroup.com

First Name: Edward

Last Name: Brophy

City: Wilmington
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28409

V-11786 A-11876

mailto:ebrophy@tlbgroup.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Harry Taylor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:10:13 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Harry Taylor

1901 Brandon Circle
Charlotte, NC 28211

V-11787 A-11877

mailto:hataylor@ccim.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Latesha Saunders
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)I disapprove the draft plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:14:36 AM

Latesha Saunders from Lexington, NC writes:

The NC department of environmental policy did not consider this plan would hurt more than it could help the
 citizens and the animals . The world is already dangerous . It's time to make it safer.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): lplaud84@yahoo.com

First Name: Latesha

Last Name: Saunders

City: Lexington
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27292

V-11788 A-11878

mailto:lplaud84@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Latesha Saunders
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)I disapprove the draft plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:14:38 AM

Latesha Saunders from Lexington, NC writes:

The NC department of environmental policy did not consider this plan would hurt more than it could help the
 citizens and the animals . The world is already dangerous . It's time to make it safer.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): lplaud84@yahoo.com

First Name: Latesha

Last Name: Saunders

City: Lexington
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27292

V-11789 A-11879

mailto:lplaud84@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Good
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:16:33 AM

Barbara Good from Asheville, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): barb_579@yahoo.com

First Name: Barbara

Last Name: Good

City: Asheville
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28803

V-11790 A-11880

mailto:barb_579@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Schmerling
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power Plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:18:31 AM

Mark Schmerling from Saluda, NC writes:

Fossil and nuclear-based energy pollute air and water, AND KILL workers and other innocent human beings, while
 subsidizing billionaire CEOs.

Stop much of this with the Clean Power Plan, and go from there, to 100% renewable energy.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): photodocmark@gmail.com

First Name: Mark

Last Name: Schmerling

City: Saluda
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28773

V-11791 A-11881

mailto:photodocmark@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marvin Schrock
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Right living
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:19:12 AM

Marvin Schrock from Asheville,, NC writes:

We all get our life from our environment. No person is so unimportant that public policy can make their world toxix
 so that corporations can make money.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): mwschrock@gmail.com

First Name: Marvin

Last Name: Schrock

City: Asheville,
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28806

V-11792 A-11882

mailto:mwschrock@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jenny Zoppo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:19:43 AM

Jenny Zoppo from Weaverville, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): houseof2dogs@msn.com

First Name: Jenny

Last Name: Zoppo

City: Weaverville
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28787

V-11793 A-11883

mailto:houseof2dogs@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Garfunkel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:20:24 AM

Elizabeth Garfunkel from Chapel Hill, NC writes:

Unregulated carbon pollution harms children, the elderly, and those with chronic respiratory conditions.

Invest in renewable energy or energy-efficiency technologies.

Don't waste taxpayer dollars taking the U.S. EPA to Court.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): eagarfunkel@yahoo.com

First Name: Elizabeth

Last Name: Garfunkel

City: Chapel Hill
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27516

V-11794 A-11884

mailto:eagarfunkel@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Dickstein
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:21:10 AM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. David Dickstein
9133 Purfoy Rd
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526-8961
jrhuski@aol.com

V-11795 A-11885

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: BRITT ANDERSON
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)"111(d)"
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:21:49 AM

BRITT ANDERSON from Raleigh, NC writes:

Simply put, NC legislators are putting the oil industry interest ahead of what is clearly the best interest of  North
 Carolinas future.  Scrap the draft "plan" and create one that reflects forward thinking energy policy that reflects the
 interest of ALL of our citizens.  Renewable/sustainable energy is where the focus of energy policy should be. The
 good people of NC will be watching and voting accordingly!

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): brittanderson@mac.com

First Name: BRITT

Last Name: ANDERSON

City: Raleigh
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27612-7187

V-11796 A-11886

mailto:brittanderson@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica Janecki
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)please address air quality in power plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:22:05 AM

Jessica Janecki from Durham, NC writes:

The current "clean power plan" plan put forward by NC is totally inadequate to address NC's air quality problems or
 the threat we face due to sea level rise from carbon pollution. We need a real plan that addresses these issues.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): alliumsativa@yahoo.com

First Name: Jessica

Last Name: Janecki

City: Durham
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27701

V-11797 A-11887

mailto:alliumsativa@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Holladay
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:22:08 AM

John Holladay from Asheville, NC writes:

This "plan" does not include investing in renewable energy or energy-efficiency technologies. These are two of the
 fastest-growing, most economically successful, and environmentally-friendly industries in North Carolina right
 now.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): juandeere@gmail.com

First Name: John

Last Name: Holladay

City: Asheville
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28801

V-11798 A-11888

mailto:juandeere@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Oscar Revilla
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)renewable energy
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:22:10 AM

Oscar Revilla from San Sebastian de los Reyes, NC writes:

This "plan" does not include investing in renewable energy or energy-efficiency technologies. These are two of the
 fastest-growing, most economically successful, and environmentally-friendly industries.

    North Carolina's most vulnerable communities were not invited to participate about an issue that
 disproportionately impacts low-income communities and minorities.

    This "plan" is the most expensive option.

    Unregulated carbon pollution continues to harm our children, the elderly, and those with chronic respiratory
 conditions.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): e505d218@opayq.com

First Name: Oscar

Last Name: Revilla

City: San Sebastian de los Reyes
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28024

V-11799 A-11889

mailto:e505d218@opayq.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Alexander
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power for NC
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:22:12 AM

Susan Alexander from Sanford, NC writes:

We must have clean power for NC!  What we have now is harming people and our environment, and that is
 unacceptable.  Please act now!!

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): sgalex01@windstream.net

First Name: Susan

Last Name: Alexander

City: Sanford
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27330

V-11800 A-11890

mailto:sgalex01@windstream.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peggy Lyalls
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:24:26 AM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Peggy Lyalls
1642 Mocksville Hwy
Cleveland, NC 27013-8909
peggylyalls@yahoo.com

V-11801 A-11891

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Seth Boggs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:24:53 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Seth Boggs

Po box 22
Sugar Grove,  28679

V-11802 A-11892

mailto:socoboggs@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kareem Saleeby
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean power plain
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:25:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I strongly support the Clean Power Plain and strongly ask that you submit a plan that will meet the Federal plan on
 Carbon Pollution standards!!!

Sincerely,

Kareem Saleeby

1309 Nicholson St
Washington
NC, NC 27889

V-11803 A-11893

mailto:Sheikdwg@suddenlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: Clean Air
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:28:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

The health of all people, especially children, requires clean water, soil and air.

We ask you respectfully, as fellow humans with your own families, that you stand for people over money, for a
 healthy future for humans and the state of NC.

Please be fair to all residents of our beautiful state, not to the corporations who don't need more financial benefits.

Sincerely,

Susan Miller

P O Box 3426
Boone, NC 28607

V-11804 A-11894

mailto:Dbmillrs@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Allison Harrison
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:32:05 AM

Allison Harrison from Durham, NC writes:

Hello,

I am disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): allisoncharrison@gmail.com

First Name: Allison

Last Name: Harrison

City: Durham
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27701

V-11805 A-11895

mailto:allisoncharrison@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Chambo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power Plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:37:06 AM

James Chambo from Chapel Hill, NC writes:

I implore the Governor and the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the
 health and safety of our state’s people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): jmchambo@bellsouth.net

First Name: James

Last Name: Chambo

City: Chapel Hill
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27516

V-11806 A-11896

mailto:jmchambo@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Farrell Gibbs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:37:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Farrell Gibbs

2435 23rd Ave Ne
Hickory, NC 28601

V-11807 A-11897

mailto:faramarsh2435@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Taphne Collins
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:38:11 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Taphne Collins
244 Cherry Tree Road
Winnabow, NC 28479

V-11808 A-11898

mailto:taffyt08@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Jerry Baker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:38:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jerry Baker

927 Whittemore Rd
Graham, NC 27253

9197231093

V-11809 A-11899

mailto:mikebfromnc@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Larry Sauder
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Need Better Plan for Clean Energy
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:39:02 AM

Larry Sauder from Charlotte, NC writes:

The NC Department of Environmental Quality needs a much better plan to insure clean air, soil and water for North
 Carolina and our country. Using fossil fuels is a harmful, dead end route to harming our citizens. The bad effects on
 our environment, our economy and our health from fossil fuels is scientific fact that is recognized world-wide.
 There is a great economic opportunity here for NC to be a leader in clean energy technology and application. It is
 not only necessary for our well being as people, it is the wave of the future and needed now. It is short sighted not
 to take advantage of this opportunity. It is time to get your heads out of the sand and realize the importance of this
 issue. It is time to create a good plan that embraces clean energy and does away with the use of polluting, fossil
 fuels.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): larrysauder@earthlink.net

First Name: Larry

Last Name: Sauder

City: Charlotte
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28209

V-11810 A-11900

mailto:larrysauder@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Liberman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)"111(d)"
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:39:24 AM

David Liberman from Sylva, NC writes:

This is really a "no brainer."  We should be devoting all our resources toward getting on renewal energy sources as
 quickly as possble and phasing out all fossile fuels.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): davidlx@hughes.net

First Name: David

Last Name: Liberman

City: Sylva
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28779

V-11811 A-11901

mailto:davidlx@hughes.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dennis LAWS
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:40:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dennis LAWS

3321 Polkville Rd
Shelby, NC 28150

7043005025

V-11812 A-11902

mailto:DENNISLAWSINNC@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Liz Curtis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Energy
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:44:55 AM

Liz Curtis from Flat Rock, NC writes:

Please care about the long-term for all of us.  Lisiten to all the voices not just the special interest groups.  This is the
 moment to be visionary and accept the path to clean energy.  Why ever would we want to remain dependent on
 fossil fuel.  Please be the leaders we expect you to be.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): lizcurtis@bellsouth.net

First Name: Liz

Last Name: Curtis

City: Flat Rock
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28731

V-11813 A-11903

mailto:lizcurtis@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Aliza Asido
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:45:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Aliza Asido

24 brevard rd
Asheville, NC 28803

V-11814 A-11904

mailto:Alizaasido10@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joshua Kricker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:47:22 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

By failing to  support alternative methods of power generation your policy is to make pollution worse by continuing
 with fossil fuels.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joshua Kricker

224 Buteo Ridge
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-11815 A-11905

mailto:jokr1822@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: daniel bossut
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:47:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

daniel bossut

109 W 13th st
Greenville, NC 27834

V-11816 A-11906

mailto:danielbossut@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: RAndy Knowles
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:50:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

RAndy Knowles

650 Blyth Stepp Rd
Hendersonville, NC 28792

V-11817 A-11907

mailto:rcknowles@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Phil Lowe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:50:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Phil Lowe

3219 Twin Brooks Drive
Greenboro, NC 27407

V-11818 A-11908

mailto:perflip@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kenneth Montuori
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:52:36 AM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kenneth Montuori
236 Patrick Ave SW
Concord, NC 28025-7258
Montuori5@gmail.com

V-11819 A-11909

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Hannah Wolf
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:54:17 AM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Hannah Wolf
308 Westside Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27516-8393
hwolf@cfsnc.org

V-11820 A-11910

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dell Huffman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:55:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dell Huffman

282 White St
Mooresville, NC 28115

336-749-3451

V-11821 A-11911

mailto:dellhuffman@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jill Ray
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:55:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jill Ray

1615 Morrison Road
Concord, NC 28025

704-455-6177

V-11822 A-11912

mailto:blackcatfarm@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bud Seagraves
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:55:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bud Seagraves

Po box 588
Etowah, NC 28729

V-11823 A-11913

mailto:Budseagraves@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Lanier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:57:54 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Lanier

2026-E Amelia Church Rd
Clayton, NC 27520

V-11824 A-11914

mailto:david.r.lanier@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: LD Kranz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:57:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

LD Kranz

pobox13
Whittier
Whittier, NC 28789

V-11825 A-11915

mailto:kranzla@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Braethun Bharathae-Lane
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:01:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Braethun Bharathae-Lane

56 Lakeshore Dr
Asheville, NC 28804

V-11826 A-11916

mailto:Brae.thunder@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peggy Notestine
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:01:33 AM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Peggy Notestine
3801 Saxon Ct
Greenville, NC 27834-7666
peggynotestine@gmail.com

V-11827 A-11917

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Douglas Kish
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:02:20 AM

Douglas Kish from Brevard, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time.

We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future. We need to shift away from
 dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make investments in renewable energy
 and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even though our state is a leader in the
 Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy.

It’s time NCDEQ take this process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I
 implore the Governor and the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health
 and safety of our state’s people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): douglas.kish@gmail.com

First Name: Douglas

Last Name: Kish

City: Brevard
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28712

V-11828 A-11918

mailto:douglas.kish@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: LARRY HUTCHERSON
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:03:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

LARRY HUTCHERSON

p.o. box 340
Middlesex, NC 27557

V-11829 A-11919

mailto:lhutcherson@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Webb
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:03:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Webb

4130 Lee St
PO Box 275
Ayden, NC 28513

V-11830 A-11920

mailto:nycdavidwebb@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ryan Robertson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:03:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ryan Robertson

104 Silverrock Ct
Cary, NC 27513

V-11831 A-11921

mailto:robertson2002@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Benji Burrell
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:05:40 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Benji Burrell
PO Box 6763
Apt 14
Asheville, NC 28816

V-11832 A-11922

mailto:benji@benjiburrell.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott Zekanis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:07:39 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Scott Zekanis

415 Penny St
Garner, NC 27529

V-11833 A-11923

mailto:zekanis@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laila Deane
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power Plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:10:56 AM

Laila Deane from Candler, NC writes:

I want a Clean Power Plan that protects NC citizens and keeps our state beautiful for our future. This is not about
 protecting the polluters.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): laila.deane000@gmail.com

First Name: Laila

Last Name: Deane

City: Candler
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28715

V-11834 A-11924

mailto:laila.deane000@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Megan Adkins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:13:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Megan Adkins

722 S Lexington Ave
Apt 4
Burlington, NC 27215

V-11835 A-11925

mailto:megan.c.adkins@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: anton dahl
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:19:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

anton dahl

3493 ed patterson rd
elon, NC 27244

V-11836 A-11926

mailto:antondahl90@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: anton dahl
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:19:35 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

anton dahl

3493 ed patterson rd
elon, NC 27244

V-11837 A-11927

mailto:antondahl90@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: miles wojtczak
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:19:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

miles wojtczak

1002 unity ct
monroe, NC 28110

V-11838 A-11928

mailto:milesductcleaning@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Stover
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:20:11 AM

Patricia Stover from Shelby, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): tstover624@gmail.com

First Name: Patricia

Last Name: Stover

City: Shelby
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28152

V-11839 A-11929

mailto:tstover624@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debbie Baucom
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power Plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:20:19 AM

Debbie Baucom from Wingate, NC writes:

There are just a few basics needed for life: water, food and CLEAN AIR. Please help make clean air possible for all
 Carolinians - now and in the future.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): imillcreekbapt@carolina.rr.com

First Name: Debbie

Last Name: Baucom

City: Wingate
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28175

V-11840 A-11930

mailto:imillcreekbapt@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charlotte Sprawls
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:20:20 AM

Charlotte Sprawls from Montreat, NC writes:

North Carolina needs to be taking advantage of its abundant supply of wind and solar energy from the mountains to
 the ocean, which both supply plenty of them!

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): sprawls@bellsouth.net

First Name: Charlotte

Last Name: Sprawls

City: Montreat
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28757

V-11841 A-11931

mailto:sprawls@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sig Hutchinson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:22:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sig Hutchinson

2704 Snowy Meadow Ct
Raleigh, NC 27614

V-11842 A-11932

mailto:Sig@Sighutchinson.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paula Gavasto
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:23:22 AM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Paula Gavasto
418 Mingocrest Dr
Knightdale, NC 27545-6700
paula.gavasto@gmail.com

V-11843 A-11933

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Austin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:25:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Austin

137 Moye Court
Rocky Mount, NC 27803

V-11844 A-11934

mailto:augustinian@suddenlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of BRODY DELGADO
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:27:20 AM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. BRODY DELGADO
501 JONESNFERRY
CARRBORO, NC 27510
BRODYSDELGADO@GMAIL.COM

V-11845 A-11935

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kirk Folk
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:28:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kirk Folk

3134 Dunlavin Way
Charlotte, NC 28205

V-11846 A-11936

mailto:mainefolks2@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rusty Harrison
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:31:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rusty Harrison

211 Lenoir Street
Morganton, NC 28655

V-11847 A-11937

mailto:rharrison@wpcc.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia Weeks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:31:48 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Weeks

900 Old Fashioned Way
Apt 614
Newport, NC 28570

252-241-6155

V-11848 A-11938

mailto:cindyweeks27@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Cullipher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:32:11 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Cullipher

800 Stillpoint Way
Balsam Grove, NC 28708

V-11849 A-11939

mailto:Jim@journeyintowholeness.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carla Tevelow
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power Plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:33:15 AM

Carla Tevelow from Wilmington, NC writes:

I am disheartened with the Draft plan from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does very little to
 ensure a clean energy future for North Carolina. This plan wastes time and money for all people of our state. There
 is little shift away from "dirty" energy, coal, oil, natural gas. Our state needs to move towards a "sustainable," clean
 environment. Our state should be a leader for investments in energy efficient technologies and renewable energy.
 Unfortunately, this draft falls way short of these goals. It's time NCDEQ make strides to get North Carolina moving
 in a "cleaner" direction to create better jobs and environments for the people of our state. I implore the Governor
 and the administration to draft a serious plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the safety and health of our
 state's people, economy and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): perlpubl@gmail.com

First Name: Carla

Last Name: Tevelow

City: Wilmington
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28405

V-11850 A-11940

mailto:perlpubl@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Courtney Kovalkoski
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:35:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Courtney Kovalkoski

5442 Kinsale Ln
Charlotte, NC 28215

V-11851 A-11941

mailto:clk92387@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Toni Hill
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:37:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Toni Hill

15 Pascal Way
Durham, NC 27705

V-11852 A-11942

mailto:hilltc@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: autumn Ashley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:37:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

autumn Ashley

917 shellbrook ct apt 2
raleigh, NC 27609

V-11853 A-11943

mailto:spiritdeer56@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Clifford Long
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:40:08 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Clifford Long

118 Linwood Dr
Albemarle, NC 28001

3168320602

V-11854 A-11944

mailto:cliffalong@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bonnie Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:42:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Williams

108 Nathan Dr
Grandy, NC 27939

V-11855 A-11945

mailto:Bonnie@elanvacations.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tanya Tilley-Hall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:43:42 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tanya Tilley-Hall

2143 E Lake Shore Drive
Wilmingotn, NC 28401

V-11856 A-11946

mailto:tanya.tilley-hall@redcross.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gene Miller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:43:44 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gene Miller

200 Walker St
Kings Mountain, NC 28086

V-11857 A-11947

mailto:lm2323711@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephanie Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:43:44 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Moore

118 Pinecrest Pkwy
Wilmington, NC 28401

9106197801

V-11858 A-11948

mailto:smm87@duke.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Greg Shue
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:43:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Greg Shue

700 Ocean Blvd W
Holden Beach, NC 28462

(910) 284-1946

V-11859 A-11949

mailto:g.shue@shueda.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lubana Lanewala
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:43:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lubana Lanewala

6250 St Regis Circle Apt 103
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-11860 A-11950

mailto:lubanalanewala@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Keith Egan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:43:57 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Keith Egan

2505 Kilgore Avenue apt c
raleigh, NC 27607

V-11861 A-11951

mailto:kegan_80@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: paolo bocci
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:43:59 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

paolo bocci

2215 B daley road
chapel hill, NC 27514

9193919085

V-11862 A-11952

mailto:bocci@live.unc.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alele Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:44:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alele Williams

1400 Kelston Place
Apt 103
Charlotte, NC 28212

V-11863 A-11953

mailto:ajw4300@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James A. Piver, Jr.
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:46:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James A. Piver, Jr.

144 Howland Pkwy
Beaufort, NC 28516

V-11864 A-11954

mailto:jpiver95@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Hugenschmidt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:46:04 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Hugenschmidt

437 Beaverdam Road
Asheville, NC 28804

V-11865 A-11955

mailto:jhugenschmidt@phhlawfirm.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Ackerman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:46:55 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Ackerman

7125 Trumble Woods
Connellys Springs, NC 28612

V-11866 A-11956

mailto:mark.medic@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Flowers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:48:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Flowers

623 Apple St
Gibsonville, NC 27249

V-11867 A-11957

mailto:Captcapella@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: randy johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:48:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP).

Already our summit forests show signs of improvement on Mount Mitchell—let's stop this "back to the past"
 Republican rush to gut pollution laws with a tiresome knee jerk mantra of "pollution helps business." A state with a
 great environment helps jobs!

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina with a
 ‘'designed to fail' approach. The Department of Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to
 create a plan that works best for North Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats
 in Washington to determine what is best for our state.

Nothing about this makes sense, but heck, our legislators have made Obamacare "designed to fail" too. As the man
 who brought light rail to Charlotte—can we get on the right track? Please!

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

randy johnson

365 hemlock road
Banner Elk, NC 28604

336-508-2178

V-11868 A-11958

mailto:ranjohns@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vicki Rammel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:52:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vicki Rammel

5
Franklin, NC 28734

V-11869 A-11959

mailto:catladync@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Malissa Adair
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:52:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Malissa Adair

870 Ribbonleaf Lane
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526

V-11870 A-11960

mailto:Malissa9312adair@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Jordan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:52:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Jordan

2911 Brookwood Drive
Mebane, NC 27302

V-11871 A-11961

mailto:jordan@mebtel.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Madison Meadows
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:52:09 AM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Madison Meadows
3112 Oakwood Dr
Gastonia, NC 28052-0165
mmeadows1997@gmail.com

V-11872 A-11962

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Arick Morton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:52:18 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Arick Morton

1901 White Oak Road
Raleigh, NC 27608

V-11873 A-11963

mailto:morton20@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: rosa logan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:52:23 AM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. rosa logan
2200 Chesterfield Ave
Charlotte, NC 28205-6016
rlog@hotmail.com

V-11874 A-11964

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patrice Duffy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:55:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patrice Duffy

1414 S. Central Avenue
Safford, AZ 85546

V-11875 A-11965

mailto:azlafet@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Penny L Howard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:55:51 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Penny L Howard

309 N. Estes Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

9199294188

V-11876 A-11966

mailto:penny.l.howard@duke.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: pamela christian
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:55:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

pamela christian

2675 Cottage Place
Greensboro, NC 27455

V-11877 A-11967

mailto:pamela.christian@lfg.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paula Brookshire
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:56:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paula Brookshire

419 Incinerator Road
Clyde, NC 28721

9206980405

V-11878 A-11968

mailto:brookshirep@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Karson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:58:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ann Karson

5 Oak Court
Candler, NC 28715

V-11879 A-11969

mailto:akarson@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janice Carroll
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:58:17 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janice Carroll

205 Arden Road
Emerald Isle, NC 28594

V-11880 A-11970

mailto:jcarroll.ei@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Jacoby
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:01:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Jacoby

116 Lousan Drive
Cape Carteret,  28584

V-11881 A-11971

mailto:lojacoby@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Emily Geizer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:01:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Emily Geizer

1576 Great Ridge Parkway
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-11882 A-11972

mailto:emilygeizer@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Roger Striffler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:01:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Roger Striffler

8628 Glendale Drive
Apex, NC 27539

V-11883 A-11973

mailto:roger@rogerstriffler.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janet Harris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:01:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janet Harris

202 Salem road
Morganton, NC 28655

V-11884 A-11974

mailto:Jjanet414@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bill Earnhardt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:02:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bill Earnhardt

316 School St
Rockwell, NC 28138

7042230576

V-11885 A-11975

mailto:wpearnhardt@windstream.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Shawhan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:02:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steve Shawhan

1397 Holly Drive
williamston, NC 27892

V-11886 A-11976

mailto:ssshawhan@suddenlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: catherine delavergne
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:02:16 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

catherine delavergne

3 kahkwa trail
pinehurst, NC 28374

V-11887 A-11977

mailto:dlvrgn@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Gutierrez
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:03:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daniel Gutierrez

5598 Shelton Creek Rd
Oxford, NC 27565

V-11888 A-11978

mailto:dangut008@outlook.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alice Petersen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:03:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alice Petersen

2100 Summit Street
Durham, NC 27707

V-11889 A-11979

mailto:alicepetersen57@gmsil.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Younts
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:03:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Younts

1949 Knoll Drive
Randleman, NC 27317

V-11890 A-11980

mailto:r.younts@randallprinting.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: stuart moon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:04:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

stuart moon

1814 green valley lane
rocky mount 27804, NC 27804

V-11891 A-11981

mailto:lebsackmoon@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Zimmerman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:07:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Zimmerman

6419 Saddlewood Drive
Waxhaw, NC 28173

V-11892 A-11982

mailto:karenfalconezimmerman@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessica Clark
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:07:40 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jessica Clark

8425 Riverbirch dr Apt 205
Charlotte, NC 28210

V-11893 A-11983

mailto:jessicasteckey@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Roberta Gray
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:07:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Roberta Gray

296 Jones Cove Rd
Asheville, NC 28805

V-11894 A-11984

mailto:cgivens888@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Stover
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:07:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Stover

1410 Mountain Meadow Dr
Hendersonville, NC 28739

V-11895 A-11985

mailto:bums55@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James s. Lamm
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:08:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James    s. Lamm

2377 lovette rd
lumberton, NC 28358

V-11896 A-11986

mailto:lammjs@hughes.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: René Ríos
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:08:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

René Ríos

3429 Schooner Drive
Cary, NC 27519

V-11897 A-11987

mailto:rene_pr@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ruth Foster
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:08:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ruth Foster

1244 Arbor Rd.  #512
Winston-Salem,  27104

(336) 723-0946

V-11898 A-11988

mailto:rfosteraa@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tom Lomma
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:09:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tom Lomma

217 Childs Drive
Hendersonville, NC 28791

8285952078

V-11899 A-11989

mailto:tom.lomma@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Henry Fisher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:10:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Henry Fisher

Po box 801
Swannanoa, NC 28778

V-11900 A-11990

mailto:fisherhenry35@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sister Therese Galligan, RSM
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:13:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sister Therese Galligan, RSM

500 Sacred Heart Circle
Belmont, NC 28012

7047552063

V-11901 A-11991

mailto:tgalligan@mercysc.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joyce Hudson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:13:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joyce Hudson

1104 Little River Drive
Elizabeth City, NC 27909

V-11902 A-11992

mailto:ljoyce45@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Jerrell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:16:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Jerrell

923 Iredell St
Durham, NC 27705

V-11903 A-11993

mailto:cjerrell67@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julie Schnedl
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:16:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julie Schnedl

263 Mine Cove Rd
Spruce Pine, NC 28777

V-11904 A-11994

mailto:Jschnedl.js@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Raymond Occhipinti
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:16:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Raymond Occhipinti

265 Brooklyn
Asheville, NC 28804

V-11905 A-11995

mailto:Bleep2112@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:19:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Davis

220 S Elm St
Greensboro, NC 27401

V-11906 A-11996

mailto:john@mamclothing.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Malselika Perry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:19:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Malselika Perry

3124 chelmshire ct
Raleigh, NC 27610

V-11907 A-11997

mailto:malmeow69@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: thomas carlson-reddig
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:20:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

thomas carlson-reddig

5815 westpark drive
charlotte, NC 28217

7046493045

V-11908 A-11998

mailto:tcarlson-reddig@littleonline.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Jerrell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:20:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Jerrell

923 Iredell St
Durham, NC 27705

V-11909 A-11999

mailto:cjerrell67@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rick Hunter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:20:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rick Hunter

800 Watson Ave
Winston Salem, NC 27103

3367230199

V-11910 A-12000

mailto:rickhunter336@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Herndl
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:21:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Herndl

117 Channel Lane
Belmont, NC 28012

V-11911 A-12001

mailto:herndlg@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beatriz Fuentealba
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:22:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beatriz Fuentealba

4200 knightsbridge way
Raleigh, NC 27604

V-11912 A-12002

mailto:fuentebt@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ashley Calhoun
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:22:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ashley Calhoun

197 White Oak Rd
Waynesville, NC 28785

V-11913 A-12003

mailto:amcalhoun2000@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beverly McIllwain
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:22:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beverly McIllwain

5413 Breakwater Drive
Granite Falls, NC 28630

8283962956

V-11914 A-12004

mailto:Wachemom@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kris Siemon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:22:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kris Siemon

2516 Province Dr
Concord, NC 28027

V-11915 A-12005

mailto:2photogs@windstream.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: jacqueline stone
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:25:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

jacqueline stone

4683 seapines dr s.e
southport, NC 28461

V-11916 A-12006

mailto:irbusy@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Evans
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:25:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Evans

Spero Road
Randleman, NC 27317

V-11917 A-12007

mailto:susiesushi3@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charlie Kelly
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:25:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charlie Kelly

382 Boundary St
Haw River, NC 27258

V-11918 A-12008

mailto:charliekelly1345@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carolyn Beckner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:25:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Beckner

PO Box 125
Swannanoa, NC 28778

V-11919 A-12009

mailto:Carolynderreberry@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dawn Hintgen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:25:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dawn Hintgen

Durham NC
Durham, NC 27712

V-11920 A-12010

mailto:dawnh@commongroundgreen.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jim Reynolds
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:25:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

As a scientist, I think that the most amazing statistic is that every hour, Earth receives enough energy from the Sun
 to power the entire planet for a year. In other words, if we can capture just 14/1000 of 1% of this sunlight that hits
 Earth every year, we can live in a clean society, blessed with abundant energy.

What I ask is that you allow my children and grandchildren to live in a world free from pollution and powered by
 abundant clean energy. Your Administration appears to be beholden to the ways of the past and its fossil fuel
 proponents.

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jim Reynolds

112 Whispering Spring Drive
Brevard, NC 28768

V-11921 A-12011

mailto:reynoljh@brevard.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Phyllis Leigh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:26:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Leigh

3857 Hickory View Dr. SE
Bolivia, NC 28451

V-11922 A-12012

mailto:Laddeeflashe711@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Becky Cleland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:26:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air. Don't you want your grandchildren to breathe clean air?

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Becky Cleland

2142 Coxe Rd
Tryon, NC 28782

V-11923 A-12013

mailto:rcleland47@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dale Hemrick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:26:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.  My son suffers
 from asthma as did I as a child so I know firsthand how air quality can affect one's life.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

I own a plug-in electric car (Chevy Volt) and it is by far the best car I have owned.  Having cleanly generated
 electricity and encouraging more electric car ownership will make a huge positive impact on our air quality as well.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dale Hemrick

107 Winding Ridge Drive
Cary, NC 27518

V-11924 A-12014

mailto:dale.hemrick@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diana Good
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:27:53 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Diana Good
505 continental drive
Elizabeth City, NC 27909

V-11925 A-12015

mailto:Dianaegood14@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: DONALD widenhouse
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)enviroment
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:28:34 PM

DONALD widenhouse from Midland, NC writes:

take the lobbying perks out of politics...close down capitol and bring politicians home and you will see a big change,
 transparency!

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): dwidenhouse@carolina.rr.com

First Name: DONALD

Last Name: widenhouse

City: Midland
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28107

V-11926 A-12016

mailto:dwidenhouse@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mailys Tellier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:28:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mailys Tellier

403 knob ct
Chapel hill, NC 27517

V-11927 A-12017

mailto:mailys1@me.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: A.Glenn Trupp
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:28:54 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

A.Glenn Trupp
94 Caledonia Rd
Asheville, NC 28803

V-11928 A-12018

mailto:TheETCFile@aol.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Robin Hall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Environmental "Plan"
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:30:09 PM

Robin Hall from Waxhaw, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): rocnrobn37@gmail.com

First Name: Robin

Last Name: Hall

City: Waxhaw
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28173

V-11929 A-12019

mailto:rocnrobn37@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lee Lumpkin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)NC Clean Power Plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:30:51 PM

Lee Lumpkin from Charlotte, NC writes:

You  need to involve those most affected by clean power, typically low-income communities as was directed by the
 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.  It is also important to spend taxpayer more wisely than this draft proposes.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): leearmstrong16@gmail.com

First Name: Lee

Last Name: Lumpkin

City: Charlotte
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28226

V-11930 A-12020

mailto:leearmstrong16@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alisa Ostwalt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:31:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alisa Ostwalt

232 Essic Road
Mocksville, NC 27028

336-671-5908

V-11931 A-12021

mailto:MMMaggie719@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:31:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Williams

1027 Park West Dr
Charlotte, NC 28209

V-11932 A-12022

mailto:markwilliams@mixermark.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wade Rotchford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:31:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wade Rotchford

113 trotter lane
Beaufort, NC 28516

V-11933 A-12023

mailto:catlovers02@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Randy Emmitt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:32:16 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Randy Emmitt

6514 rocky top dr
Rougemont, NC 27572

V-11934 A-12024

mailto:Birdcr@concentric.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eileen Pettit
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:34:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eileen Pettit

140 Edom Ln
Unit 1
Shallotte, NC 28470

V-11935 A-12025

mailto:eileen.pettit@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Magaretha Herman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:34:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Magaretha Herman

2419 Highland Ave
Durham, NC 27704

V-11936 A-12026

mailto:gannherman@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barry Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:37:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barry Jones

328 Lowland Dairy Road
Mount Holly, NC 28120

7044302937

V-11937 A-12027

mailto:barryjones2315@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Starnes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:37:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Starnes

104 webb st
mount holly,  28120

V-11938 A-12028

mailto:pkm202@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Harris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:38:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Sending your ass back to Charlotte next election!

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Harris

1309 Shelley Rd
Raleigh, NC 27609

V-11939 A-12029

mailto:harrisjames@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gerald Roybal
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:39:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gerald Roybal

2452 Tantelon Pl
House
Winston-Salem, NC 27127

3365753404

V-11940 A-12030

mailto:xred413x@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wanda Schrader
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:40:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wanda Schrader

116 skylark way
Raleigh, NC 27615

9198455568

V-11941 A-12031

mailto:wandawebschrader@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:40:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Smith

159 Boone farm rd
Mocksville, NC 27028

V-11942 A-12032

mailto:Jennifer.Smith12192@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Darian Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:43:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Darian Smith

4201 Salem Landing CT
Winston-Salem, NC 27101

V-11943 A-12033

mailto:darianjsmith@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: J. Collins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:43:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

J. Collins

1738 Ferncliff
Charlotte,  28211

V-11944 A-12034

mailto:jcollinsjunk2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Wallace
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:44:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Wallace

412 Pond View Circle
Hampstead, NC 28443

V-11945 A-12035

mailto:wallacejohn@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Akingbade
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean air
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:44:04 PM

Margaret Akingbade from Greensboro, NC writes:

Everyone benefits from clean air.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): akingbm@gcsnc.com

First Name: Margaret

Last Name: Akingbade

City: Greensboro
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27409

V-11946 A-12036

mailto:akingbm@gcsnc.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Floyd J Howze
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:44:12 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Floyd J Howze

5625 Lawnmeadow,Dr
Charlotte, NC 28216

V-11947 A-12037

mailto:howzef.j@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steven Nash
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:44:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steven Nash

124 South Main St
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-11948 A-12038

mailto:sen107@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathy Seeley
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:45:03 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Kathy Seeley
2834 Island Point Dr NW
Concord, NC 28027

V-11949 A-12039

mailto:kdseeley@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Jock Simmons
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:46:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jock Simmons

2648 N.Ashe Ave
Newton, NC 28658

V-11950 A-12040

mailto:unclelegend@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bruce Diel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:49:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bruce Diel

440 Otway Road
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-11951 A-12041

mailto:bndiel@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Boykin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:49:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Boykin

1708 Westbrook Dr
Wilson, NC 27893

V-11952 A-12042

mailto:ssboykin26@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jordan and Elizabeth Holtam
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:49:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jordan and Elizabeth Holtam

21 Mooney Lane
Weaverville, NC 28787

8286581099

V-11953 A-12043

mailto:jholtam@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:49:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Moore

402 oak tree rd
Mooresville, NC 28117

V-11954 A-12044

mailto:Sarahturner@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Matt Harrison
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:50:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Matt Harrison

141 Carolina Ave
Holden Beach, NC 28462

V-11955 A-12045

mailto:imharri2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dorothy Boyd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:50:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Boyd

4907 Old Greensboro Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-11956 A-12046

mailto:Dorothyboyd154@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Matt Friessen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:50:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Matt Friessen

9950 Lakeside Tr
Bullock, NC 27507

V-11957 A-12047

mailto:iamsoshibby@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dustin Strickland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:51:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dustin Strickland

1172 18th Avenue NE
Hickory, NC 28601

V-11958 A-12048

mailto:strickland.dustin@rocketmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ed Mezynski
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:53:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ed Mezynski

338 W Salisbury St
Pittsboro, NC 27312

9192809782

V-11959 A-12049

mailto:emezynski@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Wells
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:53:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Wells

261 Jacobs Creek Rd
Madison, NC 27025

V-11960 A-12050

mailto:Kayaxi@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diane Goodwin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:53:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diane Goodwin

246 Summer Morning Ct
Lake Lure, NC 28746

V-11961 A-12051

mailto:rogeranddiane@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Fran Egloff
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:54:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Fran Egloff

2552 cottage place
2552 Cottage Place
greensboro, NC 27455

3362828345

V-11962 A-12052

mailto:frangator@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Angela Staley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:54:30 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Angela Staley
2693 Burney Rd
Asheboro, NC 27205-2017
sweet.southerngal@yahoo.com

V-11963 A-12053

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Teresa Stone
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:55:11 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Teresa Stone
11 Cameron Ln
Pinehurst, NC 28374-8071
cameroncrazi2001@aol.com

V-11964 A-12054

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joan post
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:55:13 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Joan post
302 Country Club Heights Rd
Tryon, NC 28782-2655
joanpost4@gmail.com

V-11965 A-12055

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: janet hargrove
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:55:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

janet hargrove

19920 mulberry st
cornelius, NC 28031

V-11966 A-12056

mailto:bjhargrove3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ileana Clavijo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:58:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ileana Clavijo

513 Green Meadows Dr
Wilmingon, NC 28405

V-11967 A-12057

mailto:clavijo@uncw.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lou McMillion
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:58:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lou McMillion

900 Country Club Dr
Greensboro, NC 27408

V-11968 A-12058

mailto:louraker@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: PIERRE DE ST CROIX
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 12:58:16 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

PIERRE DE ST CROIX

1403 Ann St
Beaufort, NC 28516

9196087561

V-11969 A-12059

mailto:pierredestcroix@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leo Roberson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:01:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leo Roberson

3 Wingate Court
Pinehurst, NC 28374

V-11970 A-12060

mailto:lroberson21@centurtylink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melinda Vann
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:01:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melinda Vann

30802 Blounts Bay Lane
Blounts Creek, NC 27814

V-11971 A-12061

mailto:melindavann@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Angel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:04:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ann Angel

111 Lynn ct
Jacksonville, NC 28540

V-11972 A-12062

mailto:annandyj@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: judith malone
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:04:41 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

judith malone

1339 nc hwy 22 42
bennett, NC 27208

V-11973 A-12063

mailto:maloneemp@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janis Flowers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:07:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Janis Flowers

1793 US Highway 220
Stokesdale, NC 27357

V-11974 A-12064

mailto:1jflower@centurylink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melissa Griffin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:07:40 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melissa Griffin

7001 Orchard Knoll Dr
Apex, NC 27539

V-11975 A-12065

mailto:theschool@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: D Wheeler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:07:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

D Wheeler

po box 6024
Cary, NC 27519

V-11976 A-12066

mailto:Protest4CleanNC@nym.hush.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Miles Varner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:08:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Miles Varner

114 NW 3rd Street
Oak Island, NC 28465

V-11977 A-12067

mailto:milesav@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Becky Aduddell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:09:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Becky Aduddell

6204 DeGrace Dr
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-11978 A-12068

mailto:leighcheri1@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathy Haigh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:11:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathy Haigh

713 N 4th St
Wilmington, NC 28401

V-11979 A-12069

mailto:khaigh04@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tt Stevens
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:13:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tt Stevens

221 McKenzie rd
Spring Lakr, NC 28390

V-11980 A-12070

mailto:dimepiece26@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Warren
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:14:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Before you continue to read the following message, I would like to express my concern about the air quality in
 North Carolina. As a college student at UNC Wilmington and an Environmental Science major, the health and
 cleanliness of our state is extremely important to me. However, aside from that status of mine, I am an 18 year old
 girl who has lived in NC my whole life. To have a say in how we, as a state and a community, keep our state clean
 is a huge deal.

While there are many other important things to be dealt with in the state of North Carolina, having a clean and
 renewable air source will contribute to so much. It will contribute to the future of our state.

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Do the right thing by protecting our beautiful state for many, many years to come.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Warren

601 S. College Rd
CB 20141
Wilmington, NC 28407

V-11981 A-12071

mailto:Lizwarr97@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott Walker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:15:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Scott Walker

4308 Firwood Ln
Charlotte, NC 28209

V-11982 A-12072

mailto:scottwalk2002@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly Fairrington
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:21:38 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kimberly Fairrington
327 Dogwood Cir
High Point, NC 27260-2511
kimfairrington@yahoo.com

V-11983 A-12073

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sally Weiss
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:21:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sally Weiss

58 Birch Springs Road
Waynesville, NC 28786

V-11984 A-12074

mailto:smokymtnwoman8010@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rosemarie Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:22:16 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rosemarie Davis

5737-F Bramblegate Road
Greensboro, NC 27409

V-11985 A-12075

mailto:backyardrose@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Oakley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:23:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Oakley

5212 Fox Hunt Dr Apt G
Greensboro, NC 27407

V-11986 A-12076

mailto:chrisoakley1048@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joanie Gohr
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:23:37 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Joanie Gohr
168 Bells Island Rd
Currituck, NC 27929-9614
joaniegohr@gmail.com

V-11987 A-12077

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wilbert Stallings
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:23:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wilbert Stallings

443 North Person St. Apt(101)
Raleigh, NC 27601

919-825-5182

V-11988 A-12078

mailto:stallingswilbert@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Evelyn Coltman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:25:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Evelyn Coltman

90 Evergreen Circle
Waynesville, NC 28786

V-11989 A-12079

mailto:evelyn3226@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Felicia Willems
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:26:09 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Felicia Willems
4204 Township Arbor Way
Cary, NC 27518-7118
feliciawillems@gmail.com

V-11990 A-12080

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Amanda Stephens
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:27:40 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Amanda Stephens
2211 Stanton Rd
Kinston, NC 28504-1427
astephens01@yahoo.com

V-11991 A-12081

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathleen Gale
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:28:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Gale

413 W. Windward Landing Place
Hampstead, NC 28443

V-11992 A-12082

mailto:kegalel@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Frank Stroupe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:28:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Frank Stroupe

329 Raintree Drm
Matthews, NC 28104

V-11993 A-12083

mailto:flsjr55@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eric Schweitzer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)NC Needs *Real* Clean Power Plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:30:37 PM

Eric Schweitzer from Raleigh, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): spinweb1@yahoo.com

First Name: Eric

Last Name: Schweitzer

City: Raleigh
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27609

V-11994 A-12084

mailto:spinweb1@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Glenda Zahner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:31:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

My husband lived downwind of TVA power plants for most of his life and died of asthma and "idiopathic"
 pulmonary fibrosis.
How many more N.C. residents must get sick and die before the air is safe to breathe again?

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Glenda Zahner

245 Bob Zahner Rd
Highlands, NC 28741

V-11995 A-12085

mailto:zahners@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Hughes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:33:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Hughes

34 Pleasant Street
Apt. 5A
Woodstock, VT 05091

4235828071

V-11996 A-12086

mailto:jdh8941@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Denise White
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:34:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Denise White

45 Libbey Lane
Mills River, NC 28759

V-11997 A-12087

mailto:farmgoddess@outlook.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephanie Phillippi
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:38:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Phillippi

101 Dove Street
Carrboro, NC 27510

9199323369

V-11998 A-12088

mailto:stephanie.phillippi@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cheryl Kennedy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:40:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Kennedy

500 Water Wheel Cove
Clyde, NC 28721

8286279962

V-11999 A-12089

mailto:cherlynne3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maria Kelly
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:40:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maria Kelly

1612 Smith Level Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-12000 A-12090

mailto:mariadelcarmenkelly@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alan Larson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:43:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alan Larson

soulsinger18@hotmail.com
soulsinger18@hotmail.com
Durham, NC 27713

V-12001 A-12091

mailto:soulsinger18@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Samuel Brewer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:44:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Samuel Brewer

1203 Kilmory Drive
Cary, NC 27511

919 462-1517

V-12002 A-12092

mailto:nopablue@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chloe Green
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:44:03 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Chloe Green
1965 Greasy Creek rd
Lenoir, NC 28645

V-12003 A-12093

mailto:chloaye@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: John Freeze
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:44:05 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

John Freeze
648 Chaney Rd
Asheboro, NC 27205

V-12004 A-12094

mailto:jfreeze@triad.rr.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Thaddeus Szostak
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:44:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thaddeus Szostak

1103 Dover Rd
Greensboro, NC 27408

V-12005 A-12095

mailto:ted@trctech.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Greenberg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Air
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:44:16 PM

Susan Greenberg from DURHAM, NC writes:

To all concerned :

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): birdbabe@frontier.com

First Name: Susan

Last Name: Greenberg

City: DURHAM
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27712-2552

V-12006 A-12096

mailto:birdbabe@frontier.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Erika Schneider
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:44:16 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Erika Schneider
1690 East Fork Road
Marshall, NC 28753

V-12007 A-12097

mailto:erika@sundancepower.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: P Emerson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power in NC
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:44:51 PM

P Emerson from Durham, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): emerson.public@gmail.com

First Name: P

Last Name: Emerson

City: Durham
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27701

V-12008 A-12098

mailto:emerson.public@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Madeline Campbell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:45:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Madeline Campbell

525 Somersworth Drive
Knightdale, NC 27545

V-12009 A-12099

mailto:Maddiec2404@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kara Dodson
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:47:30 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Kara Dodson
2736 Brushy Fork Rd
Zionville, NC 28698

V-12010 A-12100

mailto:karamdodson@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: john ventre
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:47:51 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

john ventre
700 shumont rd
bl. mt, NC 28711

V-12011 A-12101

mailto:jv3free@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Donald Rumph
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:49:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donald Rumph

3238 Quail Pointe Dr
Greenville, NC 27858

V-12012 A-12102

mailto:donrumph@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Spencer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:49:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Spencer

781 Cobia Ct
Bolivia, NC 28422

V-12013 A-12103

mailto:charlie_spencer@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Rogers III
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:49:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Rogers III

122 Golden Rd
---
Wilmington, NC 28409

9104659708

V-12014 A-12104

mailto:rosehv37@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Cullipher
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:49:37 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Joseph Cullipher
Appalachian State University
Sustainable Development Major

Joseph Cullipher
ASU Box 17840
Boone, NC 28608

V-12015 A-12105

mailto:Cullipherjs@appstate.edu
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Morgan Harris
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:50:14 PM

I, personally, am tired of irresponsibility of the state government and Duke Energy. Duke Energy is doing
 everything in their power to keep clean energy from coming to this state. Not only is this morally wrong, but in the
 end it will just put NC last, economically. Renewable power is the way of the future and to avoid it and make plans
 to keep using the same old fossil fuels is a bad investment. If you were investing in stocks wouldn't you put you
 money into something that is growing rather than failing? The fossil fuel industry is failing and NC should invest
 their energy future in renewables.

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Morgan Harris
353 Devonwood Drive
Boone, NC 28607

V-12016 A-12106

mailto:morganrharris@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Erika Booth
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean power
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:50:49 PM

Erika Booth from Winnabow, NC writes:

Bring North Carolina into the modern age with clean power and a intact environment for its present and future
 citizens.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): ebooth@live.com

First Name: Erika

Last Name: Booth

City: Winnabow
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28479

V-12017 A-12107

mailto:ebooth@live.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Molly Moore
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:51:07 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Molly Moore
215 Incline Dr
Vilas, NC 28692

V-12018 A-12108

mailto:mollyfrancesmoore@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Jordan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:52:51 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Linda Jordan
224 Butterfield Cir
Statesville, NC 28625-8300
ashleytoo@att.net

V-12019 A-12109

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Edyth Counter-Griffis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:55:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Because I live in North Carolina and have children, I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently
 proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to
 rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be working
 towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edyth Counter-Griffis

5140 Mary Elizabeth Lane
Maiden, NC 28650

V-12020 A-12110

mailto:FreeRangeFingers@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Conner
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:56:47 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Thomas Conner
384 US Highway 321 N
Vilas, NC 28692

V-12021 A-12111

mailto:Connertc@appstate.edu
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Melanie MacLennan
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:56:48 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Melanie MacLennan
58 hidden falls
Asheville, NC 28804

V-12022 A-12112

mailto:Mmaclennan@ail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Jamie Goodman
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:58:05 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Jamie Goodman
220 Tall Timber Trail
no street #2
Boone, NC 28607

V-12023 A-12113

mailto:jlgood@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Kennedy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 1:58:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Kennedy

49 Wildwood Dr
Hayesville, NC 28904

V-12024 A-12114

mailto:lindaloo170@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tina Goff
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:02:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tina Goff

407 Holly drive
Belmont, NC 28012

V-12025 A-12115

mailto:Christine.goff@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: christie horowski
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:02:28 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

christie horowski
400 whispering hills rd
boone, NC 28607

V-12026 A-12116

mailto:horowskicl@appstate.edu
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Joslyn Parsons
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:02:38 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Joslyn Parsons
193 Stadium Dr.
Boone, NC 28607

V-12027 A-12117

mailto:parsonsja@appstate.edu
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Joel Ostroff
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:04:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joel Ostroff

109 Sierra Dr
Franklin, NC 28734

828 - 349 2252

V-12028 A-12118

mailto:jostroff@maconnc.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Melinda Russell
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:05:55 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,
Melinda  Russell

Melinda Russell
Apt. 424 University Highlands
Boone, NC 28607

V-12029 A-12119

mailto:russellmc1@appstate.edu
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Victoria Trevisan
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:06:01 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Victoria Trevisan
143 Charlotte Ann ln.
Boone, NC 28607

V-12030 A-12120

mailto:trevisanva@appstate.edu
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Downing
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:07:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Downing

233 John Tate Drive
Fletcher, NC 28732

V-12031 A-12121

mailto:dixierose324@bellsouth.ney
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rebecca Reid
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:09:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Reid

111 Breckenridge Ct
Hendersonville, NC 28739

828-808-7051

V-12032 A-12122

mailto:reidrobustelli@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lloyd Forman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:13:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lloyd Forman

705-76 Keystone Park Drive
Morrisville,  27560

9194547987

V-12033 A-12123

mailto:lloydintheflow@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Troy Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:14:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Troy Wilson

504 E Maine Ave
Bessemer City, NC 28016

7047120509

V-12034 A-12124

mailto:swilson1353@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeff Hibbard
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:15:46 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Jeff Hibbard
303 Harrison Hill Road
Swannanoa, NC 28778

V-12035 A-12125

mailto:jhibbard@riseup.net
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Lindsey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:15:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Lindsey

3000 Galloway Ridge E209
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-12036 A-12126

mailto:RossieL41@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Bauereis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:15:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Bauereis

416 Black Diamond Drive
wilmington, NC 28411

V-12037 A-12127

mailto:drbee@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Shay Boyd
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:18:46 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Shay Boyd
215 Incline Dr.
Vilas, NC 28692

V-12038 A-12128

mailto:shaybird@charter.net
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Nadine Cobb
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:19:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nadine Cobb

2006 Richardson Dr
Reidsville, NC 27320

V-12039 A-12129

mailto:islando1@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:19:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debra Davis

PO Box 1613
Taylorsville, NC 28681

V-12040 A-12130

mailto:debwmm@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nanci DeGraff
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:19:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nanci DeGraff

500 East Main Street
Pilot Mountain, NC 27041

V-12041 A-12131

mailto:Lipinkrose@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Elderkin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:22:10 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sarah Elderkin
63 Cumberland Ave
Asheville, NC 28801-2250
sjelderkin@gmail.com

V-12042 A-12132

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: TJ Feuerbach
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:22:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

TJ Feuerbach

701 Charleston Rd
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-12043 A-12133

mailto:teej1@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: chrystal matthews
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:23:00 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. chrystal matthews
3705 Highland Dr
Ayden, NC 28513-3045
chrystalcarroll@ymail.com

V-12044 A-12134

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eleanor McNair
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Vote "Do Not Concur" on House Bill 765
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:23:39 PM

Eleanor McNair from Charlotte, NC writes:

We need stronger ideas and plans!

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): temcnair@bellsouth.net

First Name: Eleanor

Last Name: McNair

City: Charlotte
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28205

V-12045 A-12135

mailto:temcnair@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Fleming El-Amin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:25:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Fleming El-Amin

5400 Novack St
Winston-Salem, NC 27105

V-12046 A-12136

mailto:fleming07.fea@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Clare Stanfield
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:25:46 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Clare Stanfield
ASU Box 14381
Boone, NC 28608

V-12047 A-12137

mailto:stanfieldck@appstate.edu
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Denise Faison
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:26:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Denise Faison

914 N. Madison Ave
Goldsboro, NC 27530

V-12048 A-12138

mailto:lovechild7732@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Herring
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:26:55 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

William Herring
576 Walnut Lane
vilas, NC 28692

V-12049 A-12139

mailto:herringb23@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Pritts
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:31:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Pritts

90 Pond View Ridge
PO Box 2089
Fraklin, NC 28744

V-12050 A-12140

mailto:Rdpritts@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: virginia price
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:31:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

virginia price

253 Elk Park School Rd. Apt. 412
elk park,  28622

V-12051 A-12141

mailto:priceginni@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Matt Gustafson III
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:31:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Matt Gustafson III

1102 Martha Drive
Monroe, NC 28112

V-12052 A-12142

mailto:ncmtnr2@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeffrey Deal
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:32:14 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Deal
220 Tall Timber Trail
Suite 105
Boone, NC 28607

V-12053 A-12143

mailto:deal99@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: brook Ben
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:36:27 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

brook Ben
Crocker rd
Br, NC 28605

V-12054 A-12144

mailto:dying_flames@hotmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Nilsa Rivera
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:37:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nilsa Rivera

201 Skyview Ln
Lexington, NC 27295

V-12055 A-12145

mailto:riverahart@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Parker Brown-Nesbit
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:39:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Parker Brown-Nesbit

110 West Edgefield Drive
Summerville, SC 29483

V-12056 A-12146

mailto:pbnesbit@gmal.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Froelich
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:41:10 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Charles Froelich
204 Michigan Ave
Asheville, NC 28806

V-12057 A-12147

mailto:frodaddy125@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Renee Kramer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power Plan Concern
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:42:10 PM

Renee Kramer from Chapel Hill, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): rkramer@udel.edu

First Name: Renee

Last Name: Kramer

City: Chapel Hill
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27516

V-12058 A-12148

mailto:rkramer@udel.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sharon Shaner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:43:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Shaner

11944 Pinnacle Point Ln
Charlotte, NC 28216

V-12059 A-12149

mailto:sharons88@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eddie Severs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:43:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eddie Severs

2240 Sunderland Road- 54N
Winston-Salem, NC 27103

V-12060 A-12150

mailto:eddie.severs@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alaina Norzagaray
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:43:40 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Alaina Norzagaray
102 Swiss Stone Court
Cary, NC 27513

V-12061 A-12151

mailto:alainan72@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Phyllis Artabasy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:46:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Artabasy

37 Wake Robin Rd
waynesville, NC 28785

828-926-5193

V-12062 A-12152

mailto:partabasy@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Mueller
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Reject The so-called Green Energy Plan
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:48:18 PM

Nancy Mueller from Chapel Hill, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): helmutmueller@att.net

First Name: Nancy

Last Name: Mueller

City: Chapel Hill
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27516-5576

V-12063 A-12153

mailto:helmutmueller@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Edward Gerster
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:49:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edward Gerster

1821 Avent Ridge Road
#202
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-12064 A-12154

mailto:ealexg@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Sondgerath
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:51:09 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Robert Sondgerath
33 Baird St
Asheville, NC 28801

V-12065 A-12155

mailto:nobs@charter.net
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Mairani Garcia Rico
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:51:48 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Mairani Garcia Rico
724 Creek Ridge Rd
Greensboro, NC 27406-4821
g.mairani@hotmail.com

V-12066 A-12156

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Hugh Ashcraft
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:52:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Hugh Ashcraft

2334 Ainsdale Rd
charlotte, NC 28226

V-12067 A-12157

mailto:hugh@firstchoicesigns.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Rieke
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:52:20 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sarah Rieke
1695 Pine Valley Dr SW
Supply, NC 28462-5343
srsrieke@gmail.com

V-12068 A-12158

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherice Cameron
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:53:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sherice Cameron

802 Old Lumberton Rd
Laurinburg, NC 28352

9103185246

V-12069 A-12159

mailto:santini3956@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Harms
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Don"t cut solar and wind
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:54:25 PM

Patricia Harms from Morehead City, NC writes:

Why was investment in renewable energy not renewed?  Creating jobs, looking to the future needs for clean energy
 is what we need to do.  NC Dept. of Environmental Quality is not living up to its name.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): patron7@ec.rr.com

First Name: Patricia

Last Name: Harms

City: Morehead City
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28557

V-12070 A-12160

mailto:patron7@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alex Watson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:55:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alex Watson

2026 H megan court
Clemmons, NC 27012

3366923466

V-12071 A-12161

mailto:swingindixie@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jo Northup
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:55:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jo Northup

3648 Yadkinville Rd
Winston Salem, NC 27106

V-12072 A-12162

mailto:jamlet@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Zackary White
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 2:58:46 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Zackary White
1367 Highland Hall Rd
Boone, NC 28607

V-12073 A-12163

mailto:cherouac@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Deborah H. Chilton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:01:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah H. Chilton

169 Caldwell Rd
Brasstown, NC 28902

8283614995

V-12074 A-12164

mailto:deborahollowellchilton@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Cowell
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:03:34 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

David Cowell
713 Green Hill Rd
Brevard, NC 28712

V-12075 A-12165

mailto:munson15@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Gladding
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:03:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Gladding

313 Appeldoorn Circle
Asheville, NC 28803

828-231-5088

V-12076 A-12166

mailto:gladword@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barry Walker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:07:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barry Walker

308 Roxbury Pl
Arden, NC 28704

828 244-9487

V-12077 A-12167

mailto:watsonwalker@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jerry Goodnight
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:09:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jerry Goodnight

2224 Drexel Heights Street
Morganton,, NC 28655

V-12078 A-12168

mailto:bigjg@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ed Harris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:15:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ed Harris

231 Florence Harris LN>
Sanford, NC 27330

V-12079 A-12169

mailto:eddoris@windstream.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Micolucci
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:15:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Micolucci

21201 Baltic dr
Cornelius, NC 28031

V-12080 A-12170

mailto:chrismicolucci@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cindy Kepley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:16:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cindy Kepley

1109 w 5th ave
Lexington, NC 27295

V-12081 A-12171

mailto:Goathiker@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ina Ayliffe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Air Quality in North Carolina
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:19:04 PM

Ina Ayliffe from Asheville, NC writes:

I am disappointed that the plan doesn't go far enough  to assure clean air for our state.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): inaayliffe@aol.com

First Name: Ina

Last Name: Ayliffe

City: Asheville
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28801

V-12082 A-12172

mailto:inaayliffe@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lauren Cannon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:19:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lauren Cannon

3676 Lake Spring Ave
Concord, NC 28027

V-12083 A-12173

mailto:l.e.cannon7@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Bisher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:22:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Bisher

932 Maple Ridge Rd
asheboro,  27203

V-12084 A-12174

mailto:rechargexr@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: chelsea kolstee
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:22:45 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. chelsea kolstee
358 Montana Ln
Spring Lake, NC 28390-7795
ckolstee@me.com

V-12085 A-12175

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Evanko
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:23:44 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Ann Evanko
206 E Bedford Rd
Wilmington, NC 28411-9510
ann.evanko776@gmail.com

V-12086 A-12176

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Funsten
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:25:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Funsten

31 Knoll Ridge DR
Asheville, NC 28804

V-12087 A-12177

mailto:funsten@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Franklin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:27:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Franklin

1905 Evergreen Ave
Goldsboro, NC 27530

V-12088 A-12178

mailto:sandrafranklin959@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michael Fincher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:28:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Fincher

162 Sanddollar st
Supply, NC 28462

V-12089 A-12179

mailto:fincher0709@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Brashear
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:30:31 PM

Anne Brashear from Chapel Hill, NC writes:

The draft plan from the NC Department of Environmental Quality does not do enough to ensure clean air in NC. 
 We must reduce fossil fuel energy sources and increase renewable sources: sun, water, wind.

NC can be the leader in the southeast in renewable energy production.  Let's lead!

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): a_brashear@bellsouth.net

First Name: Anne

Last Name: Brashear

City: Chapel Hill
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27517

V-12090 A-12180

mailto:a_brashear@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Lunz
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:30:50 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Lunz
1406 tunnel mtn rd
sylva, NC 28779

V-12091 A-12181

mailto:pantress1@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: William J Hart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:31:49 PM

William J Hart from Wilmington, NC writes:

The draft of what is billed as a plan to ensure clean air is grossly in adequate!  The guidelines issued by the U.S.
 Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) offers an opportunity for our great state to (a) promote citizens health, (b0
 reduce the emissions of CO2 that are a cause of man-made change in the climate, and (c) encourage advances in the
 production of renewable energy sources - an economic plus.

For years citizens of southeast North Carolina have been struggling to reduce gaseous and particulate emissions into
 the atmosphere.  There is and has been clear scientific/ medical evidence that these emissions are harmful to human
 health.

The EPA guidelines offer an opportunity to draft plans that will, when implemented, shift energy production away
 form fossil fuels to renewable energy technologies. 

It is unfortunate that the draft proposals offered by the state administration and legislature use political posturing to
 join a minority of state governments in opposing the federal guidelines rather than take advantage of a chance to
 produce real change.  What is  offered is luke warm half measures that simply take advantage of an opportunity to
 reduce society's carbon footprint and protect citizens' health and the changes implied by climate change.

I believe a responsible state government will take advantage of the opportunity offered by the EPA guidelines to
 draft  plans that will meet high health and environmental standards and continue our state's leadership in solar
 energy.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): bhart1102@yahoo.com

First Name: William J

Last Name: Hart

City: Wilmington
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28409

V-12092 A-12182

mailto:bhart1102@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


V-12093 A-12183



From: Melissa Corey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:32:56 PM

Melissa Corey from Williamston, NC writes:

Amazing that there are is so much clean energy being produced in NC yet it os all being sold to other states instead
 of helping NC. That needs to change!

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): mjcorey@copper.net

First Name: Melissa

Last Name: Corey

City: Williamston
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27892

V-12094 A-12184

mailto:mjcorey@copper.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: anne terry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:37:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

anne terry

402 mainship ct
carolina beach, NC 28428

V-12095 A-12185

mailto:annebterry@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alyssa Panzer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:37:28 PM

Alyssa Panzer from Wilmington, NC writes:

I am upset that it is the year 2016 and politics is still unable to get a grip on investing in the obvious environmental
 solution to numerous problems financially, environmentally, and medically, to invest in sustainable energy
 solutions. Societies need to move, and need to move now, toward renewable energy and energy efficient
 technologies.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): ap7505@uncw.edu

First Name: Alyssa

Last Name: Panzer

City: Wilmington
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28407

V-12096 A-12186

mailto:ap7505@uncw.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Helen Fisher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:42:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Helen Fisher

5222 Sunset Creek
Lenoir, NC 28645

8287580836

V-12097 A-12187

mailto:hmfisher416@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Allison Barman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:43:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Allison Barman

230 Heritage Creek Way
Greensboro, NC 27405

V-12098 A-12188

mailto:Lilstarchild@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Hugh Reilly
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:43:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Hugh Reilly

1011 Church St
Eden, NC 27288

V-12099 A-12189

mailto:samsonscourthse@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ben Turney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:44:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ben Turney

1003 Alabama Avenue
Durham, NC 27705

V-12100 A-12190

mailto:benturney@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lori Massey
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:48:02 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Lori Massey
1612 longbranch rd
Topton, NC 28781

V-12101 A-12191

mailto:lori356@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Katie Howard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:49:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katie Howard

3703 Live Oak Lane
Greenville, NC 27858

V-12102 A-12192

mailto:kathrynshoward@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Victoria Paoli
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:51:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Victoria Paoli

216 Durango place
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-12103 A-12193

mailto:Meatlessme@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gail Basnight
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:52:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gail Basnight

200 Plaza Dr. 3
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-12104 A-12194

mailto:gobasnight@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ryn Hayes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:52:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ryn Hayes

36 Holly Lane
Asheville, NC 28806

V-12105 A-12195

mailto:bufohyla@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: S smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:53:28 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. S smith
6221 Saint Regis Cir
Raleigh, NC 27606-2684
historychic21@yahoo.com

V-12106 A-12196

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kevin Sewell
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:55:18 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Kevin Sewell
286 Oak St
Boone, NC 28607

V-12107 A-12197

mailto:sewellkr@appstate.edu
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Keval Khalsa
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power "Plan"
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:57:28 PM

Keval Khalsa from Durham, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): keval.khalsa@duke.edu

First Name: Keval

Last Name: Khalsa

City: Durham
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27707

V-12108 A-12198

mailto:keval.khalsa@duke.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Shelly Simmons
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 3:58:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shelly Simmons

P.O. Box 542
Brevard, NC 28712

V-12109 A-12199

mailto:shellymaymay1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Josh London
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:00:44 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Josh London
5115 Partha Lane
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-12110 A-12200

mailto:Lelandncinsurance@gnail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Mike Spruell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:02:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mike Spruell

105 Kilborne Rd
Mooresville, NC 28117

7049077907

V-12111 A-12201

mailto:mspruell@mi-connection.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mike O"Hagerty
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:04:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mike O'Hagerty

219 Hopesworth Ct
Hillsborough, NC 27278

V-12112 A-12202

mailto:ohaeg40@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lauren Essick
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:04:46 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,
Lauren Essick

Lauren Essick
3390 Mountain Dale Rd
Vilas, NC 28692

V-12113 A-12203

mailto:laurenmessick@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Joanie Dixon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:13:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joanie Dixon

168  Charolois Rd
Lawndale, NC 28090

V-12114 A-12204

mailto:dxjn2@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diana godwin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:16:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diana godwin

643 Jordan V Cook Rd
boone, NC 28607

V-12115 A-12205

mailto:waterfall643@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Heather Mitchell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:19:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heather Mitchell

11309 Winding Way Rd
CHARLOTTE, NC 28226

7049961103

V-12116 A-12206

mailto:Tzigaine@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eugene Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:19:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eugene Moore

4704 Cedarfield Drive
Raleigh, NC 27606

919-971-2309

V-12117 A-12207

mailto:genewmoore@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patrick Hayes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:21:53 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Patrick Hayes
1625 Courtney Landing Dr Apt 4206
Charlotte, NC 28217-3196
phayeswtby@aol.com

V-12118 A-12208

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia Weeks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:22:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Weeks

900 Old Fashioned Way
Apt 614
Newport, NC 28570

252-241-6155

V-12119 A-12209

mailto:cindyweeks27@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kirsten Ferguson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:22:35 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kirsten Ferguson
2009 Scott Ave
Charlotte, NC 28203-6047
kirstenlingerfelt@gmail.com

V-12120 A-12210

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: donna blinn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:23:13 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. donna blinn
4027 Comrie Ln
Burlington, NC 27215-9486
donnablinn@gmail.com

V-12121 A-12211

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Edward Fitzgerald
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:25:00 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Edward Fitzgerald
217 Lashley Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27516-9763
multikleen@att.net

V-12122 A-12212

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Audrey Urling
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:25:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Audrey Urling

Oakridge Dr
Graham, NC 27253

3365789788

V-12123 A-12213

mailto:aurling@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Finley Dula
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:27:50 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Finley Dula
207 Wild Blackberry Hill Rd
Boone, NC 28607

V-12124 A-12214

mailto:dulafh@appstate.edu
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandy Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:28:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandy Brown

511 N. GULF Street
Sanford, NC 27330

V-12125 A-12215

mailto:Arenosa83@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Candace Hutchins
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:30:22 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,
Candace Hutchins

Candace Hutchins
32 Grove Garden Avenue
Candler, NC 28715

V-12126 A-12216

mailto:candace.tankersley@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Walsh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:34:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Walsh

729 south Meadow rd
Raleigh, NC 27603

V-12127 A-12217

mailto:Bwalsh6@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Caleb Laieski
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Maximize Wind and Solar Energy Initiatives
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:35:09 PM

From the threat of rising sea levels to more frequent and 
severe droughts and floods, North Carolina has a lot to risk 
when it comes to global warming. We should be doing 
everything we can to tackle climate change, and that starts 
with the single largest contributor: carbon pollution. I 
support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently 
proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean 
Power Plan (CPP). 

North Carolina has tremendous opportunity to curb harmful 
carbon emissions and expand clean energy sources like 
wind and solar. We are well positioned to meet the goals 
set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar 
success and wind potential. Not only is there no clean 
energy in DEQ's current proposal, but the administration is 
also setting the state up for failure by knowingly submitting
 a substandard plan. 

I urge you and your administration to take this problem 
seriously, and put forth a plan that maximizes wind and 
solar energy for North Carolina.

Thank you for your time and all you do,

Caleb Laieski

V-12128 A-12218

mailto:caleb_m_laieski@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Julia Stewart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:37:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julia Stewart

12309 Overlook Mountain Dr
Charlotte, NC 28216

V-12129 A-12219

mailto:Jstewart21@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Derek Patterson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:37:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Derek Patterson

161 Russell Street
North Wilkesboro, NC 28659

3368189552

V-12130 A-12220

mailto:DSP5618@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tracy Gourville
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:37:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tracy Gourville

117 Royal Oak Dr
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-12131 A-12221

mailto:Sailandskimom@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Dorton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:37:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Dorton

4424 Lancaster Hwy
Monroe, NC 28112

V-12132 A-12222

mailto:canope6@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Eames
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:38:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Cut it out McCrory! Stop with the GOP agenda to fuck everyone over. You're not rich enough to matter to them.
 Just another pawn in their eyes.

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Robert Eames

214 Dover Rd
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-12133 A-12223

mailto:Xbarx1@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jerry Markatos
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power Plan Compliance
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:39:22 PM

Jerry Markatos from Pittsboro, NC writes:

We need a crash program to seriously address the need for clean power, not a laggard plan that condemns our
 coastline to rapid ocean rise, and continuation of asthma suffering among our citizens, plus other health risks
 INCLUDING  the notorious stockpiling of coal ash.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): markatos@mindspring.com

First Name: Jerry

Last Name: Markatos

City: Pittsboro
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27312

V-12134 A-12224

mailto:markatos@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Paris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:41:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Paris

4567 union st
Concord, NC 28025

V-12135 A-12225

mailto:Ntp.456@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Le June Perrin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:43:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Le June Perrin

7 Birds Nest Court
Durham, NC 27703

V-12136 A-12226

mailto:lawduck82@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: thomas pridgen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:49:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

thomas pridgen

11756 nc hwy 16 n
GRASSY CREEK, NC 28631

V-12137 A-12227

mailto:pridgen.thomas@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Appleby
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:53:16 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. John Appleby
3438 Bradley Pl
Raleigh, NC 27607-6802
johneappleby@aol.com

V-12138 A-12228

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: kenneth scott cornwall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:55:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

kenneth scott cornwall

6416 Gammon Ct
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-12139 A-12229

mailto:kcornwall001@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jon Sault
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:55:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jon Sault

7312 Liserin Woods Lane
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526

9192853450

V-12140 A-12230

mailto:jonsault@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Arthur Firth
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:55:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Arthur Firth

1011 Emerald Bay Drive
Salisbury, NC 28146

V-12141 A-12231

mailto:afirth@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laurence Danielson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:57:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laurence Danielson

139 Cherkee Drive
Mooresville, NC 28117

V-12142 A-12232

mailto:ldanielson@windstream.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Erin Carolan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:58:12 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Erin Carolan
5902 Postgate Ln
Waxhaw, NC 28173-6737
erincarolan@aol.com

V-12143 A-12233

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Faith Wright
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 4:59:47 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Faith Wright
116 Brooksong Trail
Vilas, NC 28692

V-12144 A-12234

mailto:faithwright@skybest.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Elsa Desrochers
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:01:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elsa Desrochers

599 Blackbeard's View
Bath, NC 27808

V-12145 A-12235

mailto:Daveandelsa@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bellita Jacobson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:03:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bellita Jacobson

4327 woodland lane
Charlotte, NC 28226

V-12146 A-12236

mailto:Zainifun67@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John godfrey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:03:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John godfrey

709 Montville Ct
Wake Forest, NC 27587

V-12147 A-12237

mailto:jackgodfrey4@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Olivia Merritt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:06:01 PM

Olivia Merritt from Raleigh, NC writes:

I am a high school student in Raleigh and am concerned about the draft plan the NC Department of Environmental
 Quality is proposing.  We must shift to a more sustainable, environmentally-conscious energy program, and this
 draft is simply not meeting those standards.  I am the new generation, and I fear for how my generation will quickly
 need to react to the total depletion of fossil fuels.  To ensure that such a catastrophe does not happen, please
 consider implementing renewable energy sources and the technological advancements that we have knowledge of
 already.  Why continue to use sources that will run out and are degrading the environment when there are much
 better alternatives?  It does not make sense, so I urge you to improve the plan to ensure North Carolina that you are
 thinking about the future long-term.

Thank you,

Olivia

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): peepsrawesome@yahoo.com

First Name: Olivia

Last Name: Merritt

City: Raleigh
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27604

V-12148 A-12238

mailto:peepsrawesome@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Haas
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:09:08 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Richard Haas
1006 Timbergrass Lane
Leland, NC 28451

V-12149 A-12239

mailto:rhaas1006@mac.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Peter Hickey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:11:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Peter Hickey

100 Sunshine Lane
Unit D
Winterville, NC 28590

V-12150 A-12240

mailto:pholbrook5973@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sue House
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:13:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sue House

3731 Sheppard Mill Rd
STOKES, NC 27884

V-12151 A-12241

mailto:suemtw@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: gloria mcswain
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:17:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

gloria mcswain

32103a valley dr
Albemarle, NC 28001

V-12152 A-12242

mailto:glow@ctc.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rosmarie Rosenbloom
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:18:44 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Rosmarie Rosenbloom
824 Poplar Trail
Siler City, NC 27344

V-12153 A-12243

mailto:Rbrosenbloom@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Dwight Grissom
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:19:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dwight Grissom

4515 tamaron dr
Greensboro, NC 27410

V-12154 A-12244

mailto:Dwightdgrissom@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tish Wilson
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:21:13 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Tish Wilson
1020 Kirby Branch Road
Zionville, NC 28698

V-12155 A-12245

mailto:323kdj37@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherri Basnight
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:21:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sherri Basnight

314 Wright Street
Wilmington, NC 28401

V-12156 A-12246

mailto:sbasnight@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Trudy Thomson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:22:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Trudy Thomson

15 Woodside Trail
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-12157 A-12247

mailto:t-thomson@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jon Heckerman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:22:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jon Heckerman

525 Timber Meadow Lake Drive
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526

V-12158 A-12248

mailto:hecker001@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sherry Stovall.
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:23:13 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sherry Stovall.
2510 Nc 704 Hwy E
Lawsonville, NC 27022-7846
sheriluvsu@hotmail.com

V-12159 A-12249

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Adrienne Trego
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:24:27 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Adrienne Trego
725 Poole Dr
Fayetteville, NC 28303-4276
adriennetrego@gmail.com

V-12160 A-12250

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vivian Fish
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:25:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vivian Fish

841 Madison Ave
Cary, NC 27513

V-12161 A-12251

mailto:vivianfish@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Freddy Atwood
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:33:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Freddy Atwood

443 JADE DR
CLYDE, NC 28721

8286270407

V-12162 A-12252

mailto:freddyterry@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beth Harvat
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:33:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Harvat

4116 Talcott Drive
Durham, NC 27705

9193585096

V-12163 A-12253

mailto:bethandpeter@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: mitch murray
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:34:52 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

mitch murray
PO Box 452
Linville, NC 28646

V-12164 A-12254

mailto:smpa@att.net
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Zimmerman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:37:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Zimmerman

PO Box 102
Sylva, NC 28779

828-631-4265

V-12165 A-12255

mailto:frn8a0c0u@feontier.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: JC Cagle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:38:08 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

JC Cagle

799 Glenn Bridge Road
Arden, NC 28704

V-12166 A-12256

mailto:jccagle@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:40:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Johnson

402 Country Club Cir
Shelby, NC 28150

7044821423

V-12167 A-12257

mailto:johnsonmarkm@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Constance Engle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:40:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Constance Engle

244 Englewood Drive
Hendersonville, NC 28739

V-12168 A-12258

mailto:connie_engle@alumni.brown.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Shannon Grady
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:43:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Shannon Grady

7812b DaVinci Ln
Charlotte, NC 28226

V-12169 A-12259

mailto:S.grady82@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: jeff fleagle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:43:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

It is time to stop being a lackey for big power.  We know the idea to fail to meet the requirements is part of plan to
 take this to the court system.  Stop wasting our tax dollars.  Do your job.  Your were appointed to serve the people
 of NC- not corporate interests with the idea it will greedily benefit yourself in the future.

Sincerely,

jeff fleagle

65 eagle crest drive
black mountain, NC 28711

V-12170 A-12260

mailto:jefffleagle@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Janet Smith
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: I support a strong proposal to meet the Clean Power Plan rules
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:45:55 PM

Dear Ms Burleson,

I support a strong and just state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, DEQ’s proposed rules fall well short of achieving
 the carbon pollution reductions required by EPA’s new regulations. I respectfully submit these comments on the
 state’s draft rules to comply with Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act for your consideration.

North Carolina is well positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our state’s
 solid clean energy economy. At present the state’s plan ignores our clean energy resources, but renewable energy
 and energy efficiency should be a core part of the state’s Clean Power Plan.

Thank you.

Janet Smith
1602 Hollybriar Lane
Greenville, NC 27858

V-12171 A-12261

mailto:go2smithville@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: L W Robinson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Environmental quality
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:46:41 PM

L W Robinson from Wilmington, NC writes:

Clean air and water and clean energy sources are vital to our lives and future. The Governor and his administration
 should make acting to secure them a priority.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): waltonius2@ec.rr.com

First Name: L W

Last Name: Robinson

City: Wilmington
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28412

V-12172 A-12262

mailto:waltonius2@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Humphrey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:52:07 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. John Humphrey
6608 Wood Sorrell Rd
Wilmington, NC 28405-7765
jhumphrey8@ec.rr.com

V-12173 A-12263

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Callicutt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:55:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Chris Callicutt

111 maness dr
Randleman, NC 27317

V-12174 A-12264

mailto:Callicuttc@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alejandro Gomes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:55:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alejandro Gomes

1054 bell woods rd
Clinton, NC 28328

V-12175 A-12265

mailto:Alekzg@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of mabelle Estridge
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:57:12 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. mabelle Estridge
17 Mill Stone Dr
Asheville, NC 28803-2492
mibella_23@yahoo.com

V-12176 A-12266

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Meredith Dinga
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 5:57:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Meredith Dinga

251 bent creek drive
Rutherfordton, NC 28139

V-12177 A-12267

mailto:Meredinga36@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve Bumgarner
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:00:06 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Steve Bumgarner
4012 Tamerlane Dr.
Charlotte, NC 28205

V-12178 A-12268

mailto:scbumgarne@hotmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: John Quante
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:00:15 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Quante

102 Emerald Circle
Durham,  27713

V-12179 A-12269

mailto:Hikaru28@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alex Warren
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:03:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alex Warren

297 6th Street
Ayden, NC 28513

V-12180 A-12270

mailto:alex@thepiddler.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Dunn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:04:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Dunn

301 S. Bickett St
Burgaw, NC 28425

V-12181 A-12271

mailto:dave@tunercode.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Phillips
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:04:48 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Joseph Phillips
5380 Brittainywood Road
Kernersville, NC 27284

V-12182 A-12272

mailto:pmtjoe@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Thekla Blunier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:06:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thekla Blunier

9406 dalphon Jones dr
Charlotte, NC 28213

V-12183 A-12273

mailto:Theklablnr@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marcia Greene
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:10:06 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marcia Greene

3418 Dalecrest Drive
Charlotte, NC 28269

7044589614

V-12184 A-12274

mailto:magreene2@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sigrid Hice
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:11:22 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Sigrid Hice
1450 Lillian Lane
Hickory, NC 28602

V-12185 A-12275

mailto:Bookartist1450@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy Pierce
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:13:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judy Pierce

218 Cambridge Dr. Brevard, NC 28712
Brevard, NC 28712

8288856097

V-12186 A-12276

mailto:ilovesquirrels529@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judy Henning
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:14:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judy Henning

6337 Chalyce Ln
Charlotte, NC 28270

V-12187 A-12277

mailto:judyhhenning@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Yvonne Moody
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:16:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.  It's also a waste of taxpayer's money to spend time and effort on
 an unacceptable plan.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Moody

609 Marsh Grass Ct
Southport, NC 28461

V-12188 A-12278

mailto:Yvonne37@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lawson Henry Lowrance
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:16:17 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lawson Henry Lowrance

5990 Hathaway Lane
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-12189 A-12279

mailto:lowrancelh@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Don Clapp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:19:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Don Clapp

PO Box 989
Saluda, NC 28773

7047500411

V-12190 A-12280

mailto:donclapp@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patsy Crocker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:22:36 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Patsy Crocker
100 Cheerio Ln Apt 74c
Asheville, NC 28803-1282
prpanther67@yahoo.com

V-12191 A-12281

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tanya Jisa
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:25:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the EPA's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
 childhood asthma rates continue to rise in our state and the effects and threat of climate change continue to increase,
 we must work together towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am deeply disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for our state, our
 community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
 Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the ethical and
 responsible thing.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tanya Jisa

173 Viburnum Way
Carrboro, NC 27510

9194337457

V-12192 A-12282

mailto:tejisa@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Russell Scott
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:25:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is essential for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. It is a fundamental human
 right. Do the right thing and protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Russell Scott

10009 Kilnstone Ln
Raleigh, NC 27613

919-427-0821

V-12193 A-12283

mailto:Russscott@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Robert Franklin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:26:16 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Robert Franklin
129 High St Apt 2
Canton, NC 28716-3949
89foxrod@gmail.com

V-12194 A-12284

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mike O"Kane
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:27:49 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Mike O'Kane
31 Sherwood Rd
Asheville, NC 28803-2424
mike@mikeokane.com

V-12195 A-12285

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lottie Carder
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:37:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lottie Carder

525 Tulane Dr
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-12196 A-12286

mailto:lmcarder359@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Halford
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:37:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Halford

PO Box 966
BLACK MOUNTAIN,  28711

V-12197 A-12287

mailto:richardchalford@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Shelton, PA-C
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:39:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donna Shelton, PA-C

210 Shorewood Dr
Emerald Isle, NC 28594

V-12198 A-12288

mailto:donna.shelton@alumni.duke.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Catherine Goldman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:47:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine Goldman

6616 South Tribute Court
Willow Springs, NC 27592

Clean Air

V-12199 A-12289

mailto:cgoldman@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Yarosis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:48:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Yarosis

2375 Godwin Lake Rd
BENSON
Benson, NC 27504

2033647509

V-12200 A-12290

mailto:snowstorm65@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karl DeKing
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:49:41 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karl DeKing

145 Keener Rd
Canton, NC 28716

V-12201 A-12291

mailto:Karl.deking@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Roland Morin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:51:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Roland Morin

520 Magnolia Drive
Sunset Beach, NC 28468

V-12202 A-12292

mailto:champain2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ellen Grady
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:52:20 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Ellen Grady
2012 Edgewater Dr
Charlotte, NC 28210-5328
ellengrady7@gmail.com

V-12203 A-12293

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jan Glenn
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:52:56 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Jan Glenn
1722 Brentwood court
Newton, NC 28658

V-12204 A-12294

mailto:Jglenn@concordianc.org
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Fran Egloff
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:55:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Fran Egloff

2552 cottage place
2552 Cottage Place
Greensboro and Jacksonville, FL 32256

3362828345

V-12205 A-12295

mailto:frangator@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Caldwell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:55:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debra Caldwell

107 Silver Lake Ct
Swansboro, NC 28584

9104786062

V-12206 A-12296

mailto:debra.seco@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bridget Allison
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:57:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bridget Allison

714 Skytop Road
Waxhaw, NC 28173

704-564-9607

V-12207 A-12297

mailto:Ballison1st@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth D"Herde
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 6:59:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth D'Herde

105 East I Street
Erwin, NC 28339

V-12208 A-12298

mailto:edherde@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christi Dillon
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:00:24 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Christi Dillon
175 Forest Ridge Rd
Mooresville, NC 28117

V-12209 A-12299

mailto:racegirl1971@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: richard Stanley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:03:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

richard Stanley

4570 Nelson park rd
Sophia, NC 27350

3364957853

V-12210 A-12300

mailto:richardmstanley@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Priscilla Rich
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:09:28 PM

Please give us the strong clean energy plan that our state and our planet deserve.  An investment in clean energy and
 low carbon emissions is an investment in our future physical and environmental health.  North Carolina could
 become a clean energy leader in the Southeast, creating many jobs in the process, rather than being a poster child
 for special interests.

Best Wishes,
Priscilla A. Rich

Priscilla Rich
389 Eastview Drive
Boone, NC 28607

V-12211 A-12301

mailto:phoenix12@bellsouth.net
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: charles wachter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:10:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

charles wachter

2625 woodcreek rd
winston salem, NC 27106

V-12212 A-12302

mailto:cwach3@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: J. Jewell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)NC"s designed-to-fail Clean Power "Plan"
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:16:59 PM

J. Jewell from Clemmons, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): ncmj21@hotmail.com

First Name: J.

Last Name: Jewell

City: Clemmons
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27012

V-12213 A-12303

mailto:ncmj21@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrea Shaw
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:17:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrea Shaw

2611 Newbold St
Raleigh, NC 27603

V-12214 A-12304

mailto:andrea.in.hunan@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: June Petrie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:22:15 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

June Petrie

640 Keever Ln
Hiddenite, NC 28636

V-12215 A-12305

mailto:Petriejb@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Scott Dellinger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:23:15 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Scott Dellinger
402 11th Ave SE
Conover, NC 28613-1846
scott88dellinger@aol.com

V-12216 A-12306

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Terry Bayne
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:25:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Terry Bayne

17931 Kings Point Drive
Cornelius, NC 28031

V-12217 A-12307

mailto:ncg326@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gary Killen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:25:40 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gary Killen

224 Terrace Field Trail
Flat Rock, NC 28731

V-12218 A-12308

mailto:drumkillusa@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stacey Lawless
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:25:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stacey Lawless

600 South Churton St
Hillsborough, NC 27278

V-12219 A-12309

mailto:stacey.lawless@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kelli Keck
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:28:51 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Kelli Keck
507 Ottawa
Durham, NC 27701

V-12220 A-12310

mailto:Kelli.keck1@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Pamela Harper
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:33:48 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Pamela Harper
3177 Gabriels Creek Rd
Mars Hill, NC 28754

V-12221 A-12311

mailto:Pjharper39@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Ashley Schrade
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:37:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ashley Schrade

966 Wainright Lane
Greenville, NC 27834

V-12222 A-12312

mailto:Schrade0321@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Willerwease McKoy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:43:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Willerwease McKoy

12478 NC Hwy. 242 S
Bladenboro, NC 28320

V-12223 A-12313

mailto:mckoy_willer@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ursula Campos
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:43:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ursula Campos

6074 Hardwick Place
Falls Church, VA 22041

V-12224 A-12314

mailto:uhcampos@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrea snyder
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:43:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrea snyder

228f 14th Ave se
Hickory, NC 28602

V-12225 A-12315

mailto:asnyder_hky@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Chris Callicutt
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:45:32 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Chris Callicutt
111  Maness Dr
Randleman, NC 27317

V-12226 A-12316

mailto:Callicuttc@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Rollin Morse
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:45:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rollin Morse

3701 Cerise Circle
New Bern, NC 28562

V-12227 A-12317

mailto:rollinmorse@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Harry Gedney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:49:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Harry Gedney

15026 Skypark Drive
Herndon, NC 28078

704-584-9473

V-12228 A-12318

mailto:kgedney@energywisesolutions.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ken Barnes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:49:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ken Barnes

6516 Penwright Rd
Fremont, NC 27830

919 673 5966

V-12229 A-12319

mailto:kbarnes0147@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lucie Laberge
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:52:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lucie Laberge

6442 Donnegal Farm Rd
Charlotte, NC 28270

V-12230 A-12320

mailto:agilman@carolina.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Julie Robinson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:52:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Julie Robinson

5211 Mawood Street
Fayetteville, NC 28314

V-12231 A-12321

mailto:jlvanfosson@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Damon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:52:35 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Judith Damon
10187 Archer Rd
Davidson, NC 28036-7586
jdamon3@ctc.net

V-12232 A-12322

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tripp Carter
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7:58:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tripp Carter

118 NC Highway 45 S
Merry Hill, NC 27957

V-12233 A-12323

mailto:trippcarter87@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Hobson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:03:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

James Hobson

48 Fortune St
Black Mountain, NC 28711

V-12234 A-12324

mailto:samhobson@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Betty Walz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:07:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Betty Walz

1221 Kimberly Dr
RALEIGH, NC 27609

9197821595

V-12235 A-12325

mailto:bjanewalz@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrew Lewis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:07:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Andrew Lewis

3724a sugar hill rd
Marion, NC 28752

V-12236 A-12326

mailto:Andrewlewis20@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeff Botz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:09:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeff Botz

4512 GW Griffin Road
Marshville, NC 28103

V-12237 A-12327

mailto:jeffbotz@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marie Mohler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:10:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marie Mohler

900C Hillsborough Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27516

V-12238 A-12328

mailto:lacylax@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: harry gedney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:13:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

harry gedney

2259 laurens drive
concord, NC 28027

V-12239 A-12329

mailto:hwgedney@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michelle Loftin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:13:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michelle Loftin

5869 lakeville hwy
Petaluma, CA 94954

V-12240 A-12330

mailto:Camoonshine@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Timothy Kannon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:13:36 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Timothy Kannon

122 S Gordon Dr
Winston SAalem, NC 27104

3366551867

V-12241 A-12331

mailto:kannonta@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vickie Beck
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:15:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vickie Beck

193 Becks Branch Road
Clyde, NC 28721

V-12242 A-12332

mailto:vbeck53@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Daniel Rose
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:19:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Daniel Rose

353 McQuillan dr
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-12243 A-12333

mailto:rumcayrose@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Scullin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:19:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Scullin

8 Logan Road
Castle Hayne, NC 28429

V-12244 A-12334

mailto:dscullin1@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gail Mullaney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:20:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gail Mullaney

15 Tree Canopy Ln
Black Mtn.,  28711

V-12245 A-12335

mailto:nursemom927@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Thayer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:22:16 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph Thayer

60 Forest Oaks Drive
Durham, NC 27705

V-12246 A-12336

mailto:thayer.joseph@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jodi eletri
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:25:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jodi eletri

1626 flynnwood drive
Charlotte, NC 28205

V-12247 A-12337

mailto:jaetri@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Rhoney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:31:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Rhoney

105 Sara Lane
Apt 105
Morganton, NC

V-12248 A-12338

mailto:lgwr76@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rexanne Bishop
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:33:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rexanne Bishop

2705 Asbury Terrace
Greensboro, NC 27408

V-12249 A-12339

mailto:AnnAhaExperience@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jefferson Crawford
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:36:00 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,
Jefferson Crawford

Jefferson Crawford
704 Whitepine Dr
Durham, NC 27705

V-12250 A-12340

mailto:jeffersoncrawford06@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Larry Baldwin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:37:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Larry Baldwin

411 Church Road
New Bern, NC 28560

V-12251 A-12341

mailto:larry.baldwin56@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:37:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Jackson

3952 Curtis Lane
Staley, NC 27355

3365082477

V-12252 A-12342

mailto:Sgtrich_1983@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Willis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:37:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Willis

2223 W Club Blvd
Durham, NC 17705

V-12253 A-12343

mailto:karen.willis@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrew Sneddon
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:42:49 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Andrew Sneddon
1080 Berry Farm Rd
Madison, NC 27025

V-12254 A-12344

mailto:wildmanfighter@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Dawn Ehli
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:45:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dawn Ehli

1029 Falls Park Dr
Sanford, NC 27330

V-12255 A-12345

mailto:Dawnehli@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dawn Ehli
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:46:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dawn Ehli

1029 Falls Park Dr
Sanford, NC 27330

V-12256 A-12346

mailto:Dawnehli@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Schmitz
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:47:13 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Paul Schmitz
135 Sr Dunstans Rd
Asheville, NC 28803

V-12257 A-12347

mailto:paulschmitzis@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Doris Stith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:47:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Doris Stith

1816 Lake Drive
Tarboro, NC 27886

V-12258 A-12348

mailto:DorisStithceo@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeanette Sarbo
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:47:46 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Jeanette Sarbo
931 Providence Glen Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-12259 A-12349

mailto:jeanettesarbo@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Sharpe
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:49:07 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Susan Sharpe
2751 Old US Hwy 421
Vilas, NC 28692

V-12260 A-12350

mailto:redwing@skybest.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Windon Biesecker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:51:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Windon Biesecker

841 Falling Leaf Trail
Sylva, NC 28779

V-12261 A-12351

mailto:w.biesecker@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lynda Collins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:51:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lynda Collins

255 Philadelphia Church Rd
Ellenboro,  28040

725-987-3853

V-12262 A-12352

mailto:Cowgirllynda57@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deborah Toth
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:55:42 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Toth

2468 Hopes Way
Charlotte, NC 28209

V-12263 A-12353

mailto:Soledad120@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Jeanna Hughes
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:57:18 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jeanna Hughes
303 Chestnut Dr
High Point, NC 27262-4729
Jeannaswartz@yahoo.com

V-12264 A-12354

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathryn McQuade
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:57:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathryn McQuade

4511 Gloucester Drive
New Bern, NC 28562

V-12265 A-12355

mailto:dmcq@suddenlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Steve O"Neil
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 8:57:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Steve O'Neil

134E. Dogwood Ln
Pisgah Forest, NC 28768

8286068939

V-12266 A-12356

mailto:snakesteve@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Randall Orwig
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:02:10 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Randall Orwig

111 Atkinson Avenue
Elon, NC 27244

V-12267 A-12357

mailto:revrandyecc@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Deborah Compton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:03:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Deborah Compton

7 Montview Dr
Asheville, NC 28801

V-12268 A-12358

mailto:dfcompton@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wayne Ward
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:04:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Stop protecting Duke Energy and do what is right for the citizens of North Carolina.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wayne Ward

620 Old Farm Road
None
Statesville, NC 28625

7048731364

V-12269 A-12359

mailto:pappywayne@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gary Nickles
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:05:29 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gary Nickles

103 Fontaine Drive
Asheville, NC 28804

V-12270 A-12360

mailto:gnickles1@charter.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debra Nipper
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:06:20 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debra Nipper

112 Spring Dr
Jacksonville, NC 28540

9104095046

V-12271 A-12361

mailto:Miraclesmom29@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Carr
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:08:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Carr

1800 Camden Road Ste 107 126
Charlotte, NC 28203

9544495146

V-12272 A-12362

mailto:PablitoCarr@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kim Robertson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:09:44 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kim Robertson

po box 238
Rodanthe, NC 27968

V-12273 A-12363

mailto:peaisland@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jane Lawrence
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:13:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jane Lawrence

66 Shetland Lane
Smithfield, NC 27577

V-12274 A-12364

mailto:jlawrenc60@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nadine Strickland
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:13:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nadine Strickland

1702 rosewood dr
Greenville, NC 27858

V-12275 A-12365

mailto:Nadinecstrickland@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathryn Henry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:13:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Henry

507 Valley Dr
Durham, NC 27704

9199869598

V-12276 A-12366

mailto:kh_nc@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donald Murray
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:14:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donald Murray

1526 Old County Farm Rd
Sophia, NC 27350

V-12277 A-12367

mailto:etoile@i-phemera.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Benjamin Ostrowski
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:15:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Ostrowski

905 Essex Street
Charlotte, NC 28205

V-12278 A-12368

mailto:bostrowski13@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Michele Hathcock
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:17:26 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Michele Hathcock
5 Pine Grove Court
Arden, NC 28704

V-12279 A-12369

mailto:Mchathcock@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: DAVID HILL
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean air for healthy kids
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:17:32 PM

DAVID HILL from Wilmington, NC writes:

A comprehensive clean energy plan that complies with EPA guidelines is guaranteed to reduce rates of asthma,
 prematurity, and even death among vulnerable children in North Carolina. As a pediatrician, I can't urge our leaders
 strongly enough to protect child health by reducing fine particle emissions through comprehensive clean energy
 planning and enforcement.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): davhill@med.unc.edu

First Name: DAVID

Last Name: HILL

City: Wilmington
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28409

V-12280 A-12370

mailto:davhill@med.unc.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sue Crotts
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:19:24 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Sue Crotts
8@8 Honeysuckle Drive
Greensboro, NC 27408

V-12281 A-12371

mailto:Susancrotts2006@aol.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Teresa Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:19:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Teresa Davis

51 N Merrimon Ave
Unit 407
Asheville, NC 28804

V-12282 A-12372

mailto:trsgeberly@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Soroos
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Energy and Clean Air
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:19:34 PM

Carol Soroos from Raleigh, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): soroos@mindspring.com

First Name: Carol

Last Name: Soroos

City: Raleigh
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27607-3035

V-12283 A-12373

mailto:soroos@mindspring.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marie Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:21:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marie Moore

1777 HWY 70 West
Lot - 39
Marion, NC 28752

8286521404

V-12284 A-12374

mailto:mmarie4@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dawn Klimenko
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:23:07 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Dawn Klimenko
1049 Pine Circle Dr NW
Concord, NC 28027-6082
dawnnicholek@gmail.com

V-12285 A-12375

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lucy Adams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:28:04 PM

Dear Ms. Burleson,

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on Section 15A NCAC 02D
.2700, Standards of Performance for Existing Electric Utility
Generating Units Under Clean Air Act Section 111(d). The actions taken
by North Carolina now could affect North Carolinians for generations.

In the document, "Supporting Basis for Determination of Best System of
Emissions Reduction for Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Emissions from Existing
Electric Utility Generating Units," NC DEQ claims only building block
1 is legal because CAA can apply only within a fenceline, but building
block 3 is simply the addition of new fencelines. Substituting
non-emitting processes, such as renewables, is an accepted method for
industries to reduce emissions.

The choice to pile in on a lawsuit challenging the Clean Power Plan
and to create a plan that ignores two of the CPP's building blocks
creates the risk that if the state loses, the EPA will define the
steps required to achieve the required goals. It is ridiculous that
the state is playing chicken with our future economy and environment.

Although NC DEQ argues that the CPP will increase consumers' electric
bills, the Department ignores the environmental and health costs of
continued fossil fuel use and the limits to business development from
an outdated approach to power systems. The success of the Regional
Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) shows how planning and regional
cooperation can result in greenhouse gas emission reductions and
economic growth. (See the graph on page five of comments on the CPP
from Massachusetts Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs,
Massachusetts Since 1990: Economic Growth and GHG Reductions, for a
comparison of GHG reductions and economic and population growth
(docket id: EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0602-31910, found on
www.regulations.gov)).

I hope that NC DEQ will alter its approach in Section 15A NCAC 02D
.2700 to include the CPP's building blocks two and three. Further, I
hope that NC DEQ will avoid playing politics with our economy and
environment.

Sincerely,

Lucy Adams

V-12286 A-12376

mailto:lhadams2056@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


V-12287 A-12377



From: Cynthia Hill
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:30:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Hill

4010 Oak st
Salisbury, NC 28147

V-12288 A-12378

mailto:Cynthh152@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charlotte Moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:31:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Moore

10 Elkdale Drive
Asheville, NC 28804

V-12289 A-12379

mailto:moolew@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Samuelson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:34:15 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Samuelson

4884 Woody Mill Rd
Greensboro, NC 27406

V-12290 A-12380

mailto:ssamuelson33@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Florence Krupnick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:40:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Florence Krupnick

10 Greenwood Place
Asheville, NC 28803

V-12291 A-12381

mailto:florencekrupnick@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brandi Akinade
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:41:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brandi Akinade

120 cloverfield ct
Winston salem, NC 27127

V-12292 A-12382

mailto:Brandicrotts@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: carole conrad
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:47:16 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

carole conrad
48 carriage lane
piney creek, NC 28663

V-12293 A-12383

mailto:casuco@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Vishal Barot
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:47:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vishal Barot

8510 Bella Reese Rd
Apt 304
Charlotte, NC 28277

4124988099

V-12294 A-12384

mailto:vishalbars@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Nancy Fahey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:49:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Nancy Fahey

707 Darwin Dr
WILMINGTON, NC 28405

V-12295 A-12385

mailto:turtlehaul@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eleanor Hamme
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:49:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Hamme

95 Adams Circle
Pinehuest, NC 28374

V-12296 A-12386

mailto:EPHom@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Glenn Thesing
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:49:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Glenn Thesing

133 Windsong Drive
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-12297 A-12387

mailto:rhythmjunky@rocketmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Maryann White
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:49:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Maryann White

p o box 285
Bostic, NC 28018

V-12298 A-12388

mailto:lemans78@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Francia
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:52:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Francia

2019 Laurel Park Hwy
Hendersonville, NC 28739

V-12299 A-12389

mailto:alias246@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Joseph Duffey
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 9:54:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joseph Duffey

1741 1st St NE
Hickory, NC 28601

V-12300 A-12390

mailto:joseph_duffey@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Chandler
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:01:00 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Lisa Chandler
120 Painted Bunting Dr
Troutman, NC 28 166

V-12301 A-12391

mailto:lchandler.lc75@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Roby Lesesne
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:02:56 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Roby Lesesne
200 Sierra VIsta
Boone, NC 28607

V-12302 A-12392

mailto:rlesesne@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Dave Hopp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)"111(d)"
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:03:21 PM

Dave Hopp from Pittsboro, NC writes:

I am disappointed in the NCDEQ draft plan.  The state needs to stop supporting the large fossil fuel energy
 companies.  The state needs to fully support and encourage  solar energy at a minimum to the federal guidelines

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): hopp9@msn.com

First Name: Dave

Last Name: Hopp

City: Pittsboro
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27312

V-12303 A-12393

mailto:hopp9@msn.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ana Teixeira
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:03:58 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ana Teixeira

104 Tutbury Pl
Cary, NC 27519

V-12304 A-12394

mailto:anacbteixeira@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Calhoun
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:04:10 PM

Dear Ms. Burleson:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Proposed Rules to comply with the EPA Clean
 Power Plan.

As a native North Carolinian, I have been encouraged by North Carolina's record of leadership in
 the Southeast in making progress in cleaning our air and developing a strong clean energy
 industry--from the Clean Smokestacks Act to developing the first Renewable Energy Portfolio
 Standard in the Southeast, to providing incentives for solar energy development, N.C. has set a
 strong example. As a result, our state is in an excellent position to meet the requirements of the
 Clean Power Plan, yet inexplicably DEQ has offered an inadequate plan which misses the mark,
 while omitting the crucial role for growing clean energy alternatives and energy efficiency efforts
 in meeting EPA’s goals. Curiously, there has been no announced stakeholder process, to gain
 input from citizens to forge a strong North Carolina plan. Citizens would welcome this.
The question today is, “Is North Carolina willing to step up and be a positive participant in the
 worldwide effort to limit carbon emissions and climate change?” A strong and just clean power
 plan is a step forward toward that goal, doing our part as a member of the global community.

Meeting or exceeding the reasonable EPA goals will yield benefits for N.C. From lessening our
 reliance on coal from mountaintop removal, to helping our clean energy industry continue it’s
 great record of creating jobs. The cheapest and least polluting fuel is the one that isn’t burned,
 and we can do much to conserve energy, creatively building energy efficiency into the Clean
 Power Plan. By participating in the Clean Energy Incentive Program, there is great potential to
 reduce energy usage and lower the financial burden of energy bills for low-income persons, while
 reducing carbon emissions by making housing more energy-efficient.

Meeting the CPP goals are crucial for N.C. Beyond the imminent threat of sea level rise, we also
 know that the success of our farmers and vineyards depend on a stable climate and seasonal
 changes, moderate rainfall. We are proud of our sustainably-grown, local produce, so we need to
 do all we can to protect our farms from the threats of climate change.

When future generations look back at this pivotal time in history, will they see that we showed
 leadership, met the challenge and were part of the solution to climate change? We need a strong
 clean power plan that meets and exceeds the EPA goals.

John Calhoun
1416 Brookstown Avenue
Winston-Salem, N.C. 27101

V-12305 A-12395

mailto:johnccalhoun@bellsouth.net
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: paul gallimore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:05:12 PM

paul gallimore from Leicester, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): paul@longbrancheec.org

First Name: paul

Last Name: gallimore

City: Leicester
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28748

V-12306 A-12396

mailto:paul@longbrancheec.org
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wilbur Potter
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:06:13 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Wilbur Potter
3620 Cedar Dr
Greenville, NC 27834

V-12307 A-12397

mailto:Skippotter@aol.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: John Lott
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:08:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Lott

33 Clearwater Dr
Durham, NC 27707

V-12308 A-12398

mailto:Johnbbsl@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Francis Chandler
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:09:53 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Francis Chandler

207 Murray Street
Hillsborough, NC 27278

V-12309 A-12399

mailto:knarfhill@embarqmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bob Haas
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:16:00 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bob Haas

3602 Rising River Lane
Greensboro, NC 27409

V-12310 A-12400

mailto:haas9530@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kate Fleming
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:23:28 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Kate Fleming
Westwood Pl.
Asheville, NC 28806

V-12311 A-12401

mailto:Kfleming333@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Jessie Newton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:24:12 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jessie Newton
2444 Whiteside Rd
Mill Spring, NC 28756-5751
jesscarr6695@gmail.com

V-12312 A-12402

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dana Brown
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:24:29 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Dana Brown
115 Sound Shore Dr
Currituck, NC 27929-9600
abdh08@embarqmail.com

V-12313 A-12403

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gigi Grill
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:25:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gigi Grill

110 Holly Hills Lane
Manteo, NC 27954

V-12314 A-12404

mailto:Gigigrill@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Pope
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:26:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Pope

3541 Sunny Dunes Rd
Palm Springs, CA 92264

V-12315 A-12405

mailto:hawaii6248@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karen Yost
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:28:42 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Karen Yost
5489 Valley Run Street
Hickory, NC 28601

V-12316 A-12406

mailto:krnyst@embarqmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Rebekah Keith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:30:27 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rebekah Keith

10301 Boyce Rd
Cresmoor, NC 27522

V-12317 A-12407

mailto:Rkeithtouchrx@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Parry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:34:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Parry

137 Sandee Dr
Angier, NC 27501

(919) 331-1132

V-12318 A-12408

mailto:dparry1@centurylink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leona Whichard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:42:09 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leona Whichard

84402 Winslow
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

V-12319 A-12409

mailto:lpwhichard@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: linda gantt
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:50:31 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

linda gantt
3132 braddock dr
raleigh, NC 27612

V-12320 A-12410

mailto:mgantt2@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Rachel Bartlett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:53:34 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Rachel Bartlett
59 Clinchfield Loop
Marion, NC 28752-4290
RachelleLeAnn319@yahoo.com

V-12321 A-12411

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ann Aruzza
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:54:56 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Ann Aruzza
501 Cobblestone Dr
Wilmington, NC 28405-3067
annie05404@hotmail.com

V-12322 A-12412

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Colleen Butterfield
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:55:02 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Colleen Butterfield
11530 Colbert Creek Loop
Raleigh, NC 27614-6649
colleenbutterfield1@gmail.com

V-12323 A-12413

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brittany Howell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:55:09 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Brittany Howell
126a Taylor Blvd
Newport, NC 28570-6414
bnhowell88@gmail.com

V-12324 A-12414

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Clint O"Brien
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:55:23 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Clint O'Brien
3800 Westbury Lake Dr
Raleigh, NC 27603-5189
barky0813@yahoo.ca

V-12325 A-12415

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Renee Hayes
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 10:58:37 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Renee Hayes
6903 Fairview Church Rd.
Trinity, NC 27370

V-12326 A-12416

mailto:renee.hayes1956@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Betsy Curlin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:07:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Betsy Curlin

733 Plantation Estates
Apt B-108
Matthews, NC 28105

6265902763

V-12327 A-12417

mailto:betsycurlin@rocketmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gregory Hairston
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:07:57 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,Gregory Hairston

Gregory Hairston
1070 Brookridge Drive
Walnut Cove, NC 27052

V-12328 A-12418

mailto:hairstongregl@triad.rr.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Darrell Garner
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:14:55 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Darrell Garner
170 Teaberry Drive
Boone, NC 28607

V-12329 A-12419

mailto:garnerde@charter.net
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Scott
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:23:14 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Barbara Scott
1476 Ce Farr Ln
Hudson, NC 28638-8890
premierbscott@yahoo.com

V-12330 A-12420

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Billie Ruth Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:27:54 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Billie Ruth Smith
365 Abel Rd
Canton, NC 28716-8410
brws47@bellsouth.net

V-12331 A-12421

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Leslie Morris
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:31:22 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Leslie Morris

24 Tampa Avenue
Asheville, NC 28806

V-12332 A-12422

mailto:lhm24@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: David Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:38:07 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

David Williams

4583 Sanderosa Road
Fayetteville, NC 28312

910-835-1130

V-12333 A-12423

mailto:w4327@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Lande
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:53:06 PM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Linda Lande
5011 White Horse Dr
Greensboro, NC 27410-9559
functionaltherapyassoc@hotmail.com

V-12334 A-12424

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Martinez
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:53:24 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

John Martinez
405 Holiday HIlls Dr.
Boone, NC 28607

V-12335 A-12425

mailto:johnny.m.martinez@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Andrews
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2016 11:57:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Andrews

201 Hillside Ave Unit-E
Charlotte NC
Charlotte, NC 28209

V-12336 A-12426

mailto:tartandoll39@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Erica Gunnison
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 12:01:10 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Erica Gunnison
68 Kentucky Dr
Apt C
Asheville, NC 28806

V-12337 A-12427

mailto:therevolutoionhasbegun@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Lesia Mills
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 12:19:42 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lesia Mills

PO Box 1183
Clayton, NC 27528

V-12338 A-12428

mailto:zadazoo19@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sue Mccay
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 12:22:52 AM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sue Mccay
4813 Alexander Valley Dr
Charlotte, NC 28270-1528
suanmc@earthlink.net

V-12339 A-12429

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of darryl mcallister
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 12:57:49 AM

Jan 13, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. darryl mcallister
2940 Frontera Pl
Fayetteville, NC 28306-9366
pokemonmaster2003@aol.com

V-12340 A-12430

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Thompson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 1:22:57 AM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Mary Thompson
73 Cherry St
Asheville, NC 28801-2289
mthom4200@yahoo.com

V-12341 A-12431

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paige Bashore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 1:53:21 AM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Paige Bashore
1915 Bird Ln
N Topsail Beach, NC 28460-8077
zpaigez@hotmail.com

V-12342 A-12432

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Rawls
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 1:53:59 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Charles Rawls
72-A Hibriten Drive
Asheville, NC 28801

V-12343 A-12433

mailto:charlierawls@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Virgil
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 1:56:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Virgil

Post Office Box 1145
305 West Main Street
sharpsburg, NC 27878

919-987-9017

V-12344 A-12434

mailto:lindavirgil305@ymail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Barry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 1:57:50 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Barry

4281 Kennedy Road
Thomasville, NC 27360

V-12345 A-12435

mailto:susleebarry@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ellen Hunt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:25:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ellen Hunt

9220 Grassington Way
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-12346 A-12436

mailto:ellenmccc@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rose Bevington
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:31:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rose Bevington

274 Stubbs Rd
ellenboro, NC 28040

V-12347 A-12437

mailto:rosefrank77@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Oscar Revilla
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 3:35:20 AM

I support a strong Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Accept the following
 comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Oscar Revilla
Juan de Herrera
San Sebastian de los Reyes, NC 28024

V-12348 A-12438

mailto:25af4dc5@opayq.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Briana Joyner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 3:53:29 AM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Briana Joyner
114 Poole Rd
Ahoskie, NC 27910-8211
bamm.bamm07@gmail.com

V-12349 A-12439

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Braethun Bharathae-Lane
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 4:29:59 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Braethun Bharathae-Lane
56 Lakeshore dr
Asheville, NC 28804

V-12350 A-12440

mailto:brae.thunder@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Kimberly Beech
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 5:27:54 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Beech
1748 Allison Watts Rd
Frankin, NC 28734

V-12351 A-12441

mailto:stilettosnmud@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Jacquelyn Kennedy
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 6:11:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jacquelyn Kennedy

7731 US Hwy 264 E
Washington, NC 27889

2526237065

V-12352 A-12442

mailto:jakikennedy@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Catherine Mitchell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 6:33:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Catherine Mitchell

PO Box 596
Ocracoke, NC 27960

V-12353 A-12443

mailto:mskittymartinmitchell@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Phillip Stebbins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 6:51:52 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Phillip Stebbins

1279 S Main St
Marshall, NC 28753

8287751040

V-12354 A-12444

mailto:philsteb@frontier.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: john Dimling
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:05:54 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

john Dimling
701 Oaklawn Ave
Winston-Salem, NC 27104

V-12355 A-12445

mailto:johndimling@hotmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Natasha Blyznyuk
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:25:21 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Natasha Blyznyuk

2510 Winton Rd
Durham, NC 27707

V-12356 A-12446

mailto:Yatytitam@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of lloyd westbrook
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:28:28 AM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. lloyd westbrook
1979 S Nc Highway 150
Lexington, NC 27295-5026
sunshon911@gmail.com

V-12357 A-12447

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Linda Howell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:45:49 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Linda Howell

64 Frady Lane
WAYNESVILLE, NC 28786

V-12358 A-12448

mailto:two_rottweilers@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Tim Leighton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Poor Excuse For a Clean Power Plan
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:46:35 AM

Tim Leighton from Charlotte, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): timl8n@yahoo.com

First Name: Tim

Last Name: Leighton

City: Charlotte
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28278

V-12359 A-12449

mailto:timl8n@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Schultz
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:57:00 AM

I support a much stronger state Clean Power Plan than the one  the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s
 proposed rules are seeking.  Your weak environmental plan fails to engage stakeholders as required, and fails to
 include clean energy resources.  I ask that you make a determination for a clean environment based on what the
 people of North Carolina would benefit from not what Duke Progress Energy would benefit from and offer the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input. Just like the ACA.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Paul Schultz
36 Antler Valley Drive
Weaverville, NC 28787

V-12360 A-12450

mailto:paulschultz@frontier.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Wally Evans
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:13:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wally Evans

2151 Cecilia road
Elizabethtown, KY 42701

V-12361 A-12451

mailto:Wmevans11@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: daniel shade
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:13:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

daniel shade

5237 woods edge rd
wilmington, NC 28409

V-12362 A-12452

mailto:xdan2@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Elaine Traer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:28:07 AM

Mary Elaine Traer from Raleigh, NC writes:

I was on the faculty of one of our State's major universities for 20 years and would have given a C- on this plan.  It
 fails to directly address the issues we face and promotes delay in critical decisions.   We must implement plans that
 directly address the energy problems we face and make progress toward cleaner alternatives rather than delay
 tactics.  Shame on our State for contributing to the problem rather than solving it. We need a honest plan.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): ttraer@earthlink.net

First Name: Mary Elaine

Last Name: Traer

City: Raleigh
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27609

V-12363 A-12453

mailto:ttraer@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: evelyn sanborn
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:30:33 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

evelyn sanborn
1618 Glenheath Dr
Hendersonville, NC 28791

V-12364 A-12454

mailto:evspa@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Sandra Bundgaard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:31:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Bundgaard

1702 Natchez Trace
Greensboro, NC 27455

336-286-0864

V-12365 A-12455

mailto:Shbundgaard@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Mims
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:38:10 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Thomas Mims
43 long street
Asheville, NC 28804

V-12366 A-12456

mailto:Thomasmimsvideo@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Rachel Capen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:40:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rachel Capen

201 Yosemite Rd
Banner Elk, NC 28604

V-12367 A-12457

mailto:capenrachel@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cameron Riddle
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:51:07 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Cameron Riddle
1111 Brockmore Dr
Lenoir, NC 28645

V-12368 A-12458

mailto:criddle@caldwellschools.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Rose
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:53:23 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Rose

70 Acorn Lane
Fletcher, NC 28732

8286289670

V-12369 A-12459

mailto:judyrose1937@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Monica Rowe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:03:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Monica Rowe

4847 walnut grove st
Harrisburg, NC 28075

V-12370 A-12460

mailto:Mwrowe05@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Bolduc
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:05:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Bolduc

3096 Purple Finch Ln
Holden Beach, NC 28462

V-12371 A-12461

mailto:mbolducsr@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cody Allen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:08:20 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cody Allen

705 Mayo St
Shelby, NC 28152

V-12372 A-12462

mailto:csallen4@ncsu.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Josh Ligon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:12:00 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Josh Ligon

107 Mossbark Ln
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-12373 A-12463

mailto:Joshualigon@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephen Edgerton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:13:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). We should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

This is a global problem of huge proportions, and it requires US leadership to solve. This means all US citizens must
 do their part to reduce carbon emissions, including we North Carolinians.

The EPA has worked with stakeholders of all types to craft a balanced and achievable approach. Don't let partisan
 politics stand in the way of taking this vital first step towards combating climate change!

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, and our energy mix, and is instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what
 is best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Stephen Edgerton

117 Virginia Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-12374 A-12464

mailto:sedgerton@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cathy Wagoner
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:19:24 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cathy Wagoner

3617 w mill forest ct
Raleigh, NC 27606

V-12375 A-12465

mailto:cathywagoner@att.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Quint David
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:20:16 AM

Dear DEQ,

NC once again has a chance to be a leader, and NC once again seems to be choosing to be the laughingstock of the
 nation instead.

California is doing it, and their economy is stronger than ever. NC can either get left in the dust (and smog) or get
 their act together. Picking a fight with the feds is wasteful and childish. 1%? Is this a joke?

This requirement is the perfect cover for the republicans to push for  new infrastructure development and updates to
 our state that even the most ignorant cavemen will admit NC badly needs. NC should be a leader, like Tennessee,
 and not crumple under the weight of the energy lobby.

Tennessee noted that their current power upgrade plans already are set to meet 88% of this national carbon reduction
 target without additional measures. What Plans does NC already have in place and what percent of the national
 target were we about to meet anyway? None? Sad.

Below are all the canned comments but I am sure you have heard them enough by now. Please keep us in touch with
 updates to NC's latest comedy act.

Thank you,
-Quint David, Boone NC

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

V-12376 A-12466

mailto:q5quint@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


Quint

Quint David
175 Ridgewood Dr
Boone, NC 28607

V-12377 A-12467



From: Marjorie Carson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:29:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Carson

812 Wood Dale Dr
Kernersville, NC 27284

V-12378 A-12468

mailto:Maccarson48@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kristin Knudsen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:34:05 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kristin Knudsen

600 Maple Street
Brevard, NC 28712

V-12379 A-12469

mailto:kbknudsen@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John O"Connor
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:38:31 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

John O'Connor
171 Remus Farm Dr.
Statesville, NC 28625

V-12380 A-12470

mailto:littlejack@yadtel.net
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Cathy Handy
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:40:15 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Cathy Handy
2524 Covington Loop
Graham, NC 27253

V-12381 A-12471

mailto:carrjoe@aol.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Cynthia Weeks
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:41:05 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Weeks
P.O. Box 1672
Apt 614
Newport, NC 28570

V-12382 A-12472

mailto:cweeks@ec.rr.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Teresa Kazek
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:43:38 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Teresa Kazek
498 Willis cove road
Canton, NC 28716

V-12383 A-12473

mailto:Terrynur@bellsouth.net
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Becki Broda
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:54:48 AM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Becki Broda
PO Box 37668
Raleigh, NC 27627-7668
beckibroda@gmail.com

V-12384 A-12474

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Brewer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:55:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Brewer

11216 Arthur Auten Rd
Huntersville, NC 28078

7048758424

V-12385 A-12475

mailto:mb@brewercoinc.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vivian McGowan
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:55:30 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Vivian McGowan

2621 Lennoxville Rd
Beaufort, NC 28516

252-838-1082

V-12386 A-12476

mailto:vivianmcgowan@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: drew moore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:55:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

drew moore

Springdale way
chapel hill, NC 27517

V-12387 A-12477

mailto:drew.moore@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Debbie Hanke
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:59:36 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Debbie Hanke

132 Albemarle Dr
Ahoskie, NC 27910

V-12388 A-12478

mailto:hankedebbie@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Gill
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:01:37 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charles Gill

6708 Risdon Ct
Raleigh, NC 27616

V-12389 A-12479

mailto:cjgill306@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: jean johnston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:01:38 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

jean johnston

2038 White Pond Court
apex, NC 27523

V-12390 A-12480

mailto:johnstonapex@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Reshower
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:04:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Reshower

3 Glade Creek Acres
Pisgah Forest, NC 28768

8288628362

V-12391 A-12481

mailto:skyzyx@comporium.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:07:25 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Smith

11 Forest Berry Rd
Fletcher, NC 28732

V-12392 A-12482

mailto:lizs99@bellsouth.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sarah Roethlinger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:16:16 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sarah Roethlinger

105 Tynecastle Ct
Greensboro, NC 27455

3364023777

V-12393 A-12483

mailto:slroethlinger@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Karolynne Mobley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:55:05 AM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Karolynne Mobley
821 Walnut St
Belmont, NC 28012-3919
karbearloves@aim.com

V-12394 A-12484

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lorrie Belew
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:55:13 AM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Lorrie Belew
313 Windy Hill Rd
Wendell, NC 27591-8323
lnlbelew1210@gmail.com

V-12395 A-12485

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Vivian Swaenepoel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:57:44 AM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Vivian Swaenepoel
503 S Lafayette St
Shelby, NC 28150-5838
vivian.swaenepoel@yahoo.com

V-12396 A-12486

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: linda coley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:57:56 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

linda coley

6419 Sharon Hills Rd
charlotte, NC 28210

7045520802

V-12397 A-12487

mailto:mlc755@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Wood
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 11:07:39 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Susan Wood
7177 Tickle Road
Elon, NC 27244

V-12398 A-12488

mailto:nature2designgirl@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Ellen Arnold
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 11:17:56 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Ellen Arnold
1247 Stoney Brook Ln
Boone, NC 28607

V-12399 A-12489

mailto:earnold47@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Randall Outland
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 11:18:09 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Randall Outland
54 Blink Bonny Dr
Waynesville, NC 28786

V-12400 A-12490

mailto:outlandrd@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: madeline scheer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 11:22:14 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

madeline scheer

160 barnard ave. apt 11
asheville, NC 28804

V-12401 A-12491

mailto:mscheer@unca.edu
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dwight Grissom
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 11:22:17 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Dwight Grissom

4515 tamaron dr
Greensboro, NC 27410

V-12402 A-12492

mailto:Dwightdgrissom@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beth Padgett
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 11:28:29 AM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Beth Padgett
131 Glen Eagle Dr
Waynesville, NC 28786-8165
padgett.beth08@gmail.com

V-12403 A-12493

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katie Harris
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Please consider one woman"s opinion on 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 11:38:31 AM

Dear Governor,

I moved from Tennessee to North Carolina four years ago. I am proud of my former state, Tennessee, and its status
 as the first state to effectively ban mountain top removal. I am also proud of its green power plan with TVA. I'd like
 to feel equally proud of my new state allegiance--- to North Carolina, which possesses mountains and rivers far
 more grand and also crucial to the public health than what lies in Tennessee.

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,
Katie Harris

Katie Harris
43 Hart Road, Pisgah Forest, NC, United States
Pisgah Forest, NC 28768

V-12404 A-12494

mailto:katie.rowe.harris@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: marcia gest
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 11:47:28 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

marcia gest

1160 Fearrington post
Pittsboro, NC 27312

V-12405 A-12495

mailto:tosummerhere@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Williams
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 11:49:43 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Judith Williams
16 Vance Circle
Lexington, NC 27292

V-12406 A-12496

mailto:judithjw@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Ryan Gaglianese-Woody
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 11:55:49 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely, Ryan Gaglianese-Woody

Ryan Gaglianese-Woody
186 Cecil Miller Rd.
Boone, NC 28608

V-12407 A-12497

mailto:gaglianesewoodyra@appstate.edu
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: jean johnston
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)clean power plan
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 11:57:06 AM

jean johnston from apex, NC writes:

this plan doesn't begin to fix the power problems in our state. You know what needs to be done! Do it.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): johnstonapex@nc.rr.com

First Name: jean

Last Name: johnston

City: apex
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27523-6272

V-12408 A-12498

mailto:johnstonapex@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Matthew Reusch
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 11:57:21 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Matthew Reusch
10313 Battle Ct
Charlotte, NC 28215

V-12409 A-12499

mailto:Mreusch@uncc.edu
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: June Wilkins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Environment clean up
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 12:00:41 PM

June Wilkins from Cape Carteret, NC writes:

It's way past time for NC to clean up our water and our air quality in NC. No more delays--it has gone on until all of
 us need to start buying our water. Also climate change is real!

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): jwilkins@ec.rr.com

First Name: June

Last Name: Wilkins

City: Cape Carteret
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28584

V-12410 A-12500

mailto:jwilkins@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Albrecht
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 12:07:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Albrecht

367 Battleground Rd
Atkinson, NC 28421

V-12411 A-12501

mailto:albrechtwj@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stephanie Langston
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 12:08:42 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Please take our concerns seriously!

Sincerely,
Stephanie Langston

Stephanie Langston
562 Jakes Mountain Road
Deep Gap, NC 28618

V-12412 A-12502

mailto:langstonsc@appstate.edu
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Lisa Shue
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 12:19:45 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Lisa Shue

222 durgin springs rd
Sanford,  27330

V-12413 A-12503

mailto:archie102613@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Emma Greenbaum
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 12:26:07 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Emma Greenbaum
53 Congress Street
Asheville, NC 28801

V-12414 A-12504

mailto:emma.greenbaum@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Billy Wise
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 12:28:03 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Billy Wise
385 Howards Creek Mill Rd
Vale, NC 28168-8641
billylbradley@gmail.com

V-12415 A-12505

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anita Goldschmidt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 12:45:52 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anita Goldschmidt

450 Sugar Creek Dr
Cedar Mountain, NC 28718

V-12416 A-12506

mailto:agcreates@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James Stone
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 12:53:38 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

James Stone
647 Town Mountain Road
#201
Asheville, NC 28804

V-12417 A-12507

mailto:jimsto@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Sue Benoist
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 1:30:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sue Benoist

100 Spruce pine lane
Mill Spring, NC 28756

V-12418 A-12508

mailto:Suebenoist@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Dyer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 1:31:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Donna Dyer

6244 Towles Road
Wilmington, NC 28409

V-12419 A-12509

mailto:donnaldyer@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gerald Parker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 1:31:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gerald Parker

165 Everidge Road
Winston Salem, NC 27103

3366084275

V-12420 A-12510

mailto:kahuna-7@earthlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Mitchell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 1:34:03 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Mitchell

1010 japonica court
Knightdale, NC 27545

V-12421 A-12511

mailto:Jennifer.mitchell1229@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Beth Henry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 1:37:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Henry

3066 Stoneybrook Road
Charlotte, NC 28205

V-12422 A-12512

mailto:Bethhenry54@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: karl stupka
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 1:43:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP).

You should also.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

karl stupka

300 west hargett st
APT 326
raleigh, NC 27601

2523673720

V-12423 A-12513

mailto:metalangus@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marissa Kaufman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 1:43:46 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Marissa Kaufman

16 WESTWOOD DR
CANDLER, NC 28715

V-12424 A-12514

mailto:marissakaufman@icloud.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brenda Farnham
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 1:44:26 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Brenda Farnham

10400 John Price Rd
Lot 38
Charlotte, NC 28273

V-12425 A-12515

mailto:blf0616@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Randal Pride
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 1:48:37 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Randal Pride
PO Box 25
PO Box 25
Arden, NC 28704

V-12426 A-12516

mailto:randalpride@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Hauser
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:01:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

Dear Governor McCrory,

You are responsible for exposing North Carolinians to toxic waste.  You care nothing for the welfare of North
 Carolinians, only for the profits of your campaign contributors.  You have gutted DENR to purposefully let industry
 cut corners at the expense of the health of North Carolinians and our neighbors.  You action on this clean air bill to
 oppose the federal regulations by purposefully failing to meet the federal standards are foolish and squander the tax
 payers' money. 

CS Lewis speaks of those who claim the mantle of the church for political gain in The Screwtape Letters.  You have
 obviously fallen under the temptation of a demon to by saying you are a man of faith and then working against
 God's people at every turn for your own personal and political profit.  Your actions will be held against you on the
 Dreadful Day when all secrets are know, and in the next election, in which I hope you are soundly beaten.

Sincerely,

Thomas Hauser

241 Petree Rd
Winston-Salem, NC 27106

919-357-2614

V-12427 A-12517

mailto:thauser3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wendy Horne
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:01:47 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wendy Horne

1192 McCaskill Road
Carthage, NC 28327

V-12428 A-12518

mailto:whorne2006@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Steffany Maus
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:03:01 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Steffany Maus
7904 Lighthouse Way
Indian Trail, NC 28079-8638
steffanymaus@yahoo.com

V-12429 A-12519

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Aarthi n
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:04:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Aarthi n

Morrisville
MORRISVILLE, NC 27560

V-12430 A-12520

mailto:aarthiaravind10@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Christy Sanders
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:04:22 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Christy Sanders
7825 Calibre Crossing Dr
Charlotte, NC 28227-7737
csanders@carolina.rr.com

V-12431 A-12521

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christopher Edwards
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:06:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christopher Edwards

P.O. Box 647
Farmville, NC 27828

2527535111

V-12432 A-12522

mailto:cedwards@farmvillenclaw.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret Townsend
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:07:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Margaret Townsend

8112 Bluffridge Drive
Raleigh, NC 27615

V-12433 A-12523

mailto:omaforever@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mitchell McGuire
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:08:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mitchell McGuire

1203 Windsor Drive
wilmington, NC 28403

9103987110

V-12434 A-12524

mailto:dogface148@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Christian Baker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:09:20 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Christian Baker
7904 Lighthouse Way
Indian Trail, NC 28079-8638
bakerc2009@gmail.com

V-12435 A-12525

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cathy Narron
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:10:34 PM

Cathy Narron from Kenly, NC writes:

I’m greatly disappointed with this draft “plan” from the NC Department of Environmental Quality. It does not go far
 enough to ensure a clean air and clean energy future for North Carolina. Even worse, this draft “plan” wastes
 taxpayer dollars and precious time. We need to address unregulated carbon pollution for our families and our future.
 We need to shift away from dangerous fossil fuels, including coal, oil, and natural gas, and continue to make
 investments in renewable energy and energy-efficiency technologies. This draft “plan” does none of that, even
 though our state is a leader in the Southeast and nation when it comes to solar energy. It’s time NCDEQ take this
 process seriously and make decisions that will actually make a difference for our state. I implore the Governor and
 the administration to draft a real plan that meets federal guidelines and protects the health and safety of our state’s
 people, economy, and environment.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): spencerjunk57@gmail.com

First Name: Cathy

Last Name: Narron

City: Kenly
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27542

V-12436 A-12526

mailto:spencerjunk57@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Louise Cottrell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:20:35 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Louise Cottrell
206 Clearwater Dr
Morganton, NC 28655-9693
lsldcottrell@aol.com

V-12437 A-12527

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Michael hogg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:21:04 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Michael hogg
97 Stone Place Rd
Dunn, NC 28334-1789
m.hogg@rmt.org.uk

V-12438 A-12528

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Philip Maier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:21:20 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Philip Maier
278 Rosswood Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27516-9535
fiilco@gmail.com

V-12439 A-12529

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: maria allu
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:22:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

maria allu

12 Flycatcher Way
arden, NC 28704

V-12440 A-12530

mailto:celesteallu@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: phyllis greene
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:24:56 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. phyllis greene
3220 Wellingford Dr
High Point, NC 27265-2244
phyllis.greene@qorvo.com

V-12441 A-12531

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sardie Izzard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:28:59 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sardie Izzard
1102 Kindley St
Greensboro, NC 27406-4213
sardieizzard@yahoo.com

V-12442 A-12532

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katie Jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:31:25 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Katie Jackson
4045 Lamond Dr
Winston Salem, NC 27101-6303
ktea91595@hotmail.com

V-12443 A-12533

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Carol Greenman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:34:32 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carol Greenman

4805 Breakers Lane
Asheville,  28806

V-12444 A-12534

mailto:carolgreenman@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Richard Vanderpool
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:37:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Richard Vanderpool

5014  Candlenut Dr
Fayetteville, NC 28312

V-12445 A-12535

mailto:rmvanderpool56@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Thomas Quinn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:37:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Thomas Quinn

1313 meadston dr
Durham, NC 27712

V-12446 A-12536

mailto:monkeytq90@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eric Larsen
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:38:51 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Eric Larsen
1567 Crestlawn Trail
Pfafftown, NC 27040

V-12447 A-12537

mailto:revericlarsen@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Kenneth Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:46:04 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Williams

6012 Bur Trl
Raleigh, NC 27616

919-516-0491

V-12448 A-12538

mailto:PriusHybridster@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christian Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Energy Plan
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:54:04 PM

Christian Smith from Kinston, NC writes:

The NCDEQ, the Governor, and our representative lawmakers are all responsible for honestly adopting a plan to
 truly work for clean energy, clean air and water, and to stop playing political games with our lives and our state
 financial resources. Please ditch your poor draft plan and make a proper one!

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): databasemaker@mac.com

First Name: Christian

Last Name: Smith

City: Kinston
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28504

V-12449 A-12539

mailto:databasemaker@mac.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Emily Walker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 2:54:58 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Emily Walker
2705 Lowell Rd
Gastonia, NC 28054-1431
emilymariewalker2@gmail.com

V-12450 A-12540

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kristen Kurczak
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 3:01:43 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kristen Kurczak

112 Monthomery st
Raleigh, NC 27607

V-12451 A-12541

mailto:Kristenkurczak@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Diane Beger
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 3:02:16 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Diane Beger
918 balcombe Rd
Rocky point, NC 28457

V-12452 A-12542

mailto:Dianebeger1@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: William Rule
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Environment
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 3:03:43 PM

William Rule from Beaufort, NC writes:

Let North Carolina not only co-operate but go extra lengths to insure conversion to clean power, clean air and clean
 pure water--put our grandchildren ahead of short term business interests at every choice we make

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): stan_rule@yahoo.com

First Name: William

Last Name: Rule

City: Beaufort
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28516

V-12453 A-12543

mailto:stan_rule@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Todd Fife
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 3:03:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Todd Fife

221 Richmond Rd
Salisbury, NC 28144

7752234449

V-12454 A-12544

mailto:toddreddington@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Eilene Jacobs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 3:07:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eilene Jacobs

111 Arbor Dr
Washington, NC 27889

V-12455 A-12545

mailto:etjacobs68@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Ronnie Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 3:13:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I fully support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the
 Clean Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense. No sense at all for us and future generations.

Clean air is good and essential for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the
 right thing and protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ronnie Smith

103 Robin Lane
Edenton, NC 27932

V-12456 A-12546

mailto:splitshotr@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Marty Pegram
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 3:14:01 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Marty Pegram
2420 E. Brief Road
Monroe, NC 28110

V-12457 A-12547

mailto:downsouth5207@aol.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Bob Rackley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 3:17:19 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Bob Rackley
911 S 4th St
Wilmington, NC 28401-5615
bobrackley86@gmail.com

V-12458 A-12548

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: marie zakos
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 3:31:04 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. marie zakos
5305 Hwy 117 S.
Burgaw, NC 28425
banoshipchk421@aol.com

V-12459 A-12549

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Paul Hawkins
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 3:31:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Paul Hawkins

316 Heather Cir
Brevard, NC 28712

V-12460 A-12550

mailto:mrhawkins@comporium.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Georgia Roach
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 3:34:20 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Georgia Roach
4312 Voss Ave
Greensboro, NC 27405-2835
gmroach57@yahoo.com

V-12461 A-12551

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Teresa Howachyn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 3:49:35 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Teresa Howachyn

315 Lookout Terrace
Black Mountian, NC 28711

V-12462 A-12552

mailto:tekla@teklasculpture.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Melissa Cannon
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 3:52:51 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Melissa Cannon
1632 Abbott Farm Rd
Winterville, NC 28590-7712
Melissaecannon@gmail.com

V-12463 A-12553

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Rose Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 3:55:48 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Rose Davis

10350 w bay harbor dr
Miami, FL 33154

V-12464 A-12554

mailto:Beetricewd@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Penny Allen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 4:00:04 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Penny Allen
1109 Mable Ave
Kannapolis, NC 28083-2846
want2bebythec@aol.com

V-12465 A-12555

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laurie nardokunst
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 4:14:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laurie nardokunst

103 white swan way
Swansboro, NC 28584

V-12466 A-12556

mailto:LD12@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sonia Wrather
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 4:27:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sonia Wrather

210 Millet Dr
Morrisville, NC 27560

V-12467 A-12557

mailto:sonia-w@nc.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katherine Helms
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 4:31:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine Helms

582 McAlpin Ln
Taylorsville, NC 28681

V-12468 A-12558

mailto:katnissstar@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jeanette Sarbo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 4:31:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jeanette Sarbo

931 Providence Glen Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

V-12469 A-12559

mailto:jeanettesarbo@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Katharine Gentry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 4:31:39 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katharine Gentry

4909 Eris Lane
Gso, NC 27301

V-12470 A-12560

mailto:kagey1952@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Kelsie Taylor
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 4:33:50 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kelsie Taylor
141 Clark Snider Rd
Lexington, NC 27295-6523
mamaw19621@gmail.com

V-12471 A-12561

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christine McCready
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 4:39:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christine McCready

4106 Columbine Circle
Charlotte, NC 28211

7043669944

V-12472 A-12562

mailto:christine.mccready@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Judith Brockelman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 4:49:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Judith Brockelman

1109 Lake Breeze Court
Leland, NC 28451

9103833409

V-12473 A-12563

mailto:jdbrockelman@sbcglobal.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Felisa Meier
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 4:55:34 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Felisa Meier

6328 Monterrey Creek Dr
Durham, NC 27713

V-12474 A-12564

mailto:felisa.meier@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Wanda Mckinney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 5:01:41 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Wanda Mckinney
4223 Lawrence Daniel Dr
Matthews, NC 28104-4956
wandad03@windstream.net

V-12475 A-12565

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Chelsea Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 5:05:26 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Chelsea Johnson
12011 Shandon Cir
Charlotte, NC 28226-3821
chelseaisag@aol.com

V-12476 A-12566

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Milly Guill
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 5:13:54 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Milly Guill

8127 County Home Road
Ayden, NC 28513

V-12477 A-12567

mailto:mguilly@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Teresa Engel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 5:26:30 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Teresa Engel
760 Murdocksville Rd
West End, NC 27376-8806
teresa.engel@gmail.com

V-12478 A-12568

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Margaret McDonald
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 5:51:29 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Margaret McDonald
2802 Moorings Way SE
Southport, NC 28461-8328
pegngreg48@gmail.com

V-12479 A-12569

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: James French
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 6:12:21 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. James French
7 Ector St
Asheville, NC 28806-1902
French_t3@hotmail.com

V-12480 A-12570

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Feraco
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 6:31:50 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Patricia Feraco
1226 Willow Rd
Hendersonville, NC 28739-5646
feracorocks@gmail.com

V-12481 A-12571

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christie Goodman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 6:33:39 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Christie Goodman
3303 Winburn Dr
Greensboro, NC 27410-8366
goodmac@gcsnc.com

V-12482 A-12572

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Mary Sherman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 6:42:21 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Mary Sherman
69 Morgan Paige Dr
Hendersonville, NC 28792-9404
marykaycamp27@gmail.com

V-12483 A-12573

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Burkovich
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:06:41 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Donna Burkovich
1002 Bikar Ct
Indian Trail, NC 28079-6592
dtburkovich@gmail.com

V-12484 A-12574

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: April Wiblitzhouser
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:06:51 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. April Wiblitzhouser
14108 Praxis Way
Cary, NC 27519-0040
alwiblitzhouser@gmail.com

V-12485 A-12575

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Lauren Hoover
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:07:30 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Lauren Hoover
114 Deerfield Dr
King, NC 27021-9235
laurenrlloyd@gmail.com

V-12486 A-12576

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Anne Jones
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:07:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anne Jones

158 Buckingham Road
Winston Salem,  27104

V-12487 A-12577

mailto:Annejones414@comcast.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Grant Millin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111 (d) and CleanTech innovation
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:08:05 PM

Dear NC DEQ,

I can honestly say I recognize the density of the EPA Clean Power Plan as is presents a variety of challenges. Yet as
 an NC citizen with a Sustainability and Security Studies degree and a wealth of information on CleanTech
 innovation issues I can say with confidence that the opportunities in managing these complexities and delivering on
 a range of sustainability innovations in North Carolina—and most importantly exploiting and building on North
 Carolina’s existing innovation capabilities as a globally recognized region leading on sustainability innovation in
 the face of challenges like anthropogenic climate change—developing a proper NC Clean Power Plan is relevant
 and important strategy.

More citizens and political leaders are understanding where Duke Energy stands and what’s next in terms of the
 actual CleanTech innovation market is part of what’s already happening in the Asheville area. It’s pointless to
 retard these innovations and the opening up of how we responsibly render value through energy here in North
 Carolina, across the nation and globe.

It is difficult to understand why NC DEQ is focusing only on ‘inside the fence’ coal-fired electricity generation
 CO2e mitigation when good planning baselines exist for innovative mass-based CO2e mitigation strategy. I look
 forward to collaborating with NC DEQ soon in better developing our statewide CleanTech innovation capabilities.

Best wishes,

Grant Millin, Innovation Strategist and Owner
InnovoGraph LLC - Strategic Innovation Services and Management Consulting
PO Box 9446
Asheville, NC 28815
Cell: 828.423.2266
Office: 828.298.5706
Email: grant@innovograph.com
URL: www.innovograph.com
AboutMe Page: http://about.me/grantmillin

InnovoGraph makes strategic innovation work.

This message (including any attachments) contains confidential information intended for a specific individual and
 purpose, and is protected by law.  If you are not the intended recipient, you should delete this message and are
 hereby notified that any disclosure, copy, or distribution of this message, or the taking of any action based on it, is
 strictly prohibited.

V-12488 A-12578

mailto:grantmillin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov
http://about.me/grantmillin


From: Kimberly Zimmerman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:13:21 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kimberly Zimmerman
6116 Riverside Dr
Wake Forest, NC 27587-9540
catmagnet@earthlink.net

V-12489 A-12579

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Claudia MacDonald
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:13:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Claudia MacDonald

8819 Firestreak Dr
Charlotte, NC 28216

V-12490 A-12580

mailto:dobimacd@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: t messimer
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:14:22 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. t messimer
mark edwards
goldsboro, NC 27534
abmessimer@hotmail.com

V-12491 A-12581

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kristin Hawk
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:23:23 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kristin Hawk

4156 Breezewood Drive
Wilmington, NC 28412

V-12492 A-12582

mailto:Kristin.elaine.hawk@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Heidi Haehlen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:43:13 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Heidi Haehlen

PO Box 1950
Clyde, NC 28721

V-12493 A-12583

mailto:flutecat8@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Madelon Capozziello
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:51:50 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Madelon Capozziello
21 Lakeview Rd
Asheville, NC 28804-2324
madeloncapozziello@yahoo.com

V-12494 A-12584

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Amber Merenda
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 7:54:43 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Amber Merenda
764 Crestview Dr
Leicester, NC 28748-7430
anmerenda@gmail.com

V-12495 A-12585

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Cheri Nipper
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:00:44 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Cheri Nipper
76 Debra Lane
Asheville, NC 28806

V-12496 A-12586

mailto:cprocker3@live.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Marilyn Cozart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:03:53 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Marilyn Cozart
713 Wilmont St SW
Lenoir, NC 28645-9452
cozart_marilyn@yahoo.com

V-12497 A-12587

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Marina Ortiz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:06:05 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Marina Ortiz
2115 21st St SE
Hickory, NC 28602-3578
marinaog971@gmail.com

V-12498 A-12588

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Harry Thompson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:07:49 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Harry Thompson

2108-B Dovedale Drive
Greenville, NC 27834

2523556659

V-12499 A-12589

mailto:harryt451@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Andrea Hodges
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:16:33 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Andrea Hodges
4095 Canal St
Linden, NC 28356-9730
ahodges843@gmail.com

V-12500 A-12590

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Elizabeth Millican
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:18:08 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Elizabeth Millican
1680 Hendersonville Rd
Asheville, NC 28803-3216
elizabethamillican@students.abtech.edu

V-12501 A-12591

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Rister
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:19:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Rister

323 Winding Woods Way
Beaufort, NC 28516

V-12502 A-12592

mailto:mistydawn@ec.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Holly Conlin
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:25:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Holly Conlin

232 Yorkshire Drive
sylva, NC 28779

V-12503 A-12593

mailto:hollyconlin@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barbara Lembo
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:31:51 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barbara Lembo

3941 Arborway
Charlotte, NC 28211

V-12504 A-12594

mailto:Bhl144@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Zoe Dion
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:40:01 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Zoe Dion

1829 Reaves Dr
Raleigh, NC 27608

V-12505 A-12595

mailto:zoedion7@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susie Bell
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:40:14 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susie Bell

339 Ridge View Dr
Asheville, NC 28803

V-12506 A-12596

mailto:chupaflor77@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Dana Reynolds
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:43:01 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Dana Reynolds
3212 Stoneburg Ct
Greensboro, NC 27409-8835
danareynolds313@gmail.com

V-12507 A-12597

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: janis epton
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:46:02 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

janis epton

3005 woods pl
raleigh, NC 27607

V-12508 A-12598

mailto:motherofserpents@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mary Maness
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:47:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Green energy is our future. Other states and countries around the world recognize this. This plan to fail makes our
 state look backward and ignorant. Promoting damaging fossil fuel technology at the risk of our clean air and water
 shows Big Oil influence on our state government.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mary Maness

111 Walnut Creek Dr
Goldsboro, NC 27534

9197789859

V-12509 A-12599

mailto:mitzi671@suddenlink.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Hughes
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:47:32 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Donna Hughes
139 NC Hwy 141
Murphy, NC 28906

V-12510 A-12600

mailto:djmartinhughes@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Teresa Baker
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 8:55:31 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Teresa Baker

PO Box 1008
Creedmoor, NC 27522

919-632-8523

V-12511 A-12601

mailto:mommaresax3@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Donna Bullock
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:03:51 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Donna Bullock
6112 Sabine Dr
Fayetteville, NC 28304

V-12512 A-12602

mailto:dbullock911@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: hilary m knause
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:03:56 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

hilary m knause

11 Canterbury Rd
_
Asheville, NC 28805

V-12513 A-12603

mailto:hilarymk@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Kathryn Raevuori-Wilson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:06:51 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kathryn Raevuori-Wilson
PO Box 266
Edneyville, NC 28727-0266
Keraevuori@aol.com

V-12514 A-12604

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Azsa Davis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:13:14 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Azsa Davis
11920 Song Sparrow Ln
Charlotte, NC 28269-0658
adavis61@email.cpcc.edu

V-12515 A-12605

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sheri Tindall
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:13:28 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sheri Tindall

13247 Robert Walker Dr
Davidson, NC 28036

7048953967

V-12516 A-12606

mailto:sheritindall@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Bernadine Houck
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:15:38 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Bernadine Houck
407 Mountain Ave
West Jefferson, NC 28694-8900
tannb4me@yahoo.com

V-12517 A-12607

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Pauline Hoff
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:33:57 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pauline Hoff

7816 Portia Pl
Charlotte, NC 28227

7045360057

V-12518 A-12608

mailto:paulinedh9@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Kenneccia Woolard
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:45:05 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Kenneccia Woolard
4221b Deer Meadow Ct
Ayden, NC 28513-1713
kenneccia@gmail.com

V-12519 A-12609

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Mark Southern
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:45:50 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark Southern

643 Barrocliff Rd
Clemmons, NC 27012

3367129955

V-12520 A-12610

mailto:msouthern6@triad.rr.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: ruth lovinsohn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 9:53:21 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

ruth lovinsohn

58 hutchins road
black mountain, NC 28711

828 669-1193

V-12521 A-12611

mailto:rlovinsohn@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Emma Eldridge
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:03:28 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Emma Eldridge
2 Overlook Dr
Marion, NC 28752-8862
emmaie892000@gmail.com

V-12522 A-12612

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christina Young
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:03:55 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christina Young

212 Inglewood dr
Morganton, NC 28655

V-12523 A-12613

mailto:vegavader999@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Jennifer Jackson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:09:02 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Jennifer Jackson
511 Balsey St
Clinton, NC 28328-2901
ginwanda@yahoo.com

V-12524 A-12614

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Dell Huffman
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:12:55 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Dell Huffman
282 White St
Mooresville, NC 28115

V-12525 A-12615

mailto:dellhuffman@live.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of TAYLOR SULVA
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:17:58 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. TAYLOR SULVA
3605 Lydford Ct
Wilmington, NC 28409-2843
taylorsulva@gmail.com

V-12526 A-12616

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Rosie Williams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:19:59 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Rosie Williams
357 Heath Rd
Four Oaks, NC 27524-8409
rosew10@hotmail.com

V-12527 A-12617

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: John Tetel
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:27:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

John Tetel

1719 N Roxboro St
Durham, NC 27701

V-12528 A-12618

mailto:gerardtetel@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Briana Van Dorpe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:28:05 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.p

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Briana Van Dorpe

1670 Heather Trace Lane
Winston-Salem, NC 27127

V-12529 A-12619

mailto:BPhotographics@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christina Dickson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:32:11 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Christina Dickson

109 Tabernacle Rd
Black Mountain, NC 28711

8286640116

V-12530 A-12620

mailto:christy@surfnetusa.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Amy Currie
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:36:33 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Amy Currie
2003 Sweet Gum Ct
Monroe, NC 28110-9187
amycurriecm@yahoo.com

V-12531 A-12621

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Samantha Short
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:44:06 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Samantha Short
277 Miller Farm Rd
Statesville, NC 28625-8700
samshort210@gmail.com

V-12532 A-12622

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Lick Myballs
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:49:06 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Lick Myballs
204 Edsel Way
Statesville, NC 28625-4467
emnooe89@hotmail.com

V-12533 A-12623

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Meleah Veshkina
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:57:58 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Meleah Veshkina
5300 Bracy Ridge Ct
Pfafftown, NC 27040-9326
meleah00@hotmail.com

V-12534 A-12624

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Adelaida Luman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 11:07:33 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Adelaida Luman

1124 Somersby Ln
Matthews, NC 28105

V-12535 A-12625

mailto:PochyLuan@Windstream.net
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Pamela Boger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 11:10:27 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Pamela Boger
135 Watt St
Cooleemee, NC 27014-0255
blondebombshellkitten@gmail.com
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From: Care2 on behalf of Orlando MartinezQuinteros
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 11:11:14 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Orlando MartinezQuinteros
107 Prescott Dr
Olin, NC 28660-9501
orlandomartinez229@gmail.com
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From: Robert Cherry
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 11:12:41 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Robert Cherry
301 Perkins St.
Boone, NC 28607
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From: Alvin Nickerson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 11:13:38 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Alvin Nickerson

P.O. Box 1035
Burlington, NC 27216
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From: Michelle Smith
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 11:29:56 PM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Michelle Smith
319 Reese Wilson Rd
Belmont, NC 28012-7771
michellevance186@yahoo.com
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From: Diana Garcia
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2016 11:40:19 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Diana Garcia

107 Lilac Drive
Carrboro, NC 27510
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From: Klaudya Cain
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:04:06 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Klaudya Cain

2133 Lee St
Clayton, NC 27520
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From: Care2 on behalf of Heaven-Leigh Banks
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:04:19 AM

Jan 14, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Heaven-Leigh Banks
124 NE 38th St
Oak Island, NC 28465-5631
hlsrbanks@gmail.com
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From: William Coxe
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:07:58 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Coxe

908 Pelican Drive
New Bern, NC 28560
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From: Sharon House
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:32:15 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Sharon House
1712 Damascus Church Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
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From: Caleb Stewart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:37:27 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Caleb Stewart

175 Carriage Club Drive
Mooresville, NC 28117
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From: Eileen Gabellini
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 1:01:38 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eileen Gabellini

2920 Richard St
Charlotte, NC 28208
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From: Volarte" (Catherine) Ziurella
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 2:35:13 AM

Volarte' (Catherine) Ziurella from Horse Shoe, NC writes:

I DEFINITELY WANT A CLEAN ENERGY PLAN TO INCLUDE LOTS OF SOLAR AND WIND ENERGY
 AND PERHAPS HELP FOR ALL CITIZENS TO HAVE BACK-UP PEDDLE ENERGY FOR BACK-UP
 GENERATORS:

http://www.econvergence.net/product-p/pawa-1.htm

I WOULD LIKE IT TO ADDRESS SAFETY FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS AS WELL.  IF THEY GO
 DOWN HILL THEY ARE THE DIRTIEST AND DEADLIEST ENERGY AROUND.  I WOULD LIKE ALL
 PLANTS TO HAVE BOARDS OF CITIZENS FROM A 200 MILE RADIUS IN ALL DIRECTIONS.  ON THAT
 NOTE, NC NEEDS CITIZENS ON THE BOARD OF THE OCONEE SC PLANT, BECAUSE IT IS OLD AND
 HAS THE POTENTIAL FOR HAZARD IF THE NEARBY DAM FLOODS:

"Lake Keowee flooding could trigger multiple meltdowns...for Oconee Nuclear Plant in South Carolina. In this
 article after information about earthquake risk with plants": http://climateviewer.com/2013/11/13/american-
fukushima-south-carolinas-oconee-unit-1-shutdown-due-to-radioactive-leak/                                          

 The Oconee Plant is #8 on the top 10 riskiest nuclear plants in America.

http://www.care2.com/greenliving/10-riskiest-nuclear-power-plants-in-america.html

The engineer is among several nuclear experts who remain particularly concerned about the Oconee plant in South
 Carolina, which sits on Lake Keowee, 11 miles downstream from the Jocassee Reservoir. Among the redacted
 findings in the July 2011 report — and what has been known at the NRC for years, the engineer said — is that the
 Oconee facility, which is operated by Duke Energy, would suffer almost certain core damage if the Jocassee dam
 were to fail. And the odds of it failing sometime over the next 20 years, the engineer said, are far greater than the
 odds of a freak tsunami taking out the defenses of a nuclear plant in Japan.

http://www.washingtonsblog.com/2012/09/nuclear-regulartory-commission-engineers-charge-government-coverup-
reactor-meltdown-absolute-certainty-if-dam-fails-100s-of-times-more-likely-than-tsunami-that-hit-fukushima

Back to Climate Change and the  energy plan.  There is definitely grave consequences for not moving to green clean
 energy quickly.  GEOLOGISTS (FROM THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CHANEL) HAVE FOUND THAT
 WHEN THE POLAR ICE CAPS MELTED IN THE PAST, THE OCEAN CURRENTS---WHICH ARE KEPT
 GOING FROM PERIODIC BREAKING OFF OF POLAR ICE INTO THE OCEAN--STOPPED AND:

all life in the ocean died..........then the poisonous gas from all the dead sea life killed all life on the land..............SO
 WE NEED TO HELP CITIZENS, POWER COMPANIES AND OIL AND GAS AND COAL COMPANIES TO
 FIND FINANCIALLY FEASABLE WAYS TO SHIFT to clean green energy solutions such as solar, wind, peddle
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 power, geothermal, hydroelectric.

(AND OBIOUSLY,, BECAUSE OF THE DEADLY CONSEQUENCES OF ACCIDENTS AT NUCLEAR
 POWER PLANTS I AM NOT ADVOCATING THAT ROUTE.)

THANK YOU

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): volarte@care2.com

First Name: Volarte' (Catherine)

Last Name: Ziurella

City: Horse Shoe
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28742
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From: David Voorhees
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 4:06:46 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

David Voorhees
2212 Green River Rd
Zirconia, NC 28790
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From: Karie Van Vliet
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 5:59:19 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Karie Van Vliet
15402 Saxon Trace Ct
Huntersville, NC 28078-3757
karie7769@yahoo.com
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From: Amy Whitfield
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 6:26:01 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Whitfield

11 D Quakeridge dr
Greensboro, NC 27410
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From: Lauren Nunn
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 7:28:59 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Lauren Nunn
703 Twyckenham Dr
Greensboro, NC 27408-8625
lenunn@ncsu.edu
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From: MARY CALLOWAY
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 7:31:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

MARY CALLOWAY

528 ROCK CLIFF COURT
WINSTON SALEM, NC 27104
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From: Care2 on behalf of Trish Losee
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 8:04:23 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Trish Losee
2030 Woodwater Dr
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526-5165
trish0522@twc.com
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From: Nathan Holder
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 8:05:11 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Nathan Holder
919 Shellbrook CT
Apt 8
Raleigh, NC 27609
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From: Richard Duffy
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 8:46:01 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Richard Duffy
5047 Wyngate Village Dr
Winston Salem, NC 27103

V-12557 A-12647

mailto:Duff@aol.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Rand Phares
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 9:00:06 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Rand Phares
13126 Ashford Park Dr
Raleigh, NC 27613-4141
rsphares@yahoo.com

V-12558 A-12648

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Stembi M
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 9:02:09 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Stembi M
516 Townbranch Rd
Graham, NC 27253-3149
stembi2000@gmail.com

V-12559 A-12649

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Francisco Gutierrez
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 9:03:39 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Francisco Gutierrez
419 Hill St
Monroe, NC 28110-3151
dec6fy@gmail.com

V-12560 A-12650

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: George Lloyd
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 9:04:33 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

George Lloyd

1007 Crabtree Ct
Knightdale, NC 27545

V-12561 A-12651

mailto:gvlloyd@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Keith Krueger
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 9:13:32 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Keith Krueger

2000 Olde Eastwood Village Blvd
C203
Asheville, NC 28803

8285752201

V-12562 A-12652

mailto:kdkfl85@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charles Stopford
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 9:23:35 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Charles Stopford
3321 New Sharon Church Road
Hillsborough, NC 27278

V-12563 A-12653

mailto:charles_stopford@hotmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: William Chatfield
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 9:27:11 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

William Chatfield
100 D Charles St.
Greenville, NC 27858

V-12564 A-12654

mailto:Bill.chatfield@bellsouth.net
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Patricia Kinsella
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 9:31:12 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Patricia Kinsella
710 Merrimon Ave
Asheville, NC 28804-2449
Pkins57@aol.com

V-12565 A-12655

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charlie Gilman
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 9:32:20 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Charlie Gilman
2193 Vass Carthage Rd
Carthage, NC 28327-7261
gilmanac@hotmail.com

V-12566 A-12656

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: A Swihart
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 9:34:00 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. A Swihart
5 Hawk View Dr
Asheville, NC 28804-1971
bublzmaphoney@gmail.com

V-12567 A-12657

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Larry Dolamore
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 9:34:10 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Larry Dolamore

152 Harmony on the Ivy
Marshall, NC 28753

8286456607

V-12568 A-12658

mailto:larrydolamore@aol.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Gayle Stone
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 9:47:09 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Gayle Stone
1304 Turnhaven Drive
Holly Springs, NC 27540

V-12569 A-12659

mailto:Gayle.stone49@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Melody Miracle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 9:57:46 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Melody Miracle

9933-F Oakbrook Drive
apt F
Charlotte, NC 28210

9802368888

V-12570 A-12660

mailto:melodymiracle2@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Christine Yablonski
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 10:02:12 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Christine Yablonski
266 Hillside St
Asheville, NC 28801-1357
christineyablonski@gmail.com

V-12571 A-12661

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Victoria Hess
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 10:04:02 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Victoria Hess
2632 Asher View Ct
Raleigh, NC 27606-4853
torihess92@gmail.com

V-12572 A-12662

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Edward Walls
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 10:04:09 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Edward Walls

342 Mill Street
Belhaven,           N. C
Belhaven, NC 27810

V-12573 A-12663

mailto:edwardearlwalls@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Wynne Queen
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 10:10:29 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Wynne Queen

340 Davis Rd
Forest City, NC 28043

V-12574 A-12664

mailto:Wynnepqueen@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Susan Roderick
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 10:28:03 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Susan Roderick

265 Pearson Drive
Asheville, NC 28801

V-12575 A-12665

mailto:ashevillesusan@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Brenda Seagle
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 10:29:50 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Brenda Seagle
5915 Meadow Ln
Salisbury, NC 28147-8305
tarheel4ever@hotmail.com

V-12576 A-12666

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Alyson Schmidt
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 10:32:12 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Alyson Schmidt
309 E Morehead St Apt 811
Charlotte, NC 28202-2312
nos33@hotmail.com

V-12577 A-12667

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Connee Fox
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 10:34:05 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Connee Fox
401 Colington Dr
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948-9568
conneefox@gmail.com

V-12578 A-12668

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Peggy Fry
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 10:51:36 AM

Peggy Fry from Wilmington, NC writes:

To: Joelle Burleson

      NC Division of Air Quality

My name is Peggy Fry and this is my written comment concerning the NC Department of Environmental Quality's
 primary plan for complying with new federal rules for controlling carbon emissions.

I am a NC native, born in Wilmington. I have also had the pleasure of living in WNC, including Asheville, Boone
 and Sylva. At other times during my 58 years, I have also resided in Raleigh, Greensboro, Durham and Spindale. So
 yes, you can say I have more than an average interest in the health and welfare of my state, including her mountains
 and mountain streams, her beautiful, natural coastline, the wide variety of birds and wildlife, the varied natural
 topography as you travel across the state, and of course, the wonderful and unique people that inhabit the
 communities small, medium and large of this home we call North Carolina.

I attended the public hearing conducted by the DEQ in Wilmington. I stayed through the entire hearing and not once
 did I hear any of those who spoke offer support for the current course you are pursuing. The citizens represented
 that night came from a wide variety of backgrounds, interests and professions. But they were all united in their
 comments: the plan you propose will not only stop in its tracks NC's leadership in the nation of devising a
 workable, economically feasible and environmentally more sustainable transition to alternative energy, it will
 actually put NC in a reverse tailspin, making this state's future much darker than much brighter.

But how can this be? When the clear and vast majority of citizens (including at the hearing  I attended  New
 Hanover County's official in charge of Economic Development for God's sake!) are telling your agency they want
 our state to not only drop the lawsuit against the EPA, but also voice strong support for NC to work with the EPA's
 Clean Power Plan as the wise and prudent thing to do, especially since our state has already made so much progress
 already on this front, why would our government officials turn a deaf ear to all of this?

That is the real issue, isn't it? The Governor, the NC General Assembly, the government agencies like this one that
 have been entrusted by the citizens of this state to listen to them and consider ALL of us when making these
 profoundly important decisions don't really care what we think, do they? To these elected and appointed officials,
 power, prestige and personal greed now always trump the democratic process. I really don't understand why these
 officials want to be in government when they profess such a hatred of it, both privately and publicly. But for what
 it's worth, I find this reprehensible: one shouldn't enter public service and then use the power and position you've
 been entrusted with for your own private gain and the gains of your powerful benefactors who want government to
 do what THEY want, not what is best for all citizens. This is not how democracy is supposed to work: when you are
 a government office holder, whether elected or appointed, you haven't been granted some "divine right" to wield
 power any way you see fit. NO! You are a PUBLIC SERVANT. You are SERVING, not RULING!! But anyone in
 government who doesn't understand or care about this is really beyond any moral, reasonable or ethical argument I
 can make.

Just please remember, NONE of us ultimately has any power. Because whether you make the wrong decision, which
 your current plan represents, or make the right decision, which would be to abandon your objections and work
 cooperatively with the EPA so North Carolinians can help lead this nation to a better, safer future, NATURE will
 have the last word, the last judgment. And her judgment, whether harsh or not, will not only affect the citizens you
 so brazenly and arrogantly dismiss, it will affect you, your children and your future generations as well.
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I ask you to listen to the citizens of this state and support the EPA's Clean Power Plan in its entirety. Please support
 this plan for cleaner air, more investment in renewable energy and giving a voice to ALL the stakeholders in this
 great state.

Respectfully,

Peggy Fry

P.S. Do we want our cities in the future to face the awful situation going on right now in Flint, Michigan?

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): real_folkie@yahoo.com

First Name: Peggy

Last Name: Fry

City: Wilmington
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28409
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From: Liz Adams
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 11:02:08 AM

To Whom it May concern,

Please accept my public comments on NC's Clean Power Plan.

The CPP for NC needs to reduce our reliance on costly, outdated, inefficient, dirty and toxic waste
 generating energy systems and spur smart local clean energy innovations. I drive an EV, own a
 HERS rated EE Home with solar panels and have reduced both our utility bills and CO2 emissions
 by 20% since 2003. I choose to work, shop and invest with companies that have a 100% RE and
 EE Strategies. Solar powered Electric buses, E-trains, E-homes, and E-vehicles and Smart Grids
 are technologies with unlimited potential to solve urban and rural problems. NC’s Clean Power Plan
 should invest heavily in renewable energy, energy efficiency, demand response and encourage
 utilities to increase the availability of electric vehicle charging stations for zero-emission vehicles as
 this will improve public health by reducing air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. The CPP for
 NC needs to focus on empowering communities, businesses and individuals to transition to a
 clean, renewable, energy efficient economy, creating local green jobs. NC should be a Climate
 Leader in quickly reducing GHG emissions while also cutting costs and risks for NC citizens and
 businesses. Rate-payers should not be absorbing the high costs and risks of new nuclear or behind
 the fence-line efficiency improvements.

Additional resources and links:

CPP Draft Comments to NC DEQ from Elizabeth Adams 12/17/2015
NC CPP should include:

1. Renewable energy
a. Allow community solar in NC http://www.seia.org/policy/distributed-solar/shared-

renewablescommunity-solar
b. renew the State Renewable energy tax credit
c. allow third-party solar companies to install rooftop solar systems and sell the power produced to

 homeowners and businesses
d. Help businesses and communities invest in wind farms

 http://www.informationweek.com/cloud/infrastructure-as-a-service/amazon-bolsters-green-power-
investment-with-ohio-wind-farm/d/d-id/1323289 https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/sustainability/

e. EIA small scale solar PV Capacity and Generation Reports:
 http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=23972

f. DOE Wind Vision Report:
http://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/wv_executive_summary_overview_and_key_chapter_findings_final.pdf
http://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/wv_chapter4_the_wind_vision_roadmap.pdf

http://www.utilitydive.com/news/how-wind-can-become-americas-biggest-single-energy-source-by-mid-
century/375245/

2. Clean Development
a. Energy Efficient Buildings http://ncenergystar.org/

i. Energy Star Homes
ii. LEED standards
iii. Green MLS

b. Smart Lighting Systems, LED and the Internet of things
 http://www.eenews.net/energywire/2015/12/15/stories/1060029487

c. Light Rail and E-Bus powered by solar (solar trains and solar buses)
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 http://www.mprnews.org/story/2015/12/15/solar-expands-light-rail
 http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/railway-solar-may-be-a-sweet-spot-for-green-
transportation

d. Charging Infrastructure for EVs. http://energy.gov/eere/articles/driving-progress-through-ev-
everywhere-utility-partnership

http://newsroom.edison.com/stories/state-commission-ruling-allows-electric-utilities-to-invest-in-
electric-car-charging

e. Energy Storage http://cleantechnica.com/2015/10/16/energy-storage-issues-north-carolina-key-
barriers-identified/

5. Big Data, Energy Innovation and Grid Modernization
a. Open access to energy data - request that Duke Power join other industry leaders in the Green

 Button Initiative http://energy.gov/data/green-button
b. Allow cities, businesses, apartments and families to benchmark their buildings and electric vehicles to

 calculate pay-back on EE Retrofit investments
c. Automated Demand Response - a family of technologies that enable buildings to respond agilely to

 utility requests to temporarily reduce energy use at times of peak stress on the grid.
6. Scale up all of the above: http://regions20.org/images/ScalingUp.pdf
7. Renewable energy costs continue to go down. https://www.lazard.com/perspective/levelized-cost-of-

energy-analysis-90/ https://www.lazard.com/media/2390/lazards-levelized-cost-of-energy-analysis-90.pdf
NC CPP - NO Nuclear Power

1. Nuclear Dead-End http://www.thenation.com/article/nuclear-dead-end-its-economics-stupid/

COP21 Commitments
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2015/12/12/us-leadership-and-historic-paris-
agreement-combat-climate-change?platform=hootsuite

CPP reduces the Risk of Extreme Weather Events by lowering GHG emissions
An amount of warming that doesn’t seem so dramatic — say, from 1.5°C above pre-industrial temperatures
 to 2°C — will double the number of extreme events.”
http://wxshift.com/news/extreme-heat-heavy-rain-expected-to-double

CPP Rate or Mass based?, Go it alone, or participate in trading regions?
 http://www.betterenergy.org/sites/www.betterenergy.org/files/Rate%20v%20Mass%201-Pager_0.pdf
https://nicholasinstitute.duke.edu/sites/default/files/publications/ni_wp_15-02_full_pdf.pdf
http://www.publicpower.org/media/daily/ArticleDetail.cfm?ItemNumber=44685

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Adams
103 Larkspur Lane
Cary, NC 27513
(919) 678-1513
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From: Brooke Ackert
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 11:02:26 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Brooke Ackert
5143 Old Hillsborough Rd
Durham, NC 27705-5909
ilove.alldogs@aol.com
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From: Carolyn Furney
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 11:04:41 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Carolyn Furney
10545 Nc Hwy 105 S
Banner Elk, NC 28604-6624
cfurney55@gmail.com
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From: Care2 on behalf of Cristin Shaw
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 11:05:16 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Cristin Shaw
125 moutain forest dr
Lansing, NC 28694
cristin600@yahoo.com
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From: Tricia Tesh
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 11:10:02 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Tricia Tesh

201 NC hwy 62 west
Randleman, NC 27317

3367067401
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From: Ld Kranz
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 11:11:10 AM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Ld Kranz
pobox 13
Whittier, NC 28789
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From: Vicki Phillips
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 11:31:08 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Vicki Phillips
1017 Rocky Meadows Ln
Concord, NC 28025-1601
enaid0409@gmail.com
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From: Monica Driscoll
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 11:41:26 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Monica Driscoll

67 Kimzey Circle, #522
Apt 522
Brevard, NC 28712
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From: Cindy Kienitz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 11:55:34 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cindy Kienitz

408 Columbia Ave
arolina Beach, NC 28428

910-520-9241
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From: Amy Johnson
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 11:58:07 AM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Amy Johnson

205 N. Gulf St
sanford, NC 27331
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From: tonya brown
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 11:58:25 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. tonya brown
1220 Mears St
Wilmington, NC 28401-5926
tonyajayshawn86@yahoo.com
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From: Katelynn Manz
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 11:59:20 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Katelynn Manz
508 E Tremont Ave
Charlotte, NC 28203-5334
katie.manz@wsu.edu
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From: penny padley
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 11:59:26 AM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. penny padley
285 Midland Dr
Asheville, NC 28804-1449
padley4pm@att.net
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From: Sarah Ogletree
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:01:50 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Sarah Ogletree
100 Jackson Street
Sylva, NC 28779

V-12595 A-12685

mailto:Ogletreese@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of ursula spangenberg
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:05:44 PM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. ursula spangenberg
407 Nc Highway 97
Wendell, NC 27591-9495
ursula407@aol.com

V-12596 A-12686

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: desiree summerd
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:11:22 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

desiree summerd
63blessed wsy
sparta, NC 28623

V-12597 A-12687

mailto:wufchyld@yahoo.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Beth Whithaus
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:13:59 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Beth Whithaus

1015 Woodside Park Ln
Durham, NC 27704

9192254600

V-12598 A-12688

mailto:beth.whithaus@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Sue McManus
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:28:58 PM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Sue McManus
5503 Turtle Cove Ct
Greensboro, NC 27410-9083
suemcmanus44@yahoo.com

V-12599 A-12689

mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Barry Anderson
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:31:58 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Barry Anderson
111 W Oregon Ave
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948

V-12600 A-12690

mailto:barry@gcp.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Care2 on behalf of Mika Lovingood
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:34:19 PM

Jan 15, 2016

Joelle Burleson
NC

Dear Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed
limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean Power Plan (CPP). As
childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the
effects and threat of climate change continue to increase, we should be
working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are
purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail with the federal
requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ''designed to
fail,' the Department of Environmental Quality is denying North
Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing
bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is best for our state.
Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North
Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and protect our clean
air.

Sincerely,

M. Mika Lovingood
115 Maple Ave
Thomasville, NC 27360-4239
Mika.lovingood@yahoo.com

V-12601 A-12691

mailto:petitionquestions@care2team.com
mailto:info@care2.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Garnet Fisher
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 12:53:24 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Garnet Fisher

PO Box 615
Mountain Home, NC 28758

8286065619

V-12602 A-12692

mailto:nettiefisher@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Lanee Wright
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 1:14:32 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Lanee Wright
500 Cheryl Drive
Lumberton, NC 28358

V-12603 A-12693

mailto:diamond1441071@hotmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Katherine Nesbit
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 1:37:37 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Katherine Nesbit

4801 Atlantis Court #7
Wilmington, NC 28403

V-12604 A-12694

mailto:kate.nesbit1992@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: LISA TAYLOR
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 1:59:25 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

LISA TAYLOR

185 CARTER LOOP ST
ROCKWELL, NC 28138

V-12605 A-12695

mailto:LISAMARIEKOONTZ@GMAIL.COM
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Burnitt Bealle
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 2:36:18 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Burnitt Bealle
440 Marshall View Court
Winston-Salem, NC, NC 27101

V-12606 A-12696

mailto:bbealle@aol.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: janet wood
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111 (d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 2:39:16 PM

Please stop Titan from coming to Wilmington, NC.

Sincerely,
Janet Wood

V-12607 A-12697

mailto:planetj4@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Caara Stoney
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 3:30:00 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Caara Stoney
423 Upoer Shut In Road
Hot Springs, NC 28743

V-12608 A-12698

mailto:Fritzheimer@gmail.com
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: DEBRA WARD
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 4:25:30 PM

Dear Joelle Burleson,

I support the Environmental Protection Agency's recently proposed limits on carbon pollution, known as the Clean
 Power Plan (CPP). As childhood asthma rates continue to rise in North Carolina and the effects and threat of
 climate change continue to increase, we should be working towards reducing our carbon emissions.

I am very disappointed that you and your environmental agency are purposefully setting North Carolina up to fail
 with the federal requirements under the CPP. By championing a plan that is ‘'designed to fail,' the Department of
 Environmental Quality is denying North Carolina the opportunity to create a plan that works best for North
 Carolina, our community, our energy mix, and instead allowing bureaucrats in Washington to determine what is
 best for our state. Nothing about this makes sense.

Clean air is good for our families, our environment and for North Carolina's economy. Please do the right thing and
 protect our clean air.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

DEBRA WARD

1866 OLD FARMER RD
ASHEBORO, NC 27205

V-12609 A-12699

mailto:djw959@twc.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Laurie Mettam
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)"Clean" Power Plan
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 4:59:21 PM

Laurie Mettam from Chapel Hill, NC writes:

This plan will cost more money in the future and does not include investments in renewable energy or energy
 efficiency.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): lhmettam@gmail.com

First Name: Laurie

Last Name: Mettam

City: Chapel Hill
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27516

V-12610 A-12700

mailto:lhmettam@gmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Angela Bruce
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 7:05:09 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Angela Bruce
333Mallard Dr.
Columbus, NC 28722

V-12611 A-12701

mailto:Abruce2127@charter.net
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Angela Bruce
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 7:05:09 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,

Angela Bruce
333Mallard Dr.
Columbus, NC 28722

V-12612 A-12702

mailto:Abruce2127@charter.net
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Hannah Petersen
To: Burleson, Joelle
Subject: Re: 111(d) Draft Rule Comments
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 7:32:25 PM

I support a strong state Clean Power Plan. Unfortunately, the N.C. Department of Environmental Quality’s current
 proposed rules do not come close to achieving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency goals, have failed to
 engage stakeholders as required, and fail to include clean energy resources in the proposal. Please accept the
 following comments on the draft clean power plan:

• Drafting a weak plan that the EPA is certain to reject increases the likelihood that North Carolina will have a
 federal plan implemented. That takes away an opportunity for North Carolina businesses and communities to
 provide input.

• The Clean Power Plan is an opportunity for every state to chart its clean energy future and rapidly expand
 renewable energy generation. North Carolina’s goal is to reduce carbon pollution by 12.5% (from 2012 levels) by
 2030 and the state is well-positioned to meet this target with increases in energy efficiency and renewable energy.

• North Carolina is well-positioned to meet the goals set forth in the Clean Power Plan if we build upon our solar
 and energy efficiency successes. Currently, there is no clean energy in the proposal written by the DEQ. Renewable
 energy and energy efficiency should be a core part of developing the state’s Clean Power Plan.

• The EPA offers a Clean Energy Incentive Program, which provides incentives to develop clean energy and energy
 efficient projects that benefit low income communities. North Carolina should prioritize participation in this EPA
 program, rather than ignoring it.

• DEQ should provide transparent and meaningful engagement for minority populations, low-income populations,
 tribes, and indigenous peoples during the drafting of the state’s plan, as required by the EPA.

Sincerely,
Hannah

Hannah Petersen
116 Estes Dr. Ext
Carrboro, NC 28607

V-12613 A-12703

mailto:hannahmp@live.unc.edu
mailto:joelle.burleson@ncdenr.gov


From: Stacey Curtis
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean power for nc
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 7:34:40 PM

Stacey Curtis from Siler city, NC writes:

Stop wasting taxpayer dollars on frivolous opposition to cost-effective, clean energy. You're destroying the planet,
 and you will be judged.

Stacey Curtis

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): staceycurtis@yahoo.com

First Name: Stacey

Last Name: Curtis

City: Siler city
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27344

V-12614 A-12704

mailto:staceycurtis@yahoo.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: William Bush
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Clean Air
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 9:49:11 PM

William Bush from Ruffin, NC writes:

NC has no need to stall on clean air and renewable energy and conservation and efficiency and planning for lower
 energy demands.  NC needs to preserve its environment and Stop fracking and seismic testing.  Go for increased
 solar!!!  We are rid of Vos, and we need to be rid of McCrony.

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): billbush44@hotmail.com

First Name: William

Last Name: Bush

City: Ruffin
State: NC
ZIP Code: 27326

V-12615 A-12705

mailto:billbush44@hotmail.com
mailto:DAQ.publiccomments@ncdenr.gov


From: Charlie Reece
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 11:37:16 PM

To Whom it May Concern,

My name is Charlie Reece, and I am a member of the Durham City Council. I am writing
 to urge the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality to implement the Clean
 Power Plan here in North Carolina. The benefits to North Carolina’s environment, to our
 working families, to our power system and electricity costs – all these significant benefits far
 outweigh the costs. Moreover, North Carolina’s failure to implement the Clean Power Plan
 would put our state on a collision course with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency – a
 path which will lead to litigation that will cost taxpayers millions of dollars and which will do
 nothing to make our water or air cleaner, our communities less polluted, or our citizens
 healthier.

As an inducement to states to implement the Clean Power Plan, the federal EPA has
 provided states with considerable flexibility in developing plans that meet the plan’s
 carbon pollution targets while simultaneously taking into account each state’s own
 distinctive energy needs and economic conditions. Moreover, North Carolina could
 earn “extra credit” under the plan by making additional investments renewable
 energy as well as energy efficiency in low income neighborhoods. Those sorts of
 investments in energy efficiency could save thousands of Durham residents millions
 of dollars on their electric bills, dramatically improve Durham’s air quality due to
 reductions in fossil fuel emissions, make many of Durham’s homes healthier and
 more comfortable, and reduce the load on our power grid, especially in peak hours.
 For the people of Durham, North Carolina’s implementation of the Clean Power Plan
 would be a huge win and would represent a real increase in our quality of life.

Instead, North Carolina regulators have signaled that they will submit a plan that is
 not in compliance with the federal rule, that merely addresses emissions at coal-fired
 power plants (and inadequately at that), and that includes none of the investments in
 renewable energy and energy efficiency in low income communities that would help
 so many people in Durham and across our state.

I urge the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality to implement the Clean
 Power Plan here in North Carolina. My constituents here in Durham – and families all across
 North Carolina – deserve to reap the benefits that compliance with the Clean Power Plan can
 provide. The alternative is more air unfit to breathe, more water unfit to drink, and more
 costly litigation between North Carolina and federal regulators. Durham deserves better, and
 so does North Carolina.
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Sincerely,

Charlie Reece

Member, Durham City Council
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From: Marsha Earp
To: SVC_DENR.DAQ.publiccomments
Subject: 111(d)Protecting health /safety of NC
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 11:38:09 PM

Marsha Earp from Vanceboro, NC writes:

It is imperative that  the people of NC have leaders that  work for clean water, clean air and clean energy. Please
 work to formulate a plan that incorporates renewable energy and energy efficient technologies  . Please formulate a
 plan to meet federal guidelines so you put the health and safety of the people first. Thank you, Marsha Earp

----------
Form Data:

Email 1 (Primary): marshaearp@gmail.com

First Name: Marsha

Last Name: Earp

City: Vanceboro
State: NC
ZIP Code: 28586
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